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c s of\ll repay careful study. A certainfamous lawyer was wont to say that a sudden meeting with

Lickbarrow v. Mason brought the tears to his eyes—tendermem

ories of early friends. I would have the student form such inti

materelations with thecases printed in this volume, that theywill

be something more than mere names. There are few lawyers

who would volunteer the information that they had never read

the decision of Chief justice Marshall in the Dartmouth College

Case, and yet I greatly fear that the testimony of many as to

the logical strength of the argument would be subject to the

objection that it was hearsay.

Charles Lamb was in the habit of referring to certain standard

works as books which no gentleman’s library should be with

out, but which no gentleman was expected to read. Many of

the famous decisions of great judges are at present placed in this

eminently respectable, but scarcely useful, category.

The book is intended primarily for the use of students of the

law, and Ihope that it will be of peculiar value to such as have

not ' ' '
access to large libraries with the consequent facilities For the

examination of cases.

I There are manv valuable works upon the subject of corporation

aw. I h v
ave made manv references to the learned work of Mr.

MOra‘vetz! as in mv judgment it is the best for the use of the stu

dent who desires a inore elaborate discussion of the subject. The

Worksol Mr. Cook and Mr. Beach are both learned, practical and

Valuable, and have been often cited. The following list of works

011 the Law of Private Corporations may be of value. The

last editions only are cited: _ .

1 GRAN1*.—Corporati0ns. London, 1850; Ph11ad°1Ph‘a'

STEWART KYn.~Corpor-ations. London, 1793.
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In addition to the regular text-books there are severalvaluable

series of annotated reports of Corporation cases. The public_'a—

tion of the valuable series known as the American andEngI1sI1‘

Co ' 'iporation Cases was begun 111 1884. The five volumes of

Withrow’s American Corporation Cases were published between

1872 and 1884-.

Eight volumes of the Annotated Railroad and Corporation"

Reports have b bl'
een pu ished. They are selected and annotated

by joh L ' ' '
n ewis, and are being issued at the rate of about two‘

volumes per year.

Prof. G. M. Cumminws published a volume of selected cases on

the Law of Private Cgrporations in 1892 and a second volume"

m 1894-.

_ Valuable discussions of the rights and duties of foreign corpora->

tions will be found in Westlake’s Private International Law

Story’s Conflict of Laws (edited bv Bivelox

Conflict ofLa

_k
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V1“: PREFACE.

PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION.

This book has been prepared expressly for the use of

students of the Law School, and does not assume to deal

with the subject from the standpoint of the practitioner.

I have attempted to condense and yet omit nothing

essential to a fair knowledge of the great and important

subject of which it treats. It would have been much

easier to have written a larger book, as the most clifiicult

part of the work has been to determine what to omit.

I can hope to have been but partially successful. I believe,

however, that the student who masters the contents

of these few pages will have a much more comprehensive

and definite knowledge of the subiect than can be ac

quired by the superficial reading of the larger works which

is possible in the limited time which can be devoted to

the subject. The study of the text must be supplemented

by the study of illustrative cases, and the general discus

sion and explanatory work of the classroom.

I think that all valuable Minnesota cases have been

cited, although no attempt has been made to state the

statutory law. This must be learned from the statutes

themselves.

COLLEGE OF LAW,

UmvERs1TY on MINNESOTA

April 15, 1893.
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THE LAW OF PRIVATE CORPORATIONS.

_L

CHAPTER I.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION.

§1. Introductory.~When we speak of the rights and duties of

persons before the law we refer primarily to the rights and duties

ofnatural persons. Butevery civilized statehas found it necessary

to confer certain powers and privileges upon artificial persons

fori_n_ed ordinarily by the aggregation of natural persons. Such

fictitious persons are endowed with rights and privileges apart

froin the rights and privileges of the natural persons which form

their constituent parts, and are by the law endowed with certain

attributes not possessed by natural persons, such as perpetual

existence. These creatures of the law are called corporations,

and that branch of the law of the land which defines and regu

lates the application of the general law to these fictitious persons

is called the law ofcorporations.

_ §2- The Idea of a Corporati'on.—The theory that a corporation

{S H person—“an artificial being, invisible, intangible, and exist

mg only in contemplation of law”—possessed of a life independ

ent of that of its members, has been criticised by recent writers as

afiction which has outlived its usefulness.‘ It has unquestion

ablylostmuch of its importance by reason ofthe remarkable devel

Opment of business corporations. Modern courts are, to a great

extent, concerned with the rights and liabilities of the members.

Of business corporations with capital stock, and the tendency

Stems to be toward regarding such bodies very much as joint

stock companies with limited liabilitv are regarded under the

English law, rather than as identical with common law corpora

Q0115. But the old fiction represents a useful and familiar concep
t1°I1 and should be recognized or rejected as occasion requires.

In most of its relations a corporation acts as a unit, and “the

“E011 Ofpractical jurisprudence should be to regard it as an unit,

°1‘ &s_a collection of persons, according to the relation in which it

acts 11} a given instance. The shield will be either white or red,

acfidmgly as it is viewed from one side or the other.“

18l1I?g‘§' §"§{°°°= Mueller v. Dow, 94 u. s. 4-1-4.; State v. Standard on C0., 49 Ohio st.

I19 Am - ~ 911 287. See Lowell, Transfers of Stock, 5 2.

-Law. Rev. 11 - B - .

4- =8-ch 1,5 1, Morauetz I, 5 1; Cook I, § 1; Lowell. §2

1
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2 PRIVATE coaroizxi-ions. [CE I

§3. Deflnition.—A recent work defines a corporation as “an

artificial person, created by law, or under_ authority_of law, f1'Pm

a group or succession of persons, and having a continuous e2_11_S1I

ence irrespective of that of its members, and powers and l13.bll1l'.1€$

different from those of its members.”1 _

This is a very satisfactory definition of a modern corporation,

but it is doubtful whether the description given by the earliest

writer upon the subject can be improved upon. A_ corporation,

says Kyd, is a “collection of many individuals united into one

body under a special denomination, having perpetual succession

under an artificial form, and vested by the policy pf t_he_ law with

the capacity of acting in several respects as an individual, par

ticularly of taking and granting property, of contracting obliga

tions and of suing and being sued, of enjoying pr1v1l¢ge$_ ~";md

immunities in common, and of exercising a variety of political

rights more or less extensive according to the design of its insti

tution, or the power conferred upon it either at the time of its

creation or any subsequent period of its existence." 2 _

§4-. Kinds of Corpora.tions.—Corporations are classified _aC

cording to their form, nature and the purpose of their creation.

The principal kinds are designated as public, private, aggregate,

sole, ecclesiastical, lay, civil and charitable.

§5. Public Coi-porations.—To this class belong such corpora

tions as are created for purposes of government and the manage

ment of public affairs. They are involuntary, and there is no

‘contractual relation existing between the members or between

the corporation and the state.” They are simply political agenc16S

§6. Municipal and Public Quasi Corporations.-Excluding from

consideration the class of corporations sometimes called quasi

public corporations, that is corporations which partake both

of the nature of public and private, we divide public corporat10nS

proper into municipal corporations and public qi1asi-corpora

tions. The former are complete corporations, with all the

powers, duties and liabilities incident to the status, such as cities,

towns and villages. The latter possess but a portion of the

powers, duties and liabilities of corporations and includes coun
 

I-The Century Dictionary. (Austin Abbott.) .

2 Kyd I, 13; State v. Standard Oil Co., 4-9 Ohio St. 137, S0 N. E. Re . 287. The celebrated

-definition of Chief Justice Marshall in Dartmouth College v. \Voo€lward. 4 Wheat. 518

636, is as follows: “Acorporation is an artificial being, invis'ible,iritangible and existing

only in contemplation oflnw, Bejqg tbs 111311 Qfgaturg of law, it possesses only those

properties which the charter ot its creation confers upon it, either expressly O‘l‘_ 88

inc-iden_tal to its very existence. These are such as are supposed best to effect the object

for W_hlCh it was created. _Among the most important are immortality, and if the ex

D\'¢!51°11 may be allowed, individuality; pro erties by which B. pe etua! sucC€8S10fl °f

many persvns are considered as the same lllldpfllay act as a single iniiividual." For other

definitions see Minor, Inst. I, 541; Taylor, §5 1-9; Potter I, ch. 1; Vl’atsrmanI- 51;

Thomas v. Dnkin. 22 Wend. 9; Southern Pat‘. R. Co. vs. Orton. 32 Fed. Rep. -1-57; B813‘

more R. Co. v. Fifth Baptist Church, ‘I08 U. S. 317; Railway Co. v. Allerton. 18

\Vall. 233; Tippling v. Pexall, 2 Bulst. 233.

8Dillon 1,519; Dean v. Davis, 51 Cal. 406.
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CH. 1.] DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION. 3

ties, townships, town supervisors, road districts and school

districts.‘

§7. Quasi‘-Public 0orporat1'ons.- The term quasi-public cor

poration is often used to designate a corporation properly

classed as private, but which is engaged in a business of such a

nature that the public has an interest therein, as grain ele

vators, railway, telegraph, telephone, gas and water companies.

The private property which is devoted to such purposes becomes

“affected with a public interest and ceases to be jzirzs privati

only,” and may be controlled by the public for the public good to

the extent ofthe interest thus created? But it is a misnomer to

call such corporations quasi-public corporations; a railway may

be a quasi-public highway, but the corporation is private.”

§8. Private Corporations.—.A private corporation is an incor

poraltjed alssociation formed by the voluntary agreement of its

mem ers, avingfor its object the advancement of the private in

terests of the members.) It is sometimes difiicult to determine

\\'lf'.l€tl1€1‘ a corporation is public or private, but the simple and

su cient test is found in the purpose of its creation. If it is an

agency for the administration ofgovernrnent it is public, but if its

pr_1niary purpose is the private emoliiment of its members it is

P1'1\;l_f@, although the state llT&_j7l'l0ld {part oreven all of its shares

ofstock.‘ “The true criterion is whether the objects, uses and

pugposis for which the corporation was organized were solelyfor

uP 16 enefit and convenience, ‘or for private emolument, and

.\’~"l1€tl1e1_' the public can participate in them by right or only by

permission.”

§9- Aggregate and Sole.—A corporation which is composed

Of many members is called a corporation aggregate, while

F116 With] but a single member is a corporation sole. To the

ormer ' - '
_ c ass belong banking, manufacturing and railway cor

P0r_i1t_10ns, and all incorporated mutual benefit and fraternal

societies. To the latter the dignitaries of the Church of England

and any public oflicer who is invested with the attributes of a

°_‘Q°1'at1°" by reason of his ofiicial position.”

‘Beach Public C°1'D I § 3' Morawetz I ' dr

. ' - - - _. §6: Talbot Co. v. Queen Anne Co. oOM -

2:11 H““"°“ 99""? Y- Mixhelsn Ohio 'sr. 110. '

Y stauttcm V’ Im“°“1 94’ U- 3~ 113; Railroad Commission Cases, 116 U. S. 307; Hockfitt

'5 P. ’ 105 Ind" 2501' S1-"H18 Valley Waterworks v. Scholtler. 110 U. S. 34-7

poragrce V- C0mw.. 104 Pa. St. 150; Wolfe v. Underwood (Ala,) 8 S. Rep. 774-. A cor

may r€f:s‘;"§:"illfd 10 conduct a race track nnd ofl‘er purses is a private corportltimh and

ell“: (N. Yo‘ 2 Mg‘; E-‘2=el';.B‘1s1'|12pcrsons to enter horses. Cori-ignn v. Coney Island J0‘-‘KEY

9n4;eii§i§§'».~iZilf'§’§s' 9 Gm‘ &J- (Md) 232; Bank of U. S. v. Planters’ Bank, 9 \Vh¢8t

§ I. 5113. "
one 471-o -_ V . . . V ,3 r,2

glolill-1-rgtafli First PI1l:ishv€rs[IEihsiiin)'§F§rl{'I§fs.P4§,lé:' 1€l?.'}II§l{l(I1I.lO€'I(.I2,(I1Il I‘1‘iBcslt3.?lr1IDYY¢’.1l')Il£flEdl

mama a1a°k"°“°' .'°1- 1- 344- note. says: “As for sole corporations, they have disap

the Ob ‘moat Clltlftlg from our law not so much by any change in the law itself as by

instancf.-gesgeii-igegflrgozsezclfiiginstiral‘dignitaries who fiirnished most of Blgpjkituilgflnz

upon themselves and their i?€s[l):cgtis1")en::c0¢fleisc:0x?srb§r‘;Ji.'E)1:3'I1yty‘-i::libi'd}extl)}iJi:;3"u‘i£e(i|ts§ many
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4 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CPL 1

§10. Ecc1esiastical.—Ecclesiastical corporations are ‘£11056

formed for the advancement of religion. They were known only

in a few of the older states at any time and have now lost all

distinctive features. Churches which preserve a corporate organ

ization are not recognized in this country as ecclesiastical cor

porations. They are formed under the same rules as lay corpora

tions, for literary, educational, and charitable purpO5@5, and

under the statutes of many states form with these a._ class by

themselves. Such bodies are civil corporations authorized and

created by the state in order that the members of the l‘Cllg‘l01.1S

society may more conveniently transact business “relative to

the temporalities thereof.’ ’1 _

§11. Charitable or Eleemosynary.-—Charitable corporations are

formed for the administration of charitable trusts and not f01‘

the profit of the members. Such a corporation is a trustee

selected by the donor of acharity for the purpose of managing

the funds given for charitable purposes.“ a

§12. Corporations and Joint Stock Companies.-In a recent case

the court of appeals of New York thus distinguishes betweefl

corporations and joint stock companies. “The relatorwas taxed

upon its capital,” says Judge Finch,

 

on the ground that it had become a corporation, within the meaning of the

provision of the Revised Statutes which enacts that ‘f all moneyed o_r stock cor

poration deriving an income or profit from their capital or otherwise, shall b¢

liable to taxation on their capital in the manner hereinafter prescribed.” 1 RW

St. pt. 1, c. 13, tit. 4-, § 1. The company was formed as a joint-stock company

or . ti . . . . . . .associa on, in 1853, by a written agreement of eight individuals with each

other, the whole force and effect ofwhich, in constituting and creating the or

ganization, rested upon the common-law rights of thekiudividuals, and their

power to contract with each other. The relation they assumed was wholly the

product of thei ti l ' 'r mu ia agieement, and dependent in no respect upon the gr-'.l-X111

or authority of the state. It was entered into under no statutory license or per

mission, neither accepting nor designed to accept any franchise from the sovereign

b . . . .ut founded wholly upon the individual rights of the associates to join thei;

capital and enterprise in a relation similar to that of a partnership. A fewyears

earlier thele islat h d ' ' ' ' ' 'g ure a explicitly recognized the existence and validity of_suCh

organizations, founded upon contract, and evolved from the common-law rights

of the citizens. Laws 1849. c. 258. That act provided that any joint-Sf0Ck

company or association which consisted of seven or more members might sue or

be sued in the name of its president or treasurer, and with the same force and

effect, so far as thejoint property and rights were concerned,as if the suit should

be prosecuted in the namesof the associates; but the actexplicitly disclaimed any

purpose of converting the joint-stock associations recognized as existing into

corporations bya section prohibiting any suehconstruction. Section 5. In 1851

the act was _ameiided in its form and application, but in no respect material to

the present inquiry. There is no doubt, therefore, that, when the company was

formed and went into operation. the law recognized a distinction and substantial"

public oificers, treasiirers, sherifl's,etc., are specially authorized by statutes to do the

Same; “W law fll'1i>licab1e to these cases ls almost precisely that which a century ago

would have been deemed peculiar to sole corporations, and yet the word is hardly ever

applied to them. In the reports and digests and treatises it is found under the rnbic of

oflice, officer, or some more specific term, and rarely under that of corporation.”

1Gcn. St. Minn. 1878, ch. 34-. tit. 4.

9Blackstone I. 4,71, K d. 25. 29' K _ - - . —
baum, 39 Ill. 610; Isakedicll v. Board, (IIlitS\ii)‘.)n8734-1~I.1\l§f)2ISg.etz I. 5 4“ Board Y Gretna

9 People ex. rel. \\’iuehestci' v. Coleman, 133 N. Y. 279.

i—--.-_._"
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diflerence between joint-stock companies and corporations, and never confused

one with the other; and that the existing statute which taxed the capital ofcor

porations had no reference to or operation upon joint-stock companies or asso

ciations. But two things have since occured. The legislature, while steadil_\'prc

serving the distinction ofnames, has, with equal persistence, confused the things,

byobliterating substantial and characteristic marks ofditference; until it is now

claimed that the joint-stock associations have grown into and become corpora

tions by force ofthe continued bestowal upon them ofcorporate attributes. " ' "

But I think there was an original and inherent difference between the corpor

ate and joint-stock companies known to -our law, which legislation has some

what obscured, but has not destroyed, and that difference is the one pointed out

by the learned counsel for the r ponden t, and which impresses me as logical,

and well supported by authority? It is that the creation of the corporation

merges in the artificial body and drowns in it the individual rights and

liabilities of the members, while the organization of a joint~stock co pany

leaves the individual ' ht

_ rig s and liabilities unimpaired and in full forcelgi Theidea was expressed in Supervisors of Niagara v. People, 7 Hill, 512, id iii

Ghilfordty. Livingston, 2 Denio, 380, by the statement that the corporations lost

_eirin ividuality, and merged their individual characters into one artificial

existence; and upon these authorities acorporation is defined, on behalf of the

respondents to b “ '

._ c_an artificial person created by the sovereign from natural
Persons, and in which artificial person the natural persons of which it is coin

_i10s_ed become merged and nonexistent.” I am conscious that legal definitions

, .
. . .

nute and provoke criticism, because the instances are rare in which they prove

to be perfectly accurate d

_ ' ;an yet this one ofl'ered to us may be acccpted,ifit‘°’“"°°5§1"“.Y bears some sufiicient test. In putting it on trial, we may take the

nature of the individual liability of the corporators on the one hand, and of the

?SSOClflt€S on the other. for the debts contracted by their res ect' *1 '

_ p ive O!'bfll1lZ§_l.~

K1118, -'18 ii suflicieut test of the dilterence between them, and coi:trast their

nature and characte )rIt '

. _ r is an essential and inherent characteristic ofa corporation that it alone is primarily liable for its debts, because it alone contracts

thmii °x°'~‘Pt as that natural and necessary consequence of its creation is modi

fifd in the act of its creation by some explicit command of the statute which

either imposes an express liability upon the corporators in the nature of a

Pfilalfyi 0_l'<'l§fi‘l‘l'11ZI.tl\‘Cl_\’ retains and preserves what would have been the com

m“"'_k1W11-‘lblllty ofthe members from the destruction involved in the corporate

‘creation. In other words, the individual liability of the members, as it would

a_ve existed at common law, is lost bv their creation into a corporation, and

¢KI8t_S thereafter only by force of the -statute, upon some new and modifying

.°°"d‘i'°"_$, £0 some partial or changed extent, and so far preventing by the

Intervention ofan express conimancl the total destruction ofiiidividual liabilities

wh‘,°h °th¢!'Wisfl would flow from the iulierentetfectofthecorporatccreation.""'

(1),“f11"=1r11y these individual liabilities exist noon other than cominon-law con

“¥'°"5» and n_ial<e the corporators rather sureties or ;Zll€l1'HX’liIOl‘S of the corpor

ation than original dcbtors. since in general their liabilitv arises after the usual

remedies 3.11,-duet h ., ~ ' -

_ ,, ‘ t ecorpoiation have been exliaiisted. But, where that IS not
$10. the invariable truth is that the creation of the corporation necessarily

iestroys the common-I Y ' " ' . - - ~ "

re avi liability of the individual members lorits debts, and
_q""'°5 “F the hands of the creating power an aflirmativc imposition ofnew

£,"S?'"‘1 ]'ab11}tl'~’5y or a specific retention of old ones from the destruction which

Halli d{OlCl]EI'\:VlSC follow. Exactly the opposite is true ofjoint-stock companies.

th 93' Ufmfltion destroys no part or portion of their common-law liability for

P 9 °_l1t_8 Contracted. Those debts are the. debts, for which tliev must answer.

"m'_"l°" f0 Sue their president or treasurer is onlv a convenient mode of

el1f0l'ClIlS'_tl1at lifllJI'1it)', but in no manner creates or saves it.*"“ The debt of U16

corporation is its debt. and not that ofits members ' the debt oftliejoiut-stock

°°“‘P‘"1Y.1=thedebi of the associates. however enfbrced. The creation of the
ggrporahon merges and drowns the liability of its corporators; the creation of

ate stock °°mPa!1.V leaves unharmed and unchanged tlie liability of tlic associ

f °5- Tl1¢0liederives its existence from the contract of iiiclivicluals; the otlicr,
rorn the sovereignty of the state The two are alike but not the same. More

iiirles-' the? °"°Wd "Don and ‘overlap ‘each other y but without losing thfiil’

entity; and 5°, while we can not say~tliat the ioint-s,tock company is E1 Corp“

/\
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6 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [C11 1

ation, we can say, as we did say, in Yon ._\ernam v.Bleistein,102 N. Y. 360. that

ajoiut-stock cornpnnyis £1 partnership, with some of the powersof acorporation.

§13. Growth of Private Corpoi-ations.—There has been but

little change in the law of non-capital corporations since the

time of Blackstone. The early writers treat of public corpora

tions and corporations without capital stock, and have little t_0

say of corporations with capital stock, organized for the'p'ecun_1

ary benefit of the stockholders. Chancellor Bland, writing In

1828, said that no instance of a private corporation for _bu_s1I1@S5

purposes could be found in colonial times. And while this is not

strictly accurate, it is only within a few years that such bodies

have become of overshadowing importance and given 1'15‘?

to a body of law almost unequalled in magnitude and import]

ance and many portions ofwhich arestillintheformative period.

Fnoii THE HISTORY am: PRINCIPLES or THE Civil. LA\V or Roms, p. 113

Bv SHELDON Aiiios, 1883.

As society progresses, it is recognized that it is not suflicient only to accord

right to, and impose duties upon. determinate and individual human beings.

The necessity of co-operation and combination for purposes of industry, tra_d=»

the public service, and social intercourse, as well as the importance of preserving

acontinuity of riglil; and duty which shall be indepenclant of the accidents of

human lite, lead to the enlarged conce ti f le l
_ _ p on o ga persons, which e_xpreS5B8

itself in such artificial unities as guilds, colleges, universities, corpo ratiOflS flfld

the like. Such a conception had thoroughly penetrated the fabric of Roman law

d .an society long before the time of Justinian, and the appropriate legal con

sequences had worked themselves out with considerable exactness

The conception, indeed, was extended for purposes of legal convenience even

beyond the or’ ' ligina sense of an assemblage of persons, determinate or iiideter

minate, treated as an integral unity. The same hypothesis of a legal personality

was made in certain cases where no human beings were directly concerned at all,

but where it was desired to assume, provisionally, a fixed center, to which 3

group ofright and duties might, for some purposes, be referred. Thus in the C1156

of an inheritance on wbichtheheirhas not yet entered, it was more convenient for

the moment to call it a person, and to estimate the rights and duties that would

attach to a person so situated than to be making ‘constant references-to all the

innumerable human beings who might be .'1ctuall\' interested in the succession.

The same reason applied to the practice of attributing personality to the public

treasury, (fiscus); to certain charitable foundations (piae causae): and BYO"

to an estate to which an easement attaches as against an adjoining estate.

The fiction was somewhat less strained in the case of the person of the emperor

and of certain magistrates who were severallv regarded as forming, in combina

tion with the line of their successors. one integral person.

The most important class of fictitious or artificial persons was those assem

blages of natural persons. determinate or indeterminate as the case might be, to

}"h'-'_’m1 for P‘"P°5@S_ of public policy, the law accorded the peculiar right of aet

ing in eertaiii capacities as :1 single natural person.

The origin, history, and objects of these associations were manifold. The

only facts_in common to all of them being that, in contrast with an ordinary

partnership, the rights and duties, and even the will of the individual members

1 .

i....§“§§§l.‘.“t=‘<l'i‘i’.‘=“-’-’Ti'.:°’.» ‘;”.‘(§‘.§‘<i‘.;..°‘s‘z,¢‘£€§’.'?..‘$‘%?..3§3.;...i’E.,‘.Z?..£.§‘2°v€.‘?i33 ’7- ‘i§i¢°i.°2“§§§Jii‘;i
ptock, the owners_o( which were _to vote at corporate meetings in proportion to their

i;e1:§r'c§‘t;i;r‘ 1-‘£581: list of the first incorporated companies in America see Harvard Law

 



      
 

 
    

 

ssociay private agreement. _ _e ase of all but :1 very small class of these associations, moreo_ver,

thcrc was some object contemplated by law, independent of the pecuniary

interest of the associating persons, and this object took precedence of all con

siderations of such interest. Furthermore all tlic individual members rnight be

changed, or even reduced to one, and yet the legal artificial person might still

su sist

 

 

These associations,incorporated by law (variously designated as collegra,

universitates, and corpora, as opposed to a singularis persona) belonged to the

following leading classes:— _ _

1_. The urban communities of various kinds, small and great (ciwtates,

znumclpla, coloniac, vici) as well as their local governing boards (curiae

decuriones.

2. Religious confraternities (cnllegia templi.) _

3. Public functionaries e. g. scribes, and other partly private and partly

public officcrs.

4-. Guilds of fellow craftsmen e. g. smiths, bakers and mariners. _

5. Friendly clubs, which often served religious and political Ob_]€CtS and

were therefore jealously watched by the government. _ _

6_. Associations formed only for purposes of gain such were the societies for

lffllxhnlng the public revenues, for working gold, silver, and salt mines and the

l‘B.
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CHAPTER II.

The Creation and Citizenship of Corporations.

A

THE CREATION or CORPORATIONS.

§14. In General.-Individuals cannot, as a matter of right,

assume the form and powers of a corporation. These artificial

bodies are created, not by the will of natural persons, but by the

exercise of the sovereign power of the state which may confer

upon certain designated persons the privilege of doing what they

have no right to do without such special authority. It is thus a

privilege and not a right and the power to confer this privilege

upon favored individuals was formerly considered the “fairest

flower of the prerogative.”

§15. By What Authority.-The consent of the sovereign power

is hence necessary before there can be a legal incorporation, and

this consent may be given by the executive or the legislative de

partment of a government, or it may be by the judicial depart

ment, acting under authority expressly conferred bythe legislative

department. In England it formerly belonged to the king, but

corporations are now organized under the authority of acts of

parliament. In the United States and the several states of the

Union the legislative department only can create or authorize the

creation of corporations, and this power is absolute, subject only

to the limitations on legislative authoritv which are contained in

the national and state constitutions.‘ d

§16. Power of Congress to Create O'orpora.tions.—The congress

of the United States may create a corporation when such a body

is an appropriate means for carrying into execution any of the

express or implied powers of the national government. But it is

as a means and not as an end that congress may create corpora

tions."’ Thus the national legislature has in the exercise of this

power created national banking corporations," savings banks

X1); %_°o"\‘\r°."Zu.° %'.‘>“i = Ii»l'§¢1§1i‘aug1§ 13§“i~'§ J§&1.'§§?1i"¢l' i~‘-12“; tlfhiisi ‘i3l=.‘§i1{l'§§' Iiilii‘ ‘B§§§'$f

eenng, 91 U. S. 29.

3McCu1lough v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316 - Story Const. Sec. 1266' Hare Am. Coast.

£a}ar,4%§898, 105, 111, 24-9. 1310. See an article on"‘National Corporations " in 21 Cent.

3McCu1lou h v. Mar la d 4 V\’h t. 316: ' , Y ~7aa~ Juilliarg v Greenniann 1'10 U s"4.->1 4+-oSli=°<ii-lint timed “am Bank’ 9 “ heat‘

bnniring system-see 12 U. Si. Statutes at Iii-irgrii-I 665. e ac creating the present national
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CH. IL] THE CREATION OF CORPORATIONS. 9

within the District of Columbia,‘ and railway corporations oper

ating lines extending into two or more states.’

§17. Delegation of Power to Charter Corpora.tions.—Parliarnent,

being free from any constitutional limitations and absolute in its

legislative authority, may license another to grant corporate

franchises, but in the United States where the legislature itself

exercises delegated powerthe principle that delegata potestas non

potest delegari applies and “a general power to confer corpor

ate franchises cannot be delegated by the legislature to any other

agent.” But this principle does not render invalid a require

ment that certain ministerial duties, such as the issuing of a cer

tificate of compliance with statutory requirements, shall be per

formed by some designated ofiicer before the corporation takes

effect.‘ The principle upon which such a delegation of authority

is based is thus stated: “ The act rests upon the legislative will

and in no way depends for its validity upon the action of the

commissioners. Corporations organized under the act derive

their franchises from the legislature and in no proper sense,from

the commissioners. The commissioners perform no legislative

act; _they enact no laws; they simply perform administrative

acts in carrying the law into effect and applying it.”“

{Hadley v. Freedmanls Saving &e. Co 2 Tenn Ch 122' Williainsv Crcswell Bi.

'"1s=-B17: Daily v. National Life Ins. c'o., es Ind. 1. ' '

9Cu.liforniav Central Pac R C0 127U S 1 39' U ' '
i- ' ~ - -, . . , nioii Pac.R .Co.v.Hal1,3Dill.(C. C.)

£25, 8.c. 91 U. S. 34-3. In the recent case of Luxtbn v. North Rhyier Bridge C0.,14-Sup. Ct.

U15; %91- (1394)._f.he Supreme Court of the United States said: "The Congress of the
Se‘, re 13¢"-NI. being empowered by the Constitution to regulate commerce among the

the‘ 3 "ates, u_I1d to pass all laws necessary or proper for cnrryiiig into execution any of

‘uidbgwérs 8PBi.‘lfi(_!8lly cunferred,maymnkc use oi any appropriate means for this end. _/\s

‘tn to)’ l1I¢ Justice Marshall, ‘The power of creating e. corporation, though appertain

mil ’°"°"1§l1¢S'- 19 Hut. llli_€ the powerofmnkini; war, or levying taxes, or of regulating
dmtmlcfch 3 great substantive and independent power, which cannot be implied as inci

wmcz €‘h°fl1°1'I1°Wfl’S. or used as a menus or executing them. It is never the end for
can _o er powers are exercised, but n. means by which other objects are accomplished.’

pHw1;"°"i_th¢1‘@f0fE. may create corporations as appropriate nieaiis of executing the

opera? ° 80vernment, as for instance, a bank for the purpose of ca.rr_ving on the fiscal

mm,“ O“ °f the U'“t'¢d States. or a railroad corporation for the urpose of promoting

Osbornffl igmong the states. McCulloch v. lvlziryland, 4- wiiene. sis, 4-11, 4.22;

MW“ (Y1-, f\uk of United States, 9 Wheat. 738, 861. 873; Union Pac. R. Co. v.

12-7 U S 1i\ClfiC R. Removal Cases’) 115 U. S. 1, 18; California v. Central Pac. R. Co.

"Ssivé nét -,39- Congress has likewise the power, exercised early in this century by sue

Autghmi 9 Itn ihe case of the Cumberland or National Road‘fi'om the Potomac across the

sweralstest o the Ohio, to authorize the construction of a public highway connecting

“Cesar 1} BS. See Indiana v. United States, 1-1-8 U. S. 14-8. And whenever it becomes

¢rd,¢'th,_¥,_9‘;l"h° ‘*°¢Q"1I>ll=hmeut of any object within the authority of Congress. to ex

lhe "WM 18 §0f eminent domain and take private lands, making just compensation to

which ‘hers; K-Lpugfess may do this with or without .1 concurrent act of the state ill

Chcrokcexq *3! s he. Van Brocklin v. Anderson, 117 U. S. 151, 15-1-, and cases cited:

condusion a on v. Southern Kansas R. Co. 135 U. S. 64-1. 656. From these premises the

has often d“PI)¢flf! to be inevitable that, although Congress may, if it sees fit and H-5 1*

navigab] °Y1¢- "K-'0)','fllZ€ and approve bridges erected by authority of two states across

rectlv oi-etgvuters between them, it may, at its discretion, use its sovereign owers, di

;im,;,,,,,0d {.°"Bh F wrpuration created for that object, to construct bfidges for the

Yl8VlKE1tl()lla i-mi Ofmt‘-‘fstnte commerce by land, as it undoubtedly may to improve 1116

Law. 24-8 2‘?!-91-wars for the convenience of interstate commerce by water. 1 Hare, Const

1sss.¢ii.' 38' S“ ab“ °' July 14-.1S52.chap.167(12 Qtlit. at L. see); Febri-ulry 17

3- 1871 Q}, (13 Stilt. at L. 4-31); July 25,1see.ciisp.24-rs (14 Statat L.24-4-),- March
-l1tL. 78').-. 111- 121- 5 5 (16 Stat. at L. 512, ma); June 16,1886,chap.4-17(24- stat

“-\ior _
Tl1°Yfl&:iiir‘fe1_¥)f;£'i,-‘L 252‘ ‘$:l%°5'1i1C0°I1Sl=- Lim, 141; Thom v. Crainer, 15 Barb. 112. Sci!

1 . . ' 'r . -
,,u"‘:§ql"1Y Budge Co. v. Wood, 14 Ga, so; People v. Nelson, 46 N. Y. 477.

- -Elevated R. R. Co., 70 N. Y. s27.
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10 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [¢H- 11'

§18. Creation by Imp1ication.—No particular form of words _is

essential to authorize the creation of a corporation, and the lCg‘lS

lative intent may be inferred from general and inexact tcrII1S

“Any expression showing an intent on the part of the legislature

to confer the right to exercise corporate power 1S suflicient, and thyrsl

intention may be deduced from the whole of the legislative act.

Thus when powers are granted which cannot be exercised or en

joyed without corporate existence, the furtherright to beacorp01’

ation-will be implied, although the statute granting the_poW<f1‘lS1

expressly declares that the grantee of the power or franchise S118

not be deemed a corporation.’ Thus if poivers and privileges are

conferred upon the inhabitants of a certain_district, or territorial

area, and if theycannot be enj o_ved or exercised, and the purp0S€$

intended cannot be attained without acting in a corporate capac

ity, an incorporation to this extent is created by impl1Cat10fl.a11d

the intent of the legislature can be shown constructively as \V€H

as expressly.“ _ _ _

§19. Corporations by Prescripti0n.—A corporation is said to

exist by prescription ifits commencement cannot be shown and

the grant ofa charter is presumed from long continued use of the

corporate franchise. This is the doctrine in the United States as

regards public corporations,‘ and the same principles have been

held to apply to private corporations,“ although the tendency is

to hold that, “where there are general incorporation laws en

acted under constitutions prohibiting the creation of any cor

poration except municipal by a special act, there can be no pri

vate corporations by prescription, (which is a tacit sovereign

recognition), nor even by express legislative recognition. In

other words where the claim of corporate existence and right to

exercise a corporate franchise is called in question by the pr0p€I'

proceedings, nothing less than proof of substantial compllanfil

with statutory provisions will support the claim.”°

§20. Ratification of Claim of Corporate Fra.nchise.—It f0ll0W5

that any act of the legislature which indicates an intention to

recognize the existence of a corporation, will amount to a ratifi

cation of a claim of corporate existence. The legislature may

ratify when it may creatc or authorize. Thus a statute annexing

other territory, “to the town of A,” by implication makes it a

 

1Morawetz I, § 18; Angell and Ames, § 77' Dean v Dmi 51 Cal. 406.

, - ' 51
3Livei-pool, &e., Ins. Co. v. M . 10 \V ll, - . ' Th -

Dakin, 22 Wend. 103; Di-inn v. Ufi?\§ETSlt_\’ 0liOre5gGoii1: 98 022.1%-I%(')7.1uass. 531 ' om“ V

astute v. Van valen (N. J.) 29 Atl. 1070,

§ g_T7ameson v. People, 16 Ill. 257; People v. Maynard, 15 Mich. 463; Dillon,fMun.C0rp.,

In5dGiée7e;_v. Dennis, 6 Conn. 298; Robie v. Sedgwick, 35 Barb. 319; White v.‘ State, 69

aslielling II §1-8; People V. Cheeecmun. 7 Cola. 376, People v. Stanford, 77, Cal. 851.

"~ll
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town, if it was not one before,‘ but “no greater efi*"ect can be

attributed to a statute than appears to have been intended by

the legislature enacting it.”” Such a ratification not only legal

izes the existence of a corporation, but cures the illegality of cor

porate acts done before the act of ratification was passed.”

§2l. Methods of Legislative Acti0n.—Until within recent years

all corporations were created by special legislation, but such leg

islation is now generally forbidden by constitutional provisions.‘

Bya federal statute territorial legislatures are prohibited from

granting private charters.“ The language of these provisions

varies and many of them apply to certain kinds of classes of cor

porations only, but the tendency of modern legislation is toward

restricting the field of special legislation.

§22. Constitutional Limitations.—It is extremely difiicult to de

termine just what power the legislature can exercise over cor

porations by special act without violating a constitutional pro

vision forbidding the creation ofcorporations by special acts. It

certainly is not deprived ofthe power to regulate by the prohibi

tion oithe power to create,“ as it is one thing to create or bring

Into being a corporation, and quite another to deal with it as an

existing entity.’ The provision of the constitution of Minnesota

which forbade the formation of corporations by special act was

held not to prevent the legislature from extending the duration

of a corporate franchise previously granted to a railroad com

pany for_a limited tll11€§8 nor froni authorizing the change of a

FOI‘pOl'&tlO11 originally organized as a mutual insurance company

Into a stock company.” In other states, however, it is held that

when the legislature “cannot pass aiiv special act for the incor

poration ofcities and towns, it is prohibited from passing any

gt having for its object the amendment of such act,’”° and the

1B0\ . All ~ ' . . . - '

huge’ ‘£_-‘/Abeséiéizrrpbii-l{Ihlé.1~;.7Z;51. As to power of ratification in general. see bratzen.

'M°""\"~‘¢l I. 5 20~ Th i

 

agassho D 1, ornton v. Marginal Freight Co., 123 Mass. 32.

R. ."'- "SSE . 34- Md. 503,- Grand Tfllnk R. Co. v. Cook, 29 Iii. 231- St. Louis

"' “’- R- °°-- -"- M<>- App. 69; State v. Steele, av Minn. 42s. '

,_Tpi;=d§@i‘Zti‘.‘ <§‘i~’“i;i?.§i.‘.*.‘ .?.’~‘.‘."'i,I<‘>.‘ 3?1..§§‘.iLZ"§i.§.‘f?fi§§‘§;’E?0‘l‘Z.§§Ii§‘i‘i. hi‘i§Z‘.‘~‘Ji.?.'i£1§.?£i‘2;

was adg°éd"x°§Pt H" m';""¢iP8l P11_\'posi:s." In 1892 an amendment to the constitution

bk no SP _ “' 1611 provides that “in all cases when e. general law can be made up )llCR

ph-Kiame lilgclal lllw sh_all be enacted; and whether a general law could have been mllfic HP

dnrrmined any case is hereby declared ajurllieial question, and as such shall be judicially

shall wlthwt F08-‘ltd 0 any legislaiive assertion on that subject. The legislature
1-hnng?::s'fl?° .i°°“1 °1' $11668-1 law regulating the nflhirs of, or incorporating, erecting or

' ' ~ g {times °f any °°‘"1¢Y- U15‘. village. township. ward or school district, ' _ "

P,-mic gr?“ ‘"18; t° any Corporation, association or individual any special or exclusive

mg 50%": I or franchise whatever. " ° ' The legislature riiav repeal any exist
of 1'g93ma §"1°°‘.1l111w. but shall not amend, extend or !!17O(llT$' any of'tlie same." L8-W9

(M;n‘n_,'£B' N- w'I‘h£{5eI5)\nl1(gJ(;im€flt is construed in Board of Court House Commrs.v.Cooley,

5 - . .
flgétso-rlisv. Stat. § 1889. See Carver Mercantile Co. v. Hulme, 7 Mont. 566.

_,S°uthe;Y general v. North America Ins. Co.. 82 N. Y. 172, 183.

Scott” ll aelfic R. W. Co. v. Orton, 32 Fed. Rep. 457.

,St_Pmv1-:Ms;as.& R. R. B. Co., 22 Minn. 312.

“Town up-u M. Ins. Co. v. Allis, 24 Minn. 75.

Spring van”-’ §é3'c°£1fl?;;é§ay1ies. 19 10.4-3; Ex part: Pritz, 9 ii-ii. ao; San Francisco v

k__ __

.-_-as
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present constitution of Minnesota provides that while the legis

lature may repeal existing special or lopahlaws, it shall not

amend, extend or modify any of the same. ‘ A proh1b1t10I1 {F0111
I 0 2 -

~"Cl‘€&tll‘lg corporations by special act,” says Morawetz, “ulldmlbll

edly does not, in terms, prohibit the legislature from passing a

special law altering the charter of an existing corporation. But

it is plain that a constitutional provision cannot be avoided and

practically annulled by a subterfuge. A special law altering the

charter of an existing corporation and practically changlflg It

must, therefore, be deemed in violation of a COl1StltlJl‘.lOIl€ll"pI'0‘

hibition against the creation of corporations by special £1611

23. Essentials of Legal Incorporation.— In order that thfife

may be a legal incorporation there must be a~>

¢rI acceptance of the grant, and an agreement between t e incor

orators.P (a) A Legislative Gfélllt.-—Tll€ necessity for legislative_author

itv has been already referred to. There can be no valid incorpo

ration in the United States except it be undera grant of authority

from the legislature. _ _

(b) Acceptance of the Grant.—The charter of a corporation 15

merely an enabling act and must be accepted by the gT81_1’E¢§$

before any rights can be claimed under it. If not accepted _within

a reasonable time its legal effect expires.” Like all offers, it may

be withdrawn at any time before acceptance.‘ The aeceptan¢@

can be by those only to whom the offer was made,5 and must be

PI!

 

.‘1

1 Amend. of_1t¥£_)2. In Minnesota, prior to the constitutional amendment of 18-‘l1._’d1¢

existin 0- tit it l " " ' ' 'g c is l iona pI‘O\IS10!l had been practically nullified by Judicial construction

Many of the great railroad corporations of the state were organized prior to the adop

tion of the constitution. under territorial charters. See Edgert0n’s Railroad Laws. _I!1

1 H61 the present St. Paul & Duluth Railway was organized under one of these territorial

charters by striking out the directors named in the act and inserting others. by Cbflflglflg

the route of the road therein named and various other important amendments. The

question of the validity of this legislation was submitted to the Attorney General, who

rendered an opinion adverse to its validity. Opinions of Attorney-General 12 Ed..) 190

The question then came before the Supreme Court, which decided it in the same way» but

the membership of the court having changed. upon reargument, the act was upheld

largely upon the gro_und that a practical construction had been placed upon the 9-Ct.

which had been acquiesced in by the legislature and the people, and that private and pub

lic interests of great magnitiide, which had grown up on the faith of that construction,

would be impaired by an adverse decision. Amcs v. Lake Superior, 8.:c., R. C0. 21 1111111

241: Cotton \-. Miss. & R. B. c<>., 22 Minn. 372; Cent. R. Co. v. Clark. 23 Ml““- "2:
St. Paul F. 8: M. Ins. Co. v. Allis. 24- Minn 75. These were all cases of amendments of

territorial charters and the question whether a corporation could be organized under the

general laws of the state and then receive by special graiit distinct corporate franchises.

remained open until 1886. when it came before the court in the case of Green v. Knife

River Falls Booni Corp. 35 Minn. 155. A corporation had been organized under the gen

eral laws to build and maintain booms in the St. Louis river. after which a SD¢¢‘l9-1 9-Ct

was passed, which conferred upon it the right to exercise the power of eminent domain

by condemning lands which -were flowed by its dams. or taken for its use. to take

tolls, and to obstruct navigable parts of the river. The court followed Anies v. Lake

$l1D¢1'i01', &¢-. R- C0-- $110111. and said: “This constitutional provision was open to con

struction. and during a long course oflegislation the practical construction placed upon

it by the legzislature and eo h A ' '
p ple as been a liberal one with respect to amendments, and

the court would be very slow to change it at this late day "

2l\-Iorawetz I, § 1:4. An act changing the name ofa corporation is not the grant of a

private charter or a special privile e. \\'ell - . - '

(C C ) boo g s, Fargo 8. Co. v. Oregon Ry. Co., 8 haw)‘.

‘B:].?.t§1i(:5e €(.m131a\]v;s_gii, 16 Ind. 40; Smith v. Silver Val. Min. Co., 64, Md. 85; {State v.

¢Lincoln Bank v. Richardson, 1 Greenl. 79; s. c. 10 Am. Dec. 34-.

B Rex v. Amery, 1 T. R. 575.
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unconditional,‘ but if such appears to be the legislative intent,

the grantees may accept in part and reject the remainder.’ No~

particular formalities are necessary in order to constitute an

acceptance of a charter, and if no conditions are attached to the

grant user sulficient to show an intention to accept is sufli

ci'cnt.°

(c) Agreement Between Inc0rporators.—It is also necessary

that there should be a contractual relation between the parties

coniposing thecorporation.‘ This agreement maybe entered into

in various ways and may be actual or implied, but is in all cases

essential. No particular form is necessary unless prescribed by

charter orlaw. The acceptance of the charter or a subscription

for shares is all that is ordinarily necessary to evidence an agree

piergt to form a corporation according to the terms of the char

er.

§24-. Incorporation Under General Laws. - General statutes

authorizing the formation of business corporations usually pro

vide, in substance, that the persons purporting to form the cor

poration, not less than a designated number, shall sign and ac

knowledge an instrument called the Articles of Incorporation,

settingforth the name of the corporation, the general nature of

the business and the principal place of transacting the same the

@
!

time ofcommencement and the period of continuance of the cor

P_0i-ation, the amount of capital stock and how to be paid in, the

highest amount of indebtedness or liability to which the corpora

_t1on shall be subject, the names and places of residences of the

incorporators, the number and amount of the shares of the capi

tal stock, the names of the first board of directors, and in what

Officers or persons the management of the affairs of the corpora

tion shall be vested. Such articles being published for a certain

P@fl0<Il, filed in the ofiice of the Secretary of State and in certain

Olhces of record, a certificate of incorporation is issued by the

Secretary of State reciting that the provisions of the statute

have been complied with and that the parties are properly in

corporated.‘ In many states different statutes are enacted for

the Organization and regulation of diiiereiit kinds of incorpora

Eggs, Sl_1Cl1 as railway, insurance, banking and manufacturing

P<'1I11°S,_-'=1I1f] corporations with or without the power of emi

nent domain. '

L  

‘Rex v. W
QR“ v_ w:5t“'°°d' 7 5f118- 90; Lyon v. Orange. etc.. R. Co., 32 Md. 18, 29.

,5, ,s“*°°d1 7 Bins 1. 90; See Ellis v. Marshall, 2 Mass. 268, 211.

1,,.m:*° Y- Slblsy. 25 Minn. as7- Miss & 12 R B Co v Prince. 34. Minn. 79; Bank v

Pick ii'.§.2° “$66; Bangor. em’. R. ch v s'mi'cii'47'M'e s4.- Russell \-. 1\'IcLeIlflIJd, 14
p“|'_ Di‘v7_Sv¢h§?tlJ District V: Gibbs: 2 Cusli. .39. Aceeptanceiby &'. majority Of memhflsi S‘?

w‘l(l;3h, 75 Mid. 36:;-I,1§l31A1~1:4l.lnli1g'1:E_5,%8(Gil.) 254,; State Y. Dawson, 16 Ind, 4.0; Jackson -

‘T""v- K if Ri ' -
‘Mwawet III e vcr Boom Corp. 85 Minn. 15a

Z -5924, 25' Luum .1. b v ii R. c .. so Pa. St. 42, 46

96:21. St. Minn. 1573, ¢'h_ 34. fi":__'_=1"§ Be anon a. ey 0

L _

é
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1.1. PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [°H- H‘

§25. Substantial Compliance Required.—“A substantial ¢0mPh‘

ance with all the terms of a general incorporation 1a_W,i15 E1 Pm‘

requisite to the right of forming a corporation under 1_t. Thus

when the articles of incorporation are required to be signed by a

designated number of persons that_ number must sign.‘ Biff I10

more than substantial compliance is exacted and non-compliance

with provisions, merely directory in their nature, as a require

ment that a verified certificate shall be filed, _does not aliect thl:

legality of a corporation,“ and there may be irregularities wh1¢

would atford a basis for proceedings by the state to oust the cor;

poration of its franchises which would not afiect the legality 0

its existence with respect to persons with whom it deals, and

even the state may be barred from such proceedings by lapse Of

time.‘ _

§26. Conditions Precedent._Conditions precedent to the fight

to form a corporation must be performed. But there is a distinc

tion to be observed between conditions precedent to legal incor

poration and conditions precedent to the right to CQEQQ

business. In the event of a. failure toiconiply with the former

there is no legal corporation, while a failure to comply Wltll the

latter does not affect theexistence of the corporation.“ "Tl'16_ legal

existence of acorporation is not terminated by the fact that it_haS

violated its charter, as by carrying on business before .CO11dlt_lO1'l’S,

precedent imposed by the charter had been complied With

The proper authentication and recording of the articles of asso

ciation are conditions precedent to the right of forming a cor

poration,” while a provision requiring a copy of the articles to big:

filed with a specified oflicer is not necessarily such a cond1t10n,9

although under some statutes the filing is held to be necessary.

No general rule can be laid down other than that if it appears

1People v. Monticcto \Viiter Co., 97 Cal. 276; Stowe v. Flagg, 72 Ill. 397; B1'8€l°W

v. Gregory, 73 Ill. 197; Abbott v. Omaha S. Co.. 42 Mic-11., 332; State v. Wood. S-I MO

378: Rogers v. Danby Univcrsalist Society, 19 Vt. 187; People v.Stockton &c.. R. R. C0-

4-5 Cal. 306; Eakright v. Logansport, &c., R. Co., 13 Ind. 404.; Thornton v. Balcom, 85

Ia. 198; Sweney v. Talcott, 85 Ia. 103.

"State v. Ci-itchctt, 37 Minn. 13; Carey v. lvforrill, 61 Vt. 598; Adams v. West Lalfe

Mfg. Co., 81 Ky. 300; Klegg v. Hamilton &c., ‘.30., 61 Ia. 121; State v. Centffll 0hl°

Ass'n, 29 Ohio St. 399; People v. Nlonticeto “Pater Co., 97 Cal. 276.

9 Shakopce Iron & Brass ‘Works v. Cole, 37 Minn. 91; People v. Checsemnn, 7 C010

876; Walton_v. Riley. 85 Ky. 4-13; State v. Fnlt, 94 Ind. 4-93; State V. Beck. 81 Ind. 500;

Ex parte Spring Valley \Vatcr \Vorks, 17 Cal. 132.

4Hnmplire_v v. Mooney. 5 Colo. 382.

5Statc v. Gordon, 87 Ind. 181.

6C1-ini-les River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 7 Pick. 344.; Hai-rod v. Hamer, 32 Wis. 162.

TStowe v. Flagg, 72 I11. S97; People v. Monticeto Water C0. 97 Cal. 276.

8Hurt v. Salisbury. 65 Mo. 310; Mokelumne Hill Mining Co. v. ‘Woodbiiry, 14- Czil.

4-24.; Compare, Ind. F. Co. v. Herkimer, 4-6 Ind. 142; People v. Chambers, 4-2 C=11- 391;

Hammond v. Strauss, 53 Md. 1. A failure to corn ly with a provision requiring the pa]:

mcnt of nfec to the state before incorporation dihes not prcvcnt legal incorpora ion.

Hughesdale Mfg. Co. v. Banner, 12 R. I. 4-91.

9Child v. Hurd, 32 W. Va. 99; Doyle v. Mizner, 4-2 \Iich. 832; Gflrflefii v Ril‘l18-l'd$°fl1

85 Ark 144- Incli ol
. ,' miap is M. Co. v. Herkimer, -1.13 Ind.-1-1-2; First Nat. _Baiik v. Davies,

48 Ia.-1-24-; Abbott v. Omaha, &c., Co., 14- Ncb. 416; Capps 8: Hastings Pi-osp. C0.

(Nfib-) 53 N. W. Rep. 956; Martin v. Deetz (Cal.) 36 Pac. Rep. 369; Morawctz I, § 27
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from the language of the statute that the condition is to be com

plied with before the incorporation is completed, substantial

compliance with all such requirements is necessary.‘

§27. The Articles of Incorporation.-The general incorporation

laws provide for the execution by the incorporators of articles of

incorporation, which are required to contain certain designated

matters. Such articles may be defective by reason of omitting to

state the number of directors,’ the place of re_sidence of the incor

porators,” the principal place of business,‘ or the amount ofcapi

tal stock.‘ But if the term of existence is stated at a period in ex

cess of that fixed by law the corporation will continue for the

statutory period.“ The articles should contain only those provis

ions which are required by the statute, but the insertion of addi

tional provisions will not affect their validity, as such additional

matter will be rejected as surplusage.7

§28. Regularity of Incorporation [Cannot Be Attacked Collater

a._11y._After a corporation is once legally created, its right to con

tinue can be questioned only by the state in direct proceedings.

Such a body is at least a de {acto corporation and neither its

members nor persons dealing with them can be heard todehy

collaterally that it is a de jure corporation. Its legal existence

can be called in question only by proceedings in the nature of a

(I110 vlfarranto instituted ‘by the state.” This rule applies to cor

porations organized under general laws as well as to those

created by special charter.”

§29_. _Number of Incoi-pora.tors.—The statutes generally prescribe

the minimum number of persons who may become incorporators,

and this varies according to the nature and object ofthe corpora

tion. When not expressly determined it seems that the lawcontem

Plates more than one incorporator. Thus under an act providing

that "any number of persons may associate themselves together

find become incorporated,” one person cannot form acorpom.

,-1011 and thus conduct his business without personal liability.”

§30- Who Gen Form a. Corpora.tion.—A corporation is com

B10111? wmposed of natural persons, but its shares may be held 

1Ch'ld . H . .
watm_‘c(5).’V97 Va. 67, Stowe v. I-‘lagg, 72 Ill. 397; People v. Monticello

3:2?! vt; Richmond &i.-., R. cQ., 50 Ind. 34.2.

‘C1 "1 H611 V. .AltlCll &e. Co., 4-8 Incl. 265; Heinig v. Adams &c. Mfg. Co., 81 Ky. 300.

/uSt¢&'g v. Hamilton &e. Co., 61 Ia. 121.

,Pc‘;;‘;e";S:;:'t1;‘;‘l1° &¢- 00-. 4-1 ma. 151; riiomton v. Balcom. as Ia. ms.

~ en. 7 Colo. 376.
To 7 - _

Co., l:(i’2mi-v§n§l:v2§]F,°l'3Y' Orfgflninn Ry. C0., 130 U. S. 1, 25; Albrightw. Lafayette Bzc.

dgi-the Nutidnai B lip 1K910W V. _Gregory, 73 Ill. 197. In New York, New jersey and un

v, Me_‘.u._ 52 Pa S‘:-"112?! 9-011 special provisions maybe inserted. See Cook I.§ 4-; Society

‘Paulina v P 11-“

Mango . ' ° SE88 Ben. Assn. (R. I.) 4-1 Am. & Eng. C.C. B." Rice v. Bllnk, 126

Kean §:1\.s)t4§oA-gag‘, Froialie, 37 Minn. 44-'7; Union Water Works v.

vs: -
1oL::;'i€“g°k- 4'3 N- 1- L- 599; Wood v. The Wyley Construction Co., 66 Conn. 87.

° ““"*“$' C°- "- Eiswman (Ky.) 21 s. w. Rep. 531,10-is.
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16 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [cH. II

by a state, a public or private corporation, a partnership, or by

persons in a. political capacity.‘ Any person capable of contract

ing may become an original shareholder of aprivate corporation,‘

and as the interest is assignable, it may be transferred to or held

by women and children or by persons non compos mentis. But

the right of membership in a particular corporation may be lim

ited to a certain class—as the members of a certain profession or

trade. Corporations are not “persons” within the meaning ot

general incorporation laws. The right of organizing corpora

tions is conferred upon individuals and not corporations. 3

Unless the statute provides that the incorporators shall be

residents of the state, no such conditions will be annexed, and the

citizens of one state may organize a corporation under the laws

of another state if they consider it to their advantage to do so.‘

B .

THE CITIZENSHIP OF CORPORATIONS.

§31. For What Pui-poses.—A corporation is not a citizen of a

state within the meaning of many of the provisions of the con

stitution,‘ but where rights of property are concerned and are

sought to be enforced, it is treated as a citizen of the state where

it was created within the clause of the constitution extending the

judicial power of the United States to controversies between citi

zens of different states.‘ Statutes which apply to “persons”

generally apply to corporations.’

SHAW v. QUINCY MINING CO.

(145 U. s. +4-4. 1892.)

This was a petition for a writ of manrlamzis to thcjudges of the circuit court

of the United _Statcs for the southern district of New York to command them to

takeyurisdiction against the Quincy Mining Company upon a bill in equity filed

in that court on September 3, 1891, by the petitioner, described in the bill as a

citizen of_ Massachusetts, in behalf of himself and other stockholders of the

Quincy Mining Company, against “the Quincy Mining Company, 8. corporation

duly organized under the laws of the state of Michigan, and having a usual

1 10 CO. 29 b.

9The word "per " 1Associauom 63 Hmillzl‘ Y5')C2Oé1;_‘tI‘l1Cd to mean a person of full age. In re Globe &c.

8Denny Hotel Co. v. Sch:-um. 6 Wash. 180.

‘Under a law which authorizes " 1; 11 '1 1
°1'El1ml° Q °°TP°rQti0n. citizens or resii1(‘l1ey!1t:ugi' ;‘I.l(T?t!i:1€E'erSstoEFtsC ?'i§)c1\'ylegi'gtL1ri‘i‘z1ce::<'iltclr til:

l1§\\yn-Oigsfitrlt. to. v. Pa. R. Co., 31 N.J. Eq. 475; Humphrey v. Mooney, 5 Col, 282;

REP 964 v. ac , 128 N. Y. 205; Lancaster v. Amsterdam Imp. Co. (N. Y.) 85 N. E.

5Miller v. Dow, 94 U. S, 4,.1.4,_

“Nashua Ry- Co. v. Lowell Ry. Co. 136 U s 356' P i vi i s Wall 1es~
Sl§F‘“'“r5h'1_3' C°' Y't',1“1gmB‘n1 106 U-S. 118_. In the earlier easesailt xv-ns li-egliiltihiat the citizen

gclrg 0 1g(;'°rli*°r“c‘°“ f°X' Purposes of suit was determined by the citizenshi of its mem

1 P} pr_P: Hs.& 0- Y.IB}1l)ardn1an, 5 Cranch. 57; Curtis on United States €Ol1fts, p. 127.

_° "'1 OPS» '0. v. n abitants of Ipswich 153 Mass. 42, 26 N. E. R . 239' Peoples

R l-;t}7°(§‘0I“n5(-](t:c‘;'v 15 J°l-'"1- (N-Y- 358- See 5 30'. Supra. For a collection ciiicanes bee Cook

I . .
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place of business in tlic city, county and state of'New York,” and against certain

individuals described in the bill as citizens of the state of New York. Upon that

bill :1 subpoena was issued, directed to the Quincy Mining Company, and, as

appeared by the mai'shall's return thereon, was served upon it within the south

ern district ofNcw York by exhibiting to its secretary the original subpoena and

leaving with him a copy. The Quincy Mining Company appeared specially, and

moved for an order to set aside the service.

At the hearing of the motion it appeared that the Quincy Mining Company

was a corporation organized for the purpose of mining in the county ofHoii h

ton in the upper peninsula of the state of Michigan, under the stat

igzin of May 11, 1877, c. 113, by section 80 of which “it shall be lawful for any

-conihpany associating under this act to provide in the articles of association for

liiivirig the business oflice of such company out of this state, and to hold any

meeting oftlie stockholders or board Ol directors of such company at such oflice

so provided for, but every such company having its business oflice out ofthis

state sh_all have an oflice for the transaction of business within this state, to be

also designated in such articles of association," and that this company, in its

articles of associn tion, did provide as follows: “ The business oflice ofthe com

pany hereby constituted and formed shall be in the city, county and state of

_New York, and another business ofice is hereby established at the Quincy mine,

111 the county of Houghton and state of Michigan.”

The order to set aside the service was granted by the court, upon the ground

(a stated in its return to the rule to show cause why the writ of mandamus

shouldriot issue) “that said Quincy Mining Company is a corporation created

and existing under the laws ol the state of Michigan, and is an inhabitant of the

gflflftym ilipstrict ofMichigan and not an inhabitant of the southern district of

cw or

E
ra
0 OE-.

W

3

ll

colzlrié. Justice GRAY, after stating the case as above, delivered the opinion ofthe

The single question in this case is whether under the act of March 3, 1887, c.

373, § 1,_as corrected by the act of August 13, 1888, c. 866, a corporation incor

Pfiratediu one state of the Union, and having a usual place of business in un

»oI.her state in which it has not been incorporated,may be sued, in a circuit court

Qlfhe United States held in thelntter state, by a citizen ofa. different state.

This question, upon which there has been a diversity of opinion in the circuit

@0u_rt_s can be_bcst determined by a review of the acts ofcongress, and of the

dccisionsof this court, regarding the original jurisdiction of the circuit courts

Of the United States over suits between citizens of different states.

. .1? carrying out the provision of the constitution which declares that the

-llldwlal Power of the United States shall extend to controversies "between citi

218R; ifidifiierent slates," congress, by the judiciary act of September 24-, 1789, c.

, COl1fLfr€d)Lll'ISdlClZl0l1 on the circuit court of suits of a. civil nature, at

-Common law ' ' H ' ' ' '

b 01'_ in equity, between a citizen of the state where the suit is
b"°"i£’ht and a citizen of another state,” and provided that “no civil suit shall

te.l"'°"Eht" “against an inhabitant of the United States," “in any other dis

t_"°t than that whcreofhe is an inhabitant, or in which he shall be found at the

ime ofserving the writ.” 1 St pp. 78, 79.

The word “inhabitant,” in that act, was apparently used, not in any larger

meillllflg than “citizen," but to avoid the incongruity of speaking of a citizen of

arliytliinglcss than :1 state, when the intention was to cover not only a district

:7_.‘_"‘i" 1"1‘|11£l_6d a whole state, but also two districts in one state, like the dis
Ed“ °f Mal“? and Massachusetts in the state of Massachusetts, and the dis

‘Feta °fv1Fglm8. and Kentuckv in the state of vll'fillll'l. established by section 2

° Elle same act. 1 St. p. 73. 'It was held bv this court from the beginning that

33-l_~"lV€I‘11l€11t that a party resided within the state or the district in which the

suit was bmught was not suflicient to support the jurisdiction, because in the

°;"fl\'ncn use ofwords a resident might not be a citizen, and therefore it was not

8 and GXPWSSIY and beyond ambiguity that he was a citizen ofthe state, which

gzilts tile fact On which thejurisrliction depended under the provisions of the con

Bai l/E101’! and of thejudiciary act. Bingharn v. Cabbot, 3 Dall. 382; Turner V

5 Ci; '4' Da"- 3? Abercrombie v.Dupuis, 1 Cranch, 34-3; Hodgson v.Bowcrbarik,

t - anchi 303; Brown v. Keene 8 Pet. 112, 115. The same rule has been main

a"'°d t° the present day, and li.-is been held to be unalfected by the fourteenth

in--_ se

_____:
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18 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CI-I. ii‘.

amendment of the constitution, declaring that “ all persons born or naturalized

in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the

United States and of the state wherein they reside.” Robertson v. Cease, 97 U.

S. 646; Grace v. American Ins. Co., 109 U. S. 278, 3 Sup. Ct. Rep. 207; Timmoris

v. Land C_o., 139 U. S. 378, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 585; Denny v. Pironi,14-1 U. S. 121

11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 966.By the act of May 4,1858, c. 27, § 1, it was enacted that, in a state contain

ing more than one district, actions not local should “ be brought in the district

in which the defendant resides," or “ if there be two or more defendants residing

in different districts in the same state,” then in either district. 11 St. p. 272.

The whole purport and efl‘ect of that act was not to enlarge, but to restrict and

distribute, jurisdiction. 1t applied only to a state containing two or more

districts, and directed suits against citizens of such a state t0 be brought in that

district thereof in which they or either of them resided. It did not subject

defendants to any new liability to be sued out of the state of which they were

citizciis,but simply prescribed in which district of that state they might be sued.

These provisions of the acts of 1789 and 1858 were substantially re-enactedi

in sections 739 and 74-O of the Revised Statutes.
The act of March 3, 1875, c. 137, § 1, after giving the circuit courtsjuris

diction of suits “in which there shall be a controversy between citizens of differ

ent states," and enlarging their jurisdiction in other respects, substantially re

enacted the corresponding provision of the act of 1789, by providing that no

civil suit should he brought “against any person" “in any other district than

that whereof he is an inhabitant, or in which he shall be found" at the time of‘

service, with certain exceptions, not affecting the niattcr now under consider

ation. 18 St. p. 470.The act of 1887, both in its original form and as corrected in 1888, re-enacts

the rule that no civil suit shall be brought against any person in any other dis -

trict than that whereof he is an inhabitant, but omits the clausc allowinga

defendant to be sued in the district where he is found, and adds this clause:

“But where the jurisdiction is founded only on the fact that the action is

.bEl’.\V€C‘11 citizens of different states. suit shall bc brought only in the district of

the residence of either the plaintiff or the defendant." 24 St. p. 552: 25 St. p.

434-. As has been adjudged by this court, the last clause is by way of proviso to

the ii_cxt preceding c'ausc, which forbids :.i.ny suit to be brought in any other

district than that whereof the defendant is an inhabitant; and the effect is that,

"wjicre the Jiitritshdictiton 151 foungei; upon any of the causes mentioned Bil‘. this

Sec 101}. excep _e_ ci izens iip o t e parties, it must be brou ht in the istrict

of which the defendant is cfiffihabitant; but where the jurisdiction is founded"

solely upon the fact_thut the parties are citizens of dilferent states, the suit may

be brought in the district in which either the plaintiff or the defendant resides."

McCormick_ Co. v. W_althers. 134 U. S. 41, 43, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 4-85. And the

gmerfll °l‘J¢¢t_°{ this 11¢}. 88 appears upon its face, and as has been often

d_ecla_red by this court,_ is to contract, not to enlarge, the jurisdiction of the

circuit courts of the United States. Smith v. Lyon, 133 U. S. 315, 320. 10 Sup.

C_t. Rep. 303; _In re Pennsylvania Co. 137 U. S. 451, 4-54, 11 Sup. Ct. Repl141;

Fisk v. Hcnarie. 142 U. S. 4-59, 467, 12 Sup. Ct. Rep. 207.

As to_ natural persons, therefore, it cannot be doubted that the efi'cct of this

act. re_ad in the light ofearlier acts upon the same subject and of the judicial con

5t"‘ict‘°n theffqf, is that the phrase "district of the residence of" a person is

e(_1u_ival_entto_ district whereof he is an inhabitant," and cannot be construed as

g“T}1"~'J“}"5d‘°t‘°"i by 1'¢E_\S_on of citizenship, to a circuit court held in a state of

labial} l:°}th?" P351!‘ 15 =1 GU19". but, 911 the _contrar_v restricts the jurisdiction to

_te ls‘ I‘lCi’.‘11I'A w ich one of the parties resides within the state of which he is a.

°1_1tZt¢1:1-_ R31 th-'\f1 fills act. therefor, having taken away the alternative, per

Elung ,9: °.ea"l‘°"_a°t_5- °f 51-{"15 a_pc_rson in the district “in which he shall be

betweven :ilTg1zl‘::S thejurisdiction of which is founded only o_n its being

.t. d . £106, ‘ ‘-_"°“l'- 5t"_t°5. ‘£0 be brought in the state of which one is a

Cl 11011. ml in e istrict therein of which he is an inhabitant and residcnt.

I th . , ' -
for hI2)\d§lC'\tS}§!a€.>:f_:. CO1'p0l”11'.l051, the reasons are, to say the least, quite as st_roi1_g

_ g 1 C-"H1 S\1e_ an bc sued only in the state and district in which it.

has been incorporated, or in the state of which the other party is a citizen.

,i/
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cu. n.] THE CITIZENSHIP or CORPORATIONS. 19

In B.-ml: v. Earle, 13 Pet. 519. 588, Cliiefjustice TANEY Said: “_It is very true

that a corporation can have no legal existence out of the boundaries of the sov

ereignty by which it is created. It exists only in contemplation of law, and by

force ofthe law; and where that law ceases to operate, and is no longer obliga

tory. the corporation can have no existence. It rhust dwell in the place ot its

creation, and cannot migrate to another sovereignty. But, although it must

live and have its being in that state only, yet it docs not by any means follow

that its existence there will not be recognized in other places; and its residence

iiigne state creates no iusuperable objection to its power ofcoptracting in an

ot er.‘ '

This statement has been often reaffirmed by this court, with some change of

phrase. but always retaining the idea that the legal existence. the home, the

domicile-,the habitat. the residence. the citizenship of the corporation can only

bein the state by which it was created, although it may do business in other

states whose laws permit it.

In Insurance Co. v. French. 18 How. 4-04-, in which an Indiana corporation

was sued in Indiana. upon ajudgment recovered in an action against it in a state

court ofOhi0 upon a contract made in that state, this court. speaking by Mr.

Justice] Cll)JR'l‘lS, and referring to Bank v. Earle, said: " This corporation. exist

ingmi ' ' t '
_\ J: vii’ ue ofa law oflndiaiia, cannot be deemed to pass personally be

yond the limits of that state;" and held that it was bound by thejudgmcnt,

bet]-ause it had been allowed by the state of Ohio to make contracts in that state

0 . . .n y upon the reasonable and lawful condition of its agent, residing and making

contracts there, being deemed its agent to receive service of process in suits upon

such contracts‘ a d th I

_ , n ere ore that such a judgment, recovered after such anotice. was “as valid as ifthe corporation had had its habitat within the state."

18 How.-407, 40s.

“A c0rporation."said Chiefjustice WAITE. “created by and organized under

the laws ofa particular state, and having its principal oflice there. is, under the

constitution and laws, for the purpose ofsuing and being sued, a citizen of that

s}t:l_i°- _ _ By doing business away from their legal residence they do not change

1"’! c'r°'t‘Ze"sl"lPi b_ut simDly extend the field of their operations. They reside at

831118, but do business _abroad.” Railroad Co. v. Koontz, 104- U. S. 5.11.12.

65¢,qalso. Pauly. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168, 181; Railroad" Co; v. Harris, 12 Wall.

C .~ 1. St. Clair v. Cox, 106. U. S. 350, 354-, 356, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 354-; Railway

0- V- Gel hard, lO_9 D. S. 527, 537, 3 Su . Ct. Rep. 363. _

The same doctrine has been constantly maintained by this court in flp])l_Vll1g’

§° °°TP_°1'=_IfIons thejudiciary acts conferring on the circuit courts of the United

ta-tc5_ll1l’lSdlClllJIl ofsuils between citizens of diifererit states.

Those acts have never named corporations; and for half a century after the

Passage ofth ti ' ' '

. 6 rst act corporations were allowed to sue and be sued in the cir
puit courts only when all the members oi the corporation were. and were alleged

0 be. Cltllflls of the I: t ' ' -

C 8 a c which created the corporation. Bank v. Deveaux, 5w'hi"1¢‘l1. 61; Insurance Co. v. Boardman, Id. 57; Sullivan v. Steamboat Co., 6»

‘git; _?reithaupt v. Bank, 1_Pet. 238; Bank v. Slocomb. 14- Pet. 60.

Siderafion Co.v. Letson. in 1844-, it was adjudged, upon great con_

created b , (HT is suffieient to sustain the jurisdiction that the corporation is

V a . . . . . _
and Mr. -Jum_;e'r"r‘2it state from that of which the opposite partv is a citizen,

ground,“ ~ yne _-Stated that the court rested its judgnient upon the
is to bed iat a corporation created by and doing business in a particularstate

perm °=_m'~’f1tf1allintents and purposes asaperson, although an artificial

ca abllh 3;! inhabitant of the same state. for the purposes of its incorporation,

ans H], 8° g7@1flgt_rcated as a citizen ofthat state. as much as a natural person,”
whichs sutistantially. within the meaning of the law, a citizen of the state

and becriia rd lt,”3.lld where its business is done, for all the purposes of suing

semedlélfi $'F'~‘d- 2 How. 497. 558. And it has ever since been treated as

elusive] at or the" Pl"'Pf>scs the members ofa corporate body must be con_

cikd .}’\IPl"f?S,umed to be_citizeiis of the state in which the corporation is domi

Shq|'hcd3°lSIflll v. Railroad Co., 16 How. 314.-. 328; Drawbridge Co. v.

MUM‘ --0 How-227. zaa. Railroad Co. v. Wheeler. 1 Black. 286. 296;

1 Sup D£“'$~ 94- U. 4-4-4; Steamship Co. v. Tugman, 106 U. S. 118, 121,

Ct R81,‘ 4-32 cp. 58; Railroad Co. v. Alabama, 107 U. S. 581, 585, 2 $11?

.___‘_é:_~
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20 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [cH. ii.

In Insurance Co. v. Francis it was hcld that the act of March 2,1867, c.

196, (14 St. p. 558; Rev. St. § 639, cl. 3,) authorizing the removal into the

courts of the United States of suits “between a citizen of the state iii which the

suit is brought and a ciizizcn of another state," did not warrant the removal of

an action brought in a court of the state of Missi.-sippi, in which the plaintiff, a

citizen of Illinois alleged that the defendant was a. corporation created by the

laws of New York, located and doing business in Mississippi under its laws;

and Mr. justice Davis, in delivering judgment said: "This, in legal effect, is an

nvcrinent that the defendant was a citizen of New York, bccuuse a. corporation

can have no legal existence outside of the sovereignty by which it was created.

Its place of residence is there and c:i.ri be nowhere else. Unlike a natural person

it cannot change its domicile at will and although it may be permitted to

transact business where its charter docs not operiitc, it cannot on that account

acquire a residence thcre." 11 Wall, 210, 216.

In Ex parte Schollenbcrger, 96 U. S. 369, 377, Chief ]'ustice Waite said: “A

corporation cannot change its residence or its citizenship. It can have its legal

home only at the place where it is located by or under the authority of its

charter; but it may by its agents transact business an_\'v\'here, unlcss prohibited

by its charter, or excluded by local laws." The jurisdiction of the circuit court

in that case, as well as in Insurance Co. v. Woodworth, 111 U. S. 138, 14-6, -1

Sup. Ct. Rep. 364, was maintained upon the ground that the defendant corpor

ation, though incorporated in another state, yet, by reason of doing business in

the state in which the suit was brought, and having appointed an agent there

as repuiredbyitslaws, upon whom process against the company might be served,

was ound in that state, within the meaning of the act of March 3, 1875, c. 137,

§ 1, then in forcc, and hcreiubefore cited. '

_ The statute now in question; as already observed, has repealed the permis
sion to sue a defendant in a district in which he is foiuud, and has pcremptorily

enacted that, _“whcre the jurisdiction is founded onlv on the fact that the action

is between citizens of different states, suit shall be brought only in the district of

the residence ofeither the plaintifl" or the defendant." In a case between natural

persons, ns_hn.s been seen, tliis clause docs riot allow the suit to be brought in a

state of which_neitl_ier is a. citizen. If congress, in framing this clause, did not

have corporations in mind, there is no reason for giving the clause a looser and

broader construction as to artificial persons who were not contemplated than

as to natural persons who were. If, as it is more rcasonnblc to suppose, con

gress did have corporationsin mind, it must be presumed also to have had in

m"“l_th° la“? as l°_"f~’. and uniforii-ily declared by this court, that within the

meaning ofthc previous acts of congress giving jurisdiction of suits between

¢lt1_zens ofdiffcreiit states, a corporation could not be considered a citizen or -1.

resident of_a state i_n which it had not been incorporated.

T119 Q‘-"fl¢Y M"‘"11§£ C°mDfl\_'ly. a corporation of Michigan, having appeared

$P°°"\llY f°_1' the P‘-"‘P°5° OH-"ll<1"£.' H11.‘ Objection that it could not be sued in tlic

$0Pltl1_¢1‘11 dlS¢fl_Ct Of New York by -'1 citizen of another state, there can be no

(luestwfl °_f \VmV¢}'- such as has been recognized where ri defendiii-it has appeared

generally in a _suit between citizens of different states, broiiglit in the wrong

€1Sl11'I(!l2, Gracie \'. Palmer, 8 Wheat, 699; Railway Co, v_ A.{cB‘-idcy 14.1 U_ $_

27, 1§1,11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 982, and cases cit‘-d_

' 'I“_h)15 C359 F105 “Qt P"35E11t_the question what may be the rule in suits against

%:3s‘“nN°r ‘E °r°,‘§"§_°TP°"at1‘_JIl, Which may be governed by different considera

be “ji'thinO,l_:he°;:Soljeanfifi caiestlll adlnlf-'1ll1)'. for those have been ndjiidgcd not to

10 Sup’ Ct. Rép 1587‘ e s a ute. In re Louisville Underwriters, 134 U. S. 4.-88,

_ All that is now decided is that under the existing act of con ress a corpora.

t1°u"r_»t1l1§>Y%;P(_>[.1]'¢*-_t|‘_¢¢'l_11é1 ‘-7119 5tat¢_0Tlly, cannot be compelled to niigwer, in a circuit

<10 _ 0 E m_ e t_atcs held in another state in which it has a usual place of

zlnsglesfii 11° *1 C"/11 Bulb at law or in equity, brought by a citizen of a different

Writ of mandamus denied.

Mr. Justice Harlan dissented.

-»_.-. _
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CHAPTER III

Corporations Existing Witliout Legal Right.

§32. Deflnition.—VVe have already found that there cannot be at

legal corporation without the consent of the state, but a corpo

ration is a fact, and may exist in fact, although its existence

is contrary to law. Individuals may form a corporation without

the consent of the state, engage iii business and make con

tracts in the corporate name and, under certain circumstances,

the power of the state may be invoked to enforce such contracts.

Such a body is called a corporation deflacto, as distinguished from

a corporation dejzire, which exists of legal right. A corporation

in fact exists, and not a mere phantom of the law supported by

the doctrine of est0ppel.1

§33. Necessary to Oonstitute.—AS a corporation de fiacto is

not a mere figment of the legal imagination, its existence must

be the result of certain conditions brought about by its incorpo

rators. While the decisions are not entirely clear, it appears that

three things mustexist before there can be a corporation do facto.

(3) Cap-'lC1ty to become a corporation dc juref‘ That is, there

must be acliarter or law under which a corporation with the

powers assumed might lawfully be created.”

(b) A good faith attempt to form a corporation under a gen

fill statute,‘ or the acceptance of a proflered charter.5

1Suciet Pe , C] | - ' g‘ I
Q PTL‘SC1‘ly\')\iO‘I-lu:I‘€v snldif) tg:dCi04X‘8D(?l'h8iC°l'l§l:g4i£1;1l1C€Oén§hf:'5Jl:lEg%'1‘-51;:-X?[;i1i{4€ C(0:.o\l:.pgllii1t|é$:-1;

in .315. In Martin v.Deetz(Cul.)36 Pac. Rep. 369. the Court said: “Underonr system of
O c°rp°"“t'°“ l-1"'°l1l~!h general laws. a corporation dejure is an artificial body CHI!-‘¢=d 113’

Dtratlon oflaw u on the execution, filing. and certification of certain written instru

“fF"I~“ by D€l'§_0{1S iiisirous of incorporating. and certain public oflicers, in accordance

$155 th9_f1l')l'O\‘1SllOIl8 of sneh general laws. When these instruments are exccutcd,filed

“:1 rcrti ecl iia_required. the corporation, eo instante, comes into legal existence. Its

st,-Tots“ M’ '5 ""11 ¢°mPl¢ic. without any lurther act or user; and it can be 11°

{ormycii °I}11lyby_somesubscquenta.ct of forfeiture. The corporation is then rqgillflrly

um sm-t ut this result can be accomplished only by compliance with the prereqiiisites of

“mt “t°- It may he conceded that a substantial compliance is sufficient; but it is clear

A ;'“F“°99f1l‘)’ Drtreqnisite cannot be omitted." _
invulneel-,;';2‘:l?!g%0l‘£!.lll((1)l1iS one whose right to exercise a cornorate function \VOl£d pégve

P;.E.5.a.. Co.:i(nK'i:eb.)bii'»,Sflr1iciliili-€ci)1iSi].;ii)(ivr§&i'1i-Tito °"*‘ “ “‘ “‘
,J°h:“°° v~ Ellington, e7 Wis. s34; Dobson v.Sin1ington, so N. c. 4-ea. 3

son v. Co , 3 ' . - ‘ l. A .622

§==@=='m~¢ U. §?iii..t§f'::-iii? -361:-,‘1“a:.?.°:*%;iiS:-:._i §?5?‘t'=2;;.v.'Q1Z;,:|' Clark’ 25 .N' Y- 203; Abbott v. bmaha Sincltin ‘Co. 4 Neb. '4-16; Society PHI!!!

am andwglgél-1-3 Ohio St. 4-81.‘ Eaton v. \Valker. 76 Mich. 579; s. c. -1--A Am. & Eng. 11- C

‘willlamgg

Mfg Q

 

. '1 V-Kvkoma B.& L.A ' . . .e.c. I72; Hnssflm"‘C7aIpiigS¢,'| R ~' °' 97 1"“. 355; Vcnnhsle"i'.8i)il§g1iiezz:i-isigléri-p‘tki:1t €f1IlIl21E"Cgl'l, 25 Kan. 77; l’0P°‘Y

‘"13’, 12 l-zI‘i:~lil:il;2(()Tl§:!']")4"1_4$')0‘; Atty. Gen. v. Stevens, 1 N. J. Eq. 369; l\Ierr_\'n\an v. Mag"

an .- ~ _ - .

°“‘“ “- Has’-mes. es N. Y. 518.
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22 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [¢H- "1

(c) User of the right claimed to be conferred by 111118 Charter 01'

law under which the organization was attempted. The acts re‘;

lied upon to show user must be in their nature corporate acts anh

not the mere acts of individuals, which are not inconsistent all

an unincorporated society.” \Vhere these conditions exist 6?‘-‘

is a corporation dc facto, although there has been a failifiiel 0

comply with all of the requirements of the_la¥;H Such as fl ,5“ “re

to file a certificate in the county clcrk’s 0fl1¢@,_ an ommlsslolndto

state the principal place of business,‘ an error _in_ the acknow ff 12'

ment of the articles of incorporation,“ or the filing of the fl1't1¢ 95

with the wrong party or in the wrong OfiiC@-6 ~

§3l. Violation of Prohibitory Laws.—If we assume that there

can not he a corporation dc facto unless the-re_is a valid enabling

act back of the attempted incorporation, it follows that_n0

corporation de facto can be organized under an unconstitu

tional statute or contrary to an express constitutional prohibi

bition. This would be trne were it not for the doctrine of estop

pel, which may be invoked to prevent the doing of an act Of

injustice or injury to an innocent party. A body_ may thus

be recognized as a corporation de {ac-to when the interests Of

third persons are involved, when it would n_Qt be sp recognized as

between its members. But when a corporation is orgaillled 111

<ii¥?¢E violation, not only of the common law prol11_b1'£10f1,b1_1t

also of prohibitoryconstitutional or statutory provisions,it will

not as a rule be recognized by the courts for the purpose of en

forcing rights founded upon such illegal _incorporations.l_

§35. Under Unconstitutionalstainito.-An unconstitutional act

of the legislature is not a law, and the legal status ofa corpora

tion organized under the authority assumed to be granted by

such an act is the same as one formed when there is no law

§36. Est0ppel.—Tl'1e general principles above stated relate t0

corporations de facto, the existence of which may be qu€Stl0I1@d

lby private individuals, unless they are estopped by their conduct.

As we have already seen, no one but the state can question the

existence of a corporation de jure. It follows that it is Sl1lfiC1€11t.
 

1Mimna Powder Co. v. Hntclikiss, 17 Ill. App. 622; M. E. Union Church Y. Pickett 19

IN. Y. 482, and cases cited supra; M artin v. Dectz (Cal), 36 Pac. Rep. 869.

2Fredenherg v. Lyon Lake M. E. Church, 37 Mich. 76; De Witt v. Hastings, 4-0_ N- Y

Sup. Ct. -L63. The mere fact of nsin - -
g a corporate X am: (lOkS not make a corporation dc

facto. Bash v, Culver Gold Mining Co. (V\'a.sh.), 34 Fae. Rep. 462.

3Dcwitt v. Hastings, 40 N._I. L, 4-63.

‘Spring Valley \V. “forks v. San Francisco, 22 Cal. 44-0.

$Dannebroge Mining Cn. v. Aliment, 26 Cal. 286.

6Hndson v, Green Hill Seminary, 113 Ill. 618; Bakcrfield Ass'n. v. Chester, 55 Cal. 98

For further illustrations sec McPai-inn v. Triton Ina. C0., 4 Denio 392; Walwflrfih Y

Brackett, 98 Mass. 98; Douglass Co. v. Bolles. 94- N. C. 104-: Wilcox 1-. Toledo. &c., R

Co., 43 Mich. 584; Thompson v. Cundor, 60 Ill. 24-7; Washington College v. Duke. 1-1

Ia. 14-; Foster v. Moulton. 35 Miim., 4-68; State v. Steele, 37 Minn. 4-28; State '~_'.

Critchett, 37 Minn. 13; Bushnell v. Consolidated Ice Co.. 138 Ill. 67, 37 Am. & Eng. (-

C. 33, and note; Snyder's Sons Co. v. Troy, 91 Ala. 224-. 36 .-\m. & Eng. C. C. 692.

7I!uilding 8: Loan Ass'n. v. Chamberlain (S. Dnk.), 56 N. W. Rep. 897, 44 Am. & Ens’

C. C. 4.-9. 0.893.) '
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as a general rule, to enable a corporation to enforce obligations

due it to show that it is a corporation dc facto, as persons who

have dealt with it are not entitled to raise the question of its

legal existence under any circumstances, and may be estopped

from denying that it is a corporation dc facto.

(a) The General Rule: Persons who transact business or as

sume contractiial relations with what purports to be a corpora

tion are, equally with the corporation, estopped to deny the

validity of the incorporation in actions brought to enforce liabil

ities growing out of such transactions.‘

The rule is well established that a party who has contracted

with acorporation dc facto, as such, cannot be permitted after

having received the benefits of his contract, to allege any defects

in the organization of such corpoi'atioii,§.9il'ecting its capacity to

enforce such contract; but all such objections if valid, are avail

able only on behalf of the sovereign power of the state?

(b) In Actions to Enforce Stock Szibscriptioiis for Benefit 01‘

Creditors.—In an action to enforce a subscription to the capital

stock of a corporation for the benefit of thecreditors of the corpo

ration, the subscriber is estopped by the act of subscribing from

asserting that the corporation was not regularly and legally

incorporated.“ '

(0) In actions by the Corporation:-As between the sub

scribcr and the corporation the rule as stated by Judge Cooley,

1St_l1at “\\'here there is a corporation de facto, with no want of

legislative power to its due and legal existence; where it is pro

eeeiling in the performance of corporate functions, and the pub

lie are dealing with it on the supposition that it is what it pro

fesses to be; and the questions suggested are only whether there

has been exact regularity and strict compliance with the provis

10_ns of the law relating to incorporations, it is plainly a dictate

alike of J11St1C€ and of public policy, that, in controversy between

l-'_h¢‘ dc Iacto corporation and those who have entered into con

11 ‘i - .. ’
§;.>..l.c.Zii5i l'.'.§.?."§£> ?i..';'<;..s.i 133?.’ |'ii‘.i.iCii‘i§'§.S§.'.‘§i’., ....l<‘i"'.7.'i§.?§'.‘."§.°i§‘."i'.5’"i'§..‘§.' Si-.§‘Z§.‘.’§¢'3£

mith u corporation. and is sued upon the contract, neither is permitted to deny the exist

‘hgfi. \i>r_the legri_l vali'dit_v of such corporziiioii. To hold otherwise would be contr_ary_to

Pa'_tPa"1"t Principles of reason and of good faith, and involve n mockery Of_]l1Stl(‘¢<

d ies must take the Consequences of the position they assume. They are estopped to

‘£3 31° 1'e‘\hty of the state of things which they had made appear to exist, and n on
“I dish others have been led to rely. Sound ethics require that the npparent, in its eflgch

an °c_’“"Quenees, should be as ii it were real, and the law properly so regards it." p

(1'B““‘1""¥ & L- Awn. v. Chamberlain (s. Dalr.).56 N. \v. Rcp..897.4-4-Am. &Enz.C.C-4-9

V 293);“'¢mrpiinv.WilkinsburgR.Co.,118Pa. St. 192'Grangerv.Clark,67 ca1.es4;stofl:l¢1=

G‘ “'°E£Ql/lair):-1.59 N. W. Rep. -iii; St. Paul Lim¢i'co. v, Dayton,-1-2 Minn. vs; M1iin
Ellls Co. v. ciislow, 4-6 Minn. 171- Scheuiicr 1r. Grand Lodge 4-6 Minn. 256; Colflfllblfi

S °°*'*°.°°- Y- Dixon. 48 Minn. 4-ea'- Peririev orm-id Lodge of Mifln., as Mimi. s2. See
ot. Louis v. Hennessy. 11 Mo. App. 555 ' Marin v. Willi‘.-iins 14-3 Mass. 394-: Ifldelfifldeut

w1;?!r&e. v Payne, 14.5 Mass. 20; Conimcreial Bank v. Pfi:ifi'er 108 N. Y. 242; BM" Y

*°"- 14* ¢°1°- 14-0; People v. Board of Trustees, 111 111.171.S°Hl=k1ing v. Wilson, 104 Ill.54.- Wheciock v KOSt 77I1l. 296‘ Casey v. Gnlli, 94 U

p'a67S:‘:i3gP!01! v. Hansbrouizh 3 hiss (C C ) 3‘-17' Hamilton v (illnrion &c R C0» 144

- - .23 Atl. Rep. 53,- Ti.’ _'n' ' . B k, 19 ii v.,103,7 P'ae'.R¢p. 68;
§§,§_"';,6‘§-_ A=i>l=wn1l,i9 N. Y. iiiiiiaiiisiijii-l.i='ri¢iii.l°i~i<ii‘iiesii=iiin Co. \€.Linigan.<L!1-). 15 5°
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24, PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [C1-L I11

tract relations with it, as corporators or otherwise, such quest

ions should not be sufiercd to be raised/’1 Thus a subscriber

who has participated in the incorporation cannot deny incorpor

ation when sued on a promissory note given as part payment for

the st0cl<.2

(cl) Subscriptions in contemplation of i'ncorporat1'on.—When

the contract of subscription is made before and in contemplation

of incorporation, and there is no subsequent acquiescence, the

subscriber may insist upon a legal corporation and may defend

an action upon his subscription by showing that there was no

legal incorporation.3

(e) Unconstitutionality of Enabling Act.—Persoiis who aid in

organizing a corporation, subscribe lor its stock and induce oth

ers to transact business with the corporation on the faith of its

being legally incorporated are estopped from alleging that the law

under which the corporation was organizer] is unconstitutional.‘

(i ) Acts of acquiescence.—A member ol‘ a corporation is es

topped to denyliability to the corporation when he has acquiesced

in tlieillegalorirregular acts. Thus if he has acted as a director, at

tended stockholders meetings, paid calls, or done any other act

indicating acquiescence, he cannot be heard to sav that the incor

poration was illegal when it is sought to hold liim liable for his

acts as a member.“

937. Powers of De Facto Oorporations.—A corporation de facto

may do such acts as it might lawfullv perform if it was a corpor

ation de jure.° There are decisions “to the effect that although

1Swortwoiit v. Mich. Air Line R. C ., 2+ M‘ h. ‘ S. - ' ~ ' . I
Bums’ (N C) 19 S E Rep 038 O LI ic J '1, “adesboro Cotton Mills C0 ,v

, - - - - - _- - r. Cook (§ 185) cites th's as the general
rule with the remark _ that it “doubtless is the law of the‘ land, "although "a.

carefully cons dered case in Missouri held to t.11e contrary, and allowed a subscriber who

had not done _more than merely subscribe to set up this defense against the corporation,

no creditors rights being involved.” Kansas City Hotel Co. v. Hunt, 57 Mo. 126 (1874)'

I(:‘l:II;1glE.') Gas. Light Econ. Co. v. Denslow. 4-6 Minn. 171; Altman v. Vvalker, 4-0

s.i.?.‘;°.1‘. §.'i§..‘.‘?"T‘.‘.”.‘..‘"?;’.'~.".i‘.“’€§§.".=;7§ §2‘.ii"1“-‘“i‘."“ -E‘°°"*? °°-*'- °*=r°"~ *6 1*“1"'- “*3=
I _ _ , orris v. Svieeney, GO N. Y. 4-63; Rikhofi' v.

grown M. ICOE 68 Ind 388,3 Mining Co.v. Herkimer. 4-6 Ind. 1-1-2; Richmond Factory

Hiisltli-111:’-S CPI=}(‘)'sI‘_~;-efénghdfir-(:~:3°3(l\ire't1)‘E)liZ[f_fl8ftNv.w“’§siern Md. R. Co., 24- Md. 563; Capps v.

. i . , Q _' _ _ ' ‘52 Ark., 44.2, 12 s w. Rep. 1073. cp 956 (1894’)' But S“ Smm‘ V‘ Mlle"

O

‘Building 8: L Ass’n.v. Chamberlain (Q Dak) '56 N \V Re "'- '

. , , ' _ ~- - .~ . . p. 891 Vvright v. Lee (S.Dali-) 55 N-“-Rev-.931.Frce1anriv.iiis.oo..9~i Pa.St.504-; Dowv.Na1')ier,91 Ill. 44-; Irri

tggtlfilll C097-8-'_-\Y\I¥I=1rfl¢T._72 Cal. 379_; St.Louis x_'. ShiCldS, 62 M 0. 2-1-7; McCarth_vv. Lavaschc,

Court-S‘-1-id. I .1‘ T%l‘fl\\ flit; II. 709. In Building 8z_L. Ass’n. v. Chamberlain, supra, the

or i d ' e T“ em M"1"§§11Y‘l ~‘-_1DPears to be differeiit. and when a corporation is

_ gap ze hunder a void act ot‘_ the legislature, the Courts will not recognize the corpora

£133?‘ (<1>ei'c;cdcedpti)i;'13cc‘>1i::e§of enforcéng a_conti-act made by it_or with it. The cases which have

V How 1 Mich 51éf1lg¢-‘me pogrt of that state in _which the question arose, viz: State

(Mich )' 191 , 1"3;1rto'n v"~’°%",f.-I 1-'b"“;-Q» 1 Dqusn (Mien) 351; Hurlbut v. Britain, 2 Doug.

were gages when the cor- ~ ° ti K 51¢ - 4-5 Mich. 504-; Max v. Association, 30 Mich. 511

to violate laws against u9n°E:"l1t1‘°n_s a(l13D¢8-1' to have been formed fnrillegal purposes, namely,

five authority But that C 1 1°71" banklnil. as well as vnthont constitutional legisla

lat r f Mg f _ our seems to have receded somewhat from this position in the

e case o anu aciuring Co. v. Runnells, 55 Mich., 130 20 N W Rep 3'>3 "

6 ' _ _ . _ . | 0 o - ~ -

W023 071'é¢¥Q>(1)1t4.\(r;-()1§'Ii1c\‘)li(.a§ir Line R; R. Co., 24- lslich. 389: Home Stock Ins v. Shear

126: 'Inte;_mc"untn'in Pub (Ex Y‘: I-201$}-1e.t54i : Kan. City Hotel Co. v. Hunt. 57 Mo.

s7 Mass. 44-6; Central A. & l\i.'.~..<s"ii'. v. .-iciii. 'o5(i:i’1i§:mci~i<‘§t°-i-1<,1\,i;‘|',i,f' 1F§(§“s' C°' "'J°sS"'r'

6‘Mil1er v. Newbiirizh Coal Co 31 W Va 83 i " ' '

 

T. Co. v. Cutler, 6 Vt. 315. ii i " 6’ 25 Am' 8‘ EI18'- C- C- 460; Scarsburgh
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the power of acorpoi-ation dc facto to transact ordina business1'7

cannot be questioned by a private individual, the rule is other

wise when it attempts to exercise the power of eminent domain .1

B .ut the better rule is that proof of a dc facto corporation

is suflicie tt '1 i n 0 sustain the right of a railway company to condemn

and. 

11_54iller v.Newbnrgh Coal Co., 81 W. Va., 836, 25 Am. & Eng C. C. 460; Society

Pei-|ne_v. Cleveland, 4-3 Ohio St. 4-81; Atkinson v. Marietta &c. R. Co., 16 Ohio St. 21;

Atlantic & O. R. Co. v. Sullivant, 5 Ohio St. 276.

9\\'arr1 M’v. _ inn. 8: N. W. R. Co., 119 Ill. 287; McAnlcy v. Columbus C. & I. R. Co. 88

Ill. 8-1-8_; Reisncr v. _Strong, 24- Kan..4-10; 10 Am. 8: Eng. C. C. 335. The existence

of u railway corporatioii cannot he qiiestioned in nri action brought bv it to d

land Ashevillc D‘ N

COD CW1“

- v. i . 5 V. - ' - i ' '
Co. (N; Q)‘ 19 so-lg. R:)p‘16‘\6'ASl0f, 92 N. C. 578, Wellington bzc. R. Co. v. Cosliie &c.

;
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CHAPTER IV.

The Charter.

§38. Deflnition.—-The charter of a corporation is the instru

ment evidencing the act of thelegislature by which the corporat_l0I1

is created. It is the instrument which creates thecorporation.

Under general enabling acts the charter is the articles of incor

poration read in connection with the general law.‘ _

§39. Its Nature.-As commonly stated, the charter ofa private

corporation is a contract between the state and the incorpora

tors, which cannot be changed by the subsequent acts_ of ‘£116

state without violating the constitutional provision _which for

bids the states to pass any laws impairing the obligation of_c0n

tracts. “It is now too late to contend that anycontract which 8

state actually enters into when granting a charter to a prlvate

corporation, is not within the protection of the clause in the c_0n

stitution of the United States that prohibits states from passing

laws impairing the obligation of contracts. The doctrines of

Darinouth College v. Woodward, announced by this court_m01‘¢

than sixty years ago, have become so inibedded in the jurispru

dence of the United States as to make them to all intents and

purposes a part of the constitution itself. In this connection,

however, it must be kept in mind that it is not the charter that

is protected, but only any contract which the charter may con

tain. If there is no contract there is nothing in the grant Q11

which the constitution can act; consequently, the first inquiry 111

all this class of cases is: whether a contract has in fact been

entered into, and if so, what its obligations arel” Each chattel‘

contains at least one contract, the franchise of being a corpora

tion. This privilege “is a distinct, independent franchise, com

plete within itself, having no necessary connection with other

-distinct franchises, which are the subjects of legislative grant,

and which may or may not be given to corporations 01166

created as well as to t al, na ur persons, as to the legislature may

-seem advisable.”

1 Louisville Water Co. v. Clark, 143 U. S. 1; People v. Chicago Gas. Trust Co., 130 I"

268; Ellerman v. Chicago &c Co , 49 N J B 2

. . . . q., 17, 23 Atl. Rep. 287.
9 Chief Justice Waite in Stone v. Misslssip i, 101 U. S. 814. The celebrated case Of

Trustees of Dartmouth College v. Woodward’, 4- Wheat. 518, was decided in 1819,11!-If fl"

name principle had been announced in 1806 in Walls v. Stetson, 2 Mass. 8-L3. For B. F1111

history of these cases see Shirley’: “ The Dartmouth College cases and the suP1'@m° C°“rt

of the United States." Many unsuccessful assaults have been made upon the doctrine Of

these cases. See an article in 26 Am. Law Rev. 169.

lsouthern Pac. R. Co. v. Orton, 82 Fed. Rep. 4.57.
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§4(l. C0nstruoti0i:i.—Cl1arters of private corporations are,

when accepted, executed contracts, but the different provisions,

when not clear and unambiguous, are subject to construction.‘

Agraiit to a corporation must be conveyed in clear and unmis

takable terms. If the meaning of the words is doubtful they are

to be taken most strongly against the corporation,” and especi

ally is this true when the corporation is claiming some exclusive

privilege or exemption.” Thus it is held that an enumeration of

burdens to which a corporation is, or may be subjected, will not

preclude the state from imposing others.‘ But the charter is the

measure of the powers of a corporation,‘ and an enumeration of

powers in the charter implieclly excludes all others.“ But such

grants must be given a reasonable construction, and powers

fairly incidental to the objects of the corporation are to be

implied.’

§4-1. Control Over G11arters.—Since the decision in the Dart

mouth College case it is customary for the state to reserve the

right to amend or repeal corporate charters without the consent

of the corporation. This reservation may be in the charter but

is no_w commonly provided for by general laws or constitutional

provisions.” These general reservations apply to all charters

granted or enabling acts passed subsequent to their adoption,

unless expressly exempted there from,” and the acceptance of a char

ter while such a general law is in force is subject to the conditions

thus imposed although the act creating the corporation contains

no reference to the reservation.“

§42. Exercise of the Reserved Power.—When the powerto amend

Or repeal acharter is thus reserved, it is to be exercised by the

legislature, and according to the weight of authority, its action

cannot be controlled bv the courts.“ If the reservation is of the

;T\=mi>iiie Co.v.1‘l1inois, as U. s es; Rice v. Railroad co.. 1 Black, (U. s.) 358. 380

li l k _ , . ' - ' .
m0nd°g°cg‘Cv<f Iya'I~g-iiéagi, }\2IOa\1‘l. iii, N. W. F. Co. v. Hyde Park, 97 U. S. 659. R1¢11

 

30mfl.l1£\&(‘. R. . _ ' ' ' Y . - _ _ _ fl

; Ywire
‘R - 17 U-S-139.148; The Railroad Commission Cases, 116 U. s. 326.

‘Railway c°' v~ Phil!-‘\~i 101 U. S. 528; Here's Am. Count. Law, p. G66. _

Gi1‘5“:’k °r -‘\I8!1sta v. Earl, 13 Pet. 588; Rochester Ins. Co. v. Martin, 13 Mlflfl- 59;

“Thomas v. Railway Co., 101 U. S. 71.

7Carotl.iers v. Phila. Co., 11$ Pa. St. <1-8S; Wis. Tel. C0. v. Oshkosh. 62 “'59- 32

»,§G'“"““'9°.d ve I-‘might Co-.105 v. s. 13- Iron City Dank Pittsburg, s7 Pa. st. 341

9958 provisions are collected in Cook I. § 561 note 2. l

lose v. Green C I - ' Y k 15 Wall. 4-78'

I1" M<>-10.1-1.--\1==i5”i‘3§’§. c°J?°§°E’o%3" §°i3J’a1s¢'-3?? ' .%“'3s':. i§f.fI'wl’.’1'1i Pa. s=- W3
In these instances the powierlof revoieatiori was reserved iri the organic law, and fill"

r°'° neceisllrily inherent in every other but :1 le 'slative dcclarqtiou that all future char

t“'s Fllflll be subject to modification or re eal enter into and qualify every subsequent

id 0lIn1§corporal:ion which does not clearpy ixidicate a diflerent design " Hfl-l'¢iAm- Coast‘

"W . 655. ' '

‘°J““l‘§°" v- Walsh (ll-id.) 23 At]. Rep 778

"Sun v ll - Y ' ' . . -i1ic..105

5 i3;s.2.:*@;Y-.‘.‘a';=riéaetzis-‘22.2.§;,3;Zi.%:r12
nl we Co.,109 Mass.103: Hare's Am.'Const. Liiw 1, § 059.
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23 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [°H- "

right to repeal if certain conditi_oi(iis_ _ai-lednpt fu_lfillte_d, flggfgmii

be a repeal without a previous _]u icia e ermina ion _ |

of the conditions.‘ _But the power ofrepeal must not be eX§f1i‘<?{:g

arbitrarily and without cause, or on manifestly insu ci

ground.’

§4-3. Forfeiture pistinguished from Repea.1.—-The repeall) 03%?

charter by the legislature under a reserve power, muit 6 V15‘.

tinguisherl from a f0rfeiture._ }'1I‘lie1legisl2gt_ure exertciscels t e 1pt(;:c¢t

of repeal in accordance wit t e con itions 0" '18 C0 _

while a court declares a forfeiture for non-user or niisuser of Cltll;

porate franchises or powers, independent oglany rescfirvid

§4A-. Contracts Contained in Charts:-.—‘ e con rac s_ \

are ordinarily found in the charter of a private corporation {£111

into three classes 1‘ _ 6 h

(1.) Those between the state and the mcorporators, sue £15

the franchise of acting as a corporation, of being exempt frofin

taxation,“ or that the charter shall not be sub_]cct_to iamen -

meiit or repeal without the consent of the corporation.

( 2.) Contracts between the corporation and the stockholders.

“When one becomes a member of a corpoi-ation, it is upon cer-l

tain terms and conditions and for certain specified purp0S¢$- He

subjects his interests to the control of proper authorities to

accomplish the object of the organization, but he does not agree

that the purpose shall be changed in its character at the will of the

directors, or a majority of the stockholders even. 'l‘l16 §011'51'a°t

cannot be changed without the consent of both parties." _ Hence

there arises a contract which the legislature can neither lmpall‘,
 

1 Miners Bank v. U. S., 1 Greene. (Ia_) 553; s. e. 4-3 Am. Dec. 115; Oakland R. Co-.5;

Oakland R. Co.,45 Cal. 365; N. Y. &c., R. Co.v. Boston &:c., R. Co.. 36 Conn. 196. In Myrihe

v. Brawley, 83 Minn. 377, the court said: "The insertion in legislative grz}nfB.1\1$¢ t

one in question, of expressgirovisions for forfeiture in ease of non-user or_misl1S9f. 15h11_\°h

uncommon, and it can hat ly be questioned that it is competent for the lcgjslature, W let

is the law-making power as well as one ofthe contractingpnrtics, to provide in the RTAIII

a mode of enforcing the forfeiture, either by re enl of the act making the grant Or ot er

wise, and there can be as little doubt that the gnrfeiture will be cfibctnally enforced by 1'8‘

sort to the stipulated mode. provided the event on which it is to he resorted to has

arisen. Where the right reserved to recall the grant depends on the happening Offlcfl?

tingei-it event, the existence ofthe fact at the time of the recall must. of course. be I1 fl}l1 '

ter forjudicial investigation. Whether the re-entry by u. private grantor perfects :1 01'

feiture must depend th f
on e act of condition broken, and that must be ascertained b_\' fl1¢"

judiciary" but in no case wh th f '
, ere e orfeiture may he enforced by act of the grantor, “W5

he secure, hefore he enforces it, a judicial determination, that the fuct upon which the

righ to forfeit depends, exists. The courts will decide upon the efiect of his act subse

quently. But neither does the legislature when it exercises a reserved right to repeal. 1101‘

the private grnntor when he cxcrcisesareservcd right of re<en try, perform an_\'jud1cm.l func

tion. The act of neither assumes to determine finally the right of the pal?‘-1*? 315

efiected by the act to enforce the forfeiture. That is necessarily and inherently 8-_I!1d1‘_3l51

guestion." Eric 8: N. E. R. C0. v. Casey, 26 Pa. St. 287; Crease v. Babcock, 23 Pick

34-; McLnren v. Pennington, J Paige 102: Read v. Frankfort Dank, 23 Me., 81 8

I The Sinking Fund Cases, 99 U. S. 700; Flint P. R. CO. v. Woodhull, 25 Mich. 99;

Shields v. Ohio, 96 U. S. 319., 324-; The Commonwealth v. Pittsburgh 8: C. R. CO., 53<

Pa. St. 26. 4:6.

81'-Irie etc. R. Co. v. Casey, 26 Pa. St. 287.

l-Beach I. § § 22, 23, 24-, 14-G.

5wil"ll11g11011 R- CO- Y5. Reid, 18 Wall, 206; Bank of Pa. vs. Comw. 19 Pu. St. 144

$New Jersey v. \Vilson, 7 Cranch, 164-.

7Lonisvil1e Gas C0. Y. Citizens’ G. L. C0., 115 U. S. 683.

lillenrwater V. Meredith, 1 Wall. 25.

"lumen;
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nor authorize a majority of the members to impair. Thus where

the act of incorporation provides for the election of directors by

majority vote it is not within the power of the legislature to

change the method of voting so as in effect to place the control

in the hands of a minority.‘

(3.) Contracts between the corporation and persons dealing

with the corporation; such as statements in the charter or law,

that the capital stock shall be a certain amount, or that the

stockholders of an insolvent corporation shall be liable for an

amount in excess of the face value of their stock.’

§45. Subject to the Power of Eminent Domain.—The property,

franchises and contracts of corporations, like those of individu

als, are subject to the sovereign power of eminent domain, and

even the franchise of being a corporation may under express legis

lativelauthority, be condemned for the benefit of another corpor

ation.

_§ _4-6- Statutes Affecting the Remedy.—-The constitutional pro

hibition of laws impairing the obligation of contracts has no

application to statutes modifying an existing remedy and pro

viding a new and reasonable adequate one.‘

§f1~7. The Police Power.—Corporations are like individuals,

SlJl)_]CClI to the police power of the state.‘ “The rights of all per

sons, whether natural or artificial, are under such legislative

control as the legislature may deem necessary for the general

Welfare, and it is a fundamental error to suppose that there is

any difference in this respect between the rights of natural and

_artificia.l persons. They both stand upon exactly the same foot

"1g- While personal liberty is guaranteed by the constitution to

every citizen, yet, by disregarding the rights of others, one may

fprfeit not only liberty, but life itself. So a corporation by

:§=Y=fl\;- Cemw-. s2 Pa. St. 518.

“W 0111 Y. Calef, 2 Wall. 10; McDonnell v. la. . . n. ., 85 Ala. 401 ' Norris

§-a‘,‘,’J"-‘§§°1==\1l- 34- Md.;192; Sinking Fund Cases, fie u.Gs.I7zoIo;' Ccdgnnt v. \'nnSchhick, 24.

with’ 9‘ when the l_"1bi1it3‘ l9 Dlnced npon an oflicer as a penalty for failing to coin ply

uh, ‘,}.E“'*l4'-}'I°l'Y T911‘-lll’€l_l'l€llf, all rights ol the creditor are lost by a repeal of the stat

Gfljmzm '3)? 18 Ho such thing as ii. vested interest in an uninforccd penalty. Gregory v.

Pier“ 4 Hflflk, 3 C01. 336; Breetiing v. Llndauer, 87 Mich. 217; Union Iron Co. v.

560o_- ‘Se 32?: Cooley, Const. Lim. (sm Ed.) 444., 4.14.; Wait, Insolv. Corps.,

 

v“§'§°..‘},‘_"°°d Y- Freight _Co..10s U. s. 13. 22; New 0rle£1‘l1S o. L. Co.v.La.G.Co.,115
G-my ‘;__’._We_st River Bridge Co. v. Dix, 6 How. 507; Central Bridge Co. v. Lowell, 4.

a 01315 &I5- Richmond & C. Ry. Co. v. Louisa. Ry. Co., 13 How. (U. S.) 71- I11 YB Minn“

\.,l§,,,,‘ St‘ Lou“ R3" C0 - 36 Minn-. 481: Clarke v. Blackmar, 4-7 N. Y. 150; In re Pro

Re §ZE*°~ R,¥- C0. (R. 1.) 21 Atl. Rep. see; An.-iador &c. Co. v, Dewitt, (Cal.) 15 Poe.

1“?-"‘id~ “III; l_\ew Oi-leans Gas Co. v. Lonisana Light Co.. 115 U. S. G5, Mr. Justice Har

abudodm i€"P1°Jl-ldg!_nciit ofthc State the public interest will be best subserved by an

fqflroadc en ° _th°_l1°l11‘y Pf granting exclusive franchises to corporations, other than

mu" _ Qfnpnnies, in consideration of services to be performed by them for the public,

contmftls Open forthe accomplishment ofthat result, with respect to corri0rfl-film! ‘~\[h°9¢

and I C s with th_c State are nnntfected by that change in her organic law. The rights

the ;‘g,l.°hl!€B wli_ich have become vested upon the faith of snch contracts can be taker: by

dam‘; §,°' ‘v‘§°'-1 Just compensation to the company, under the states power of '-‘flllllmi‘B in‘ °°d5» R”-“W113 LB-W I, pp. 661. 670- Lewis on Eminent Doninin, § 274-5

BT:"d°l1» 1- 532; Pennlmaiis Case, 103 U. S. 714; Hare, Am. Const. Law I. p. 697

! eman Poli . . .574‘
Qtate v. Noyés, 47°1°u€°1‘g;\:=- N 189. 580- Chicago L. Ins. Co. v. Needles, 118 U S .

km?
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refusing to conform to the laws of its creation, or by so conduct

ing its business affairs as to deleat the objects _aiid purposes Of Ills

promoters and the design of the legislature in creating it, may

forfeit its right to further carry on its business, and £1180 Its

existence as an artificial being.” ‘

§4-8. Acceptance of Amendments.-—\Vhen an €ll'l’l€‘11(l1‘llCI'llZ to .8

charter cannot lawfully be imposed by t_he_ legislature, but IS

offered to a corporation for its acceptance, it is often d1H'lCl.1lt to

determine whether it may be accepted by €t_IT111_l01‘1t}’ Of the stock

holders. The general principal, however, is settled that if the

amendment is fundamental and changes the original _plan_1t Célflllot

be accepted without unanimous consentfz But if it_ is _merely

auxiliary and incidental and in aid of the original design it may

be accepted by a majority of the stockholders.”

§4-9. Illegal Amendments-Remedies— \\"l1en such a funda

mental amendmeiit to the charter has been wrongfully accepted

by a corporation without the consent of all the stockholders,

a dissenting stockholder who acquired his interest before the

amendment was made‘ may ol)tain_an injunction restraining

action under the flll‘l€I'l(lI1l€1lt5 or may refuse to pay his subscrip

tion.“ There are a few cases which hold that a dissenting stock

holder may restrain action uiider the amendineiit only until _tl1e

corporation offers to purchase his interest,’ but these Cl€ClSlU11$

have been criticised and are not consistent with the general cur

rent ol authorities.8 In all cases equity will aid only such stock

 

holders as have not acquiesced in the action of the majority and

have acted promptly.”

1\\-'ard v. Farwc-ll, 97 Ill. nos; Stone v. 1\lississippi,W101 1'. s. 814-; Boston Beer Co. v.

Massachusetts, 97 U S. 25' N ' - ‘ ‘ '
, orth“ CSl;tI‘fl F. Co. v. Hyde Park, 97 U. .5. 659, Mugkrm

Kansas, 123 U. S. 623.

9 Winter v. Muscogee R. Co., 11 Ga. 438. See note to Comw. v. Cullan 53 Am. Dec. 4-61

lWoodfork v. Union Bank, 3 Caldw. ('l‘enn.) 488; Marlborough Mfg. Co. v. S_mith_, 2

Conn. 679; Beach, I, § 106. Acceptance may arise from user and the consequent implied

acquiescence. Ill. &e. R. Co. v. Zimmer, 20 Ill. 658. “An amendment." says Mr. Cook

(§ 4-99) “ may be said to be auxiliary and incidental when it merely grants new_p_owers or

authorizes new methods mid new plans for the purpose of carrying out the original D1811

and effecting the real object of that plan.” Supervisors v. M. 8: W’. R. Co., 21 111- 3138

Ordinarily the consent to an amendment cannot be given by the directors. Wells v. (.en

tral R. Co. 4-1 N. J. Eq. 5. But see Venner v. Atchison, &c. R. Co., 28 Fed. Rep. 581.

‘McClure v. Peoples Freight Co., 90 Pa. St. 269. '

5Mowrey v. Ind. &c. R. Co.,-L Biss. (C. C.) 78.

6Clearwater v. Meredith, 1 Wall. 25; Greenbriar v. Rodes (W. Va.) 17 S. E. ReP- 305;

Youri blood . G I ' '8 V 11- mP~ C°- (G8--) 10 S. E. Rep. 124-; Champion v. Memphis, &c.,R. C0-,

35 l\1iss- 692: Stevens v. R. be B. R. Co., 29 Vt. 545. In Alercantile smtemoiii: Co. v.

Kneale, 51 Minn. 263. it was held that under Gen. St. 1878,ch. 34. tit.1, § 4-, and tit-.2 §§

110, 118, a corporation organized as rovided in title 2 is authorized by a majority Vote
in number and_ amount ofits shareholdiers and stock shares to amend its articles of asso

ciation, including the article which prescribes the nature of its corporate business in any

respect. provided the amendment is germane to its subject matter of the article to be

amentded, and could have been lawfully incorporated into the original articles of incor

pore. ion.

7Lauman v. L. V. R. Co., 80 Pa. St. 42; State v. Bailey, 16 Ind. 46.

3Mowry V. Q. 8: C. R. Co., 4- Biss C. C. 78' Cook I §502' B a h I 42.

. . e C . §
9Bryan v. Board (K32), 13 S. \\'. Rep. 276; Bedford R. Co., v. Bowser, 4-8 Pa. St. 29;

State v. Sibley. 25 Minn. 387 ' Giff d "'
(N J ) 25 Au Rep 959 , or v. N.J. R. Co., 10 N. J. Eq. 1.1; Rabe v. Dunlap
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CHAPTER V.

The Powers ofCoiporat1'ons.

§50. In General.-The charter of a- corporation is the measure

of its powers, but in order that a. power may exist, it is not

necessary that it should be conferred in express terms. It may

be implied either from the grant of the franchise of being a cor

poration or as incidental to powers expressly conferred.‘ Powers

which would otherwise be implied may of course be excluded if

the language of the charter indicates that such is the legislative

intent. For the sake of clea rness the powers of corporations are

here considered under three headings. (1) Powers incidental to

corporate existence. (2.) Powers expressly conferred by the

charter. (3) Incidental powers. The powers incidental to cor

porate existence need not be expressed, but it is now common to

confer them in express terms in the charter or general statute.

§ 51; Distinction between a.Power and a. Franchise.-It is neces

safy '50 bear 111 mind the distinction between a power and a fran

chise._ Afraneliise is a special privilege conferred by government

"P0" Individuals, and which does not belong to the citizens of the

country of common right.” “To be a franchise, the right pos

sessed niust be such as cannot be exercised without the express

P€FlTllSS1OI1 of the sovereign power—a privilege or immunity of a

Public nature which cannot be legally exercised without a legis

latwe grant. It follows that the right, whether existing in a

flfltural or artificial person, to carry on any particular business,

15 n_ot necessarily or usually a franchise. The kinds of business

whlch ¢01'poi-ations organized either under title 2, c. 84-, or ufldfl‘

$116 i1¢’¢_0f 1873, are authorized to carry on, are powers, but not

gancblsfs, because it is a. right possessed by all citizens who

F 00Se_ to engage in it without any legislative grant. The only

‘1']"=}'1¢11lS€ whiclrsnch corporations possess, is the general fran

_° ‘Se to b8_0r exist as a corporate entity. Hence, if they engage

Z" an? buslnessnot aiitliorized by the statute, it is ultra vires, or

1" excess of their powers, but not a usurpation of franchises not

granted 110r necessarily a misuser of those granted/'3

L

;l:;2:::3‘£€fIgI1.B'._cD. v. Martin, 13 Minn. 57(Gil. 54.) 13 P t

- n ' - - - , e .

§.‘2i‘>=‘i‘1.",=;§_»;§‘ <°:Jii“i°{ €8.‘f".5'.°<§.'.?;§§ 3%"UT 'sT%Z'5 ;”é‘.{1‘i‘<..".§.i‘§‘.“.‘5“r‘lf.'Z."i&Eaé'53. 121 v
'Mlm]e"J. ‘i"=1(S3::talCo. v. Tuckahoe &:c. R. C.o., 11 Leigh. (VB.) 42- h said. “we

gunk mm it » e v. Minn. T. M. Co.. 40 Minn. 213. The Court fiirt er -

In b . ' ' h t to con-.i...........;’..=.i?."l%i.f:;:‘3."z:.’::ri::"::L.:‘:.';*::=‘;:.‘;£.:*;: ;*.:‘*;s::::::.*. ‘ii. M

.
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Y
\ A.

POWERS INCIDENTAL TO CORPORATE EXISTENCE.

§ 52. In Genei-a.1._The old books enumerate five powers as neg

vcessarily and inseparably incident to every corporation, all

which, as soon as a corporation is duly ‘erected, are lI8.C1lIly 9-S‘

nexedg (1,) To have perpetual succession. 'I_‘o sue or to

sued, to implead or be iinpleaded, grant or receive by 1tS C0I”P0I'?f~re

name and do all other acts as natnral persons may- (3-l 3

purchase lands and hold them for the benefit of themselves all;

their successors. (4-.) To have a common seal. (5.) To ma 8

by-laws or private statutes for the better government of the cor

poration.‘

§53. Perpetual Succession.-It is of the very essence o_f a com‘;

mon law corporation that it have perpetual su_ccess1on_, fiflf

“therefore all corporations have power necessarily implied 0

-electing members in room of those who go 05"’ But as a result

of the decision in the Dartmouth College case, it _becan'{6dll1_1¢

practice to limit the life of a corporation to a certain, per10 111

order that the state may retain proper control over It:

§54. The Corporate Name.—-“When a corporation is crflclxd 3

name must be given to it, and by that name alone it must sue

and be sued, and do all legal acts, though a very minute Va1'}a'

tion therein is not material. Such name is the very being of 113$

-constitution, and though it is the will of the king that erects lilille

-corporation yet the name is the knot of its combination wit -

out which it could not perform its corporate functions. The

name of incorporation, says Sir Edward Coke, is a proper flijlme

or name of baptism and therefore when a private founder g1Y€S

his College or hospital a name, he does it only as a. godfather and

. . . . ,,by that same name the king baptises the iiicorpoiftioii. _

 

The king or parliament in granting a. patent usually designa_t€B

or indicates by recitals the name by Wl]JCh the corporatlon

shall be known.“ But if a name is not given by the charter one

vlres acts must be no substantial and continued as to amount to n clear violation of_ th=

conditions upon which the franchise was granted, and so derange or destroy U18 b\15"1¢55

ofthe corporation that it no longer fulfills the end for which it was created. But. in 685*

of excess of powers, it is only where some public miscliicfis done or threatened that thfi

state, by the attorney general, should interfere " 3

UTSl1e6distinctiOn is discussed by Mr. Justice Mathews in Memphis R. Co.Y.C0mrI. 11

. . 19.

1 "These five powers are inseparnbly incident to evcrv corporation, at least to C761’!

corporation aggregate; for two of them though they may be practised yet are very "1!"

necessary to n. corporation sole, viz.. to have a corporate seal, to testify his sole 855""

and to make statutes for the regulation of his own conduct." 1 Bl. C0m.4~76;10 1369- 30'

But the legislature may create n corporation without certain of these powers.

9 1 Bl. Com. 4,74.

‘Gen. Stat. Minn-. chap. 34, tit. 1, 55: tilt. 2. §117. See note to Tansaiid v. Tasunnd»

L. R., 4-4~ Ch. Div. 678, 82 Am. & Eng. C. C., 22.

4Bl. Com. 1 575; Bacon also calls the name the "knot of their combination." Ab!‘

.II, (Am. Ed.), 4-40.

‘Bar.-on, Abr. II, 441: “Names of Corporations," article in 23 Cent. L. J. 681.
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may be assumed or acquired by usage‘ and a contract made with

a corporation under an assumed name may be enforced by either

party.’ It is now commonly required that the articles of ineor~

poration shall state the name under which the parties desire to

become incorporated. This name must not be identical with or

too closely resembling that of an existing corporation.” The

right to the name adopted attaches upon the issuance of a license

to incorporate, and before the ineorporatiqn is completed.‘ An

unlawful imitation of the name of a corpoiktion is governed by

the same rules of law which apply where individual and firm

names are concerned.‘

When a corporation is once “baptized ” by a certain name, it

can only change the name in the manner prescribed by law.“ A

change of name does not of course affect the liabilities, duties or

property rights of a corporation.’

_ §55. Corporate SeaI.— Whether corporate seals originated,

like private seals, in ignorance or in the peculiar nature of cor

porations aggregate,” it became in the course of time incident to

every corporation aggregate to have a common seal, and the

rule now is that a corporation speaks through its seal.’ But in

theabsence of a statute requiring a seal, a corporation inaymake

a bindingcontract without a seal when an individual may do so.“
 

i

v. Plank Rd. Co., 80 Ala. 650; Wells, Fargo & Co. v. O. R. & N. Co., 8 Sawy.

'°'='='-"It v- City ornaiiirop, 18 Fed Rep. s55
‘In re U. S. Mere Rep Co 115 N.Y 176- ‘A ti k th "H eia

W ta I - -_ ‘I . . I , corpora. on nown as _e _ yg
M:1ainl;de’erE:l.:;:pni'?él:n‘5Lt€:‘d3% have tihfi 1 ]\YtgW Yuri; Hygieii. Icp CO1I1i)1!JII]£)I4llnJJ‘1ite€cde,ive1'§_

Hygeia water Ice Co. Y‘ N. Y I__{yyg€il1-lI,celc?JO p‘p(pe£ri3pg94. a On yone as ee .

4Ill.W ' " '_ ' '
Trust Cglzeglsgoiuvésgeggslon, 3111* E. Rep. 40t0. Int. LORI: &dTmsi;_kCio;.,;r6t1’.l;>it§xf:n¢’fi

chine. Hazelton Boiler Cd. v. Hazeglton 9l‘i1'i;g1dp.gn(12d nil?-‘1'|n2e1§1s :9;-.a' 228ml“? E Rep. 24,8.

5Clllld r. . ' " '.' "

as <§°i.'> 22 re an ‘“‘i‘=?‘"“’-’.."a*§°.'.Z‘.i.’..‘E’.§corporations wlthqlme-nmile . I te, Be C .H - 161). . orelglu ) 37 Am &

Eng c'c_7 , nze on . 0. v. az eton T. B. Co., ( . . -

A m's f

gt? of i'i.‘l'?i'iLi’ ¢?:.°§§.“3§?§ili‘1.‘l¢°‘§$l¢'Z§§= nil’???“§§.§§.°§§l§§.“i§“i‘..'§§..°é’§lf°t°?:il§’.§'Z..“$‘?
‘ 00 Dist. 35 N. H. 44-5; Centenary I\I. E. Church v. Parker, 4-8 N. J. Eq. 307.

3_m5rl§fIg v. St. Paul &c. R. Co., 19 Minn. 528, Gil. 4-59; Goodyear Rubber Co. v. Good

to chm; Mf8.Co.. 21 Ped.Rep, 276; Sykesv. People (Ill.),23 N.E. Rep. 891. An attempt

-1~u_ 365‘ 3 '-“"1" by other means does not nvoid a charter. O'Donnell v. Johns, 1 IL

7HBJ.let V. Butler Univ. 84 I li 230' B ll k 68 XI S7 “Thou h.

igllllfi and style of theicorpgreition ’ unllic nligdi-l: §t?el(<:2gtidlgB1:§m'bers “Fete ell-innged, tie

mfg ty of the podyitselfwns not afl‘eeted." Doe v. Norton, 11 M. 8: KY. 913. All new

22‘;‘€:l°lqd7glJ|lAgatipns must be brought in the new name. Cotton v. Miss. 8: R. B, Co.

pitdtficl; sch-O01, §,'1gfl'iI&11J0‘t8éaspnted by change of name of corporation. Thomlls v

.1 Bl. CD111. 475,

GE:‘;t‘“tH1:*_*°"'= H°=1=itnl. 10 Rep. so b.

' P - 1119- h’¢- 3 than 34- under the head of General Provisions provides: “Allcor 15 ‘ .' . _ ~
:i=¢',?",,',§,‘ lZ‘;‘:"g7“:°|*11t";le¢:illahIlerre1:'l'x-oviion is specially made may have u common seal which

The statute! to th i ' ' ‘ ‘l r

provisions. _Thntrre1;ti:2g%gl::§,i,i:1g:£25,“;°§§d],d'l-d§i§§hc?1i';K:;tl;ti:f1l‘li;(ei:1o'i~i1;t1Eiii1i1l:siliinl din

fmplumoq dlrcflly °“ the PBPH‘-" Thecorporate seal itself is rima fiiicie evidence 01$the

1§§§,fj'“* *1? W" Mixed by proper authority. Morris v Kcil, 20 Miim. 531, Gil. 4.74..
“M5890 is R. Co. v. Moi-genstcrn, 108 Ill. 4.19.

catine Water Co. v. Muscatine Lumber Co., 85 Ia. 112.

_a_ M

N-.
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§56. To Purchase and Hold Real Estate-— Blackstone enum

erates as incident to every private corporation, the power to

acquire and hold real estate.‘ That 1S every such corpora

tion has the implied power to acquire such property as

is reasonably necessary for the accomplishment of the

purpose for which it was created. The acquisition of property

for purposes foreign to the general object of the corporation

would be an ultra vires act. Thus a corporation organized for

manufacturing purposes may acquire real estate upon which t0

locate its buildings or plant although it could not invest iii lots

for speculative purposes.’ Within these limits, a corporation is

presumed to have the power to purchase and hold real estate.‘

A mere voluntary unincorporated association has no legal capa

city to take alid hold real estate.‘ But a grant to such an asso

-ciation eo nomine has been construed as a grant to the members

in common. Statutes or charters now comniollly grant to cor

porations power to “ acquire, hold and transfer all such real and

personal estate as is necessary or convenient for the purpose of

conducting, carrying on, or disposing of the business of such cor

poration.”5 -

§57 Devises to Corporations. -—At common law a corporation

could not directly take real estate by devise and the right is now

generally restricted by statute.“ A devise to a corporation

which is forbidden to take and hold real estate does not con

vey a title to the corporation subject to the right of the state to

claim a forfeiture, but if it is in violation of a statute, the devise

is void and the land descends to the heir or residuary devisee.'

§58 StatutoryLimitationon the Power to Hold Rea1Estate.—“W@

have not, in this country, reenacted the statutes of niortmain or

generally assumed them to be in force, alid the only check to the

acquisition of lands by corporations consists in those special re

strictions contained in the acts by which they are incorporated

and which usually confine the capacity to purchase real estate

to specified and necessary objects, and in the force to be given

to the exception of corporations out of the statute of wills.”s

l
l

-

...

..‘,.,__.._

1Pagc v. Heiliebcrg, -LO Vt. 81.

9CcLsev. Kelly 133 U.S.21' Comw. Y.& .R. c. 32 . . ~ M l;l.\ ~ .Skinner, G2 Mo. I329; (‘omw. 1;, Railroad Co., 139cPa, S2 Pa st 591’ a mils V

9 People v. La Rue, 67 Cal. 526.

4- German Land Assn. v. Scholler, 10 Minn. 331. Gil. 260.

5 Gen. St, Minn., ch. 34-, §113. For construction of such grants sec Crawford v. Long

v. Simpson, 94. N. C. 37; Beecher &c. Co., v. St. Louis &c.

Bwash. Real Prop. IIT, 385.

TFor an elaborate discussion of the owcr ofa cor ora lo n d 1' al estateby devise, sec In re 1\i1cGra\vs Estate, £11 N. Y. (36. P t us totakea d ho] e

_ 3 Kcnt'_s Com. 1 356. _ Some portions _ofthe Mortmain laws of England have been held

in force in Pennsylvania. _Leazure v. Hlllegas, 7 s¢rg_ & 1{_ 313_ (1321); Baird v_ Bank,

11 aerg. 8: R. 411; Gonndie v. Water Co., 7 Pa. St. 233; Runyon v. Coster, 14- Pet. 122.

These cases are reviewed In _re McGra.\v Estate, 111 N. Y. 68, where the Court said: “As,

at common law, n corporation could take real property in the samewuy as an individual,
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The amount of real estate which a corporation and particularly

a foreign corporation, may hold is often limited bylaw from reas

ons of public policy.‘ When a foreign corporation is prohibited

from holding real estate within a state it can not exercise owner

ship indirectly by obtaining a majority of the stock ofa domestic

corporation.’ The state only can object thatacorporation is hold

ing real estate in excess of its legal rights.“ Such property is held

by the corporation subject to the state’s right of escheat.’

§59 Powerto Act as T1-ustee.—Whether a corporation may un

dertake the performance of a trust depends upon theprovisions of

its charter and the circumstances of the particular case. “Al

though it was in early times held that a corporation could not

take and hold real and personal estate in trust, upon the ground

that there was a defect of one of the requisites of a good trustee,

the consequence was that, in England, large landed possessions were held by religious

corporations, and, by reason of nli ti i‘ ~ '

eiia ons o ienl estate to them, the services duc by the
viissel to the lord were pnrtically if not totally paralized, aurl the chief lords lost their

cscheats. This was n. constantly growing and alarming evil. To remedy the evil, the

first Mortmain net was placed in Magna Charts. which declared all such alienations to

corporations entirely void, and the land should revlert to the lord of the fee. It was held,

however, that the reversion must be accompanied by an entry, and there, and from that

time there was a forfeiture, the corporation having taken the title and held the property

nntilsucli forfeiture by re-entry. Shelf. Mortm. 8 34-‘ 1 Kyd. Corp.81; Grant, Corp. 106

Qther statutes upon the subject were subsequently eiiactcd, all for the purpose ofpre\'e-nf

'",gt|1° great accumulation of real property in the hands ofcorporatioiis and they align)

vidrd substantially for a re-entry on the part of the next superiorlord wheneverlands ad

been aliened in Mortinain; and until such re-entry enforcing the entry the corporation

held thelnnds. There was one'lnw directed against superstitious uses. (23 Henry VIII

°- 1°). Wl1i¢11 provided that the grant to such uses for more than twenty years was ab
i‘i°I"¢=l5' ‘mid. and the estates so aliened would have gone to the grnntor orhis heirs, ex

n for a provision subsequently made, giving such estates to the King. \\'ilm., notes,

itorney General v. Downing, variously reported: Amb. 550, 571; 1 Dicl_r. 4-14.;

; B Ves., 256. The Mortmain statute (9 Geo. II. c. 86 renders all devises to

uses void. Shelf. Mortni. 118-120."

an Mort a e v, Te >il . ' ' . i n o v. &e. R. R. Co.. 27
Nd)-_599; MO. L. Co. v.nl':gnl:iie1’i'g71(i: Dig‘ §ILo8e.m%nvl\¢l(i:ii1u§sgta we find the follow

luglimitafions: ' '

'§~H_ h. That no corporation or association morethan twenty per centum oftlie stock
°i ‘_Vl1ll'-‘n is or may be owned by any person or'pei-sons corporation or corporations, as

;°€"'-1UD@r associations. not citizens of the United States. shall hereafter acquire. Drill"-ll

(if! °' ow" M1!‘ rcnl estate hereafter acquired in this state." _

. 941 ¢- That no corporation other than those organized for the construction or opera
?-Ion of railways, canals or turnpikes shall acquire hold or own over five thousand acres

°f lflfld. so hereafter ricquired in this state niid no, railroad canal or turnpikfl '~‘°l‘P°1'a'

"011 shall hereafter acquire, hold or own lhnds so hereafter acquired in this State °th"

“"111 BS may be necessary for the proper ‘operation of its railroad, canal, or ¢\11'HPik°- 5‘

lhnds as may have been granted to it by act of congress or of the legislature of

. cg

N1 d. That all ru ' ' " ' h rovisions of

gs is shall be ioséiieiiitiifiiiifffél'..'.13‘h‘Li..‘Z?f'i§‘§"ii.‘Z .i‘.ii’,‘~“<§i°€‘i..?‘§.1‘i§..§’ey general or

éflffléifil %YEil_':lI'1CC]€.lé€7l'8_V §‘;1(‘l11g0l'l'EitUl'E by due Process of law."

‘ ‘ ~ -i . o . , . , " .Thereason forsuch restriction gipe stzged by Christiancy J,, in Thompson v. Waters.

25 M_1cli._214i. Where the value of the real estate which n corporation may hold isliinitcd,
the "P915 "Qt divested bv an increase in value beyond the prescribed in-noun t. Bogflfdl-15

V‘ T""“tY C111-lfch. -1- Sanrlt‘. Ch. 633 ' Harvard College v Boston 104 Mass. 4-70.

I C°mw- Y- N- Y- and R. Co. 114-'Pa'St 3-1-0 See geiiernlly- , Tnrpey v. Deserct Salt

§o..(ycaii) 17 Pac.Rep-651; iioyee v. st, iloiiisl 29 B8i'b.650; S-tarkweathcr v.Am. Bible

“A°~(i“fis€lldf5l(‘)a;'uiilp(i).tll31ible Soc. v. Marsh all, 1l_5 Ohio St. 537. . U S V Fox 94, U_ S,

315_ _ ¢8ovcrnment of the United States is void. . . - I

3 Alexander . - ' Ga. 28' 13

E “er ~T+1'='§1i%i.°éEi; $13 ii:;.%':i..tits:i;.%‘:%-.°.2i:i§.=%%¥h3.110.. ii»real estate within its borders." Seymour v. Slide and Spur Gold Mines, 153

'°°°°'3"18 must he s. di ct ll tt Simpson 9-1. N. C. 37;Ru H _ re one to vacate the deed. Ma e v. . _ M

G,,ff.fis§3sf_f=§*11s13I=“c_-‘ll;-6C6o., as Tex. 64-6. But see Case v. Kelley, 133 U. s. 21. In re "

*Hi no ' '
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namely, the want of confidence in the person, yet that doctrine

has long since been exploded as unsound and too artificial; and

it is now held that where a corporation has a legal capacity to

take real and personal estate, there it may take and hold it upon

trust in the same manner and to the same extent as a private

individual may do.”‘

§60. By-Laws.-Deflnition—A by-law is a rule of perni_ane_nt

character adopted by a corporation for the regulation of its in

ternal government. The office of a by-law is to regulate the con

duct and define the duties of the members toward the corpora

tion and between themselves.’ _

(1.) Power to Make By-La,ws.—This is one of the powers im

implied in the grant of the franchise of being a corporation. “It

is implied in the charter of every private corporation tormed for

the pecuniary profits of its members, that the iiiaj ority shall have

power to make reasonable rules and regulations, or by-laws, for

the better government of the company” “

But the right is now generally granted in express terms. Thus

the statute of Minnesota provides that all corporations shall

have power “to make by-laws and regulations consistent with

the laws of the state, tor their own government, and for the due

and orderly conduct of their affairs, and the management of their

property.” 4 _

r2) In Whom Vested.—In the absence of any charter provis

ion to the contrary the power to make by-laws is vested in

the members at large,“ but it may be granted to the board of

directors by the charter of general law, or delegated to it by the

stockholders‘ when the right is impliedly taken away from the

body at large.” 

1 Judge Story in Vidal v. Girard, 2 How. 187.
" The ability and competency to execute the trust is the real test in determining whethfii‘

a corporation may take." Spelling, I, §212.

See Chapin v. School Dist., 35 N. H. 4-1-5; Phillip Academy v. King. 12 Mass. 546; 1"

re Howe, 1 Paige 214-. Without express authority a corporation cannot act as executor

or administrator. Georgetown uollege v. Brown, 84 Md. -L50. A corporation 051111011

be a partner. 121 N. Y. 682.

9 Flint v. Pierce, 99 Mass. 70. Distinction between a resolution and a by-1"". 5“

Drake v. Hudson R. R. Co., 7 Barb. 608.

8 People v. Crossley, 69 Ill. 195: Kearney v. Andrews. 10 N. J. Eq. 70; Juker v- _C0mW~

20 Pa. St. 4-84; Morawetz I, §4-91; Spelling I, § 897. “ That every by_law by which the

benefit of the corporation is advanced is n good by-law, for that very reason, that being‘

the true touchstone of all by-laws." Carth. 482, per Lord Holt

‘ Gen. Stat. Minu., 1878, voi. 2, p. 392.
A corporation mny usually by its by-laws, where no other provision is specially m8d¢

provide for: 1. The time, place and manner of calling and conducting its meetings. _ 2

he number of stockholders or members constituting a quorum. 8. The mode of voting

by proxy, _ 4|. The time of the annual election ior directors and the mode and manner of

Eilvltqg notice thereof. 6. The compensation and duties of ofiicers. 6. The manner 01'

1
cc fin npd the tenure of oflice of all oficers other than the directors’ and 7. Sfllfflblfi

Ella 1

P QB or violation of by-laws, fixed at any reasonable amount, in ho case to exceed

the statutory minimum.

5 Morton Gravel Road Co. v. Wysong, 51 Ind, 4-; People v. Crossley, 69 I11. 195; Cl!‘

roll v. Mullanphy, Sav. Bank, 8 Mo. App. 249; Rex. v. Wcstwood, 2 Dow, & C. 21.

°H¢i11tZ¢1ma!1Y5- Dfliidi-I. Etc. Assn., 38 Minn., 138; Stevens v. Davidson, 18 Gfltt

(Va.)_ 819, Rex v. Spencer, 3 Burr. 18277Kin .Wt--d,~l-B' &c. i. . ' . .s2I11.4-67
Calltergv.vPi1lidg“£4Ol.\1. & viiinsl. 798 See People Y Sterling Mfg co ' F
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(3) Form of Adoption._By-laws may be adopted witliou_t

the use of the corporate seal and no writing is necessary. Their

existence may be established by custom or by the acquiescence of

those authorized to make them.‘ But statutory formalities,

modes and limitations with reference to the adoption of by-laws

must be strictly observed?

(4-) General Requirements: There are certain general prin

ciples which must govern in the making of all by-laws. Thus

(a) Repugnant to Cliarter.—A by-law must not be repugnant

to the charter, nor should it beamere repetition or restatement of

the provisions of the charter.’

(b) Repizgnant to Law oftlze Land.—By-laws which are con

trary to the law of the land are void. “Not only does a general

and express legislative authority to make by-laws not authorize

the passage of such as are in contravention of the law of the

land;‘ but the legislature cannot in anyinstaiice so far delegate its

powers as to confer upon a corporation authority to enact by

laws which within the sphere of their operation would be practi

czilly a repeal of the statutes ofthe state, or an abrogation of the

common la\v.”"‘

(C) Against Public PoI1'cy.—A by-law which is against public

policy, as one in general restraint of trade, is void.“ But restraints

particular as to time and place if founded upon suflicieiit consid

eration are valid.’ '

(<1) Must be Reasonable.—A valid by-law must be reasonable

Fwd athe question of reasonableness is one of law and not of

act. i
 

1 State v_ Curtis, 9 Nev. 335: Henry v. Jackson, 37 Vt. 4-31; Morrison v. Dorsey, 48

gg-73632; Union Bank v. Ridgely, 1 Har. & G.-(Md.) $24; Rex v. Head, 4 Burr. 2515,

As figvkwood Y. Mich. Nat. Bank, 9 R. 1. 308: Dunston v. Imperial Gus Etc. Co., 8 B. &

st“ 2€;\‘x'mnn Y. St. Paul &c. Assn., 29 Minn. 282; Diligent F. Ins. Co. v. Com., 75 Pa.

: Kennebcc v. Kendall, 31 A-Ie. 4.70.

Blflflh I. 5812. Seneca Bank. v. Lamb, 26 Barb. 595; In re Lightl-iull, 47 Hun. 268

'\ by-law establishing a rule diflerent from the common law riile was held valid: Goddard

v. Mi.-rc. Exch., 9 Mu, App. 290.

S55 Mitchell v Reynolds, 1 P. \\'m. 181; Old v. Robson, Q. B. (1890), 8 Ry. 82 COl"[1- L-L

- 11. Bench I. § 314; Angel] & Ames,184-.

A h.\'-lnvv mnyllmit the time within which 3. suit maybe brought, but cannot abso

lutely forbid the bringiu of an action. Nutc v. Hamilton, M. Ins. Co. 6 Gray 174. See

M111!’ on Insurance, 11, Ci. XXVI.

2_“E3iInuii1ker's Co. v. Fell, Willes, 384; People v. Board of Underwriters, 641 How. Pr.

Mlgluat not be in restraint of persona] liberty. Tailors of Ipswich, 4 Rep. 53; Spfilliflgi

I ‘Lam. v. \V_ofcester, 8 Pick. -1.61: Carton v. Father Mathew, etc.. Society.3 DB1? 2°

ri Kent v. Quicksilver Mining Co., 78 N. Y. 187, Folger. _I., said: “ All by-laws E115‘ be

"°*1§°Y"\ble. mid consistent with the general principles of the law ofthe land, which are to

be dutefmimd by the courts where a case is properly before them. A by-law may l'ER'\1l9-te

01' nipdlfy the constitution ofa corporation, but cannot alter it. The alteriizition ofn by

law is but the making of another upon the same matter If the first must be reasonable

11110 in accord with the principles oflaw so must that which alters it. If then the power is

reserved to alter. amend or repeal and that reservation enters into n contract, the p0W¢1'

reserved in to pas: reasonable h -laws agreeable to law But a hv-law that will disturb

B vested right is not such‘ and ft difiers not when the ower to miike and alter bv-laws is

‘XP\’"lly iven to a majority of the stockholders undpthat the obnoxious ordiflilflfl '9

PM-‘ed in due form." A bv-law to the effect that one who is an attornev in an Milo"

again" the °°TPorntion is'not eligible to the ofiicc of director is reasonable. Crosfi Y
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The “unreasonableness of a by-law should be demonstrably

shown. Courts in construing by-laws will interpret them to be

reasonable if possible, not scrutinizing their terms for the purpose

of making them void,nor holding them invalid if every particular

reason for them does not appear."

(e) Must be G-enera.1.—By-laws must be general,—“directed to

all within the sphere of their opera.tion, and must operate

equally.”'

(1') Upon Whom By-Laws are Binding.-A member of a corpor

ation is bound by all valid by-laws, rules or regulations, to which

he has assented, and his assent is presumed from his act in be

coming a member.” But a person who is not a. member of the cor

poration is not bound by its by-laws,‘ nor can he claim rights

based upon such as are merely rules for the government of the

oflicers and members in the management of the affairs of the cor

poration.

“The oflice ofa by-law is to regulate the conduct and define the

duties of the members toward the corporation, and between

themselves. So far as its provisions are in the nature of contract,

the parties thereto are the members of the association between

themselves; or the corporation on the one side and its individual

members upon the other. The right of any third party, stran

ger to the association, to establish a legal claim through such a

by-law, must depend upon the general principles applicable to ex

press contracts.“

But where the the by-laws are something morethan internal reg

ulations strangers may be ellected by them. So the question

may be determined by the fact of notice, as of a by-law creating

a lien upon shares of stock in favor of the corporation for debts

due from the shareholder.“

West Va. etc , R. Co. (W. Va.) 16 S. E, R _ ,Mim1- 275. the C0\Jrt’ Said: “The autho1iiiitv5§o7ptls]s1E\E-53:: ‘i'sS1i:srx)e\ni'1riai\i:It.cx]i-;'o?scsd1\:ii'§e9

authority to pass such as are consistent with the articles of‘ incorporation and not xi

power to subvert the law of corporate existence The by-laws of '1 cor oration are only"1165 and ffigulations as to the manner in whiehithe corporate powers {hall be exercised

filflysittiflhlplléofl tfl1:P_i1\i1tt0fd¢T¢1:ld&nt. by by-laws or otherwise to deprive an uneonsent:

E 0° °\‘1I'0 fig secur tl1' b " ' _nuts authority‘ or in legal pm_fimc:_>' !:;It1ray‘t_l;‘eseorporate articles, IS In excess of defend

Argent Y. Franklin Ins. C ., 8 P' k. - ' i ' -

264-. In Lynn v. Freemnnsbuorg, 23.1%: I49.0.‘lsIsixibe;!i_1'i'1 I§§' ?_o'avi_-,Hi“riSon(',3;%;}n)fl'¢fl:;1'}:\1l(lil€‘iV¢dfiH¢fI\w“'fiSEhel(hl vgid as “ oppressive, eizirtortion site, and 1‘lIll'i:8€(:‘K1l1pl;lB " g

1O mar v. er. xc. M.A . ' 'Multonomah Sh Ry_ Co" -15 Orgg‘ $193390, People v. Throop, 92 Wend. 131 , Budd v.

flMcFadden v. L05 An 1 C ., 4, - ~ - .
Am. Dee. 665. tmn0tatedg.c eCs1ini1)mi’i'1gsC\ii.."Y‘l?c"lJ1si:;u¢s1ii‘:3,"l\Jve‘ fggnnigig '16 N’ 152' eggs

gas “°t 1 membcr “hm H15 by-law was adopted Trcad\\'a_';' v gan;il(i:d'iicIr11l;nCo& 2;

Onn. 68. ' ' ' "

I-A by-law ofa bunk to th B‘ t - -
mg money is not binding “pf”? t°h°e ;lt1l{l)1tic!'nl§§i'lel<“l§]Sa1:ilés1t§zpe1§orrgctephat the time of5deposit

5Flint v. Pierce, 99 Mass, 68; Ward v Johnson 95 Illn21vf'3 ml i 19Jo ni 11 l

Ala re Long Island R. Co., 19 \‘\/end. 3'i' l\{0ra\vetz I .§203

recital on m fac r an es ' ‘ ' ' -company is lJOtl:B toetlie tr?ni:ie£~1ii‘ei-egiitc\t!id:;zt1ld§lssh:nl?1%’d1 subject to an debts dug inc

Cgntra, Conklin v. 2d Nut, Bank. -1-5 N. Y. 655 i I esex co' Bank‘ 26 conm 1 4"

nByronv.Cart .22L(.A.9 ‘ - ' .shares of Stuck‘ prtgiding ghatn n°3~t1r:u‘1\sl;_e5r 115lgut(l11r1‘t a by-tljaw adopted after the ISS!ldC of

indebted to the bunk did not bind the iudgment cr die mate when the owner sh°u]- be

H77, note’ e itor o. the stockholder. Spelling,
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Persons who transact business with the oflicers of a corpora

tion are affected with notice of limitations upon their power pre

scribed by the by-laws ofthe corporation.‘ But acorporation may

be estopped by acquiescence in a contrary course of dealing from

setting up its by-laws as against a stranger.’ I

(g) Rules and Regulations Published by Oorpora.tions.— The by

laws of a private corporation “ bind the members only by virtue

of their assent, and do not aflect third persons. I All regulations

olfadcornpany affecting its business, which do not operate upon

t 1r persons, are ro erl denominated b '-laws of the comp

any, and may COlTl€1i)\"ltIl)1iI12’l16 operation of the principle. Within

thislimit it is the peculiar and exclusive oflice of the court to

decide upon the validity of the regulation. But there is another

class of regulations, made by corporations as well as individuals,

who are common carriers of passengers which operate on and

affect the rights of others, which are not, properly speaking,

by-laws of the corporation, and which do not fall within the

operation of this principle. Of this character are all regulations

touching the comfort and convenience of travelers, or prescribing

rules for their conduct to secure the just rights of the company.”

To this class belongs the rules adopted bysacving banks prescribing

the rights of depositors and the methods of withdrawing funds.

31eP0sx1t0rs are presumed to assent to these rules and are bound by

em.

(I1) BY-Laws Imposing Forfeiture, Invalid-—A forfeiture of

stock for non-pavment of calls and assessments was unknown to

the common law‘ and can only be exercised by virtue of statutory

authority. In the absence ot a grant in the charter of power of

forfeiture a by-law authorizing a forfeiture is invalid” but a

stockholder may consent that his stock may be forfeited for non

Pflymeot of calls or assessment and when the contractis endorsed

“Poll his certificate of stock it is binding“. When the power of

forfeiture is conferred by the charter and the manner of exercising

Such power is prescribed by a by-law a sale made in any other

milnner than as so provided for is unlawful. “A by-law Of

d€l€l1d3.11tS association, also made one of the terms and conditions

°f_the stock certificates as the same were printed and issued, re

qlllring and providing for a sale at public auction, in case of a

f"-julllre to meet the prescribed monthly pavments for a period of

Six months, was ignored and disregarded, to the extent that the

‘Adi-em: -. R
‘~ cone. 52 Barb 399- Ben 111 a

15¢ - - c , § 22.flashy V5-88.0108: &¢. Co., so Cal. 22.

rrell v. Doll S 315.
Sup M 9~V- 311;. 92 Pa. St. 13-L; Pen les Snv. Dank v. Cupps, 91 Pa-Sh I

¢;:,':'n’ E"“‘“"‘-"_=<l_¢ry v. Amaworth, 71 Ala. 436?

Mich 1:5 Pg“ DFWIIIE Park Assn. v. Legg, 50 Minn. 333; Weseott v. Minn.,Et¢-C°-1 23

‘Inn L. ndd v. Multomah St. Ry. C0. (0re.) 15 Pac. Rep. 659.

‘week-B 011g. Island R. R. Co., 19 Wend. 37; Kirk v. Nowill, I- T- 3- 113

" 8'1"’ Em <10-. 55 J. 85 s. (N. Y.) 1.
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sale was in the director's room in the oflices of the corp_0ra’¢1<g1. 31-Z1111‘:

no open, public or general notice of the same was ever given. ky yas

same by-la\v it was also proyided that, whenever any 513°Cto be sold for arrearages in the monthly payments,1a no }lJC€

should be mailed to the owner of_ the stock ten day5, at ea5t;1_h§'

fore the day of sale, statingthe time and place of such sale. d as

express and important provision was also ignored and (llSl€%'13.€de ,

and the sales made without any’ attempt to notify stocli 0 VETS

in default, by mail or in any other manner. H¢I1¢¢ the Sa es “ere

irregular and unlawful”‘ _ _

(1') Expulsion of Members.—A corporation may adopt reason

able rules for the regulation of the conduct of its l11EIIll)€Il‘S_ 111

carrying out their agreements, and may provide T01‘ the FXP“ 51,0;

of a member for non-compliance with a contract enteredinto vvi;

another member, although the contract was void under t 6

statute of frauds.“ _ .

Clubs, benevolent societies, stock and comme_rC_1fi1 3550;”

ations and such bodies may make by-laws pr0v_1d1"g_ for t 3

expulsion of members who have violated obligations 1tI1P‘_’Se

upon them by virtue of their membership.” But in corporatiprls

owning property there is no power to expel a member l.1l'l efis

expressly conferred by the charter.‘ Such authority can _110t _°

conferred by a by-law.‘ The remedy for unlawful e8xpulS10I1$ 15

by mandamus to compel restoration to membership. _

( Amendment and Repea.l._’1‘he same authority which makes

a by-law may amend or repeal it,7 and members are bound bl’

amendments made in accordance with existing rules to the samé

extent as by tl_ie original by-law.“ Where articles of 1flCO1‘P01'a-'

tion are void they cannot be made good by amendment, although

the amended articles are properly filed.” An amendment ca11Il0l1

be effected by a usage contrary to a by.law.‘° _

1 Allen v. Am. B. & L. Assn., 49 Minn. 544-.

9 Dickinson r. Chamber of C01n., 29 Wis. -L5; State v. Chamber of Com. 47 Wis. 670;

Goddard v. M here ants Exchange, 9 Mo. App. 290; 78 Mo. 609; Gfbgg Y- M555" Med‘

Society, 111 Mass. 135; Southern Plank Road Co. v. Hixun, 51nd. 165

3PeO Bple v. oard of Trade. S0 Ill. 134-; Hussey v. Gallagher. 61 Ga. 353 Dawklns Y‘

Antrobus, L. R. 17 Ch.Div. 615; compare State v. \Villiams, 75 N. C. 134-.

‘Evans v. Pliila. Club, 50 Pu. St. 107; State v. Chamber of Commerce, 4-7 Wis. 670;

Dickinson v. Chamber of Commerce, 29 Wis. 45.

5People v. St, F. Ben. Society, 24 How. Pr. (N. Y.) 216; Roebler v. Mecll. Aicl SOCifitY|

22 Mich. B6.

0

 

q_l

People v. Musical &c. Union, 118 N. Y. 101; State v. Cnrtaret Club, 40 N-J. L. 295

’II-Ieintzelman v. Druid Relief Assn. 38 Minn. 188.

5Poultney v. Baelinian, 31 1-Iun. 49; McDowell v. Ackley, 93 Pa. St. 277.

9State v. Critclictt, 37 Minn. 13; State v. Truby, 37 Minn. 97.

"Sills Y. Brown, 9 Carr. & P. 604..
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EXPRESS CHARTER POWERS.

§61 In Genei-a1.—Where corporations are organized under special

charters there can be but little difiiculty in determining what

powers are expressly granted. - Under general incorporation laws

the articles of incorporation are in effect special charters into

which the general law must be read. When the general statute

specifically enumerates the powers which corporations organized

thereunder shall possess, it impliedly limits the powers to such as

are enumerated. It authorizes the organization of such corpora

tions and no others, and a mere claim of other powers made in

the articles of incorporation is of no effect 1

I §62. Rules of Gonstx-uction.—When powersare specifically granted

t 1e ' ' ' ‘ ‘ 'questions which arise are principally those of construction,

and the rule is well settled. “We take the general doctrine to be

in this country, though there may be exceptional cases and

some authorities to the contrary, that the powers ofcorporations

Organized under legislative statutes are such, and such only as

those statutes confer. Conceding the rule applicable to all

statutes, that what is fairly implied is as much granted as what

is expressed, it remains that the charter of a corporation is the

fneasure of its powers, and that the enumeration of these powers

lmplies the exclusion of all others.”

Thelgeneral rule that the charter of a corporation is to be con

strue ‘ '
h strictly against the grantee does not applvto a case where

t e c ' ' '_0rporation seeks to repudiate a con tract under which it has

received benefits.”

C

POVVERS IMPLIED FROM EXPRESS P0\\’ HRS.

. §6§ Gene:-a,1.—A power specifically granted carries with it by
nnl)11Q€ilZ101'l certain incidental powers. “An incidental power is

one thati d‘ ' ' ' '
s irectly and immediately appropriate to the execution

Of the specifi
c powers expressly granted and not one which

‘Owen Etc R Co v O - ~

. - . . . 1 R 1 . . . ;’1‘h .R.R.c@.ioiu_.s.Z§;n‘_‘gg11§:i'=:;_Ig;.5Co. v. §?¢ih?'isai4ihlg%g,'(1e:i3 gag B1-CfgI1‘1):lI1a:..v$L Pfllll Bmiumg

.' ML Juati M11‘ ' ' (the

g;g=;@u=rh=<>?y=5@§'1$§£'i8?§2§§:§§,‘2Li.°€2‘31331;‘p‘1t§l;§;§?4i$§Jg%d1§f$5£%‘;‘ém
'_i_(:§a1 result, see Morawetz 1', 5317; Pollock on Contracts, B9. _ R

Co.,-1-7 1:1-:<1i(1{éI,t_"gL<fn Land Co., 51 Fed. Rep. 4,1; c. R. 1. & P. R. Co. v. Unlvll Pac. y
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42 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CE V

has a slight or remote relation to it."‘ Within the scope of

their authority corporations have all the powers of natural per

sons, and having the authority to do an act, they may choose

such means as natural persons might adopt." “The charter Of 3

corporation need not be consulted for authority to makecontraetfi

and to sell and mortgage its property. It_ may exergise its com

mon law right in these matters like an individual. Unless re

strained by their charters they have implied power to mortgage

their property, to secure repayment of borrowed money or other

debts,‘ or to secure future advances; to become parties to negoti

able paper in the transaction of their legitimate business; to daeal

precisely as individuals seeking to accomplish the same ends; to

make all contracts that are necessary and usual in the course of

the business transacted or as means of enabling the accomplish-'

nient of legitimate objects."° Enabling statutes are generally so

comprehensive that statutory authority may usually be found

under which to accomplish the legitimate purposes of a corpor

ation without resorting to implication.’ _ _ _

§6/L Construction.—In orderto derive a power by implic_a’£1011 It

must appear that such power is necessary to the enjoymellf

of the specially granted right without which the_ latter

would fail.“ But a very liberal construction will be given ‘£0

charters of corporations formed to promote public irnprov_ement_s

in the matter ofimplied powers.” And the courts will not investi

gate the expediency of the action nor inquire whether or not

other and better means might have been adopted for the purpose

of accomplishing the desired object.“
 

L1 People v. Chicago Gas Trust Co., 130 Ill. 268; Franklin Co. v. Lewiston Inst-1 63

ie. 4-3.

B Deringer v. Deringer, 5 I-Iuston,4.16; s. c. 1 Am. St. Rep. 150; Wood‘sRnflwayLaw. 4675

Beach 1I, §385.

The general doctrine is now well settled, that the charter of a. corporation read in con

nection with the general laws applicable to it, is the measure of its powers, and D. Q01!‘

tract manifestly beyond these powers will not sustain an action against a corporati_oI1

But whatever i.ind_er the clinrterand other general lnws rccisonnbly construed may fairly

be regarded as incidental to the objects for which the corporation is created, is not to be

taken as prohibited. Green Bay 8.: R. Co. v. Steamboat Co., 1L\7 U. S. 98.

8 \\’li_ite Valley Canal C0. v Vcillctte, 21 llow. 41¢; Wright v. Hughes. 119 Ind. 324-I

agmrpissioners v. Atlantic &e. R Co. 77 N. C. 289; Lehigh Valley Conl Co. v. West, 63

ls. D

4 Cllicflgo. R. I. & P. R. Co. v. Howard, 7 Yvall. 392; Fifth Ward Sav. Bank v. Bank

4-B N.]. L. 513.

6 Eureka &e. Vlorks \'. Bresiiahan, 60 Mich. 832.

F.9D$oi>ce1llE1(1);‘.,,ii,()§£é:3;i;l-Iérénie Ins. Co., v. N. W. Packing Co., 82 Ia. 223. 244-; Vandnll V. S

7 See Brown v. Corbin. 40 Minn. 508.

8 Do ' vwn .Mt.\\’ h' t R. . . . ' .WBgiggcl linpevéi 420. as ing on Co ,-LON H 230, Charles River Bridge v H-rte"

laggert v. Newport St. R. Co.. R. I.) 19 Atl. Re _ 326.

"Spelling I, §6-L; Qgelsby \'. Attrill. 105 U. S. 605.9 _

In Curtiss _v. Leavitt, 15 N. Y. 9, Comstock J. said: “It is plain that corporations

executing their express powers are not confined to means of such indispcnsible necessity

that without them there coi.iiil_he no execution at all. The contrary doctrine would lend

l1l5_°11ce t° *1_V51’.'>' Effat 9-b5‘-\"1\*».‘>'; for if there are several modes oi accomplisliing the en_d»

neither one is indispensable, and each would exclude all the others. And thus, by inevit

Ill-11¢ 10810. 8-11 express grant of power would be forever dormant because tlierefire nziort

modes than one of carrying it into exe ' "
_ cution.

Ellerman Y. Chicago J. be C. R. Co.. (N. I.) 23 Atl, 237,
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§65 Implied Powers.—But a small proportion of the powers

actually exercised by private corporations are granted to them

in express terms by the general law or by their charters. When

so granted the question of power can not arise, and as a conse

quence questions of corporate power ordinarily arise when it is

sought to exercise a power as implied from an express power. A

few of these acts will be considered.

(a) Power to Indorse Pa.per.—Baiiking and manufacturing cor

porations have implied power to make negotiable paper for use

within the scope of their corporate business, but not to become

endorscrs or guarantor for accommodation of others.‘ But if

such paper passes into the hands of a bona fide holder without

notice, it may be enforced,’ and it seems that if all the stock

holders consent an accommodation endorsement may be enforced.“

(17) To Subscribe for Stock in Another Gorpora.tion.—The Weight

of authority supports the rule that a corporation cannot sub

scribe to the stock of another corporation,‘ unless expressly

authorized to do so“ and it can never do so when the object is to

obtain control of the other corporation. “The public policy of

the state will not permit the control of one corporation by an

other. Especially is this true when a foreign corporation thus

undertakes to control and swallow up a domestic company.

Such control of one corporation by another in a like business is

unlawful as tending to monopoly. The result is that this purch

ase of shares for the express object of controliiig and managing

another corporation was ultra vires and therefore, unlawful and

ggg°;“.§§‘33€;§§.€*;:¢.L;::£:.--2Z.*;:.:’.; 2:2; :1.-. ’§i‘é' §.".:‘*.%i?'r:::¥%:.¥ “.".".e.*.*.‘.
Nat. Bank v.'Globe8lVIi‘::l<]s Ilagrllkll/li?ssc15“7“'te)§a2i:k\'Lbldsbcl)-ks?) Co!11g.11\?i=isisM2(t2»rgim(‘2eIi1li-:

vrr Y-_Rcn0_R. Co. 91 Pa. 'st.se1- iiieuiiter v. Howe .\iiieiiiiii.-'co°,"54 c$nii.':~1'o4- iuens

v. White ' _ ' '
M;ch_620I;A§:t_'1‘€::iri;r ppfinvsq115.5g4éédM§:;hzEé? min. Bank v. Detroltetc. \vOl'kS, es

IFzimiers Nat Bai-ik s 1; ' ' ' ' t h.

Bank, 1 - _ v. u on Etc. Co., 52 _Ferl. Rep. 191; Bank 0f:GC!.10SE€Y. Pa c in

gm C°_|9(g-°§!.L§‘i182Agn;le.!3i:;'i;i,l;p.s;1’O1-11.12, (N. Y.) _7 Atl. RED. -L88; Lredit Co. Y. Hon c

3 Martin V Ni“ . Etp. . e Holmes v. Willard, 125 N. Y. 75. I 0 ~

Thompson Y. -Lnmfilgél 44c.ICo.. 122 N. 1. 165: _Ba.rr v. N. Y. &c._ R. Co., 125 N. \_.t.-63 .

hem that a sawmill cor. or 239. In Mercantile Tnist Co. v. Kiser. 91 Ga. 63k6fi ll lwxnss

guarantee theinterest gin t.-1; l‘(])ll X(l111_ghft1 with the express consent of all the stoc o L er .

to me succgssrul pmsecutioueopph sbo £il.'l'D.ll\\,.l!yitl'lC construction ofrthich was neccssa 3'

c"P9l1\‘l0n v. Concord R Co 6; NuS1ine;.?i;t~"tF1i1e1rii(ia.rpi':)"!uatEl':lll. 7 N Y 328 ' Valley River

4;; llfrfi Icage. pg. 4-6 'o1iio St.-1.4-; 1'i‘ranklingCo..v. Léwist<>n'sav.'1aiink. 68 Me

Etm Cu" 130 -U - S .1\_. Pa. R. Co.._3_1 N. J. Eq. 475; Oregon Etc. R. Co. v. Oregogszn

“wt mink it we]-I Se-tuéd an v. Virginia. 8. W_u._ll. 1§B; Ecnch II, §§ 893. 3194-. h- .

that an incorporated C as the result e decisions in this state, as well as e erg:

ampfion to the ca ital()1¥P€ll21)‘, cannot unless authorized b_y statute. make a. vad SE21"

vmky R_ R_ co. v_l1Lak:£r¢ie pg’ angthere that such subscription is ultra vii-es an voi
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Iii Central R. R cu P on 0.. Ohli: St. 4-4.. _ H Hon

mnnouu its om; nmhv. g. R._Co.. 31 N. J. Lq. 4.75; the court said: A corpoifp ad

iawy nor can it do S he su scribe for stock or be a corporator u_n§ler the general rlqi ro h

lit: agents as Dretezd ‘Ian simulated compliance with the pl‘OVlSly(,)hE of the_law t roljit

-‘In "M or peimnal c corporators and subsc_ribers_ of stock. Authority to :11} in

qt,“ to suhscfihc To Dl'°P¢l'ty. stocks or choses in action " does not authorize BBC la 0.

gum“ (Ma-)' 14 S2 séggkdvigoa projected corporation. Com. Fire Ins. Co. v. our p

|0elbei-iiian v. N,

O

»i
nIT

U. 8.: N. Ry. Co., 77 Hun, 332.
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void.”1 The objection that a purchase by a corporation _ofdtll)16

stock of another corporation is ultra vires cannot be raise d):

the stockholders of the corporation whose stock is piirchfaseWhere there is no express prohibitory stat11t@,_ the holdeg 0, sue

stock who has received dividends thereon 1S estoppe 1111 fill

action against it to enforce liability as a stockholder from c aim

ing that it is ultra. vires.” _ k . n_

But every acquisition by a. co_rporat‘ion of stoc in ta n

other corporationis not necessarily illegal. Thus a corportfl f10r_

organized for the purpose of loaning money, and no Oh

bidden to loan on the security of stocks, may F-1¢¢¢l?t SE15

-security and when necessary to collect the loan may €l¢q1111'@ t1 e

to the stock. So it may acquire title to stock in another C0{'P°1'ta'

tion by levying upon the same and selling it under @X@¢l1t1°n O

satisfy ajudgment against the corporation. _ h

(c) Purchase of Its Own Shares.—There IS a eonflictof aut 01‘

ity as to whether a corporation has implied authority to Pb“:

-chase and hold its own stock. The law issettled l11E1lgl;£ll1(ldt 3

-a corporation cannot purchase shares of its own stock, an t .6

prevailing rule in the United States is that such a purchase 11{S

ultra vires at least when the etlect is to reduce the capital stoc I

and thus diminish the security of creditors.“ The funds of an in

solvent corporation certainly cannot be used.to purchase a pl?!‘

tion of its capital stock as it would be inequitable to the ot £11‘

stockholders and a fraud upon the creditors.“ The genfiljfll (“fie

and its exceptions are thus stated by theSupreme C_o_urt oi Ohio.

“The doctrine that corporations when not prohibited by ’£11_¢11'

charter, may buv and sell their own stock, is supported by £1 11116

of authorities; but nevertheless we think the decided weight Of
 

.. . ~ ll. 263;1 Marble v. Harvey, 92 Tenn. 110; People v. Chicago Gas Trust (.0., 130 I _

l\Iemphis&e. R. Co. v. ‘Woods, 88 Ala. 630; Easun v. Buckeye B.B.Co.. 51 F¢(\l§,Rseg)'Pearson v. Concord R. Co.. 62 N. H. 537; Denny Hotel Co. v. Sehram» 6 a ' ’

Pauly v. Coronzide Beach Co., 56 Fed. Rep. 428.

'-’Oelbcrinann v. N. Y. 8: N. Ry. Co., 27 N. Y. S. 94.-5.

$Kennedy v. California Sav. Bank (Cal.) 35 Pac. Rep. 1039.

4H ill V. Nesbit, 100 Ind. 34-1.

5 Memphis Etc. R. R. Co. v Wood, ss Ala. eso; National Bank v. case. 99 U- 5- 62%;.
I-Iolmes Etc. Mfg. Co. v. Holmes Etc. Co., 127 N. Y. 252. "A corporation having P°"‘:ne

to dispose of its property, may also, as an incident to the exercise of this pow?!‘ lfifisg in

instances at least, determine what shall be accepted in payment, and mav 13¢ Just‘ ‘ of

aceepting the stock of another corporation for distribution among the stockholdeig

the first corporation according to their respective interests." Note to Denny Hotd 0%‘!

v. Sehram, 36 Am. St. Reps. 14-0, citing Treadwell v. Salsbury Mfg. Co., 7 G1‘fiI~'- 39,?’-*8 '

61"» Am. Dec. 4-90; Hodges v. New Eng. Screw Co., 1 R. I. 312, 34-7; 53 Am. Dec. 6.-4-- 5'3

Evans v. Bailey, 66 Cal. 112; Ryan v. Leavenworth, 21 Kan. 865. _

6 Trevor v. \\’hitw0rth, 57 L. T. Rep. (H of L.) 457; Zulueta's Claim L. R. 6 Ch. 44:4,

Hope v. Int. Financial Soc. L. R. 4 Ch. Div. 327.

7 Such a purchase does not necessarily reduce the capital stock. It may be held by the

-corporation and reissui d. State v. Smith, 4-8 Vt. 266; State Bank v. Fox, 3 Blatch. C.C.

4~31; Vail v. Hamilton, 85 N. Y. 453; Am. Ry. F. C0. v. Haven, 101 Mass. 898

$ Crurier v. Lebanon Slate Co., 56 N. H. 262; Alexander v. Rolfe, 74- Mo. 4-95 ; Ifl-1'¢

'Coliinihian Bank, (Pa) 23 Atl. Rep 626; Commercial Natl. Bank v. Burch, (Ill-3 31 N‘ E’

Rep. +20. The receiver of an insolvent corporation niav recover from a stoC_l<h°ider

whose stock has been purchased by the corporation. Farnswortli v. Robbins» 3° -Mum‘

369.

9 Coppin v. Greenless, 38 Ohio St. 275.

~-i
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authority, both in England and in the United States, is against

the exercise of the power, unless conferred by express grant or

clear implication. * * * It is true, however,thatin most juris

dictions where the right of a corporation to traflic in its own~

stock has been denied an exception to the rule has been ad mitted‘

to exist, whereby a corporation has been allowed to take its own

stock in satisfaction of a debt due to it.‘ This exception is sup»

posed to rest upon a necessity which risesin order to avoid loss.”

So in a case’ where a corporation in failing circumstances bor

rowed money with which to purchase its own shares the court

said: “If a corporation, to the injury of creditors, can borrow

money for the purchase of one share of its stock, or the stock

held by one member, it can borrow money with which to pur

chase the shares of all its members, and thus destroy its very

existence, as no corporation like the defendant can have an ex

istance in this jurisdiction without stock and without stock

holders. The doctrine is well established that a purchase of

shares in itself by a corporation is against public policy and ultra

vires, whenever such purchase diminishes its ability to pay its.

debts, or lessens the security of its creditors.“ But in certain

states it is held that a corporation may purchase its owii

shares‘ although subject to the conditions that the corporation is

not insolvent, and that the effect is not to reduce its actual assets

below the capital stock.‘ The purchase must not be made “at

such time and in such manner as to take away the security upon

which the creditors of the corporation have the right to rely for

M‘ Clo Bmik v. Bruce. 11 n. Y. 507; Vcrplnnck v. hlere. Ins. Co., 1 Edw. ch. (N. Y.) M

:l§;1C(!€ptllS own stock as n. gift, Lake Superior Iron Co. v. Drexel, 90 N. Y. 87. -

an" Y- D=g=t’=. (S. Dnk.) 59 N. w. Rep. 214-, (1304).

Pi‘ German Snv. Bank v. Wulfekuhler, 19 Kan. 60; Gill Y. Balis. 72 Mo. 4124; Barton v.

A "“k'R_0l1d_CO.. 17 Barb. 397; Clapp V. Peterson, 104 Ill. 26; State v. Oberlin Bldg.

2;sn., 3a Ohio 258.‘ Abcles v. Cochran. 22 Kan. 405: State of Minn. v. Th. Co.,4-O Minn.

Bc2‘h227i J°h“°“ 7- Bush. 3 Barb. Ch. 207; Moi-awetz 1, §112, er seq.; Spelling I, §168.

“° 11» §395; Green's Bricc's Ultra Vires, (2nd Am. Ed.) 94-, Cook 1, Ch. XIX.

tmr‘ T“3‘l°1'»(§15_34)Says: "In regard to the power of a corporation to purchase its own.

!t9¢k- T-litre is a_difl‘erence of opinion. The English decisions seem unanimously to neg

“t_‘" H115 Polcsslon of this power by corporations; and Mr. Brice’s proposition—‘Corp0r

5' “"15 Fm! HOE. whatever the nature of their business, without an express and very clenr
Power in that behalf. deal in their own shares'—may be regarded as expressing somewhat

Wsuely, and from his use ofthe word ‘deal,’ the English law on the subject_ In America

filn flu °fl1"' bflnd. the weight of authority clearly indicates that there is nothing in itself

“@331 °l‘ IIltr_a vlrcs in the purchase of its own shares by n corporation ; and that whether

filpflrchase is valid depends on the conditions of the corporate nfihirs, the purpose for

lzfigatgg ltlrlllfchase was mnde (or the shares received bv the corporation) and on the re’;

e °°1‘lJ°1'flti0n of the persons questioning the validity of the transactions

‘L‘1‘“"l '- Harem 102 Mass 4 - - v n 101 Mass ass;
{Mince v. Boston, Etc. Co., 114 Mlgs?h§1§1éhii¢i1i§gc§-ié.Ed§'. 1(r:.(I,l\'di.:.rsHziiiJilz:es,'84- Ill. 14,5, e-1-3;

§1’,““' Etc‘ c°' "- FQSWT» 4-9 Ia. 25. Subsequent breditors cannot complain. Rolli11SV

C ml °°-- 8° Ia- 380; Taylor v. Miami Ex Co. 6 Ohio 176' Bank v. Chaniplflin. Etc

G°-- 18 Vt-_13i; Pierce on Railroads 505 sée Hbllidny v Elliott s Ore. s4-; Preston "
rand Collier!’ 8‘ COW 11 Sim. 327 In al-site c'|.se First Nat. Bank Salem Flonring Mill

Cn., 39 Fed. Rep. 86. Del-163' - Enid.‘ "The rnie ai ears to he well settled that a corp0r~

ntlon may, unless prohibited’ by statute urchugii its own stock or take it in pledge 01'

mortgage", Cm“? C“-3’ Bank Y Bruce '1p7 N Y 507- Ta lor v Expoftiflg C°~- 6 Ohm

gwelrncrc Illi. Co. s Bass, 452; iillnk v ’rmn§po'i-tanbn cg 18 -Vt 1ss- Dunc: v-YVM"

0., ' " ' . ' ' 'n

with the qug1?~fi4c£'£ifl§S-_87- In Clapp v. Peterson, 104» Ill 26, the rule was so laid do“

 

"Ina d . - on ‘that such act is had in entire good ihith, is an exchal1S° °r "1""! '
I H is free from all fraud,

Clapp Y. Peterson, 104 Ill. 26.
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the payment of their claims; or in other words so as not to

diminish the fund created for their benefit. Each case must_there

for depend upon and be determined by its own facts and cir_cun_"i

stances.“ As said by Mr. Cook,’- if there is no statutory liabil

ity on stock, and if stockholders do not object there is no reason

why the net profits of a corporation should not be applied to

purchasing its stock instead of being used for a dividend.” _

(d) Loaning of Money.—A corporation can not engage in the

loaning of money unless authorized to do so by its charter or un

less its businessis of anature which usually involves themakingof

loans.‘ But money so illegally loaned can be recovered and the

borrower can not interpose the defense of the want of powerin the

corporation to make the loan.“ The franchise of the corporation

may be forfeited at the instance of the state but the loan may be

recovered.“

 

Extract from Blackstone's Commentaries, Book I, Cb. 18, Hammond's Edition

“‘ " " After n corporation is so formed and namcd,it acquires many poweriv

rights, capacities and iiicapacities, which we are next to consider. _Som_e 0_fl;h€8¢

are necessarily and inseparably incident to every corporation; which incidents,

as soon as a corporation is duly erected, are tacitly annexed, of course."_ As, 1.

T0 have perpetual succession. This is the very end of its incorporation; for

there can not be a succession forever without an incorporation ;5 and therefore

all aggregate corporations have a power uecessarliy implied of electinginenibers

in the room of such as go ofi'.9 2. To sue or be sued, implead or bc implcaded,

grant or receive, by its corporate name, and do all other acts as natural persons

may. 3. To purchase lands, and hold them for the benefit of themselves and

their successors; which two are consequential to the former. 4. To have a com

n_ion seal. For a corporation, being an invisible body, cannot manifest its inten

_tions by any personal act or oral discourse: it therefore acts and speaks only by

its-: common seal. For, though the particular members may express their priv_a.t¢

consents to any acts, by words, or signing their names, vet this does not bind

the corporation: it is the fixing of the seal, and that only. which unites the sev

eral assents of the individuals who compose the community, and makes one joint

l Fraser v. Richie, 8 Bradw. (Ill.) 554..

1 Vol.1. gen.

IAiuAgi!:(-3,¥ii4f'.l£‘({1il‘,?.:.V%l7f)f stock see Gen. St. Minn. 1878, Ch. 84-, §139, Minn. Tlir. Co. v.

¢ Daniel Neg. Inst. I, §38-1.; Cook II, §690.

5Poackv.Ls.f tt Bld . A. . i ..-—- ' . .1ss.W_ 691_ Steam zgrgvie ti g C ssn 71 nd 3:”, Bond v._Terrell, Etc. Co . (TEX ) °

. ga on o. v. Weed, 11 Barb. 382, Union Water Co. v. Murphys

Flat. Flumirig Co., 22 Cal. 620; Gold Mining Co. v. National Bank, 96 U. S. 640; Smith v.

\Vhite, (Tex.), 25 S. w- R¢P- 309; Kadish v. Garden City Loan i\ss‘n., 4-7 Ill. App. 602

Contra. Grand Lodge v. Waddell. 36 Ala. 313; Chambers v. Falkner, 65 Ala. 44-8; Life

Ins. Co. v. Mech., Etc. Co. 7 Wend. 81: New York F. Ins. Co. v. Ely, 5 Conn. 560.

6 Shoemaker v. Mech. Nat. Bank, 2 Abb. (U. S.) 416; Elder v. Bank ofOttawz-1, 12 Kan.

238. _In McGeorg¢ V- Bil! Stone Gas Imp. Co., 57 Fed. Rep. 262, it was held that 2. cor

poration with power to buy and ell lands, erect. sell and lease buildings, to grade and

mprove _st1'e¢f5, to furnish gas, electric light and waterworks, to construct and operate

street railways, furnaces and mills, and to acquire by purchase or subscription the stock

pl certain other corporations had power to give part of its stock to a railway company

in order to enable the latter to complete its line to the property of the corporation.

710 Coke 30; Hob, 211,

810 Coke, 26.

91 Rollo, Abr. 514-.

L _.__A
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assent of the wliole.1 5. To make by-laws or private statutes for the better

government of the corporation; which are binding upon themselves, unless con

trary to the laws of the land, and then they are void. This is also included by

law in the very act of incorporationz” for as natural reason is given to the nat

ural body for the.-governing it, so by-laws orstatutes are a sortof political reason

to govern the body politic. And this right of making by-laws for their own

government not contrary to the law of the land, was allowed by the law of the

twelve tables of Rome. But no trading company is with us allowed to make

by-laws which may aflect the king's prerogative, or the common profit of the

people, under penalty of 4.-01., unless they be approved by the chancellor, treas

urcr and chicfjustices, or thejudges of assize iii their circuits; and even though

they be so approved, still, if contrary to law they are void.3 These five powers

are iiiseparably incident to every corporation, at least to every corporation

aggregate; for two of them, though they may be practised, yet are very unnec

essary to a corporation sole, viz., to have a corporate seal to testify his sole

assent, and to make statutes for the regulation of his own conduct.

"There are also certain privileges and disabilities that attend an aggregate

(_!0l'pOl'3.l;lOIl, and are not applicable to such as are sole; the reason of them ceas

mg, and of course the law. It must always appear by attorney, for it cannot

appear in person, being, as Sir Edward Coke says,4 invisible and existing only in

iiitendmeut and consideration of law. It can neither maintain nor be made

defendant to, an action of battery or such like personal injuries; for a corpora

tion can neither beat, nor bc beaten, in its body politic.5 A corporation can not

commit treason, or felony, or other crime, in its corporate capacity: though its

members may, in their distinct ipdividual capacitie.

_ ‘Neither is it capable of suffering a. traitofs or felon's punishment,for it is not

liable to corporal penalties, rior to attainder, forfeiture, or corruption of blood.

It cannuot be executor, or administrator, or perform any personal duties; for it

cannot take an oath for the due execution of the office. It cannot be seized of

l&n_ds t_0 the use of another;° for such kind of confidence is foreign to the end of

its institution. Neither can it be committed to prison; for its existance being

}d°i1l. no mun can apprehend or arrest it. And therefore, also, it can not be out

l;"°d; for Outlawry always supposes a precedent right of arresting, which has

f Bu defeated by the parties absconding and that also a corporation cannot do;

Or which reasons the preceedings to compell a corporation to appear to any

suit by attorney arc always by distress on their lands and goods.’ Neither

fiflnsa corporation he excommunicated: for it has no soul as is gravely observed

Hf 1!‘ Edward Coke;8 and therefore also it is not liable to be summoned into

e ecclesiastical courts upon any account; for those courts act only pro salute

‘1_mm¢E,_ and their sentences can only be enforced by spiritual censures: a con

sideration which, carried to its full extent, would alone demonstrate the im

l"'_°P"°l5y Of these courts interferirigiri any temporal rights whatsoever.

Tl1¢l'_8 are also other incidents and powers which belong to some sort of

°°\'P01'ations and not to others. An aggregate corporation may take goods and

chattels for the benefit ofthemselves and their successors, but a sole corporation

¢a_nnot:9 for such movable property is liable to be lost or embezzled, and would

Tillie a multitude of disputes between the successor and executor, which the law

ltshcnreful to avoid. in ecclesiastical and cleemosynary foundations, the king or

thk founder may give them rules, laws, statutes and ordinances, which

cy are bound to observe: but corporations merely lay, constituted for civil

EWPOSQS. are subject to no particular statutes; but to the common law, and to

_e“' °“'n bY-laws not contrary to the laws of the realm.“ Aggregate corpora

‘Di1y.4.4.,-is.

:Hob. 211, ‘

St. .
‘10é(9)k1:’@g;2-lIIl'.c. 7. 11 Coke, 54.

::’°°l<. Abr. fit. “Corporation," 68.

'°°k=. Abr. tit. "Feofim 111 Uses," 40 Ba St Use 34-7.

 

13 k _ - _ i . e. - s.
81S%°°k¢;’A;l;i:. tit. "Corporation," 11, “Outla.wry," 72.

9C0. Litt. 4-6.

‘°l-d- Rnrm. s.
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- - - den master.tions, also, that have by their constitutions (\ head, as a dean. WP-1' v

orthe like, cannot do any acts during the vacancy off tl1c_l1i€:d?:Jl1;,:nXt¢:e§_):r 2:3

appointing another: neither_ are they thenlcapablfi Oh l'9¢¢1\’ gbe gs collporafion

corporation is in-c°mp‘ctc' without a head. But ll “F tmaliurch of Southwcll

aggregate, constituted without a_ head? as £110 C0 @111? 9 C d the Overflow of

in Notthinghamshire, which consists only of preb_cnd8fl¢$, an _or gut are an of

of the Charter-house, London, who have _no prcsidenht 01' :11Pf¢1;‘hc»m_‘jm_ part is

equal authority. In aggregate corp0l'atl0_fl§,fl150it ‘E 8° _° art ‘must have

esteemed the act of the whole." By the civil law this I:_1fl.l°1'dl_) which perhaps

consisted of two-thirds of the whole, elscno actcould be per firm? -r oration. But

may be one reason why they required three_at least to ma he a cloope body. And

with us any majority is sufficient to determine tlie act of t e \\ i {cor omfions

whereas, notwithstanding th_c law stood thus, some founiiers o er ffiequently

had made statutes in derogation of the common law, ma ing v tgact “which

the unanimous assent of the society to be necessary to fin)’ ¢?l'P°:'ia heme of obv

King Henry VIII. fouiid to be a great obstruction to his p_l'O_‘|€€t_¢t was thereforc

taining a surrender of the lands of ecclesiastical corporations) 1 ‘F711 be utterly

enacted by statute, 33 Hen. VIII._ c. 27, that all private St_3t\1t€]S s a “Hence of

void, whereby any grant or election, made by the head, with t 9 Como“ being

the major part of the body, is liable to be obstructed by any one or m ,voice

the minority: but this statute extends not to any negative or necessary »

given by the founder to the head of any _suc_h society. _ h e a

“ We before observed, that it was incident to every corporation to 8-Ivflv

capacity to purchase lands for themselves and successors: and tl1l5t 1S 1;_6§;1ufl_.5

true at the common law! But they are excepted out of the statuf e Oha-fitab-la

so that no devise of lands to zi corporation by will is good. ¢X°¢Pt °" d b the

uses by statute. 43 Eliz. c. 4-.“ which exception i_s again greatlyiriarroyic _v%e c

statute 9 Geo. II. c. 36. And also by a great variety of statutes, fl1¢l;1'€" owga

even of purchasing from any living grantor, is much abridged: so 11 ha kiiln to

corporation, either ecclesiastical or lay, rn_ust have _a license from t ethc gam

purchasc, before they can exert that capacity which is vested in them b) ran

rnon law: nor is even this in nll cases suflicient. These statutes are _g€I1<’b in)’

called the statutes of mortmain; all purchases made by corporate lI)Od1€f5 iicg

said to be purchases in mortmain, in mortua. mnnu: for the reason 0 \vh_ch‘

appellation Sir Edward Coke offers many conjectures _; but there is one V; ls”

seems more probable than any that he has given us, viz., that these PP“ 5 o_

being usually rnade by ecclesiastical bodies, tlie members of which (bang Prht

taste) were reckoned dead persons in law, land therefore holden by them 11115

with great propriety be said to be held in mortua rnanu. .n

“I shall defer the more particular exposition of these statutes of mortmald

till the next book of these Commentaries, when we shall consider the nature an

tenures of estates; and also the exposition of those disablingstatutes of _Q11*_?¢11

Elizabeth, which restrain spiritual and eleeinosynary corporations fronjl Hllefllllng

such lands as they are at present in legal possession of: only i_1ie11f1_011_"1€ t ‘mg

in this place for the sake of regularity, as statutable incapacities incident ml

relative to corporations. _

“The general duties of all bodies politic, considered in their corporate capflz

city, may, like those of natural persons, be reduced to this single One, that °

ti

 

ac ng up to the end or design, whatever it be, for which they were created by

their founder. " " " "

1C0. Litt. 263, 264,.

910 Coke, 30.

flBrooke, Abr. tit. “ Corporation," 31, 84-.

4-10 Coke, 30.

534, Hen. VIII. c, 5.

6Hob. 186.

7From Magus Charta, 9 Hen. III. c. 86, to 9 Geo. II. e. 86.
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EXTRACT Fxom Amos’ Pnmcnmss or THE CIVIL LAW, 120.

The general rights of corporations in respect of ownership, possession. obliga

tions, and actions were in ]ustinian’s time, the same as those ofnatural persons

except where the absence of the facts of family life and of the peculiar incidents

of humanity(as birth, death, and marriage,)dcstroyed the analogy between arti

ficial and natural persons. With this exception, the difference between the

lrights and duties of corporations and those of natural persons were the fol

owmvz

(l.)° In respect of usufi-uct, or the rights of using and taking the fruits of what

gag owned by another, the duration of such a right was limited to one hun

re years.

(2.) In the case of a. township (civitas) making a contract of loan, in which

an equal quantity of things of the same kind and value is to be returned to the

lfdlldtif (mutuum) the township is only bound so far as the loan is really to its

a vantage.

(3.) A corporation could not be sued for fraud, but its individual directors

‘could, audits corporate acts might be set aside on the ground of undue pressure

exercised by it.

(4.) _Certain corporations had specially granted to them the right to succeed

on an lntestacy and in priority to the public treasury, to the property ofthclr

deceased members.

(5.) The rights of corporations to enter on an inheritance as heir, to take a

l¢HH¢_Y, and to benefit from a trust under a will (fideicommissum,) were_all gener

fl-lly recognized in ]ustinian’s time, but it was only by gradual legislative efforts

11_11mperial times that this had been fully brought about. Ulpian denied tll¢

flights of towns to be heirs except in the case of the propertv of their frecdme_n.

{right was conceeded to towns by the Emperor Leo I, 111 I4. D- 469- EV“ 111

J::Ii~‘hf1_ni?n’s time it would seem that the old general rule of Hadrian’s day was

s_ in orce, that a “collegium could only take an inheritance when specially priv

lleged to do so." Nerve. and Hadrian (A. D. 96-138) permitted legacies to be

lnadein favor oftowns, and Marcus Antonius (A. D. 138-161) extended the

fight to all legally constituted corporations. The validity of a fr!-IS?-‘ under a

W111 in favor of a town was first recognized bv a senatus consultum (Aproniw

1'14"!) apparently passed in the time of Hadrian.

Powsn T0 Hours Limos IN A FOREIGN STATE.

" The further contention,” said Black, C. ]., in Missouri L. M. & S. Co. v. Rein

h3~T(l.1l-1- Mo. 218, “that the Envlish Company had and has no power to til"

and hold real property in the statse is equallv untenable. Though it W85 Said in

Bank v. Earle, 13 Pet. 584, that a corporation ‘must dwell in the place Of its

¢'1'¢i1fi0n.and cannot migrate to another sovereivntyfl still it was tlJ€r¢ held

that it did not follow that it could not do busiiiess in other jurisdiction!

Th°“sh °°1'P0rations are mere artificial beings and creatures of the law wherfi

°r§a"‘Z°d, still it is settled beyond a shadow of doubt that they may hold prop

Ht)’ and transact business in a foreign state or country, when not prollibitfid

{mm d°ll1g 50 by the laws of such country. But wherever a corporation ‘goes

for business it carries its charter as that is the law of its existence, and the

charter is the same abroad as zit home.’ Railroad v. Gebhard, 109 U- 3- 527

N°“_'»ll-'l5 Qflnccdcd that this companv was duly incorporated under the com

pfl.‘“e5 act 0fGreat Britain, and the prvooi is clear and undisputed that a corpor

atm“ "1fiZ"b¢ lflgally created there under those acts with power to purCl1€1S¢ -'-"Id

hold real D1'°1J=rty in otherjurisdictions According to the record before us there

can be no doubt that the laws of that country ‘rave to this corporation the

P°“,'°" t° Purchase. hold and operate mining lands ii this state. There is noth

1°81" the laws ofthis state denvinv to it the right to exercise these powers here

on ti“ °°“tl'~'=1"y.our statute laws i-fiatlier encourage foreign mining c0rP01'ati°ns

10 pursue their business here. It follows that this corporation has the right fll-‘Id

power to purchase, hold and operate mining lands in this state. " " ' There

18110 doubt but that this corporation was organized for the primary P\1rP°5° °f

~_ '1./‘hr 1 i V‘ ‘_~“l_ __,_ K -
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purchasing and operating these particular mining lands in this state. but 1“

business in the purchase and operation of mines is not restricted to this state.

This is clearly shown by the words ‘or elsewhere,’ meaning elsewhere than 111

this state. This is the more apparent from the fourth paragraph; I01‘ "1 that n°'

allusion whatever is made to any locality. This company has, we q0fl¢l1_1d¢. the

power to purchase and operate mining lni-ids in England asvwell as in this state.

“ But suppose we are wrong in this, and that by reason ot the languagevscd "1

the memorandum of association, the company cannot opernt= mlfllflg ltmds‘

there, still it docs not follow that it cannot purchase and operate such lands

herc. Iii Railroad v. Colfee Co., 6 Kan. 255, it was held that_u. corporation cre

ated by the State of Pennsylvania, which could not do business nor haye an-4

oflice in that state. could not do business in the state of Kansas. $Q'~’£1]<\"g_°f

the Kansas case. it has been said: ‘ While this doctrine is correct in principle. it!‘

application requires much caution. The fact that all the operations of a c0_rp0l‘

ation are carried on outside of the state in which it was incorporated is not

necessarily an objection to the legality of these operations. It is only if_s0fl1¢

rule of law or principle of policy adopted bya state would be inter_fer_ed_W1tl\ by

allowing a foreign corporation to transact business within its jurisdiction that

the usual comity will be refused.’ Morawetz on Private C0i'p0ra'fi10I15i 5"

965 a."This corporation has its registered office in England and holds its c0\'P°mt°'

meetings and can transact much of its meetings there. The fact that some POT‘

tion of its business, namely, the purchase and operation of mining lands can_bc

carried oii here only is immaterial. It has by the law of the place of its creation

the powei-to do such business lierc,:-ind that bus'ness isiiot opposed to the P°1‘°3'

of our laws, and we have no statute which denies to 't the right to carryon such

biisiness here. This corporation, therefore, had nnd‘haS the right to Pllwhasei

hold and operate these mining lands." See Demorest v. Flack, 128 N. Y. 205;

Empire Mill Co. v. Alston Grocery Co., (Tex.) 15 So. W. Rep. 505; O£lkdfll°MlE

Co. v. Garst, (R. I. 1894) 28 Atl. Rep. 973.

In Lancaster v. Amsterdam lmp. Co., (N. Y.) 35 N. E. Rep.964-, the courtsaid:

“To discover the public policy of a state, we are limited as it was obSBr_\'6d_bY

Mr. ]'\istice Story,_ii_'i the Qirard will case, 2 llow. 127, to what ‘its corlstltl-1t1°"'

and laws and Judicial decisions make known to us.’ "

..—@ .ii. .
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CHAPTER VI.

Tlie Doctrine of Ultra Vires.

§66. In General.—l1i a former chapter has been discussed the

general subject of the powers of corporations and it is now pro

posed to state very briefly the results which follow an attempt:

by a corporation to do acts which are in excess of its. corporate

powers. Such acts are characterized as ultra vires as dis

tinguished from such as are izztra vires. The use of the term has

been criticised, but it has become so well established as describing

acts which the corporation is not authorized to do, that it will

continue to be used. Some confusion has doubtless resulted from

its use, and as said by Blackburn, ].,‘ it is unfortunate that this

one phrase of ultra vires has been used to express both an excess

_of authority as against the shareholders, and the doing of an act.

illegal as being malum prolzibitunz, for the two things are sub

stantially different, and the use of the same phrase has produced

confusion.’

It is not within the scope of this work to discuss in detail the

various acts which are within or beyond the powers of particular

corporations under the terms of their charters, nor would a ref

erence to the many cases involving questions of construction be

profitable. A corporation has only such powers as are expressly

granted to it by the state and such as are reasonably necessary

In order to carry such express powers into execution. From this it

logically follows that attempts to wrongfully exercisepowers not

Sf) expressly or impliedly granted will be ineflectual and create no

fights in favor of the corporation. As against the corporation it

is simply a question of construction and when once itis determined

that the act is ultra vires nothing further remains to be done.

But when the rights of other parties are to be considered, we at

once meet with a conflict between logical consistency and justice,

and as a result “the Anglo-American law is in a state of hopeless

find inextricable confusion.” There has always been a strong,

uI1_d@1'C_l1rrent of opposition to this doctrine and the tendency cer

talflly is toward restricting it operation by the application of the

dfctflflfl ofestoppel. This general tendency is clearly shown in

L3C£.S6S cited in the following sections.

IT .nplyl°"'- Chlchcster 8:0, R. Co. L.R 2 Ex see

or definitions of It 1 ' .' " . ' _ i 1 P be;-.

5113;»;-. i'a.'i.;.':f.i=;.%.i'2s.:.£:."1:r‘i;€;.i:: ‘:2’-.§.*%'.§“%*..‘.:.':‘ °i'<ifi4;
“*5W" Vim. (2d =0.) as; Field's vzmi Vircs, 519.
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§(-37. Presumption of Validity.—While a corporation must _be

able to show a grant, express or by implication, of powers which

it seeks to exercise, it is well settled that contracts which are not

contrary to the express provisions of the charter are presumed ‘C0

be within the powers of the corporation and the burden 1S upon

one denying their validity to prove facts making them ultra vires.

Thus a mortgage executed by the oflicials of a. corporat1op\v1ll be

presumed to have been executed under proper authority.

§68. The Doctrine and its Reasons.—“A contract of a corpora

tion which is either unauthorized by or in violation of its chattel‘

or governing statutes, or which is entirely outside the scope of

the powers ofits creation, is void’ in the sense of being no con

tract at all, because of the want of power in the corporation

to enter into it; that such a contract will not be enforced b_y_an_y

species of action in a court ofjustice,‘ that being void ab 1'm_t10, It

cannot be made good by ratification; nor by any succession of

renewals, and that no performance on either side can giv§'.vfl11d1tY

to it so as to give a party to the fund any right of action upon

it.”° The reasons upon which the doctrine of ultra vires rests are

thus stated by Mr. justice Gray.‘ “The reason why acorpora

tion is not liable upon a contract ultra vires, that is to say, be

yond the powers conferred upon it by the legislature, and vary

ing from the objects of its creation, as declared in the law of 1tS

organization are:

(1.) The interest of the public that the corporation shall not

transcend the powers granted.

(2.) The interest of the stockholders that the capital shall not

be subjected to the risk of enterprises not contemplated by the

charter, and therefore not authorized by the stockholders in sub

scribing for stock. P i _

(3.) The obligation of every one entering into a contract with

a corporation to take notice of the legal limits of its powers.”

§69. Remedy Where Part Pei-forma.nce.—The injustice of P61‘

mitting a corporation to plead ultra vires and yet retain the ben

efits received under the contract, led many courts to adopt the

rule that while no action can be maintained upon the contract, 

1Gordcr v._Plz1ttsmouth Canning Co., 86 Ncb. 54-8; Railwav CO. v, MCCarthy! 95 U

S 267; Curtisv Gokev 68 N Y 300- -_ _. . . :1"-ilk‘ .R.R.c.,3s N. .E.2-1-1;Duwn
ingj-'. Mt. WfiShll1gtDfl _R. Co. 40 N H. 28 insv - O J q’ ‘

. O . C . 64-0 \Vood
Rmlway Law. 526- , , Exparte Pu-u Ii-on Co , 7 0“ , 1

i'Boyee v. Montauk Gas Coal Co., 37 W. Va. 73, (1892), 4-1 Am. 8: Eng. C. C. 78.

3Davisv Old Colon R- y .Co. 1311\{ .'58;Ch'c 8: .C . .P 1 Gas 8&2C0., 121 Ill. 530; Franco _Texzi.n Laudaéi),‘v. McCo1ri'i1gi3k,Ggg Tgx. 21;; L€)(:1I)ge\?. Ga. Pac.

Ry. Co., 91 Ala. 519; Twiss v. Guaranty Life Assn. (Ia.) 66 N. W. Rep. 9.

6Greenvllle Compress &c. Co. . Pl t C & . C . 70 M‘ . 669; Pearce v.MediS°" &°- R- ¢°-» 21 How (Ill S-) 2:1e;ri3mii:i§i:ii5oascLi§n'c Co. "i's.sUnited Gas, F116

8:513. §o.,'1§5 Me. 532; Elevator Co. v. Memphis &c. R. Co., 85 Tenn. 703.

u e h ' ' '8 °mPSOn 121 American Law Review, vol. xxvlii, p. 878. Particular attmflfl

is called to this article. '

lPittsburgh Szc. R. Co. v. Keokuk &c. Bridge Co., 181 U. S. 871.

_____ _____J
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either in law or equity, the party‘ aggrieved may_ disaffirm the

contract and sue to recover as on a. quantum meruit the value of

what the corporation has actually received.‘ But if the ultra

vires contract has been executed on both sides the law will not aid

either party to undo it or to recover what he has lost thereby.’

§70. Estoppel, While Retaining Benefits.-Other courts apply

the still more enlightened doctrine that neither party to an ultra

rires contract will be heard to say that one or both of the par

ties had no power to make the contract, while retaining the bei1

efits received uiider the contract.’ As said by Judge Cooley, the

parties are “estoppel in some cases from disputing the validity

of a corporate contract, when it has been fully performed on one

side, and when nothing short of its enforcement will do justice.”

“Under this doctrine/’says Judge Thompson in reference to the

contrary rule, "the right to cheat is mutual; it enables the corpor

ations to cheat the individual, and it is equally generous in ena

bling the individual to cheat the corporation; so that, when a

person had made a contract with a corporation which was ultra

v1res,_and had received the full benefit of it, neither he nor those

claiming under him were estopped from setting" up the invalidity

ofthe contract in defence of a suit to enforce it."

1P'ttb - . - - i
Co‘ V‘. 6niI€é%hG&c. 11;. Co. v. _Keokuk Sac. Bridge Co., 181 U. S. 371 , Brunswick Gas Light

8-9. 11018: Light Co., S5 Me., 532; Penu. Ry. Co. v. St. Louis &e- R CO-,1.13 U- 5- 290; Central Transportation Co. v. Pullman Car Co., 189 U. S. 24». In Green

ville Compressed Rzc. Co. v. Planters’ Com ressed &c. Co., 70 Miss. 669, itwas held that

an ultra: vii-ea contract would not be speciiihally enforced in equity, nor would an action

at lsv_v lie thereon. The court by Coo erJ., said: “ Theagreeinent between the directors

°“hF"’ °°l11Danies was clearly be ondpthe corporate powers of either company to make,

gm? '9 had I19! been fully executedywhen the appellant withdrew from it. There are some

fi:](l§lBlOII!Wl1I\fl1€l'l)CCCd on the apparent postulate that an ultra vires agreement executed

Y by one oft e corporations or so far executed that tllestatus quo cannot be restored,

383' be made the basis ofau action. But in many of these cases it would be found that

f mfaflllre Of recovery would be the some whether the i ‘ury to the plaintifi" by the

“1 "TC Qftlie defendant to perform, or the benefit received nhy the defendant under the

?hgT:€U‘l¢Ilt is taken as the standard. Cases of this sort may therefore he well assigned to

th“, °lil1=_f -‘ind far more numerous class in which the right ofrecovery is not rested upon

.°"!"\|"1| Bgftcment, hut is recognized to existnotwithstanding the agreement upon the

9"l;'_1°'lJle that the defcndantmny not repudiate the contract and yet retain the benefit
Kim"-‘h_ has been derived under it. The decided weight of authority in England and

cougtngils that no _action lies upon the invalid contract, that no decree can be _mndc by A

but th tflgluity for lt_8 8p_e(.‘lfit.' performance, not u recovery bc had at law for its breach;

hm E '-‘ Y PY°'-'¢¢dIng in thc pro er court, the plaintiff mav recover to the extent of_the
Ash?) t "°°°lY=l1 by the defendant i¥OTl‘l the execution of the agreement bythe plaintifli"

4 Ch“72'8R_51l\\'B-Y Cflffiage Co. v. Riche, L. R., 7 H. L. 653; in Re Cork Sec. Ry. CO. L- R-,

38 Fad R , Garrett v. Kansas City Coal Mining Co. 113 Mo. 330; Le \\'arne v. Meyer,

gPafi'sh°P-‘lvizll Day V. Spiral Spring Buggy Co., 57 Mich. 14-6.

v
mad co.’ 161 Y. 494. See language o1‘Mr. Justice Miller in Thomas v. Rail.

 

Wfightv Hvshes 119 lud ' - ~

- . . 324; Wri ht v. Pi c Line Co., 101 Pa. St. 204-; H:1rdwe_lre
§:;Y]-3!-‘halen. 128 Pa. St. 110; Dewey vg. Toledotiikc. R. Co. 81 Mich. 351," Carson City

co -ssalék V. Carson Cit Elevator Co., 91 Mich. 560; Union Hardware Co. v. Plum Mfg.

R °‘"1- 219; Lougville &c. R. Co. v. Flannngan, 113 Ind. 4-88: Mandi!!!" 5"
ch °- Y. Concord R. Co., (N. Y.) 20 Atl. Rep. 3-‘~53 ' Colorado Loan Co.v. Grand Valley C081

kn-_. ($210.1 32 Pac. R¢D- 178* Tyler v. Tualatir/Academy.1-L Ore. 4.se; Nfll1¢11tlY-Mn.l
Lm; Miss. 499,- Humphrey v. Patrons Mere Assn. 50 Ia. 607: Twiss v. Guaranty

W ‘,‘(-*"=-- (Iml 55 N. w. Rep. 9- Dar-st v can-'83 iii’. 136' “loud v. Cm-ry vvsrer
10:; 5' M‘ P°‘l- RED. 146; Linkaui v. Lombiard 1'37 N Y 4-17' ‘Whitney Arms Co. v. Bar

C= 163 "- Y- 62: Camden &c. R Co v Mays &e'n' Co ' as N. J. L. 630: 8118111111!‘

Su§0f,§ v.AMorris, .1-s Kan’. 28¢: l\deGee v. i>§=e.'imp'.'co., 98 Cal. ors; C2312;£4
Spelling‘ H‘ §76é,;(F§czi1:1s.§)2I-i\;73N. E. Rep. 757; Moi-awetz, II §693; Beach II. §§4. .

‘Dav vs Sni l ' I i AI is B3

Alg,1‘15. ' "1 springs BI12gyCo., 57 Mich. 145. Contrn.—Sherwcod & v_ ,
Ala. 3135 chcwafla I-"me Works v. Dismukes, 87 Ala. 844-; Grand Lodge Y. \\’s.dd1.ll. 35

H _ _M y ____
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“There arefewrules”said Chief Justice Gilfillan‘ “bettm-‘settled

-or more strongly supported by authority, with few_ exceptions, in

this country than that when a contract by a private corpora

tion, which is otherwise unobjectionable, has been p€1'f0r1'l1¢"-‘d on

one side, the party which has received and retained the benefits of

such performance shall not be permitted to evade performance on

the ground that the contract was in excess of the purpose f0r

which the contract was created. The rule may not be strictly

logical, but it prevents a great deal of injustice.” _

Thus a party who has borrowed money from a corporation

and given his promisory note therefore, cannot when sued on the

note be heard to say that the corporation had no power to make

the loan. '
§71. Action in Furtherance of Ultra Vires Gontr_a.0t.-Marble G0

v.Ha1-vey.-3‘ The claim sought to be enforced in this case grew 01113

gga contract whereby one corporation agreed to pl11‘_Chfl$¢ the

shares of another corporation engaged in a similar busmess._ The

contract was held to be ultra vires and void and no rlglltfi

resulted from it which were enforceable in the courts. The 6011715

said: “The complainant sues upon the contract, and in afiirm

ance of it, seeks to have this defendant perform an agreement

which sprang from and was collateral to it. It has received the

shares it purchased, and holds on to them. It simply asks that

the defendant be further compelled to perform his contract by

contributing in accordance with his agreement, his prop01”£1011 of

the liability paid off by complainant in protection of the prop

-erty of the McMillan Marble Company. The suit is clearly 111

furtherance of the original, unlawful and void contract. That

the contract has been executed by the plaintiff does not make 1f

lawful or entitle it to an enforcement of it.

This proposition was very plainly put in Pittsburgh &c. Ry.

Co. v. Keokuk &c. Bridge Co.‘ when it was stated as a 1'6-@1111?

of all the previous decisions of that court upon this subject," ‘ the-t

a contract made by a corporation, which is unlawful and vold

because beyond the scope of its corporate power, does not, by

being carried into effect, become lawful and valid; but the pr0P€1'

remedy of the party aggrieved is by disaflirming the contract,

lieymfiflr vi Cfhicflgo Guaranty Fund Life Soc., 54 Minn. 14.7. 7 I d

aoc v. a ayette B. Assn. 71 In . - _ . ' Ins. C0- 9 I1 -
172$ N. Y. Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Wilcox‘; €l?s7s' (1'i,.Ii?nSc.()n;)t3Y ciiieaggifisic. R. Co. v'.Derkes»

103 Ind. 520; See First Nat. Bank Y. Keifer Milling Co. (K'y.) 23 S. W. Rep. 675.

In Steam Nav. Co. v. Weed 17 Barb. 378 Parker]. said‘ " It illbecomesthc defendant}

t? b°“'°“' fmm the Plfllfll’-i5! $1.000 for a single day to relieve their immediate necessi

tics, and then to turn round and any: ‘I will not return you this money, because you had

no pnwer, by your charter, to lend it. Let them first restore the money, and then it will

be time enough for them to discuss with the sovereign power of the State of Connecticut

the extent of the plaintifls chartered privileges We shall lose our respect for the law,

when it so far loses its character forjustice as to sanction the dgfencc hue attempted."

$92 Tenn. 115 (1894-.)

431 U. S. 380.
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and suing to recover, as on a quantum meruit, the value of

what the defendant has actually received.’

§72. The Case of Central Transportation Co. v. Pullman Palace

Oar Co. 1 is an exceedingly interesting case as it involved a con

sider ation of the circumstances under which a defendant may inter

pose the defense of ultra vires, notwithstanding full performance

by the plaintiff. In that case the Central Transportation Com

pany had leased and transferred all of its property of every kind

to the defendant company which was engaged in a similar and

competitive business. The lessee company undertook to pay all of

thedebts of the lessor company, and to pay to it annuallythe sum

of two hundred and sixty-four thousand dollars for a term of

ninety-nine years. Possession was taken and the installments

paid for a number of years. The suit was for a part of the

installment for the last year before suit. The defence of ultra

vires was interposed and sustained the court holding that

the sale was unauthorized and in iexcess of the power of

the selling company. It was urged for the plaintiff, as in this

case, that even if the contract was void, because ultra vires and

against public policy, yet that, having been fully executed on the

part of the plaintiff, and the benefits of it received by the defend

ant for the period covered by the declaration, the defendant was

estopped to set up the invalidity of the contract as a defence to

an action to recover the compensation agreed on for that periocl.

After reviewing its own decisions upon this branch of the case,

the court said:

“The view which this court has taken of the question pre

sented by this branch of the case, and the only view which

appears to us consistent with legal principles, is as follows: A

contract of a corporation which is ultra vires in the proper sense,

that is to say, outside the object of its creation as defined in the

law of its organization, and therefore beyond the powers con

f°I‘_1'@tl upon it by the legislature is not voidable only, but wholly

Yoldi and of no legal effect. The objection to the contract is not

nierely that the corporation ought not to have made it, but that

ll-' could not make it. The contract cannot be ratified by either

Party because it could not have been authorized by either. No

P@1'f0f‘mance on either side can give the unlawful contract any

vahdltyl 01‘ be the foundation of anv right of action upon it

Whfln a corporation is acting within the general scope of the

Powers conferred upon it by the legislature, the corporation, as

glen F15 PQFSOHS contracting with it, may be estopped to deny

{lt_ If has complied with the legal formalities which are prere

qlllsltefo its existence or to its action, because such requiSit@5

fight 111 fact have been complied with. But where the contract is

1139 u. s. 24.
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beyond the powers conferred upon it by existing law, neither the

corporation nor the other party to the contract can be estopped

by assenting toiit or by acting upon it, to show that it was pro

hibited by law. _

A contract ultra vires being unlawful and void, not because it

is in itself immoral, but because the corporation, by. the law of its

creation, is incapable of making it, the courts while refusing to

maintain any action upon the unlawful contract, have always

striven to do justice between the parties, so far as it could be

done consistently with adherence to law, by permitting property

or money parted with on the faith of the unlawful contract, to be

recovered back or compensation to be made for it. In such cases,

however, the action is not maintained upon the unlawful con

tract, nor according to its terms, but on an implied contract of

the defendant to return, or failing to do that, to make compensa

tion for property or money which it has no right to retain. To

maintain such an action is not to affirm, but to disaflirni, the un

lawful contract." This seems to us to fully and clearly state the

rule. The passage cited by counsel from Railway C0. v. Mc

Carthy’ ‘that the doctrine of ultra vires when invoked for or

against a corporation should not be allowed to prevail when_it

would defeat the ends ofjustice or work a legal wrong,’ is mis

leading and if literally construed would result in an enormous

practical extension of the power of corporations. We do not

understand that a result required by adherence to the law would

be either unjust or a legal wrong. The learned judge doubtless

intended it to be understood that the defense would be a legal

wrong only when the law did not require its consideration

by the court, This passage and one of similar character in San

Antonio v. Mahaffy‘ was uncalled for in the case in which it was

used and in Central Transportation Co. v. Pullman" Palace Car

Co., was characterized as a mere passing remark. To sustain

suit as now presented would be in affirmance and furtherance

of an unlawful and void contract. It is in no sense at suit in

disaffirmance.”

§78. Disamrmance After Part Performance.—Tl1e right and duty

of a party to disaflirin an ultra vires contract after it has been

partially performed without being responsible in damages for the

value of the unexecuted portion of the contract,is thus stated by

Mr. ]ustice Miller.‘ “What is sought in the case before us is the

 

enforcement of the unexeciited part of the agreement. So far as

It has been °X¢¢111I@d * * * the accounts have been ad

1 Central Transportation Co. v. Pullman PnlaC(:‘CB.l‘ Co., 139 U. S. 60.

we u. s. ze-/.

396 U. S. 312.

‘Thomas v. Railroad Co., 101. U. S. 71.
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justed and each party has received what he was entitled to by its

terms. There remains unperformed the covenant to arbitrate

with regard to the value of the contract. It is the damages pro

vided for in that clause of the contract which are sued for in this

action—damages for a material part of the contract never per

formed; damages for the value of a contract which was void. It

is not a case of a contract fully executed. * * * It is a

contract forbidden by public policy and beyond the power, of the

defendant to make. Having entered into the agreement it was

the duty of the company to rescind or abandon it at the earliest

moment. This duty was independent of the clause in the con

tract which gave them the right to do it. Though they allowed

its performance for several years, it was, nevertheless, a rightful‘

act when it was done. Can this performance of a legal duty, a

duty both to stockholders ofthe company and to the public, give

to plaintiffs a right of action? Can they found such a right on an

agreement void for want of corporate authority and forbidden.

by_tlie policy of the law? To hold that they can, is, in our

opinion, to hold that any act performed in executing a void con

tract makes all its parts valid, and that the more that is done

iinder a contract forbidden by law, the stronger is the claim to

its enforcement by the courts.” It will be observed that the con

tract was void as against public policy.

§74-- _Notioe of Limitation on Corporate Powers.-A person who

deals with a corporation must at his peril take notice of the limi

tations upon its power which are contained in its charter or

fi1'ticles_of incorporation. “Every person who enters into aeon

lifact with a corporation” says Chief _]'ustice Gray’ “is bound at

his peril to take notice of the legal limits of its capacity, especially

Where, as in this commonwealth, all acts of incorporation are

deemed public acts, and every corporation organized under gen

eral laws is required to file in the oflice of the secretary of the

Commonwealth a certificate showing the purpose for which

the Corporation is constituted.“

This rule applies to foreign as well as domestic corporations.‘

1 T111118 where a bank loans a corporation more money than the

_atters recorded articles of incorporation empowers itto borrow

31065 so at its peril and the claim against the assignee of the
 

‘T0 the same effect is Ore ' ' enn R

ggijgosf-lléguis &c. R. R. Cg-0.111%-8 (()Ireeiigt(i'1i1\lm'.l‘r}¢ii1§|;‘>)oi'i:1aSl:‘i)oi1J'(§bilir?Pullmnh1

Baum"--on ‘vg-fl: Bowman Dairy Co. v. Money, 4-1 M0,, App. 665; Mallary Y.

am! _ _ . Tenn. 598. See National Bank v. Matthews, 98 U. S. 621

,5 '“ "~Rfl\1Was' C0-.131 Mass. 258.

Elévtiltrdliiflgoy V‘ PM"°llB_ Mere, Assn. 50 Ia. 607; I-Iaden v. Farmers 8zc. Assn. 80 Va. 683;

68 Me. 4-8. 'v' Memilllls &c. R. Co. 85 Tenn. 703; Franklin Co. v. Lewiston Sav. Inst

p°X§ugg:;k°Y¢I' v, Chicago Assn. 77 Vu. S5 it was held that a person dealing with n. C01‘

‘R must also take notice ofits by-laws and methods ofdoing business.

eefe v. Rnndle, 103 U. S. 222.

*
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-corporation will be allowed only to the amount the corpora/£i011

was permitted to borrow.‘ _ _

§ 75. Limitations upon this Rule. -The harsh rule requiring per

-sons who deal with corporations to take notice of the extent of

their powers is subject to certain well defined limitations. Whefi

the want of power is apparent upon comparing the act done Wltd

the charter, the party dealing with the corporation is pr€S_I-1111@_

to have knowledge of the defect and the defense of ultra vlres isl

available against him. But such a defense will not prcvfil

against a party who cannot be presumed to have had any

knowledge of the want of authority to make the contract

Hence if the want of authority depends not merely upon the law

under which the corporation acts but upon the existence of cer

tain extrinsic facts resting peculiarly within the knowledge Of

the corporate ofiicers, the corporation will be estopped f1'0m

denying that which by assuming to make the contract it has

virtually affirmed.’ _ _

Thus a person dealing with a corporation _1s not bound

to know that a power cannot be rightfully exercised in a partic

iilar case,’ or that a limit of indebtednessfixed bythe charter has

been reached.‘ ,

§76. Acquiescence in Ultra Vires Ac1:.—If a stockholder desires

protection against an ultra vires act of the corporation he must

act promptly and energetically, or he will be bound by acquies

cence. If he assents to the transaction or for an unreasonable

time acquiesces until the other party has acted on the faith of

the transaction so that he will suffer great injury by its repudi

ation, a court of equity will be slow in granting relief to such

 stockholder. 5

1First Nat. Bank v. Kcifcr Milling Co., (Ky.) 23 S. W. Rep. 675. d

The court intimates that the rule might be diiierent in a contest between the bank 8-‘F

the borrower, “But the enforcement of that provision is demanded by Fl“ asslgllele mi

the benefit of other creditors, who had been prejudiced by the unauthorized and 1} cg?

dealing of the bank with an unfaithful oficer of the milling company, wh=_\'E_bY "5 F9381 '

vcncy was precipitated, if not actually caused: and in such case a. particiPant m e

fraudulent transaction, not other innocent creditors should sufler."

And see Steam Nnv. Co, v. Weed, 17 Barb. 378.

9M0nument Nat. Bank v. Globe Works. 101 Mass. 58; Beecher v. Rolling Mill Co'._ 4-5

Mich. 103; Boyce v. Montnnk Gns Coal Co. 37 W. Va. 73 (1892); Beach II §§ 7401 ‘4'4"

In Bissel v. Railroad Co., 22 N. Y. 259, the court said: “ It is a good defense to 11 C01‘

poration when sued upon contract, that in making such contract it exceeded itscorporate

powers; this defense being allowed, not for the sake of the corporntors, but for that Of

the public. The corporation would, however, be estopped from setting up the_del¢i1Sf

in n case where the other party to the contract could not be presumed to be cognizant OI

the excess of power."

3Germantown &c. Ins. Co. v, Dheir, 4-3 Wis. 4.20.

4Humphry v. Pati-on‘s Mere. Assn. 50 Ia. 607; Cantra,Weber v.Spoka.ne Nat. Bank-5°

Fed. Rep. 735.

5S€ewart v. Transportation Co., 17 Minn. 372 (Gil. 348); Alexander v. Searcy, 81 Ga

545: Dimpfel v. Railroad C . 1 - ' 'o , 10 U. S. 210, St. Louis &c. Railway Co. v. Terra Haflie

8zc.Ry Co 1451) S 393- Bo cev M t- - - - V. y . on ank Gas CoaiCo..37 w.v~.i.1a (1s92):Ash\=1‘=’¢=

Appeal, so Pa. St. 290; Green's Brice's um v" . vs . ~ -C -B. lI't."i. 3 In Nnshnn 8: L. R 01'? Y

Bosten 8.: L. R. Corp. (Mass. 1892? 31 N. B. Rep. 1061, it was held that a contract for

the joint operation of two railroa s would not be declared ultra vires in an action on the

contract, when the defense was not set up in the answer, or in n previous action between

l‘.l"iC silnnite parties on the same contract, and when no statute or decision of that state or

0 t I or 'ei_gi1 state is cited in support of the defense, and when there is nothing to 511017

‘that the le sl t ‘ ‘gi a ure or any public oflicer of either state has ever objected to the contrflfifi
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§77. Reoission of Ultra Vires Contract.-St. Louis V. 80 T. H. O0.

vs -1-an-9 gauge 3; 1. R, c0_i_This was a bill in equity to set aside

and cancel a conveyance of the plaintiffs’ railroad and franchises

to the defendant for a term of nine hundred and ninety-nine

years. It appeared that the contract had been fully executed on

the part of the plaintiff by the actual transfer of its railroad and

franchises to the defendant and that the defendant had held the

property, and paid the stipulated consideration from time to

time for a period of seventeen years, and had taken no steps to

rescind or repudiate the contract. The contract was held to be

ultra vires, but the court said: “Upon this state of facts, forthe

reasons above stated, the plaintiff considered as a party to the

unlawful contract, has no right toinvoke the assistance of a

court of equity to set it aside. And so far as the plaintiff corpor

ation can be considered as representing the stockholders, and

seeking to protect their interests, it andthey are barred bylaches.’

This case is not like those in which the defendant, having aban

cloned or refused to perform the unlawful contract, has been held

liable to the plaintiff, as upon on implied contract, for the value

of what he has received from him, and had no right to retain.”

1145 U. S. 893.

 

v 7RH&illl‘V\'OOl'1 v. Rnilwnp Co., 17 Wall. 78; Graham v. RailwnyCo.._2Hall.’1‘.4,50; Flookl

.
.,

-*1 _W*1Y C0 1 Smal 8: G. 142, Gregory v. Patchett, 11 Law Times (N. S.) 357.

‘Spring C0. v. Knuwlton, 103 U. S. 49; Bank v. Townsend, 139 U. S. 67.
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\CHAPTER VII.

Capital Stock.

§78. Ca,p1tg,1__Tll€ capital of a corporation is the fund with

which it transacts its business, and embraces all its property,

real and personal.‘ It is “the property or means contributed _by

the stock-holders as the fund or basis for the business enterprise,

for which the corporation was formed.” ’ ‘

§79. Capital StOQk.—A distinction is properly made between

the capital and the capital stock of a corporation, although the

terms are often used interchangably.”

The word capital when properly used refers to the prop

erty of the corporation, while the capital stock represents

the interest of the stockholders in the corporation. The

amount of the capital stock is determined by the charter

and remains fixed except as increased or decreased in the

manner provided by law, while the amount of capital which

a corporation may acquire is limited only by its success in acqui

sition and accumulation.‘ The value of the capital stock is

measured by the value of the corporate property.‘ The capital

stock determines the amount of the capital which must be kept

unimpaired for the benefit of creditors while the corporation

exists. Whatever is acquired in excess of this is surplus and may
 

1Periple v. Comrnissioneis, 23 N. Y. 219; Bailey Clark, 21 \\'all. 286.

9Iron Ry. Co. v. Lawrence &c. Co., (Ohio) 30 N. B. Rep. 616; Cook, I. §9.

Klgan Praneisc_o_v. Spring Valley Water Works, 63 Cal. 529; Christensen V. Eno, 106

. _ . 97. In Williams v. Western Union Tel. Co., 93 N. Y. 162, in considering a statute

which provided that the directors should not withdraw or in any way pa. to the stock

holders any part of the capital tock of the corporation, or reduce the capital stock with

out the assent of the legislature, the court said;

“The ‘capital stock ’ in this section does not mean share stock, but it means the prop

erty of the corporation contributed by its stockholders or otherwise obtained by it, to

the extent required by its charter. While the term ‘capital stock ' is frequently used in a

1oose_ and indefinite sense, in thissectlon and in legal phrase generally it means that and

IlOtl1_"'|S‘ I110TE- _I!1 State "- ;A5§°¢l='~lll011| 23 N-J. L. 195, Green C. J. said. ‘The phrase

‘capital _stock ' is generally, if not universally, used to designate the amount of capital to

be_coi-itriliu ted for the purposes of the corporation. The amount tlius contribtued cou

ntitutes the capital stock of the company."

In Burrall v. RBllfO8dQD., 75 N. Y. 211‘ Folgerj defined ‘capital stock’ as that money

or property which is put in asi l t ' . . - ' h .
{ore become members of a corpoiggtg €)0Olg);)1'El e fund by, those \\ ho by subscription t ere

Seeto some effect Barry v, Exchange Co., 1 Sandi‘. Ch. 280.

" Tl" cflllltfll stock is to b_e clearlv distinguished from the amount Of propertv possessed

by the corporation. Occasionally it happens that under the terms of statutes relating to

BEOQR. W_hich have been drawn without regard to the technical meaning of words. the

court will cops_true the capital stock to mean all the actiinl propertv of a corporation."

c°°k 1i §9- Q“-"lg 91110 RY. Co. v. Weber 96 Ill, 4.4-3; Philzi. v. Ridge‘.-Xvenue Rv. Co. 109

Pa. St. 199; Security Co. v. Hartford. (Conn.) 23 Atl. Rcp. 699; Mr Lowell (§4i) defims

't°"k as H" Sum °f all “R Tights and duties of all the sh:.irel1ol(lers."

lFa.rrington v. Tennessee, 95 U. S. 686; Wetherby v. Baker 85 N I-2 501 ' People v.

C0lema_n.126 N- Y- 483: Boone. §10.=-; Thompson, Liability of Stoiilkhotlldcrs §§11-12.

5Ra.leigh &c. R. Co. v. Wake, 87 N. C, 4.14,

ml -ii
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be distributed as profits, but until divided such surplus belongs to

thecorporation, and in a general sense may be regarded as a por

tion of its capital.‘ -

§80. Shares or s1;Q¢k_“A share of stock is an incorporeal

intangible thing/” It is a right to a. certain proportion of the

capital stock of the corpoi-ation—never realized except upon the

dissolution and winding up of the corporati0n—with the

right to receive in the meantime such profits as may be made

intlie shape of dividends.“ In other words, it is the “right to

participate according to the amount of his stock in the surplus

profits of the corporation, on a division and ultimately on the

gisbsoliition in the assets remaining after the payment of its

e ts.”

“_The expression shares of stock when qualified by words indi

eating number and ownership, expresses the extent of the owners

interest in thecorporation property. The interest is equitable, and

does not give him the right of ownership to specific property of

the corporation. But he does own the specific stock held in his

name, and under the rules of law, the property of the corpora

tion is held by the corporation in trust for the stockholders.”

_ §31. _ Stock Oertiflca/ces.—-(a.) Definition. A certificate of stock

is a written acknowledgement by the corporation of the interest

Of the stockholder in_ the corporate property and franchises. The

stock must be distinguished from the certificate of stock. The

former is the substance, while the latter is simply the evidence.‘

(1).) Right to a. 0ert;iflea.te.—A stockholder has a right to

demand and receive a stock certificate, but the possession of a

¢H_‘ti_ficate is not necessary to entitle him to enjoy the rights and

Pflvlleges of membership in a corporation nor to impose upon

him the duties and liabilities incidental to such membership.’

(Q) Not Negotiable Instruments.— It is now well settled that

fijllilfiflates of stock are not negotiable instruments,“ although

ill'

Pimps ;'li1:‘:'_==s=§3-aI1I111=:i,o;,i6T(¢::idn<:tle.é N. v. 164-; Farrington v. Tennessee, as U. S.685

'.§1’_1-inane v. Lake Shore &c. R. Co., 91 N. Y. 4-83; Payne v. Elliott, 54 Cal. 339.

ei er . Kell , _ . - _ . - . . _

u;1P;rThet'Esaex 3I'3E€3!I1"‘;.GSr1;:y4:O3§7,3'W11kcsbnrre Bank v. City of Wilkesbarre (Pa.) 24- Atl

_ Imp on v. Bigelow 98 ‘Z. Y. 592' G'bb . M h , 132 U. S. 54-9; For otherdefin.-F

gl:;;ne'vse]°;€i%‘€: Moirawetz I,’ §2’2S?I]‘3Z0ne,a§ £35; Encyclopedia, XXIII, 111553;

Jenn“ ‘L Dlrwis’ 3931-0313: :.S:iZl'1717y. Payne, 102 Mass. 261; Spalding v. Payne, 3 Y

.H“ g°m"~" '»Ke°k11k. 72 Ia. 42, per Beck J’.

nF:dw|l§eYp"-1§3é"1'fll\gin, as Ca.l.39-11; Payne v. Elliott, 54. Cal. 339; Hubbcll v. Drenl,

"Natl. Bank v Wats ' - ~ a 47 Ia.
7 . - Ontowii Bank, 105 U. S. 217; First Natl. Bank v. Gifl'0r ,

5 ffs-h§:fi've1;&c. R. Co. v. Dudley 14. N. Y. 3:-is. 277_

fa"? B11--‘in§§Ti§i’fi§.‘3”§2?‘¥.83§i§i§§Z”‘é?'l€.°“§§é‘ -"{'-i°iI§.f.§.‘i.‘E?. §‘2.'.'.'i‘.‘i'g§,"£’§‘li; v. si
W1, Parkerv. Sun Insurance Co 4-2 La’ An 11:72- Weaver Y. Burden. 4-9 N~ Y- 2567

.l.'"°" Y- Belmont Mining Co 55 Cal 458- "w. er 'v Second Nnt’l Bank. 57 Ind. 198.

Corporate stock in not coniinerci I I a 1': git h i s none of the prlvilegfli and lmm“'

flu" wgflch "011 paper has A Pi1l.’¢?1fl.1;S,€‘lPtalk?!‘ it aulilject to any debt duegrom the 8¢0¢k

"5 35 t t ' - ' 8-11 Hmg) 57 Neewpml; ‘elgig-aoration,-. Gilfillan, C. I-, in Slnlmnn V. Men enh I ( “"5
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they are sometimes said to be quasi negotiable,‘ and the

holders are often protected through the application of the doc

trine of estoppel.’ To such an extent has the law of estoppel been

applied to protect a bona fide purchaser of stock that he is pro

tected in almost every instance where he would be protected_if he

were the purchaser of a promissory note or other 11€gOt13l)l€

instrument.“ _

(d.) Estoppel by Reoitals.—A stock certificate_issued by acor

poration having power so to issue, in which it is stated that a.

designated person is the owner of a certain number of‘shares,

transferable only on the books of the corporation on the indorse

ment and surrender of the certificate, is a continuing afFii'n_1a1;10n

as to the ownership of stock, and that the corporation will I10’fi

transfer the stock upon its books unless the certificate is first sur

rendered. Such acertificate is an assurance to the commerelal

world that the shares of stock are the property of the perS0I1

designated and that he has the power and right to transfer and

sell the stock until this power and right have been lawfully

terminated. Such a representation tends to enhance the value Of

the stock, and must be taken to have been made with the ex

pectation that it would be acted upon by others.‘ _

§82. Preferred Stock.—(a.) Defim'ti'on.—Preferred, preference or

preferential shares are such as are entitled to priority in div

idends.°

(b.) Power to Issue.—As a general rule a corporation has no

power to issue preferred stock after its organization, unless ex

pressly authorized to do so by its charter or by the laws of the

state.“ But such stock may be issued at any time by consent Of
 

“"bCertifieatas of stock are not securities for money in any sense, much less are they "¢g°'

I. C . 'securi es They are simply the munirnents and evidence of the holders title to 9.,

given share in the property and franchises of the corporation of which he is a member

"Mechanic’s Bank v. N. Y, Cent. R. Co., 13 N. Y. 627. See Scott v. Peqnannock Natl.

Bnnk, 16 Fed. Rep. 601.

1 Daniel, Neg. Tnsti II, §1708.

iwoods Appeal, 92 Pa. St. 879.

$C0ok I, §4-16. Apur h s i t d d f t t‘ nder the E118‘l.isl11aw., Shropshire UniconaRe.rCSo.e:'.cI1gege. If‘. .'i{sEIel:Iii§fglfe4,%6pr° cc Ion u

4- nl ‘ 'Jo yn V. St. Paul Dist. Co., 4-4 Minn. 183; Bank v Ldnier,'11 Wall 369

5'1‘ tt '0 en v. Tison. 54- Ga. 139; Ch E‘ . R tl d Sr.‘ . . . 5' Vt. 110: For defini
Eipéis of the various kinds of stock sziiclie gs eliuieizffon, ii=cti:i:ioci:i(;,,w0:.>tcred, etc., see Cook I,

The Mass. Statute (Publ' St t . Ch . . ‘d r hat is called‘
"special stock." In :\Il'l€l'lC€1‘I(l: Tukbes \VoralEs, '3‘.Ol;3,ogt§o:2lSIia)r:‘hiJii-:‘:)v(‘,‘ol-is 1%gwMnss. 9- the

court in discussing this stock says: “ It is limited in amount to’ two-fifths of 1:118

597-1151 cflpiflll; it is subject to redemption by the corporation at par after a fixed time, 17°

be expressed in certificates; the cor oration is bound to pay a fixed half-yearly sum Or

dividend upon it as a debt; the holdbrs ofit are in no event liable for the debts of the cor

PQFB-t1011_ beyofid thdr "OCR; and the issue of s ecial stock makes all the general stool!

}JD1}dCl'Sd1l8.bl€dfOX' all the debts and contracts of tge corporation until the special stock ll

n y re eeme ." The d‘ 'd d ' ' d t rnings.Williams VI Parker. laslvgdfiglaeziaiiou this stock are payable without tegar 0 ell

‘Kent v. Quicksilver M'n' (3 ,, 78 N. Y. 1 9' b 11 - A ' X lon'te Co.122 N. Y. 455; Chaffee V.111l1l11tgl.<1l1g 8:0. R. co.,5sé (iiafiuiiii; gordtgdziiiéikhnzond 8:6. Rf

glonsvs iéa. 5013E'i0i-:ItenC\l;. Tison, as Ga, 139; Taft \-. Hartford &¢. R. co.. 81R. 1- 123.;

Os v- yers. . . .111; n - _ _ If
bl Am. Law Rn‘ XVI,-416- each II, § 4,99, Cook II, Chap XVI See n so
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all the parties affected thereby,‘and such consent may be in

ferred from the acquiescence of the stockholders.”

A party who accepts such stock and receives interest on it is

estopped from questioning the power ofthecompany to issue it.‘

(0.) Rights and liabilities of the holders ofprefered stock.—Unless

otherwise provided, the holders of preferred stock have the same

rights and powers in the management of the corporation as the

holders of the common stock‘ and are subject to the same statu

tory liabilities.‘

The dividends on preferred stock are not payable absolutely,

like interest, but are payable and can be made payable legally

only out of the net profits. °

Such dividends are in the nature of “interest chargeable exclu

sively upon profits.”' Thus the directors, may in their discre

tion, apply the earnings toward the payment of debts incurred

during the year, in enlarging the plant, instead of to the pay

ment of dividends on preferred stock. But the holders of pre

ferred stock are not creditors of the corporation.“ Unless other

wise provided by statute, holders of preferred stock are not en

titled to preference in the distribution of the capital upon the

winding up of the corporation.”

(d.) Payment of arrears of dividends.-When the accumulated

earnings for any period are insuflicient to pay the dividends for

that period, such arrears must be paid out of subsequent profits.

In other words, unless declared to be non-cumulative, or there is

a requirement that the entire net profits of the year shall be paid

out in dividends, 1° all arrears on dividends on preferred stock

must be paid before a dividend can be paid on common stock.“

“The reasonable and fair interpretation of the contract is that

the dividends were not only to be preferred, but being guaran

I-Hazclliurst v. Savannah &e. Co., 4-3 Ga. 13.

B:tI;;’°vkh:§3rV- 1\l§fi3'_ne, 31 Mich. 81; Kent v. Quicksilver Mining Co., 78 N. Y. 159;

Ifthehissenffriogfibnlfioggli i'i91Me' 491"" ' ' stified in believing

that ha at , E? t‘ 4 =1‘ e ays u_nti1 _interested parties ared)u_ ed”

C quiesces in the issue, and the issue itselfis made, his remc y is burr

°°k 1.5268. Bamgan v. Bard, 134. U. S. 291, S. C. 39 Fed. Rep. 13.

“Branch injessup, 106 U. S. 4-68.

‘Mill . R t ' . - 1; .F“mIR¢"'Cl.7)_ 3:I§:léni1i;pl;‘~1é758.h|0 St, 14-1, Wax-ran v. King, 108 U. S. 897, Mdntou 1

‘Railway Co. v. Smith. (Ol1i0) 31 N. 1-2. Rep. 743.

sllogrdman v. Lake Shore etc. R. Co. 84- N. Y. 157' Loekliart v. Van Alstyne, 31 Mich

76¥ Mm" ‘~'- Raflermun. 4.7 Ohio sr. 14.1; Ul110\'l Piic. R. Co. v. U. s. 99 U.S.4-02; Taiw
Hizrtford etc. R. C0. 8 R. I. 310; Jones, Corporate Bonds and Mortgages. §§ 624.-6.

’H=11rs' v. Gftflt Northern R. Co., i DcG. & J. soc.
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Bipfnrren v. King. 108 U. S. 389; Cliaiflee v. Rutland R. Co. 65 Vt. 110.‘ Iialvlflfle Y

e n -st ete.R. Co. 1 9 Me. 411; Belfast etc.R.Co. v. Belfast, 77 Me. -1--L5; Taft v. Hartford

etc. R. Co..8 R. I. 310.

v°McGreg_orv. Home Ins. Co. 33 N. T. Eq. 181; Gordon's Bx’rs v. Richmond R. Co. 78

1:. 501, B.ll‘Cl.! v. Cropper. 61 L. T. 621.

°!Iaz:ltinc v. Belfast etc. R. Co. 79 Me. 4-11; 1 Am. State Rep. 330.

"Bmirdman v. Luke Shore etc. R. Co 84- N.Y. 157- Elkins v.Cumden etc. R.C0.36 N- J

§‘1;_f§3i B*1i1=yv.i-iiinnibaieie. R Coll? Wall 9s;'1 Dillon c c 114; Hcnrv v- 6""

0 gm R'¢ _ _ _ ~. / . ' _ '_ E .35'8' Contra
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teed, were accumulative and specific charge upon the accruing

profits, to be paid in arrears before any other dividends were

divided upon the common stock. The doctrine that preference

-shares are entitled to be first paid the amount of dividends

guaranteed and all arrears of dividends and interest before the

other shareholders are entitled to receive anything; and al

though they can receive no profits where none are earned, yet,

as soon as there are profits to divide, they are entitled to the

same, is fully supported by authority.”

§83. Shares of Stock are Personal Property.—By the Older 151W

shares of stock were considered real or personal property, ac

cording to the nature, object and manner of the investment.’

But these decisions are now practically obsolete, and it may be

taken as the settled law that shares of stock are personal

property.”

§84-. Statute of Fra.uds.—The American decisions hold that the

seventeenth section of the statute of frauds, which requires that

every contract for the sale of goods, wares and merchandise of a

specified value shall be in writing, applies to a sale of shares of

stock.‘

Modern English authorities hold that this section has no ap

plicationf‘

§85. The Trust Fund Theory.-Alongline of American decisions

establish the doctrine that so far as creditors are concerned, the

capital of a corporation as represented by its capital stock is a

 

  

1-Adams v. Ft. Plain Bank, 36 N. Y. 255.

Ordin aril fey, pre rred share holders are entitled “to have deficiencies in their dividends

made up out of the earnings legally applicable to the payment of dividends, whenever

ouch earnings are received, in preference to any payment to the holders of the common

stock. This right is inferred from the contract. and need not be rovided for in express

terms. Corry v. Londonderry & D. R. Co. 29 Beav. 263; 7]ur. FN. S.) 508, 30 L. _I. C11

290." Jones, Corporate Bonds and Mortgages, § 625.

2Greenleaf’s Ed. Cruise on Real Property, 39; Tomlinson v. Tomlinson, 9 Beav. 4,59;

Price v. Price, 6 Dana (Ky.) 102; Copeland v. Copeland, 6 Bush (Ky.) 34-9; \V¢_115 Y

Cowles, 2 Conn. 567; Johns v. Johns, 1 Ohio, St. 351, where the cases are fully reviewed

by Thurman, J.

3Wilkesbarre v. Wilkcsbarre Bank (Pa.) 24, Atl. Rep. 111; Payne v. Elliott, 54~ C81

839; San Francisco v. Flood, 64 Cal. 50-1.; Tregear v. Etiwaiida “later Co., 76 Ca1.537;

Cooper v. Corbin, 105 Ills. 224-; Seward v. Rising Sun, 79 Ind. 531; Arnold v. Ruggles,

1 R. I. 165; Dyer v. Osborne, 11 R. I. 321; Eiicvclopedia, XXIII, 591. Gcn. St. Minn

1878, Ch. 34-, § 114-; Baldwin v. Canfield, 26 l\iiiin., 4-3. Except in Pennsylvania. (N¢11¢1'

v. Kelly, 69 Pa. St. 407,) trover lies for the conversion of shares ofstock. Payne Y

Elliott, 54 Cal. 84-1; Ayers v. F '
rench, 4-1 Conn. 151; huhn v. I\1cAllistcr, 96 U. S. 87.

4-In the case of Tisdale v. Harris, 20 Pick. 9, Chief Justice Shaw says: “ There is noth

ing iu the nature of shares of stock in com '
_ panics, which in reason or sound policy 81101115

exempt contracts iii respect to them from this reasonable restriction, designed by the

statute to prevent frauds in the sale of other commodities. On the contrary, these com

panies have become so numerous, so large an amount of the property of the community

is invested in them; and as the ordinary indicia of property arising from delivery and

possession cannot take place. there seems to be a peculiar reason for extending the pr0

vision of this statute; and thus they may properly be included under the term ‘goods ' as

they are within the reason and policy of the act. The court is of the opinion that con

tracts for the sale of sh_ares,_iu the absence of other requisites, must be proved by some

note or memorandum in writing.” Mason v. Decker, 72 N. Y. 595 ' S

128 Mass. 388 ' M ' , omerby v. Cutter,
, ayer v. Child, 47 Cal. 14-2. Reed, Statute of Frauds, §28-L.

‘Humble v. Mitchell, 11 A. 8: E. 205; Colonial Bank v. Whinney, 80 Ch. Div. 261.

-_
_
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trust fund pledged for the payment of the debts of the corpora

toin.‘

It is the settled doctrine of the Supreme Court of the United

States that “the capital stock ofan insolvent corporatioiris a

trust fund for the payment of its debts; that the law implies a

promise by the original subscribers of stock who did not pay for

it in money or other property, to pay for the same when called

upon by the creditors; and that a contract between themselves

and the corporation, that the stock shall be treated as fully paid

and non-assessable, or otherwise limiting their liability therefore

is void against creditors.” '

But there is no direct and express trust attached to the prop

-erty of a corporation. It is not “in any true and complete

sense a trust, and can only be called so by way of analogy or

metaphor/’”

§-36. Limitations Upon the Doctrine.-But this doctrine does

not mean all that the language used in some of the decisions

would seem to imply. Thus the rule that where a creditor has

a trust in his favor, or a lien upon property for a debt due him,

he may go into equity without exhausting his legal remedies,

does not apply,‘ because, as above stated there is no “true and

complete trust.” The general creditors of a corporation have no

ll<‘_I1 upon the property of the corporation by virtue of the doc

trine that the capital stock is a trust fund for the protection of

'¢l‘f_¢litors. Hence a party may deal with a corporation in respect

to its property in the same manner as with an individual owner,

 

‘W d _ , . . _‘ -b|
‘cock’?-1 UY [?llmlhcr.3 Mason 808, Sawyer v. Hoag, 17 Wall, 610, U ton v Tfl i

.S46 s . t .. - . .91Ul.)S.65;Th'1bb
;&UDt0l1.95 U. s’. sd~?b%io%.%e5gf §'5Z‘.°'<;=‘In.l.’.§'.‘,‘3.“R. Co., 102 U. s.14e;
S °l'8l1ll Co.v.A11cn, 103 U. S. 498: Richardson v. Green, 133 U. S. 30; I-Iandley v.

‘““'139 17- S-417; Clark v. Beaver 1as U. s. es; Fogg v. Blair, 139 u. s. 11s; Carn'*lf;§_,1-S‘lc_1==rt,144. u. s. 104.; Alliug v.'Wenzel 13:-3 Ills 2s4- Morawctz 1. §s20; Taylor.

: - '. ~ -' '~ ‘ 2 ';

f,g:1§r°y_:¢§;n;‘:__15I3%4%os, Beach 1, 5 116, btorys Equity Junsprl-ldellsv II. 1 51

allgfif v. Upton, 91 U. S. 56. thedoctrinc is stated ns follows: “The cnpitalstock of

ml l“°°\'Pors.tcd company is afunrl sct apart for the payment of its debts. It is a sub

mtllte T01‘ the personal liability which subsisls in private copartnerships. Whfll debt“

flfi=lncurred__a contract arises with the creditors that it shall not be withdrawn 0_r ap

ll; ed otherwise than upon their derna.nds,untll their demands are satisfied. T111! I1rBl1lt°1'9

“eM."~"1 “Don it in equity. Ifdivested they may follow it as far as it can be traced,

ind 9‘"b.l¢¢l! it E0 the payment oftheir claims except as ngainst holders who bfivfi tllkcn

fill-Iona firle foravnlnable consideration and‘ without notice. It is publicly plcdgfd t°

rm? “'50 (kl-ll with the corporation, for their security. Unpaid stock is as much n ‘part

° ""5 Qledgfi. and as much a. part of the assets of the company as the cash which has
hem 9""! in ¥IP°11it. Creditors have the same right to look ti) it as to anything 915%

ma ‘he same fight to insist upon its nyment as upon the payment OT filly 0'31" debt

due t° the @0111}!!!-Ily. As regards creditors thereis no distinction between such a demand

gzgfihy other assets which may form n piirt of the property and cfiects of the corpora

' Henley V. St

cm“l“ d=°llli:Ii:'l11:vii1iIg' §iv4=i.7£1s= to ans icion that the court was waveringifl "I5 5'55"’

meeto this doctrine in the vcr recent grc dc v Stuart 144. U.S. 104-, Mr-Jn§fl°=

Brown said: “Nothing that whs said re grill $585 of Clark v Bcver, 139 U. S. 96;

F°¢¥". Blair. 139 u. s. 11s- or Hanle ' v §...€. 1§9 v s 411 was intended to overrule

Z’,',,‘§f_.',‘;1,‘,'-"l" “Y W9! fllfi wliplesome zincliplc adopted ‘by. thisicourt in the earlier eases,

‘Pum::;*;3l1Dl}eri tplthe original Bngscribers to stock.“ 4' H “ands V‘ Brier

-iqd Quanta UEQIOLG. Graham v. R. R. Co. 102 U. S. 18 . o

. .. an,
.Ca“ "- Bflllirvserd. 101 U. s. ass.
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and with no greater danger of being held to have received inlgco

his possession property burdened with a trust or l1en._ As e

tween a corporation and its creditors, a corporation is sim_ply_a

debtor and does not holdits property in trust orsubject to a lien iii

their favor in any other sense than does an. individufll debtor

The property of the corporation must be appliedtoward H1‘! Pay‘

ment ofthe debts of the corporation before any portion can be

distributed to the stockholders. The property is not effected bl’

the indebtedness of the corporation so that it cannot be sold, trans

ferred, or mortgaged to bona fide purchasers_for a valuable con

sideration, except subject to the liability of being appropriated to

pay that indebtedness." _ _ _ .
But when "a corporation becomes insolvent, it is sofar civil)?‘

dead that its properly may be administered as a trust iundfol

the benefit of its stock holders and creditors, a court of equltyv

at the instance of the proper parties, will then make these funds

trust funds, which, in other circumstances are as much the _flb’§‘°'

lute property of the corporation as any nian’s property 15 1115- _

§87. Criticisms of the Trust Fund Theory.-Vllhile this doctrine

seems to be firmly established in the jurisprudence of the United

States, it has never been recognized by the English courts.‘ and

has been characterized in recent American decisions as being a con

fusing devise for accomplishing ends more readily attainable

on well established and easily comprehended principles. °

§88. The Amount of the Capital Stock.-The charter generally

provides that the corporation shall have a capital of a. certain

amount represented by its stock, as a fund with which to trans

act business. This fund cannot be increased or decreased invalue

or number of shares by the corporation without the authority of

the state.“ 

lllollinl v. Brim-field, Coal & Iron Co.,150 U S. 371, (1893); Read v. Cumberland T61

CD., ('l‘enn.1894), 27 s. w. Rep. eoo.

I Fogg Y. Blair, 188 U. S. 551 (1890).

8Gi-aham v. Railroad Co., 102 U. S. 148,160: Hollins v. Bi-iai-field Coal 8: Iron CO.,

150 U. S. 871; Railroad Co. v. Ham, 114- U. S. 587. .
In I-Iuspes v. Northwestern Mfg. etc. Co., 4-8 Minn. 178, the Supreme Court of _M"m°"

sota criticized the theory that the cnpital ofa corporation is a trust fund, and _sa_id that

its capital is its own property, which it may use and dispose of, if not prohibited by

charter, the same as a natural person, and is not held in trust for creditors, except_insense that there can be no distribution of it among stock holders, without provision lQ\

the payment of the corporate debts, and that any disposition ofit in fraud 0 creditors is

void. In this respect there is no distinction between unpaid and paid capital, or between

stock subscriptions and any other usscts of the corporation.

‘Creditors “can obtain nothing but what the company can get from the share

holders." In re Dronfield &c. Co. 17 Ch. Div. 76. In re Ambrose Sac. CO.- 14' Cl“ D“"

390. The price to he paid for shares is a matter of contract irrespective of the fncc value

Guest v. \vOl‘C€SlC1' R. Co., L. R. 4- C. P. 9. But contracts for the sale of stock below Pm’

are by statute reqiiircil to be in writing and registered with the registrar of joint stock

companies. Bench I, § 122.

5Hospcs v. Northwestern Mfg &c Co. 48 Minn 174' Brant V Ehle 59 Md 12-5. . . . . n -See an article in the Am. Law Rev, XXV, 74-9. ' I I

9Sco\-ille v. Thaycr. 105 U. S. 143; Sutherland v. Olcott, 95 U S 93; Grangflfs ms‘

Co v Kam er. 73 Al 3
- - P =1. 25; Crimdell v. Linoln, 52 COX1n. 99; izierién. 1, 5 4.68; 1\'1°m

wetz, I, § 230; Taylor, § 183.
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The manner in which a corporation may decrease or increase

its capital stock, is now commonly provided for by the genera]

corporation laws. This power must be exercised by the stock

holders and not by the directors, unless by virtue of an express

grant of authority.‘ As is all other cases where there is no lack

or original power, the stockholders may by acquiescence deprive

themselves of the right to object to the exercise of such power by

the board ol'directors.'

§89. Increase by Issue of Dividend Stock.—When a corporation

has not issued all its stock or has authority to increase its cap

ital stock, and there is no statutory or constitutional prohibi

tion,’ it may issue new shares as dividends when an amount of

money or property equivalent in value to the full par value of the

stock so issued has been accumulated and permanently added to

the capital of the corporation.‘

It is discretionary with the directors, whether they will declare

a stock or a cash dividend. 5

§90. The Issue of Stock-—Ma.nner ofPayment.—Within thelimits

determined by law or by its charter, a corporation may issue its

stock in pursuance of a contract of subscription, and accept in

payment thereof either cash, labor or property, taken at a.

reasonable valuation. While stock need not be paid for in cash,

It must be paid for in the equivalent of cash.” Whatever may’

have been formerly held, it is now established that subscriptions

to corporate stock need not, in the absence of statutory pro-~

visions requiring it, be paid for in cash. The principle is now

generally accepted, both inEngland and America, that any prop

erty \\'l]l(.‘l'l the corporation is authorized to purchase, or which is

llecessary for the purposes of its legitimate business, may be re

ceived in payment for its stock. Any payment, whether it be in

m°"°.\' or money's worth, so that it be in good faith. will givl?

the shares so paid for the status of paid up stock. In the

language of Lord justice Gifibrd in Drunimond’s case: “ IF a mall

contracts to take shares he must pay for them, to use a homely

Phrase. in meal or in meat; he must either pay in money or

mone " ”"
%Su‘;?ihc All - '1 -- ' s4. Mich’

“£9: Ema": vi govémgavés nelrt4q1n4,- 18 Wall. -33; I-inney Shoe Co. v. kurtz. -

B .1 _ _ . . . p*1 SEaCIé{)!Y]\\9.h:‘.né1gi5Otl\:.l>fz§I: goii 7;; ii?>'Maas me

‘ _ V ' . : . ., __ . .102§F::slhig§(f&b\gélégn‘l:15h¥éeptirxlggfig; '1;¢gbCo., es N. Y. 162; Lfltlnd v. Hayden
Hc . 1 - I _ _ . _ . _ V p

c°rp°“‘_';\l1:t?‘l1::€’(‘>)Yé:tl‘reg;1en€ly n_inke Ili_dlV1d6Xl(l ofthis character when llppfiox cmfiepstsqcgxfiniléf

his also made whfl flpx cnsions 0 the business have been made outo _! e pro better to

immmw stock to n ecorporate plnntlias increased in value and it seems

. , > ~ d d I c I

Sxllaliiividend. In :}e1i)sri'?i11i:ti'l_i'ctiigisiesiliiriideiiildgeaiiiial fil'i'1el1tIi,e11s€ll§ tli11;(i]€]cll.'i'1£Ll1Mli1l£'lCuC0DgLi£ti3.1;'t1]'

E H:;1]l:_v the courts." Cook I, § 536.

6 Y Chicago 8:2. R. C0.. 51 Barb. 878.
-i w°°‘""*"'= Cue. 8 De. 0. & Sm. 63.

cm Y;-3é»\_tlantic Cotton Factory, 61 Ga. 284-_; Riehwuld v. Commercial Hotel
I , N

E.Rep. 2o;'coi>i£1Ifl;"°1"6'{;,;__Knapp. 19 Mo. 22; Cofl1uv.Ransda1l, (Ind. 1887)11
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§91. Over Issued Stock.-Stock issued accidently or fraudu

lently in excess of the limit fixed by law is invalid, even in the

hands of a bona fide purchaser for value,‘ and the corporation

may have it declared void and ordered cancelled.’

§92- Liability of the C01-poration._The bona fide holder of over

issued stock which is represented by certificates signed or pur

ported to be signed by the corporation officers having authority

to issue stock and actually issued by such ofiicers, may sue the

corporation in tort and recover damages.”

§‘.-)3. Irregularly Issued Stock.—Tl1e rules governing irregularly

issued stock have been accuratel stated as follows:

(a.) “If a corporation has no legal right toincrease_the amount

of its capital stock upon any terms, shares created in excess of

the amount authorized by the charter or law under which the

corporation was organized, will be treated by the courts as null

and void.‘ _
(b.) “If acorporationis authorized by law to inerieaise its cap;

tal stock u on com l in with certain prescribe orms an

conditions, land the pcgrpgration or its agents appear to have

endeavored to comply with the prescribed forms or conditions,

.and have in fact increased the company’s capital by issuing new

‘shares, on the assumption that the legal right to increase the

-capital stock had been acquired, and if the holder of such new

-shares has acted as a shareholder and enjoyed the rights of a

shareholder, then the creation of such new shares will be recogn

ized by the courts and given efi"ect according to the intention of

the parties, although the statutory forms or conditions were not

complied with, and no legal right to create the new share was in

fact obtained.“
 

lScoville v. Thayer, 105 U. S. 143; Peoples Bank V. Kurtv, 99 Penn Stat: 34-4

QN. Y. &c. R. Co., v. Schuyler, 34 N. Y. 80; Bank v. N. Y. i?-cc. Ry. Co., 18 N. Y. 599.

M5 N. Y. &c. R. Co. v. Schuyler, 34- N. Y. 30; Allen v. South Boston &e. R. Co.’ 15°

ass.207.
The same rule applies to over issues caused by the forgery of the signature of the

oflicer of the corporation by another officer.
Cook 1., §293; Fifth Avenue Bank Y. Forty-Second St. &c. Co., (N.Y.) 38 N. E. ReD- 378

4'5C0Vi1l¢ V- Thflycr, 105 U. S. 14-3; Mt. Holly Paper Co.’s Appeal, 99 Pa. St. 513.

‘M°l'flW=tl. II. §763: Stutz v. 1-Iandley, 4,1 Fed. Rep. 531: Upton v. Tribilcock. 91 U

s. 45; Clwbb v- Upton, 95 U. s ass; Vcuderv.l\11.idget,95 N. Y. 295.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Q

Snbscr1'pt1'ons to Capital Stock.

§ 94-. Of the Gontract.—Very little formality is necessary to the

making ofa valid contract of subscription for shares in a corpor

ation. There must coexist the ordinary elements of a contract.

(1.) It must be in the form required by law.

U2.) There must be a consideration.

(3.) The parties must be capable in law of making a valid’

contract. .

(4.) The consent expressed in offer and acceptance must be

genuine, and

1 \51.)l The objects which the contract propose to effect must be

ega.

§ 95. Of the Form of the G0ntra.ot.—I1: is now well settled that

a contract of subscription for shares need not be in writing’

although it was formerly held otherwise.” Irregularities are

generally disregarded and if it is clear that the party intended to

bmd himself the lack of form will not defeat his intention. Thus

aparty was h€1mnd by a subscription in a l’l1€II10l‘8.I1dlJ1Tl'

b°0k_,' and upon a loose sheet of paper,“ although the charter

provided for opening subscription books. 6

§96. Of the Oonsldera.t1on.—A subscription for shares confers

mutual rights. The advantages arising from membership in the

C0rporation, such as the right to participate in dividends is a sul

ficient consideration for the contract.” “The subscription for the

stock constitutes a contract with the company which is sup

P°Ft@_d by a sufficicnt consideration. The subscriber thereby

acqulfes an interest in the corporation and there is an implied

Pl'°1111S€ On the part of the company to issue the proper certifi

Catf-‘S._as evidence of his interest whenever the terms of his sub

~llmfpl11p1ie<l with so as to entitle him to it.” B
1 F . . _ ' '

Y. Mi*;<;g1ui_\iI\g.z Clark s excellent H_and-book of theLaw 0fContra.cts, p. 19-20. See Sliaefiet

0. Co., 46 Mo. 24-8, Craven v. Eagle Bottom M. Co., 120 Ind. 6.
P101-k P
. ark BldE.Assn. .B N b. 1se4 as N. w. R . 440- c lfax H0t¢1C0-Y

i'3§“('1§§‘5) ?9 "- w- Rflg-v786l.rl11e§isi~:);cnul1ock)v. 1-‘o.lmoutheIéo- &c’.. (ii<y.> s s. \v. mg.

23* cookhl Cficgcékney use, 3 DeG &_]'. 170; Nat. Bank v. Vandermuker. 74 N. .

ivamlilli" Hib-ernin. Ins.Co. 37 Ohio St. 339; Galveston Hotel Y. Bolton, 46 ’.l‘cx- 633

Buflalo &c. R. Co. v. Gilfard s7 N v 294.

:IA0\;:. &c. R. Co. v. Perkins, £8 Ia.uusahaflbfllfl &C. R. CO. Y. Smith, 15 O1Ji0 SC. 828.

M - 11 Y- ‘V0011. 4-4 Cal. 462- Cottage St. Church v. Yendall, 121 Mass. 528' Atliol

,“;::‘:"tC°- Y- Carey, 116 Miss. 4.11. \ '

' s e -r Co. v. Robbins, (Minn. 139 1|), 57 N. W. Rep. 317.
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§97. Who Competent to Subscribe.-Any one who is competent

xto enter into a common law contract may make a valid subscrip

.tion to the stock of a corporation. But the corporation cannot

be a subscriber to its own stock.

§98. Preliminary Agreements.-An informal promise to take

stock before the articles of incorporation have been signed, does

not constitute a subsciiptioii.” Such preliminary subscriptions

are mere offers and must be accepted by the corporation before

they become binding contracts. 3 A subscription by a nuniber of

persons to the stock of a corporation to be thereafter formed by

them, has in law a double character. First, it is a contract

between the subscribers themselves to become stockholders with

out further act on their part immediately upon the formation of

the corporation. As such a contract it is binding and irrevoca

ble from the date of the subscription, (at least in the absence of/'

fraud or mistake,) unless cancelled by consent of all the sub

scribers before acceptance by the corporation. Second, it is also

-.in the nature of a continuing offer to the proposed corporation,

-which, upon acceptance by it after its formation, becomes as to

.each subscriber a contract between him and the corporation.‘

It has been held that a mutual agreement to subscribe for stock

-.in a corporation contemplates the further act of executing a con

itract of subscription upon the stock books, and until this is done

ithere is no offer which the corporation can accept.5 ’

§ 99. By Signing Articles of Incorporation.-A valid subscription

may be made by signing the articles of association and writing

after the signature the number of shares taken. The subscrip

tion is presumed to be accepted by the corporation and takes

,effect from the filing of the certificate required by statute.“

§ 100. By Application, Allotment and Notice.—\Vhere the method

.of taking stock is by application, allotment and notice, the notice

-.is of the essence of the contract, and the contract dates from the

imailing of the notice and is complete whether it reaches the

;allottee or not.’
 

lTalmage v Pell, 7 N Y 328‘ Frankli C
day V‘ Ema“,-8 Oreg 8;‘. - 1 ii 0. v. Lewistoii Sav. Bank, 68 Me. 43; H011?

In Nassau v. Jones, 95 N Y 115, it was said‘ "It ' cl ' cl tl dtli tmuni. ' ' . I: B.
cipal corporations may lawfully subscribe to the stodlsc 'i'.ifnpri1€i1‘te lidfpofations, when

authorized by statute t_o do so. It is not equally clear that one private corporation may

subscribe for the stock in another corporation. On the contrary such subscripl;i0l18 9"

"'5': "F5 and _ DBFUCF Hotel Co. v. Schrani, 6 Wash. 184»; See §64 c.

anning Y. i ern . C -. 3 ' _ . - _ 11,
34.0; Cal. S. M. Co. v. ‘Sihhaiiesr, 57°Cal.73%f.iio St 339 ' Thresher v' Pike C°' R. co I 25 1

3Starrett v. Rocklnnd Szc. Ins. Co., 65 Me. 374..

‘Red Wing Hotel Co. . F cl ‘ k - . - - - _
v_ Davis’ 40 Minn. 11o;"Rid‘;:n::°Hbfg é\'I°1:l1Inr;t':|~i?ii.1dinl1Cl':\P0ll! Threshing Machine Co

_ E. Co., 140 Ill. 24s.

N 5€tg'i’19M“s‘° Han C°- V- CY-"=3. 116 Mass. 4-73; Lake Ontario &c. R. Co. v. Curtis. 5°

Cfagpovnneisic Iva._I£g§to;i124.- (lxid.); 4o1_ci-liven v. Cotton l\1ills.120 Ind. 6; Rims“ Y

w .
3%“ 434; Joy vi luif-£231‘ 28a1i\'¢1!l8o:-°;]l3K5%O. v. Badger, 67 N.Y_ 294-, Dayton v Borst

Pe latts Case 2 App. Cas. 521; 1 ii {ii - " - 1)‘ -. s R -_Corp.L.J.177.f1S90). This meciniiiriii p-§Jciiii;ii1ioEi]seiic;if:u‘iiii§.&c'C°' (Cb X‘ ) y

_hI_
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§10l. Delivery to Promote:-.—In a case where the subscriber

sought to escape liability by asserting that there had been no

delivery of the subscription to the corporation, the court said

that the promoter who “solicited and obtained the subscrip

tions occupied the position of agent for the subscribers as a body,

to hold the subscriptions until the corporation was formed in

accordance with the terms and conditions expressed in the :1gree

ment, and then turn it over to the company without any further

act of delivery on the part of the subscribers. The corporation

would then become the party to enforce the rights of the whole

body of subscribers. It follows then that considering the sub

scriptions as a contract between the subscribers a delivery to [the

promoter] by a subscriber was a complete and valid delivery, so

that his subscription became eo instaizti a binding contract

The case stands precisely as a case where a contract is delivered

by the obligor to the obligeef“

i102. Withdrawal of Subsorip1:ioris.—Notice.—A subscription

may be withdrawn at any time before incorporation, notwith

standing the fact that the subscriber has been active in inducing

others to subscribe, and that his associates have incurred obliga

tions upon the strength of his subscription.’ Notice of the with

drawal is usually given to the same person to whom the applica

tion for shares was made. Where the articles of incorporation

are eirecuted and ofiicers elected, oral -notice to the president at

any time before the completion of the incorporation is suflicient.’

1 Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co‘. v. Davis, 40 Minn. 110" Thresher v. Pike Co. R.

Co. 2s Ill. 34.0; Quick v. Lemon, 105 Ill. ms. '

G‘-‘Hudson Real Estate Co. v. Tower, 156 Mass. 82: Muncy Traction Engine Co. v

RYCBH. 14_I-_l Pa. St. 269, 13 Atl. Rep. 74-7; Cook v. Crittcriden Bank, 25 Fed. Rep. 544;

930%‘; gisnfield Bank, 25 Fed. Rep. 812; Mnrysville Electric Light &c. Co. v. Johnson,

";In Hudson Real Estate Co. v. Tower, 36 N. E. 680, the court by Allen, _]’., said:

5° Plsintilfs requ_csts for instructions raised no question on this point, but asked the

Wlirt to rule that, ‘in order to constitute a valid withdrawal, the defendants must do

flgfime act, or make some unequivocal or unconditional statement. to the proper oflicer or

$2] tiers nfthe associates, which shall amount to is public withdrawal from said contract.‘

th ¢ instructions were given with reference to this request, und, as we understand them,

th'-‘F amounted to this: that Mr. Tower. having been chosen as president, and acting for

thenssociatefii was on August 31st, a proper oificer to be notified by the defendants of

thelzpithdraw-al. We think this lllSll'I.1L‘UO!] was right. No instruction wns asked at

U: 1"§Rl _th_nt,i.i-iorder to withdraw from the associates. notice must be given to all of

mcm individually. o_r at a meeting of the associates. The plaintifl‘ only contended that

'"'?t'" ""159 be given to the proper ofilcer or oflicers. And it would plainly be im

practicable tp require a direct personal notice to them sill. The right to withdraw would

ke l"1_gflt0ry if this were necessary. A subscriber who has zi right to withdraw may not

n90“. or have the means of knowing, who all of his associates are, or where the live.

h°d°" l"10\\’, they may be many in number, and widely scattered, or some oiythem

Fag be.a""1Y ‘"1 ajourney. No general meeting of them may be cnlled which he can at

ern _\vithoutleaving the state. He need not wait for a meeting before giving his notice

0 withdrawal. It was indeed held, in an early case in Eng1and.thnt all of the other sub

“"“1¢1‘$ must not only have notice, but must actunllv consent, before one ofthe subscrib

"8 couldwithdraw. Canal Co.\'. Roby, 2 Price 93. ' But now, in England nswell us here,

1."5°."1¢l;l1 Such consent is necessary. Ir every one bl the other subscribers should object. yet

a ‘S t {fight Ofa subscriber to withdraw before the corporation is formed. It is merely

questwn °r3“'i!1&' due notice ofhls withdrawal And in England it is not intimated in

3"? lflfldern case. so far as our examination has {gone that notice must be given to all

thc°th"s“b5°1'ib¢1'=. Or to is meeting of subscribers The retraction has usually been

made to the some persons to whom the a lichtion for shares was made. See I-i"dl'

P_m't"- 99-105. and numerous eases cited ppln this country no case has been cited. and

PE have found none. dismissing the questio-n what notice of withdrawal will b6 811fl3¢l'nt

n some crises, no uttsmllt to withdraw was made till after the corporation was formed.
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§ 103. Tender of Certificate, as a Condition Precedent to Liability.

It is no defense to an action on a stock subscription to allege

that a certificate of stock has not been tendered to the subscriber.

Such a supscription is not a contract for the purchase of certifi

cates. “When a subscriber pays he is the owner of the stock;

it is the payment that makes him a stockholder, the certificate

being merely evidence of his right; he is a full stock-holder, with

all the rights of one, even if a certificate is never issued to him;

and therefore it is for him to demand a certificate when he wishes

one, and not for the corporation to tender it.”‘

§104¢. Conditional Subscriptions.-A conditional subscription is

one on which payment can be enforced by the corporation only

after the occurrence or after the performance by the corporation

of certain things specified in the subscription itself.2 Such

a subscription is merely an oFfer to become a member of the

corporation after the condition is performed.” Thus a sub

scription for shares in a railway corporation upon condition

that the road shall be located upon a certain route, is acou

ditional subscription, and the subscriber does not become a

member until the road has been so located.‘ In New York such 

See, for examples, Association v. \\'alker, 83 Mich. 386, 4-7 N. W. 338; Richelieu Hotel

Co. v. International Military Encampment Co.. 140 lll. 248, 29 N. E. 1044-; Shoe Co. v.

Hoit, 56 N. H. 548; Shober v. Association, 68 l'a St. 4-29. It is said in Cartwright v.

Dickinson, 88 Tenn. 4-76, 12 S. W. 1030: ‘ Before the organization of the corporation

and acceptance of the subscription, '* * * the promoters might perhaps agree

to release a subscriber by substituting other nainrs for his.’ This goes on the idea that

the subscriber has not an absolute right to withdraw, and that somebody’s assent is

necessary. In Tavern C_o. 'v._Burkhard, 87 Mich. 182, 4-9 N. \\'. 562, the subscriber ap

parently made known his refusal to the persons who brought a second paperto be signed

y him, and it was held t_o be sufficient; but the proper mode of giving such notice is not

discussed, and the court incidentally remarked that ‘the cor orators well knew, when
the company was organized,_ " * " that the defemiiants expressly repudiated

the whole arrangement.’ lt_is held that the death of a subscriber before the formation of

the corporation is a 1'€\'OC[l\lOl’l of a subscription. Phipps v. Jones, 20 Pa. St. 260; \Val

lace v. 'l‘ownseiid, 4-3 Ohio St. 537, 3 N. E. 601 ; Pratt v. Trustees. 93 Ill. 475; Railway

C0. v. \Y1lk€rSOI1. 83 M0. 235. Insanity is also held to be a revocation in Beach v.

Methodist Episcopal Church, 96 Ill. 177. Death is a public fact, of which all the world

must take notice, though the above decisions were not put on that ground, (Marlett v.

Jaekman, 8 Allen, Q81) but insanity is not. In most of the cases where the right of with

drawal ofa subscription has been held to exist, there is nothing to show that all the

other subscribers were notified, and there has been no question as to the sutficiency of the

mode in which the witlidrn wal was made. See, in addition to the cases above cited, Nut

\\’orks v.Schiiltz. 143 Pa. St. ‘.256, 22 Atl.90-1-; Engine C0.v. Green, 14-3 Pa, St. 269.13 Atl

74-7; Garrett v. Railroad Co., 78 Pa. St. 465; Railroad Co. v. Echteriiaeht, 21 Pa. St.

2'20. An ofi'er of reward rnade_by public. proclamation may be withdrawn in the same

manner, and the fact that a claimant of the reward was ignorant of the withdrawal oi‘

the 05¢‘ 1.3 ‘mm“.t“"‘al- Sh,“¢'_~" ‘7
$- 92, U- S. 73. And, if not withdrawn bv aiiv ex

press notice, awitlidrawal is implied after the lapse of a considerable time Loriii
Boston, 7 Metc. (Mass) 400." ' g ‘i’

H:nl§i‘ITgS1'tse<>“nc:)r: -1:9 lltliiin 4-‘:23; Columbia Electric C0.v. Dis-on, 46 .\1_iuii. 463;

_ n>.( inn.) O7 N. W. Re .31". r1 ». - ~ -- -- l>St. P. l-t.R. Co. v. Robbins, 23 Miriii. -£4-Q, and Minneapoilis Hiarvesiiv:i' iii-1-il\linirli1.i 3i27c’.

where the court adop_te_d the view that the contract was for the purchase of t11¢ cm-tifi

cates of stock as securities.

2Cook I. §77' Montpelier &c. Rv. C . . L rd3Ticonia Water Power Co. v. Lang,ci33vl\Ieiu¢iLi;5()(in’ 46 Vt‘ 284'

sfggfesetaiiigrgt be such a thing as a “conditional ineinbership." Pittsburgh v. Biggar,

4-Swartout v. Mich. Air Line Ry. Co., 24- .\licli. 388' Taggartv \Vestern Md Ry Co‘ °-l

iiig-'h56}€fi In 1§'[°if\I‘l1§n 1§Ifl)’5\'ill\“- &_¢- RZ~'- Co.. 15 B. Mon. (K32) 218, the court said:

h fin 6 \1\€:'-IS H I located sigiiers becaiii_e_unconditioii:il stockholders, and as

§rul_f ‘gel; F: _‘u_ ¢‘_ 0 a t le ¢91‘_borate_ rights and privileges of members of the company.

d.t'? 9 01° “la? “Pt c°11d_1tl0I1I1l; It W115 Only the agreement to take it that was eon

c(1m1C;}1tEilO-n ¢6n'-511 l;¢_r{1Detr€L_\\ ere not stockholders until the company had performed the

(l up \\ ic eir uiidertakiiig depended; and when that was done they be

came stockholders by force of the agreement of the parties."



CH. VH1] SUBSCRIPTIOXS TO CAPITAL STOCK.a condition to a subscription made before incorporation renders

the subscription void,‘ while in Pennsylvania it is held that

“where one subscribes to the stock of a private corporation prior

to the procurement of its charter, such subscription is to be

regardedas absolute and unqualified, and any condition attached

thereto is void.” But alter incorporation conditionalsubscriptions

are held valid in all_the states.”

§105. PeH0man~nditi0ns:—A conditional subscription

must be accepted by the corporation, and the condition must be

performed \vithin areasonable time.‘ The corporation has the

l_)_urden of showing that the conditions have been preformed,“ or

that performance thereof has been waived by the subscriber.‘

Awaivercannot be presumed from the mere silence of the sub

scribe-r.s" A substantial compliance with the condition is suf

ficient. ‘

§106. Conditions Subsequent.—A subscription may be made

with an independent condition for the non,-performance of which

the company is liable in damages, although the subscription

itself is absolute and unconditional and enforceable regardless of

the performance of the condition.’ Whether a condition be

“precedent or subsequent is a question purely of intention, and

the intention must be determined by considering not only the

words of the particular clause, but also the language of the

whole contract, as well as the nature of the act required, and the

subject matter to which it relates.”‘° Thus where the subscrip~

tlon was to the stock of a hotel company upon condition that a

hotel be built upon a designated lot or block, it was held that

the building ofa hotel was not a. condition precedent to the right
 

l_Troy &e. Railway Co. v. Tibbits, 18 Barb. 297; In re Rochester &c. R. Co. 50 Hun.

i9B,i§:t.3légl\VZl.l'KlS &c. R. Co. v. Payne, 15 N. Y. 588. See Putnam v. City of New Albany,

=‘Cale3_' \'. Philadelphia 8: Chester R. Co., 80 Pa. St. 363 ' B0 d v. Pcachbottom R. Co.

90 Pa. bt._169; Burkcv._Smilh,_16 \vm1. 390. ' y '

t A conditional subscription before incorporation may be treated as n. continuing ofier to

Hkeshnres upon the terms indicated, and if not withdrawn maybe accepted by the

l5f°D\l' fl;:_ent of the corporation after its organization. A subscription upon special

b"m5 "°"“'¢d 81'5" Organization by an agent without authority may if not withdrawn

° a°_"Pted by the board of directors. Red Wing Hotel Co. v. Friedrich. 26 Minn. 112.

8; Egtglzllgléh ii: ?t.lR. Cokzv. Stewart, 4.1 P34 St. 5-1-; Hanover &c. R. Co. v. Haldemnn

Ki‘rsh:uer-(0h.io)a24'rIn‘o1l'3e_ v. Pumpbrey. (Mm) 21 Atl. Rep. 559; Armstrong Y.

D Y“ I‘°“' Y9l'k. |10W¢\'fllj. it is held that the condition that a railroad shall be located

Ntfrlghlf route is invalid as against public policy. Butternnts &e. R. Co. v.

" ll . .
C°g;it€,3gé1§&i3c§he.S:l5<!§, 761a. -$11. Blake v. Brown, (Ia.) 45 N. W. Rep. 751, Stevens v.

ZSanta Cruz R. C_0. v. Swartz. 53 Cal. 106; People v. Holden, 82 lll. 93.

Hal-Iauover Junction R. Co. v. Haldcman, 82 Pa. St. 86; Slipher v. Earhart, 83 Ind.

, Park v. Evansville etc. R. Co. 23 Ind. 567.

15 Bflckport etc. R. Co. v. Brewer, 87 Me. 295.

Dcggflgfifi v. Western Md. R. C0. 24 Md. 563; _]'unetion R. Co. v. Reeves, 15 Ind. 2347:

477:1?i1IlQSPetc. R. Co. v. Grafl‘ 27 Ia. 99; Davenport etc. R. Co.\-. O’Connor,-L0 In.

“'3 °' '1°- RF. Co. v. Taygard, 34- Mo. 263.

, dfflst etc. R, C0. v. Moore, 60 Me. 561; Milldarn Foundry v. Hovey 38 Mass. 4.17.

9 .B\1°kI10l't etc. R. Co. v. Brewer. G7 Me. 295, quoted by Cook 1. § 78.

—~
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74. PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. l.°“- ‘im

of the company to collect an asscssnient upon the stock, £1; ithwtflsl

obvious that it was the intention of the parties that t e 0 ck

should be built by the company out of the avails _0f_]lll1_@d Siiioce

subscription} As said in another case where a simi ai ebenid

was interposed, “it presupposes that the company was to

the road and to deliver it a finished work to the subscribers \\ o

were then to pay their subscriptions/’2 The courts favor C011

ditions subsequent.“ _ . 1 b_

§ 107. Subscriptions upon Special Terms.- (_:0I1_dlf10!1a 5“

sci-iptions must be distinguished from subscriptions upon QQYII

dition that the subscriber may pay for the stock in some SP‘-‘cm

manner, as a subscription for shares of a railway ¢0n_1Pan3' ution

condition that payment may be made in railway ties. Suei 8

. . . - her-subscription is absolute, and the subscriber becomes a mem

of the corporation as soon as his subscription is accepted by the

company.'- .
§108. Secret Gonditions.—C0nditi0i1S attached» to subscr1p_

tions must be included in the written agreement, as oral condg

tions cannot be shown.“ A secret agreement between the silli

scriber and the corporation which in effect changes the ostens_i '6

terms of the subscription is void. The corporation _maY dlslf

gard the-collat-eral agreement and hold the subscriber to t 6

ostensible contract.‘ _ I?
§109. Oonditions Precedent to Liability.-—If the capital stoc

ofa corporation is fixed by its charter and it has no_anthority t0

begin business until the whole amount of such capital has be?

subscribed, the stockholders cannot be required to_pay1’tl1‘f’-1I'_511 '

scriptions until the full amount of capital is subscribed. It is an

implied part of the contract of subscription that the contract 15

‘to be binding and enforceable against the subscriber only after

the full capital stock of the corporation has been subscribed.

This condition precedent to the liability of the subscriberneed n0t

be expressed in the corporate charter nor the subscription itself.

It arises by implication from the just and reasonable understand

ing of a subscriber that he is to be aided by other subscriptions

This rule is supported by public policy, in that corporate credit01'5
 

1 Red Wing Hotel Co. v. Friedrick. 26 Minn. 112.

2 ‘Miller v. Pittslinrg etc. R. Co. 4-O Pa. St. 237.

3 Swartout v. Mich. Air Line C0. 24- Mich 389.

‘ Morawetz I, § 82.

6 Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co., v. Davis, 4-0 Minn. 110 Masonic TemPl¢ Assn‘

v. Cbnnuell, 4-3 Minn. 353.

9l\-Ieyer v. Blair, 109 N Y 600' \Vl1ite \Iount ' R H 124. . , i am . Co. v. Eastman. 34- -\Y- _- i

Jewell v. Rock River P. Co., 101 Ill. 51; Melvin v. Lamar Ins. Co., so Ill. 446; W"1S'=°“

v. Dorset Co., 129 Ill. 64-; Piscataqua Ferry Co. v. Jones, 89 N. H. 491.

'lDenny Hotel Co. V- Schram. 6 Wash. 134-, 36 Am. St. Re . 130; Snlem Mil1DBII\ cg1'P~

v. Ropes, 6 Pick. 23; Livesev v. Omaha Hotel, 5 Neb. 50; g¢Ol'll1 &c. R. Co. v. Pres on,

as Ia.11S; Morawctz 1,§ 131; \\'B.tCl'!!18fl II,§ 183; Thompson, i,=ai>iiity<>f$*°°k“°'d°"'

-§120. But sec Skowhegan &c. R. Co. v. Kinsman, 77 Me. 370.

V
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have a right to rely upon a belief that the full capital stock of a

corporation has been subscribed." ‘ _

§110. Subscriptions to Obtain Charter.-Where the law requires

that a certain amount of capital stock shall be subscribed before

a charter is granted, subscriptions which are merely colorable, or

by persons having no reasonable expectation of being able to

pay,’ or upon special terms,” or conditional, cannot be counted.‘

§ 111. Subscriptions in Excess of Authorized Oapital.— S u ch

subscriptions are void and no liability thereon attaches to the

subscriber.‘ But it is no defense to an action againsta subscriber

for shares within the limit, that the corporation has issued stock

in excess of the limit allowed by law.‘ Where the commissioners

have power to apportion stock no subscription will be void, as

each subscriber will then receive such a proportion of the whole

capital stock as his subscription bears to the whole amount sub

scribed.’ But the commissioners must have statutory authority

to make such apportionment.‘

§112. Amount of Subscription by One Person.— Commissioners

to take subscriptions may, without statutory authority, limit

the number ofshares that one person may take.” Although at

coinlnigii law one person might subscribe for the entire capital

stoc: "

§113 Who May Receive Subscriptions.—Sta.tus of Promoter.

A subscription to be valid and binding upon the corporation,

must be taken by an authorized agent of the corporation." The

statute sometimes provides that subscriptions shall be received

through commissioners, but such provisions are directory only

and subscriptions taken in other ways are valid." A promoter

°f _a proposed corporation who solicits and procures stock sub

-scriptions is the agent of the body of the subscribers to hold the

Subsc1'iptions until the corporation is formed, and then turn them

over lto it without further act of delivery on the part of the sub

scribers."

:C°°l! I. §176,' Stoops v. Greensburgh Plank Road Co., 10 Ind. 4-7.

afiolman v. State, 105 Ind. 569. ,

M. IBOEUJII &c. R. Co. v. Wellington, 113 Mass. 79; Oscaloosa Bee. Works v. Parkliurst,

“- 357; Contra Phillips v. Covington Bee. R. Co., 2 hicks. (Ky.) 219.

35‘7C_¢\l=_v v. Philn. &e. R. Co., 80 Pa. St. 363; Oscaloosa &c. Works v. Psrkhurst. 54- IB

, Brand v. Lawrenccville 8:6. R. Co., 77 Ga. 506.

‘L th ' - .
73 9:" {‘;‘lZ::'oIk*1I1.°°§lgg'¢?l» 46 Barb. 4-32; Burrows v. Smith,10 N.Y. 550, Clark v. Turner,

e .
731:; v. Baltimore &c. R. Co., 4.1 Md. ass.

av" 850 &c. R. Co. v. Dudley, 14. N. Y. ass.

,3“ 51" "- Stout. 8 N-L Eq. sea; Lowell, §116.
1° fflwn v. Passenger R. Co., 3 Phil. 161; Perkins v. Savage, 15 Vllerid. 412.

“"1"-Barnes. 109 N. Y. 267.
111 Walker v. Mobile &c. Co 34 Miss 24-5 ' Taggart v Western &c R. Co. 24 Md. 563

181131110 B; . R -i i ' ' . . i i 11; Stuart

2;» 11 3-.°.1.:.%:.i:'<z-.::.:*: ‘.1.-.a:.-.5;’ -v' (Jami 43 N. H. 636 ' As‘ to oweru of such -commissions’ see Bench on Rfl.ll\\‘|1)'5|

4" P°“°“"°" &¢- Ry.’ cé. v ivms.» 4.1 ll-Ie 512' Cracker Q1. Cram‘. 21 VVend. 211.

1=¥M"1I1¢apolis Threshing Machine Co. v. Davis, 4-O Minn. 110.
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§114-. Agreement to Pay for Shares Implied.—A subscription for

shares in a corporation having capital stock “implies a promise

to pay for them, which will sustain an action to collect without

proof of any particular consideratioii.”' This rule applies as

well to subscriptions taken before as after incorporation,’ and is

supported by the weight of authority, although it has been held

that the corporation cannot maintain an action unless the pre

liminary subscription ran to the corporationi” It may, how

ever, recover damages for the refusal to take the stock.‘ A

remedy bv forfeiture is merely cumulative and does not alfeet the

personal liability of the stockholder to pay for the stock.“

§115. The New England Ru1e.—_ln the New England states it is

held that a subscriber cannot be required to pay for the stock

unless he has expressly promised to pay, or the charter expressly

obligates him to do so.”

§116. The Statute of Limitn.tion.—There is a conflict of author

ity as to when the statute of limitations begins to run upon

contracts of subscription to the capital stock of a corporation.

The cases are divided by Beach into three’ classes. (1) Those

which hold that some adverse action on the part of the company

or the representative of its creditors, is necessary to set the stat

ute in motion.” The statute is considered as running from the

time the call is due and payable. (2) Those holding that an act

of insolvency on the part of the company renders the obligation

of the subscriber to pay absolute, and that the statute begins to~

run from that time.’ (8) Those holding that if a. call is not

made within the time barring actions upon contracts of like

 

l

i.

J .

l

character, the company is presumed to have abandoned the con

tract. ‘° The statute of the state by which the corporation is cre
‘ 0 n . '

ated governs. ‘ This question must not be confounded with the

1c kI. 71;M 't,1,I33;B . , _ , - -. -~ k91 U?°S. 45§; Foft 1§(‘1-i\iv\;$dz&c.§Co. Y.usP£8yy‘!,J¢I,{‘]).gp;rfl1‘3lJ5i I¢§izp1t\fl)i1(‘3."l\‘/l-ibgltziiicvi

Martin 13 Minn. 4-17' Harvester Co. v. Roblfns (M" . 57 N. W. R p. 817.lY5V1ndstZ;1é1=i‘\lIec. Light go. Tandy, (Vt. 1394.) 29 Atl.1Rc'p, 2-Hl3u;nP)enobscot, 8z_c. 1;. Co._v.

unn e 587 nc_\ LlO]')t(.lifl XXIII 800. I l\i Y k th l d "to paiy for stock. Glenn vs.Gnrth,, 133 N: Y. 18. n cw or are ls no imp lg ptiomlse

:Minneapolis &c. Co. v. Crevier, 39 Mi . 417: M' i 11' h’ Cgp;isig24Minn 110; Richelieu Hotel Co}: Internntigggll‘hi-.)i:.BCl‘<:feT4i'l]T1li‘Igfi-§,nL‘i9

3Lake Ontario &c. Ry. Co. v. Curtis, 80 N. Y. 219.

4Quick v. Lemon, 105 Ill. 578.

5Haril‘ord 8-zc. R. C0. v. Kennedy, 12 Conn, 514,_

lworcester &c. Co‘. v. Willard, 5 Mass. 80; Atlantic Cotton Mill v. Abbott, 9 Cuah.

423; Katown Land Lo. vs. Holley, 129 Mass. 5-L0; Kennecbcc Sac. R. Co. v. Kendall.

31 M¢- 470; Belfast 8:0. R. Co. v. Moore, 60 Me. 561; Morawetz I, §129; Cook I, §74.

‘IBeach I, Q552.

3Glenn v. Mnrbury 145 U. S. 499' Scoville ‘V. Tha er 105 U. S. 1-1-3' TI ompson V.
Reno Sew. Bank. 15') Nev. 171; Vifestern R. Co. v. Alircry, 64. N. C. 491; ‘Cnri‘*y.v. W005

wm'd'53 A.]‘1.‘371 Glen“ v~ H°“'m'd| 81 Ga. 388; Vanderwerken v. Glenn, 85 Va. 95

Glenn v. Williams, 60 Md 93' Glenn v Sample, 80 Ala, 159 Williams v '1‘ o 120 N.

.2?

FF

v. 244. ' ' ' ' i ' “Y1 "

9G1enn v. Dorsh 'mer, 23 F d. R .69‘ - . _ . - 'Y‘ Bridges, (Pm) 8¢lAfl' Rep’ 6¢11(pps7.):>, S C 24 Ted. Rep. 586, Franklin Sav. Bank

1°Pm=5b\1l‘31f 5=°- R- CO. v- Bycr, 32 Pa.St. 22; Morrison v. Mullin, 34. Pa. St. 12.

11 Glenn v. Liggett, 136 U. S. 548.

l

l i
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additional liability for the debts of the’ corporation imposed by

statute upon the stockholders.‘ It has been held that when the

statute has run against the corporation, it also bars the creditors

of the corporations.’ In New York the statute as against

creditors runs only from the time they obtain judgment against

the corporation. 3
 

1Sev.- McDonnell v. Ala. G. L. Co., 85 Ala. 4-01.

1'SLephcn v. Ward, 45 Cal. 110; First Nat. Bank v. Greene, (Ia.) 17 N. W. ReP- 56

lChrister|son v.Co1by,4-3 Hun. 362.

I
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CHAPTER IX.

The Acquisition of Membership.

§ 117. In Corporations Without Capital Stock.~ The method by

which membership in a corporation without capital stock may

be acquired must be determined from the charter or by-laws. If

no restrictions are found in the charter, the admission of mem

bers is under the control of the corporation. Statutes authorizing

and regulating the organization of such corporations always

provide for the original membership and subsequent members are

usually admitted upon an application and vote of approval by

the existing members.‘ _ _

§118. In Corporations Having Capital Stock.-—M'.ember_sliip1na

joint stock corporation consists simply in the ownersliip‘ of one

or more shares of the stock.’ The stock need not necessarily have

been paid for.” The possession of a stock certificate is not es

sential to membership, as it is merely evidence of the ownership

of shares.‘ Nordoesinenibership necessarily follow from the posses

sion of the stock certificate alone, without participation in the busi

ness of the corporation.‘ But the party in whose name the stock

appears on the books of the corporation is presumed to be the

owner and a member, and the burden rests on him to show the

contrary when it is attempted to hold him to the liabilities of

membership.“

§119. Who can be Members.-Every person who is capable Of

contracting is capable of becoming a member of a corporation.

A corporation may be formed on terms which expressly exclude

certain persons or classes of persons from becoming n1embe1'S Of

it; but regulations to this effect do not effect the legal capacity of

the persons excluded. Such capacity depends on the general law

of the country, not on the regulations of any particular corpora 

1 State v. Sibley, 25 Minn. 387. In Am. Live Stock Co. ‘v. Chicago Live S_tock Exch-i

143 Ill. 210, the court after referring to a rule or by-law regulating admission to mem

b¢1'§11lP ll} 8 11°11-5t°¢k °°"P°"1¢l01-‘I. Said: "Said association had an undoubted rlHl1_t§°

adopt this rule, and as it prescribes the mode and the only mode in which membershIP "1

the exchange can be obtainedmo one can justly claim to be a member who has not bet!-I

admitted in the mode thus prescribed."

9 State v. Ferris, 42 Conn. 560; Upton v. Hnnsborougli, 3 Biss. 417; Angd & Ame,‘

Corp. § 113.

3 \Vheeler V Miller, 90 N Y 353, W kY. Pom‘ 23 rim‘ L 66- . . - an O1] 8&2. M, R. co. v. Dwyer, 4.9 In, 121; I><>\\'I1i"8

4- Columbia Electric Co.v. Dixon, 4-6 Minn.-£63; Rutter v. Kilpatrick, 63 N.Y. 604; Haw

ley v. Upton, 102 U. S. 314. "

5 Baker v. Woolston, 27 Kan. 185.

6 BQXTOH V- Bllfrill. (Me. 1893) 29 Atl. Rep. 938; Grindle v. Stone,78 Me. 176; Tllfflbflu

Y. Payson, 95 U. S. 4-18.

l
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tion. There is no general principle of law which prevents a cor

poration from holding stock in another corporation except the

principle that a corporation cannot lawfully employ its funds for"

purposes not authorized by its charter.‘

§120. Method of Obtaining Shares.-The shares of a corporation

may “be obtained either by subscription before or after incorpora.

tion, or by purchasing them from one t0 whom they have already

been issued and having been transferred on the books of the cor

poration. The mere fact of subscription does not make the sub

scriber a stockholder as acceptance of the offer is necessary,’ but

such acceptance will be presumed from very slight circumstances.”

Hence membership in the corporation dates from the time the

ofier contained in the subscription is accepted. * The actual tak

ing ofsliares of stock_ is equivalent to subscription for and an

agreement to take them.“ A completed transfer of shares trans

fers the membership in the corporation,“ but the books of the

Corporation are the evidence of membership, " and until a trans

fer is made on the books the party there registered remains a

member although he may have pledged the stock certificates,” or

%l.llIl’l0l'lZCd their transfer on the books of the company. °

§121. Effect of Delivery of Certificate.-Where the stock of a.

corporation is by the terms of the charter or by law, transferable

Only on its books, the purchaser who receivesia certificate, with

Power of attorney, gets the entire title, legal and equitable, as

between himself and his seller, with all the rights the latter poss

‘fisedi but as between himself and the corporation he acquires

MIMI-;:2l;?;'_‘s Law ofCompanies, 36, 4-3; Pearson v. Concord R. Co.. 62 N. H. 637. See

 

  
  

 

9 lgcacli I. 563:1-iorawetz I, 5 56; Waterman I, § 167.

= M‘“'°" Y- Bvrrcll, (Me. 1893) 29 Atl. Rep. sas.

4 cClure v. Peoples Freight Co., 90 Pa. St. 269; Busey "V. Hooper, 35 Md. 15.

5 Barron v. Burrell, (Me-) 29 All. Re . 938.

. P _gilllpply Ditch Co. v. Elliott, 10 Colo. 827; Hawkins v. Glenn, 131 U. S. 319.

A V 7: St. Lawrence S. Co., 4-1. N.J, 1,, 529,

EMT ai v. Hamilton. 85 N. _Y. 458; Merchants Bank v. Cook, 4 Pick, 11-O5; Hoppin Y

' "ma? R- 1- 513. McDai-iicls v. Flower B. Mfg. Co. 22 Vt. 274-. ii

I,]“§,°i§__§é1||Y-v1"I<:1u_ili ‘par. Bonk. 4-6 N. Y. 325. _ _ _

appenant mag dgal d» (Mich. 1894-) 57 N. \V. Rep. 585, the Court said: “It is claimed by

n ant was not a stockholder. It a cm-sb the record that. about the
gggntlléficbflpk was organized. the defendant negotiatidid with Jbne Solon H. Wilhelm, who

that undéllfdlfz of the bunk, for the purchase of stock. It ap ears by the stock ledger

the stock‘ d“ ' °fJ9;l1\1Hry 3, 1887, there was issued to defenciiaut a. certificate of stock,

rurth" u 9 EH‘ stating that the stock was tr£l.n5fel'r:'Cl from ubscrinflons ofS. H. W_- It

dividend ppears that a certificate was in fact issued to the defendant, and that he recelvfli

‘mug ani 9r_ several years. It is urged that the only way in which the defendant, not

scum,“ gliiglnsl subscriber to the capital stock, could become a stockholder, was by

transkg ransfer of some of the stock subscribed for by others, and that no formal

1;°1d:,. r -iigpmrs "P011 flip bunk books, and hence that he never legally become a stock

the cm: O e answer to this is, that the evidence of the transfer was sufiicieut to satisfy

auflici pt|m‘°'5- The stock was in fact issued and the books of the company showed It

lwumiii y' 3“"k v- Warren. 52 l\1it‘h, 557 18 N. W.Rcp. ass. The corporatioii “'85
flflfl h ¥ the “SW °T$l'-Ock. It could waive the formality of any assignment by S. H. W

hndifail\,i1ugd°“° 5°. C0!-ild not thereafter deny defeiidni-it's rights on the ground that he

“A we to p_rozluce evidence of an assignment from an original subscriber to the stoc-_k."

Bl! mi ~rpOmtl°n may waive formalities rescribed by ' v-laws in making

aliareligmal sub" . '01! or a transfer Of) shares And ifa person has been received HF 8

Wm b °]d°"- "B13 has acted as shareholder and en-‘0 ed the privileges of a shareholder he

lncidefifsiiippe-(i rm " denylllg that he agried to bicgrne a shareholder and to assume ihe—

“ labllll i=9 oth to the company and its creditors." Morawetz II, 5 84'1

5in n E‘ D
-i 5" '1 Q >1 I‘
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only an equitable title, which they are bound to recognize and

permit to ripen into a legal title when he presents himself, before

any elfective transfer on the books has been made, to do the acts

required by the charter or by laws in order to make atransfer.

Until those acts be done, he is not a stockholder, and has no

claim to act as such; 1 but possesses, as between himself and the

corporation, by virtue of the certificate and power, the right to

make himself, or whomsoever he choses, a stockholder, by the

prescribed transfer. The stock not having passed by the delivery

of the certificate and power of attorney, the legal title remains

in the seller, so far as affects the company and subsequent bona

fide purchasers who take by transfer duly made on the books.

And, hence, a buyer in good faith, of the person in whose name

the stock stands on the books, who takes a transfer in conform

ity to the charter or by-laws, permitted to be made by the

authorized oflicers of the corporation, becomes vested with a

-complete title to the stock, and cuts off all the rights and equities

of the holders of the certificate to the stock itself. What other

rights and equities he may possess, is another question; but if the

transfere has taken in good faith and for value, the stock is gone

beyond his reach. and beyond recall by the corporation. '

§122. Compliance with Oond.itions.—A person cannot, properly

speaking, be said to be a member of or shareholder in a corpora

tion so loug as he has only a right to become such; nor can a

person who has become a member or a shareholder be properly

‘said to have ceased to be one so long as he has only a right 1Z0

retire. If a person who is not a shareholder omits to do what is

necessary to render himself a shareholder, he remains a non

shareholder, although very little may be wanting to render him

a shareholder, On the other hand, if a person who is ashare

holder already, omits to do what is necessary to retire, he con

tinues to be a shareholder whatever intention he may have had

of withdrawing from the companv, and whatever preliminary

steps he may have taken for thatkpurpose. In these cases, that

which is necessary to change an existing state of things has not

happened: the right to enter or leave the company has not been

-excrclsed; and until such right has been exercised, membership, in

the proper sense of the word, has not been created in the one

-case, and has not ceased in the other. ” 3 

1"A transfer not entered on the I k I th ‘ ' ‘d f 111$!parties to such transfer." Robinsoiziflii. ggoplef 6c21(‘i‘.glin(-3y7g.as no validity outs‘ e 0

“New York 8: N. H. R. Co. v. Schuyler 34- N Y 30 D ' ' St bbi Insurance'c°" 3 Page 3505 Bank "- Lilifd. 2 Wheat. 890; ‘Bar'g:i):éiv.£gl1‘<sirI\ridgee, 5n}%u‘il~ Cfl8- 297

3LiflfllB¥~ LBW Of Companies, 4-4,. “ The t th f I f n " says“"5 1°“'"d “"i‘.°'.- “ is *1 person who has agrggd 1;? €ecoami:n:nri1)ee1iib(i:r.aacri]duiiiichyi-esvssf

éztwhgfieull ‘:i°11'3"‘fi1°'1-‘ Dflfledfiflt 1i_0 the acquisition of the rights of a member have b¢¢fl

hug“ andfgost QECS:-';t£cil;€ll':l‘1SCeS-9, circumstances are combined, there is membership in the

\

.4-ilia.-_

l
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§123. Estoppel to Deny Membership.—A person may some

times be treated as a member althoughnot so by the strict letter

ofthe law. The perliorinance of certain conditions and the ob

servance of formalities may sometimes be waived and irregular

acts may be confirmed. Hence if, notwithstanding the failure to

comply with conditions, or the existence of inegularities in the

issue of the shares the party has been treated as a shareholder by

the corporation, and has acted as a stockholder both he and the

corporation will be estopped to deny the relation. S0 if a share

holder, who has a right to retire, has in fact retired and been

treated by the corporation as if he was no longer a member,

both he and the company will be estoppecl to deny that he has

ceased to be a member although he may not have retired reg

ularly and pr0perly.l

§124-. AsBetweenthe Corporation and anAlleged Member.—Where

Va party has acquired a right to become a member, and has acted

and been treated by the corporation as such, neither he nor the

corporation will be heard to deny that he is a member. The cor

poration will not be permitted to take advantage of the non

robservance of formalities which it has tacitly waived, and the

person who has acted as and received the benefits of membership

will not be heard to say that he has neglected to comply with

-certain formalities or conditions when called upon to assume the

burdens incident to membership.’ Thus where it did not appear

that the defendant had ever had a certificate of stock in his

Possession, but did appear thathe authorized a share to be issued

‘£0 him that a certificate had actually been issued, that only stock

holders were eligible to ofiice, that hewas upon the organization

of the company elected its president and served for a long time in

that capacity, and that he had paid a number of installments up

0118 share of stock, it was held sufiicient to charge him as a

member and that he was estopped to deny his subscription.“

§125- The Holder of Illegally Issued Sha.res.— There can be 110

m°Y_11lJership acquired through the holding of shares of stock

M11011‘ under no circumstances could legally exist,‘ but if the cor

@t10ns had power to issue the shares, the corporation and the

i Lind . -

?;‘,;;;,;§=;E§§;§§i¥i»‘i=§i§i?‘Z>‘£"i~2ii’aia%”§‘éS;'§lLI3 e.°§::.§.2":;,%;P:i.F2-are.122.rs:an’:
mp, 440; S,mge§-vY{)-1§=i>- 685; York r_-ark Bldg. Assn. Iv. Barnes, (Neb. 1894-) es izs./K1.

&c. R. Co v. WEllinEtOF:1,o£11'..‘??i~4li1'=§.' $1?-’¢§'i,'§li§'a"cv' Mpms°:i17' iilsdf 1c?>i>i<]io§s2.

2 Barnes P | ll Y1 urnmings, - I

L v. ennell.2H.L.C.4-96' . . . . .0 'l.2Q-B

H(.1R&RE' 281-‘ Shelield &c. R. cuf '1;-lie\$Bi;l¢i§i-.li1iilm1&1\i;. sly \$.y5‘~i§: YI‘hea(nIli-eomford &

i:r§¢={iiii§'ii<il§' "' L“°¢y- 3 Y. & J. 19; Ri:sh's Case, L,R.6H.Li 37,and cases cited in

Y .
-910U_"s'_"5€*"1= Bldg. Assn. v. Barnes, (Neb. I894) sa N. w. Rep. 44.0; Sanger v- Upwa

_'"Whombm-1b - .
in t, es for stock in B. co t t ffi tli of. and takes part
Bahg:_a§-mflgbiunot dispute ¢iiJ§§i'iEi{§-“bliillaif-'f.§m§i°§=. Egan-ehousiug C0- Y

‘Bank of Hindustan v

 

. Alison, L. R. 6 C. P. 54.
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82 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CH. Ix.

holder of the shares may be estopped from denying their existence

although they were issued irregularly and improperly.‘
 

1Campbell's Case, 9 Ch. App. Cases 1. In Nenney v. Wacldill. (Tex. 1894-) 25 S. W.

Rep. 308, it was held that the constitutional provision forbidding the issue of stock

except for value received, and avoiding all fictitious issues of stock, cannot be invoked by

stockholders who have knowingly accepted “ paid up " stock to twice the amount of their

subscriptions.
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CHAPTER X.

Of the Rights of Membership.

_§ 126. Participation in Mana.gement.—The members of acorpora-c

tion have not ordinarily the right of direction and participation in

themanagement of the corporation. When thestockholdersshare

in the election of directors, and of ofificers, if the election of offi

cers is retained by the shareholders, they have no further right to

a part in the management of the corporation. Within the scope

of their authority the directors act for the corporation. And in

the exercise of the ordinary powers which are granted to the cor

poration their discretion cannot be controlled by the stock

holders.‘ But powers which are extraordinary, and which change

the original contract of membership, such as the sale of the en

tire corporate property, or the acceptance of a material amend

ment to the charter, cannot be exercised by the directors without

express authority from the stockholders.’

§ 127. General Rights of stockholders.-“The rights of stockhold

ers are, to meet at stockholders’ meetings, to participate in the

profits of the business; and to require that the corporate property

and funds shall not be diverted from their original purpose. If

the company becomes insolvent, it is the right of the stockhold

ers to have the property applied to the payment of its debts. I

do not know of any other rights, except incidental ones subsid

"}1'_\' {ind auxiliary to these. Of course, the stockholder has or

dinarily the right to a certificate for his stock, to transfer it on

the c0mpany’s books, and to inspect these books. For theinvas

ion of these rights by the ofiicers of the company, he may sue at

law Or in equity, according to the facts in the case.” 3

_ § 128- Right to Inspect the Books and Records.— A stockholder

Ina corporation has at common law the right to examine and if

necessary, to copy the books and records of the corporation at

all seasonable times‘ for proper purposes, in person or by his

att"m°Y"1'f1-iilct.‘ But where the statute provided that the

Suflflvks should “be open for the inspection of stockliolders”

’l]:°“°h 1- 5 74-; Rathbone v. Parkersburg Gas. Co. (W. Va.) 8 S. E. Rcp.570.

“V a"1b°1'°\_1Eh Ml'g- Co. v. S . _ 79,

°°‘l5-J. in Forbes v. Memphis etc. Ry. Co. 2 Woods C. C 823.

4Lcwis v 3 - '

on - "\1'1¢r<1,ss vr. 519:1-Inylar v. Cragin Cattle Co., 40 N. J. E<i- 392;notnclllnonwealth v. Phcenix Iron Co.. 105 Pa. St, 111; 23 Am. Law Reg. ‘(N. S.) 835 B115

’F°“" '- White. as Ala. 4e

 

E1Z5 N O0n:1 or

7; Martlrrv. Oil Works, 28 La. Au. 204-.

inn. an
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34 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. ' [CPL X

it was held that mandamus would not lie when the demand was

made by the stockholders attorney.‘ The books must not be

appropriated to an unreasonable extent, but access to them can

not be denied simply because it would be inconvenient to gr-antit.

§ 129. General Statement. —“ It is necessary that there should

be some particular matter in dispute between the _members or

between the corporation and individuals in it, in w_hich_the appli

cant is interested, and in respect of which the exan_i1nat1on_0f the

books is necessary.’ But the stockholder has no right to inspect

the books merely for the purpose of gratifying an idle curiosity.

Nor because of a general dissatisfaction with the management of

the enterprise based upon a vague belief that it 1S improperly con

ducted,‘ nor to discover grounds whereon to trump up charges

against the corporate body,“ nor to use the information for_speC}1

lative or fraudulent ends,“ nor to prove a plea of Justification in

an action against the stockholders for libelin imputmginsolvency

to the compan_v.”’ _

§ 130. The Demand for Inspection.-If the stockholder des1rest0

examine the records of the corporation, it is his duty to ma-k¢

proper demand upon the ofiicers in charge of the same, ‘and 110

state the reason for which he wishes to make the examination,

and the specific and particular books and records he desires to

inspect. A demand of the privilege of inspecting all the b00k5

and records of a corporation is too broad and indefinite, and

need not be complied with.‘ Under certain statutes, however,

it is held that the motives of the stockholder cannot be made the

subject of inquiry.’
§ 131. Remedy for Wrongful Refusal to Permit Inspectioi1.—If 3

stockholder is wrongfully refused the privilege of inspecting 11116

books and records of the corporation upon a proper demand

‘made at the proper time, he may bring an action for damages

against the corporation, or petition for a writ of mandamus £0

compel the custodian to permit the inspection?“ The granting Of

the writ however, is not imperative, but rests within the sound

discretion of the court.“ 

1Pe0ple v. U. S. Mere. Rep. Co., 20 Abb. N. C. 192; State v. St. Louis 8: S. F. R. Co.»29

.M0. App. 301.

"Addison on Torts, II § 14-96.

3People v. \\'alker, 9 Mich. 328.

I-Lyon v. Amer. Screw Co.. (R. I.) 17 Atl. Rep. 61.

5Commonweu.ith v. Phceuix I. Co., 105 Pa. St. 111.

“In re Sage, 70 N. Y. 220.

'!Beach I. 5 76. M. S. O. Co. v. Hawkins, 4 Hurl. 8: N. 14-6.

!Sce Foster *7. White, 86 Ala. 4.67.

9State v. St. Louis &e. S. F. Ry. Co., 29 Mo. App. 301; State v. Sportsnmns Park

Assn. 29 Mo. App. 326.

1° Kelsey v. Pfaulder P. 8: F. Co. 3 N. Y. Sup. 723.

11 Rex. v. W. & B. C. Nav. Co. 3 Ad. 8: El. 4.77; People v.Walker,9 Mich. 32 B; F05¢¢l'v

‘White, 86 Ala. 467; People v. Paton, 20 Abb. N. C. 195.
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§ 132. Ofthe Right to Dividends.-The ownership of stock in a.

corporation entitles the holder to dividends earned and declared

thereon; but the advisability of declaring dividends at any par

ticular time rests within the sound discretion of the board of

directors. By becoming a member of the corporation a stock

holder impliedly contracts with the corporation that his interests

shall be subject to the direction and control ofthe proper authori

ties of the corporation, for the purpose of accomplishing the ends

for which the corporation was created.‘ “The directors of such

corporations have opportunities not ordinarily possessed by

others ofknowing the resources and conditions of the property

under their control; and are in a better position than stockhold

ers to determine whether, in view of the duties which the corpor

_ation owes to the public, and of all liabilities, it will be prudent

111 any particular year to declare a dividend upon the stock.

While their authority in reference to these matters may of course

be controlled or modified by the company's charter, and while the

power of the courts may be invoked for the protection of stock

holders against bad faith on the part of the directors, we should

hesitate to assume that either the legislature or the parties in

tended to deprive a corporation, by its managers, of the power of

protecting the interests of all including the public by using earn

ings when necessary or when in good faith believed to be neces

sary for the preservation and improvement of the property in

trusted to its control/'2 Hence, mandamus will not lie to

compel the directors to declare a cl ividend.’

§ 133- To Preference in Subscription for New Sha.res.— \Vhe11 a.

corporation increases its capital stock the members at the time of

the v0_te_ to issue the new stock, are entitled to the privilege of

subscribing for the new stock in proportion to their respective

Shares of the old.‘ The right is now commonly secured by

§riatL1te,? and passes to the transferee of the original stock.

 

H

he option may be sold.“

lilenrwater v. Meredith. I Wall. 25.

=‘-.Y- M-Rm Co-v. Ni k i 11911 s M -R - "ii 31> " '>2~~ Scott v.

P“ig° 198; Pi-ari vi.‘ lyratt, 3'3 é;l_1)lCIi.'4-1-%‘E“1t$!~?l“i; Vv..BS;1il1‘lE 61‘ Eiil-iilinh. 2' Brim &

BK‘

4,1 iii, ‘1’-Bgfflk OF Eflgland. (1819) 2 Barn. & Ald. 620; People v. Central Car Mfg. Co.

‘ Gray v P Q
WI, - °' 1="\_d Bfll1l<.8Mns .363; .M ri .31 M‘ .14-O;DOY;l§l11flI1 v
sq§;86°1;;§§;;‘Q:§’1=-*§18:Humiioiiit nnvii:-,-ni=l1¥k A:srn.sv°.nStevensX.nNeb.) 52 N. w. R;-8:

Eldman v_ Boevmflfi-Esflfipezlzgcher, 15 Ind. 294-; Mason v. Duvol Mills, 132 Mass. ,

0ii1t(iiiinuliiii:i;htaQm',a éppeulv 108 Pp. St. 54-6. The stockholder cannot be charged a bonus

“hlch they are given a. right to subscribe.

‘B It‘9t.2is_lm°"’ &°' "' Hamblflflv. (Md. 1893) 26 At]. Rep. 279. Biddle'§ APP"1l1 99 Pa.
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CHAPTER XI.

Of the Liability ofStoc1rIio1ders other than Statutory.

§134-. In General.-Assuming that the status of stockh0lderh_a_s

been created, we now proceed to the consideration of the liabili

ties which grow out of that relation. In this chapter attention

is directed to the common law liability and that liability which

results by reason of a failure to become properly or legally _m

corporated. By the common law liability is meant that liability

which results from a failure to comply with the terms of the cori

tract of subscription, as distinguished from the additional liabil

ity which is now commonly imposed upon stockholders by statu

tory or constitutional provisions for the benefit of creditors of the

corporation.
§ 135. Founded upon Contract.-The original liability of astock

holder at common law was determined and measured by the con

tract of subscription. When this contract with the corporation

was fully performed there could be no further liability to the c0_r

poration, or to its creditors. This freedom from personal liabil

ity was the distinctive feature of corporations, and was the

principal inducement for the organization of business corpora

tions rather than the formation of partnerships and joint stock

.companies. But within recent years the legislatures have, upon

grounds of public policy, imposed additional liability up011_t11@

‘stockholders for the benefit of the creditors of the corporation

It is also common to find statutes declaring a liability which al

ready existed at common law. The liability which results from 21

failure to become properly incorporated is not strictly a liability

imposed upon stockholders, but rather a liability for debts cre

ated when there were no stockholders, and hence when the

persons claiming to be such were not entitled to protection as

stockholders.
§ 136. To Whom the Liability Atta.ches.— The liability rests

primarily upon the registered holder of the shares,‘ and thisis true

although the stock is held by a trustee or as collateral security

for a debt.’ An agent whose name appears upon the books 85

1 BlJ.int:5 v. BB.lJCOCl(, 95 Cal. 581. if

2\\’il1iai:u's Case,1 Ch. Div. 576; Crease v. Babcock 10 Mate. 525. This has been

changed by s_tatute‘in many of the states. Thus in Minriesotn (Gen. Stat. 1878,cl1aP~ 34-"

see. ‘4-14,.) it is provided that “ persons holding stock in a corporation as exee_uto_r_S, fid

§2'éZ‘i?i§'§i§Z§‘§ 3 ’i§L’1'i1£‘Z‘lZtZie§'§§§°?§.1 31531.1 tilfiir i.’§n‘3§'Zi'§§ii“§=‘ii’.i§i§ 1ti§'il'i<‘Z§.i‘@'.‘.i’.§1-.3P;.'.‘§

to the same extent as the testator, intestate, ward or person interested in the trust fuufl

would be, if they were respectively living and competent to act and held the stock 111 their

own names " A t

. _s 0 the liability of the holders of stock as collateral security see Uniflfl

Gav. Assn. v. Seligmniin 92 Mo. 635; Burgess v. Seligmaun, 107 U. S. 20.
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the owner of stock is personally liable to creditors of the cor

poration as a shareholder.‘ A legatee who accepts a bequest of

stock must pay all calls thereon which become payable after the

death of the decedent.’ But if the bequest is not accepted, lihea

estate continues liable until final distribution and settlenient.

Under a statute which provides that the term “stockholder shall

apply to an equitable owner, one for whose benefit stock is held

is subject to the same liabilities as though the stock stood in his

name.‘

§137. Acts Prior to Incorporation.—Pers0nal liabilitymay at

tach to parties for acts done before they become m_@mb61'S, but

while engaged in the organization of the corporation. Unless

such contracts are expressly conditioned upon the incorporation

ofthe company, and its ratification of their acts, the p1‘OI'n0’C€I‘S

are personally liable thereonf The relation is similar to that_of

an agent of an undisclosed principal.‘ If the corporation after its

creation ratifies the act of the promoter, the creditor n1ay_pro

ceed against either.’ The promoters are liable for such prelimin

ary expenses as they have authorized,“ but they are not partners

and there is no presumption of agency to act one for the other.

It must be shown that the contract was made with the party or

his authorized agent. _ _

§138. The Incorporation of a. Partnership Business.- The liabil

ity of the members of a partnership on existing contracts is not

afiected by a change from a partnership to a corporation.’ But

if, as is often the case, the firm name is retained as the name of

the corporation, it is incumbent upon the members to advertise

the fact of the change," and a failure to do so will render the

members liable as partners to parties who become creditors with

out knowledge of the fact of incorporation.“

§139. Liability for Fraudulent Ac1:s._While stockholders are

not liable for the torts of the corporation, they are liable for their

ownltorts committed under pretense of acting for the corpora
tion. i

§140. Debts Contracted Before Stock is Distributed.—It seems

that independently of statute the members of a corporation are

 

1Crnndall v. Lincoln, 52 Conn. 78.

‘Addams Y. Ferlck, 26 Bcnv. 884-.

8Lewis v. Glenn, S4. Vn. 94-7.

‘Lloyd v. Preston. 14-6 U. S. 630.

‘3¢flC11, Prlv. Corp. § 159; Landmon v. Entwiste, 7 Ex. (W. I-I. 8: G.) 632.

“Hurt v. Salisbury, 55 Mo. 310.

"\\'hitwell v. Warner. 20 Vt. 426; Kclncr v, Baxter, L. R. 2 C. P. 174-.

'BX'flilIhwa.ite v. Skofield, 9 Barn. & C. 4-O1; Reynell v. Lewis, 16 l\Iccs_ & W- 517

‘BY°3'les v. McCoy, 5 Sneed (Teiin.) 602.

1"Martin \'. Fewcll, 79 Mo. 401.

"M . . .. P .>
16 Mf%<:§:11£7\8._Am. P. T. B. Co.. 121 U. S. 576, M’cP‘nllv. McKecsport &c. CO ( 5

“\Vliitwcl1v. Warner, 20 Vt. 4-25. See Swan Lake &c. Co. v. Frank, 14-5 U~ 5- 603'

~'
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88 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CH. xi.

jointly and severally liable for debts contracted after the incor

poration is completed, but before the capital stock is distributed.‘

Where the members are by statute made liable for debts of the

corporation contracted before the capital stock is paid in and a

certificate thereof recorded, the liability attaches to all who were

stockholders \\ hen the debt was contracted and are siich when

the liability is sought to be enforced, but not to those who be

come stockholders after the debt was contracted and disposed of

their shares belore the action was brought.’

A.

OI Liability Growing Out of Defective or Illegal Incorporation.

§ 1/L1. Liability as Partners.-In order that there may be ex

emption from general personal liability, there must be either legal

incorporation or the existence of a de facto corporation and the

condition of afiairs which will raise an estoppel as against parties

who might otherwise deny the fact of incorporation. The earlier

decisions establish the rule that where parties attempt to organ

ize a corporation and fail to comply with some statutory pro

vision requisite to legal incorporation, they are liable to creditors

as partners.“ Those who deal with such an organization as a

corporation are estopped to deny the corporate existence when

sued upon their obligation, but this does not prevent them under

this rule from repudiating the contract and holding the members

of the defective organization as partners.‘ Those only who WBT6

members at the time the debt was contracted are liable.‘ This

liability, however, exists only when the corporation is created for

the purpose of carrying on a commercial business for the profit of

its members.“ If the object is for purposes other than commercial,

although pecuniary profit might result to the members, such

members are not partners and cannot be held liable for the debts
 

1H;-iwes v. Anglo-S o C ., 10 . - ,
476; Compare Burniiagiivi-lH¢‘1)skins1StI\c{:il1i1sE28?iaien-st1gat' Bank v' Minx’ 117 Mass

1Sayles v. Bates, 15 R.I. 34-2. gm O 7 ass 586

’Bls¢1<'>\v v- G"BE°I'¥.73111.197; Mcvickerv Cone (Or 1891 2s P R 76- Cole
§‘4‘§‘fé§P‘,§{,“§“t't78 1““- 344“? 1Y"*"i11 v- Fewen. 19' ivm.e'4oi; iziciim-iii“-_§on°§I Pitts. 11

Io“;aa (-IN b0 kv-0111'-aha S-<.o.,4 Nab. 4-is; HflfflS v. McGregor, 29 Cal. 125. In

organizzfios Tllgsgéltd $7 lgeefgavegstfirgomade liable by statute where there is I1 defective

1034: Swmcy v_ Tmcotii Ga.) 52 N.‘ W I;.eg_8¥1)(;)6Hener v. Carmichael, (Ia.) 4-7 N. W. Rep.

4| ~ - . -5?:’1‘l°el:_{Tv §R162 - 2;": I. C11 XIII. and cases cited in preceding note.

- °“'°v - Y~ 23 , Stafiord Dunk v. Palmer, 47 Conn. 443.

6 _ _ .
841§f:n‘_’-algvseftz» 4‘ 5"E- 3‘ R- 336. Blgelow v. Gregory, 73 I11. 197; Johnson v. Corset.
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L

ofthe corporation unless they have authorized or ratified the

contracts. The liability is governed by the law of agency.‘

§14.-2. The Later R.u1e.—The tendency of the recent decisions is

to hold that no partnership liability attaches where the parties

acted in good faith and attempted to organize under a statute

which authorized the organization ofsuch acorporation. To hold

such parties as partners “involves not only the nullification ofthe

contract which was actuallyconternplated by the parties, but the

creation of a different contract, which neither of the parties in

tended to make.“ Mr._Cook says: “During the past few years,

however, the great weight of authority has clearly established

the rule that when a supposed corporation is doing business as a

de facto corporation, the stockholders cannot be held liable as

partners, although there have been irregularities, omissions or

mistakes in incorporating or organizing the company. * * *

It must be admitted that this conclusion of the law is reasonable

andjust. * * * The courts have gradually departed from the

old decisions on this subject and have wisely refused to hold the

stockholder liable. Recent cases have so settled thelaw beyond

reasonable con tro\'ersy.””

The rule is thus stated by Mr. Justice Brewer :‘ “I think the

rule is this: that where persons luiowingly and fraudulently as

sume a corporate existence, or pretend to have a corporate ex

 

§{1<>h=S<>nr.Corser.a4 Minn. 355; Cabev Gondfellow, 133 N Y so

ercn Mv. . cridcnhall, 23 Minn. 92. was nn action against Mendenhnll and Baldwin as

Famlifs. under the iinxne of the “State Savings .\ssocin.1:ion." It nppenred that the de

tendrints undertook to_heeome a corporation under the general laws, but the court held

ha‘: the law nii_der which it attempted to incorporate did not authorize the formation of

"fn I-1‘-‘i9l'liIoration. and the iiefendants were held liable as partners.

29 h ‘ o brook v. St. Paul Fire and Marine Ins. Co., 25 Minn. 229; French v. Donohue,

linn. 111 and Shn.kopeeMfg.Co.,87Minn.91,the question was not directly involved.

t Jblmson v. _i.‘orser. 34- Minn. 366, was a case not ofirregularity in omitting to conform

0 some requirement ofthe law, but an attempt to organize :1 eorporntiori such as was

got nuthorizqi by the low. In an action ngainst the members, all the parties concerned

th°a|1\1tl]O!‘lZ1!I_g the contract personally were held liuhle, but the court refused to apply

ll e °°t"P‘°.°f Implied agency recognized in the law 0|‘ partnership. The court Sn <11

The plaintifl' asserts as a rule oflaw applicable to the case. that from the mere failure *0

P¢l'f¢Cli the contemplated incorporation, the association nfter proceeding to curry On 1_=l1¢

,P'°p°“d '~‘"t°"l1!’1§8_. becnme n. partnership, and the members co-partners, with authority

11 cnchmeiiiberto hind all thezissociates by any act within the scope of the business carried

£111 liy the association. We cannot sanction the npplicaiion to this ease of the doctrine of

t‘1:1pb‘°d.°¥¢'1¢!. as it is recognized in ordinary business partnership. As far as nppeaffli

B usiness undertaken was not of n. partnership character nor the purpose such as to

lullgvst the relation ofco-partners between those engaged in it." '

In Fostr.-r_v. Moulton. 35 Minn. 458. the court said “that it was nianiiest that 1’-11¢

u“-dusmnfhnfi be?-Ween the members and the basis upon which the certificates ofmemher

:1"!-" W01’? Issued. was n corporation in fact as it was in form ' that at least as between

11¢ members themselves ii: be regarded us :1 cor oration dd facto, find the Plalnfifl

i'°.m t'°“t'"l; the members as partners." gee Finnegan v. Noernberg, 52 Minn

As't°ht‘;119¢lI_HX1_11_. B<_>\vman._4-9 Minn. 99.

10. e iability in certain kinds ofcorp0rations,see Gen. St. Minn. 1878. Ch. 34-, 55 9

=M°"1W¢’f= II. § 74:3. '

ac
°°kI. ll 234-. "r \Vh‘ - .1; i N. H.) 23

‘AItl. Rep. 149; C‘l“Ol\:5L‘r ,.‘_“3§§',§.';, ‘f,',¥"§§{‘,;,,§§1 23892;i_ Ijdflfiul-l{1ge;)i.v94-;e%I'lIEllCfl1&fl v.

38195’ (N'J') 20 Au» R¢P- 53; Bates v.Wilnon ('Colo.) 24 Pne. Rep. 99; Walton v. Riley,

18 3'-'4-13; Welch v. Importers Bank 122 N Y’ 177' Reinhard v.Virginia. &c. Co., (Mo.)

99 “ - R911 17; Sencord v. Pendletbn. 55 ‘Him. 5'79- Christian v. Bowman, 49 M311"

m.nn)u.=.imii v. Consolidated &¢.c<>.. (Ill.1S91.) 21 z~:.'n. Rep. 596; CvwY-1-=¢- <51“

.Gu~rt3i$- Rep. 69+. See also Finnegan v. Noerenbcrg, 52 Minn. 333.

5 de Coal Co. v. Maxwell, 22 Fed. Rep. 197. Ell
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90 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CH. xi

istence, they can be held liable as individuals; but when they are

acting in good faith, and suppose that they are legally incorpor

ated—that they are stockholders in a valid corp0ration—and

where the co_rporation assumes to transact business fora number

of years, and the assumed corporate existence is not challenged

by the state, then they cannot be held liable as individuals.” In

a recent Alabama case the court said: “The doctrine that a

creditor who has dealt with a dc facto corporation in its corpor

ate capacity, cannot charge the stockholders as partners with

the corporate debts, there being no fraudulent intent alleged and

proved, seems to us to be sustained by the weight of authority,

maintained by stronger reasoning, consistent with well settled

principles, and in harmony with the policy of the state.” ‘

§ 143. Where There is no de facto Corporation.-—Where there is

not even a dc facto corporation the associates are individually

liable for obligations incurred in the name of the association.

Hence if there is no law authorizing the creation of such a corpor

ation as is attempted to be organized, or if the incorporating act

is unconstitutional, all organizations attempted thereunder will

be treated as partnerships.’

§144. Corporations Organized to do Business Exclusively in

Another State.-—The decisions are not uniform on the question as

to whether a corporation can be created by one state with power

to do business only in a state other than that of its creation. In

Mass achusetts and Texas such an incorporation will notprotect 

1 Sniders Sons V. Troy, 91 Ala. 224, 24. Am. St. Rep. 887. In this case the court. Clop

ton, ] , said: “ Whether the shareholders in a corporation dc fscto are individually liabl

for the _co_rpornt_c debts, in the absence of fraud or n statute, is a question as to which the

‘&!ltl10l'lt.l€S are in direct antagonism. In Cook, Stock &c.. §233, the doctrine asserted is:

_A corporate creditor, seeking to enforce the payment of his debt, mav ignore the ex

istence ofthe corporation and may proceed against thesupposed stockholders as partners,

‘by proving that the prescribed method of becoming incorporated was not complied with

bathe conrpany in question.’
T11¢1¢l "12 Qflfies Supporting this doctrine are, Bigelow v. Gregory, 73Ill. 197; Ablwfli

v. Omaha Sinell_ing Co., 4 Nch. 416; Gnrnett v. Richardson, 35 Ark. 1-1-4: Ferris Y. Thaw,

72 Mo. 11.46; Ridenourv. Mayo, 4-0 Ohio St. 9; Coleman v. Coleman, 73 -Ind. 84-4.. We

have om_itt_er_l reference to a few cases sometimes cited for the reason that either the ques

tion oflinbility as partners was not before the court, as in Blanchard v. Koull, 4-4: Cal

440, or the debt was c0ntr£_|.ctc_d before any steps were taken other than the mere filing 0.

n. c_ertificate, toward organization, as in Bergen v. Porpoise Fishing Co., 4-1 N. J. Eq. 23Sf

or it was goiiti-acted after the expiration of the charter by its own limitation without re,

plrgflgilfltlon, as in National Union punk v. Landon, 4-5 N. Y. 4-10. In the case last cited

li? 5 '1"°h°1:‘.1°"5 e"t°1'¢d ""0 H Special sgrcement, which by its terms created a partner

FHIP as ‘£0 ’¢_1l'l_i persons. In 2 Mor._ Priv. Corp. §74-8, the doctrine is stated as follows:

dcaz'1lil'1J8!S(_)tCll18:il1O]1 nssn_n1e_s to enter into a._con_trsct in a corporate capscity,and the party

membgrlvvi 2%SSDC18,t1011, contracts with it as if it were n corporation, the individual

art ‘er ,cm,FL° f l@¢l1f§\'8Bd BS partners to the contract, either severally, or jointly. or as

3: fa: t s. e o lOvHl'l_2 cases maintain the doctrine that the members of a corporation

(Mn;-'50) C18.8‘ll8!"l-0§:_l)l!tl:1Cld liable as partners for the corporate debts: Fay v. Noble. 7 Cush.

Plant:-rs, 8“, Birsk Nat. lgank \'. Aliny, 117 Mass. 4-76; Stout v. Zulick. 4.8 NJ, L, 599;

Hum brews 6 la" V gett, 69 Ga. 159; Mei-r_:liants' &c. Bank v. Stone, 38 Mich. 779;

Gmtgde Cm, c°°°_"@§1. L@1@- 282: Central city Sav. Bunk v. \V8.lliE!‘, as N. Y. 424;

ne Y W an QHXWQH, 22 Fed. Reg. 197, 6 Am. and Eng. Corp. Cus. 359; Whit

Mzzh-57gm A. mi - .h._392. Sec also ory v. Lee, 93 Ala. 468; Eaton v. Walker. 76

aborfive a'ttemP t tum“ IP 9!‘ *1 Joint stock company is not necessarily the result of an

Bea} 65 N H 1984 _0SOfgn_fiizatl0n. Blanchard_v- Kflflll. 44- Cal. 4-4-0; see also Lni-ncd v.

co ; cadnzy‘ 54’ 1'“ ;I“'g95_._F!\l15 Bfldze v. Fish, 23 N. H. 171: Ossipee Hosiery &e. Mfg.

H‘-15 10 Am .St R‘; é57o ,CSaunders v. Farmer. 62 N. H. 572; Jewell v. Gilbert, 64 N.

gKe'1mcd - M- l'J- . 85¢ V. Kelley, 133 U. S. 21, Morawetz, ll, E§ 744--755.

COOKII § 2%;-n°€:¢l1Bfl. (Mich-) 43 N. W. Rep. 64.1; Johnson v. Corser, 84 Minn. 356;
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ham

the members from liability as partners.‘ The same doctrine was

-established in New Jersey’ at an early day. This is the general

rule where there is lack of good faith on the part of either the

state or the corporators as“no rule of comity will allow one

state to spawn corporations, and send them forth into other

states to be nurtured and do business there, when said first men

tioned state will not allow them to do business within its own

borders.”

§145. Rule in New York and Ohio.-In these states the stock

holders will riot be held liable as partners although the corpora

tion was created for the purpose of doing all its business in foreign

states. In a very recent case the court ofa eals of New York

said: “Whatever inferences can be drawnppas to the motives

which took them into a foreign jurisdiction to organize a corpor

ation uiidcr its laws, I agree with the eneral term that an Y such

-question has been once and for all setgtled by our recent de}cision

in the case of Demarest v. Flack.“ It appeared in that case that

citizens ofthis state incorporated under the la\vs of West Virginia

to carry on a certain business, with the principal oflice of the

_00mpany in New York city, and where onlv it had been conduct

ing its operations. It was claimed that these facts invalidated

the corporation, and that there was a manifest evasion of, and

fraud upon, the laws of the state. But it was held that they con

stituted no reason for refusing recognition to the corporation;

that there was no essential Ddifference between a corporation

formed under the laws ofa foreign state, the members of which

were its own citizens, and one so formed, the members of which

were citizens of our own state. If our citizens are attracted to

other jurisdictions for purposes ofincorporation because ofmore

favorable corporation or taxation laws I cannot see in that fact,

liowever, and in whatever sense to be cleplored any reason that

they sliould be prevented from employing here the corporate

Fapital in thevarious channels of trade or manufacture. That, as

It Seems to me, would be a rather hurtful policy, and one not to

be attributed to the state.”

 

"M t .(Ttx'i%gffl1I%.Vw’F1g:Il3)f;,0gIr'[fl.SS. 1889) 19 N. E. Rep. 34-2; Empire Mills v. Alston»

7l{'ll . . .
¢1,,_.,,§.e,,‘;r|‘f°t*,.11f11}:-_ 12 N-J. sq. ai. (185S.) This 1S probably not the law of that state at

aLand Grant R. & T. Co. v. CotTcy Co.. 6 Kan. 245.

‘Demarest v. Flack 128 N Y -1 —- . - . N Y 207- Second

§,‘_.‘,,‘,',,B“°k "4 Hell. as bhio st‘. 15~8..‘0§cie iii/i-igri1ci‘v‘i'iYeiin igiagi 51' N-. w. iien-106;

114, ,*;1§1;‘,'g- C°- Y-Gem. (R. I. 1394) 2s Ari. Rep. $372.; Missouri &e. Co.v. Reinhard,

5
Lancaster v. Amsterdam Imp. Co., (N. Y. 1894-) 35 N. E. Rep. 964-.

1 12s N. Y. 205.
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B.

Of the Liability to Creditors.

§14.-6. Rights of Creditors in Equ1ty.—As above stated, the lia

bility of a stockholder to the corporation is measured by his coii

tract with the corporation. Thus, a contract_ between the

stockholder and a corporation, by the terms of which the stock

holder is to receive his stock for less than its par value is valid

and binding upon the corporation, but independently of statute,

courts of equity often require stockholders to do more for the

benefit of creditors than the corporation could have required Of

them for its own benefit. Thus a stockholder may, with the

assent of the corporation, have in his possession assets of the

corporation which as against the creditors he should not be per

mitted to retain. In such case he cannot claim to be a bona fide

purchaser, as he is charged with notice of the trust c_haraCt€1‘ Of

the capital stock.‘ - The cases in which equity will aid the cred

itors of the corporation without reference to statutory authority

fall into three classes. .
1. Where there has been a fraudulent conveyance of trust

property. _

2. Where the stockholder is indebted to the corporation on

account of stock subscribed for but not paid in.

3. Where there has been a distribution of capital among thfi

members without providing for the payment of creditors. _

§14<7. May Enforce the Gontra.ct.—It will be seen that equ1tY

often does for a creditor what the corporation or its ofiicers'_ar€

under obligation to do but have failcd to do. Unpaid ¢aPlta1

being part of the trust fund of the corporation, when its proper

officers fail to enforce the liability, the court will either compel

the directors to do their duty or perform it by its own ofiicers.’

§148. Remedy at Law and in Equity.— The doctrine that the

capital stock of a corporation is a trust fund for the benefit of the

creditors is an invention of the courts of equity, and when the

liability sought to be enforced is not statutory“ or akin to that

of partners, the proper forum is equity, and where the remedy

has not been enlarged by statute, some of the courts hold that

equity is the exclusive forum.‘ The reasons lor this rule are!
 

1 Wood v. Dun-imer. 3 Mason 308; Adler v. Mil\\'aukec, &c. Co., 13 \\'i!- 63; C151)? Y‘

Peterson, 104, Ill. 26; Crandall Y. Lincoln, 52 Conn. 73; Scovill v. Thaycr, 105 U. S

14-3.

"Adler v. Milwaukee Brick C ., 13 W' . B8‘ All . M Sr. . R. Co. 11 Ala
437. See Lee v. Robert ImbrieoC0., 18 gm. 510. en Y ontgomery C

5Heucke v. Twoinely, (Minn. 1894-) 60 N. \‘V. Rep, G67

‘$P=l1TV-Gfilnt,16Mas .9; P 11 d B ‘ .' \v' . 2 ‘Th ,Liability of
stockhO1duS’§258. s o ar v ailcy 20 all 5 0, ompson
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(1) It prevents a multiplicity of suits. (2) Equity is the only

tribunal capable of enlorcing contribution among shareholders.

(3) Equitycan only decree an equal distribution among creditors.

(4) No other tribunal can adjust the conflicting equities of the

shareholders. (5) In the absence of code provisions, equity is

the onlytribunal capable of compelling a discovery by the defend

ant corporation of the names of the stockholders and the amount

of stock held by them respectively. 1 In some states the courts of

-equity take exclusive jurisdiction where the liability is created by

statute,’ while in others the remedy is concurrent.”

§149. Rights to Recover Capital Wrongfiilly Distributed.— If

any portion of the capital is paid to the stockholders under the

name ofdividends it may be recovered by the creditor although

the stockholder had no knowledge but what the dividends had

been earned and were properly paid. Equity will require such

-stockholders to contribute pro rata for the payment of the debts.

“The stockholders have no rights to anything but the residum of

the capital stock, after the payment of all the debts of the corpor

ation. If before all such debts are discharged, they take into

their hands any of the funds of the corporation, they hold them

subjectto an equity which it is against conscience to resist.”‘ But

legitimate profits form no part of the capital stock, and a stock

holder cannot be required to surrender bona fide dividends de

-clared and distributed at a time when the corporation was

solvent.‘

§150. Liability Upon Shares Issued Below Par.-It SGEITIS to be

the established rule that original subscribers are liable to pay the

full face value of shares for the benefit of the creditors of the cor

poration, notwithstanding a contract with the corporation by

which it has agreed to accept a less amount in full payment. Such

a contract is valid as against the corporation, but it is impeach

_able by parties who extend credit to the corporation after the

issue of such stock.“ In a leading’ case the stock was subscribed

upon an agreement that upon the payment of twenty per centum

Paid up, non-assessable certificates of stock should be issued to

the nominal amount of the subscription. Mr. Iustice Hunt said,

C21C€l‘l1lIlg this contract, that “as between them and the com

1Thoinpson, Liability of Stockholders, §259; Smith v. Huckabee, 68 Ala. 191.

ziiafris v. Dorchestcr, 23 Pick. 112.

 

‘Thompson. Liability of Stockholders, §2se.

_c°¢5i'~_>l;l8v. Lilicnthal, 81 Cal. 378; Cliipp v. Peterson, 104 Ill. 26; Crnndall v. Lincoln, 52

‘Reedy. Eatonton Mfg. Co., 4,0 Ga. 98.

°S¢ovi1l v. Th 10 ~ 5 - P ii . U ton

:1: 11. s. $212}; v£é‘€§’e. T§ibiiéo§ii,1ii'ii bi-isiitaliiii ;vi'=i2:v'i§§ §(.)iig£oSii.2i)0é U.uS.ngi:-;vFli:fl vi

¢ - '
-

. .

122“n?.I63oFdA-lugpg.38%a§(§u{%fi§)Yé Stetson, 1 Bias. 246 , Great Western &c. Co i\trh(‘§1'(IiY|

. _ , - - ' . . s a~§’§>:)&s1 N’. w. Rep. ass? >im=‘§’i' 1i»iriiii§iii5?'ii'=i<'1_iii-iiiiiiii) %Iisn§g\ii.°Re‘i>- 835: South
c C 'Wm“ 1 0. v. Pierce Bzc. IIIS. Co. (S.Da.k.1890) 4.s'u. w. Rep. 3'10. Limitation upon

.
, .0 an: stock for lean than par, Gen. St. Minn. 1878. Vol. 2, Ch. 34-, 5'32
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pany, this was a perfectly valid agreement. It was not forbidden

by the charter or by any law or public policy, and as between the

company and the shareholder was just as binding as if it had

been expressly authorized. * * * But the doctrine of this court

is that such a contract, though binding on the company, is a

fraud in law upon its creditors, which they can set aside; that

when their rights intervene, and their claims are to be satisfied,

the stockholders can be required to pay their stock in full.” This

doctrine has been steadily adhered to by the United States

courts,‘ and has been adopted by most of the state courts. In its

broadest application it forbids the issue of stock for less than par

under any circumstances, and regardless of the value of the shares.

But the court was not willing to go this far, and in a recent case

held that a going concern might place its stock on the market

and sell it for what it was actually worth, and if that was less

than par the purchaser could not be compelled to pay more in the

event of future insolvency of the corporation. If the shares are

issued as full paid, but are not in fact full paid, and aretransferred

to an innocent purchaser for value, such purchaseris not liable to

to the creditor for the amount unpaid.’ But the mere fact that

the certificate declares that the stock is full paid and not

accessable will not protect the holder if it appears to the

court that it is a mere disguise.‘ The purchaser will be

liable for an unpaid balance when it appears from the face of

the certificate that the shares are not full paid.‘

§151. Handley v. Stutzfi-This case has given rise to much dis

cussion and some criticism.“ The corporation found its original

capital impaired, and for the purpose of raising capital with

which to extend its business into new and more promis

ing fields, issued bonds secured by mortgage upon its

property. In order to affect a sale of these bonds new

stock was issued to the purchasers of the bonds dollar for dollar.

Thus each purchaser of a thousand dollar bond received in addi

tion to the bond, a thousand dollars worth of stock, “full paid

and non~assessible.” The court by Brown ]., said: “The case

then resolves itself into the question whether an active corpor

ation, or as it is called in some cases, a ‘going concern’ finding

the original capital impaired by loss or misfortune, may not, for

the purpose of recuperating itself and providing new conditions

for the successful prosecution of its business, issue new stock. Put
 

l

l

H

—---——-.-1-—-—_.

1Camden v. Stuart, 144- U. S. 104-,

?Dupont v. Tilden, 42 Fed. Rep. S7.

5Howe Y. Illinois Agr. Works, $6 I11. App. 85.

4Li'bb V Tot 82Y - my, Me. 397.

5139 U. S. 417, (1891.)

¢See 26 Am. L. Rev. 861; 25 Am, L, Re‘-_ 94,Q_

:"hr.
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it upon the market and sell it for the best price that can be

obtained. The question has never been directly raised before in

this court, and we are not, consequently, embarrased by any pre

vious decision upon the point. To say that a corporation may

not, under the circumstances above indicated, put its stock upon

the market and sell it to the highest bidder, is practically to

declare that a corporation can never increase its capital by a sale

of shares, if the original stock has fallen below par. The whole

some doctrine, so many times enforced b_v this court, that the

capital stock of an insolvent corporation is a trust fund for the

payment of its debts, rests upon the idea that the creditors have

a right to rely upon the fact that the subscribers to such stock

have put into the treasury of the corporation, in some form, the

amount represented by it; but it does not follow that every cred

itor has the right to trace each share of stock issued by such

corporation, and inquire whether the holder, or the person of

whom he purchased, has paid the par value for it. It frequently

happens that corporations, as well as individuals find it neces

sary to increase their capital in‘ order to raise moneyto prosecute

their business successfully, and one of the most frequent methods

resorted to is that of issuing new shares of stock and putting

them upon the market for the best price that can be obtained;

and so long as the transaction is bona fide, and not a mere cover"

for ‘watering’ the stock, and the consideration obtained repre

sents the actual value of such stock, the courts have shown no

disposition to disturb it. Of course no one would take stock s0~

issued at a greater price than the original stock could be issued

for, and hence the ability to negotiate the stock and to raise the

money must depend upon the fact whether the purchaser shall or

shall not be called upon to respond for its par value. While, as

before observed, the precise question has never been raised in this

court, there are numerous decisions to the effect that the holders

Pf Stock, in favor of creditors, must respond for its par value,

IS Sl1lJ_]€ClZ to exceptions where the transaction is not a mere cover

for an illegal increase.‘ * * * We think that an active corpor

atw" may, for the purpose of paying its debts, and obtaining

money for the successful prosecution of its business, issue its

§t0ck and dispose of it for the best price that can be obtained.”

,_‘§§;“_§11§'~;3wU*_\1S*f-@9123): vI__.0I§izr1‘-ve.B1ébeg-;Sc¢£§c8v. Gold Am. Co., 119 U. s. 34.3; Clark

:§te_m v. Howard. 65 Cnl. 616

nungggggizgg betwec_n original subscription and a. sale of or subscription to the stock of

Co-.81 Te...‘;%%F";:“.“:.::;2"a‘vsiry Y‘ -S*"W"'1r= “.:'2";:..’i.§*:?.s1L';.5-£23:
lgifouse of _Lords came to a §o5¢r§i§e¢ll1§§iu§i'$§ aridsilielfi illhcat the purchasers were

‘tuck. °nY°1tl1%g{tTet1-cnee between what they paid for the stock, and the P851‘ ".“'"°r °rL ‘:5

Herschel‘ disscgmg £33 gr:-1<it1to(;'sdotl‘hth1e_ corporation. but to the_eorpg}'ai;;o1;1t§13ihdin‘g,,.

“P °r ‘hf P-Hairs of the coom ‘iii; t. 0:1-embiiitboihg adlgimwil gioiier (1892)-—APP
c“'12°‘C““‘“"'"8’§ 9°11». 8115311, 247.guSee 2% Am. L. Rzev. 861.
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§158. Liability is to Subsequent Creditors Only.-Only th0S€ W110

become creditors of the corporation after the issue of the stock

are entitled to call upon the shareholders to pay the par valllc Of

the shares. “It is only these creditors who can plainly allege

that they have relied, or whom the law presumes to have relied

upon the amount of the capital stock of the company, wl1_0 l1€1\_'¢

a right to make such inquiry, and in whose favor equity will

impress a trust upon the subscriptions to the stock, and set H5156

aficticious arrangement for its payment.“ But this need 1101

be alleged in the complaint as, if the creditors dealt with the cor

poration with knowledge of the arrangement by which the

“bonus” stock was issued, it is a matter of defense.’

§159. Shares Issued in Consideration of Services or PrO1?61“l'iY_-

A corporation may use its stock for the purpose of paying 1_t5

debts, but it cannot, as against its creditors, issue it as full paid

without receiving a fair and reasonable equivalent therefor. T11115

a corporation may use its stock for the purpose of paying for the

-construction of its road, and in such case the question of what IS

“such equivalent depends primarily upon the actual value of the

-stock at the time it was contracted to be issued, and upon the

compensation which, under all the circumstances,the contractors

were equitably entitled to receive for the particular work under

taken or done by them." 5 Hence if a corporation pays it creditors,

such as laborers or employes, in stock at its market value» the

holders cannot subsequently be required to pay the diflerence be

tween the market value and the face value.‘

§ 160. Actual fraud valuation of the Pi-operty.—VVhere tlie char

ter authorizes the capital stock; to be paid for in property, and t_he

shareholders hoiiesfiy and in good faith pay for their $1\b5°1'1P'

tionsinpgoperty irlslead of mohey, third parties have no g1_‘01111d

of complt 'n.1:_, altliotfgh a gross and obvious over-valuation Of

such property wo be strorig’evidence of fraud iii an action by

a creditor to enfo personal liabilitv. When full paid stock is S0

issued there must actual fraud in‘ the transaction to enable;

creditors of the corporationfto call the stockholders to account

This must bealleged and proved and when the complaint simply
 

1First Nat. Bank v." Gustiii &c. Mii-i' C . 42 M‘ . 327; I-Iospes v. Northwestern
Mfg & carco.-is Minn-174-:Coitv.‘»I1.nLg.G(.) A. céfnii pm. R=p- 12; H=wd1=>' '

Stutz, 139 U. S. 417; \‘\"ulbuni v. Clienanlt, 4-3 Kari. 352.
iflospes v.North - t Mf .& ‘ - ’ .C . .Iron Chief

Min Co.’ 78 Wis‘ 43;? cm g Car Co., -1-8 Minn. 174, Gogebiclns 0 v

Vtvhhere the“plaintifl" was a prior creditor he must allege that, the cox-poi-ationF1J5"'t°d

wi somet n f '1 th t‘ " -1 _ ogg-\'B141?‘ 139 Ui Sgjplgia ue, I is that the stock given away was oi"sorne \a ue S W

oggiw B111-,1a9 U. s. 118: 0 . ' ' 5 . M .) 20 - -3' 965; See 27lAm. Dec. 602. arrett V Kansas City Coal Min Co ,( 0

szclélfk V- Bever. 139 U. S. 96. But see Hoffman v. Bloomsburg 8: S. R. CO-. 157 Pa

. 1 4,
5Coit v. Gold Am i r c . - -,1: ,s5 - 383;‘ihickle v. Watts, 9: gl\ni;g?4I;g; S(l:reiit1o9r IIJ{.ecSlin2i:g'CCw1h1'is1S1e)d‘t1 :30. 2!‘.-n-lwiflflll-ig|‘45 In‘

pp. 226. . '
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alleges that a portion of the subscription is unpaid, it cannot be

sl1o\\'n that the stock‘ had been paid for by property which had

been accepted at a gross over-valuation.‘ But it has been held

that when there is a fraudulent over-valuation ofthe property or

services, the holder is not liable to the creditors for the difference,’

as the transaction would be altogether void.”

C.

Of the Discharge of the Liability.

§‘l61. Power of the Corporation to Re1ea.se.—If there are no

creditors, the corporation acting through its proper representa

tives, may release a member from the liability created by the con

tract ofsubscription; but neither by-law nor resolution of stock

holders, can, as against creditors, authorize the release of a

stockholder from the ‘obligation to pay for his shares. Thus,

whereastockholder under authority of a by-law surrenders his

certificate of stock and receives back out of the treasury of the

corporation the amount of money he had paid therefor and the

notes which the corporation held for the balance, the court said :

-~.Th¢ alleged discharge of the defendant cannot be sustained in

view ofthe equitable rights ofcreditors. The capital stock of a

corporation contributed, or agreed to be contributed by its stock

holders is in equity as to the creditors deemed a trust fund

-Charged with the payment of the debts of the corporation, and

must be treated as such by the corporation. The obligation of

the defendant evidenced by his note given upon the purchase of

stock was impressed with this trust character, and no mere reso

lution or by-law of the stockholders could, as opposed to the

‘ljlghts of creditors in that fund, authorize the release of such ob

l'8at'011 of a solvent stockholder, even in consideration of his

surrendering his stock.”‘ A refusal by the corporation to accept

the money tendered by a stockholder and issue a certificate of

stock, therefore is not a good defense to an action by the assignee

Of _the_c0rporation, when it appears that the subscriber was

331:? In the business of the corporation until it became insol

<
.

C “ Dlflllflrge by 'I‘ra.nsfer._A transfer of shares under proper

°" 1t10ns relieves the transleror from any further liability for

\k ,

,8 . _ _ _ K ~_ 1

,P‘e‘:‘;h "-_P"°1'~ (Milm 1894--) 59 N. w. Rep. 1016.

use ‘V. Loalficld Coal Co., 11111. App. 88. Seejoseph v. Davis, (Ala.) ‘l0 So. Rep. S30.

‘P“:1\1!l"E v. Thnyer, 105 U. S. 14-3; Vim Cott v. Van Brunt, 82 N. Y. 535.

413; Ml.'t3'1‘:£fl';1Y- Robbins, 36 Minn. 369; Nichols 8: Stevens, (Mo. 1894.) 27 S. W. Rep

‘ B It Dnv. Park Ass'n. v. Legg. (Minn.) 52 N. W. Rep. 898.

- Y- Wallace. 14.0 u. s. ess.
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\93 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CPL 31

unpaid subscriptions. But the law of this country will not per

mit a member to thus transfer his stock to _a man of straw f01‘

the purpose of escaping liability, although in England this may

be done. Much stress is laid upon the intent with which the

transfer is made.‘ The rule is thus compactly stated: _ An abso

lute transfer of shares made in good faith and not in view of the

impending insolvency of the company, t0 9- Solveflt tfflnsfefeei

who is competent to take and who has contracted to accept the

shares, relieves the traiisferor from fu_rther_ liability to the comé

pan_v and to corporate creditors, provided it was duly l'€g:1St€l'§i

on the corporate books.“ But “where a company is in di -

culties, and the owner of stock makes a formal transfer to a man

of straw to escape individual liabilit_v,_ such a transfer made 111

fraud of the creditors of the corporation, does not e1_<emPt the

transferor from the individual liability imposed upon him l'JY tile

statute. A transferor who transfers stock to onewhom he know s‘

to be incapable of filling the place of a solvent stockholder. "'1

order to escape liability upon the stock, would be estopped fig

deny as to creditors, that he was still a stockholder, and W011

remain liable to the corporation creditors.” _ ‘ “
“The efiect of a transfer,” said Chief ]ustice Gilfillan, Whin

made in good faith to a solvent person and entered on the boo _S

of the corporation, is like that of a novation. The transferorlis

thereby discharged from his debt to the corporation, and t 6"

transferee thereby assumes and becomes liable for such debt pre

cisely as the traiisferor was. 5 * -1- .,. The Statute really makel

no change inthe rule. * * * Under the statute the only case 0

liability for an unpaid subscription on transferred stock is v\'l1’<‘;fB

the transfer was made for the purpose of defrauding creditors. 4
 

iMarcy v. Clark, 17 Muss. 830. M away 115ZBeneh. Priv. Corp. §126 ' Billings v. Robinson 94. N. Y. 415; Cover v' _ an ' 1 ,

Pa. St. ass; ]ol1nsoiiv.Latiin,5 om. es; Richmond v. Irons, 121 U. s. 27. iIS0;>=}J:;\§ §_

Naiigl-iton, (N.].) 24. Atl. Rep. 4-97; Lippitt \'. Am. \’V. P. Co., 15 R. I._14-1. R eco (Mo)

Wheaton R. M. Co., 50 Minn. 36,52 N. \\'. Rep. 268; \Vilson v. St. Louis &e. . -

18 S. W. Rep. 286.

. l

l

3Simm0ns v. Dent, 16 Mo. App. 2S8;1\'1illerv. Great Rep. Ins. C0-. 50 MO. 66; Bowdcfl

v.]ohnson, 107 U. S. 251.
- - held

‘S ilman v. Mendcnhall. Minn. 1894-) 5'7 N. W. Re . 4-69. In _thi_s_case it Wu? _

tl1B.‘tpUndEi' Gen. St. is7s,( cii. 34- §§ s and 9. the szliicknoiders llflblllty for uni>a;(<]1r“t‘,‘1’e

scriptions ceased upon a good faith transfer of the shaies, unless the transfer \\ $5

purpose of defrauding creditors. _ . tion shag
'1‘ e Const. of Nebraska provides that “the liability for the nnflfljd almscflg that the

follow the stock." In Com. Nat. Bank v. Gibson, 1&7 Neb. 750, it_\\'as licl _ '

original subscriber remained liable, and that the transferred liability is CuHJ\llBiZl\ e.

5Beach II, § 705, 707.
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CHAPTER XII.

Of the Statutory and Constitutional Liability ofStoclrI1o]ders.

§163. General Statement.-In many of the states members of

private corporations are charged with a special statutory lia

bility in addition to the liability imposed by their contract with

the corporation. But this must be distinguished from the penal

liability which is imposed upon officers and agents for acts of

dereliction.‘ The provisions contained in constitutions and

5t_atutes~vary in their terms, and the liability created thereby

diliers in its nature and extent. In a general way it may be

classified as follows: (1) ajoint and several liability as partners;

(2) a joint and several liability as guarantors; and (3) a limited

and several liability to be enforced absolutely or, more commonly,

upon regular proceedings against the corporation proving in

Qlieetual. The first class abrogates entirely the rule of limited

liability and is governed by the law ofpartnership. The member

becomes a principal debtor‘. Under the second class the liability

IS Secondary and collateral to that of the corporation, and is

governed in a general wayby the rules ofguaranty. Thus any act

011 the part of the creditor which will release a guarantor will

release astockholder from his liability. The liability under the

tliird class is ordinarily limited to, (a) an amount equal tothe

shares ofcapital stock held by the member; or (la) an amount

equal to the ratio which the members proportion of the capital

S_t0ek_ bears to the entire corporation indebtedness. “The dis

tinctive characteristic ofthis liability is that each member stands

liable for a definite sum and no more, irrespective of the amount

l_0r_which the others are liable. It is a several, unequal and

llmltefl liability as to which each member stands alone, cxcept

that, if he pays more than his proportion of the debts of the com

pany, he may as in other cases, have contribution from his fellow

shareholders.”’

TE164~'- (_3‘One_titutiona.1 and Statutory Provisions in Minnesota.

_ eeonstitution of Minnesota provides that “each shareholder

"1 any corporation excepting those organized for the purpose of

°a"'}'1I1g0n any kind of manufacturing or mechanical business,

gsflylen v. Brown, 40 Fed. Re . 8.

Tl! - -- P . .
Co., (l‘i1:i1;iJ:_°1‘§,I;‘;')*lgg1!I§.¢Jvfébllpcigehszglgers. §37. See Clarke v. Cold spring Opera House
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shall be liable for the amount of stock held or owned by him.”‘

This provision is self executing and creates a liability on the part

of each stockholder in a sum equal to the amount of stock owned

by him, in addition to the liability to pay for the stock.’ It does

not apply to the stockholders of a. corporation created prior to

the adoption of the constitution.’
§164a. Exception in Favor of Manufacturing C0_!‘p0l‘B¢i011B_-

The exception in favor of manufacturing corporations applies

only to such as are organized for the purpose of carrying on _aJJ

exclusively manufacturing business. If the articles of association

state the purpose of conducting a manufacturing business and

also other kinds of business not incidental to or necessarily con

nected with the manufacturing business, the corporation is_not

within the exception, although it actually engages only in 3

manufacturing business.‘ So a corporation organized for “tho

manufacture, purchase, repair and sale” of agricultural in.stru

ments, which sells goods manufactured by others, is not a manu

facturing corporation exclusively and the stockholders are sub

iect to the statutory liability.‘ Persons cannot escape the con
 

,

1Const., Art. 10, $3. _ d t dThe exception in avor of manufacturing and mechanical corporations was a 0p_¢

November 5th, 1872. The following references are to statutes dealing with the qv-€B'i1°fl

of personal liability of shareholders. ch 17
R. S. Minn. 1851, Ch. 40.§§11,1‘J. 16; Amend. Laws 1872, Ch. 12. P. S. 1858. -ch

§§ 299, 300, 315, 818, 321; G. S. 1866, Ch. 34, §9; Laws 1876, Ch. 2; Laws 1375. -

56; Lows 1881, (Ex. Sess.) Ch. 73.iwillis v. Mabon, 48 Minn. 14-0; McKusick v. Seymour, 4.8 Minn. 158. See Mcl')onn;l€l

;1.1Aln. G. L. Ins. Co., 85 Ala. 401; Root v. Sinnock, 120 Ill. 350; Fowler v. Lamson. 1

. 4.72. .

fillobertson Y. Sibley, 10 Minn. 328, (Gil. 253.)4Ai-thur v. Willius, 44. Minn. 409; Deusinore v. Shepard, 46 Minn. 54'; First Nut. Bank

v. Winona. Plow Co., (Minn. 1894.) 59 N. W Rep. 997.
‘In Fii-it Nat. Bank v. \viimiia Plow Co., (Minn. 1894), as N.W.R=p-997.l"11¢ ¢§‘"'§

laid: “The principal point urged by appellants is that the stockholders of the defen 1111

-corporation are not liable, because it is exclusively a manufacturing c_orporati0n_. It W53

organized under title 2 c. 34-. Gen. St. 1878, and the purposes for which it was inc0rp9€

ated are expressed in its articles ofincorporution as follows: ‘The general nature of ‘I 5

business shall be the manufacture, purchase, repair and sale of plows, Cilltwfltofsi an

other farming and agricultural implements of all kinds, the purchase and sale of all cu‘:

terials necessary or convenient in the prosecution of said business, and to tak¢_, 0,Wflib° p

mortgage, lease. and convey any and all real estate necessary or useful therein. 0!" °

thc findings of fact made by the court below on the trial is as follows: ‘That 111 fact mg

actual business carried on by said plow company ut all times since its ofgamlal-‘on’ an

intended by its incorporators to be carried on by it, was exclusively that of manufactur

ing plows and other agricultural implements, and the disposing of the pijoduct of lg!

manufacture, except that for a limited time it handled and sold on commission 5°-° 9

nianufacrrircrl by other persons and corporations, in connection wit'h,and for the p\flfP?5¢

of reducing the expenses of selling and handling its own product.’ We are of the 0P1I11°1'|

that by its articles of incorporation this defendant is both n. manufacturing and I fuel‘

gantile corporation. Such articles of incorporation provide for the ‘purchase’ and iflle

mg plows, cultivntors, and other {arming and agricultural instruments of all kinds. B

yvell as for t_he ‘manufacture,’ ‘repair.’ and sale of those articles. In this respect the case

is quite similar to_thnt of Dcnsiuore v. Shepard, 4-6 Minn. 64, 48 N. W. 528. 531- .5”
also, Arthur Y. Willius, 44 Minn. 409, 4-6 N. W. 851'. Mohr v. Elevator Co.._4° MW“

348, 4-1 N. Vi’. 1074». The fact that the stockholders, as found by the court, did not in

tend t_o carry onanything but an exclusively manufacturing business, and that the cor

P°"»t1°n Y1_¢Y=l' dld carry on any other business except such commission business. Cl!“

make no difference. ‘ And if the corporation is organized for the purpose, as declared 111

the articles of association, oi carrying on both n manufacturing business, and also 5001'!

other kind ofbusiness not properly incidental to or necessarily connected with B. n1n11\1<

facturing business, the mere fact that the corporation never exercised all of its PQWH."

and never in fact engaged in or carried on anything but a manufacturing bulineil, W1“

Iéptsharing it within the constitutional exception.’ Arthur v. Wfllius, 44 .\i1inn 415. 4'5 N

1 I1
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stitutional liability by organizing as a manufacturing corpora

tion when it is evident that the primary object of the organiza

tion is wholly foreign to manufacturing.‘

§165. Power of Legislature to Impose Further Lia.bility.—The

constitutional provision does not impair the power of the legis

lature to create an additional liability. 2 Thus it is provided by

statute that the private property of the stockholder in any cor

poration which is empowered to take private property under the

power of eminent domain is liable for corporate debts in the fol

lowing cases: (1) For all unpaid installments on stock owned by

him or transferred for the purpose of defrauding creditors. This

issimply a statutory statement of a liability which would

exist independent of statute. (2) For a failure by the

corporation to comply substantially with the provisions afore

said as to organization and publicity. (3) When he personally

violates any of the provisions of this title in the transaction of

any business of the corporation as oflicer, director or member

thereof, or is guilty of any fraud, unfaithfulness or dishonesty in

the discharge of any official duty. ’

§166. Constitutional Provisions, When Self Exeouting.—Whether

such provisions are self executing or require legislative action to

give them affect, depends upon the language used. They are self

executing if such was theintention of the people.‘ But if the lan

glfage is general and the extent of the liability not deter

mined, legislation will be necessary.“

‘§167. Construction of Particular Words and Plzu-a.ses.— The

‘ debts” for which members are made liable by statute are such

as arise from contract and do not include a judgment against

the corporation for tort.“ A judgment against a corporation

lStatev Minn Threshc M

 

  

Elievamrc-omnm-W. 40.M1_;'m' gggfactui-lug Company, 40 Minn. 213; Mohr v. Minn

Sglk" \'- Walsh. 25 Minn. 543.

en. St. Minn. 1878, Ch. 34. Title 1, 9-10 rovides that the rivate ro ert of the

ggsfiioldcr shall not be levied on unlegss thei) stockholder as wdll as thgcoiipoizition is

and dc?’ l1_process in the action, and the issue involving his individual liability raised

‘w_ _<‘"I1IHed. and that the property of the corporation shall he first exhausted.

22 Tel,l‘lI8Av. Mnbpn. 4-8 Minn. 140; MeKuslck Y. Seymour, 4-8 Minn. 158; Hunt v. State.

“G m~47l;l?'_- 396; 3 S. Rep. 233: Hcntig v. James, 22 Kan. 326; Fowler v. Lamson,

SF"!-1 h .1l<ider v. Pritchey, 4-!) Ohio St. 285.

0 \’- esehemaker 24 Cal. 618 ' Morle v Th er 8 F d R 737' Jo:-man v.
Benton’ 7 _ v y . zry , e . ep. . _

Wm v_ M§‘b1\g::4r§4-as‘.ili:¢-1:13 v. Lott, 24 Ls. Ann. zu; Hampton v. \Ve:-lrc, 4-Ia. is.

V 'gll11e1lrd v. Boston &c. Iron Works, 137 Mass. 516; s. e. 50 Am. Rep. 328. In Heacock

Pi“! \\':an‘ 14' lflfqndcll 55}, it was held that the stockholders of an incorporated com

uy Mine not ll’ldl1’ldl1_!1lly liable for damages occasioned by a bridge built by the com

Ee “able §°\l_t. Of relpair. although by the terms of the act of incorporation they were to

1-ordnma °1' _fl]1y emnnds against the company," the net conteinplatingliability onlzy

whtre a gig ‘"‘l!1l1g L‘-!_ contmctu. But in Carver v. Braintrcc Mfg. Co. 2 Story 4-3‘ .

(amuin S am" P_l'0\'Idft_l "that every person who shall become a member of any manu

“abk iu5§fi°°_l'Pd0_l'ql1fln \vh.ich_muy be hereafter established in this common wealth, shnl|_ be

Z, memllersg; Wldufll Mp-'.K‘i_ty foi-_all debts contracted during the time of his continuing

not only debt 8-“ch °°l'P_0rntion," it was held that the phrase "debts contracted," meant

ll damn rain the s_tric_t sense of the term, but any liabilityincuri-ed by the company,

Rep, 726 R“; °" ti." "lmllgement of u patent. In Powell v. Oregonian R. Co.. 36 Fer!

lgts I ' W "1 Q lildgment was obtained ngninst u corporation in an action for darn

“ Waite. it was held that whether the original claim for damages was or was not

Fr
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and othersjointly for the recovery of money is a “debt” of the

corporation within the meaning of this provision. Liability to

the amount of their subscriptions is merely declaratory of the

common law. But “liability to the amount of their stock,"

means for a sum equal to the amount of their stock, in addition

to the contract liability to pa_v for the stock in full.‘

§168. For Debts Duo Laborers.-Statutes often impose upon

the shareholders a personal liability for debts due to its servants,

laborers, employe/s and apprentices who “usually look to the

-reward of their day’s labor for their immediate or present sup

port, from whom the company does not expect credit, and to

whom its evident ability to pay is of no consequence.”’ Such

provisions ordinarily apply only to those who perform manual

labor,” and do not include such employees as foremen, superin

-tendants and other officials.‘ Such statutes impose a liability

in addition to what remains unpaid upon their subscriptions,“

and the member is not relieved therefrom by a transfer of his

shares.‘ The liability is personal and primary, and a judgmerlli

need not first be obtained against the corporation. 7 _ _

§169. Extra.-Territorial Effect.-This general statutoryliabil

ity attaches to non-resident members. “ Where a person becomes

a stockholder in a corporation organized under the laws of a for

-eign state, he must be held to contract with reference to the laws

of the state under which the corporation is organized, and which

enters into its constitution, and the extent of his individual

liability as a shareholder to the creditors of the company must

"be determined by the laws of that state, not because such laws

are enforced in this state, but because he has voluntarily agreed

to the terms of the conipany’s constitution. It is equally elem’

-upon both principle and authority that this liability may b6

enforced by creditors wherever they can obtain jurisdiction ofthe

necessaryparties. This does not depend upon any principle of

-comity but upon the right to enforce in another jurisdiction a

contract validly entered into.“ The reniedv, however, does not 

_al1 “indebtedness” of th or t‘ ' ' - 1:. 1; ision declar

ing a stockholder of a coer1caorii‘i.ir:n‘Ehzllblhhllgrtiigesiiidfhcigiiiilész frtgfotgepggiporntion to

tn‘ ‘,‘,m°1"1¢ “HD8513 Q11 his Stoflk. the judgment obtained thereori was such and “indebted

IIQSS and the stockholder was liable therefor.

FY08! v. St. Paul Banking Sr. Investment C M‘ 1894-) 59N \V Rec 308
1\v.“. I M _ _ o.,_( inn. , . _ . _- - _ A1 _bam;I:§fe~vInsv 3gi:%.5+;1l:ui:giiio. Rootv. Sll’lI1OCl§, 120 Ill. 350. Mcvveile" Y ‘*

?wak°fi¢ld Y-Fargo 90 N. Y "13" Moverv Penn Sl t Com an 71 Penn. St. 298;

Harris _N _"' Y ... . __ . . ae_ n 3'. _ .Md_berry. 2; Hg: gs‘ 1 Abb. N. Cas. 127, Sleeper v. GOOd“lfl, 67 Wis. 577 , Short v ¢

gA.dlfl1S v. Goodrich, 55 Ga. 233.!n‘dcglIT "- R¢Y1l01dB, 37 N.Y. 639 ; Bi-oekway v. lnnes, 39 Mich. 47; Dukes v. Love, 97

:Mi1;°y v. Spiirr Mountain 8zc. Mining c-;>., 4-s Mich 231.

1a:e;:;".Y-G*:,‘:a‘:i.*%.T <1°’1$a£%'7“+.°' 1° Ar St R=P- ‘*=°
B§:L1§§F§§;§i11fi1'0f2g- S3.7%4;P7P}\1ltU1all'S Aplieal. as Penn. St. sos; Fourth mu-mifl
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enter into the contract itself, and for this reason the individual

liability of shareholders can only be enforced by the remedies

provided by the law of the forum.”‘ Hence if the statute impos

ing the liability prescribes the remedy and restricts the enforce

ment of the creditor's demands to a peculiar procedure which

does not exist in the foreign state, the liability cannot be

enforced by the courts of such foreign statefi The liability

depends upon the law of the state from which the corporation

derives its existence, and no additional liability can be

imposed upon its members in foreign states where the cor

poration may transact its business.“ Penal statutes are

purely local, and if the liability is in the nature of a penalty. as

for failing to comply with certain statutory requirements, it will

not he enforced by the courts of a. foreign state.‘

§170. Liability Contingent Upon Capital Not Being Wholly

Paid In.—Where the stockholders are made liable when the

capital stock has not been fully paid in, the liability is absolute

so long as any portion of the capital is unpaid, but it may be

terminated even after suit has been begun by a payment which

makes up the full amount of the capital stock.‘

§171. To Whom the Liability Attaches.—N0 general rule can

be stated applicable to all the states as the question must be

determined by the nature of the liability. In some states upon

1‘-he theory of an original, primary liability it is held that the

liability attaches to persons only who were stockholders at the

time the debt was contracted.‘ Where the charter of a corpora

tion provided that “each of the stockholders of said company

$111111 be personally liable for the debts of said company to an

amount equal to the amount of the capital stock held by such

Stockholder and no more," it was held that stockholders at

ilhtime lyvhen a debt of the corporation was contracted, and

ose ' '_ _ _\i obecame stockholders before the debt was paid, were

lclllldltwrifclliialiy liable for the debts.’ It is now settled in Minnesota

a . .g ie iabihty attaches to those who own the stock at the

F‘: t N ' . , . . . .55.é:G1i‘f'l°,F;l?i5;.1L§{l;&G::r§1n 8.c. iyiimng Co. 4.2 Mimi. 327; Comw.v.Dctw1li'1‘.131

 

only c enlorced b means of the remedy provided byWfamtc. Fowler v. Lamson, me Ill 412 Y

§;"::“:°; Y-_N=5mi¢h. 4 Allen 233; 5. C. 15 Gray 221.

‘mm?! ationul Bank v. Hall, 36 Ohio St. 158; Batcmnn v. Service. 6 App. Cas. S86.

Bmwn,4l(1)Bll[;_0crévl.zé\tt;1l, 14-6 U. S. 657; Scovillc v. Canfield, 14 John. 388; Sayles v.

\\-mum, 5 Bi“: C. zkgtory, Conflict of Laws, §620, 621; Cook I, § 223; Payson Y.

up - '
M,g_°,§f,'§_ 1-()J0°m1_=;~,>,_=,ié.<-14 Md. 485; Booth v. Campbell, s1 Md. 522; Harper v. Union

‘M._ oss Y. Oslile 2 Hill - - - _ 1 .
ll y" 265 , I‘ l 5 D 567 11 it ll ld that the 1 B'flig,::§“i1‘0°‘{n'=é> l=5h30s§e who “lEl'€e‘B7€f)sCi‘l1l;l1(1CfS€l:l1°€fl thi 8‘:1l::\e'&S cvdglsmeiuced. Williams

7G°bl"1;“1 V Eastman '
~ ~. .7M .5, '. . ' . It R fi co..16:22. on. 321. The dlztflile 0?‘ 4d(:bts i?1[‘|,g1gl1ciZ<?vrii'i\lhV!\IYl'l11C11stal1: O1:l('iel’u8%iP of the

C0rpQrut‘0‘I?n%l;:x!:J§:?50B:i|1E:l1COsI‘lgl1l;|I-LCKiiglfltil after an action was brought against the

1-.-.%4
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time the action to enforce the liability is coi1im_enc_c_d.‘ 2 A prior

bona fide transfer of the shares terminates the liabil_it_y. . _

§172. Nature of the Liability.-The statiitoryliability is ordi

narily held to be contractual,” but where it is imposed upon

members, oflicers or agents for dereliction of duty, asvfor a viola

tion of any provisions ofa statute, it is penal.‘ \\/hether it is

primary or collateral depends upon the language of the constitu

tion or statute. In California and other states haviiig_simila1'

statutes, it is held to be primary and absolute, and the right of

action consequently accrues against the stockholder and the cor

poration at the same time.5 In such case, no previous demand

against the corporation is necessary before proceeding against

the stockholder.° ,
§173. Penal Statutes.-A penal statute is an act by \\'l11¢l1 3

forfeiturc is imposed for transgressing the provisions of the act.

It may be remedial in one part and penal in the other. The €ll@Cli

and not the form of the statute is to be considered, and ifits ob

ject is clearly to inflict a punishment on a party for doing what 1_S

prohibited, or failing to do what is commanded to be done,_i_t 18

penal in its character.’ Thus a statute which requires the olbC1£ll5

of a corporation to publish an annual statement of its afifl1fS, and

in the event of failing to do so makes the directors _]O111l'.l}’ and

severally liable for all debts of the company, is penal. Such prO

visions are intended for the protection of creditors and the pre

vention of frauds upon the public in respect to the financial con

dition of the corporation. The liability is created by the stagcutfi

and is in the nature of a penalty imposed for neglect of duty.
 

1Oluon v. The State Bank, (Minn. 189-1-) 59 N. \V. Rep. 635;_ First Nat. Bnnkv£§lé1g\O<>‘:1r£;

Plow Co., (Minn. 1894) 59 N. \V. Rep, 997. In Olson v. state Bank. $"PT*1t- “abmtv

said: “ Does one who acquires stock in n. banking corporation incur the _$t"t‘]‘ _°.n rcspegt

in respect to corporate debts previously contracted. or does he _incur it on .\\1 t “ates

to debts subsequently contracted? The decisions of the courts in the difi'erkefl_h;m~the

leeni at variance; the greater number holding that these who own the stoc1_\\bmt‘_ is

remedy is sought by the creditor-s—that is, when the action to enforce the 111 traatcd

brought—-are liable in respect to all the corporate debts, no matter whether coctll n the

before or after they acquired their stock. The decisions in each state are base t0 “yes

terms of the statute in each. as construed by the court: and as the terms of the s 2'1, -

in the different states vary, but little aid is afibrded by the decisions in other states

2Vaii Deinark v. Barons, 52 Kan. 779; 35 Pac. Rep. 798.

8Bank v. Francklyn, 120 U. S. 74-7; Cook I, § 223 and cases there cited.

4l\'ferclinnts Nat. Bank v. Northwestern i\Infg. Co., +8 Minn. 34-91 Gl0b<f_ X’

State Bank, (Nob. 1894-), 69 N. \\'. Rep, (SS3; Divcrsey v. Smith, 103 Ill. 3:8. I13‘ '

Drown. 40 Ecd. Rep. 8.

5Davidson v. Rankin. 34- Cal. 503: Larrabee v. Baldwin. 35 Cal. 155: 5fil1Ph§l_“ IE‘

“fare, 45 Cal. 110; Iviorrow v. Superior Court. 64- Cal. 333; F1111" ‘V; L¢ddcn' 8 Lay'

310; Todbunter v. Randall, 29 Ind. 275; Flash v. Conn. 16 Fla. 4-28; btcwart Y- '

4-5 Ia. 604-; Flour City Nat. Bank \-. Wcclisclbcrg, 4-5 Fed. Rep, 547.

6 Mitchell v. Peckman, 64- Cal. 117.

7Diversey v. Smith, 103 Ill. 378; Globe Pub. Co. v. State Bank, (Ncb.) 59 N.W. Reg. 6828;

iiiuntinqgggn v. Attnll, 14.-6 U. s. 657; hierchunts &¢. Bank v. N. w. .\ifg- & C- °-'

11111. -' .

8 Bank v. Bliss, as N. Y. 4.12; Miller v. White, so N. Y. 137; Easterlf *_'- B'"b°"' 6°Y. 252; Knox v. Baldwin. 80 N. Y. 610; Vecder v. Baker, 83 N. Y. 156; Pier v, Hflflnliroyi

86 N. Y. 95: Stokes v. Stickney, 96 N. Y. 323; Mauiifacturiiig Co. v. Beecher. 91 b- ve

651; Godsden v. \\’oodward, 103 N. Y. 2/1-2; Chase v. Curtis. 113 N. Y. 54.2. _'l‘1_1¢ 9- °

section of the New York statute was copied in Colorado and ofit the court said -
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§174~. The Debt, _And Judgment Against The Corporation.-—A

judgment against a corporation is conclusive evidence of the

indebtedness of the corporation as against the shareholder.‘

But in the absence of a statute to the contrary a _judgment

against a corporation and an execution thereon returned izulla

boua, is generally held to be a prerequisite to the right to

proceed against the shareholder on his statutory liability. In

Minnesota it was held that the release ofadebt due from the cor

poration to its creditor, and a judgment by a court thereon dis

charging the debtor pursuant to the provisions of the insolvency

law, released and discharged the stockholders from the personal

liability imposed by the constitution.’ Shortly aftertliis decision

the legislature amended the insolvency law by providing “that

the release ofany debtor under this act shall not operate to dis

charge any other party liable as surety, guarantor, or otherwise

for the same debt.”‘ and the court held that the word “other

wise” as here used, included stockholders who are liable for the

debts of the corporation.“

§l75. Statute Of Limita.tions.—The nature of the liability

necessai-ily determines the application of the statute of limita

tions. Where the liability is primary and the obligation rests

upon the stockholder from the time the debt is contracted the

statute oflimitations begins to run at that time. But where the

obligation is that ofa surety, or is made dependent upon the in

solvency oftlie corporation, the statute begins to run from the

time this is determined. If the liability is penal in its nature, as

that imposed by a statute upon directors who violate its provis

10118,? it is governed by that section of the statute of limitations

relating to penalties and forfeitures.’ The statutory limitation

ofsix years upon- liability created by statute other than those

llpouapenalty or forfeiture, applies to the double liability of

stockholders for the debts of corporations.“

;i;.;§'?l§.§$§Z*.ii°yli§1~‘Li.2?.‘éi.’§%’€.?2."Zi;.‘§r?i‘3?§§i§.‘.§ff?$i1’.fi§§.i"i.‘§.‘3§.Y§i.i’;3Z’.i§i°§..‘i
tmgt<:11\{1_)l;>I:hrLc&) The amount pf the forfeiture is measured by the aggregate d'bt cm‘:

mnduct in ofic _ ,1’!-ipany. The liability is not founded upon contract but arises from mis

188' c. Gregory v. Bank, 3 Colo. 382, Larsen v. James, (Co1o.) 29 Pac. Rep.

 

4-8S(t:8tl.1t0l’§-' p_rovisio_ns ofthe same kind were held to he penal in Mitchell v. Hotehkiss,

Ba kbnn. 9, Steam Engine Co. v. Hubbard. 101 U. S. 188; Globe Puh. Co. v. The State

Inf; .l(\Neb. 189-in 59 N. W. Rep. 683; Derrickson v. Smith. 27 N. J. L. 166; Genneri: v.

- ( “Ch 1394-.) 60 N. W. Rep. 9; Breltnng v. Lindauer, 87 Mich. 217.

Ni1c§(§‘,§'°vV-STlt1;ighnm, 39 Me. 85: Thayer v. New England Lith. Co., 108 Mass. 523:

App_124_" ""9 (M¢- 1894) 27 S. \V. Rep 613; Schertz v. First Nat. ‘Bank, 47 Ill

pr'ix<€‘l:1:°vI: Minn’. Elevator Co., 40 Minn. 343. Insolvency law of 1831 is anplieliblc t°

‘L _ Porations. Tnpp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 4-1 Minn. 4-00.

a“f?“_~‘1 °Y1889.ci1. so. Sec. 1. amending cu. 143, Laws of 1881.

‘P illis v. Mubon, 48 Minn. 14-0; Tripp v. N. W. Nat. Bank, 4-1 Minn. 4-O0.

1M1L:t:1rson v. Stewart, 4-1 Minn. 84.. k

. Q _ _ _ _
Bliss‘ 85 I311? Bank v. N. W. Mfg. & Car Co., 48 Minn. 349 , Merchants Ban Y

““"¢bniits'Nar.'n=ink v. Northwestern Mfg. & Cur Co., 44$ l\1inn. 34.9.

~ —
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§176. Subscriptions Induced by Fraud. — \7Vhen a person is

induced to become a stockholder in a corporation by false repre

sentations, he inay, by acting promptly, after he obtains knowl

edge of the facts, have the contract rescinded at any time before

the corporation becomes insolvent, and the rights of creditors

attach.‘ But if he is guilty of laehes or acquiesees after kiioivledge

of the facts he cannot thereafter maintain an action to rescind.’

After the corporation has become insolvent, and has gone into

liquidation and is making calls to satisfy the claims of creditors it

is too late for one whose name has appeared as a stockholder to

repudiate his membership and thus escape liability on the ground

that his subscription was obtained by fraud.“ It is ivell settled in

England that after the statutory proceedings for winding up the

corporation has been commenced it is to late to rescind the coii

tract for fraud, although the fraud was not discovered until after

the winding up proceedings were commenced.‘ In the United

States the decisions are not uniform. In most of the cases it will be

found that the decision is based upon the laches of the stockholder

or upon some acts or course of conduct which works an estoppel.°

177. The Right of Set-oif.-In actions brought by or on behalf

of the creditors to enforce the common law, liability of stock

holders, the stockholder cannot avail himself of any counterclaim

or set off, he may have against the corporation.“ But the credi

H

K“
l

ii

,5

1 Martin v. Burns Wine Co., 99 Cal. 355; Dunn v. State Bank, (Minn. 189-L) 61 N. W

Rcp. 27, and cases cited in the following note.

2 Savage v. Bartlett, (Md. 1894) 28 Atl. Rep. 4.14-; Farrar v. Walker, 3 Dill. C. C. 5063

Sherman v. American Stove Co., (Mich. 1891.) 4-8 N. W. Rep. 537; Boslev v. National

&¢-Co-.1?-3 N-Y- 550; Tyler v-Savage. 1-is U. s. 70; Bosher v. Rieiiiiioiid &c., (Va

1392) 16 3

Ref» 360; Cook I, §160; Bisham’s Equity, §272; Lnre v. West

Moreland Specialty Co., 155 Pa. St. 33; Marten v. Burns Wine Co., 99 Cal. 355.

3Bissel1 v. Heath (Mich. 1894-) 57 N. W. Rep. 685; Howard vs. Turner, 155 Pa. S.

849; Ruggles vs. Brock, 6 Hun. 164-; Safibrcl v. Barnes, 39 Miss. 399; Mathis v.

Pridhani, (Tex. 1892) 20 S. W. Rep. 1015; Howard v. Glenn, (Ga. 1890) 11 S. E. Rep.

619i Qhubb Y- Upton. 95 U- S. 665; Upton v. Ti-ibilcock, 91 U. S.‘-1-5; Stone v. Bank. 3

C. P. Div._283 (187_7); Wright's Case, L. R. 12 Eq. Cas. 331. i

I“ Duflwld 7- W1“: 3" Iron works, 64. Mich. 293. it appeared that the plaintiffhad

been induced to become a _rn_em ber by fraud, and on discovery of the fraud, tendered back

the certificates and the dividends he had received and brought on action against the cor

poration b_cfore_an assignment for the benefit of creditors was made. On the question of

tl1¢ P191111’-15.9 "gilt 119 _f¢¢0‘~"¢1‘. the court was evenly divided. justices Champlin and

Morse being o_f the opinion that the contract could not be rescinded after the rights of

creditors had intervened, although no steps had been taken to wind up the corporation.

Justices Campbell and Sherwood were of the opposite opinion. Under the same circum

Stalmcs in $m\U1 S C-’;1$<‘-‘. 2 C11 App. 604-. Lord Cairns said “ that it was one of the risks

which creditors are liable to, that it may turn out that some person whose name appears

as a shaireholcler on the list has a right to have his name taken from the list.” In Hall V

015. T-_L- Mlmh C0-.L. R. 3_Ch. D. 749. it was held that the contract could be rescinded if

the action was commenced in good faith and in ignorance of the winding up proceedings

?" Savage Y- Bartlett» (Md- 1894) 2s Atl. Rep. 4.14, it was held that the stockholder

§é‘1§gEig;f%%?O?§t‘:;1°Lt‘°q“,br°'“ghtt bi’ the élssillnee bv showing that he repudiated the sub

. * fl_- sisnmen was ma e, althou ‘ii ' it to the cor
poration on the credit of the subscription. g the creditors gave cred

“Wright's Case L. R. 1 2 Eq. Cas., 331- Oakes v 0 (3 s. 825.See \Vheeler 8.: W. Co. v. \\'heeler, 6 Ont. ,(C. P.) O .

‘Dunn V‘ State Banki (Mimi 1394--) 61 N W Re 27- T riier v ran ers L & H
Ing: Co., 65 Ga. 649; Verder v. Mudgett. 95 N. Y. 2p95, sinduthe cases citeid in the pre

CC81I1g note. But see Merrill v. Florida Land 8.: Imp, Q0" 60.Fed’ Rep 17' 8 C_C.A_4_.-1.-1-,

_ Thompson v. Reno. Sav. Bank._ 19 Nev. 108; 3 Am. St. Rep. 797, anno. In re E111

iagif fftv Bank. 18 N. Y. 109. Bissit v. Kentucky River Nav. Co., 15 Fed. Rep. 853;

797cc g1r_v.k%\iiller, 90 N. Y. 353. Tama Water Power Co. v. Hopkins, (Ia.) 44- N. \\’. Rep

Rcp»1O11‘g ¢ Y- “ “its. (M0-) 7 S.W.Rt-p. 274; Mathis v. Pridhain, (Tex.1894-.) 20 S. “'
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tors cannot after insolvency, in the absence of fraud question a

set oliwhich was allowed by the corporation while 1t_ was a_go

ing concern.’ Whether the stocklioldercan set off a c1ai_m_ against

the corporation in a preceeding to enforce his additional _or

strictly statutoryliability depends upon the nature of the liability

created by the particular statute. If the liability is personal so

that any creditor can maintain an independent action against

any stockholder to enforce it, the stockholder may set ofi" debts

due him from the corporation.’ If the stockholder buys up debts

against the corporation, he can have only the amount he paid

therefor set ofl' against his liability.‘ But if the object Of the

statute is to create a fund from which the creditors are to be paid

ratzibly, the shareholder must“ contribute his proportion thereto

and then come in with other creditors in the distribution of the

corporate assets.“ The demands of the stockholders individ

ually cannot be interposed as equitable set~offs to a demand

against the corporation, although the corporation is insolvent.‘

1Goodwin v. McGehee, 15 Ala. 232; Thompson v. Meisser, 108 Ill. 359; Paine v, Cw

trsl Vermont R. Co., 118 U. S. 152.

?'$flwy=r v. Hoag 17 W ll 610' c d .P <1 c, as Mo. App. 237- w11celerv
Mlllflf, 90_ N. Y. 853; Jarnign v. B‘eni?<:i11i1,a'Ir0 1l'do.1':le1i-18 §1l§:;d v. Hall, 56 G8» 5635 Th°mP'

son Y. Meisser, 108 Ill. 359.

 

s'l:hoI-nolon v. Meisser, 108 Ill. 359; Gauch v. Harrison, 12 Brad. (Ill. App. 4-57

¢@°vk II, W25; BERG}! II 5121, citing Weber v. Fickey, 4.1 Md. i 96; wimrs v. Sow

'", 32 Fed Rep. 130; Thebns v. Smiley, 110 Ill. 316, and other cases

“Gallagher v. Gcrmania Brewing C0. 53 Minn 214. Equitzzble set oflI—III St Paul

1‘l'ustCo.v.Leck (Minn. 1:394.) as N.' w. Rep. é2s it was held that the insolvency of n.

'p“"Y_"Zflil1§t whom a set ofl“is dlaimeil aflords suflieiient ground for the npplieativll Of thfi

doctrine of equitable set ofl‘, and the equitable powers of the court in such cases are 110!

!mP"l"¢l by the fact that an assignment for the benefit of creditors has been made by the

Insolvent under the statutes of the state. See Bnleh v. Wilson, 25 Minn. 299: Tripp Y

BF\Y1k- 4-5 Minn. 383; Laybourn v. Seymour 53 Minn. 105. 54 N. W. Rep. 94.1. In Sails

d11H'.Mlt<:he1l. (Neh. 1894) 61 N. W Rep. 12'7 it appeared that at the time of the assign

ment ofn. bank Mitchell was indebted to the biank. but held certain certificates of deposit

'1"! Yet due. The question was whether he was entitled to have the l1I110unt0fbiSCl'¢dit3t
the date of the assignment applied toward the satisfaction of his indebtedness to the

bunk. The court said: "The right of set-off existed according to well established equit

Qbie Principles, before the adoption of the Code and ‘that the assignee succeeded to the

rights of the insolvent lJfll1klIlR company as they existed at the date of the assignment

innd no other or greater rights. The authorities bearing upon the proposiiion are not, it

5 ‘I°'1°¢d¢d, altogether harmonious" but the rule as above slated, has the S11l'>P°Yt ‘Jr 9'

“°°'d'id m*1J'°1'“'-IV of the courts as well as text writers and rests upon the more satisfnc~

t9"Y reasons. The following ximong the ma-ny cases in point are cited as sustaining the

VIEW above stated: Hnde v McV&v 31 Ohio St 281' Bairbour v. Bank, (Ohio) 33 N

B- Rpp. 542; Hogson v. Beri-ett as 'oiiio St e:i- Bahk v, Wall. so Me. 167; Miller v
Receiver. 12 Gray 233' Chase Y 'ChHpin 180 Mash 130- Roberts v. Austin. Corbin 3!

°°-- 26 Iowa sis; Cbok v Cole as Ioima 10- nluik v. hank 5:: Pa. St. 203; chase v
B_ank, 66 Pa. St. 169' Van Wagiiiier v Gas Light Co 23 N. J. YLa\v 283; Clflfk Y- Haw“

1""-5 R-I-219; Cox 'v. Volkert so M6 565- ‘\4cCagi§ v Woodman. 2s Ill. s4; Chan“
'- Isms. 5 Paige 592- Smith G Feltor-| 4-3 iziv 419- liothschild v. Mack, 115 N. \'- 1:
T"-l!tCo. v. Bank. 91 Tlenn ass-' Merwiii v Aiist-in sé Conn 22- Trust Co. v. L€Cl(,

‘Minn-) 58 N. W. s2e- st-n{iierv' Israel 126 U s sbc- can-v' Ha’mi1t0n,129 U. s. 252;

Scuttv. Armstrong‘ ilie U s -1-so Porn Rem. §'§ 1+:-3' 169' liurrill Assign, § 340: “"\*
S“'oiT- BIL 118 11$; The-lending, cnsesiasseritin thd opposing viéw (Bank 7- C“pr°n'

22 c°'-"1-939. rind fiaxtun v Bishop 3 Werid 1%) are obviously in conflict with the

mor - ' ‘ ' '
ih {decent opinions of the courts of those states which are cited above. It T0110“?-‘1

a . C .it hell was entitled to the set-ofl' pleaded, and the decree in his favor is right-"

_" 1 1 14
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CHAPTER XIII.

Of the Transfer 0fSI1ares.

§ 178. General Sta.tement.—l\/Iembership in a private corpora

tion having capital stock may be transferred from one person to

another by atransfer of the shares in the method provided by

law. The transferee steps into the shoes of the transferorand is

thereafter entitled to all the rights and privileges, and Slll)_|€Cl2 to

all the liabilities of membership.‘ _

§ 179. Of the Right to Transfer Sha.res.—It is implied in the

constitution of every private corporation that the shareholders

may transfer their shares at will by giving notice of the transfer?

to the corporation.” Like other personal property, share of

stock may be alienated at will unless the general right is restricted

by the charter or other law. The right itself is not derived from

the charter as has been held,“ but is an incident of ownership

, .

 

unrestricted right of alienation—thejus d1'sp0nendi.”*

§ 180. Power to Prohibit Tra.nsfers.—It follows from what has

been said in the preceding section that the directors or managing '

officers of a corporation have no power to prohibit the transfer"

of shares. So it is not within the power of the stockholders, un

less expressly authorized to do so by the charter, to enact a by

law forbidding the transfer of shares without the consent Oi

the president or board of directors. Where a bv—law provided
that no valid transfer could be made without theiconsent of the

board of directors, the court said: “Its enforcement would

operate as an infringement upon the property rights of others,

which the law will not permit. It would, besides, operate as a

restraint upon the disposition of property in the stock of the cor

poration, in the nature of restraint of trade, which the courts

will not tolerate. As the restriction is not imposed by express
4

1San=zerv.U to . 9L U. S. 59; I h ' ‘ . ' R1 . R ekeener “MN YD n s amv Buckingham, 19 N. Y 216, ce v O

r . . . 17+. '

' B\1rr=" *1- Bflshwick R. Co-. vs N. v. 219; "Bank of Attica v. Mfgr. Banl-n 20 Y- 5°11

¥AIl;!1:l;;§7 Bank v. Wasson, 4-8 Ia. 336; Jackson v. Newark Plank Road CO’! 31 N~

Sjohnson v. Luflin. 5 Dill. C. C. 65.

4 Encyclopaedis. XXIII, p. 637. citing In rc Klaus, 67 Vlfis. 4-O1; Triseoni v. Winshilb

43 La. An. 45; Farmers &e. Bank v. \Vasson, 48 In. 386: Miller v. Great RCDUUHC I119"

g§-M593;\_l70- 55; Pool v. Middleton, 29 Benv. 560; Moore v. Bunk of Commerce,

- 0. ,

‘ an incident of the ownership of any species of property, as the ‘
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authority -of the statute of the state, it cannot in such cases, be

enfoi-ced’“

§ 181. The Regulation of Transfers.—Alth011gh thecorporation

cannot prohibit the transfer of its shares, it may prescribe reason

able re ulations and formalities for the ur ose ofprotectin the

3 . . . P P - . 3corporation.‘ Hence the provisioiis of a by-law req_uiring a

transfer on the books of the corporation must be complied with,

or there will be no transfer of membership. A grant of power

“to revulate” transfers does not confer power to restrain trans
fers atbdiscretion, and a provision that shares shall be “trans

ferable only on the books of the company” will not authorize the

directors to refuse to register a transfer, although they may con

sider the transfer detrimental to thc interest of the corporation.“

§ 182. Transfer on Books of Corporation.-The requirement

that the stock can only be transferred upon the books of the_cor

poration is almost universal.‘ Such provisions are intended for

theprotection and benefit of the corporation and do not inca

pacitate a shareholder from transferring his shares without an

entry on the books. Except as against the corporation the share

holder may as an incident of his right of property transfer the

same as he may any other personal property he may own,‘

As between the immediate parties to the transaction, an assign

_ment ofthe shares is effectual and will be recognized and enforced

In equity, as against all parties not showing a superior right.“

Th; “purpose of such a regulation is to afford the corporation

an persons dealing with it the means of ascertainin who are

its shareholders. Without an entry of a transfer upog its books

It would be practically impossible for the corporation to know

Wlfio arg entitled as its shareholders to vote at its meetings, to

W om ividends are to be aid, and who are liable as sharehold

ers to the corporation or ilts creditors. With such an entry "the

books become a record showing who at any particular time are

the shareholders, and who as such are entitled to the rights con

ferred,an_d subject tothe liabilities imposed by membership in the

¢_0rporati0n. A regulation of this kind, then being intended

5818l:‘n.rmers Bank v. Wasson, 48 Ia. 386; Ylliilson v. St. Louis 8: S. F. R. Co., 108 Mo.

M , Snfgent v. Franklin Ins. Co., S Pick. 90; Quiner v. Marhlehead Soc. Ins. Co., 10

79°55 47°; Cho\1teiuiSprin2 Co. v. Harris, 20 Mo. 882; Feckhcimer v. Nat. Exch. Bunk,
VB» 30; B-vncs v. Brown. 80 N. Y. 527; Pa. Ry. Co. v. Comw., 116 Pa. St. 55.

3 Dune v. Young, 61 Me. 160; Planters &c. Ins. Co. v. Selma Sav. Bank, 63 Ala. 585.

‘T fl . ' . . _
ham; v?'NI:€\‘E13€l11'1'.é2gf!;f;b4i;I:,8%li0uteau Spring Co. v. Harris, 20 Mo. 382, Feck

‘Gen. st. Minn., 1878, Ch. 34-, Tit, 1. gs, Tit. 2, §114-.

‘Baldwin v. Canfield. 26 Minn. 4-3; Nicollet Nat. Bank v. City Bank, 38 Minn. S5,

-l°!lYl1 Y- St. Paul Distilling Co., 4.4- Minn. 183; Lnnd v. Wheaten Roller Mill Co., (Minn-)

52 N“ w- R¢P- 268; Continental Nat. Bank v. Eliot Nat. Bank. 7 Fed. Rep. 369; MCNCU

'1-,T°“l-'1 Net Bunk. 46 N. Y. 826; Grymes v. Hone 4.9 n. Y. 17; Turnpike Co. v. Gerhab,

$5“)? 13 511- _R¢p- 90; Thurber v. Cramp, 86 ‘Ky. 408; Robinson v. National Bank.
. Y. 637$ Field on Corp. §§110, 111.

 

M"a§:l’>z|;e9t Nut. Bank v. City Bank, 88 Minn. 85; Dickinson v. Central Nat. Bank, 129

h _.o_

l
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110 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [cn. xiii.

merely to promote the convenient administration of the corpor

ate aliairs, is given binding effect uponthe corporation no further

than is necessary for the accomplishment of that end. Hence it

is competent forthe corporation, for whose advantage the regu

lation is made, to insist upon a strict compliance with the

formalities prescribed, if not itself in fault, or to waive them if it

sees fit.”‘
§183. What is a. Transfer on the Books.-Allthat is necessary,

when the transfer is required to be made on the books of the

corporation, is that the fact should be appropriately recorded

in some suitable register or stock list, or otherwise formally

entered upon the books. For this purpose the account in a stock

ledger showing the names of the stockholders, the number and

amount of shares belonging to each and the source of their titles,

whether by original subscription and payment or by derivation

from others, meets the requirements of the law.’

§184. Transfer After Insolvency or Dissolution.--“After a cor

poration has become insolvent it is the duty of the company 1:0

wind up its aiiairs, call in the outstanding capital, and satisfy

the creditors. The shares have ceased to be the subject-matter of

legitimate trafiic. They are a burden to the owner and a trans

fer will be merely a subterfuge to avoid liability.” This is the

rule in the United States,‘ but in England a shareholder may

transfer his share to an insolvent for a nominal consideration

and for the sole purpose of escaping liability.“ Upon the dissolu

tion of a corporation the right of a holder to transfer shares

necessarily ceases, although a court of equity will recognize a sale

of the shareholders equitable claim .°

§185. Equitable Assignment.-— The holder of shares may make

an equitable assignment of his interest without a transfer on the

books of the company, and the interest ‘of the assignee will be

protected in equity.“ 

1Arn. Nat. Bank v. Oriental Mills, 17 R. I. 561, 23 Atl. Rep. 795. i

"Nat. Bank v~ Watsoutown Bank. 105 U. S. 217- Am. Nat. Bank v. Oriental Mills 1'1

1I;I;:e§:le1\é.0?Vestern Stove C0-. 29 Mo. App. 4-86; Chambersburg Ins. Co: v.

8 Morawetz, I, § 166.

4=Everhartv.West Chester 8:2. R. Co., 28 Penn. St. 339- Chouteau S i-in Co. v. Harris.
20 Mo. 382; Marcy v._Clark, 17 Mass. 330; Rider v. 'lV[orrlson. 54ipMdg. 429. "When

shares are not fully paid up ‘and the corporation is in failing circumstances, it is the gen

eral rule throughout the United States, that the holder cannot validly transfer them to

£1" "1'FSD°"51blE D¢1'§°I\ T01‘ file pl1rp0§e 0f_avoiding further liability in regard to them.

The right 0f1:l'a_n§f€r cannot be exercised in defraud of creditors of the corporation."

Taylor, §7-L9, citing Daiicl'1y_ v. Brown, 24 Vt. 197; Nathan v, whiflock, 9 Paige (N. Y )

éfgc-liggggsffifgf-33 01110 St 1072A!-1ge1l & Ames, 5535; Thompson, Liability 5r

5De Pass‘s Case, 4 De G. 8: J. 544; ]ess0pp's Case, 2 De G. 8: J. 638.

fljames v. Woodriiff, 2 Dcnio. 574-; Waite, Insolvent Corp. 5 385.

'1Fitc1:ibnrgli Savings Bank v. Torrey, 184 Mass. 239' Lippitt v. American Wood

¥‘i;1sJ1e1i;iC1§l%.,&1cdI1€.ébi4k¥e:’$3k1%. Co., (R. I.) 23 Atl. Rep. 967', Smith v.
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§186. Transfers in Breach of Trust.—Duty of Corpora.tion.—If the

agent of the corporation with notice of the rights of the equitable

owner, assists the legal holder to transfer the shares in violation

of the trust, the company is liable therefore.‘ “When the holder

of acertificate of shares in a corporation is the absolute owner,

his assignment and delivery thereof will pass the title to the

assignee; and the latter upon surrendering the former certificate

may obtain a new one in his own name. If the holder appears

on the face of the old certificate to be the absolute owner, and

the corporation has no notice that the fact is otherwise, it may

safely issue a new certificate to the assignee which, if taken in

good faith and for a valuable consideration, will vest and perfect

the title in him. But for the protection of the rights of the lawful

owner of the shares the corporation is bound to use reasonable

care in the issue of certificates ; if by the form of the certificate or

otherwise the corporation has notice that the present holder is

not the absolute owner, but holds the shares by such a title that

he may not have authority to transfer them, the corporation is

not obliged without evidence of such authority, to issue a cer

tificate to his assignee ; and if without making any inquiry it

does issue anew certificate, and the rightful owner is injured by

its negligence and wrongful act, the corporation is liable to him

without proof of fraud or collusion. All the authorities affirm

such liability where the corporation has notice that the present

holder is a trustee and of the name of his cestiii que trust, and

1S_sues the new certificate without making any inquiry whether

his trust authorizes himtomake a transfer.” But the corporation

cannot be held liable for permitting a transfer in breach of trust

unless it had actual or constructive notice of the existence of the

trust.‘ The fact that shares are held by a person as executor is

notice to the corporation that there is a will on record, and it is

b0un_d to take notice of its contents.‘ So the fact that a certifi

Cate indicates upon its face that tlicholderis a trustee is suflicient

to Rut the corporation and transferee upon inquiry.’ Persons

dealing with such trusteee are bound to take notice of the char

 

' P“"°*'¢ '- Byrrs. 40 Cal. 614.

'L°=in:v S-ilisburv \1il|s Co 125 ' -
. - _ . ., Mass. 13 : Birdv. Chica o 8:c. R. Co. 137 Mais

tzgx-_ TNT! v. Presidio Szc. R. Co., 84 Cal.131;sShaw v. Spence: 100 Mass. l-382: Fifihff

1‘9 v‘:“"-‘- 104' Mass. 259; Buhlcns Estate, 75 Pa. St. 304; Porter v. Bank ofRntland,

ma - 410; Bayard v. Furincrs Bunk, 52 Pa. sc. 232. “An unauthorized trnnsfcr

mflgewgfk a serious wrong to the equitable owner and if the corporation AIIOWB it £0 11¢

vcstiggtlitglnfli-vrgge pgthe \vm1t_01'ai1th0rit_v, or if put upon inquiry. without prvI>¢I'i";_

Amq-1m_ 16 R_ L 718 a“H1°1’1tY, it becomes a partv to the wrong." Peck v. Bunk 0

Is ‘cu . ~ ,1§5in::7 vs; ‘§(;_“:T;)'Pg6%€-L§-w%3;-§9£.5'§enn. 221; Read v. Cumberland '1‘. 8: T. Co-. (T5111

nsh Bf v. Fireman's Insurance Co., 68 Md. 564-.

“W v- Spencer 100 M . R orta 413
(1393 A . A ass. 382, London & C. Loan Co. v. Duggau 1 eP913- CB5-L Contra, Brewster v. Sime, 4-2 Cal. 139. Y

k» K
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acter of such trust and to protect the rights of the beneficial

-owner.‘
§187. Transfers in Ignorance of Material Facts.—“In connection

tion with the doctrine of estoppel by conduct, it is important to

consider the effect of ignoranceof material facts. Upon general

principles it is conceived that a person who induces others to act

upon the faith of an untrue representation innocently made by

himself, cannot, as against them, take advantage of his own

want of information; as between them and him they ought not

to be prejudiced by the circumstance that he would not have

made the representations if he had been better informed. But

except where a person has induced others to act on his represen

tations, ignorance of material facts on his part affords asufii

-cient reason for not holding him bound by what in such ignor

ance he may have said or done. Accordingly, it has been held

that if acompany, in ignorance of material facts, is induced to

register an improper transfer of shares, it is not precluded from

‘denying as against the transferee his title as a shareholder,’ al

though it cannot deny his legal title as against other persons

who, on the faith of the company’s register, or a certificate of his

title, have bona fide bought the shares without notice of the

impropriety of the transfer to himself.” ’

§188. Dividends Declared do not Pass by Transfer of Stock.

The transferee is entitled to all dividends declared after the trans

fer, but such as were declared before the transfer belong to the

transferor. “Stockholders are,” says judge Jenkins‘ “as to

property of the corporations, quasi partners, holding per my cf

per tout. The savings of the corporation are part of the corpor

ate property, held by the same tenure, and until separated from

the general mass, the interest of the stockholder therein passes

with a transfer of the stock, and this, irrespective of the time

-during which earnings have accrued. Bv the declaration of a

dividend, however, the earnings, to the extent declared, are sepa

rated from the general mass of propertv and appropriated to

the then stockholders, who become creditors of the corporators

for the amount of the dividend. The relationship of the stock

holder to the corporation, as to the amount of the dividend, is

thus changed from one of partnership ownership, to that of cred

itor. He thereafter stands to the corporation in a dual rela 

lfiudd Y. Munroe 18 Hun. 316. The ' f h i th t D d left the‘-‘°'“fi'~‘“*° with .fl1='"°¢1'@1Hry of the cori1‘diii1efic?n,aaii§es'=5ii§‘iigi¢ iiifllgrrged liilm that he

-expected to obtain a loan from D upon the security of the shurci. The loan W88 "°t

3‘,§§;t€*§l1‘_¢bs §¢¢1'§tat1;]y refused to rchlffl the certificate until directed to do so bx 13- T1"

I QCOVQYB l ' '

Mining co" (Mont. 1B¢94_\)!fl3g¢P::_‘. Ital; glgigres from the corporation. Galvin v- M“

9Si_mm v. Anglo-Am. Tel. Co. 5 Q. D, ig5_
‘R311-,;gd1=.V' LEW Of Companies 53; Balkis Consol. Co. v. Tomklnson, H. L. (1393) 1

‘whecler V“ Northwcstem 515811 Co., 39 Fed. Rep. 34-7.
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tion,—with respect to his stock, as partner and part owner of

the corporate property, with respect to the dividend as cred

itor upon a par with other creditors of the corporation.

The severance of the earnings from the general mass of cor

porate property, and the promise to pay, arising from the

declarations of the dividend, works this change. The earn

ings represented by the dividend, although the fruit of the

general property of the company are no longer represented by

the stock, but become a debt of the company to the individual

who, at the time of the declaration of dividend was the owner of

the stock. That the dividend is payable at a future date can

work no distinction in the right. The debt exists from the time

of the declaration of dividend, although payment is postponed

for the convenience of the company. The right became fixed and

i

absolute by the declaration. This right could, of course, be

transferred with the stock by special agreement, but not other

wise. The dividend would not pass as an incident of the stock.‘

’ * ' The dividends are earnings growing out of the stock,

but when declared are immediately separated from it, and exist

independently of it. Theyarehappily likened * * * to “fallen

fruit which does not pass with the sale or gift of the tree.”

§189. The Rights of a. Purchaser of Shares Transferred in Vio

lation ofa. Trust.—When the legal title and apparent unrestricted

power of disposition of shares is vested in a person, a purchaser

from him for a valuable consideration without knowledge of a

pecret trust upon which the shares are held is unaffected by the

rust.

§190. I11ustra.tion—Winter v. MontgomeryGas Light Company! —

Oil March Sf), 1871, there stood on the books of the Montgomery Gas Light

Cvmpany, thirty shares of its capital stock in the name of “_]. S. Winter, trustee

R" M317 E-_Wmter." On that day J. S. Winter, trustee, assigned the thirty

811-Ere: to _I. Gmdrat Winter, which transfer was registered on the books of the

°°_mP='1l1y- On August 21, 1871, certificates for the five shares in controversy,

bemg Part of the thirty shares, were issued by the company to J. Gindrat Win

_t'~“1’.Wh0, On the 25th day of the same month, delivered them to ]. S. Winter,

'nd°"$11]g 011 feach a power of attorney, authorizing him to transfer, set over,

and assign on the books of the company the shares to such person or persons,

and for such consideration, as he may elect, with full power to appoint one or

;*}11°1'6 persons with like power and authority to make and effect the transfer of

°. shat“ O11 August 26, 1871, _]. S. Winter, by instrument in writing,

géizlgned and transferred the certificates of shares, with all dividends, to D. S.

E “"915 F9 _5¢_¢ure the payment of three notes, amountingin the aggregate to
$a00, his individual debt, with irrevocable power of attorniey to Sclinnk to sur

fffllder the stock and have the same issued to him in his own name. It appears

mm the F-‘i°ad1"gs and evidence that the stock was the statutory separate

‘Siam! Of Mrs. Winter. It is insisted that the transfer to J. Gindrat Winteris

 

-,1‘ §"“,',‘d’g= '- Bflmdane, so N. Y. 544.; Hill v. Newichnwanick Co., a FIIIIL4-59,£|.ifil‘H.‘|¢\']

‘mm-cd~t593.‘_ B_oai-dmau v. Railway Co., 84- N. Y. 157. A legatee of shares is not

The dl_vm:naddl_lTldE!ld thereon declared before, but payable after the death ofthe testatoi"

4,: Y‘ Kn“ L?;1_11:.D€-gtggathe corpus of the estate and passes to the executor. DeGen

iss ‘“'~ 544. (1890) per Clapton J.

k__——
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114. PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [CH- XIII

void, for the reason that under the statutes then in force no valid sale or con

veyance of the separate estate of a married woman could be made other than

by an instrument in writing. executed by her husband and herself jointly,

attested by two witnesses, or acknowledged as provided bylaw. It will be

admitted that J. S. Winter, holding the stock as trustee for his wile, and as her

statutory separate estate, had no right or authority to sell and transfer or to

pledge it for his individual debt; also that]. Gindrat Winter having notice of

the trust, both of them are responsible to the cestui que trust for the unauthor

ized use imd disposition of the stock. The insistence of counsel would be

sustained if the question involved only the validity of the transfer to ]. Gindrat

Winter or his transferee with notice. But the question presented by the

record reaches beyond this, and is. when a cerfieate of the stock is accompanied

by a power of attorney endorsed thereon, by the person in whose name it is

issued, authorizing the attorney to transfer it to any person, and for such con

sideration as he may elect. will the title of a purchaser for value, without

notice of any intervening equity, be protected? The general rule is that when

the legal title and apparent unlimited power of disposition is vested in a person,

the rights of a purchaser from him, for a valuable consideration, without

notice of a secret trust upon which the property is held, are unafiected. The pur

chaser, in such case, acquires an equity equal in dignity to the outstanding

equity of which he has no notice. This principle is applicable to the sale and

transfer of certificates of stock. It has accordingly been held that apower of

attorney on a. certificate of stock, authorizing it transfer to any person. renders

the stock transferable by delivery, and if the holder of such certificate is shown

to be a purchaser for value, without notice of an outstanding equity from the

person to whom it was issued, or his transferee, his title as such owner cannot

be impeached. This principle, so far as we have discovered, is uniformly sus

tained by the authorities.‘
The rule is that as between two equities merely the prior equity will prevail‘,

hence in order to give the purchaser precedence, unless under exceptional circum

stances, the legal estate must be annexed to his equity. lt is_contendcd that

the purchaser of a certificate of stock obtains the legal title only by a registry

of the transfer on the corporate books, and that the transfer to Schauck not

having been registered, the equity of Mrs. Winter is superior. By an examina

tion of the cases in which it has been expressed that a. transfer on the books of

the corporation is essential to pass the legal title, it will be seen that thecxpress

ion was used in reference to the construction and purpose of the statute. making

the stock of the corporation transferable on the books, and to protection

against creditors and subsequent purchasers. In Bank v. Hartwell," we said

that to this end. and for this purpose. the transfer must be made in the mode

prescribed by the statute; and while a transfer on the books is essential to pass

the legal title, and operate as notice, a purchaser of the stock, though no regis

try is rnadc on the books, may acquire such right thereto as a court of equity

will enforce and compel its transfer on the books. And in Campbell v. Iron Co., "

speaking _of the transfer of a certificate of stock without registration on the

books, it_is said: ‘If in proper form, and otherwise nnobjectionablesuchacon

veyance is good and valid between the parties. although it may be void as

against bona fi_de creditors, or subsequent purchasers without notice, and

a though as against the corporation itself it may convey an equitable title, con

ferring rio right to vote, draw dividends. or other like incidents of ownership." ‘

What title passes, as between the parties, is a different question. The registry

on the books of the company of J. Gindrat Winter, as the owner. arid the issueof

new certificates in his name, vested the legal title in him. and clothed him with

all the indicia of ownership and the apparent right of disposition. As between

him and Schanck, _his transfer passed to the latter the title he possessed, and

flfmt‘-d the latter with power to compel a transfer on the corporate books. 8115

his representative demanded, October 5, 1886, the transfer to be registered. 

1'l‘urupikc Co. v. Ferrce. 17 N. ]’. Eq. 117- N tt' Tb 46 Ga 84-' Brewster

v. Sirnc. 4-2 Cal. 139; \Veaver v. Burden, 49 N. ;‘lS%3‘;7‘l3i-\n(l){l€r‘?ii(‘\)?t:i'y-znan, 5 Gill. 886.

784- Ala. 379, 4- S. Rep. 156.

383 Ala. 351, 3 S. Rep.

‘Bank _v. Pinckurd, 87 Ala. 577, 6 S. Rep. 364,.

_ if iii“ * ill‘
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Whether, in such case, the title of Sc_hanc_k will be upheld against intervening

equities arose and was expressly decided in Dodds v. Hills,‘ in which caseSmith,

at the time he took the transfer, had no notice that Hills held the stock in trust,

but received notice before he sent it for registration. In is said; ‘Although it is

true that, as between him and the company, Smith did not become the owner'

til f 'un ii ter registration,nothing but his own act was necessary to make liim com

plete owner of the shares. I-lis position was like that of a person to whom an

estate is conveyed, to become legally vested on the perfomiance of some condi

tion such as the making of a demand or the like" and in such a case notice of, a

trust would not prevent the subsequent performance or effect of this condition."

And in Cook,‘ the author, after alluding to the rulc in England, remarks: ‘In

th' co t ' ' ' ' 'is iin r) a different rule prevails, and it is accepted and assumed as element

ary that a bona fide purchaser for value, of stock, belonging to a trust-estate,

and sold in breach of trust, is nevertheless protected in the purchase, although

he has not registered the trans cr on the corporate books.’ The f L dcase o an_

C0. v. Dennis,“ does not militate against this view. In that case, on the princi

plc that a certificat f t ke o s oc , endorsed in blank by the person to whom it was

issned, is not a negotiable instrument, which may be regarded as well settled, it

was held that, such certificate having been lost or stolen from theownerwithout

fault_on his part, his right to it is superior to that of any other person who ma
_ Y

acquire it b_v purchase for value from any other holder. It will bc observed that.

_the finder or thiefhad no apparent right or claim; no color of title. The blank

in the power of attorney was not filled in. The trausferrer was not possessed of‘

the legal tltl o ' ' ' ' ' '_ c, r any indicia of ownership, or the apparent power of disposi

tion. Schanck derived title to himself directly from the last registered stock

holder. The cases are not parallel. By ]. S. Winter's transfer to J. Gindart

Winter, causing it to be registered, and by the issue of new certificates in his

name by the company, the transferer to Sclianck was vested with the legal title

regular on its face with t '_ _ , ou any indications to awaken suspicion. He acquired

the title which his transferrer had, but no better, except that it was discharged"

frointhe trust.—a legal title sufficient to his protection against prior latent

equ_itics. In Mills v. Townsend,‘ it is said that while a transfer of shares b an
Y

85BlgflI1'lCIlt pf the certificates can be effective only between the parties to the

assignment it has been held ' d '_ . , in accor nnce with the usages of trade, that the

lfldorscmcnt of the certificates invests the assignee with the legal title to the

interest so assigned as against all persons except the corporation. It was ruled

that a bona fide purchaser, through inesne conveyances, starting from a trustee

Zrllouaqils the stockin breach of a trust. is protected. While certificates of stock

_ 0 negotiable instruments, when endorsed in blank, they are nevertheless

intended to pass from ha d ' h
_ n in and by delivery. The purchaser looks to the

genuineiiess of the certificates. and. the ino‘icia of ownership appearing on their

5"» he is _without means to ascertain the rights of his vendor. If the purchaser

were required to look beyond the last registry on the books of the corporation

:0 ascerl_a_in whether there are any equities, or whether the stock was held in

éust. faclhtyin disposing of them would be greatlyobstructed, if not destroyed.

h =12“ a purchaser for value from the party who is the last-registered stock-~

ag er. and to whom new certificates have been issued without notice, is not

thected by the rights of holders back of the registry.‘ There is no pretense"

if Sehanck had any notice of Mrs. Winter's equity, and in the instrument

€;"f1""8 the certificates to him, ]. S. Winter covenants and agrees that he is

Befi flzful owner and holder of the stock, and has just right and authority to

and”? ]dl5P°!¢ Of the sa_ine. The company is estopocd to deny Schanck's right

denc It B. and to h_is equity a legal title was annexed sufiicient to give him prece

b e over the equity of Mrs. Winter. of which he had no notice, and which was

ack cf the registry to J. Giridrat Winter.“

12m~m.&M. 4.24. I

’5*°¢kI= I. §a25.

Isis .\lfl..5G5 as R 3

"09 Mn.‘ 115 °P- 17.

‘°°°k- M ass, .443

4 M 'andlebmzm v. Mining C0.. 4. Mich. 465,
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§ 191. Effect of Transfer Upon Rights and Liabilities of Pa.rties.—

Upon a sale and transfer of shares the transferee becomes en

titled as against the transferor to all subsequent dividends, and

undertakes to pay all subsequent calls.‘ _ The transferee cannot

defend an action to recover calls by asserting that the original

subscription was induced by fraud.‘ It is the duty of the trans

feree to have the transfer made on the books of the corporation,

and if he neglects to do so the transferor‘ may by bill in equity

compel him to do whatever is necessary to relieve the transferor

from any further liability to the corporation and its creditors.‘

The transferor retains the right to all the dividends declared be

fore the sale, and the transferee is entitled to all declared there

after unless the contrary be expressly agreed upon by the parties,

and “this is the rule whether the dividend be payable before or

after the sale, and whether the sale be private, or at the stock ex

change, or in the open market.” ‘ The rights and liabilities of the

parties as between themselves may of course be determined by

their contract. °§l92. Diligence of '1‘ra.nsferer.—Under a statute which required

that the transfer should be noted on the books of the company

within sixty days after assignment it was held that an assign

ment was good as against an attaching creditor of the assignor

where the assignee had used due diligence in demanding a trans

ferubut the company had refused or neglected to make the trans

er.§193. Surrender of Certificate-'-A corporation should not per

mit a transfer or issue a new certificate until the old certificate is

surrendered, as both the corporation and the transferee would be

charged with notice of the equities of the holder of the outstand

ing certificate. If the corporation should issue a new certificate

it would become liable upon both the outstanding certificates to

innocent purchasers for value.’ The purchaser of a certificate re 

1Supp1y Ditch Co. v. Elliott, 10 Colo. 327, s. c. 3 A . St. R . 586 d note: Libby Y
T£;l:éee3;'+§£%..°) £9 l8iztlI.mRepé9O4;I!:ippitt‘\;. Am. \Vood glaper C2). 15 Rilll. 1 1.4, § 188.

. p. o. v. ew _ 9 _
3Kellogg v. Stockwell,75 Ill. es.“'( 5' 18 4’) 19 S‘ E‘ mp‘ 781'

‘1\4Orewet1 I. §177: Beach §6.19; Currie v. White, 45 N. Y. s22; Hill v Newicha

wanick Co., "71 N. Y. 598; Hyatt v. Allen, 66 N. Y. 553: Boardn-inn Y. Lake Shore R. Co.,

g:}Ij;I-cYér1g'g:‘ §{7b§=-lee!" g;";lOX'l;l“\'l!SteX‘|:| Sleigh Co., 39 Fed. Rep. 34-7; see Burroughs

. mining Y. Quicksilver Mining Co. 24 Hun 360 See § 161 Discharge by T1'fl!1!fE\'

'5FirstNn.t.Bank .o‘1 ,c 1,’ ' ' ' . - ;

sup“ 1894) 35 Pacfncgf ‘158°;\_ ( ° ° 5139- 1894.) 36 Pnc. REP. 618. \\ eber Y. Bullocl |

Under the statut s of \‘V h’ t ~ ~ ' hIggy; bree¢cT1°xl_)é@e‘(i]B€d,:’l1(',Z‘1Elt11i'll'\6§IS101 '{i‘q§'%aag"..ll§.°.§l’l‘l.'§ pile §2.?§€€t2€;.‘3l§ §}l.Z'lll'§i.§shig>r

. ownsen & . . _ _ _ _ cc
B%Zasvt.h\\'gr2;=dfit/p1is.é4s Pa. St. add. C co Y Nat Bank 6 wash 597

‘ . ° Y1 0 _ e 0 cers ofthe corporation to make the actual transfer upon Pf“

¢B:1%t';‘<II;1;iJ_ft:[lJ1l:,:_c_ertifi1cat$k Green Mountain &. S. L. C0. v. Bulla, 45 Ind. 1.
231- G -1r‘ A “‘°\§; 1 ““- 369; Bflqeeport Bank ‘v. New York &c.R. Co., 50 Corm

..A' “‘ °‘ "~ °s*°"‘ T*1- C<>-- 4-3 Mum 434: Holbrook v.N.]. Zinc Co.,57 N. Y.616
th ‘Q? act sllfilefl-‘ll by 1'-11¢ <:0rpQrnti0n that invested athird partv with the 0wnerShiP °f

the 9 “=5-_“'“'-h9“t (‘I19 Pl'°1=¢Ct10n and surrender of the certificate, rendered it liable to

fi;n°;;‘:1°:‘;;:“}‘;:r‘f,"c‘")§1I1t¥ 10 rlgsist any transfer in the books without such produc

- Us In , "

U. TEL Co" (Minn 1894) 61 §"1€,. N. Y. 365. But see Guilford v. \V¢lf=fl3
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citing that it is “transferable only on the books of the company,

on the endorsement and surrender of this certificate,” has a right

to rely upon the certificate securing to hiin the shares which it

represents, and he will be fully protected. Until the outstanding

certificate is surrendered the corporation can not be compelled to

issue a new certificate.‘

§194. Evidence of Tr&nsferee’s Rig'ht.—Th€ ofiicers of the com

pany are the custodians ofits stock books, and it is their duty to

see that all transfers of shares are properly made, either by the

stockholders themselves or persons having authority from them.

If upon the presentation of a certificate for transfer, they are at

all doubtful ofthe identity of the party offering it with its owner,

or if not satisfied of the genuineness of a power of attorney pro

duced, they can require the identity of the party in the one case

and the genuineness of the document in the other to be satis

factorily established before allowing the transfer to be made?

§195. Indorsement of Oer1;iflca.te—Efi‘ect of.-The execution of an

assignment in blank with power of transfer, upon the back of a.

certificate of stock, is a warranty of the genuineness of the paper,

which may be enforced by any bozia fide purchaser of the certifi

cate who fills up the assignment with his name.” But it is not a

warraiity that the certificate represents valid shares.‘

§196. Rights of Bona Fide Purchasers of Stock Gertiflca.tes.—Th€

possession ofa certificate confers an apparent right to the owner

ship of the shares, and where a pledgee wrongfully transfers a

certificate indorsed with an assignment and power of attorneyin

blank, to a bona fide purchaser without notice. the title of such

purchaser is superior to that of the former owner. “The holder

Ofsuch acertificate and power possesses all the external indicia

oftitle to the stock, and the apparently unlimited power of dis

position over it. He does not appear to have, as is said in some

Of the authorities cited concerning the assignees of choses in

action, a mere equitable interest which is said to be notice to all

persons dealing with him that they take subject to all equities,

latent or otherwise, of third parties; but apparently the legal

title and the means of transferring such title in the most effectual

II1ariner.” The rightful owner is estopped from making any claim

igainst the innocent purchaser.“
 

5,)‘-Lc{':g1|:1:1l3T(-;'$5fIbl=l:‘_aulDlsti|ling c<>., 44. Mum. 1ss- Lund v. “Iheaton Roller Mill Co
1

1 "
s12§h‘v' Rep‘ 324.-\V. Rep. 268, but ace Giiilford v. Western Union Tel. Co-. (MII1n- 1394-)

id ustiee Waite in Telegraph Co. v. Davenport 97 U S. 369' Thompson v.Stnn1ey

Y
890: Peck v. Bunk of America, 16 R. 1. 710.

‘-Pcfllilliews v. Mass. Nat. Bank, 1 Holmes 896.

5\Ic‘;Il7 _¢-'8 Bank v. Kurtz. 99 Penn. St. 344

,- :11 v. T ni \' ' ' . - 129 iii. 356

*;-...n¢°§§§'§-JB°6rg§n. 4-9 N. Y. 286; Contr-ii, Tayleri v. Great Indian Peninsula R. Co., 4

L.
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§l97. Illustra.tion.——Merchants Bank V.LiViI1g‘Sl3011.l—-Th€ action

was brought to foreclose a pledge of certain shares of stock.

Some time prior to january, 1 875, the defendant, Livingston, being the owner

of 100 shares of such stock, delivered the certificate thereof to the defendant,

Barrett, to secure a loan from him of about $3,000. Injanuary, 1875, Barrett

took the certificate of stock to one Watson, the resident manager of the plain

tifl‘, in the city of New York, and told him that he wanted to get a loan oi

$8,000 from the plaintiff, upon the stock represented by the certificate, for one

of his clients, who did not wish to sell the stock, but would rather hold it. The

certificate was then in the name of Livingston, but there was no indorsement

upon it, nor power of attorney attached to it. Watson informed Barrett that

if he would bring a proper power of attorney attached to the certificate, he

would make the loan. Thereafter Barrett, by representing that he ought to

have the instrument to secure his loan of the $3,000, procured Livingston to

sign a printed blank transfer and irrevocable power of attorney to make a

tran sfer of such certificate. Barrett then again took the certificate ot stock

-and the power of attorney signed by Livingston, filled up, except the name of

the transferee and attorney, to Watson, and delivered them to him, and received

a check for $8,000, payable to his order, on which he drew the money. He sub

sequcntly, in the same way, borrowed. upon the security of the stock, as he rep

resented for his client, $1.000 more. He afterwards absconded, and never paid

any of the money to Livingston; and he was not authorized by Livingston to

borrow it or pledge the stock. It has thus far been decided in this case that the

plaintiii is entitled to the stock for the security of the loan made by it, and the

decisions have been based upon the authority of McNeil v. Bank,’ and other

similar cases.
It was held in those cases that a blank transfer of a certificate of stock, with

irrevocable power of attorney to transfer, signed by the person who appears by

the certificate to be the owner, like that used in this case, confers upon the hol

-der of this certificate and power of attorney the apparent legal and equitable

title to the stock. and that a bona fide purchaser of such stock from such holder

can hold the stock against the real owner, who is estopped from asserting his

title. The principles upon which those cases rest are fully set forth in the case

of McNeil v. Bank, and need no further elucidation here. In such cases the

apparent owner, in his dealings with persons, relying in good faith upon the

ap_peai~ances, is the real owner, and may sell or pledge the stock and deal with

it in all respects just as the real owner could. But in that case and the Othfif

similar cases the holder claimed to be just what the appearance indic:\ted——th€

real owner-—and to deal with the stock as such.But this case is distinguishable from those. Barrett did not-claim to be the

-owner of the stock. He represented that it I elonged to his client, and by that

must have been understood to mean Livingston, whose name appcarcd i11tl'l¢

-certificate as the Owner of the stock; and he represented that he wanted a loan

for his client. He had no authority, in fact, to make the loan for him, and l1¢

had nothing to show that he had such authority. He was clothed wi1.h.no

apparent authority to make such loan. The power of attorney gave no such

apparent authority. There was nothing in that showing anyconncction with a

loan, and that added nothing to his apparent authority. All the plaintiff had

then,when it made the loan, was the naked assertion of Barrett that hewasact

iflgfor Liyingstonz and upon that assertion it relied at its own risk. Itcould not

hold Livingston for the loan; and this bein" so, what right had it to take and

hold Livingston’s stock? Knowing that the ztock did not belong to Barrett, it

could not take it as security for a loan to him. It, at most, had informatiofl

that Barrett could only pledge the stock for a loan to Livingston-, and if he wa5

not authorized to make the loan, he was not authorized to make the pledge. At

the verymost, the appearances indicated that Barrett was authorized to pledge

the stock for an authorized loan, but not for a loan which he was not author

ized to make. _

114. N. Y. 222. (1878) per Earl], '

94,6 N. Y. 325.
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In such a case, the doctrine of estoppel does not apply. Livingston d_id not

hold Barrett outas authorized to borrow money for him; and hence he is not

estupped from denying such authority. He did not hold him out as authorized

to pledge his stock for such a loan; and hence he is not estopped from disputing

the pledge.

If Barrett had gone to the plaintiff with the certificate and powcrofattorney,

claiming to own the stock, he could have pledged it for a loan to himself or any

other person. If he had been authorized by Livingston to borrow the money,

he could probably have pledged the stock in his possession to secure it. And he

could have taken the certificate and power of attorney and gone into the mar

ket,clairning to act as the agent of the plaintiff and have sold the stock and

given agood title. The possession of the certificate and full power of attorney

would have given him the apparent authority to sell. But a. power to sell is not

a power to pledge to secure money borrowed. An agent to sell is not agent

to pledged

lt may be that Barrett transferred to the plaintifi" all the interest he had in the

stock as pledgee of Livingston; and whatever that was may be protected upon

another trial.

_§198. Transfer on Forged Power of Attorney.—If the corpora

tion transfers the shares of one of its members on its books in

recognition of a forged power of attorney indorsed upon the eer

tificate, it incurs an alternative liability, either (a) to the original

shareholder who is free from fault, for a conversion of his shares,’

Or (b) to a bona fide sub—transferee of the shares who has pur

chased them on the faith of the new certificate which the corpor

ation has been induced to issue in consequence of the forgery.’

There is no liability to the first trans'eree of the certificate.‘ But

the corporation may maintain an action against him on his war

ranty of the genuineness of the power of attorney.“

§199. Rights of Attaching Creditors as Against Assignee.—The

law can not be considered as settled as to whether an unreg

istered sale and transfer of stock which either by statute or

charter is declared to be transferable only on the books of the cor

poration, iseffectual to pass the property as against a subsequent

attaching creditor of the vendor. The decisions are contradic

t0l'y- It would seem that the attaching creditor could acquire

110 greater interest in the shares than his debtor had at the time

of the attachment. If he has transferred the entire beneficial in

tfirest the attaching creditor could thus acquire but the bare legal

title. Such a creditor does not occupy the position of a bona fide

purchaser for value, and the better rule seems to be that the

fights of_the attaching creditor are subject to those of the equi
 

:H°I"'_v v. Marvin. 3 E. D. Smith, 71; Bonito v. Mosquera, 2 Bosw. 401.

‘Sew:-ill v. Boston W. P. Co., 4 Allen 277; Davis v. Bank of England, 2 Bing. 898.

I U“d"_fl1° Ellklish decisions such 8. transferee becomes a member of the corporation.

SZTEBBHIQ Bic. R. Co., L. R. 3 Q. B. 584-: Freeman v. Cooke, 2 Exch. 654; Pickarcl v.

Kfagvg Ad; & El. 459. But by the American decisions he is simply entitled to indemnity.

‘Sf’ °°l< = Appeal. 127 Pa. St. s01; Keller v. Eureka &e. Co., 43 Mo. s4.

5 ‘mm v. Anglo Amer. Tel. Co., 5 Q. B. Div. 188.

Boston &e. Co. v. Richardson. 135 Mas, 473_ The subject of the transfer of shares

‘fin f°"l¢d powers of attorney is clnboratelv -discussed by ]lld!{= Th°mP5°" in 26 Am‘ L‘

°"- 55- Sec also Balkis Consol. Co. v. Tbmpkinsou, H. L. (1893) 1 R- 179

A__;_n.-
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table owner.‘ But the lien acquired by attachment is not divested

by a sale of the outstanding certificate subsequent to the attach

ment even to a bona fide holder for value.’

\(§ 200. The Lien of the Corporation Upon Shares.-A corporation

has no lien upon the shares of its members for debts due it unless

it is created or authorized by the charter or statute,‘ or by agree

ment of the parties.‘ The lien may be created by a by-law adopt

ed by a majority of the shareholders.‘ Where a lien is created by

the charter or by a general law. all persons purchasing sh ares are

bound by it, but if it is created by a by-law it does_not_,_bincl a'

purchaser without notice.“ When the law gives to a corporation

a lien on the shares for any debt due the bank from the owner, it

has a vested right in the shares which cannot be divested by a

subsequent assignment thereof by the shareholder.’ The cliar

acter and extent of the lien is determined by the terms of the pro

vision creating it. When the statute gives the corporation a lien

upon the stock at all times “for all the debts due from them to

such corporation,” the lien attaches for debts incurred before the

acquisition of the stock.“ The word “debt” includes the liability

on a note not due,” and “indebted ” includes the collateral liability

of a surety.“ But such provisions do not prevent an assignment

of the equitable interest in the shares, subject to the rights of the

corporation.“ The corporation may waive its lien by allowing a

transfer on its books."
§ 201. Remedy for a. Wrongful Refusal to Transfer.—When the cor

poration wrongfully refuses to permit the registry on its books

of a transfer of shares, the party entitled to the transfer may

either bring an action for damages or a bill in equity to compel‘

the transfer, and in some jurisdictions he will be entitled to a

mandamus.
 

1Lund v Wheaten Roller ‘Mill Col, 60 Minn. 86; Baldwin v. Canfield, 26 Minn. 4-32

1zOslyn v. St. Paul Distilling Co., 4.-4. Minn. 183; Broadway v. Mcfilrath, 13 N. J. Ea. 24-;

obinson v. Nat. Bank, 95 N. Y. 637; Morinvetz l, § 196; Contra, Fisher v.. E553

Bank, 5 Gray, 373; Central Nat. Bunk v. Williston, 138 Mass. 244-; Peoples Bank V.

Gridley, 91 ni.-1.57.

7Shenai-idoali V. R. Co. v. Grifl-‘ith, 76 Va. 913,
3Case v. Bank. 100 U. S. 4,4-6; Merchants Bank v. Shorise 102 Pa. St. 4-S8’ Driscoll 7.

West Bradley lvlfg. Co., 59 N. Y. 96; Williams v. Lowe. 4- Neli. 382. '
lvnnsands V. Middlescx County Bank, 26 Conn. 144. When no restriction is placed

bylaw °" the '"'fl"5f°Y °f °_°1'P°\’flt¢ Stflvk, a purchaser of such stock is not affected

by_aiiy contractual restrictions on the power of transfer of which he had no notice.

Brinkerhoff Ferris T. 8: S. Co. v. Home Lumber Co. 118 Mo. 4|-I»-7.

5Lo.ckwood v. Mechanics Nat. Bank, 9 R. I. 308; Morawetz I, §201.

5DflscOll V. \\'€ it B dl R! .. C .. . - - ' 65

ca-L 359; Bishorfv‘ éfijhgycof‘ 13% :39 N. Y.o9§ . California _Bai-ik v. Grange“ Ba“k

. . .. .4 1'Bnnkei-hofl' &c. Co. Y. Home Lumber 328., ig8'1\1Boa,n-1.131.?‘ Atchwon vi Du‘-fee’ 118 MO 3 '

7Molia_.wk Nat. Bank v. Schnectady Bank 28 N. Y. S. 1100, 78 Hun. 90.

5Schmirlt v. Herinepin County Barrel Co. 35 Minn 511vol-ant v. Mechanics Brink. 15 Sefg, & R I140 ' '

1° St. Louis P. Ins. Co. v. Goodfellow, 9 Mo. 149; Leggett v. Bank, 24 N. Y. 283.

871% Nat. Bank v. Wntsontowri Bank, 105 U. S. 217; Moore v_ Bank Qfcommq-cg, 52 Mo.

12 Hill v. Pine River Bank, 4.5 N_ H, 390
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g.

§202. An Action for Da.ma.ges.—The usual remedy is an action

for damages and when new shares can be purchased in the mar

ket it is reasonably adequate. There is some conflict among the

authorities as to the proper measure of damages in case of a con

version of shares bya refusal to permit a transfer to be registered.

One class of cases holds that the measure of damages is the mar

ket value of the shares at the time of the conversion,‘ in accord

ance with the general rule for the measure of damages for the

conversion of personal property. “In the absence of special circum

stancesvin an action for conversion of personal property as well

as one for failure to deliver it in performance of a contract where

considerationhas been received, the value of the property at the

time of such conversion or default, with interest, is the measure

of compensation/” A few cases hold that the measure of dain

ages is the value of the shares on the day of the trial,”° while a

third class holds that it is the highest market price reached by

the shares between the time of the refusal to permit the transfer

and the day of the trial.‘

§203. A Suit in Equity-Another remedy of which the party may

avail himselfis a suit in equitv, to compel a transferfi “To say

that the holder shall not be eiititled to the stock, because the cor

poration,without any just reason, refuses to transfer it, and that

he shall be left to pursue the remedy of an action for damages, in

which he can recover only a nominal amount, would establish

a rule which would work great injuries in many cases, and confer

a Power on corporate bodies which has no sanction _in the law.

A Court of equity will enforce a specific performance onacontract

for the sale of real estate and compel the execution of a deed by

Elie vendor to the vendee, although an action at law may be

1'0ught to recover damages for the breach of the contract. Such

a case bears a striking analogv to the one now presented, and

£116 Same principle is manifestly applicable when the remedy in

;g;§§?.i§§5§e§;.gs:;a§§.8§i“§;.:::@.ass: 2;:1"1.~.i22.%*..::.-.::’:.= ..-."%z%'. 1:
fiifgjinvd-E fsizfiiiicez. is gut 14-; ilotlyruiliiirlgii-:tvN:1tiigii‘ril:i:':("P1f‘kIc):1:85;)’;-£1? W

8”." Funk (Tex _1B'9at)m;si' ‘S’I.‘e€l}.11zi91)51E$76-S'Kwi'tR'cilit104;ifl c 111 Bank 20Wcn

90, Nieollet mu. Bank v. Cit 1: lc. ziiiixiil ', °. '""’ lfc f‘ “ ° ° '
(;°°k'ch> _ Y a_n in 85, Catt 0

zmimes§7’g¥6&:?§é0$§e;ll1gl§l1;Consol. Co. v. (H. L. 1893)

a w
4

0 en 'v'.Routh,14- c B 's2'v- B-ercich v Ma 'e 9 Nev 1112

D::|'l°mm v Sierra Nev. Silver M. Co. 61 Cr:il.'629; Dent v. Holbrook, 54- Ca1.1Q-5;

co 3 “S5 Y- Klfflfl. 9 Cal. 562. See Kid v. Mitchell, 1 Nott. 8: McC. 334; Central B-l1lIll(l‘ll§'

Yohv. Atlantic &c. R. Co. 50 Ga. 4-4-4.: This was the rule established by the early NEW

w eases. Markham v.1n.udon,4-1 N. Y 235' Kortright v. Buflhlo Com. Bank. 2°‘

‘mm 90¢ R0maine v. Vim.-kllcii, 26 N. Y 1:309 biit in the more recent cases the gfiflflll’

glue‘ is ‘“l°lJt=d that the measure of dai-nage-s is the value at the date of the eonversium

Goof: ‘§‘~525fll=e.t66 N. Y. 518: Harris v. Tumbridge, 83 N. Y. 92, and other cases cited by

1 | HU I.‘

shlorehend v. Westem N. c R c 247- Li 1 v. N. P. Ry

§,°"157 Pl 59- 75; Archer v. \‘\"a.tc°r' g§|i.)'33; S'l2l'l1‘:;sO1:Z'V. Thomp
Den(Ore. 1:-192) 31 Pac. Rep. 514- Cushinan v inner 1\i'i;_- Co. 76 N. Y 365; Wa1k=rY

b 1:1-oit Transfer Co., -n Mich. 3'38» iilmgi v' Chicago m. cb 129 i\1=1.=.-=. 46: Cum!)

53a _v- American &¢. Co.122 N. Y. 4-'55-'Hil1v.. Atoka Coal Co. (Mo. 1.se:1)21 5~“'- R°P-e
‘ Gould "- Head. 41 Fed Rep. 24.0;' Morawetz I. §213; TflY1°l'| 5599
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122 PRIVATE CORPORATIOXS. fen. xiii.

law is inadequate to‘ furnish the proper relief.‘ The bill may be

in the alternative for a transler of the stock or for damages.’

§204':. By Mandamus.-The great weight of authority is against

the rule that mandamus will lie to coin pel the registry of a trans

fer of shares. The reason for denying this remedy is thus stated:

“The applicants have an adequate remedy, by a special action on

the case, to recover the value of stock i.f the bank has unduly

refused to transfer it. There is no need of the extraordinary

remedy by mandamus in so ordinary a case. It might as well be

required in every case where trover would lie. It is not a matter

of public concern, as in the ease oi public records and docninents,

and there cannot be any necessity or even a desire of possessing

the identical shares in question.” 8 A recent writer says: “Shares

of stock in a trading corporation are supposed to possess a

market value which may be made the basis for calculating the

measure of damages for the losses resultingfrom a failure or refusal

to enter their transfer on the registry of the corporation. Man

damus is therefore seldom granted to compel their transfer.” ‘

But there are respectable authorities which hold that mandamus

will lie, particularly where there appears to be no good reason

yvhy the registry of the transfer should not be allowed. ° _

1Cushman v. Thayer Mfg. Co. 76 N. Y. 365. " This is, it seems. the surest, most com

plete and most just remedy for compelling a corporation to register a transfer of stock.

and for adjusting the various conflicting rights or claims of other parties." Cook I.§391

“ A C0l1i'.!'8.ct for the sale of shares will be specially enforced in equitv, if it is not uncons

onable (Miss. 8.: M. R. Co. v. Cromwell, 91 U. S. 64-3) or against public policy,when from

the scarcity of the shares or other reasons the purchaser cannot go into the market and

purchase similar ones. Johnson v. Brooks, 93 N. Y. 337. But if shares similar to the

ones which are the subject of the sale, are readily purcliaseable in the market, equity W111

n°t- 35 11 general rule. specifically enforce the contract; but will leave the parties to th¢if

 

reme 3 at law. Ross v. U. P. Ry. Co., 1 Woolw. C. C. 26." Taylor, §7£-)0. SceFalls' Ap

peal.d91 Pa. St. 4-34-. "Iii such a case. it is well settled. that. although the common law

r

eme y for damages is available. it is inadequate; the only efiective r--medy is an order Of

Ege court of equity to compel such oflicers to make transfer of the stock on the books of

c ¢°mP8Y1Y 110 the f1SS1i,'11e-'. and thus enable such assignee to enjoy all the rights of tl1¢

stockholder in such corporation, and likewise to compel such oflicers to issue new certifi

cates of_stock upon the surrender of the old ones.” Tiedeman, liq. Jur. §504.-.
"Birmingham Nat. Bank v. Roden (Ala. 1892) 11 So Rep 883- In re Reading I1'°"

Works. (Pa. 1892) 24 Atl. Rep. 202. ' ' '3Shipley v. Mechanic's Bank. 10_]ohn. 4-84-; State v. Rombauer, 4-6 Mo. 155; Stack

pole v. Seym~-ur, 127 Mass. 104-; Townes v. Nichols. 73 Me. 515; Gray v. Portland, 3

IWRBS. 364-: l\Iurray v. Stevens,110 !\Iass.95;Bakerv. Marshall, 15 Minn. 177 (Gill.136)

Tobey v. Hakes, 54- Conn. 274-; Burnsville '1‘p.Co. v. State 119 Ind. 382; Freon v. Car

riage co. 42 Ohio St. so; Kimball v. Union Water co. 4.4 Cal.173' Bank of Ga. v. Har

rison, 666:1. 696. ' '

4-Spelling, Extraordinary Relief, II §1615.5State v. Mclver. 2 S. C. 25; State v. Cheraw & C. R. Co. 16 S. C. 524-; Green Moun

tain &c. Co. v. Bulla. 4-5 Ind. 1; People v. Goss Mfg. Co. 9!; Ill. 355; State v. First Nat.

Bank. 89 Ind. 302; _People v. Crockett. 9 Cal. 113; Crawford v. Prov. Ins. Co., 8 U. C

(C. P.) 263; Goodwin v. Ottawa 8: P. Rv. Co., 13 U. C. (C. P.) 254-' Sleinmons v.Th0fl_1P'

son, (Ore. 19,92). 31 Pac. Rep. 514; Cauipbell v. Morgan 4 111. App. 100; Norris v. Irish

Land C<>-- 8 E1- & B1- 612: Ward v. s. E. R. Co. 2 El & 1'31. 312- Ex parte.Sa1‘g¢11l'-,L-R

17 Eq. 273. " There is not wanting strong authority both in niimbcrs and eminence. f0!‘

the doctrine that rightful registry may be conipelled by mandamus. \\'hen this is the

"“,'e- 9- dcma-11 ll DY letter is suflicient, and the writ ma - issue upon noncompliance there

T“"‘th-. S‘-ate V- 1\'ICIY<-*1", 2 S. C. 25. But mandamus willinot be granted where the relator

'5. 5-’“‘ltY °f bad fllith. Reg. & Liverpool &c. R. Co. 21 L J Q B 284- nor where the cer

tificates have been issued to another where rights would. bic prejudiced. Bailey v. Stro

heckcr. as Ga. 259; as Am. Dec. ss; State v. First Nat. Bank so Ind. 302: Durham "

Mon. S. LI. Co., 8 Ore. 4-1. unless, indeed, the applicant shows a better title. Rei-L Y

Charwood T' R- CO-~ 1 c- 8-5 F- 4-19. I101’ even where the duty to register is prescribed by

statute, unless the applicants right to possession is clear and unquestionable. Slemmoflfl

3'" Th°m"S°"- <0" ) 31 PM Rm 614-: Compare. Bangor Electric Light 81¢. Co. v. Rob

‘"S°"-.52 F°d- R°P- 5?-0-" Encyclopedia. XXIII p. 667 Spelling says that there is an

exception to the general rule that mandamus will not lie when by statute it is madii ill‘?

_1tt>ll1ain 11'n1f?StCl’i8.l duty of the corporation to make the proper entries of a transfer aft"

Prgxsgtfi <2: Osrl})are§s6%r§execution against the original shareholder. Extr. Relief II, §161-(73
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§ 205. Specific Performance of Contract to Transfer Shares to the

Corporation — New England Trust O0. v. Abbott. ‘—The plalfltlll

brought a bill to compel the transfer to it by the defendant, as

executor of the will ofjosiah G. Abbott, of certain shares in the

plaintiff corporation, which were held by said Abbott at his de

cease, and which. it was alleged, he agreed, when the certificates

were issued to him, should be appraised at his death by the

directors, and transferred to the plaintifi' at the appraisal, if the

directors so elected. The bill also sought to enjoin the defendant

lrom prosecuting an action at law brought by him against the

plaintiff to recover certain dividends upon said shares that have

been declared by it. The terms of the agreement are found in the

b_\--laws of the plaintiff corporation which were printed upon the

back of the certificates of stock.’

Morton ]. said: “The defendant contends that these by-laws

are void. We have not found it necessary to consider that ques

tion, and we express no opinion upon it. We think that the case

may well stand on the ground that the defendant’s testator en

tered into an agreement with the plaintiff to do what the plain 

1 38 N. E. Rep. 432, (Mass. 1894-.)

{The following are the material by-laws

Art. 7. Any member of this corporation who shall be desirous of selling any of his

shares, the executor or admin’ t '_ is rator oi any member, deceased, and the grantee or as

5'Is’11¢¢_0f any shares sold on execution, shall cause such, their shares, respectivel to be

appl'81SCd by the directors, which it shall be their duty to do on request, and shal€there

upon offer the same to them for the use of the corporation at such appraised value; and,

if said directors shall choose to take such shares for the use of the corporation, such

membeaexecutor, administrator, or assignee shall, upon the payment or tender to him of

such appraised value thereof, and the dividends due thereon, transfer and assign such

share or shares to_ said corporation; provided, however, the said directors shall not be

obliged to take said shares at the appraised value, unless they shall think it for the in

terests of the c_o_inpany; and if they shall not, within ten days after such shares are offered

t_0 them in w_riting. take the same, and pay such member, executor, administrator, or as

tgljiillixliesetthie price at which the same shall have been appraised such memb .' ~ t d

ra '

, er, e\tcu or, a -

or, or assignee shall be at liberty to sell and dispose of the same shares to any

P¢‘l"!;pn whatever.

rt. 8. The directors shall have power, and it shall be their duty, to sell and dispose

of the shares which may be transferred as aforesaid to the corporation, whenever,in their

Jl1<1Rm¢"ll. it can be done with safety and advantage to the corporation; and in all sales

made by the directors, under any OI the aforesaid provisions, it shall be their duty to sell

the shares to such persons as shall appear to them, from their situation and character,

most likely to promote confidence in the stability of the institution; no greater number

than one hundred shares being assigned to any 'onc person, nor, iii the case of a. person

“l"°°~d.Y £1 member, a greater number than will be sufiicicnt to increase his revious num

ber to_one hundred shares." These by-laws were adopted before any certilibates of stock

were issued. Afterwards. but before the capital was increased, ' article 7 was duly

ainended by adding to it the following:

It shall be the duty of such executor, administrator, grantee, nr aasigiiee to ofi'er said

shares for Bllpraisal, and to be taken by the corporation, if it shall so elect, whenever re

quest"! l)!-' tilt actuary or secretary, and no dividends or interest shall be paid or allowed
aftcrafailiire to comply with suchirequest: provided, that such request shall not bemadc

until after the payment of one dividend and the expiration of six months from the death

of the owner or sale as aforesaid, but the ofi'cr may be niade at any earlier period if the

Party shall perfcr." _

“E‘g'ery certificate contained on its face, as part of the certificate, the provision that

'8-Id shares are transferable only in persoi1.0r by attorney, duly constituted, on the

books of the companv, and in the manner and upon the conditions expressed in the by

hlws °f the ¢0mDflt1_vi printed upon the back of this certificate.” On the back of the cer

uficat?“ “"‘~‘"1 Printed by-laws 7 and 8. Bv-law 7 was printed as amended on the back of

those issued after the increase. There were also on the stubs fromi which the C<'l'tifi¢flt¢-9

were detached. in the certificate books, two receipts given and signed by the d¢f¢I1d=‘~Y1t9

t¢8t_ator at the time the t ' ‘ - ' ' ' '_ wo certificates were issued to him in tl1C40T1g‘1fl£l1 and increased

capital. which were each f ll “ ~difi as o own: Received the above certificate subject to the con

Ons and restrictions therein referred to and to the b3‘—lnw8 of the ¢°mP11"3' t° “'1“°h

I “Bree to conform." '

.4.4,‘!ll-1.L_
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124 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [cn. xm.

tiff now seeks to compel his executor to do. It is manifest that

a stockholder may make a contract with a corporation to do or

not to do certain things in regard to his stock, or to waive cer

tain rights, or to submit to certain restrictions respecting which

the stockholders might have no power of compulsion over him.

In Adley v. Whitstable Co.,‘ Lord Eldon says: ‘It has been fre

quently determined that what may well be made the subject of

a contract between the different interests of a partnership would

not be good as a by-law. For instance, an agreement among the

citizens of London that they would not sell except in the markets

of London would be good; yet it has been declared by the legis

lature that a by-law to that effect is void.’ ' In the present case

the certificates were issued to the defend ant’s testator in consid

eration of the payment by him to the corporation of the amount

duefor the stock, and ofthe agreements with it on his part which

they contained. By accepting them without objection, and by

signing the receipts, he must be held to have agreed to the con

ditions printed on the backs of the certificates. The fact that the

conditions were contained in by-laws which may have been in

valid as such does not render his agreement void, if the contract

was in substance one which the corporation had power to make.

We think that it had such power. It is held in this state that a.

corporation, unless prohibited, may purchase its own stock ;“ and

we see nothing opposed to public policy in such an agreement as

this, with corporations like this. If honestly carried out by the

directors, it tends to secure a trustworthy body of stockholders,

from which those having the care and management of the afiairs

of the coporation naturally would be selected. It certainly can

not be contrary to public policy that the managers of this and

similarinstitutions should be persons of skill who possess the con

fidence of the public. The restraint upon alienation is no great¢l'

than is often agreed to. In England it is not unusual to find in

the deeds of settlement or articles of association under which

corporations or joint-stock companies have been organized, and

which correspond to the charter and by-laws here. provisions re

quiring the stockholder,in case he wishes to transfer his stock, to

offer it to the directors, or to submit to them the name of the

transferee for approval.‘ No objections seem to have been made

to these provisions. In this state, the legislature, in numerous

instances, has provided, in the charters of corporations like this,
 

1 1'1 Ves. 815, 322.

2Sce also, Davis v. Proprieto s. t ., S M t _ - ‘ , M -facture,rs' & Traders’ Bank, 20 E05, Crick, S(t£Iell§sss'8)z ii.()Bglnk or Attica Y mm

8 Dupee v. Water Power Co., 114 Maul. 87,

‘Barents \'- Slwrtridze. 5 H- L. Gas. 297: Poole v. Middleton 29 Benv 646' Ex p=\rt=

§;1l1)n=9:B2B ¢h- Aim -146: Mofiatt v- Fflfquhar, 1 Ch. Div. 591'; Ch:1ppel'1's cés=. 6 Ch
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that the shares shall be transferable according to such rules and

regulations as the stockholders shall establish, and not other

wise. It is hardly possible that the legislature was ignorant of

the construction which has been put upon the power thus con

ferred, and which in the case of the first corporation of the_ kind

-chartered in the commonwealth, the Massachusetts Hospital Life

Insurance Company,‘ was shown, it is said, by the adoption of

by-laws from which those in this case were copied. It is true that

this charter contains no provision in regard to by-laws or to the

transfer of shares; but the policy of the legislature cannot be af

fected by such an omission, especially in view of the fact that

many of the charters since granted contain this provision.

Neither do we think that the agreement is void for the reason

that it authorizes the plaintifl’ to invest, as the defendant con

’te_nds,in its own stock, or because it compels the defendant to sub

mit to the appraisal of the directors. If the enumeration in its

charter of certain things in which it mayinvest is to be construed

as excluding, among others, its own stock, we think that the ob

__]ect of the agreement is not to secure the transfer of the shares to

the plaintiff as an investment, but to enable the directors to dis

P°5_@ of it to such person or persons as shall appear to them, from

their situation and character, most likely to promote confidence

in the stability of the institution; and though, pending its dis

Pqsition by the directors, it may, for convenience’s sake, be placed

with the company’s securities, and dividends, it declared, col

lected upon it, that does not alter the essential character of the

tenure upon which the company holds it. It is settled that one

may agree to sell his property at a price to be determined by an

°th@1‘, and that he will be bound bv the price so fixed, even though

the Party establishing it was interested; provided the interest

was known. and no objection made by the parties, and no fraud

-Or bad faith is shown.’

The defendant objects that there was no real appraisal, and that

hf“. did not ofi"er the stock for appraisal. The records of the plain

t1HSho\v that at a directors’ meeting, at which were present six

teen d“'e°t°1‘S»it was voted thattlie defendant’s stock be appraised

3? $220 per share, and taken for the use of the corporation. The

fllrectors were not bound to give the defendant notice or a hear

mg (Palmer v. Clark, supra); and we must assume that they

gave the matter such attention as, in their opinion, was neces

sary, and that the appraisal correctly expresses their judgment,

aftertakiflg into account such matters as they thought should be

1”“ 1318. e. iso.
Brown v B 1| . 1 v

Bgnamy 18% up ows, 4- Pick. 179, 189; Palmer v. Clark, 106 Mass. 373, 389. H8 BY -

, . '. ,as, - - .St .9Cusl1569, Bg||J_ saleaazéth 1;‘o8x8’v-1.1;-£:z3e.ltOn, 10 Pick, 275 , Strong Y rung
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126 PRIVATE coxr-omvnons. [cm XIII.

considered. Thereis nothing to show that they were so mistaken

about the facts that what they did was in no fair sense an ap

praisal of this stock, but of something else. It is said that they

omitted the good will. If so, it was, at most, an error of judg

ment, which would not invalidate the appraisal. It was not a

condition precedent to the appraisal that the defendant should

offer the stock. The agreement of defendant's testator was, in

substance, that the stock should be appraised by the directors,

and that it might be taken at the appraisal by them if they so

elected; and that has been done. The offer was for the purpose

of fixing a time from which the ten days should begin to run at

whose expiration the stockholder could dispose of his stock if the

directors had not elected to take it. If the directors appraised

the stock, and voted to take it at the appraisal, an oflfer was

unnecessary. .
Lastly, the defendant contends that the plaintiff is not entitled

to specific performance, because the stock was greatly under-.

valued, and because the plaintiff has a remedy at law. It is evi--.

dent that to remit the plaintiff to an action at law for damages

would defeat the very purpose of the contract, and would not,

we think, furnish an adequate remedy. No stock in the plaintiff,

companyhas ever been sold in the market, and all thesharesthat;

have been transferred have been transferred to the plaintiff, andL

disposed of by the directors in the manner provided. About,

three-fourths of the stock of the original subscribers has beew

thus transferred. There is no evidence .that the testator ever ob-i

jected to this mode of dealing with it; and we see no good reasonl

why the plaintiff should be obliged to accept damages for which-;

it might be difficult to lay down a clear rule, instead of performs

ance.‘ The case would perhaps stand differently if the shares

were bought and sold in the market like mosit stocks.’ The-I

defendant does not charge the directors with any fraud

in the appraisal. He expressly disclaims that. It is well

settled that where one agrees that another may fix the price

for certain property, or the sum to be paid for material or serv

ices, the decision of the party selected cannot be impeached by

showingthat he has committed an error of iudgment, or failed to

availhimself of all the information which heimight have obtained,

or has valued the property too high or too low.‘ The evidence

that was offered by the defendant relating to the value of the
 

Nlgaglégad corp" ‘7- Babcimky 5 MBi¢- (Mass) 34-6; Cushmau v. Manufacturing C9-I 76

2Adam v. Mcssinger, 147 Mass. 185, 17 N4 B 4.91

3Palmcr v. Clark, supra; Flint v. G'bs 106 \[ 3 1 . R my C1 1; 1g91\{nsa.
145 ;_ Railroad Co. Y4 Mar_ch, 114» U. 52%‘. 5 Su‘p.nEst-. 1i)08'5 ' céteggidyon viirwiatsony 4' C

$11,)!“-14-8; Sharps v- Rflflwssg Co . 8 ch. App 507; Richards v. May, 10 Q. B. Div.-1-00;.

'5 7- .l*1°5°11[1392]3 Ch. Div. 44-1; Ranger v. Railway Co., 5 H. L. Cue. 72
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stock was therefore rightly excluded. It is equally well settled

that specific performance of an agreement to convey will not be

refused inerel_v because the price is inadequate or excessive. The

difference must be so great as to lead to a reasonable conclusion

of fraud, mistake, orconcealment in the nature of fraud, and to

render it plainly inequitable and against conscience that the con

tract should be enforced.' It is to be observed that this is a suit

directly between the company and a stockholder, to enforce acou

tract made with the company by the latter, and that the rights

of third parties are not involved. Many of the cases cited and

relied upon by the defendant are cases where the rights of third

parties are involved, and therefore inapplicable to this.

The result is that the plaintifif is entitled to _a decree compelling

the defendant to convey the shares upon payment by it of the

amount of the appraisal, with interest, and enjoining him from

prosecuting the action at law.
 

iciiut. ' , ' . . _ 0;? 1;
mjohnsgl ggiliiiccy ‘l66_Mass. 189, 80 N, E. Rep. 550, Lee *. .Kirby. 104- Mass 4.2 at

_ n. 259, RailrondCo. v. Babcock,G Mctc. (Mnss.) 84-6, 352; Cathcart v.
Robinson. 5 Pet. 271; Unclerhill v. Van Cortlai-idt, 2 Tnhns. Ch. 339; Belchierv. Reynolds,

2. p. B7,’ Weekes v. Gallard, 21 Law '1‘. (N. S.) 655; Fry, Spec. Perl‘. (3d Am.

- , no e 1.
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i-___ - _,,.

CHAPTER XIV.

Of Corporate Meetings and Elections.

§206. In Genera,l.—Tl1e powers which are conferred upon a cor

poration can be exercised only at a regularly convened meeting of

the members, or of the board of directors, and the action of

members or directors elsewhere than at acorporation or directors

meeting, does not bind the corporation.‘

§207. Regular and Special Meetings.-The charter Or by-laws

-ordinarily provide for a time of holding regular meeting, and for

the calling of special meetings. The difierence is of importance

by reason of the necessity for special notice of special meetings.

§208. Notice of Meeting.-No power or function entrusted to a

body consisting of a number of persons can be legally exercised,

without notice to all the persons composing such body.’ Hence

there can be no valid stockholders’meeting unless all the share

holders have had proper notice.” Notice will be presumed until

the contrary appears.‘ If the time for the regular meeting is fixed

‘by charter, by-law,“ or by usage,“ no other notice is necessary.

The notice must fix the exact time,’ and place of meeting.” If the

meeting is a special one or the business of an extraordinary char

acter° such as a sale of the property of the corporation,“ or dis

-solution of the corporation,“ it must also indicate the nature of

 

ihuke v. Markham, (N. Car.) 10 So. B. Rep. 1017; Buttrlck v. Nashua &e. R. Co.. 62

N. H. 4-18; Gashwiler v. Willis, 33 Cal. 11; Peoples Bank v. St. Anthonv R. Co., 89 Hun.

4-97. But in l’._.ongi-noiit Supply Ditch Co. v. Cofiinan, 11 Col. 551,'it was held that

where a. msqority ol'_tlie hoard of directors, acting separately iii accordance with usagq

approved ClB.lII1S against the corporations. the corporation is bound.

2 People v. Batchclor, 22 N. Y. 129.
5San Bnenaveritura &c. Co. v. Vassault, 50 Cal. 534-; State ‘V. Bonnell, S5 Ohio St. 10.

In hm. Nstgflank v. Oriental Mills. 17 R. 1.551, 23 Atl. Rep.795, itwas held that it was

sufficient to give the notice to the holder of the equitable titlc—the former holder having

the bzirc legal title riot coupled with an mtg;-¢5t_
Notice to the pledgor of shares is sulficiene. McDariicls v. Flower Brook Mfg. Co.. 22

§t. Notice to one member ofa firm is sufficient. Kenton 8zc. Co. v. MCAIPIH, 5 Fed

ep. .
4-Sargent v. Webster, 13 Metc. 4-97; McDaniels v. Flour Brook Mfg. C0-, 22 vt- 274'

5Morrillv.Littl F ll Mf.C .,5 ' _, - ' - _ 5;St te
v_ Bmmeu‘ 35 Obi: S?‘ :0. E 0 3 Minn. °71, \\ arner v. Mower. 11 Vt 38 11

eAi.iiiutic&c.1ii .c . .s d as . - - - ' cu h.‘Q Mass_ 301- 5 ° V an "5. N H.252. Sec Wiggins Y. Freewill Baptist “Y6

1San Buenaventura 8-ac. Co. v. Vassault, 50 Cal. 53-L.

3Miller V. English, 21 N. I. L. 317.

"Warner v. Mo\ver, 11 Vt. 38' - P 1 l 4-40.
"Shelby R. Co. v. Louisville R?oCpo.e,s11\§1l§iii1sali.IFlf'.'y(_:)°(-52v: westcoui 14 Gray

11 St. Mary’; &e. Assn. v. Lynch, (N. H.) 9 Atl. Rep. 98.
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the business to be transacted.‘ At a special meeting only the par

ticular business for which it was called can be transacted.’ The

notice must be served a reasonable time before the meeting.’ The

acts of a meeting at which all the stockholders are present is valid

although no notice of the meeting was given.‘

§209. The Time and Place of Meet1'.ng.—The meeting must be at

atinie and place which is reasonable and which will not cause

stockholders great inconvenience. Shareholders’ meetings must

be held within the state by which the corporation was chartered.“

But the corporation itself and the stockholders who attend an

extra territorial meeting, and creditors who voluntarily deal with

the corporation,‘ are estopped to deny its validity and regularity.’

As against ofiicers elected at a meeting held outside of the state,

those previously in oflice retain the right to control the affairs of

the corporation.“

§210. Manner of Conducting Meetings.—Men1bers may conduct

.a corporate meeting in any manner convenient and agreeable to

themselves. as long as they do not violate any of the provisions

0f_tl‘l€ll; charter or by-laws. No particular formalities are re

quired.

§211. Qualifications of Voters.-Generally, the right to vote at

Fflrporate meetings upon complying with rules and regulations,

is an incident to the ownership of shares in a private corporation.

Ifthere are no provisions in the charter or by-laws, the right to

vote must be determined bythe meeting and not by the president."

The general rule is that “the stock or membership book furnishes

_P1'1I11a_fi2cie evidence, and that the corporation can not be required

to decide the question otherwise, that being one of the objects of

keeping the books on which transfers of membership in the cor

P0ration are required to be recorded." But this rule has received

$0 nianv modifications to avoid the hardshi and in'ustice of ar

. - P J P

“mi-cases, that many states have found it necessary to regu

‘Atlantic De Lai

 

Ch _ no Co. v. Mason. 5 R. I. 463; In re Bridgeport Brewery Co., L- R.on-]D1\'.191. A notice which statestlie object to be “to consider the question ofan issue

5 tom“ °.fth9 ¢°111PBfly, Secured by a mortgage on its property," is sufficient to author

Zsirgg éfikéfltgéofa vote authorizing the giving of a mortgage, under a statute which re

“ .

_
.

€M,,“_ 1892,)°3'::1‘;‘§.t%I81§£1lr)1u(1ic!l9éac called for that purpose. Ei. ans v. Boston Heating Co.

*Wai-ner v. Mower, 11 Vt. 385.

5Cassell _ ' - _
‘stuuvVHLexington &c. Co., (I\_v.18S8), 9 S. \\ . Rep. 502

27 - Rlldlcy, 4-1 Fed. Rep. 531, S. C. 139 U. S. -1-17; Ste-bbins v. Merritt, 10 Cush.

‘0rmsbyv.Ve tM' ' C 5 - t 86 Vt 74-4-' B llows

8-hTg2d, as _Ia. 2g3?nGral:i:.i:gv. §Ssr2riqé.¥.' 1g?%'ofir1-li3‘(’l'.%i)iI.1gil1;'Gen. sr. Minn.e1878,

‘xv _» §36, Hudgson v. Duluth &c. R. Co., 46 Minn. 454-.

right v. Lee, (S. Dak.) 51 N. W. Rep. 706.

"3“<11eyv.smcz 139 U s 4.17
, . . . .oglzliillhgson v‘.vli)ukluth, Etc. R. Co., 46 Minn. 454-. I

P! 1- e ham 1 Page Ch. N. Y.) 690,- D ' . Pott . 28 N. J. L- 33- ll 1"

“f°"’"1'r &¢- Co., L. R. '11 cii. Div. 1(o9; Hughes v.°I‘:’va!.1ii§§r,v20 N. fr. ss.

State v. Chute, 34- Minn. 135.

‘U11-">l'l’r.Il v. Little Pulls Mfg. Co. 53 Minn. 871, 65 N. W. Rep. 547.
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late the matter by definite statutory provisions.“ _This right

can not be impaired by a by-law.’ But the corporation may at

the time of issuing shares stipulate that the holder shall not par

ticipate in the‘management of the corporation.“ Generally on the

grounds of public policy the holder oi_ the bare legal title is not

permitted to vote,‘ although an exception is made in the case of

executors, administrators and trustees.‘ \\’here the stock is held

jointly by three executors, it can not be voted unless all agree

upon the vote.“ In California it is held that one in whose iizinle

shares stand on the books with the designation of “trustee, can

not vote them if he has no actual interest in them.’ Stock held by

or for the corporation can not be voted.“ stockholcler is not

disqualified from voting because of personal interest in the matter

under consideration. Thus he may vote upon a proposition ‘£0

ratify the purchase of property from himself.”

§212. Cumulative Voting.-At common law each shareholder

was entitled to cast one vote irrespective of the number oi

shares held,” but the law and custom now is to allow

one vote tor each share.“ The right of cumulative voting (1085

not exist unless expressly conferred by statute."

§213. Voting by Proxy.-There is no right to vote by proxy

unless it is conferred by statute," charter,“ or by law.“" No par

ticular form is necessary.“’ The proxy need not be acknowleged
__ .__;

 

1Spelling, I, §378; ex parte Evans v. \\7lleocksf7 Cowen 4-O2; State v. Ferris, 42 C0111!

660; McNeil v. Tenth Nat. Bank,-4-6 N.Y. 325; Coinw.v, Dalzell, (Pa.189.‘-3), 25 Atl. Rel)

535; Moi-awetz I, §4-83; Beach I, §275; Cook I. §6_11. holders
The stock books, when identified, are competent evidence to showwho are shqare L 509

Glenn v. Liggett, 4.-7 Fed. Rep. 4-72. In re St. Lawrence Steamboat Co., 4-4» - -1- - " '

9Brewster v. Hartley, 37 Cal. 15.

3Miller v. Ratterman, 4-7 Ohio St. 14-1.

‘See Clarke v. Central R. &c. Co., 50 Fed. Rep. 338.
5Brewster v. Hartley, 37 Cal. 15. In re Barker, 6 Wend. 509; Gen. St. Minn. 1878,

Ch. 34, §4.is.
6Tunis v. Hestonville &c. R. Co., (Pa. 1892), 24- Atl. Rep. 88.

7Stewart v. Liahoncy Mining Co., 54- Cal. 149.

9American R. F. Co. v. Haven, 101 Mass. 398.R91-lijgiingaard v. Goodhue Co., 49 Minn. 4-83; \\'oodrufl' v. Dubuque &c. R. Co., 30 Fed

ep. .1° Taylor v. Griswold, 14- N. J. L. 222. See Harvard Law Rev. Nov. 1888 p.156

11Hay v. Comw. 82 Pa. St. 517; Detwiler v. Comw. 131 Pa. St.614-: Morawctz I.§-.L8

12 Pierce v. Commonwealth. 104- Pa. St. 150. Provisions for minority representatiiofl

are now found in Pennsylvania, California, Illinois, \\"est Virginia, L11SSO111’1v N°b“‘5 8'

Michigan and Kansas. See Cook I, §609 a. Beach 1. §301.

19As by Gen. St. Minn‘ 1878, Ch. 34-, §§ 86, 129.i¢C01111'I10nWe11lth v. Bringhurst, 103 Pa. St. 134-; Craig v. First Presbyterian Church.

88 Pa. St. 4-2; Taylor v. Griswold, 14 N. J. L. 223; Harlen v. Phillips, 23 Ch. Div. 14-. 1"

re St. Lawrence Steamboat Co., 44- N. _]. L. 529.15Detwiler v._C_omw.. 1_31 Pa. St. 614-; People v. Crossley, 69 Ill. 195; State _v. Tudgri

5 Day 329; Phillips v. Wickharn, 1 Paige Ch. (N. Y.) 590. But see Taylorv.Griswold,

N.]. L. 223; s. c. 27 Am. Dee. 33, annotated. _

1,;"A stockholder who desires to exercise his right to vote on his stock by P,1'°¥§'-If’:
undoubtedly bound to furnish his agent with such written evidence of the latter s rip

to act for hirn, _as will reasonably insure inspectors that the agent is acting b" the“uthOJ'

1"’-Y °f 1115 P1'_"1¢1D81. but the power of attornev need not be in any prescribed form, 1101' f ‘Ii
executed with any peculiar form alitv. It isfsufiicient that it appear on its face to coii_e

the requisite authority, and that it be free from reasonable grounds of suspicion of _lt5

8°m11I1¢11'-‘$$_ and 1111’¢l1eI11Iieit3'; and the court in reviewing the proceedings at an elestloln

must be satisfied that the inspectors had reasonable grounds for rejecting th¢P1'°x-"' n

re St. Lawrence Steamboat Co., -1-4. N. J. L. 529; Maria v. Garrison, 13 Abb- (N- C-) 210'

4‘~ A ~ . Q __ 5 g
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or witnessed.‘ It need not state the day of election.’ The rule

seems to be that a stockholder cannot give an irrevocable

proxy,‘ even for a valuable consideration,‘ although he may

transfer the legal title to a trustee for the purpose of voting, as

the trapsfer is presumably revocable at the will of the beneficial

, ll
on ner. Irrevocable proxies ” are revocable but not necessarily

void.“

§_214. Inspectors of Elc->ction.—The right to appoint inspectors"

or judges of election is vested in the shareholders and not ' thin eboard of directors.’ Such power, however, maylbe delegated to

the directors b ' a b -la Th l) y w. e egal owner of stock is entitled to-

vote upon it, and the ins ectors lp iave no power to inquire into

h .t e question of the equitable ownership, ° or to assume a judicial’

o ' tp ner o try the genuiiieness of a proxy if it is in regular form.’

The duties are ministerial and not judicial ‘°

§215. The Quoi-um.—A quorum is such a number of the mem

hers of a body as is necessary to transact the business at a meet

ing thereof.“ Less than a quorum have power only to meet and

adjourn. The by-laws generally provide that ainajority of the

stock shall constitute a quorum at a stockholders’ meeting, and a.

majorityin number at a directors meeting." A majority of a quo

rum may bind the corporation." Where the charter and by-laws

are silent on the subject, the common law rule is that such of the

shareholders as actually assemble at a properly convened meet

mg, although a minority of the whole number, and representing

°nlY_ a minority of the stock, constitute a quorum for the tran

saction of business, and may express the corporate will, and the

b0dy_will be bound by the acts." It requires at least two to

constitute a “meeting.” One individual cannot hold a meeting

 

_l.4.

-4

..r;--—

 

althou h h ' ' ' 15 D

_ g e is the owner of a majority of the stock. It has

iln re Cecil. 86 How. Pr. -l-77.

Zlsmgflgnscud, 18 N. Y. Sup. 905.

0? fll v. Diibuque &c. Railroad Co., 80 Fed. Rep 91; Griflith v. Jcwett 15 W. K. L.

B"";l9& C°°k 1- §G10; In re Director Gcrmieide Co. 55 Hun. 606. '

‘Sgt v. Bank of Newberiz, 6 Paige 837.

cprohibit J. Ohio Bze. Ry. Co 6 Ohio Ct C Re 41'
c by Qt mt -. ._ . p. o. In some states voting trusts are

v_ Stu", 49 Ot~m1)1St_¢!€;33S'ee Shepang Voting Trust Cases,60 Conn. 553; Ohio & M.R.Co.

ggguzvnvv. Pacific Mail Steamship Co., 5 Blutch, C. C. 525.

8 a e \. Merchant, 37 Ohio St. 251.

.DMor:\'-vetz I, §4g.;._

Réatter of Cecil, 36 gQ,._._ P,._ (N Y ) 4.”_

1° °‘““’- "- Wvslpcr. 3 5011:. & R.-29-.

iiciliwis Mut. Ins. Co. v. Sliortwell s Allgn 217

iii-‘oster v. Mullan l1 P M 0‘ '
4,40; . D 7 . . Co., 9- Mo. 79 - Ellsworth W. M. Co. v. Faunee. 79 Me.

“P%;‘:° 2-_'1;\1t1lc.55 Conn. 455-. Sargent v’. Webster, 13 Met. 497.

0- d - -1 . ..‘1¥=51‘i§’i~i"r*Z<‘."¢‘Z?.‘%°=§‘iiii*..7".'3"“¥°“ We Pm
73, C .F .tP l) t I.'|ChIJ\"l‘l.58cow“ 402-; %2;uri‘ibip_zE_pg:t%r:“l;)ev§ig3o. xv?! Meier. dig; 1;? p)!/1rc:;n\villcoc\ks, 7

§},‘g:';,‘é5#?g‘i‘f'i-!D4vf1;rxl‘aornfQi411§Mass. 5£-)0; Hopkins v. Roseclare Lead Co., 72 I1l.378. In

u - _ . . . .) 104-. t kh ld h Id t’ . transacted theco'r“§§‘i1‘;::1¢<%%ggmself]a vote of thankgnrfudi 8°l1cl0\l[l,’fl€edr. Seee 1&o!:'I'Il lvn.gLitt1e Falls Mfg

k__ _ "’*j“--—-libiflflfl
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been held, however, that where one person owns the entire stock,

he may bind the corporation by contract.‘
§216. Powers of the Majority.-Tl1€ majority of a corporation

means that portion of the shareholders present at a general

meeting who are entitled to control the corporation by their

votes.’ The right of the majority to contract is implied in the

contract of membership, and they have supreme authority to

direct the policy of the corporation. Every person who becomes

a member agrees by necessary implication “that he will be bound

by all the acts and proceedings within the scope of the powers

conferred by the charter, which shall be adopted or sanctioned by

vote of the majority of the corporation, duly taken and ascer

tained according to law/“ _§217. Rights of the Minority.—But the majority must not use

their power for the purpose of defrauding the minority, and

under certain circumstances their action will be scrutinized by a.

court of equity.‘ In sucha case’ it was said: “Plainly, the

defendants have assumed to exercise a power belonging to the

majority, in order to secure personal profit to themselves, with

out reference to the interests of the minority. They repudiate the

suggestion of fraud, and plant themselves upon their right as a

majority to control the corporate interests according to their dis

cretion. They err if they suppose that a court of equity will

tolerate a discretion which does_not consult the interests of the

minority. It cannot be denied that minority stockholders are

bound hand and foot to the majority in all matters of legitimate

administration of the corporate affairs; and the courts are

powerless to redress many forms of oppression, practiced upon

the minority under a guise of legal sanction, which fall short of

actual fraud. This is a consequence of the implied contract of

association by which it is agreed in advance that a majority

shall bind the whole body as to all transactions within the scope

of the corporate powers. But it is also the essence of the con

tract that the corporate powcrs shall only be exercised to accom

plish the objects for which they were called into existence, and

 

1$Wif't V. Smil’-11. 65 Md. 428. But see Button v. Hoffman, 61 Wis. 20.

=Morawetz. §-$16 In Cpllier Mining Co. v. Wilson, so Cal. an, the words "majority

of shareholders,’ as used in a. statute. were construed to mean the majority of all persons

holding shares, and not the holders of a majority of the stock.
‘DY1!'f¢B ‘~’- old (301011? 8-Kc. R. Co 5 Allen 2-L2‘ Alexander v Scare B1 Gay 536,

Meeker v. Northrup Ir n C ., 17 " . ' _ ' . 7' - ' C _27 F=d_ Rcp_ 626_ ° ° F=d- R=p.8-S. s. c. 109 U. s. 180, Ii-vii-iv. Railway o

I-Bjorngaard Y. Go dh C t - . _ t5°‘-,-gigs“£13,3- )9;6 ggflgiginggiiéglgy iizgifditg. 11\I31u;‘Ii1.4SS'?. '1%g?1g;i(2vfl.gglI1;;!1]1sSO$noC;l’)a%§7:

- - ~ » E . ‘ ,

Barr v. Pittsburg Plate oiiuii Co., 5'1 1i)=‘iig.cii'=.i3>.v£;§,°rd' (N' 1' ch") 24' M1‘ Rm 499

53"“ 7- Railway C0-, 27 Fed. Rep. 625, per Wallace I.

>
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that the majority shall not control these powers to pervert or

destroy the original purposes of the corporations.“

§218. Adjourned Meetings.—A meeting may adjourn from time

to time without further notice to the shareholders.’ Corporations

“may transact any business at an adjourned meeting which they

could have done at the original meeting. It is but a continuation

of the same meeting. Whether the meeting is adjourned without

interruption for many days, or by adjournment from day to day,

or from time to time, many days intervening, it is evident it must

be considered the samemeetingwithout any loss or accumulation

of powers."' In order that notice of a prior meeting may extend

and applyto a subsequent meeting,the latter must be held merely

for the purpose of completing the unfinished business of the

former.‘ The hour of adjournment should be definitely fixed and

should be entered upon the minutes in order to affect the members

absent from the first, with notice of the adjourned meeting.‘

§2l9. Elections.—The manner of electing the oflicers and direc

tors of a corporation is ordinarily regulated by the charter or

by-laws, or by custom. In the absence of any specific provision,

all that is essential to a valid election is that the will of the niem

bers be fairly expressed.‘ Every presumption is in favor of the

validity of the proceedings.’ If the proper officers fail to call a

meeting for the election of oflficers or directors at the proper time,

they may he compelled to do so by a writ of mandamus.“

§_220. Illegal Votes.-The acts of the majority are not neces

San]? vitiated by the reception of illegal votes. But if it appears

afiirmatively that without the illegal votes the successful candi

date would not have been elected, the election must be sct aside.’

Votes cast for a candidate who is disqualified for the ofiice, will

I10t_be thrown awayso as to make the election fall onacandidate

llaving a minority of votes, unless the electors casting such votes

 

t lull!" v. Belle Isle Ice Co., 93 Mich. 97; Livingston v. Lynch, -1-John. Ch. 573; Hub

von v. Hotel Co., 2 Drew 8: S. 514.; Brewer v Boston Theater Co.. 104. Muss. 378; Kean‘

v(,-l]°bl18!0n,_ 9 N. J. liq. 401; Rollins v. Clay. as Me. 132; Clcarwater v. Mei-mini, 1

or“ 1- 25; Clinch v. Financial Cor . L. R. 4. Ch. App. 17. There is no doubt of the power

f 11 court of equity, in case ofiii-aud, abuse of trust, or misappropriation of corporate

a‘"1‘d9. Ht the instance of a single shareholder, to grant relief, and compel a. restitution;

811' where the holders of the majority of stock control the directorate, and are them

,§,Q'°’ ‘M “'_'°"Etloers, without nnv showing that the directors have been requested. or

C" ¢$;pOl'lltlOTl has refused. to act. 'Dodge v. Woolsey, 18 How. 831; Pond Y. Railway

Hhlatchf. 280; March v. Railway Co., -L0 N. H. 567; Allen v. C-irtis, 26 Conn.

' ""7 Y. Veazie, 24. Me. 9.

zSmith v. Law, 21 N. Y. 296. In re Newcomh, (N. Y.) 18 N. Y. S. 16; COOR I. §6"1

N°,‘,"§;"°_'Y‘ Mower. 11 vc. 335; Smith v. Law, 21 N. Y. 296; People v. BAtcl1¢l0l'.23
' - 8. Parrur v. Perley, 7 Me. 404..

‘People v. Batchclor, 22 N. Y. 128.

:;1":1:emCi>‘:on v. \Villian1I, 7s car 153,

158%‘ sflflngo Co. Ins. Co., 19 Wcnd. 634.

‘Pm X “'1-‘IS’ V. Addison, 48 Me. 4.4-D.

‘F D cv. _Cuinmmgs, 72 N. Y. 433', Stat: v. Wright. 10 Nev. 167.

"It Parish v. Stearns, 21 Pick. 148. In re Cheuango Co. &e. Ins. Co., 19 W¢fld- 535

~|
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had knowledge of the facts on which the disqualification of the

candidate for whom they voted rested, and also knew that the

latter was for that reason disqualified from holding oflicc.”‘

§221. Irregularities.—While mere irregularities in the proceed

ings of corporate meetings do not necessarily constitute a

ground for equitable interference, any acts done by a portion of

the members which bear the appearence of trick, secrecy or fraud,

are invalid and will constitute grounds for avoiding an election

or other proceedings of the meeting. “
 

lln re Lawrence Steamboat Co., 44- N. J. L. 529, and cases therein cited.

2 Bench I, §242: People v. Albany 8: S. R. Co., 65 Barb. 844-; People v. Peck, 11

Wend. 611; In re Pioneer Paper Co.. 36 How. (N. Y.) 108; Atlantic De Laine Co. v.

Mason, 5 R. I. 4-63. “As B. general rule of law. where, in the election of corporate ofli

cers, no particular form of procedure is prescribed by lnw, if the wishes of the corpora

tors have been fairly expressed, and the election was conducted in good faith. it will not

be set aside on_ account of any inforinalitles in the manner of conducting it." Cook I.

§ 606, citing Philips v. Wickham, 1 Paige, 590.
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CHAPTER XV.

Of Oficers and Agents, and the Management of Corporations.

§222. General Sta.tement.—A corporation must necessarily per

form all its acts through agents, and the relation between direct

ors and other oflicers and the corporation is that of principal

and agent. Such oflicers in their dealings with the corporation

are governed by the general principles of the law of agency.‘

The charter commonly provides that the management of the cor

poration shall be bycertain specified agents, but this is implied in

the absence of such provision.” No formalities are required in

the appointment of agents unless provided for by charter.” and

a corporation may be bound by acquiescence in the acts of a.

person who assumes the authority of an agent, but who in fact

was never authorized to act for the corporation.‘

_ §223. Qualifications of Directoi-s._Any person who has capac

1t_v to contract may be a director of acorporation. No special

qualifications are necessary unlcss required by the charter or by

laws.‘ A director need not be a shareholder unless required to be

Such by the charter,“ or as in Minnesota by statute.’ Where a.

director is required to be a shareholder, it is Sl.ll'TlCl€I1iI if the

shares stand in his name on the books of the corporation.“ His

qualification shares may be held by him jointly with another

person." -

§22/1-. Relation of Directors to Corporation.-The directors,

While not technically trustees," are agents with wide discer

Tllonarypowers. Thcystand in a fiduciary relation to the corpor

ation, and_are held to the utmost good faith in their dealings

 

1“/=\.rne v. Hammons, (M<i.) 27 N. E. Rep. 4-87; Port v. Russell, as Ind. s1.

zprotcction Life Ins. Co. v. I-‘oote, 79 Ill. 361; Hnrlbut v. Marshall, 62 Wis. 590.

-'l.\-Iorawctz II, §636.

:G<><>d\vin v. Union Screw Co., 34- N. H. avs.

Prqpie v. ivebmi-, 10 Went]. 654-.

'w"1=’ht Y- R- CO-. 117 Mass 226; People v. Northern R. Co., 4-2 N. Y. 217,

1(:>=n. St. Minn. 1878, Ch. 34., §124.,

sbtntc v. Leete, 16 Nev. 242; compare State v. Huntou, 28 Vt. 594-.

91'1" G10?! Paper Mills Co., 7 Reports (Ch. App. 189-1..) 123.

14i{)Y“\J0Yth Hudson &c. Ass‘n v. Childs, (\\'is.) 62 N. W. Rep. 600. In Briggs v._Spa1difl£_{

. S. 132. the court said: " The relation between the corporation and the directors is

wfigg ma‘ °f Principal and cuzent, certainly so far as creditors are concerned. befiV;'3¢¢€l

undo band the corporation the relation is that of contract, and not of trust. _ '1 §

Ii t dl , t 0
trustees :0 Zts:1':lX_I1;;:ct11i'lrl:;i'i:riy_?tauces they may be treated as occu11F"18 *1" P051 ""1

in...
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with the corporation.‘ They must manage the business of the

corporation with the view of promoting the common interests,

and they cannot directly or indirectly derive personal profit or

advantage from their position distinct from their co-stockholders.

By assuming the oflice they undertake to give their best judg

ment to the interests of the corporation in all matters in which

they act for it, untramelled by any conflicting personal interests.

The obligation that they will in no way use their position to

advance their individual interests to the detriment of the corpor

ation is inherent in the position of director. All secret profits

received by directors in any transaction in connection with cor

porate affairs must be accounted for to the corporation, although

the corporation may have also benefited by the transaction.

The duties of a director and stockholder are radically diiierent.’

A stockholder may deal with the corporation to his personal

benefit and profit, but when he becomes a director lie assumes a

the corporation the directors are trustees of its property for the

benefit of its creditors.‘§225. General Powers of Directors.—Tbe board of directors

has implied power to do whatever the corporation may lawfully

do in the transaction of its ordinary business. For the purpose

of dealing with others it is the corporation.‘ But the authority

“extends merely to the supervision and management of the coin

pany’s ordinary and regular business." The directors have no

implied authority to make a permanent and material alteration

of the business or constitution of the corporation, even though
 

difierent relation with distinct duties. After the insolvency of

 

1HOyle v. Plattsburgh 8:c.R. Co., 54 N. Y. 328; Cumberland Coal Co. v. Sherman. 30

Barb. 553; Wardcll v. Union Pac. R. Co.. 103 U. S. 651: Koehler \‘. Black River Falls

Ii'°i1 Q0-. 2 Black (U. s.) '11_5. In Twin Lick Oil Co. \'. Marbury 91 U. s. 587, Mi'- Jus

tice Mill_er said: “That :1 director of a corporation occupies one of the fiduciary relations

where his dealings with the subject matter of the trust or agency. and with the benefi

U9-\'Y Oi‘ party whose interest i confided to his care, is viewed with ealouay by the

courts, and may be set aside on -very slight grounds, is a doctrine fjounded on the

gfgfldesyt morality. and which has received the clearest recoznition in this court and

era.’
’?'i"d c°‘=\1 3* 17°" C°- V- Humfi. (Pa. 27 Atl. Re 50 In Keene v. Converse

(Mich. 1894) 58 N. \\'. Rep. 825, where it iippeared tliatpa Eirector procurgd the accept

ance of an ofl‘er of the stock of ii corporation, iii failing circumstances, at twentZ~'fP"

cent d‘5°°“nt “,"d°T 3" aflaflgflllfiflt with the purchaser that lie should have one hfll 0‘

*1" 5t°°1\'i ‘vhmh flffflflgemfiflt was open and free from fraud, it was held that stock

holders c°“ld “Qt: 1'-U1 Fears fllilfifwflfds, compel the director to account for the pi'0fif5

“IH Ii=z;w_=rB0i1i'-Edge_¢0me.(Ncb_1894-) 60 N. \V.Rep. 1032. the court said that " wliw

9» <=<>ri1<>ri~1ti_<>n becomes insolvent. its property and assets constitute ll iriist fund for the

benefit °f ll’-5 "¢d1t0f_8, and that the directors and ofiiccrs in possession thereof. l'>'~’i"g

trustees for all the creditors, cnnnot take advantage of their position to secure I3 prefer

QCIIR fol’ U1_=m§cl\'es. but must share ratnbly with other creditors." Havwood v. Lumber

01°-564' “'15- 639; H°Pki=1sApg=ai. 90 Pa. St. as; Sicardi v. Oil Co. '14s Pa. St. 139;

53‘§_Y,1YfiL*1“d C°-I 16 R- 1- 59- z Rouse v. Bank. 46 Ohio St. 4.93; Hays v. Bank, 511(83
530; Adg$§§:fl1\2'i-“Ti-Itimggfggijédwash. 600; Corey v. Wadsworth, (A1a.) 11 So. Re?

Wa‘t_ Inwh corp‘ 515-'2. §ec §8;§u1‘1)§_p._~1-33 , Morawetz II, §787, 803; Beach I. §24-1|

4Bnrrill v. Nah t B k, 2 . . -
Reichwald v. Comti1fi1erci:ll‘Hote1Néed:.' (lhtigsili 14F339"1:1[-Zoyle Y‘ Rflélway $10-31 5tN.C‘i{).Muss.125; Leavitt v. Oxford &c. c6. 3 Uiiilll 2sr'- iiiitem iii 0' fie m ‘lvC¥> eé'cui.

g2i%;aD_1°;8°h°,§h"; gaafillctsfl &@i_$0.h§~‘»‘6 Cnl. S17 ; %’€it1tlZs€Sl:l'l1!1:?vE€lt\li(1snI§€liCf iiss'n. Si:

‘ ' . °W¢l' 0 YB 1 y e unauthorized acts of agents is presumed *0 11¢

the hoard of directors. Western Land Ass‘n. v. Ready, 24 Minn. 350.

_, _ p M H _ .
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the business as so altered is within the company’s chartered

powers.‘ Thus they can neither increase the capital stock,’nor

lease the entire property of the corporation,‘ nor sell the property

and wind up the business of the corporation.‘ But “the weight

of authority seems to be in favor of the proposition that the

board of directors of 21 corporation to which the general manage

ment of its aflairs is entrusted without particular restriction, may

authorize a general assignment of the corporation property, to be

made for the benefit ofcreditors, when the condition of its affairs

is such as to reasonably justily such a course, as in the case of

insolvency.“

§226. Disqualification by Interest.— The directors have no

power to bind the corporation to a contract with themselves, nor

to represent it in any transactionrwith third persons in which

they have a personal interest.“ Thus a director has no authority

to represent a corporation in a transaction with any other cor

poration in which he is a shareholder.’ But the interest must be

a real and substantial one, such as would be likely to induce the

agent to sacrifice the interest of his principal.“ Directors may not

obtain an advantage to themselves through their control oi the

corporation. They “hold a place of trust. and by accepting the

trust are obliged to execute it with fidelity, not for their own

benefit, but for the benefit ofthe corporation.’ ’°

§2-'37. ‘When a Director May Deal With the Cox-pora.tion.—If the

corporation is represented by another agent the reason for the

general rule above stated fails and there is no objection to a di

rector dealing with the corporation. In that case “a director or

ofiicer of a solvent corporation may deal with it, loan it money

and take security therefor in like manner as a stranger.” '° VVhile

such a transaction will be carefully scrutinized, yet if it appears

that it was in good faith and beneficial to the corporation, and

:M°_"flW<tl I. §512; Railway C0. v. Allerton, 18 Wall. 233.

AmRgil\y‘a.y Co. -r. Allerton. 18 Wall. 283; Eidmzui v. Bowman, 58 Ill. -1-44. See Bank v.

' . oe‘ & Tl-Tilt CO-. (N. Y. 1894-), 88 N. E. Rep. 713.

Martin v. Railway Co.. 14- Phila. 10.

‘R°1""§ Y- C1=i.v.:-is Me. 132.

‘Tripp v. N.w. Niit. mink 4.1 Minn -i.o0- Dana B k fth U s 5 Watts & s 2'13

2;g=_=gL0il§o.v_. North Ain. Mining co..'ss 1-.i."'s:.m:-iv.-ii; n§cn'm,3'v..iiw-ii-d, sé Ind:
V B‘-mcflllm erlain v. Bromberg. 83 Ala. 576; Chase v. Tutlle, 55 Conn. 455; Wilkinson

ah, m “E431 N-J. Eq. 835. At common law an insolvent cor oration could make an
NI fink? ggzlzrufil: for the benefit of creditors. Vnnderpoel v. gorman, (N. Y. 1.894-) 35

a yivv. ziié; M5,,,{’,;‘e'§‘z"1nv-5%-3:05;;-scwsnd. 13; De Ruyter v. Trustees, a Barb. Ch. 119:

<1 i . . ' "' ' . - - .Bank“g5°IlI"S-%51,';..R. C0 , 19.‘: U. S. 651 Vyest St. Louis Savings Bank v. Shawnee Co

- . Rh0dc's\. Webb 24. iviiiiii 20" J M ' a1 Ivlinn.1-L0:C k . ‘ 1 . ~, Dl'1?5 V. Ol'l'lSO!l,

‘;‘2;,,;a$nh;m1;zii.€0 Ted. Rep. 167.

waged v‘Litt|°e-Pimsoézig. geély,‘ 110111;“-1-3%;\Vurdell v. U. P. R. Co., 103 U. S. 651. See

Bunk v I-‘loiir C

Rep_218. - 0..-1-1 Ohio St. 552; Bristol v. Scranton, (C. C. A. 5894-). 63 Fed

'Kuehle . Bl k ' . -

2 mHMtB"v". Br:§uR;\;e;'"Fi;l'l)% Irgp go"; Black (U. S.) I 15.

. - - - 2. . 'B k .-Sh t.34-Ill.A .500 Kniedin
n?_§~1§-LR=l?- ill! Sup-) 640; Bench illiiiig-, 1gt(1)Il‘1,. igziiinoseboom pg. vi-'i1itii:ai<r=r, 132

. ouisville &c. R. Co. v. Carson, (Ill. 1894-), 38 N. E. Rep. 1-1-0.
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the stockholders with full knowledge received the benefits it will

be upheld even in a court of equity.‘ Hence an ofiicer or agent

may purchase property and afterwards sell it to the corporation

if he was not guilty of a breach of duty in the purchase. The

same principle will permit him to purchase a claim at a discount

and afterwards enforce it in full against the corporation.’ But a

purchase of land by a director from the corporation at a greatly

inadequate price raises a presumption of fraud and throws upon

the officer the burden of showing the validity of the transaction.

§22S. Right of Corporation to Repudiate Unauthorized Act.-—

A corporation may repudiate or ratify any transaction entered

into by its agents, if the transaction is of a character which it

might have originally authorized.‘ But if the corporation has

received property or money from such agent under the con

tract, it must return the value so received upon repudiating

the transaction. 5
§2.-'29. Directors’ Meetings.-The management of the corpora

tion is vested in the board of directors as a board, and not in the

individual members thereof, and “they have no authority to act

save when assembled at a board meeting. The separate action,

individually, of the persons composing such governing body is

not the action of the constituted body clothed with corporate 

1 Burr v. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co ,5? Fed. Rep. 86; Gorder v. Plattsmourh Canning

Co., (Neb. 1893), -L1 Am. 8.: Eng. C. C. 87; Keeney v. Converse, (Mich. 1894-), 58 N. W

Rcp. 325; Twin Lick Oil Co. v. 1\1arbur_v, 91 U. S. 587; Leavenworth Co. v. C. R.I. 8'

P. R. C0.,134- U. S, 688; Battelle v. N. \V. Cement &c. Co., 37 Minn. S9; Garrett v. Plow

00., 70 121.697; Welch v. Bank, 122 N. Y. 177; Holt v. Bennett, 14.6 Mass. 437; Salt

marsh v. Spaulding, 14-7 Mass. 224-.

1' Morawetz I, §52l , approved in St Louis&c. R. Co. v. Chenault, 36 Kan. 51.

8 7

\\ oodrufi‘ v. Howes, 88 Cal. 184-. In Miner v. Belle Isle Ice Co., 93 Mich. 97.

1\JCG1f8-1'-ll 1- Said: “The authorities upon the question of the validity of contracts made

by directors with the corporation, are by no means harmonious. It is laid down in

many of the text book s that such contracts are voidable at the instance of the corpor

11tion- 1 Beach. Corp §§2~l-1-24-2; Morawetz, Corp. §S24-3-24-5; Taylor, Corp. §§629

630; _2 Field, llriefs, 193. Again it has been held that a. director may deal with the com

pany in like manner as with an individual, if he deals honorably, and without endeavor

iiig to influence or control it. 16 Am. Law Rev. 917; Hart v. Brown, 77 Ill. 226; U. S.

Rolling Stock Co. v. Atlantic & G. R. Co., 34. Oliin St. 4-50; Mayor v. Inman, 57 Ga.

370; ()_ur own court in People v. Overysscl, 11 .\lich. 222, and in Rail\\'nv Co. v. Dewey,

14- Mich. 4-77, have held that such contracts were not only voidalile, but absolu

tely void. "' * * All the authorities agree that it is essential that the inniority of the

quorum of a board of directors shall be disinterested, in respect to the iiiatter voted

“P011 1 BB5“-‘ll. C_0rp. 276; Smith v. Association, 78 Cal. 289. Where a loan board of

three are authorized to make a grant to a railroad, and two of them. one being director

"T the fnllfvfld. make the grunt, the court will set it aside. San Diego v. Railroad Co.,

4-4 Cal. 106; Bill v. Telegzraph Co., 16 Fed. Rep. 14-. A salarv voted to the president

by a quorum of directors, two being absent, and the president being one of the three, is

not enforceable. Copeland -v. Manufacturing Co., 4-7 Hun. 235,v'here the chiefstock

l19ld<r1', who is president, induces the directors. his dummies, to vote a large salary to

him. the corporation may defeat the ofiiccrs action at law to recover it. Davis v. Rail

YO-'1(_1 £o.. 22 Fed. Rep. 883, where the majority of stock of a. corporation was heldbyone

family who voted away the corporate profits for salaries, the minority may call upon u.

-court of equity to remedy the fraud. Sellers v. Iron Co., 13 Fed. Rep. 20. A stockholder

".133: compchthfi contrtlctors to disengage, when they obtain a contract through their asso

§,‘\f‘l;“°" °1' 1'""¢11fl£-'5 b¢"1£I made directors. Cun'icrv.Raili-oad Co., 35 Hun. (N. Y- 355

} entwocontractors cause a. railroad corporation to be formed, in which one contractor

iecomes a director, a_nd the other directors are clerks of the second contractor, and 12118

-_constru_ction control is made with these two, bv means of dummy intermediaries. at an

1l’11Dl:OVl(lC1'llZ price, one of the contractors cannofcompel the other to divide the profits.

1*1:H*‘>°tI1;'é:M¢L@‘11n. 86 Fed. Rep. 213. See 1-Iirschc -.-. Sims, (H. L. 1894-), 11 R. 4-8.

o e o. ' Y. _ " - -‘Gardner v.‘1-3u§u'g'°é3 :7‘;-)l‘)-CTOCCH R. Co. v. Blakie, 1 Macq. App. 4-61.
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powers/" But a director may be appointed by the board to act

as their agent. ‘ Notice of a directors’ meeting must be given in

the same manner as notice of a shareholders’ meeting.‘ But

when all the directors are present or participate in the meeting,

the fact that no notice was given is immaterial.‘ The ordinary

business of the board may be transacted under a general notice.’

§230. Place of Directors’ Meetings._Stockholders’meetings are

generally required to be held in the state where the corporation

was created, but “the authorities are now uniform that an

agent of a corporation may exercise its powers out of the state

incorporating it providing there is nothing in its charter or in

the nature of its altairs contravening it. If one agent may thus

act there would seem to be no sensible reason why a board of

directors may not do so, and as directors are only agents the

principle is broad enough to include then1.”°

§231. Stockholders Control Over Direc-tors.— The power of

management vested in the board of directors is conclusive in its

character. Their will must govern in the absence of fraud or

breach of trust,7 and the courts will not. even on the petition of

the majority of the stockholders, compel the directors to do an

act contrary to theirjudgment.

§ 232. Liability of Directors by Statute.-The directors are by stat

ute in some states made liable for the debts of the corporation.

The liability is sometimes absolute to a certain amount,“ or for

an amount in excess of a designated indebtedness,” but more

commonly it is penal for a breach or neglect of duty," as a fail

ure to make a report," or the making of a false report."

_§233- . Liability of Oflicers for Acts in Excess of Authority.—

Directors and other ofiicers who exceed their authority are not

Only liable to the corporation for any damages occasioned there

by to it, but are also personally liable to the parties with whom

1Hl!lClWll1 v. C

 

~

anfield, 26 Minn. 43; Titus v. Cairo &c. R. C0,. 37 N. J. L. 98.

zkonhampton Bank v. Pepoon, 11 Mass. 288.

h_n3:a°g;l_l9a81!0:‘ v, Liston, 47 In: 11. ‘But it has been held that ifa quorum meet it is

Ban V‘ Flozr é¢g1fXl1_!{0(§{;:ie)\§::1.s5;%1§en to the others. Edger]? v. Emerson, 23 N. H. 555;

‘M""11°i1DOl-ll Times Co. v. Nimocks, 53 Minn. 381.

"1" P" Argus Co. (N. Y.) as N. E. Rep. sss.

Ti@L“g?g101;I_ydrnu1ic &¢. Mining Cu. v. King, 45 Ga. 34.; Gen. St. Minn. 1878, Ch. s4

’D°d¥° "- \Vr>1s=y. 18 How. (U. s 331- H t .R )1 rts &c. Co. (Mich) 4-7 N. W.

§_°f;rlft1';3§iE|g;é.s;;g. Co., 37 om)» St. 5i56‘;"l\1e|§sZs v.°T'lJompkius, s4 Ala. 613; Pratt

ailgxate v. Andrews. 18 N. Y. Supp. 167.

° “mm '- King. (Mnss.) 31 N. E. Rep. e4.s. _

10C-en. St. Minn. 1878, Ch. 34., §§141, 14.2- Patterson v. Minn. Mfg- co.. 41 Mimh 84'

"$°"11)v- C1Yne. (N. Y.) a1 N. 1-:. Rep. 980.

Of1 ctt v. Godwin, 62 Hun. 407' Ferguson v. Gill 19 N. Y- $llPP- 149? Cbltteuden
"'ih“"l=1=11mr. 41 Fm. Rep. 4.10. ' ’
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they have dealt.‘ “ There can be no doubt that if the directors or

oflicers of the company do acts clearly beyond their power where

by loss ensues to the company, or dispose of its property, or pay

away its money without authority they will be required to make

good the loss out of their private estate.”’ This is the rule

whether the disposition made of money or property of the cor

poration is one either not within the lawful power of the corpor

ation, or if within the power of the corporation, is not within the

power or authority of the particular oflicer or otlicers.’ Thus a

party who acts as agent for a corporation which is not author

ized to transact business in the state, knowing such to be the fact,

is personally liable.‘ So a director is liable to a stockholder for

false representations upon the faith of which he makes a loan to

the corporation.‘ This liability for unauthorized acts, although

prohibited by statute or by-law, rests upon the common law rule

which renders every agent liable who violates his authority or

neglects his duty.‘
X-§ 234. Liability for Abuse of Trust.-The directors of a private

corporation who wilfully abuse their trust or misapply the funds

of the company by which a loss is sustained, are personally liable

to make good the loss, and they are equally liable if they sufler

the corporate funds or property to be wasted by gross neglect

and inattention to the duties of their position.’ So if there is

neglectful abandonment of his oflicial duty by a director, or if he

leaves the entire control of the company's business to other agents

and fails to exercise proper supervision, he is liable for losses

which due attention and diligence on his part might have pre

vented. If there is culpable negligence of this character on the

part of a director an action at law mav be maintained against

him by his principal, as in other cases oi: agency, without joining

his associates.‘ An ofiicer who has misappropriated the funds of

a corporation can not cure the breach and demand further

custody of the assets by simply restoring the money.’

§235. For Mistake of Fact.-Directors are not liable for mis

takes of fact if they exercise due diligence and care. Thus they are

V

 

 

1Solomon Y Penoyar, 80 \I1Cl1 11 . Citizens Building Ass n v Lonell 34- N J 1 (l

ass Welligan v Cam bell '10 N. Y. s . ' ' n. 1;. cola?’ 64, Cal‘ 862p upp 234.. But see Farmers’ and Mechanics 111

="I‘homp on, Li h'l' f0fi - ' _ - F1'tcroft's Casae, 21 C:1i1.‘I;i'3.%19; ii1‘si'<:§<ii.7v§.[1giiiiiilii¢i\ii§1id'11isidwn' L‘ R‘ S Eq 381 i I

“North Hudson 8zc. Ass'n. v. Childs, (Wis.) 52 N. W. Rep. 600.

4Lasher v. Stimson, 14-5 Pa. St. 30.
°M0rawetz I. §573. As to what acts are suflicient t h th tfi ers sec Perry v.

Tuscaloosa &e. C .. A1 .) 9 S . R . . ~ ° C Mge C 0 C ‘ 3_

Rcepé 4:82; Ens“ v.?gV~§rd:2[1l.l%g5 Pike Co. v. Hammonm (Ind-) 27 N

r1gsv.aun, _, - - -_
W. Rip‘ 800; %hrqO£'gLiabmtyS°:_Lg2gc§p$};,g§!udsou Bzc. ASg'n. Y- Chlldfir (Wls.) 5.»:

gggglngan V-]§“¥“_th- 3 Pllii-Z8. 221; Brin_ckerhofi‘v. Bostwick, B8 N. Y. 52. _
Bank V Bug; (]1_%1;f)Ce?o.v&R;a§. 4.2 Minn. 196; Hun v._Ca1_'3_', B2 N. Y. 65; Emvlresglg;

whafion on N'egfigencc' §_L35-I - ‘1D- 756. Tllflmpflon, Liability of §tockhold1.-rs, 5 v

°Fouge-rev v- Cord. (N-J. Eq.) 24, Atl. Rep. 4.99.

m~
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not personally liable for erroneously paying a dividend out of

capital if they made a careful investigation and honestly believed

that there were profits out of which to pay the dividend.‘

§236. For Mistake of Law.-Where the directors act in good

faith and with proper diligence, they are not responsible for mis

takes of law.’ They are not bound to consult counsel,“ and the

fact of having consulted counsel while evidence of care will not

inecissarily exempt them from liability if they do not act in good

alt . '

§237. For Care of Papers.-The liability of the oflicers of a

‘corporation for corporate funds and papers intrusted to their

care, is that of an ordinary trustee or bailee for hire. ‘

§238. Failure to Make Annual Report.—Where an annual report

is made and filed as required by statute, the fact that it is false

will not render the directors liable as for a failure to make and

file a report.‘

§239. Degree of Care Required of Direotors.—The degree Of Care

required of directors is such as a prudent man exercises in his

own affairs.’ In a recent case“ it was said: “In respect to

directors or those acting ex officio as such, the rule of liability

has been the subject of much discussion in the recent case of

Brlggs v. Spaulding,° in which, although there was a strong dis

sent, the rule may be regarded as settled, in the federal courts at

least, and in the courts of several of the states as there laid

d°W11, and to the effect that directors, although often called

trustees, are not such in any technical sense, but that they are

mandataries, the relation between them and the corporation

being rather that of principal and agent, but under circum

stances they may be treated as occupying, in consequence Of the

powers conferred on them, the position of trustees to cestuis que

tmsfl‘-‘Ht; that the degree of care required of them depends upon

the subject to which it is to be applied, and each case is to be

determined upon its own circumstances; that, as they render

their services gratuitously, they are not to be held to the degree

Of responsibility of bailees for hire,'° or expected to devote their

W1101e time to their duties; that they are not in the absence Of

in)’ element of positive misfeasance, and solely on the grounds of

llixceluior Petroleum Co. v. Lacey, 63 N. Y. 422.

flmidgcu v. New Eng. Screw Co., 1 R. I. 312; Williams v. McDonald, 37 N- J. Eq- 409

‘1}‘,',‘*:§;: ‘17\P}}>7l9:1l:,u'_71 Penn. St. 24-.
‘see cfluikin Y‘(l;1:1:11I::gi<'>:.E4- Lg; green.) 385.

Ilwowbrey V. Antrin. (Ind.)°é,3 N Bulge 63835.8

'M=l¢l1ewa v. Patterson (Colo.) 2.61.’a 8'12

"Horn Silver Mining Cci. v. R an 42 2:1:-' epi 6 i

INorth Hudson &c_A“,n v_c3;fi1d’a (w_111n. 9 .

,1“ U. S_ 182- . I8.) 52 N. W. Rep. 600.

Mli§.°i§eil°t‘ L 5552: mm v. cm», s2 n. Y. es; Horn Silver Mining co. v- Rv==- 4"
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passive negligence, to be held liable, unless their negligence is

gross, or they are fairly subject to the imputation of a want of

good faith. * * * The degree of care they are bound to

exercise is that which ordinary prudent and diligent men

would exercise under similar circumstances in respect to a like

gratuitous employment, regard being had to the usages of

business and the circumstances of each particular case; that

they are not liable, in the absence of fraud or intentional

breach of trust, for negligence, mistakes of judgment, and

bad management in making investments on doubtful or insuffi

cient security. Where they have not profited personally by

their bad management, or appropriated any of the property

of the corporation to their own use, courts of equity treat them

with indulgence. Were a more rigid rule to be applied, it would

be diificult to get men of character and pecuniary responsibility

to fill such positions.“

§2-LO. Compensation of Directors.—-Dii'eCtO1‘S and other oflicers

can not fix their own compensation. The directors are not

entitled to any compensation for their official services unless

it is provided for by the charter or by-laws adopted by the stock

holders.’ But it the director is properly employed to perform

services which do not pertain to his oflice of director, he is

entitled to the reasonable or agreed value of such services.’

Unless otherwise provided by charter the directors may fix the

compensation of other oflicers, but they have no authority to

appropriate the funds in paying claims which the corporation is

under no legal or moral obligation to pay, as for past services

which have been rendered and payed for at a fixed salary pre

viously agreed upon, or under a previous agreement that there

should be no compensation. ‘

§24~1. The Trea.surer.—The treasurer is the general fiscal agent

of the corporation and is generally given large powers in the

m_anageme_iit of its financial matters. But he has no power by

virtue of his ofiice alone to borrow money and give the corporate

 

“~.1.

notes therefore.“ But the authority to sign notes on behalf of

1Thompson, Liability ofOfiicers, §357; Beach P 1 . C . 249' S ' ‘S APP- 71Ea. sgég; iwicntzel v. lager, (Pr3i.7) §3JAtl. Rep. 4'05 in rcol5£fl.l§COHlMpi:1xii!.‘iJ€CO., 1o'cli.

iv. ; ¢ '¢"n'1n "- 9 5¢.Y. . . Eq. 356 ' In re Denhnm 25 Ch. Div. 762' Wu.tt's

App., vs Pa. St. avo; Hun v. Cary, s2 N. Y. es.’ ' '

2Thompson, O_fl'1cers of Corporations 361 ' Jones v. Morrison 31 Minn. 140; Citizens

Nat Bank "- E"1°_t- 55 15- 104'; Manx Xgcrry ‘Gravel Co. v. Branegan. 4-0 Ind. 861.

3R0E¢l'5 Y- Hflstlflflfl. 22 Minn. 25; Ten Eck v. Pontiac &c. Co., (l\-Iich.) 4.1 N. W. Rep.

$5 g3N=\v Orleans 8=¢- Co-. v. Brown, as La. Ann. 1as; Illinois Linen Co. v. Hongh, 91

‘Jones v. Morrison. 31 Minn. 14-0.

5Appeal of Philler, 161 Pa. St. 157; I M'l1 _ ' 1 94. 28Atl.Rep. 10-:2; Fifth “lard sm/_. Bank v. I<‘ii"si;eNui:. ggig,(i1.i§flN<i§?%csii(is(i'b(l:i6iciil 8:):-Bank

v. Wng_ner, (Ky. 1892) 20 5. W. R_ep. 535; Craft v. South Boston &c. Co.. (Mass. 1889)

323i b. gs:-p.€2l0; Page v. FB.i1R1\’0f Bzc. R. Co., 31 Fed. Rep. 257; Lester_v. Webb,

dud §§c_ co-_' 9°§_"§l_>*§u!1§§_"§3;_- G°5Pel &c. Chu1'Cl1,6 N. Y. SupP. 531; Wahlig v. Stan
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the corporation need not appear in the by-laws, nor need it have

been expressly given by a vote of the directors or stockholders.

It may be inferred from usage, and will be implied when he has

been accustomed to act as the managing agent of the corpora

tion.‘ But if the corporation permits the treasurer to act as its

general fiscal agent, and holds hiin out to the public as having the

generalauthorityimplied from his oflicial name and character and

by its silence and acquiescence allows him to draw and accept

drafts and sign and endorse notes, it is bound by his acts when

done within the scope ofsuch implied authority.” The question is

also atlected b_v the character of the business transacted by the

corporation. Thus, in a recent well considered decision it

was held that the treasurer of a gas light company had

authority by virtue of his of-lice to sign a promissory note

which would bind the corporation. The court said: “Upon

consideration oi the decisions cited, we think it fair to say

that the making and endorsing of negotiable paper is to be pre

sumed to be within the power of the treasurer of a manufactur

ing_and trading corporation, whenever, from the nature of its

ordinary business as usually conducted, the corporation is natu

I‘f-llly to be expected to use its credit in carrying on its commer

cial transactions. Such paper is the usual and ordinary instru

_ment of utilizing credit in commercial dealings, and it is for the

interest ofjche corporation and of the community that the best

instrument should be employed. It is no less for the interest of

all, that if negotiable paper is to be employed, its validity should

not _be open to objections which would impair its usefulness by

requiring at every step on inquiry into the authority by which

it is issued.” 3

_ §_24-2. Liability for Fraudulent Acts of OfElcers.—A corporation

is liable to an innocent holder of certificates of stock fraudulently

issued under its seal and signed by its proper ofiicers.‘ This is.

true although the signature of one of the ofi-lcers is forged by

g110lt{her olhcer who is intrusted with the custody of the stock

00 S.

‘HY Y- Noble. 12 ciwii. (Mass) 1.

c12V!ln¢11)'chants Nut. Bank v. Citizens Gas & Light Co., 159 Muss. 505; McNeil v Boston

. H‘ Of Cum, 154 M . 27 - A i -C 1. B k, 104- U. S.]El2;
g5r$d_‘%S:E-hv-I légigrs Mnchlneaglim. 5~Z'Coii1xil:l3n5E7 v. Ir<i§ll)Ri:er 8:01? Co., 31 Fed. Rep.

 

14?-ilelrchants Nat. Bank v. Citizens Gas Light Co., 159 Mass. 505; Matson v. Alley,

men - 284;. The treasurer of a. water works con-ipanv has no implied power to borrow
t =y- lfirst Nat. Bank v. Council Blufl‘s Water Co. E) N. Y. Supl. 859. As to powers of
aflélsurer in mlier respects see Jncksou v. Campbell 5iWend. 671 ; Dedharn Inst. v. Slack,

SX“:|sh.F408; Brown v. Winnissimmet, 93 Mass. 326; Perkins v. Bradley, 24- yt. 66;

cam l£‘u‘lt°"- (N.J.) 19 Atl. Rep. 123; Alexander v. Cauldwell, 83 N.Y.4-80: P11111115?"

(pa f 7“ -43 N. Y. 211; Adan-is v. Mills, so N. Y. 533; St. James v.Ne\vbI-1r3' 8:0. R. #0..

57 inch _R@D. 102: Odd Fellows v. Bunk, 4-2 Mich. -1.61; Stevens v. Cnrpe &c. Co.,

137 Mags‘ 479.9.Ka1amaz00 &c. C0. v. McAlister. 86 Mich. 327; Tripp v. New &c. Co.,

15"oM‘g°f@§ v. Citizens National Bank, 111 U. S. 156,- Allen v. South Boston Railway C0-,

‘ “='=- 200; Manhattan Beach Co. v. Hnrned, 27 Fed. Rep. 4-8-1-.
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§243. Illustration.-—Fifth Ave. Bank v. Forty-Second St. 85 Grand

St. Ferry G0.‘ —In September, 1885, the plaintiff, a domestic corporation,

loaned one Hofele, fifteen thousand dollars, upon his individual note, pay

able in three months, and secured by the pledge of an instrument which upon

its face purported to be a certificate for one hundred and sixty shares of stock of

the defendant, a domestic railroad corporation having its office and principal

place of business iii the same city with the plaiiitiif. It was subsequently dis

covered that this certificate was spurious, and that the signature thereto of the

defendant's president had been forged by one Eben S. Allen, its secretary, who

was also its treasurer and transfer agent, and who had in these capacities

signed and countersigned the certificate, and delivered it to Hofcle, who was his

partner in business, for the purpose of raising money upon it, to be used in the

firm undertaking. We are required upon this appeal to determine how far the

defendant company is liable for the loss sustained by the plaintiff in consequence

of this fraudulent and criminal act of onc of its principal oflicers.

The good faith of the plaintifi in the transaction by means of which he became

possessed of the forged certificate seems to be satisfactorily established. Hofele

was a stranger to the officers of the bank, and they had no knowledge of his

business relations with Allen, or that the latter was in any way interested in the

proposed loan. Before acting upon Hofele’s application for .'|. discount, the

plaintifi"'s president sent its confidential clerk to the ofice of the defendant with

the certificate, who, pursuant to instructions, showed it to the person in charge

of the ofiicc, who was then unknown to theclerk, but who proved to be Allen,

its secretary and treasurer, and who was asked if it was geziuine, and all right,

and if Hofele was a stockholder of the company, to which an affirmative reply

was given, and a description of I-lofele, from which the bank might identify him

as the person who had presented the certificate, and sought the loan upon the

strength of it. The clerk reported the result of the interview to the plaintiff's

oflicers, who thereupon discounted Hofele's note for the sum named, payable in

three months, and accepted the certificate as collateral security, iii the usual

form, for its payment, and for all other present or future demands of the bank

against him. The note was renewed from time to time, and increased in

amount, and some smaller notes given, until his indebtedness amounted to $35,

000 and upwards. Meanwhile the plaintiff had taken as additional security

alike certificate for 50 shares, to which the signature of the defendant’s presi

dent had also been forged, and which was first received as security for a loan .05

$5,000. This loan was afterwards consolidated with the other loans, and

became a part of the total indebtedness, for which both certificates were held as

security. Upon the pledge of the 50-share certificate the plaintifi‘ made no inqui

ries of the defendant, or of any of its oflicers, with reference to its genuineriess.

In ]\1l_v.1889, Hofele ordered the plaintiff to sell the two certificates, and signed

the usual blank transfer or power of attorney for that purpose upon the back of

them. When they were first hypothceated, he had executed a separate power of

9-tt°m¢_\’, authorizing plaintifl to sell and transfer them in ease of default in the

pa_\ merit of the loans. The certificates were sold by plaintiffs brokers, and the

net sum of $_43,890 received and placed to Hofele's credit, and his indebtedness

charged to his account, leaving an apparent balance dug him of $8,479. When

H1“ c°"tll_1°at°5 were P11’-Scllted by the purchasers, at the ofllcc of defendant for

t"1115l¢\'- ll? W115 refused upon the ground that they were forged and spurious, Md

the treasurer and transfer agent wrote across their face in red ink the words

No good," and added their official signatures to the statement. The plaintifi

then refunded to the purchasers the amount paid upon the sale ofthe certificates,

and, t°°k an asslgflment from them of all rights of action which they had

against the dQferldant.; mld- “P011 the refusal of the defendant to recognize the

certificates as valid eviderices of title to its shares of stock, this action W9-5

Pfioughti 111 Wlllcll the plaiiitifi' has recovered for its loss on account of the inval

idity of the 160~share certificate, and the defendant alone has appealed.

With_respect to this certificate, we fail to discover any omission on the part of

the plaintiff which would impeach its character as a bona fide holder. It made

inquiry at the oflice of the defendant, where its books and records were kept, and

1131 N. Y. 231 (1893), Maynard]. A
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of the officer in charge, whose duty it was to furnish correct information upon

the subject; and it has no reason to suspect that the assurances it received were

misleading, or false, or that the officers of the defendant had entered into a con

spiracy with Hofele to defraud the public. It resorted to the only source of veri

fication of the truth of Hofele’s statements, which was readily accessible, and it

exercised all the care and vigilence which a prudent man would be expected to

exhibit in the ordinary course of the business in which it was engaged. There

was no circumstance proven which required a display of greater diligence. Nor

were the rights of the plaintifl‘ affected by the sale of the certificates, and their

i-edelivery to the plaintiff upon a refund of the proceeds of the sale to the pur

chasers. Though nominally sold on the account of Hofele, the plaintiff was the

real party in interest in the transaction. There was an implied guaranty of the

genuinencss ofthe certificates,which thevendor might be required D ;

and as the plaintiff had received the fruits of the transaction, the consideration

of which had failed, it could not lawfully withhold them from the purchasers

when restoration was demanded The purchasers were also bona fide holders

of the certificates, and the plaintifilby their assignment, acquired the right to

the enforcement of what d' ' ‘ ' '

ever reme ies they might have in that capacity against
the defendant, although it was then aware of their fraudulent issue. While cer

tificates of stock in railroad and other business corporations do not possess the

-qualities of commercial paper, in the full sense of the terin, yet, as evidences of

title, when the transfer indorsed thereon is signed in blank by the shareholder,

they become. in effect, so far as the public is concerned, as if they had been issued

to bearer. They are then readily transferable by delivery, and have an element

°f ne8°t_iability which renders them an important factor in the financial and

commercial transactions of the countrv. They may be, and are frequently, listed

11P9I1f11@_St0ck exchanges, and their sales represent :1 large proportion of the

daily business of these bodies. The plaintiff must therefore be accorded what

ever advantage belongs to a holder in good faith of a chose in action of this

‘character, and we have only to consider how far the defendant is responsible for

fllliacts a"d_1'9PfEsentat_ions of its oficers, by means of which Hofele was ena

fiu’1§Llt31tfE:)1c(Jlb‘l‘.\'3‘Jlll_l1;1llIeCs]sJl&llltllf'8 money upoii the faith of paper apparently valid,

h_ 9 lkffifldint was incorporated under the general railroad law, originally

with_a capital of $600,000, afterwards increased to $750.000, all of which had

been issued excepting 20 shares, before 1870. Its books relating to the issue and

transfer_of stock consisted of a certificate book, a transfer book, and a stock led

gm? _Wh1_¢11 were all kept by the secretary, and were in his immediate custody;

but,_in his official capacity and work, he was subject to the supervision of the

Pflildellf. and all the oficers were under the general control and management of

&flliJ0_ard of directors. It is ap arent from the evidence that tlie secretary was ex

it c‘°- the transfer agent ofpthe company. At least, from 1868 to the present

Ill11¢.%‘-he secretary had acted as such agent; and there is no provision in the by

Q“? °r the sfiparate appointment of a transfer agent, and the only reference to

ff"! all 0_flicer is in a single paragraph in section 15, where it is provided that

31 Certificates shall be issued and signed by the president and treasurer, and

g?‘g_‘teT5lEned by the transfer agent, under such other regulations as the board

th irectors or finance committee may from time to time prescribe." Whether

,ac°t*'~‘"°fqry W118, by virtue of his office, transfer agent, is not material ; but the

alwa"m?l"5 that, so far _as the evidence discloses anythiiig upon the subject, he

was %$t](llSCilfll'gCd the duties of that oflice. and in the performance of the work

issued _y characterized as the transfer agent of the company. When stock was

one .eitherin payment of an original subscription, or upon its transfer from

bookperson to another, the engraved certificate was taken from the certificate

who é.a"d fiikd up by the secretary, presented to tlzc president and treasurer,

and ‘gllled If, -'=lfl_d it was then countei-signed by the secretary. as transfer agent,

hold;-ea ed by him with the seal of the corporation, and delivered to the stock

propergf transferee named iri_ The secretary at the same time inserted the

entries igtitilin the stub remaining in the certificate book, and niade the necessary

the plaintific transfer book and the stock ledger. The certificate received by

a from Hofele had been taken from the certificate book. Ii-‘
pP°a1'=d llpon its face to be perfect and regular in every respect. It had the
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pame of the president and treasurer signed to it, was conntersig-ned by the trans

er agent, and bore the impress of the corporate seal. IL recited that Hofele was

the owner of 160 shares, of $100 each, of the capital stock of the company, con

tained thc usual provisions in regard to the mode of transfer, and declared that

no certificate should bind the company unless signed by the president, and coun

tersigned by its treasurer and transfer agent. The in testimonium clause

asserted that the defendant had caused that particular certificate to be signed by

its president, and countersigned by its treasurer and transfer agent, and sealed.

with its corporate seal, February 6, 1885. lt is very clear that under the regula

tions adopted by the defendant, and pursuing the mode of procedure which it

had prescribed, the final act in theissue of a certificate of stock was performed

by its secretary and transfer agent, and that when lie countcrsigned it, and

affixed the corporate seal, and delivered it, with the intent that it might be nego

tiated, it must be regarded so long as it remained outstanding, as a continuing

aflirmation by the defendant that it had been lawfully issued, and that all

the conditions precedent upon which the right to issue it depended had been

duly observed.‘ Such is the effect necessarily implied in the act of counter

signing. This word has ii well-defined meaning both in the law and in the

lexicon. To countcrsign an instrument is to sign what has already been signed»

by a superior, to authenticate by an additional signature, and usually has refer

ence to the signature of a subordinate, in addition to that of his superior, by

way of authentication of the execution of the writing to which it is aflixed; and

it denotes the complete execution of the paper. When, therefore, the defendantfs

secretary and transfer agent countersigned and scaled this certificate, and put it

in circulation, he declared, in the most formal manner, that it had been properly

executed by the defendant, and that every essential requirement of law and of

the by-laws had been performed to make it the binding act of the company. The

dcfendant’s by-laws elsewhere illustrate the application of the term, when used

with reference to the signatures of the oPficers. In section 10 it is provided that

all moneys received by the treasurer should be deposited in bank to the join!

credit of the president and treasurer, to be drawn out only by the check of the

treasurer, countersigned by the president. If the president should forge the name

of the treasurer to a c-heck, and countersign it, and put it in circulation, and use

the proceeds for his individual benefit, we apprehend it would not be doubted

that this would be regarded as a. certificate of the due execution of the check. so

far as to render the company responsible to any person who innocently, and in

good faith, became the holder of it. This result follows from the application of

the fundamental rules which determine tlic obligations of :1. principal for the acts

pf his agent. They are embraced in the comprehensive statement of Story

in his work on Agency! that the principal is to be “held liable to third

persons in a civil suit for the frauds, deceit, concealments, misrepresenta

tions, torts, negligenccs and other nialifeasances or misfeasencrs and ominissions

of duty of his agent in the course of his employment, although the princi

pal did not authorize or justify or participate in, or, indeed, know of, such mis

conduct, or even if he forbade the acts, or disapproved of them. In all such cases

the rule applies, respondeat superior, and is founded upon public policy and con

venience; for in no other way could there be nnv safety to third persons in their‘

dealings, either directly with the principal, or indirectly with him, through the

instrumeiitality of agents. In every such case the principal holds out his agent

as competent and fit to be trusted, and thereby, in effect, he warrants his fidelity

and good conduct in all matters within the scope of the agency." _

It_ is truc that the secretary and transfer agent had no authority to 15511"!

certificate of stock except iinon the surrender and cancellation of a previously

existing valid certificate. and the signature of the president and treasurer firSt

obtlaincd 20 the certificate to be issued ; but these were facts necessarily and pecu

1. . . .
iar y wit in the knowledge of the sccretarv, and the issue of the certificate 111

due form was a representation by the secrethry and transfer agent that these

conditions had been c l' d '
omp ie with, and that the facts existed upon which his

right to act dc e d d ‘ '
p n e . It was a certificate apparently made in the course of 1115 

1 Sec Guilford v. Western U. T. Co., (Minn. 1.894) 61 N. \‘V. Rep. 324.

‘I 9th Ed. §-L52.
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employment, ns the agent of the company, and within the scope of the general‘

authority conferred upon him; and the defendant is under an implied obligation

to make indemnity to the plziiiitifi" for the loss sustained by the negligent or

wrongful exercise by its ofiicers of the general powers conferred upon them. 1

Thu.-learned counsel for the defendant seeks to distinguish this case from thc

authorities cited because the signature of the president to the certificate was

iiotgemiiiie. But we cannot sec how the forgery of the name ofthe president can

relieve the defendant from liability for the fraudulent acts of its secretary, treas

urer, and transfer agent. They were oflicers to whom it had intrusted the auth

ority to make the final declaration as to the validity of the shares of stock it

might issue; and where their acts, iii the apparent exercise of this power, are

accompanied with all the indicia of genuineness, it is essential to the public wel

fare that the principal should be responsible to all persons who receive the certifi

uatesingood faith, and for :1 valuable consideration, and in the ordinary course of

business whether the indicia are true or not? The rule is, we think, correctly

stated in Beach on Private Corporations.‘ “ When certificates of stock contain

apparently all the essentials of genuineiiess, a bona fide holder thereof has a

claim to recognition as a stockholder, if such stock can legally be issued, or to

indemnity, if this cannot be done. The fact of forgery does not extinguish his

"E1171. _wlien it has been perpetrated by or at the instance of an oflicer placed in.

authority by the corporation, and intrusted with the custodyof its stock books,.

and held out by the company as the source of information upon the subject."

_Having_rcacl1ed the conclusion that the defendant is liable for the representa

tions of its officers, appearing upon the face of its certificate, over their oflicial‘

slgllfiltllrt. and under the seal of the corporation, we do not deem it necessary to

consider the effect of the oral representations made at the ofiice of the company

to the plnintifi"s clerk, except so far as they bear upon the question ofthe good

faith of the plaintiff in the acquisition of the certificate.

§24-4 Removal From Offlce.-There appears to be no well

defined power to remove corporate ofiicers from ofiice. ‘ Agents

holding ofiice at pleasure may of course be removed without

cause at any time, while those who hold for a definite time may

doubtless be removed by the bodv which elected or appointed‘

them. 5 The right to an ofiice can be determined only byl a. ql10~

warranto.‘ Directors have no power to remove one of their

number even for cause, and the rule seems to be that even the"

shareholders have no inherent power to remove a director who

has been elected for a time, as his election is a contract between

hmi and themembers ofthe compaii v. ’ But where the removal of

a_ director is absolutely necessarvto'the protection ofthecorpora

tion a _rneniber may apply to 5. court of equitv which will grant.

_9l1L‘ll relief as justice requires. ° i

_'<§"i1 ‘i'§;.“¥i1'€§s§'. §i ”i'~i‘?5ii. §§i‘§‘i§‘§.§.°.;i‘ii§i‘;‘%ii°€t i3~ii.1$"i}'.;'§“i.i’i..Ti§f“3;."'i$."‘ié‘f

‘__3::;:I‘I1- §435i 790 Bank v. Aymar, 31-B11262 ; Jarvisv. Bet-.\chC0., 53Hun.362; Tome

Franklin gan(l)(oé03h9Idl\¢Iqd6. :36; Railroad Co. v'._ Wilkens, 44- Md. 28; Western M. R. go. v.

455' 5 N_ E_ Rép_ 815 _. \BeéelC1l3clTl. v. BHGIIIK, 13i Mass. 4-31; Holden v. PhC]pSE‘£,‘§'11il1il lg:

co" 13 Q_ B_ Di“ 103.. o. v. arund. 27 Fed. Rep. 484, Shaw v. For P.

figgnch I1’, §4.33_

‘T ‘"11 I. §184-: Taylor 5649,

°P:l7llil)=r,v.§.1(i?ti)t-any &c R C 5

M1ci€.1g§:i1‘i‘l3I%}ydI'0p&fl'.llC-&g"cOI:B\:isT‘12£fIlIplOfl, 23 Ch. Div. 1. See generally 3"" Yr

ch_151_17'6_ Ta“? (VB-) 215; State v. Bryce, 7 Ohio (Pt. 2) 82; Bayless v. Orn, Fr==fll

‘Morawt-ii 1. §s4.2.
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§2-L5. Promoters.-Their Relation to the Corporation.--The par

ties who organize and launch a corporation are called promoters.

Although not the agents of the corporation and in general not

able to bind it by their contracts, they occupy a fiduciary rela

tion and may not derive any personal advantage over the corpo

ration or its members without a full and fair disclosure of their

transactions.‘ Any profits derived from such transactions may

be recovered by the corporation.’ But a person owning prop
 

1Chaudler v. Bacon, 30 Fed. Rep. 537; New Sombrero Phosphate Co. v. Erlanger, 5

Ch. Div. 73; Pittsburgh Mining Co. v. Spooncr. (\\'is.) 24- Am. 8: Eng. Cor. Cas.The promoter may be the agent of the subscribers to capital stock. Sec Minneapolis

Threshing Machine Co. v. Davis, 4-0 Minn. 110 Ch. VII, §4-. supra.

3Dcnsniorc Oil Co. v. Dcnsinorc, 6-L Pa. St. 43; Emma. Silver Mining Co. v. Grant, 11

Ch. Div. 918; Plaqucmincs Tropical Fruit Co. v. Buck, (NJ. 1893) 27 Atl. Rep. 1094-,

was decided upon the following facts:

B. agreed to purchase of W. a tract of land of about 28,000 acres in the state of Lou

isiana for $25,000, to be paid $5,000 in cash. $10,000 in three months, and $10.0_00 in

stock at par ofa. company to he formed for the development of the lands. B. then issued

a prospectus over his own name for the incorporation of such company, and secured the

promise of the necessary number of persons and means to comply with the contract. W.

then refused to carry out the agreement. B. thereupon organized the company under the

laws of New Jersey, and, although not an incorporator, was elected 9. director and presi

dent of the company. A resolution was passed at the first meeting to purchase the prop

erty for $150,000, to be paid for $120,000 in stock at par, $10,000 in cash, and_the bal

ance, $20,000, in notes secured by a mortgage. Certificates for 12.000 sharesin blank

were issued and delivered to I‘-. to effect the purchase. B. commenced suit against W. 7°!‘

the specific performance of the contract, which led to an agreement by which W. was to

convey 4-,000 more acres, reserving for one year the right to cut willows and to clear the

land, and to receive $27,000, instead of $25,000. This agreement was carried out by W

conveying to L., the attorney of B., who gave the notes secured on the pi-opcrt_v._and L

then conveyed to the company, subject to the iucumbrances. B. paid W. $5.000 in caflll

and 700 shares of stock. L. gave W. three notes, two for $5.000 ¢fl¢h. and One 1'01‘ $10-

000. W. gave up one ofthe $5.000 notes to B., who turned it over to a party W110 had

assisted him in making the bargain. The balance of the 12,000 shares of stock B. rc

taincd, and distributed part to the other defendants. The evidence showed that B. alone

80¢ up the com puny, secured the shu.reholdcrs,n.nd selected the incorporators and ofi1ccr§;

that he attended the meeting for organization. and the first meeting of directors, (his

P!‘¢,9¢11¢¢ b¢i!1R necessary for a quorum.) at which the purchase was authorized; and tn‘

weight ofevidence is that he did not, in the hearing of all, disclose his interest in or re

lation to the property. On a. motion to restrain B. and the other defendants from part

ing_with uch stock and from voting thereon, it was held: (1) That no rights, legal °1'

cquita.blc,arosc in favor of the corporation in respect of transactions. whethcrcomplete 01'

inchontc. merily because entered into in contemplation of the creation of such corpora

tion. (2) That it was open to B. to buy the propertv on his own account, for any PT!“

he could, with the intention or in the hope ot selling it'at n higher price to a compfl11F to

13¢ fofmfid. mid. dell-lirlg independently, to sell it for such higher price to such company 5°

10118 I15 11¢ did S0 f8~i1'l.Y- (3) Under the facts as sliowu bv the evidence. 13- must be con

sidered as having made the original contract. not for himself, but on account of the com

D9-_"3_', 8-Rd ¢011ld "Oi be Permitted to retain any increase in the price. (4) That even if the

original contract had been made by B. on his own account. the actual purchase or second

¢1g1'¢¢111¢I1t \\'_as made by B. when he was in fact the agent of the company,and its ti-ustcc,

and as such liable to account for any profit made bv him. (5) That B. was the sole_l'-"'0'

mot" °fth¢ °°mP¥1!1)'- and as Such it was incumbent on him, if he wished to sell it as

l3I'°P@1't)' Ofllis OWE. to make full and fair disclosure of his interest and position with re

6P¢¢t t0 that property. and to furnish it with a board of directors capable of formlllg fl»

competent and impartialjiidgmcnt as to the wisdom of the purchase, and the l"'i¢¢ to b¢

Paid; -'.1I1d.I_10f 11&\'iI1iI done R0. he cannot retain any profit which he has mlldfi
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Lord _Iustice]a.mes,in PhospliatcCo.v. Erlnngcr 5 Ch Div 73 at page 118. savs: “ Now
T adhere entirely to what I said in the Govcr Case 1 Clh Diiv. .182 that is to sziy: thatjt

is quite open to a man to buy any propcrtv, at ahv price he likes, with the view or in

110134? 9f5¢ll1fI;_' that property to any compziiiy that he can get to buyit, if that is the 'm0d¢

in _whicli he intends to dispose of it. A man mav buv at anv price and niav sell at any

price _that he can fairly 8" for it; but that has ifotliifig xvhatcvcr as it appears to me, to

do .“'1th this @1188. which is whether a mun who has so bought at ii low price has obtained

3 high" P1‘i¢¢ fairly and properlv, in accordance with the view which the court of e uity

takes ofsuch transactions. Now, in this case it appears to me that the decree follows

almost necessarily from two or three propositions. A promoter is according to my view

Of ilk‘ case. in a fiduciary relation to the company which he promdtes or causes to come

into °x!5t°n‘-'°- If that Pfomvtef has a pro crty which he desires to sell to the comP€"‘3"

it “-q-“me-09°‘? to mm t° do 50- but "D011 gim. as upon any other person in a fiduciary

position, it is incumbent to make a full and fair disclosure of his interest and P°-‘won

wlth mspcct t° that l"'°P¢1”fY." Sir George Jessel, M. R., in re British Seamless P8-P"

Box Co., 17 Ch. Div. 4-67, at 471, save: "I quite agree to this- that if promoters make

an arrangement to get ii rofit for themselves out of what is apparentlv paid to the vend
°", it is immaterial whctihcr the contract with the vendors is approved of by the direc
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erty may become a promoter of a corporation and sell the prop

erty to it without reference to the original cost as he was not a.

promoter when he acquired the property. ‘

§24-6. Corporation not Liable for Acts of Promoters.—A corpor

ation is not liable upon the contracts of its promoters, ’ and

 

tors ofthe company, who are the promoters just before the allotment or just after. In

léofith cases it is intended to cheat the future shareholders; and, of course, 13 makes no

i erence whatever that the persons who at the time the allotment was ma e, were in
fact the promoters or their nominees, kniew of the fraud. You can defraud future allot

teis as well as present allottees." See also, Green's Brice’s Ultra Vircs, (2dl Ed.) 53:3.

n Plaquemines Tropical Fruit Co. v. Duck, Su ra. the court said: " The c ause in e
latter part of the proposition, ‘or with the intenliioxi that the corporation shall subse

quently acquire the subject of the transaction,’ with reference to which _a doubt_is ex

pressed on page 598, is, I think, rejected by the cases decided since the publication, if not

y those mentioned by the author.” GO\'t‘f'8 Case, L. R. 20 Eq. 114. on appeal 1 Ch.

D\\'- 182; Bngnall v. Carlton, 6 Ch. Div. 371; Mining C0. v. Grant, 11 Ch. Div. 918. In

re Cape Breton Co., 26 Ch. Div. 221, on appeal 29 Ch. Div. 795; Mining Co. v. Brookes,

3-ii Ch. Div. 398, on appeal 35 Ch. Div. 4-00; MeElhenny’s Appeal, 61 Pa. St. 188; Simons

"i Minlllg C0-. Id. 202; Oil Co. v. Densmore, 64. Pa. St. 43; Hofirnan Steam Coal Co. v.

Cumberland Coal 8.: Iron Co., 16 Md. 4-56; Beck v. Kanterowic, 3 Kay & 1.230; Atwood

v. Merryweather, 37 Law _]. Ch. 35; Hiehens v. Congreve, 1 Russ. 8.: M. 150; Sewage

goizv. Hartmont, 5 Ch. Div. 895; Mining Co. v. Spooner, (\Vis.) 42 N. \V. 259, 2-1. Amer,

_ ‘ng. Corp.Cas. 1 and note 16 Amer. La ' Re '. 671' 1 Mor. Priv. Corp. §5-1-6; Thomp.

Liab. Off. p. 220; Cook. Stock & S. (2d Edi; §6.‘i1 and note. Buck, as the promoter of

the corporatiomstood in a fiduciary relation to the company as soon as it was organized.

As such promoter, it was open to him to sell property which he owned to the company on

making full and fair disclosure of his interest and position with respect to that property.

Not only was such disclosure necessary, but it was incumbent on him, as sole promoter

°ftl1¢_c0m_pany formed to purchase this specific property, controlling and molding its

Organization, to furnish it with an executive or board of directors capable of forming

competentnnd inipartialjudgment as to the wisdom of the purchase and the price to be

Paid; and ifhe. as such promoter,procured the company to be iormed and to be managed

m_auch a way as to transfer from the moneys of the company to himself a certain sum,

without informing the company of that fact or what is the same thing, if he took with

out such disclosure, to his own use, stock of the company issued for the purchase of prop-

0St8l‘lSll;l})1' to or for another, he cannot retain the same. Lord Chancellor Cairns. in

_118¢r\'. osphate Co. 3 Ap . Cas. 1218, t 1236, . a s: "In th - whole of this pro-i
ggcélng "pap this time the sy'iiditPate, or the llO§l1S€ of Esrlgnger as repiresenting the syndi

l “'¢f¢ _e promoters of the com an ; and ‘t ‘s no necessar that I should state to~
Four lordships in what position I ll1i)(l(‘1'Zl1l11l(1 the! proiiioters to she placed with reference

'.t° thc °°mPB-fly which t . ey proposed to form. They stand. in mv opinion, undoubtedly

;)"al‘;‘§idu’1c_ifiiryhpositi1<t;n. They have in their hands the creation and molding of the codm

_ . - ey_ _avet e power of defining h and '11 i, and in what shape, and un er"“hat supCl'Vl!lO!1, it shall start into existenicev and be‘gir(ixto act as a trading corporation.

ggglgytgffi d0‘i1n_€ all this in order that the company may, as soon as it starts into life, brit

. rou_g ‘I smanaging dire ior , tl h f th t_ of themselves, t e.
PT°"10t¢1'8. it is in my opinion, lflcCUlflSbCfll:1?;)1(§Ic1 gligrpgomocteesitidetaite care that in form

31‘:“¢1°bY13{11£11rl1)y they provide it with an executive; that is to say, a board of directors, wl;lo

eaware that the ro ert h‘ h th .k d t b ' the roperty of t c
promoters, and who shall be ic)omp etgnifaiicd imgiitritiziilitiqutiegesoas ii?) i\svhethie)r the purchase

:;1“03t};ta‘t)1';l<:_::1nf§1ll11t£:1pt tp bte incade. iido notdsag that ‘the owner 05 ptrop€1'i)3’ Itnligdht n°ttPh"°t':'

. _ _]0lfl -s ne com , 1; 1 h‘ ' , o say aif he does he_is bound to take C£l!'2nl;'l1l3{;.tal1nc sellguitsto tli?: gciigiipeei.-nit tloirlougii the medium of

fihgoggi °fd‘1_"¢t01'-s. who can and do exercise an independent and intelligentjudgment on

sa . -

ich; prom..§.if3I‘i.‘.1{“i0“.'Z.‘I.."é'§.§§fl§§‘.§3§iF ‘1‘.‘§.3°}‘.§§.?l‘.“‘iti‘.‘.‘§ié’§"i£’.°‘£§;Y¢‘€L‘?‘i‘i‘§§§‘.iI* $8
for;nI:;"n§3'tatb93-53381 “I_n the present case James Bird procured the’ company to be

t h. 0 cmanaged in such a way as to transfer from the money of the company

:cnl_fl":l‘:]e(l1fttlh-.- sum of£10,000 without informing the company of that_faet. The company."

that S“ £ at they had to pav £100,000 for the property, but they did not know that of

and whY(T)1h10.000 was to go into the pocket of the man who had got the company up»

thee _ as in fact increased the purchase money in order to get that £10,000- T-lI1d¢1'

e circumstances he cannot retain the sum so got. Although not an agent of the com

Eanfi !10ra trustee for it before its formation, the old familiar principles of the law of

cg;f1°_3' 9-"£1 of trusteeship have been extended, and verv properl v extended. to meet such

rt‘-5' and "91"! the word ‘ promoter’ to describe a person acting as James Bird did, it is

E; @315‘ Well_settled that a promoter of a companv is accountable to it for all moneys

trugct Y °bta‘"e‘_3l by him from it, just as if the relationship of principal and 8-8L‘"t °1' °f

mo cc and ‘-‘fat! QM‘ trust had really existed between them and the company when the

thcn‘:3}f“;}'ap: so obtained. N01‘. in such a case, is it ‘necessary for the company to r¢_SCI!1_d

found ioiierliffiflfillon of which the payment by the company oi the moxie)’ 1" q\1¢5t‘°" *5

ggfvnsmore Oil Co. v. Densmore, 64. Pa. St. -1.3.

'~'5t¢rn Screw C0 0 -.- - . 103 *1 Y. 58'
Stand . v. Cousley, 7... Ill. .>_31; Munson v. Rail-w ay C0-. - - '
§649_m'd Pub. Co. v. Democratic Pt. Co., (Wis. 189%) 68 N. W. Rep. 238. Morawetl,
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150 PRIVATE CORPORATIONS. [ca. xv.

their creditors have no claim against it unless the engagement

made on its behalf by the promoter is subsequently adopted by

the corporation. Such a contract may be adopted in the same

manner in which a similar original contract might have beep

made,‘ and an adoption may be inferred from acts or acqui

escence on the part of the corporation or its authorized agents.’

But it has been held that where a corporation accepts the ben

efit of the contract it becomes liable thereon,——as where a _nia_]or

ity of the promoters agreed to pay for services rendered in pro

-curing the charter.’ Promoters may render themselves person

 

ally liable to parties with whom they contract.‘ '

§2=l=7. Notice to Omcers and Agents.-—An oliicer or agent of _a

corporation represents the corporation when he is acting within

the scope of his duties, and his knowledge acquired while so

engaged with reference to matters pertaining to that branch of

  

 

the business of the corporation is the knowledge ol the corpor

ation." The general rule is that facts coming to the knowledge

of an agent while engaged about the business of his agency, 311?,

in law presumed to be known to the principal.“ This applies £0

all agents of corporations of whatever degree as notice to an

“agent of a corporation with respect to a matter covered by l11S

agency must be as efiicacious as to its directors or its presid_en’_¢,

since these are only agents, with larger powers and duties,_ it is

true, but not more fully charged with respect to the particular

thing than he whose authority is confined to that particular

thing.”' Notice to a director is not notice to the corporation

 

 

  

1 Reichwnld v. Com. Hotel, 106 Ill. -1-39; Paxton Cattle Co. v. First Nat. Bank, 21

Neb. 621; Low. v. Railroad Co., -1-5 N. H. 370.

glV1CAftl1\1f v. Times Printing Co., 48 Minn. 319; Battelle v. N. \\'. Cement &<_:. C0-. 37

Minn. 89; Tift v. Quaker City Nat. Bank, 14-1 Penn. St. 550; Rubv Chief Mining c°- "

Gurle_v, (C0lo.) 29 Pac. Rep. 668; Long v. Citizens Bank, (Utah) 29'Pac. Rep. 878; Rock

ford &.c. R. Co. v. Sage, 65 Ill. 3'28; Gent v. Mfg. &c. Co., 107 Ill. 652; Mnnson v. Syra

cuse &c, R. Co., 103 N. Y. 58; Joslin v. Stokes, 38 N. J. Eq. 31; \\’estcrn Screw CO. Y

Couslcy, 72 111.531; Carmody v. Powers. 60 Mich. 26; 1~la\vkins v. Mansfield G. M.Co.,

52 Cal. 513; Paxton v. Bacon Mill Co., 2 Nev. 257; Jov v. Manion, 28 1\1o. App. 55
Whcre the president of a corporation ratifies for its bcnefit a contract for services to be

rendered to the corporation made bv him while acting as a promoter thereof, and such

services are performed for the corporation. and the cont: act providing therefore i5 One

which \v0ul(l have bound the corporation if made by the president after it hnd acquii_'cd 8

legal c_xistence. the corporation is bound by the contract. Oaks v. Cataraugufi lf at"

ggii (N. Y. 1994-) 38 N. E. Rep. 460, reversing Oaks v. Water Co., (Sup.) 21 N. Y. Supp

3Low v. Railroad Co., 45 N. H. 370; Bell . . ' ' " Pa. St. 54-; L

R. ac s. R. Co.v. Perry, 37 Ark.164-: Eduiiiiiisgi iiiiéiiié M.&. Co. 506;
Wcatherford v. Granger. (Tex. Ct. App.) 23 S. \V. Rep. 425 reversed in 24- S. \\'- Rep

795; Paxton Cattle Co. v. First Nat. Bank, 21 Neb. 621 ; Redfield on Rail\\'='.1}'5» (5 °d')

Q18. See Caledoniau &c. R. C0. v. Helciisburgh, 2 Macq. 391.

‘See Ch. X, §19 supra; Walton v. Oliver, (Kan.) 30 Pac. Rep. 172.
5CI'fligi¢ Y. Hadley, 99 N. Y. 131; Smith v. Board &c 38 Conn 208' Atlantic 8:c. Mill

v. Indian &c. Mill, (Mass. 1888) 17 N. E. Rep. 4-96;'Loring v_' Brodie, 13+ ‘Mass. 4535

Johnson v. Shortridge (Mo. 1887) 6 s. w. Rep. 64-; Huron Pt. Co. v. Kittleson, (s. D_ak

1894-) 57 N. \‘V. Rep. 233; Merchants Nat. Bank v Lovitt 114- l\Io. 519; C8599 hat’

Bank v. Clark, 139 N. Y. 307, 314.. ' ' '
11<*E§I§psi9.li5d4‘a3t'ed Sec. Co. v. Kansas &c. Co., 4-5 Fed. Rep. 7; Slattery v. Schwanncckc,

7Saint v. Wheeler &c, Co., (Ala. 1892) 10 S. Rep. 39.

0
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except “in the business to which the knowledge is material

through the agency of such director acting either alone or as one

of the board.” ‘ The question always is, was the knowledge

obtained while engaged in the business of the corporation? ’

The knowledge of an agent acquired in the course of the corpor

ate business is notice to the corporation. ’ Knowledge, obtained

by an agent of a corporation while engaged in another transac

tion is not the knowledge of the corporation.‘ A corporation

is not chargeable with knowledge of one of its ofiicers acquired in

a matter in which the oflicer acts on his own behalf and in his

own interest and does not represent the corporation. °

lButtrick v. Nashua &c. R. Co., 62 N. H. 413; Nat. Security Bank v. Cushmnn, 121

Mass. 490; Davis &c. Wheel C . D '"27 t o v. avis &c. Co., 20 Fed. Rep. 699. See Cook II,

no e.

2A corporation has knowledge of facts which are known to all its offieers and stock

holders Holly Mf C- _ g. 0. v. New Chester &c. Co., 48 Fed. Rep. 879. The knowledge of

the principal pro_mot_er of a corporation, who acquired his knowledge as such, and who

upon the organization of the corporation became its president and manager, is the

-knowledgeo the corporation. Huron Pt. Co. vs. Kittleson, (S. Dak. 1894-) 57 N. W.

Rep. 233. Where the secretary and manager owned or controlled a large part of the cap

ita stock. _and managed the business as he pleased for the purpose of advancing his own

1"_t'~‘PL‘5f8. his knowledge was held to be the knowledge of the corporation. Anderson v.

Kinley, (Ia. _1894-) 58 N. W. Rep. 909. Where a corporation takes title to real estate

through th_e incorporators, all of whom had knowledge of a defect in the title, it, is

charged with notice of such defect. Simmons &c. Co. v. Doran. 14-2 U. S. 4-17.

iwlllafd v. Denis. 50 N. J. Eq. 4-82; 26 Atl. Rep. 29.

Fairfield Sac. Bank v. Chase, 72 Me. 226; Constant v. University, 111 N. Y. 604-.

°Biifl'alo Co.Nat. Bank v. Sharpe, (Neb. 1894) 58 N. W. Rep. 734-; Kochler v. Dodge,

31 I_\cb?._ 329; Barnes v. Gas L. Co., 27 N._I. Eq. 33; Ban v. Christopher, 4-0 N. J. L.

485, “XCRCTSHQU1 v. Zinc Co., 18 Kan. 481; Bank v. Lovitt. (M0.) 21 S. W. Rep. 825,

See Hummel v. Bank. 75 Ia. 689.
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§24~8. Growth of the Law.-The present rule by which corpora

tions ai'e held responsible for the results of theirtortious acts has

been established in the face of much opposition. In the earlier

cases the courts became entangled in the meshes of metaphysical

theories regarding the nature of corporations and wasted much

thought in trying to ascertain how anincorporealentity without

conscience or soul could entertain the intent which was an essen

tial element of certain torts and crimes. It was said that a cor

poration could exercise only such powers as were expressly or by

implication conferred upon it by its charter and no cli arter conferred

the authority to commit a tort or a crime. Hence when the

agents of a corporation were guilty of a wrong they were to be

considered as acting in their individual capacity and as in

dividuals be held responsible for their acts. S0 it was said that

indictment required an appearance atthe bar, and an incorporeal

entity could not appear, from which it was supposed to follow

that a corporation could not be indicted for a crime. But it

gradually dawned upon the courts that if “the invisible, in

tangible essence of air, which we term a corporation, can level

mountains, fill up valleys, lay down iron tracks and run railroad

cars upon them, it can intend to do it, and can act therein as well

viciously as virtuously.” ‘
§24-9. General Statement.-It was long thought that as a cor

poration had no mouth with which to utter slander, or hand

with which to write libels or commit batteries, or mind to suggfif

malicious prosecutions or other wrongs—as it was an artificial
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CHAPTER XVI.

Of the Liability for Torts and Crimes.

 

person, and could speak and act only through the agency of

others—it was not therefore liable for any torts except such 85

;Bi=1mi€. ficw Ctrirp£hLaw, §417.oro.s_ a men o ereasonsfortherulethatn co ra ' ' le ora malicifllli
prosecution, see Ahrath v. Northwestern Ry. Conrtiji) .tI‘i?c»".nld:i!v!i(2:4-1(.l‘,3‘l()1Sf83). 25 Am. L.

cg. 759, per Lord Brai-nmell. The American cases holding this doctrine have been over

ruled. In Reed Y‘. Home Sav. Bank, 180 Mass. 44-8, the modern doctrine was stated and

the court said: _ ‘Ha corporation be the intangible being it is n5<e1-ted to be. agreater

and _more mischievous rnopster cannot be imagined. According to the doctrine conftfldeli

for. if they do an act within the scnpe of their corporate powers it is legal and they 3"

not amenable for it_. lithe act be not within the scope of their-‘legitimate powers, they

hid 11° "E119 11° 510 111; it was not one of the objects for which they were incorporate ,

and therefore it is no act of the corporation at all This doctrine leads to absolute im

§:1;gYI{[‘?1'§ig°3\'_! 9P°¢i== Of Wrong, and can never be hanctioned by any court Of .l11§l'-ice-"

e -__._‘-J
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~

resulted from some act ofcommission or omission of its agents or

servants while acting within the scope of granted powers, or

wrongfully omitting and neglecting some duty imposed by its

charter or by law, and, consequently it was necessary to allege

that the act committed was done while acting within the scope

and power of the company, or that the act omitted was required

to be performed. Whether it was wise to depart from this rule

that excepted corporations from liabilityfor the acts of its agents

in cases where the character of the act depended upon motives or

intent seems nolonger open. The oldidea that, because a corpora.

tion had no soul, it could not commit torts, or be the subject of

punishment for tortious acts, may now be regarded as obsolete.

The rights, the powers and the duties of corporate bodies have

been so enlarged in modern times, and these artificial persons

have become so numerous, and enter so largely into the every

day transactions oflife, that it has become the policy of the law

to subject them so far as practicable, to the same civil liability

for wrongful acts as attach to natural persons and its liability is

not restricted to acts committed within the scope of granted

_POWers, but the corporation may be liable“ in an action for false

imprisonment, malicious prosecution and libel.‘

§25l). The Modern Rule;-It is now the settled law that a cor

poration is liable ci'vi'1i'ter for torts committed by its agents or

servants precisely as a natural person, and that it is liable as a

natural person for the acts of agents done by its authority, ex

press or implied, although there is neither awritten appointment

under seal, nor a vote ofthe corporation constituting the agency

0r_ authorizing the act.’ When an oflicer does an act which is

within the general scope of his powers, although circumstances

may exist which render the particular act a violation of his duty,

the corporation is nevertheless bound by his acts as to perS011S

dealing in ignorance of those circumstances, and is responsible to

innocent third parties who have sustained damages occasioned

by such acts. And the liability of a corporation for the con

sequences of acts of its oflicers, done within the scope of their gen

eral powers, is not affected by the fact that the act which the oflicers

have assumed to do is one which the corporation itself could not

 

lH""°>' Y- Kins. (N. C.) 3 s. E. Rep. 920.

‘RailW1? C0- v. Harris, 122 U.S. 597 er stice rlin- Railroad Co. v. Q11-iBl=S'v

:%1H€“’- 202; Salt Lake City v. Hollisterxi, 111\8n-UJ.uS. 25%? Steamboat Co. v. Brockett,

N b ' 8- 537; Bank v. Graham, 100 U. S. 699' Fitzgerald v. Fitzgerald & M. Count. Co.,
he i 1894') 69 'N- w- R°P- 333‘ Miller v. Railroad Co 8 Neb 219' State v. 1\-Iorrifl 3! E

5 °°-'23 N-J-L 860: \vae1m§iutii v Merchants’ N¢i't' Bank. 96 i\/1iCh.4-25; Randall Y
um“! YPWQ. 97 Mich. 136' Railroad Co Y Schu ler 34- IN TF1-TOT‘K‘n1isns City 31¢!

g°"' Plum " 98 Ala. 159' hank v Butchers i§zc Baiak '16 N ii Ili25- hissell v. Railroado.,22 N.Yi.i25s; Bnnkv.'Pg,t;_~11in ‘Bun 13 N 'y -io3'- vviiiiiinns v'Pla1itcrs Bank, 51

gull 759? New York &¢ R CO V Harlni 47 J 157' Glinn v.i<nilroad Co. 74- G8

sosl Y“b°*'°"sh v. Bani: o'rmi' hind 16§élJ.!i¢ 6-‘ Links Shore R Co. v. Prentice, 141 V

.1o1; Cook, XI. ease; Benchlf, ciifxxm; Cob1ey,Tort8,12[)3 Taylor. 98351“ ‘"1"
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rightfully do. A corporation may do wrong through its agent as

well as a private individual.‘
§251. Liability for Punitive Damages.-Out of the supposed in

ability of a corporation to entertain an evil intent has grown the

contention over the question of its liability for exemplary or

punitive damages. As a general rule such damages cannot be

allowed against a master for the mere negligence of his servants,

however gross, if he is personally free from fault. But the rule is

subject to qualification when the master is a corporation and can

act only through agents. The negligence of the superintending

agent should be considered the negligence of the corporation,

and when exemplary damages could have -been recovered against

such an agent, it should be allowed against the corporation.’ A

corporation should be held liable for punitive damages when an

individual would be liable under the same circumstances.‘ The

decisions, however, are conflicting and may be divided into three

classes.(1) Those holding that only actual damages can be recovered.‘

(2) Those allowing punitive damages when the wrongful act

of the agent or employee was wilful and intentional.“

(3) Those allowing punitive damages only when the wrongful

act was done under the express direction of the corporation or

afterwards ratified by the corporation.“ _
§252—The Commission of Crime-There are some crimes which

a corporation, from its nature, cannot commit, but generally it

is subject to indictment and punishment by fine as a natural per

son. The capacity of a corporation to commit a crime is thus

stated by Bishop? “A corporation cannot, in its corporflte

capacity, commit a crime by an act in the iullest sense ultra V1t‘6S

and contrary to its nature. But within the sphere OI its c0rp0f

ate capacity, and to an undefined extend beyond,“ whenever it

Booth v. Bank, 50 N. Y. 396', Nims v. Mt. Herman Bovs School, 160 Mass. 1_77i

Wheeler Mfg. Co. v. Boyce. 36 Kan. 350. As to the liability of municipal corporation!

for the tortlous acts ofits Oflicers see Salt Lake City, v. Hollister, 118 U. S. 256.

3Shearman & Redfield, Neg. II, §7-L9. I3WcsternU.T.Co.v.B. 2Cl.1 - . . .131 4oMse
$95; Atlantic &e. R. Co. 3.§l!)"t’1un. i3s°ouii>1s':iqiisv2.ofleans &c' R Co V M eyi

4\‘Vardi-obs v. California Stage Co., 7 Cal. 119- Turner v Northern &e. R. Co.. 34 Cal’

,51_9~1"vé'\g;fldA€lsk0hn V. Anaheim Lighter Co. 40 Cal. 657 ' Hays v Houston &e. R. Cot-‘.146

ex. " .Bri . . ' . ' - -' ~_._.A nr
16 Mich -“Sh ="°=\ Y E Ry Cu .32 N.J. L. 254., Detroit Daily Post co \ l\1= 1' -

“Denver &e. R. Co.v. H ‘ .i22 U. s . - Am, _9i 11-548-9: Phlla' &°- R- C°~ "- smigslelfi 21 I'I0.\V5.9'Zd21§J;l:vV:'ug‘\e'TC€ilcS. E0. v._sBurkc. 53

Miss. 200; Baltimpre &e. R. Co. v. Boone, 45 344-" Samucls v. Evening Mm]. 75 N

Y- 604-; Iefiersonville &c. R. C0. v. Rogers, 38 Ind. 116 ;' Goddard v.Gn2.nd Trunk R- C0-,

2; §I<IeI._12%25;8Tnylor v. Grand Trunk R. Co., 4.8 N. H. 304; Belknap v. Boston 8-'.c. R. C0-.

 

6Beers v. Hamburg-An-ieri B. P k t C - P ‘d nC¢ 3"
R. C9_., 3 R. I. 88; Nashville §=¢'i R.a(cIoc. v. 'sii§i=g-.~iidiii'¢a;gvzi¢¢i R. C0-

éi “'€:§- 1&5: 54%?-1l1grl:1i.V. ;l‘0w§'r Grove &e. R. Co., 57 M0. 17;‘Travers v. Kansas 5136- Brie’

-. - ; - _ _ _ _ . _ ‘ m0
(TQL 189*)‘ 25 S_ v7.Y1<5p<‘>r(\571C_ R Co v Donohoe. 56 Tex. 162, Emersonv 5 * '

7New Crini. Law I. § 4,17.

8Blshop, Non-Con. Law, § 733.
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assumes to act as a corporation it has the same capabilities of

criminal intent and of act—in other words, of crime—as an indi

vidual man sustaining to the thing the like relation.”

§253—Oommonwea.lth v. Pulaski Go. Agricultural and Mech. As

sociation-‘The appellee, the Pulaski County Agricultural and

Mechanical Association, a corporation, was indicted for per

mitting gaming upon its fair grounds. A demurrer was sus

tained to the indictment, and it was dismissed. It is con

tended that a corporation cannot commit this offense. Itrwas in

the early history of the law held that, as a corporation was soul

less, it could do no wrongful or immoral act, and could not,

therefore, be liable in tort. This doctrine has long since become

obsolete, and it has long been well settled that a corporation is

liable civ1'I1'ter for all torts committed by its authority express or

implied. With the growth of corporations came the necessity for

this rule, and its adaptability to changed circumstances is an ex

cellence ofthe common law. So far does the rule extend that a

corporation is liable for every intended or negligent wrong it may

_d0, although the act may be ultra vires. If it be incidental to or

-connected with its business, or if it ratify the transaction, as by

accepting the benefit, it must respond in damages, although the

act be done, as it must, by an agent. In time it came to be ad

mitted that a corporation was liable to be indicted for a neglect

Ofduty or a mere nonfeasance; but it was claimed that its nature

did not admit of its doing positive wrong, and that, therefore, it

was not liable criminally for a misfeasance, whereby a wrongwas

done by a violation of its duty. This same reason, however, if

50111111. applied equally as well to civil as criminal injuries; and it

soon became known from experience that, as has been said that,

ifa corporation has no hands to strike, it may employ the hands

of others. This distinction was, therefore, properly disregarded

as unsound. If the argument be sound that a corporation is not

liable to indictment for any offense, because the criminal act was

not warranted by its corporate powers, then the same reasoning

would result in its nonli-ability for all wrongs, civil as well as

¢1'1m1nal. Such a rule would lead to its absolute impunity for all

wrongs, which the experience of this day shows would produce

gfeaflnjustice, both to individuals and the public. If it be said

thattheindividual who might do the wrong would be liable, it may

be said that this is true as to everv servant or agent who does 8

_wr°"g, but because this is so the principal is not exempt. Indeed,

it has been and should be rather the policy of the law, because

that is likelyto the better protect from the commission of wrong,

t_°100l< rather to the principal than the agent, and it seems to 1-15

'1" 5- W- Rep. 442 (Ky. 1891). Holt, c. J.
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especially should this be so in the case of corporations for whose

benefit the act is done, or being connected with its business, is

negligently omitted to be done, its directors in charge or its work

men being perhaps unknown and irresponsible. The object

should be to reach and punish the real power in the matter, and

thus prevent arepetition of the offense. Experience showed the

necessity of modifying the old rules, and the decided tendency of

modern decisions has been to extend the application of all legal

remedies, both civil and criminal, to corporations, and subject

them thereto as in the case of individuals, so far as is possible.

It is, therefore, now well settled in the courts of this country, as

well as in England, that they are indictable for misfeasanee as

well as a nonfeasance of duty unlawful in itself and injurious to

the public. It has, therefore, been held that they may be indicted

fora nuisance, whether arising from misfeasance or nonfeasance, or

for an injury otherwise to the public unlawful in itself, and arising

either from commission or the omission to perform a legal duty.

They may be indicted for erecting and continuing a building, for

leaving railroad cars in a street, for neglecting to repair a high

way, for permitting stagnant water to remain on their premises,

for libel, for “Sabbath-breaking," by doing work on Sunday in

violation of the statute, and in many other instances. It is true

there are crimes of which from their very nature, as perjury, for

example, they cannot be guilty. There are crimes to the punish

ment for which, for a like reason, they cannot be subjected, as in

the case of a felony. But wherever the offense consists in either

a misfeasance or a nonfeasance of duty to the public, and the cor

poration can be reached tor punishment as by a fine and the

seizure of its property, precedent authorizes, and public policy re

quires, that it should be liable to indictment. Any other rule

would in many cases preclude adequate remedy, and leave irre

sponsible servants, rather than those who are reallv most at

fault.‘ If it be said that such a rule may subject the property

of innocent stockholders for the acts of the directors, to which

they are not actual parties, and of which thev had no knowledge,

the answer is that they select directors, and it is their busi

ness to have those who will see that the corporate business is so

eonducted as not to injure others or infringe upon public right

and good order in the community If the penaltv prescribed for

the act be both fine and imprisonment, then, so far as the punish

ment cannot, from the nature of the ofifender, be carried out, the

statute is, of course, inoperative. 

1Com.v.Pr ‘t ,2G - . 8‘

Bead, 526; Bgii1r;mv.oéi'ahamxifl1y603i’,Ji’SsflggfY‘ R' co" 23 N~ 1" 11- 360 , R. Co. v. State,
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§ 254. State v. TheMorris&EssexRy. Oo.1—Ind.ictmentforMisfeas

a.nce.-The corporation was indicted for creating a nuisance, by

-erecting a building upon the public highway, and continuing it

there; and also by placing cars in the public highway, and sufi‘"er

ing them to remain therein. The single question presented for

the consideration of the court is, whether a corporation aggre

gate is liable to be proceeded against by indictment for any of

fense committed by active means or by an aflirmative act, which

must of necessity be charged to have been done vi et armis. The

law is well settled, that a corporation, aggregate is liable to in

dictment. It is said, indeed, by Blackstone, that a corporation

cannot commit treason, felony, or other crime, in its corporate

-capacity, citing the case of Sutto1z’s Hospital.’ The original

authority is simply that a corporation cannot commit treason.

While_it is conceded that a corporation cannot, from its nature,

be guilty of treason, felony, or other crime involving malus ani

mus in its commission, it is believed that there is no authority,

ancient or modern, which denies the liability of a. corporation

aggregate to indictment, except an anonymous case, said to have

been decided by Chief justice Holt, in the court of Kings Bench,

m_the 13 Will. 3 (1701). The case is reported in 12 Mod. 558,

briefly, as follows: “Note, per Holt, Chief Justice. A corpora

tron is not indictable, but the particular members of it are.” It

may well be doubted whether this is not one of those cases which

elxtorted from Lord Holt the bitter complaint of his reporters,

_ that the stuff which they published would make posterity think

Ill of his understanding, and that of his brethren on the bench.”

Aside from the apochryphal character of the report, it is hardly

credible that so learned and accurate a judge as Lord Holt

Should have laid down the broad proposition imputed to him by

h1_S reporter. It is certain that while he was chief justice of the

K1!1_g's Bench there were cases before that court of indictments

ggalflstaquasi corporations for neglect to repair roads and

F‘dge§- And in The Queen V. Saintiff, 6 Mod. 255, Lord H011-'

himself held, that if a common footway be in decay an indict

111§11t must of necessity lie for it, because an action will not lie

without a sP@¢ia1 damage. It seems to be true, moreover, as

W88 stated by Talfourd, Sergeant Arguendo, in the Queen v. Rail

way c_0-,‘ that although there was at that time no direct

iuthonty in England for the position, that a corporation aggre
 

1

W. In 360 (1852) PB!‘ Chief justice Green. See also State v. B. & B. R. Co., 15

'10 Coke 32,

Iii
v:>;:i,8_i'aZ;,,;1:hf6g:°‘§f1*cY_' ‘i7s‘Zli£t%.51§'Sa1k 359; The Queen v. The Inhabitants of Che

Qmnw nmii. 227.
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gate is indictable in the corporate name, yet the course of prece

dents has been uniformfor centuries, and the doctrine has fre

quently been taken for granted, both in arguments and by the

judges.‘Notwithstanding the frequent instances to be found in the

books of indictments against aggregate corporations for neglect

of duty imposed by law, the liability of a corporation to indict

ment was not expressly adjudicated in Westminster Hall until the

Very recent case of The Queen v. The Birmingham & Gloucester

Railway Co.’In that case it was directly adjudged that a corporation aggre

gate may be indicted by their corporate name for disobedience to

an order of justices requiring such corporation to execute works

pursuant to statute.The same principle has been repeatedly recognized in the Amer

ican courts,§ both before and since the decision of The Queen v.

The Birmingham & Gloucester Railway Co.
In this state, there is an express legislative recognition of the

liability of corporations to indictment. The act of February

10, 1837 (Rev. Stat. 999), provides a mode of compelling the

appearance of corporations to indictments, and of enforcing sen

tence upon conviction. It is not understood that the counsel for

the defence question or deny the liability of a corporation aggre

gate to indictment. The question discussed upon the argument

was, not whether a corporation aggregate may be indicted, but

for what offence it may be indicted, or what oiience acorpora

tioii aggregate may in its corporate capacity commit. _

It is insisted, that although a corporation is liable to indict

ment for neglect of duty or mere nonfeasance, it cannot be in

dicted for any offence requiring for its commission a direct and

positive act. I am aware of but two cases in which this ques

tion has been directly presented for judicial decision. In the case

of The State v. The Great Works Milling and Man. Co.,‘ the de

fendants were indicted for a nuisance in the erection of a dam

across the Penobscot river. At ]une Term, 184-1, the Supreme

Court of Maine decided that the indictment could not be sus

tained, on the ground that where a crime or misdemeanoriscom

miffed by any positive or aflirmative act, under color of cor

P_°1‘9-te authority, the individuals acting, and not the corpora

tion, should be indicted.
1Tl1e case of Langforth Bridge Cro.C 365 1635 ~ R ' Th I habltunts of The

Coi1nty_of Wilts, 1 Salk 359 (1705); Tli‘erI_{ing (v. The),Inh:25ii‘t£i11‘its0f:Ttl‘1e West Riding of

Y°rksh"e' 2 BM“ R°P- 535 (1770); Rex Y. The Inhabitants of Great Boiigbwm 5 B‘"T‘

27°° (177.1)? '1‘11=,King v. The Inhabitants of Clifton s D ‘& B 499 (1794); Rex -.-. 'rh=

c°'p°rat'°“ ‘Jr L“"e1'P°°1- 3 EH51; $6 (1802); Rex v 'May-or of‘ Strntford upon Avon. 14'

East‘ 343 (1311)? Re! 7- Tl" Cit? Of Gloucester Doiighert ‘s Crown Circ. Ass. 259.

:'incaQr' & Pam’ 469- I-‘>Queeu's Bench 223 ' y
e ueen v.’l‘he Bi ' h ‘ I ' ' ' ' t .9Mass

goi,-sh-;-pg-,,~;;-;;%;§r..fif:.?l%"°;::.:t §;.;‘.*‘.i.¥.°;.:...“::..';s.:~’.;:*s;.r.....»..
‘~20-Main: R§p',4L en . 267; Freeholders v. Strader, 3 Hart. 108.
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In the Queen v. the Great North of England Railway Co., ‘ the

defendants were indicted for cutting through and obstructing a

highway, by works performed in acourse not conformable to the

powers conferred on the company by act of parliament. The in

dictinent, alter solemn argument and deliberate advisement, was

sustained by the unanimous opinion of the Court of Qucen’s

Bench, the Court thus sustaining the principle, that a corpora

tion aggregate may be indicted for a misléasance.

These two authorities being directly in conflict, it may be neces

sary to consider the principle involved in the inquiry. It being

conceded that an indictment will lie against a corporation aggre
Db

gate for a nonfeasance, or for any cause whatever, all prelimi

nary and formal objections arising out of the invisibility and in

tangibility of the body aggregate, the impossibility of arresting

it, its inability to appear, its incapacity for punishment, and the

1I1_]llSIiC€ of punishing innocent stockholders for the acts of others,

are at once disposed of. These objections apply, it is obvious,

with equal force to indictments for acts of nonfeasance. If they

31'; invalid as to the one, they are equally so as to the other

ut ' ' ' 'it 1S said, that although a corporation may omit to per

1-0111} acts made obligatory upon it by law, and thus be liable for

H . .on easance, yet from its verv nature it cannot use force, and

therefore cannot commit any act involving force, and which

must he charged to have been'committed vi ct armis. This argu

ment rests entirelyupon the disability of the corporation to com

m1t_any act of trespass or positive wrong, and applies to its ca

pacity to commit civil as well as criminal injuries. It is the very

3-_1'gl1ment by which it was sought to be established that no ac

tion for a trespass or tort would lie against a corporation. But

1t_has been well said, that if a corporation has itself no hands.

_\\-'1th which to strike, it may emplov the hands of others; and it

IS now perfectly well settled, contrary to the ancient authorities,

that a corporation is liable civiliter for all torts committed by

1t$_S€rvants or agents by authority of the corporation, express

°_1‘1mplied. Thus it is liable in trover ; ’ in cases for indirect inju

1‘l¢S resulting from tortious acts as well as from negligence; i in

t'e5Pa$S quare clausizm fregit; ‘ in trespass vi et armis to per 

‘Queen’; Bench, 315,

zT“'h°\'°"Bl1 Y The Bank of 3
_ - 1-: 1 4.10 E r. 6; n .T11C sin-i-cy CHEM

S‘°““"_l:;1 5408.51-‘oster v. The Essex Bli\$ll:!l,"17 blag; 503; ‘lllghidh 1. The Fulton Bank, 7

a Bddgc v. The G ii - . g 1; 1;{'l1Tn pike
§§"",,““‘*°1'- *.$¢rg.r8iinRiiiii§ Q3 3515:53191viir'riig'i‘<i.'s1iie; ‘}:3l‘1eilsei!11 Tlic M52»: of

7,: Mk‘ 3 Hm 531‘. S. C- (in errorli, 2 Iienio 4-38" Baptist Church v'. Schenectady 3-’

Y R" R-' 5 B"'=- Sup. cc. R. vs; \\'ilson v The Rbckland M’f'S C0-. 2 Hm'i'1K‘“ R- 67'
‘B‘°°\1e<=mi v rs M i w d 9- That

‘i“°£‘“ T“ "rm-<>=t'i= B%'3i‘L‘="i‘§o‘?“ 1‘?-r 55“;‘%'QZ’§‘é3;f;"i¢.S1&.°¢'£”v. $2, Aiibuffl 8
. . R. Co., 5 Hill 170; Van Worlmcr v. The Mayor ofklbany, 15 Wand 252

_
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sonal property; ' and in ejectment;' so a corporation may be

guilty4of a disseisin, “ and even of an assault and false imprison

ment.

These cases have all risen within the present century, and are

certainly in conflict with the ancient doctrine, as laid do\vn by

the venerable sages of the law, if not by the authority of the

Courts.“

The earlier authorities, denying the liability of corporations

civiliter for torts are nearly all traceable to the dictum of Chief

Justice Thorpe, in Liber. Ass.‘ that, “a writ of trespass lies not

against a commonalty, for, he said, a man shall never have a.

capias or exigent against a commonalty.” From this view of

the law, it would seem that the difliculty in holding corporations

liable civiliter for their tortious acts was originally supposed to

consist not in the inability of the corporations to commit the

wrong, but in the incapacity of the courts to administer the

remedy.

The result of modern cases is, that a corporation is liable ci'vil

iter for torts committed by its servants or agents precisely as a

natural person; and that it is liable as a natural person for the

acts of its agents done by its authority, express or implied,

though there be neither a. written appointment under seal, nor a

vote of the corporation constituting the agency or authorizing

the act. The doctrine is founded on sound principles, and ap

-plies, so far at least as the present objection is concerned, as well

to the criminal as to the civil liability of a corporation.

It is further objected that a corporation aggregate cannot be

liable for any crime, because the commission of a criminal act is

not warranted by their corporate powers. This argument,

pushed to its legitimate conclusion, would exempt a corporation

from all liability for wrongs, civil as well as criminal. It is most

aptly answered by Mr. Binney, in his argument in the Chestnut

Hill Turnpike Co. v. Rutter,’ “according to the doctrine con

tended for, if they do an act within the scope of their corporate

powers it is legal, and they are not answerable for the conse

quences. If the act be not within the range of their corporate
 

1Mannd v. Monmouthshlre Canal Co., 4 Man. 8: Gran. 452; Hay v. Cohoes Co., 3

Barb. 4-2; Whitemnn Excrs. v. Wil. 8; Sus. R. R. Co., 2 Hal'ring's Rep. 514:.

IDnter v. Tf0y R. R. & Turnpike Co., 2 Hill631.

3Seeond Precinct v. Cath. Cong., 23 Pick. 140; Proprietors of the Canal Bridge Y

Gordon, 1 Pick. 296.

I-Eastern Counties Ry. Co. v. Brown, 2 Law 8: Eq. 4.06.

BLiber. Ass., fol. 100 pl. 67; Brook's Ab. “ Corporations" 48, "Trespass" 239: Com.

Dig. " Corporations," F. 19, “ Plender" 2 13.; 2 Imp:_v's Prac. 676: 2 Sell. Pr. 78;

Viner's Ab. “Curporatl0ns" P. Sec. 2, 15; 1 Sannd. P. 8: E. 386; 1 Bl. Com. 4-76; 1 .

‘W00deson'| Lee. 296; 8 East. 280 per Lawrence, J,

I100 pl. 01. -

78 Binney 12.
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powers, they had no right by law to do it, it was not one of the

objects for which they were incorporated, and therefore it is is no

act of the corporation at all. This doctrine leads to absolute

impunity for every species of wrong, and can never be sanctioned

by any court of justice.”

But whyshould corporations be held liable for zzonfeasance and

not for misfeasance? Why for neglect of duty, and not for viola

tion of law? The startling incongruity of allowing tl1<i1e.éen1p

tion, is as was said b Lord Denman, in The Queen v. T e reat
North o(f England Ry.yCo.) one strong argument against it.

It is said, again, that the individuals who concur in making the

-order, or in doing the work are individually responsible. And so

is every servant or agent by whose agency a tort is comfmitted,

but it has never been su osed that the rinci al is there ore ex-empt from liability. OnThe contrary thepprincijple and the poliply

of the law has ever been to look to the rinci al rather than t e
mere agent; and in the case of corporgtionsp, it is the clear dic

tate of sound law not only, but of public policy, to look rather

to the corporation at whose instance and for whose benefit the

wrong is perpetrated, than to the individual directors by whose

-order the wrong was done, who may be entirely unknown, or to

the laborers by whom the work was performed, who in a great

majority of cases, would be alike unknown and irresponsible.

It is true there are crimes (perjury for example) of which a cor

poration cannot, in the nature of things, be guilty. There are

other crimes, as treason and murder, for which the punishment

imposed by law cannot be inflicted upon a corporation. Norcan

they be liable for any crime of which a corrupt intent or malus

.am'mus is an essential ingredient. But the creation of a mere

nuisance involves no such element. It is totally immaterial,

gvheither the pi-son cregting the nuisancel does it igiéoiilantly or

y esign, wit a oo intent or an evi intent; an t ere is no

P638011 why for sucg an ofience a corporation should not be in

-dicted. _

There is a strong reason, which does not seem to have been ad

yerted to in the reported cases, why the corporation, and not the

Individual directors or laborers, should be indicted for the crea

tion of a nuisance. The principal object of an indictment for a

nuisance,is tocompel it to be abated; and regularly a part of the

Judgment upon conviction is, that the nuisance be abated. ‘

ll similar judgment was rendered in the case of The State v.

K1118, in the Passiac Oyer and Terminer, which has since been

jlflirmed in the Court of Errors and Appeals. If the rights of a
 

11H 'k. _ ‘ - alk. 858

3- ¢-; Ehmi z%'&f“i’¢i.i€.°°e1£.!.’t‘§$f 1‘1'§,“°n‘§‘l2i’§§“€‘§t3§.§'§“B‘I°.$Z“§. ‘J2; Cum-'
lmonwenlth v. Wright, Angel! on Tidewaters, 222.
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corporation are to be concluded by the judgment, as in the pres

ent case, a valuable building, erected by the company at great

cost for their own convenience, is to be ordered to be torn down

as an encroachment upon the highway, there is peculiar pro

priety in making the corporation itself a party, and giving it an

opportunity of being heard in defense. To condemn the property

of a corporation to destruction upon an indictment against an

irresponsible individual, who was employed in the construction

of the work, but who has no interest in the company, and who

perhaps is hostile to its interests, savors strongly of the injustice

of condemning them unheard. And it is not clear how the sen

tence is to be executed against the corporation who are in pos

session and in no sense parties to the proceeding. I am of

opinion that the judgment below should be aflirmed.
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CHAPTER XVII.

Foreign Corporations.

§255. General Sta.tement.—The subject matter of this chapter

falls within the domain of private international law and is of un

usual importanee by reason ofthe intimate commercial relations

of the states of the union. The rights and privileges of corpora

tions beyond the jurisdiction of the sovereignty by which they

are created are governed in part by the rules of comity and in

part by express statutes. For certain purposes corporations are

recognized as persons, but they are not citizens of a state within

the meaning of the provision of the constitution of the United

States which secures tothe citizens ofeach state all the privileges

of citizens of the several states.‘ These artificial persons are

accorded recognition in foreign states when their organization

and object is not in conflict with the policy of the foreign state.

“The natural persons belonging to a state” says Bar,“ "are

recognized as persons in every other state. This undoubted rule

ms a consequence of the equality of natives and foreigners admitted

by modern international law. But by custom it is just as fully

recognized that legal persons belonging to another state must

also be so regarded. * ' " Although the authority of the

foreign state by which legal personalities are either directly cre

ated, ortheir creation by private persons tolerated, has no weight

in one state for itself, yet modern international intercourse re

quires the same recognition to be extended to the legal person

alities which may be capriciously created. * " * If the state

in_which it is proposed to establish the undertaking will not per

mit it to be established, the object of the association * * *

can never be attained. A foreign state which should recognize

as alegal person what was not so recognized in its own state,

would be treating as valid legal facts directed to ends that are

either legally or actually impossible—a result at variance with

general logical principles.”

§256. The Corporate Domici1e.—A corporation has its‘ domicile

 

W . . . .Pd. siti.‘.i1li’ajiiiii<i!s1vii°vii%:ii>(iieti(ii(r-iiitgf iiildf ‘$5’ Dial-]J.n1S(.)n5v§e5a;l¥’1&ilTl iii}-:iii'irizi31i7vE1‘i). '1is2sii

gltmbina Mining Co. v. Pennsylvania, 125 ‘U. S. 181; W. U. Telegraph C0- Y- Ll¢b- 75

5- 172: Ina. Co. v. New Orleans, 1 Woods C, C, 85.

1P1-iv. Int. Law, 5-I-1.
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in the state by which it was created,‘ but by acquiring a place of

business in another state it may for certain purposes acquire a

domicile’ there also.

§257. Laws Have No Extrsten-itorial Force.-—Thelaws of astate

have no force or effect, expropria vigore, beyond the territorial

liiiiits of the state. "It is the indubitable basis of universal law,

that laws have no force beyond the territories of those who make

them. This is one oftlie few principles of universal jurisprudence

-universally acknowle(lged.”‘

§258. Right of a. Corporation to Exercise its Powers in s. Foreign

State.-It follows from the doctrine of thelast section that a state

cannot authorize a corporation to exercise its powers and

franchises in another state without the consent of the foreign

state. It has been said that a corporation must “dwell in the

place of its creation and cannot migrate to another sovereignty.”

This is true only in the sense that it cannot act as a corporation

beyond thejurisdiction of its creation but it may transact such

ibusiness and do such acts in the foreign jurisdiction as a. natural

person might do. Thus a corporation cannot hold corporate

meetings in a foreign jurisdiction but it may through its agents

transact business there when not forbidden to do so by the laws

of the foreign state.‘ Hence a corporation may make valid con

tracts in a. foreign state subject to the restrictive laws of that

state,‘ and governed by the laws of the state which created the

corporation.‘ In discussing the limitations upon the extra:

1Whnrton’s Cont‘. of Laws. §489; Story's Cont‘. of Laws, §38; Merrill._ Comp. jut}

80; Westlake.Pdv. Int. Law,p.259; Jacob's Law of Domicile, §-—; Dicey. LEW °
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Domicile, 5-—~; Calcutta Jute Go. v. Nicholson, L. R. 1 Ex. Div. 428.

‘Smith v. Pilot Mining Co., 4-7 Mo. App. 4.09; Young v. South Tredegnr I. Co., 86

Tenn. 189; 4- Am. St. Rep. 752.

‘Story’: Com‘. ofLs.ws, §§29, 88, 278; Westlnke, Priv. Int. Law, §132', Rorer, Inter

state Law, p. 167; Pennoyer v. Nefl", 95 U. S. 714-. It is an ancient maxim that “beyond

his territorial boundaries it is not safe to obey s. party commanding. United States v

Bevans, 3 Wheat. 386; 3 Doll. 870 note, Huber-us; Lanssnts Fonblanque. Book_4, C_h.1'

g6, p. 658' Henry's Foreign Law, §1. The only force allowed to laws extra-terntoriallyv

I derived from international comity, which neverintervenes to set aside either thewrittcn

law or the common law, or even the state policy or state interest of another country.

See the argument of Mr. Ingersoll in Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13 Pet, 517.

ibdnrfree, §14i; Wharton, Conf. of Laws, §105s; Westlake, Priv. Int. Law. §235;

Franco-Texan Land Co. v. Laigle, 69 Tex. 339; Ormsby v. Vermont Copper Co.. 66 N

Y. 628. The meetings ofthe directors may be beyond the limits of the state, as the? '1"

but agents. Wright v. Bnndy, 11 Ind. 898; Reichwald v. Commercial Hotel, 106 I1l_. 439

See the criticism on the dictum of Chiefjustice Torey that B. corporation cannot migfn-tfi

to another sovereignty, in Bigelovws note to Story‘s Conf. of Law, p. 178.

5Newbury Petrolium Co. v. Weare, 27 Ohio St. 343. In Atchison &c. R. _C0. V

Fletcher, 35 Kan. 236, the court said: “A corporation is clothed everywhere W11‘-1‘! 1511*

character given by its charter, and the capacity of corporations to make contracts be

yond the states of their creation, and the exercise of that capacity, are S1;l!PP01'i'-fid by ‘in’

iform, universal, and long continued practice." Lnnd Grant R. Co. v. Co £7 C0-. 6 KB"

24-5; O'Brien v. Wei-.hercll,14i Kan 616; Cowell v. Springs Co., 100 U. S. 55. , __

In Canada Southern R. Co. V. Gebhnrd, 109 U. S. 527, Chiefjustice Waite said: A

corporation ‘must dwell in the lace of its creation, and cannot migrate to soother sov

ereignty,‘ though it may do business in all places where its charter allows and the l0¢8!

laws do not forbid. Railroad Co. v. Koonz, 104- U. S. 6. But wherever it 8°" 7°?

business it curries its charter, as that is the law of its existence, and the charter is the

some abroad that it is at home. whatever disabilities are placed upon the ¢0l'P°l‘5H°3

at ‘home it retains abroad, and whatever legislative control it is subjected to Bl 11°11"

must be recognized and submitted to by those who deal with it elsewhere."

7:g1_asn1i:.,tces Life Ins. Co. v. Fields, (Tex. 1894) 26 s. W. Rep. 230; Rue v- R&ilwflyC°-.

ex. 4|.
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L

territorial acts of a foreign corporation, Mr. Murfree says :' “The

recognition which is by comity extended to foreign corporations,

does not vestthem with an unrestricted faculty of extra-territorial

action, even within the limits of their charter powers; while the

cases are not uniform on this point, yet the weight of authority

seems to be that the coinpany’s power in the foreign jurisdiction,

extends only to those acts which may be done through the medi

ation of agents. Those corporate acts which must be done by

the company itself, through the persons of the corporators or

stockholders must be performed where the company has a legal

existence. The most obvious of these are meetings for the ae

ceptance of the charter and organization of the corporation.”

§259. Miller v. Ewer." —This is probably the leading case.

The question was on the validity of a certain mortgage

executed by the oflicers of a corporation, elected at a meet

ing held out of the state for the organization of. the cor

poration. The corporation was created by the state of Vermont.

It appeared from the records of the corporation that a meeting

of the corporators was called for the organization of the corpor

ation under its charter, in the city of New York, and that the

charter was there accepted, and the oflicers of the corporation

elected. Chief]ustice Shepley said: “ There are a variety of cor

porations. It will only be necessary on this occasion to speak of

one class of them, corporations aggregate compose of natural

persons. It is often stated in the books, that such a corporation

is created by its charter. This is not precisely correct. The

charter only confers the power of life, or the right to come into

existence, and provides the instruments by which it may become

an artificial or acting entity. Such a corporation has been well

defined to be an artificial being, invisible, intangible and existing

0n_1y in contemplation of law. The instruments provided to

bring the artifical being into life and active operation, are the

persons named in the charter, and those who by virtue of its pro

visions may become associated with them. Those persons or

corporations, as natural persons, haveno such power. A faculty

which they can have only by virtue of the law which confers it.

That law is inoperative beyond the bounds of the legislative

Powerby which it is enacted. As the corporate faculty cannot

accompany the natural persons beyond the bounds of the sov

fffilgnty which confers it, they cannot possess or exercise it there,‘

They can have no morepower thereto makethe artificial being act

than other persons not named or associated as corporators. Any

1M*"'f1’=¢, For. Corp. §8.

1211/i .50 - . - - b .
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attempt to exercise such a faculty there is merely an usurpation of

authority by persons destitute of it, and acting without any

legal capacity to act in that manner. It follows that all votes

and proceedings of persons professing to act in the capacity of

corporators, when assembled without the bounds of the sov

ereignty granting the charter are wholly void. * * " *

It may maintain a suit without those limits, but that does not

imply its existence or presence there. It may also contract with

-out those limits. Being within them, it may acting per se, by

vote transmitted elsewhere propose a contract or accept one

previously offered. And it may by an agent or agents duly con

-stituted, act and contract beyond those limits. But it can neither

exist nor act per se without them, except by the existence of its

oflicers or agents, duly elected or appointed within them.

The Power of the State Over Foreign Corporations.

§26(). The General Rule and the Reasons Therefor.—F0rtl1e pur

poses ofjurisdiction thestates ofthe union are foreign to eachother;

and as corporations are the mere creatures of legislation, it fol

lows that a state may exclude a foreign corporation from doing

business within its limits, or may grant such corporation a.

license to do business upon such terms and conditions as the

peculiar interests and policy of the state may require.‘ There are

many good and suflicient reasons why a state should choose to

modify the rule of comity, and impose restrictions upon a foreign

corporation. As said by Mr. Justice Fields, “it is not every

-corporation, lawful in the state of its creation, that other states

may be willing to admit within theirjurisdiction, or consent that

it have ofiicers in them; such, for example, as a corporation for

lotteries. And even when the business of a. foreign corporation is

not unlawful in other states, the latter may wish to limit the

number of such corporations, or subject their business to such

control as would be in accordance with the policy governing

domestic corporations of a similar character/"

§261. Its Limita.tions.—The general rule stated in a preceding

section that a state may entirely exclude foreign corporations

from doing business within its limits, or permit them to do busi
 

1Wharton’s Couf. cl‘ Laws, §104n; Green's Bi-ices Ultra. Vires, p. 4-, note a.

?Pembins. Mining Co. v. Pennsylvania, 125 U. S. 181; Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168;

Bunyan v. Coster, 14 Pct. 120; Canada Southern Ry. Co. v. Geblmrrl, 109 U. S. 627;

Demarest v. Flack, 128 N. Y. 205; Isle Royalc &c. Corporation v.Osmnn, 76 Mich. 162.

“A foreign corporation can exercise its franchises in Pennsylvania only so far as it ma?

be permitted b‘y the local soverei . The right rests wholly in the comity of states. A
corporation o one state .cqnn0t id: business in another state without the lattcrs consent,

express, or implied, and that consent may he accompanied with such conditions as the

latter may think proper to impose. St. Clair v. Cox, 106 U. S. 350. These conditions

will be valid and effectual, provided they are not repugnant to the constitution or laws of

the United States, 8:0." Comw. v. New York &c. R. Co., 129 Pa. St. 463.
’l
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ness upon complying with prescribed conditions, is, however,

subject to the limitation imposed by the federal constitution,

which grants to congress exclusive control over interstate com

merce. Hence, a state cannot exclude or regulate the business of

a foreign corporation, which is engaged in interstate commerce,

or which is itself an agency of the national government.‘

§262. I1lustra.tions.—The Business of Insurance.—A large part

of the litigation which has arisen as a result of the fore

going rules has grown out of the business of insurance, which

is to such a great extent transacted by foreign corporations. It

is settled law that the business ofinsurance, when conducted be

tween citizens ofa state and a foreign corporation is not inter

state commerce, and issubject to regulation by the state.’

§263. Paul v. Virginia.’ -An act of the legislature of Virginia

provided that no insurance company, not incorporated under the

laws of that state, should carry on its business within the state

without previously obtaining a license for that purpose, and that

it should not receive such license until it had deposited with the

treasurer of the state bonds of a specified character and amount.

A subsequent act declared that no person should “without a

license authorized by law, act as agent for any foreign insurance

company” under a prescribed penalty for each oflense. One

Samuel Paul applied for a license to act as agent for an insurance

company which had not made the required deposit of bonds, and

upon the refusal to grant him a license, proceeded to act as agent

for the company in the state of Virginia. For this violation of

the statute he was indicted and fined. The case finally reached

the supreme court of the United States where it was held that

corporations are not citizens within the provisions of the consti

tution which declares that “the citizens ofeach state shall be en

titled to all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several

states.” The court by Mr. justice Field said: “It was undoubt

edly the object of the clause in question to place the citizens of

each state upon the same footing with citizens of other states, so

far as the advantages resulting from citizenship in those states

are concerned. It relieves them from the disabilities of alienage

in other states; it inhibits discriminating legislation against

them by other states; it gives them the right of tree ingress into

other states, and egress from them; it insures them in other states

the same freedom possessed by citizens of those states in the ac

 

1Cmtcher v. Kentucky, 141 U. S. 47' Pensacola Tel. Co. v. Western U. Tel. Co., 96 U

S-1= Cooper Mfg. Co. v. Ferguson, 11's U. s. 127; Pcmbina Mining Cc. v.Penns_vlv8-flifl,

125 U. S. 181; P€0Dle Southern Cotton Oil Co. Y. Wemple, 131 N. Y. 64; Norfolk Ry. C0

"-P'~'°"=y1vM1ln. 1ae n. s. 114.; McCall v. California, 136 U. s. 104; Gloucestvr Fm’!

°°- "- Pmnsylvnuia, 114 U. s.1se; Robbins v. Shelby Taxing District, 120 U. s. 489

’C1'l1tcher v. Kentucky, 14-1 U. S. 47; Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168.

88 Wall. (U. s. 1868) 168.
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quisition and enjoyment of property and in the pursuit of happi

iness; and it secures to them in other states the equal protection

of their laws. It has been justly said that no provision in the

constitution has tended so strongly to constitute the citizens of

the United States one people as this.‘

Indeed, without some provision of this kind removing from the

citizens of each state the disabilities of alienage in the other states,

and giving them equality of privilege with citizens of those

states, the republic would have constituted little more than a

league of states; it would not have constituted the union which

now exists.
“But the privileges and immunities secured to citizens of each

state in the several states, by the provision in question, are those

privileges and immunities which arecommon to the citizens in the

latter state under their constitution and laws by virtue of their

being citizens. Special privileges enjoyed by citizens in their own

states are not secured in other states by this provision. It was

not intended by the provision, to give to the laws of one state

any operation in other states. They can have no such operation,

except by the permission, express or implied, of these states. The

special privileges which they confer must, therefore, be enjoyed at

home, unless the assent of other states to their enjoyment therein

be given.
-\“ Now a grant of corporate existence is agrant of special privi

leges to the corporators, enabling them to act, for certain desig

nated purposes, as a single individual, and exempting them (un

less otherwise specially provided) from individual liability. The

corporation being the mere creation of local sovereignty, can

have no legal existence beyond the limits of the sovereignty where

created. As said by this court in Bank of Augusta v. Earle, ‘it

must dwell in the place of its creation, and cannot migrate to an

other sovereignty.’ The recognition of its existence, even by

other states, and the enforcement of its contracts made therein,

depend purely upon the comity of those states—a comity which

is never extended where the existence of the corporation or the

exercise of its powers are prejudicial to their interests or repug

nant to their policy. Having no absolute right of recognition in

other states, but depending for such recognition and enforcement

of its contracts, upon their assent, it follows as a matter of

course, that such assent may be granted upon such terms and

conditions as those states may think proper to impose. They

may exclude the foreign corporation entirely; they inav restrict

its business to particular localities, or they may exact such secur

ity for the performance of its contracts with their citizens as in
 

1Lemmon v. The People, 20 N. Y. 562.
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theirjudgment will best promote the public interest. The whole

matter rests in their discretion.

If, on the other hand,the provision of the constitution could be

construed to secure to citizens of each state in other states the

peculiar privileges conferred by their laws, an extra-territorial

operation would be given to local legislation utterly destructive

ofthe independence and the harmony of the states. At the pres

ent day corporations are multiplied to an almost indefinite ex

tent. There is scarcely a business pursued requiring the expendi

ture of large capital, or the union of large numbers, that is not

carried on by corporations. It is not too much to say that the

wealth and business of the country are to a great extent con

trolled by them. And if, when composed of citizens of one state,

their corporate powers and franchises could be exercised in other

states without restriction, it is easy to see that with the ad

vantages thus possessed, the most important business of those

states would soon pass into their hands. The principal business

ofevery state would, in fact, be controlled b cor orations cre
ated by other states. y P

If the right asserted ofthe foreign corporation, when composed

of citizens of one state, to transact business in other states were

even restricted to such business as corporations of those states

were authorized to transact, it would still follow that those

states would be unable tolimit the numberofcorporations doing

business therein. They could not charter a company for any ur

pose, however restricted, without at once opening the door F0 a

flood of corporations from other states to engage in the same

pursuits. They could not repel an intruding corporation, except

on the condition ofrefusin incor oration for a similar urposeto their own citizens; andgyet it iinight be of the highesi) public

interest that the number of corporations in the state should be

limited; that they should be required to give publicity to their

transactions; to submit their aflairs to properexarninatiomto be

subject to forfeiture of their corporate rights in case of misman

agement, and that their olficers should be held to astrict account

ability for the manner in which the business of the corporations

is managed, and be liable to summary removal.

‘It is impossible’ to repeat the language of this court in Bank

of Augusta v. Earle, ‘upon any sound principle, to give such a.

construction to the article in question’-a construction which

would lead to results like these.

We proceed to the second objection urged to the validity of the

Virginia statute, which is founded upon the commercial clause of

the constitution. It is undoubtedly true, as stated by counsel,

that the power conferred upon congress to regulate commerce in
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eludes as well commerce carried on by corporations as commerce

carried on by individuals. At the time of the formation of the

constitution a large part of the commerce of the world was car

ried on by corporations. The East India Coinpany,the Hudson's

Bay Company, the Hamburg Company, the Levant Company

and the Virginia Company, may be named among the many cor

porations then in existence, which acquired, from the extent of

their operations, celebrity throughout the commercial world.

This state of facts forbids the supposition that it was intended in

the grant of power to congress to exclude from its control the

commerce of corporations. The language of the grant makes no

reference to the instrumentalities by which the commerce may be

carried on; it is general, and includes alike commerce of indi

viduals, partnerships, associations and corporations.

There is, therefore, nothing in the fact that the insurance com

panies of New York are corporations to impair the force of the

argument of counsel. The defect of the argument lies in the char

acter of their business. Issuing a policy of insurance is not a

transaction of commerce. The policies are simple contracts of in

demnity against loss by fire, entered into between the corpora

tions and the assured, for a consideration paid by the latter.

These contracts are not articles of commerce in any proper mean

ing of the word. They are not subjects of trade and barter

ofiered in the market as something having an existence and value

independent of the parties to them. They are not commodities

to be shipped or forwarded from one state to another and then

put up for sale. They are like other personal contracts between

parties, which are completed by their signature and the transfer

of the consideration. Such contracts are not inter-state trans

actions, though the parties may be domiciled in different states.

The policies do not take effect—are not executed c0ntracts—until

delivered by the agent in Virginia. They are, then, local transac

tions, and are governed by the local law. They do not constitute

a part ofthe commerce between the states any more than a con

tract for the purchase and sale of goodsin Virginia by a citizen of

New York whilst in Virginia would constitute a portion of such

commerce. In Nathan v. Louisiana,‘ this court held that a law

of that state imposing a tax on money and exchange brokers,

who dealt entirely in the purchase and sale of foreign bills of ex

change, was not in conflict with the constitutional power of con

gress to regulate commerce. The individual thus using his money

and credit, said the court, ‘is not engaged in commerce, but in

supplying an instrument of commerce. He is less connected with

it than the ship-builder, without whose labor foreign commerce

1 8 Howard 73.
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could not be carried on. And the opinion shows, that although

instruments of commerce, they are the subjects of state regula

tion, and, inferentially, that they may be subjects of state taxa

tion.

In determining,’ said the court, ‘on the nature and effect of

a contract, we look to the Iex loci where it was made, or where

it was to be performed. And bills of exchange, foreign or do

mestic, constitute, it would seem, no exception _to this rule. Some

of the states have adopted the law merchant, others have not.

The time within which demand must be made on a bill, a protest

-entered, and notice given, and the damages to be recovered, vary

with the usages and legal enactments of the different states.

These laws, in various forms and in numerous cases, have been

sanctioned by this court.’ And again: ‘For the purposes of

revenue the federal government has taxed bills of exchange,

foreign and domestic and promissory notes, whether issued by

individuals or banks. Now, the federal government can no more

regulate the commerce of a state than a state can regulate the

commerce of the federal government; and domestic bills or

promissory notes are as necessary to the commerce of a state as

foreign bills to the commerce of the union. And if a tax on an

exchange broker who deals in foreign bills, be a regulation of

foreign commerce, or commerce among the states, much more

would a tax upon state paper by congress, be a tax on the com

merce of a state.’

If foreign bills of exchange may thus be the subject of state

regulation, much more so may contracts of insurance against loss

by fire.

We perceive nothing in the statute of Virginia which conflicts

with the constitution of the United States, and the judgment of

the supreme court of appeals of that state must, therefore, be

affirmed.

§264.-. The Comity of States.-The doctrine of comity which is

universally recognized among independant states‘ applies with

peculiar force to the states of the union. Formerly a mere matter

of international benevolence and courtesy it is now recognized as

an obligation.’ The courts of one state will assume the legal ex

lstence of aforeign corporation, and in the absence of a legislative

expression of a contrary policy will recognize the right of the cor

poration to do business in the state. Itis the comity of the state

1C0mityls the foundation of private international law. Dr. Wool“? 1"1.‘/91 "T1"

foundation ofthis department, as of all privileges granted to strangers. is not generally

ftgarded as being justice in the strict sense, but the humanity and comity of nations, or

in pther words, the recognition ufthe brotherhood ofxncn, and the mutual duties thence

‘mslllg. Justice inayclose the avenues of commerce, and insist that the most rigid notion

°r$°Y"=1B11t"y he curried out in practice but good will grants ‘concessions to uhensi Iifld

meanwhile enlightened selfinterest discovers that the interests of all are promoted."

3S C81 . ' - ~ h t Dp_13°;; (Lzgvrle-;=cB)rg1.1:16Igt. H, 5537, Story’. Conf. of Laws, 538, W ea on, ( ana)
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and not of the court which is awarded and the court cannot

impose conditions upon the corporation.‘ If the corporation was

legally created in the state of its origin its corporate capacity

will be recognized everywhere, but if not legally created it cannot

cure the defect by migration.’
§265. The Leading Ga.se—Bank of Augusta. v. Earle.‘ —It was

first established in this case that the rule of comity recogn

ized between independent nations would be recognized between

the states of the union.
Chiefjustice Taney said: The question presented to the court

arose upon a case stated in the circuit court in the following

words: The defendant defends this action upon the following

facts, that are admitted by the plaintiffs: that plaintiffs are a

corporationincorporated by an act of the legislature of the state of

Georgia, and have powers usually conferred upon banking institu

tions, such as to purchase bills of exchange, &c. That the bill

sued on was made and endorsed, for the purpose of being dis

counted by Thomas McGran, the agent of said bank, who had

.fiinds of the plaintiffs in his hands, for the purpose of purchasing

lbills, which funds were derived from bills and notes discounted in

‘-Georgia by said plaintiffs, and payable in Mobile; and the said

!McGran, agent as aforesaid, did so discount and purchase the

‘said bill sued on, in the city of Mobile, state aforesaid, for the

‘benefit of said bank, and with their funds, and to remit said funds

to the said plaintiffs. If the court shall say, that the facts consti

tute a defense to this action, judgment will be given for the de

fenclant, otherwise for plaintiffs, for the amount of the bill, dam

ages, interest and costs; either party to have the right of appeal

or writ of error to the supreme court, upon this statement of

facts, and the judgment thereon.’

Upon this state of facts, the court gave judgment for the de

fendant; being of opinion, that a bank incorporated by the laws

of Georgia, with a power, among other things, to purchase bills

of exchange, could not lawfully exercise that power in the state

of Alabama; and that the contract for this bill was, therefore,

void. and did not bind the parties to the payment of the money.

It may be safely assumed, that a corporation can make no

contracts and do no acts, either within or without the state

which Creates it. except such as are authorized bv its charter;

and those acts must also be done by such ofiicers or agents, and

in such manner_as the charter authorizes. And if the law creat

mg 8- C0rp01'=11I10n, does not, by the true consideration of the

words used in the charter, give it the right to exercise its powers 

. l

7 1Story‘s Conf. of Laws, §38.

¢Dernarest v. Flack, 128 N. Y. 205; Smith v. Worden, 82 Mo. 382.

s18 Pet. U. S. 590.
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beyond the limits of the state, all contracts made by it in other

states would be void.

The charter of the bank of Augusta authorizes it, in general

terms, to deal in bills of exchange; and consequently, gives it the

power to purchase foreign bills as well as inland; in other words,

to purchase bills payable in another state. The power thus

given, clothed the corporation with power to make contracts out

of the state, in so far as Georgia could confer it. For whenever

it purchased a foreign bill, and forwarded it to an agent to

present for acceptance, if it was honored by the drawee, the con

tract of acceptance was necessarily made in another state; and

the general power to purchase bills, without any restriction as to

place, byits fair and natural import authorized the bank to make

such purchases, wherever it was found most convenient and

profitable to the institution, and also to employ suitable agents

for the purpose. The purchase of the bill in question was there

fore, the exercise of one of the powers which the bank possessed

under its charter, and was sanctioned by the law of Georgia cre

ating the corporation, so far as that state could authorize a cor

poration to exercise its power beyond the limits of its own juris

diction.

But it has been urged in the argument, that notwithstand

ing the power thus conferred by the terms of the charter, a cor

poration, from the very nature of its being, can have no author

ity to contract out of the limits of the state; that the laws of a.

state can have no extra-territorial operation; and that, as a

corporation is the mere creature of the law of a state, it canhave

no existence beyond the limits in which that law operates; and

that it must necessarily be incapable of making a contract in

another place. It is very true that a corporation can have no

legal existence out of the boundaries of the sovereignity by which

it is created. It exists only in contemplation of law, and by

force of the law; and where that law ceases to operate, and is no

longer obligatory, the corporation can have no existence. It

must dwell in the place of its creation, and cannot migrate to

another sovereignity. But although it must live and have its

being in that state only, yet it does not by any means followthat

its existence there will not be recognized in other places; and its

residence in one state creates no insuperable objection to its

power of contracting in another. It is, indeed, a mere artificial

being, invisible and intangible; yet it is a person, for certain pur

poses, in contemplation of law, and has been recognized as such

by the decisions of this court. It was so held in the case of the

United States v. Amedy,‘ and in Beaston v. Farmers’ Bank of
 

1 11 Wheat, 412.
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Delaware.‘ Now, natural persons, through the intervention of

agents, are continually making contracts in countries in which

they do not reside; and where they are not personally present

when the contract is made; and nobody has ever doubted the

validity of these agreements. And what greater objection can

there be to the capacity of an artificial person, by its agents, to

make a contract, within the scope of its limited powers, in a sov

ereignity in which it does not reside, provided such contracts are

permitted to be made by them by the laws of the place.

The corporation must, no doubt, show, that the law of its

creation gave it authority to make such contracts through its

agents. Yet, as is in the case of a natural person, it is not neces

sary that it should actually exist in the sovereignty in which the

contract is made. It is suliicient, that its existence as an artifi

cial person, in the state of its creation, is acknowledged and rec

ognized by the law of the nation where the dealing takes place;

and that it is permitted by the laws of that place, to excercise

there the powers with which it is endowed.

Every power, however, of the description of which we are

speaking, which a corporation exercises in another state, depends

for its validity upon the laws oi the sovereignity in which it is

exercised; and a corporation can make no valid contract without

their sanction, express or implied. And this brings us to the

question which has been so elaborately discussed; whether, by

the comity of nations. and between these states,thecorporations

of one state are permitted to make contracts in another. It is

needless to enumerate here the instances in which, by the general

practice of civilized countries, the laws of one will, by the comity

of nations, be recognized and executed in another, where the

rights of individuals are concerned. The cases of contracts made

in a foreign country are familiar examples; and courts of justice

have always expounded and executed them, according to the

laws of the place in which they were made, provided the law

was not repugnant to the laws or policy of their own country.

The comity thus extended to other nations, is not impeachment

of sovereignity. It is the voluntary act of the nation by which

it is offered; and is inadmissable, when contrary to its policy,

or prejudicial to its interests. But it contributes so largely to

promote justice between individuals, and to produce a friendly

intercourse between the sovereignties to which they belong, that

courts of justice have continually acted upon it as a part of the

voluntary law of nations. It is truly said in Story’s Conflict of

Laws, ’ that, in the silence of any positive rule, aflirming or deny
 

112 Pet. 125.
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or restraining the operation of foreign laws, courts of justice pre

sume the tacit adoption of them by their own government, unless

they are repugnant to its policy, or prejudicial to its interests. It

is not the comity of the courts, but the comity of the nation,

which is administered and ascertained in the same way, and

guided by the same reasoning by which all other principles of

municipal law are ascertained and guided.

Adopting, as we do, the principle here stated, we proceed to

inquire, whether, by the comity of nations, foreign corporations

are permitted to make contracts within their jurisdiction, and we

can perceive no suflicient reason for excluding them, whenthey are

not contrary to the known policy of the state or injurious to its

interests. It is nothing more than the admission of the existence

of an artificial person, created by the law of another state, and

clothed with the powerofmaking certain contracts; it is but the

usual comity ofrecognizing the law of another state. In Eng

land, from which we have received our general principles of juris

prudence, no doubt appears to have been entertained, of the right

of a foreign corporation to sue in its courts, since the case of

Henriquez v. Dutch West India Company, decided in 1729.‘ And

it is a matter of history, which this court is bound to notice,

that corporations, created in this country, have been in the open

practice, for many years past, of making contracts in England,

of various kinds, and to very large amounts; and we have never

seen a doubt suggested there, of the validity of these contracts,

by any court or any jurist. It is impossible to imagine that any

court in the United States would refuse to execute a contract by

which an American corporation had borrowed money in Eng

land; yet if the contracts of corporations made out of the state

in which they are created, are void, even contracts of that

description could not be enforced.

It has, however, been supposed that the rules of comity be

tween foreign nations, do not apply to the states of this Union;

that they extend to one another no otherrights than those which

are given bv the constitution of the United States, and that the

courts of the general government are not at liberty to presume,

in the absence of all legislation on the subject, that a state has

adopted the comity of nations towards the other states, as a

part of its jurisprudence; or that it acknowledges any rights but

those which are secured by the constitution of the United States.

The court thinks otherwise. The intimate union of these states

as members ofthe same great political family; the deep and vital

interests which bind them so closely together should lead us, in

the absence of proof to the contrary, to presume a greater degree

 

12 Ld. Raym. 1582.
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of comity and kindness and friendship toward one another than

we should be authorized to presume -between foreign nations.

And when (as without doubt must occasionally happen) the in

terest or policy of any state requires it to restrict the rule, it has

but to declare its will and the legal presumption is at once at an

end. But until this is done, upon what grounds could this court

refuse to administer the law of international comity between

these states? They are sovereign states and the history of the

past and the events which are daily occurring furnish the

strongest evidence that they have adopted toward each other the

laws of comity in their fullest extent. Money is frequently bor

rowed in one state by a corporation created in another. The

numerous banks established by different states are in the con

stant habit of contracting and dealing with one another.

Agencies for corporations engaged in the business of insurance

and of banking have been established in other states, and suffered

to make contracts without any objection on the part of the

state authorities. These usages of commerce and trade have been

so general and public, and have been practised for so long a

period of time and so generally acquiesced in by the states that

the court cannot overlook them when a question like the one be

fore us is under consideration. The silence of the state authorities

while these events are passing before them, shows their assent to

the ordinarylaws of comity, which permit a corporation to make

contracts in another state. But we are not left to infer it merely

from the general usage of trade, and the silent acquiescence of the

states. It appears from the cases cited in the argument,which it

is unnecessary to recapitulate in this opinion, that it has been

decided in many of the state courts, we believe in all of them

where the question has arisen, that a corporation of one state

may sue in the courts of another. If it may sue why may it not

make a contract? The right to sue is one of the powers which it

derives from its charter. If the courts of another country take

notice of its existence as a corporation, so far as to allow it to

maintain a suit and permit it to exercise that power, why should

not its existence be recognized for other purposes, and the cor

-poration be permitted to exercise another power which is given

to it by the same law and the same sovereignt_v—where the last

mentioned power does not come in conflict with the interest or

policy of the state? There is certainly nothing in the nature and

character of a corporation which could justly lead us to such a.

distinction, and which should extend to it the comity of suit and

refuse to it the comity of contract. If it is allowed to sue it

would, of course,be permitted to compromise if it thought proper,

with its debtor, to give him time, to accept something else in
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satisfaction; to give him a release, and to employ an attorney

for itself to conduct the suit. These are all matters ofcontract,

and yet are so intimately connected with the right to sue, that

the latter could not be effectually exercised if the former were

denied. * * * But it cannot be necessary to pursue the argu

ment further. We think it is well settled that by the law ofcom

ity among nations a corporation created by one sovereignty is

permitted to make contracts in another, and to sue in its courts,

and that the same law ofcomity prevails among the several sov

ereignties ofthis union. The public, and well-known and long

continued usages of trade; the general acquiescence of the states;

the particular legislation of some of them, as well as the legisla

tion ofcongress, all concur in proving the truth of this proposi

tion.

But we have already said that this eomity is presumed from

the silent acquiescence of the state. VVlienevera state sufliciently

indicates that contracts which derive their validity from its coni

_ity_ai-e repugnant to its policy, or are considered as injurious to

its interests, the presumption in favor of its adoption can no

longer be made. And it remains to inquire, whether there is any

thing in the constitution or laws of Alabama, from which this

court would be justified in concluding that the purchase of the

bill in question was contrary to its policy. * * *

The question then recurs: Does the policy of Alabama deny

to the corporations of other states the ordinary eomity between

nations, or does it permit those corporations to make those con

tracts which from their nature and subject-matter, are consistent

with its policy, and are allowed to individuals? In making such

~c0_ntracts, a corporation, no doubt, exercises its corporate fran

-chise. But it must do this whenever it acts as a corporation, for

its existence is a franchise. Now, it has been held in the courts of

flllabama itself,‘that the corporations of another state may suein

Its courts,‘ and the decision is put dircctlv on the ground of

national eomity. The state, therefore, has n-ot mcrel_v acquiesced

by silence, but her judicial tribunals have declared the adoption

Of the law of international comiizv, in the case of a suit. We

have already shown that the eomity of suit brings with it the

_C0mity of contract; and where the one is expressly adopted by

‘ts courts» the other must also be presumed, according to the

usages of nations, unless the contrary be shown.

It is but justice to all the parties concerned, to suppose that

these contracts were made in good faith, and that no suspicion

was entertained by either of them, that these engagements could

not be enforced. Money was paid on them by one party, and re

l 2 Stew 14.7. ‘
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ceived by the other. And when we see men dealing with one an

other openly in this manner, and making contracts to a large

amount, we can hardly doubt as to what was the generally re

ceived opinion in Alabama, at that time, in relation to the right

of the plaintiffs to make such contracts. Everything now urged,

as proof of her policy, was equally public and well known when

these bills were negotiated. And when a court is called upon to

declare contracts thus made to be void, upon the ground that

tlie_v conflict with the policy of the state, the line of that policy

should be very clear and distinct, to justily the court in sustain

ing the defense. Nothing can be more vague and indefinite than

that now insisted upon as the policy of Alabama. It rests alto

gether on speculative reasoning as to her supposed interests, and

is not supported by any positive legislation. There is no law of

the state which attempts to define the rights of foreign corpora

tions.

We, however, do not mean to say that there are not many sub

jects upon which the policy of the several states is abundantly

evident. from the nature of their institutions, and the general

scope of their legislation, and which do not need the aid of a posi

tive and special law to guide to decisions of the courts. When

the policy of a state is thus manifest, the courts of the United

States would be bound to notice it as a part of its code of laws,

and to declare all contracts in the state, repugnant to it, to be

illegal and void. We do not mean to say, whether there may not

be some rights under the constitution of the United States which

a corporation might claim, under peculiar circumstances, in a

state other than that in which it was chartered. The reasoning,

as well as the judgment of the court, is applied to the matter be

fore us, and we think the contracts in question were vaild, and

that the defense relied on by the defendants cannot be sustained.

§266. Statutory Modifications of the Rule of Comity.—Almost

all of the states have modified the rule of comity as to therecogn

ition of foreign corporations, and adopted statutes designating

the conditions upon which such corporations may transact busi

ness. Thesestatutes contain many leatures in common and have

for their general purpose the protection of the people ot the state

from irresponsible unregulated foreign corporations. They gen

erally provide for the granting of license to foreign corporations

upon their complying with the prescribed conditions; and require

that the_corporation shall maintain an office within the state,

and designate some agent upon whom service of process may

be made.‘

§267. Conditions which may be Imposed.—F1'om the general
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power of the state to exclude foreign corporations, it follows

that, subject to the restrictions imposed by the national constitu

tion, it is the sole judge of the conditions upon which foreign cor

porations may be permitted to do business within the state. It

is no objection to such a condition that it results in a discrimina

tion in favor of domestic corporations. Thus, a foreign corpor

ation may be discriminated against in the matter of taxation, ‘

and a foreign corporation may be required to pay a higher license

than is required of domestic corporations.’

§ 268. Retaliatory Sta.tutes.—The courts have generally sus

tained the validity of statutes which authorize foreign corpora

tions to do business within the state upon such terms and

conditions as are, or may be imposed upon the corporations of

the enacting state in the state of the domicile of the foreign cor

poration in question. ' It has been contended that such statutes

are unconstitutional as an abdication by the legislature of its

functions and a delegation of its powers to a foreign legislature.

But sucha statute is a complete law which is to go into effect upon

the happening of a contingency and is not an abandonment of

the legislative functions.‘ Such a provision is “a constitutional

and valid exercise of legislative will, is not void for uncertainty, is

susceptible of enforcement, and ought to be enforced upon the

happening of the contingency therein 11’1CI1'illOl'1€Cl."5 Under a

statute which provided that its provisions should go into effect

“when by the laws of any other state, any * * * prohibitions

are imposed or would be imposed on insurance companies of this

state doing or might seek to do business in such other state,” the

mere existence of the law in another state is suflicient to put the

retaliatory law in force.‘ But in Ohio it was held that to makea

case for the application of the retaliatory provision it must
 

1Phoenix Insurance Co., v. Com. 5 Bush. 68 S. C. 96 Am. Dec. 331; Atty. Gcn'l v. Bay

StateM.Co., 99 Mass, 14-8; Liverpool Ins. Co. v. Mass. 10 \Vall 566; People v. Fhurber,

13 ill. 54-4; Westei-n_ U. T. Co. v.Licb.76 Ill. 172; Hartford &c. Ins. Co. v, Raymond,

90 Mich. 4-_S5; Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Burdett, 112 Ind. 204-.

Fl'glc1§'Ci?;gi§1p§s must be imposed by the legislature and not by the courts. Demarest v.

Zlnsuranee Co. v. New Orleans, 1 Woods S5; Pembina Mining Cc. v. Pennsylvania,

125 U. S 188. When the statutes require the corporation to file an instrument designat

ing it/_s ‘place of business within the state, it is sufficieut to nnmc the city in which its

0 ce IS ocated. McLeod v. Am. T. L. Mfiz. Co., (Ala. 1893), 14- So. Rep. 409.

-'!Stnte v. Fidelity & Casuality Ins. Co., 39 Minn. 538; Home Xus. Co. v. Swigert. 104.

Ill. 653; Germania Ins. Co. v. Swigert. 128 Ill. 237; State v. Insurance Co., 115 Ind.

257: Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Walsh. 29 Kan. 672; People v. Fire 1-\5sn., 92 N. Y. 811: Gold

§I!1Ii:tl1RY- I‘I6%I'gl!Il1l. Co., 62 Ga. 379; State v. Fidelity & Casunlity Co., (Ohio 1892) 31

- ~. ep. .

iliomeolns. Co. v. Swigert, 104- Ill. G53; Alcorn v. Hainer. 38 Miss. 652: State v.

Parker, 1.6 Vt. 357. Cooley. Taxation, 4-8,

5State Y. Insurance Co., 115 Ind. 259.

3 ‘It is not important nor necessary to the existence of the law here that an Iowa

comlpnny shonld go to New York to test the sincerity of the eoplc in the enforcement of

her aw; nor in such n step necessary to the enforcement of tge law in this state. A spirit

pf COmItg between the states should induce n belief that their laws are made in good

glib. an for observance." State v. Fidelity 8: Casualitv Co., 77 Ia. 648: Talbott Y.

‘lsmllty Co. (Md.) 22 Atl. Rep.395; Ge:-mania Ins. Co. v. Swigert, 128 Ill. 237.
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appear that an Ohio company had been formed for the purpose of

doing substantially the same kind of business in the foreign state,

and that it would then be subjected to burdens not imposed by

the laws of Ohio upon foreign corporations.‘

§269. Waiver of Constitutional Rights.—Remova.l of Causes.

There has been some conflict between the courts as to the right of

a_ state to require of a foreign corporation as a condition pre

cedent to the right to do business a stipulation not to remove

actions which may be commenced against it in the state courts

to the federal courts. The state courts have generally sustained

such provisions, and the position of the federal courts is not

clearly defined. The question arose in Wisconsin, and the court

held the provision valid. Upon appeal to the supreme court of

the United States, the decision of the supreme court of Wisconsin

was reversed.’

Subsequently the supreme court ofWisconsin held that although

the provision was not binding upon the corporation the state

might revoke the license, if the corporation chose to insist upon

its constitutional right to litigate in the federal courts. Chief

justice Ryan saidz“ “The statute extended to these foreign in

surance companies the privilege of doing business in this state

on equal footing with domestic corporations. Experience

showed their power to harass the citizens of the state, doing

business with them by removing actions on their policies from

courts of the vicinage to distant and expensive ttibunals. Hence

the provisions of the statute; and conceding to the fullest extent

the right of removal of actions commenced, we can see- no pre

tense for questioning the power of the state in the exercise of its

absolute discretion on the subject, to revoke the license of the

company exercising the right. The state has the power to make

its voluntary license subject to the forbearance of a right, and

revokable upon its exercise. The right may survive the license,

but the license cannot survive its exercise. So grants are some

times made upon conditions to forbear a right. It was for the

authorities of the state alone to judge that the exercise of the

right was an abuse of the privilege of the license. * * * the

federal courts * *" * have no jurisdiction over the question

whether foreign corporations, exercising the right, shall be per

mitted by the state to do business within it. That is a matter of

state policy, state law, state jurisdiction."

This decision was subsequently approved by the supreme

court of the United States,‘ but in a more recent case,‘ it was 

1State v. Fidelity 8: Casuality Co., (Ohio 1892) 31 N. E. Rep, 658.

3Insnrztnce Co. Y. Morse, 20 \Vall. 4+5.

lState v. Do ' 40 W’yle, is. 175.

I-Doyle v. Ins. C0._94-, U. S. 535;

IBai-ron v. Burnside, 121 U. S. 189.
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held that where the statute provided that no permit should be

granted to a loreign corporation, until a stipulation was entered

into that it would not remove actions brought against it to the

federal courts, it was apparent that the purpose was to deprive

the corporation of its constitutional rights and that the statute

was void.

§270. Barron v. Bu:-nsidal-In this case the statute of Iowa

which required that every foreign corporation should as a con

dition of obtaining a permit for the transactions of business in

the state, stipulate that it would not remove certain suits into

the Federal courts was held void. Mr. justice Blatchford said:

The statute manifestly applies to the Chicago and North

western Railway company as an Illinois corporation. The first

section provides, that a foreign corporation desiring to continue

the transaction of its business in Iowa, is required on and after

September 1, 1886, “to file with the secretary of state a certified

copy of its articles of incorporation duly attested, accompanied

by a resolution of its board of directors or stockholders, author

izing the filing thereof, and also authorizing service of process to

be made upon any of its ofiicers or agents in this state engaged

in transacting its business, and requesting the issuance to such

corporation of a permit, to transact business in this state; said

application to contain a stipulation that said permit shall be sub

ject to each of the provisions of this act; and thereupon the sec

retary of state shall issue to such corporation a permit in such

form as he may prescribe, for the general transaction of the busi

ness of. such corporation, and, upon the receipt of such permit

such corporation shall be permitted and authorized to conduct

and carry on its business in this state.”

The initial step required is a resolution authorizing the filing of

the copy of the articles of incorporation and authorizing service

of process in the manner specified, and requesting the issue of the

permit, the application to be accompanied by a stipulation that

the permit shall be subject to each of the provisions of the act.

This is proceeding as a unit. The filing of the articles of incor

P°l‘ation and the provisions in regard to service of process

are to be authorized by the same resolution which requests the

issue of the permit and this request or application is to contain

the stipulation above mentioned. These various things are not

separable. They are all indissolubly bound up with the applica

tion for a permit, which is to be subject to every provision of the

act. The permit cannot be issued unless such astipulation is given,

and the corporation is not to be permitted to carry on its busi

ness in the state unless the permit is issued to it and received byit.

1121 U. s. 186 usse.) T V
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Section 3 of the act provides, that if the permit is issued, and

the foreign corporation, being thereafter sued in a court of Iowa,

upon a contract made or executed in Iowa, or to be performed in

Iowa, or for any act or omission, public or private, arising origin

ating or happening in Iowa, shall remove the suit from the state

court into any Federal courtin Iowa, because the corporation is

a non-resident of Iowa, or aresident of a state other than the

.state of the adverse party, or because of local prejudice against

 

 

 

the corporation, that fact shall forfeit the permit and renderit

void, such forfeiture to be determined from the record of removal,

and to date from the filing of the application on which the

removal is effected.
Section 4- imposes a penalty of one hundred dollars a day

on the corporation for carrying on its business in Iowa with

out having complied with the statute, and having a valid

permit, and provides that any agent, ofiicer or employee

who shall knowingly act, or transact such business, for the

corporation, when it has no valid permit, shall be guilty

of a misdemeanor, and for each offense shall be fined not

to exceed one hundred dollars, or be imprisoned in the

county jail not to exceed thirty days, and pay all costs of

prosecution. It is apparent that the entire purpose of this stat

ute is to deprive the foreign corporation, in suits such as those

mentioned in Section 3, of the right conferred upon it by the con

stitution and laws of the United States, to remove a suit from

the state court into the Federal court, either on the ground of

diversity of citizenship or of local prejudice. The statute is not

separable into parts. An affirmative provision requiring the fil

ing by a foreign corporation, with the secretary of state, of a

copy of its articles of incorporation, and of an authority for the

service of process upon a designated ofiicer or agent in the state,

might not be an unreasonable or objectionable requirement, if

standing alone; but the manner in which,in this statute,the pro

visions on those subjects are coupled with the application for the

permit, and with the stipulation referred to, shows that the real

and only object of the statute, and its substantial provision, is

the requirement of the stipulation not to remove the suit into the

federal court. In view of these considerations the case falls

directly within the decision of this court in Home Ins. C0. v.

Morse.‘ In that case, which was twice argued here, a statute of

Wisconsin provided that it should not be lawful for any foreign

fire insurance company to transact any business in Wisconsin

unless it should first appoint an attorney in that state, on whom

process could beserved, by filing a written instrument to that

120 \VB.ll, 4.-4,5.
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eflect, containing an agreement that the company would not

remove a suit for trial into the federal court. The Home Insur

ance Company, a New York corporation, filed the appointment

ofan agent, containing the lollowing clause: “And said com

pany agrees that suits commenced in the state courts of Wiscon

sin shall not be removed by the acts ofsaid company into the

United States circuit or federal courts." A loss having occurred

on a policy issued by the company it was sued in a court of the

state. It filed its petition in proper form for the removal of the

suit into the federal court. The state court refused to allow the

removal, and after a trial, gave a judgment for the plaintiff,

which was afiirmed by the supreme court of Wisconsin. The com

pany brought the case into this court, which held these proposi

tions: First, the agreement made by the company was not one

which would bind it, without reference to the statute; second,

the agreement acquired no validity from the statute. The gen

eral proposition was maintained that agreements in advance to

oust the courts of jurisdiction conferred by law are illegal and

void, and that while the right to remove a suit might be waived,

or its exercise omitted, in each recurring case, a party could not

bind himself in advance by an agreement which might be specifi

cally enforced, thus to forfeit his rights at all times and on all

occasions whenever the case might be presented.

In regard to the second question, the proposition laid down

was, that the jurisdiction of the federal courts, under Art. 3, § 2

of the constitution depends upon and is regulated by the laws ot

the United States; that state legislation cannot confer jurisdic

tion upon the federal courts, nor limit or restrict the authority

given to them by congress in pursuance of the constitution; that

a corporation is a citizen of the state by which it is created, and

in which its principal place of business is situated so far as its

right to sue and be sued in the federal courts is concerned, and

within the clause of the constitution extending the jurisdiction of

the federal courts to controversies between citizens of different

states. The conclusions ofthe court were summed upthus: First,

the constitution of the United States secures to citizens of another

state than that in which suit is brought, an absolute right to re

move their cases into the federal court, upon compliance with the

terms of the removal statute; second, the statute of Wisconsin

is an obstruction to this right, is repugnant to the constitution

of the United States, and the laws made in pursuance thereof,

and is illegal and void; third, the agreement of the insurance

company derives no support from an unconstitutional statute,

and is void, as it would be had no such statute been passed. For

these reasons the judgment of the supreme court of Wisconsin
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was reversed, and it was directed that the petition for removal

should be granted.

The case of Doyle v. Continental Insurance Co. ‘ is relied on by

the defendant in error. In that case this court said, that it

had carefully reviewed its decision in Insurance Co. v. Morse, and

was satisfied with it. In referring to the second conclusion in In

surance Co. v. Morse above recited, namely, that the statute of

Wisconsin was repugnant to the constitution of the United

States and was illegal and void. the court said, in Doyle v. Conti

nental Insurance Co., that it referred to that portion of the stat

ute which required a stipulation not to transfer causes to the

courts of the United States. In that case, which arose under the

same statute of Wisconsin, the foreign insurance company had

complied with the statute and had filed an agreement not to re

move suits into the federal courts, and had received a license to

do business in the state. Afterwards it removed into the federal

court a suit brought against it in a state court of Wisconsin.

The state authorities threatening to revoke the license, the com

pany filed a bill in the circuit court of the United States, praying

for an injunction to restrain the revoking of the license. A tem

porary injunction was granted. The defendant demurred to the

bill, the demurrer was overruled, a decree was entered making

the injunction perpetual, and the defendant appealed to this

court. This court reversed the decree and dismissed the bill. The

point of the decision seems to have been, that, as the state had

granted the license, its officers would not be restrained by injunc

tion, by a court of the United States, from withdrawing it. All

that there is in the case beyond this, and all that is said in the

opinion which appears to be in conflict with the adjudication in

Insurance Co. v. Morse, must be regarded as not in judgment.

In both of the cases referred to the foreign corporation had

made the agreement not to remove into the federal court suits to

be brought against it in the state courts. In the present case, no

such agreement has been made, but the locomotive engineer is ar

rested for acting as such in the employment of the corporation.

because it has refused to stipulate that it will not remove into

the federal court suits brought against it in the state court, as a

condition of obtaining a permit and consequently has not ob

tained such permit. Its right, equally with any individual citi

zen, to remove into the federal court,under the laws of the United

States, such suits as are mentioned in the third section of the

Iowa statute is too firmly established by the decisions of this

court to be questioned at this day; and the state of Iowa might

 

1 9+ U. s., 535.
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as well pass a statute to deprive an individual citizen of another

state of his right to remove such suits.

As the Iowa statute makes the right to a permit dependent

upon the surrender by the foreign corporation of a privilege

secured to it by the constitution and laws of the United States,

the statute requiring the permit must he held to be void. The

question as to the right of a state to impose upon a corporation

engaged in interstate coimnerce, the duty of obtaining a permit

from the state as a condition of its right to carry on such com

merce is aquestion which it is not necessary to decide in this case.

In all the cases in which this court has considered the subject oi

the granting by a state to a foreign corporation of its consent to

the transaction of business in the state, it has uniformly asserted

that no conditions can be imposed by the state which are repug

nant to the constitution and laws of the United States. ” 1

§271. The Granting and Revocation of the License.—Statutes

generally provide that the license to do business shall be granted

by some state oflicer, upon application by the corporation, and

compliance with the statutory conditions. Whether the action

of this oflicer is judicial or administrative depends upon the

language ofthe statute. Ifit is apparent that no discretion was

intended to be vested in the ofi-lcer, but that he should grant the

license when the conditions are complied with, his acts are minis

terial and subject to the control of the courts,‘ but if it is appar

ent that the legislature intended that the ofiicer should exercise

judgment and discretion, in granting or revoking a license, his

acts arejiidicial and not subject to control of the courts.’ If a

corporation is so organized that it is impossible for it to comply

with the conditions imposed by the restrictive statute, it cannot

compel the issue of a license to it.‘

§272. The Right to Sue.—By the rule of comity a corporation

may sue in a foreign jurisdiction upon complying with such con

ditions as are required of non-residents generally, and without

complying with the conditions imposed upon foreign corpora

tlons doing business within the state.” The statutes of a state
 

1Lafayettc Ins. C0. v. French, 1B I-Iow. 4-04-; Ducat v. Chicago, 10 Wall, 410; In

suranee Co. v. Morse, 20 Wall, 44-5; St. Clair v. Cox, 106 U. S. 350; Philn. Fire Ass’n v.

New York, 119 U. S. 110.

"State v. Fidelity & Casualty Ins. Co., 89 Minn. 588.

“State v. Carey, (N. D.) 49 N. \\’. Rep. 164-; Dwelling House Ins. Co. v, Wilder, 4.0 Vi:

Iizgiasas Home Ins. Co. v. Wilder. 4-3 Kan. 731; Isle Royal Land C0. v. Osman. 76

‘Mat. F. Ins. Co. v. House, 89 Tenn. -L38, s. c. 12 S. W. Rep. 927; Mut. F. Ins. Co. v.

$urgett,112 Ills. 36 s. c.11 N. E. Rep. 4-10; Isle Royal &c. Co. v. Osmun, 76 Mich. 162.

5H'_~‘"1'lflucz v. Dutch West India Co., 2 Lcl. Ravmond 1532; Spanish Ambassador v

B““t'5h- |§"1§t- Pt. 213- 822$ Dutch West India Co. v. Moses, 1 Str. 612; Christian v

The American &c. C0.. 89 Ala. 198; McCall v. American Freehold Land Mtg. Co., (Ala

1893) 1? 3- R¢P- 3°62 American Type F. Co. v. Conner, 26 N. Y. S. 74-2; Cone

Exuort (.0. v. Poole, (S. C. 1894) 19 S. E. Rep. 203; Utley v. Clark Gardner I\Iir|ing C0,,

-1- Colo. 36!): Reed v. Walker, (_'l‘ex. 1898) 21 S. W. Rep, 687; Powder Mill Canal Co. v.

c"1"C0-. 9 Mont. 14-5; Christian Union v. Yount, 101 U. S. 352; Charter Oak Ins.

~_ _ -
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often grant to foreign corporations the powerto sue in its courts.

Thus in Minnesota it is provided that a foreign corporation may

prosecute in the courts of the state in the same manner as domes

tic corporations, subject to the limitation, butit cannot maintain

an action upon an obligatiomarising out of or in consideration

of, an act which is contrary to the law or policy of the state or

which is thereby forbidden to domestic corporations engaged ina

similar business.‘

§272-a. Meaning of “doing business"—TheSe words as used in the

various statutes refer to the general transaction of business, and

not to an isolated transaction, without the intention of coiitiiiu

ing business.” Thus it does not include a mere consignment of

goods by a foreign corporation to a citizen of the state,“ nor the

purchase of an article of machinery within the state,‘ nor solicit

ing subscriptions to a newspaperpublished in aforeign state,” nor

selling goods by a traveling salesman,“ nor the frequent purchase

ofmaterial within the state,’ nor the investing in the securities

of a domestic corporation,“ nor soliciting subscriptions to the

stock of a foreign corporation,” nor the appointment of agents

who are to transact the business,‘°nor the bringing of asuit.“ But

the single act by a foreign mortgage loan corporation of lending

money upon mortgage security, in Alabama, is held to be “doing

business” within the meaning of the law."

Co. v. Sawyer, 4.4- \Vi'. 387: The American &c. Co. v. Lioore, 2 Dak. 280; Diamond

hiatch Co. v. Roeher, 106 N. Y. 4-73: Day v. Essex Bank, 13 Vt. 97; Newburg Petroleum

Co. v. Weare, 27 Ohio St. 34-3; Bank v. Montgomery, 3 Ill. 422; St. Louis &c. Ry, Co. v.

Fire Assn. Co., 55 Ark. 165; Jewelers Mere. Agency v. Douglass, 35 Ill. App. 627; British

Am. Land Co. v. Ames, 6 Metc. (Mass.) 391; Libbey v. Hodgdon, 9 N. H. 394; Story.

Conf. Laws, p. 175, and note; Dicey on Domicil, 198.

1Gen. St. 1878, Ch. 76 §§ 2, 3_ “ It is an established rule of private international law

that a corporation duly created according to the laws of one state may sue and be sued

in its corporate name in the courts of other states. ’ "' " But as regards procedure

and parties to actions, the law of the country in which the action is brought prevails.”

Lindley. Partnership, App. p. 1483; Westlake, Priv.Int. Law, §286. See Bar's Priv.Int.

Law, §4-1, note D.

 

 

 

 

2Cooper Mfg. Co. v. Ferguson, 113 U. S. 727; Tabor v. Goss, &c., Co., 11 Colo., 4-19;

Murfree, § 66.

8Bertha Zinc Mining Co. v. Cliite (N. Y.), 27 N. Y. S. 34-2; Cooper Mfg. Co. v. Fergu

son, 113 U. S. 727.

A¢Colo. I. \Vorks v. Sierra Graude M. Co.. 15 Colo. 499; Graham v. Hendricks, 22 La

n. 523.

5Bcard v. Union Am.'Pub. Co., 71 Ala. 60.

6\\’are v. Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co., 92 Ala. 14-5.

7Coinw. v. Standard Oil Co., 101 Pa. St. 119.

3Gilchrist v. Helena, etc.. R. Co., 47 Fed. Rep. 593

9Payson v. \\’ithcrs, 5 Biss. C. C. 272.

10 Morgan v. White, 101 Ind. 4-13.

11 Utley v. Clark, &c., Co., -1- Colo., 369; Powder River Cattle Co. v. Custer Co.. 9

Mont. 145. 22 Pac. Rep. 383; Fuller v. Johnson hlfg. Co. (Dak.) 30 N. \\'. Rep. 166,

contra; In re Comstock, 3 Sawy. 218.

i2Ginn_v. New Eng. Mtg. Co., _92 Ala. 135; Farrior v. New Eng. Mtg.Co., 88 Ala. 275.

Contra, if the loan was made in another state, Scruggs v. Scottish Mtg. C0,, 54- Ark.

566. These and other cases are cited by Murfree, §§ 66-72. In Reeves v. Harper, 43 La.

Au. 516, it was h_el_d that the constitution of Louisiana docs not deny to a citizen of

Louisiana the privilege of borrowing money from foreign corporations. nor does it pro

hibit suc_h corporations from loaning money to our citizens, provided only that such

transactions are not d_one in the course of business carried on by the corporation in this

state, without complying with the requirements of the constitution. The single act of

>.__
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§278. Contracts made out of the State-These restrictive stat

utes do not affect the right of a citizen of a. state to enter into a

contract with a. foreign corporation. Thus when the statute

prohibited any person or persons from “paying, receiving, or for

warding any premium or application for insurance, or in any

nianner aiding or helping in the securing or placing of any insur

ance, ” with any foreign insurance company not authorized to do

business in the state, it was held that the statute applied to per

sons, who, as insurance agents or brokers do business with un

authorized foreign insurance companies, or agents of other par

ties ; but not to persons who as owners make single contracts of

insurance with such companies or associations upon their own

property. Mr. Justice Mitchell said: “It may be readily con

ceded that an act which would attempt to prevent a non-resident

owner of property in this state, or a resident owner not at the

time within its territory from insuring his property in any man

ner lawlul at the place of the contract, would be void as extra

territorial. So also it may be conceded that if a citizen of Penn

sylvania has by a contract validly made outside of its boundar

ies, incurred a liability, no law of this state can, under the consti

tution of the United States, prevent his fulfilling that obligation

even by an act done within the state. But beyond the limita

tions imposed by the constitution, the power of the legislature to

declare any acts clone within the territory of the state unlawful

or criminal, cannot be questioned; and all considerations of wis

dom, or policy, or hardship, or difficulty or iinpossibilitv of gen

-eral enforcement, must be addressed to the law-making branch of

D
the government. We think it is, therefore, undoubtedly in the

power of the legislature to make the insuring of his property in

an niiauthorized insurance company by an owner criminal, if done

in this state; but such a statute would be not only unusual, but

a_ very harsh and extreme interference with the general right of a

citizen to manage his private affairs in his own way. We should

not attribute such an intention to the act in question unless its

terms be plain, or the implication unavoidable. ” ‘ 

loiining money within the state is not a doing of business. A life insurance company

chartered in the state oflllinois carried on business in the state of Missouri throng Ml

auzent appointed for that urpose. The agent in Missouri would solicit and receive from

citizens iii that state applihations for insurance, which he would forward to the home

oflicc ofthe company in Chicn 0. When the application was approved the policy was

517°? ifl, dated and signed by the oifiecrs of the company in Chicago. and transmitted by

mziil_to the agent of the company in Missouri, who, upon the payment $0 him 1?1Yfl1e

Bpllln.-ant of the first premium, called in this case an entrance fee, delivered the policy to

the assured. In Berry v. Knights Templar etc. Co., 46 Fed. Rep. -1-39, it was held that

*1" wmpany was doing business in the sthte of Missouri. The signing of a policy in

Philadelphia by a company located and doing business there and the ending it t0 l-11¢

B-Dplicant or the attorney of the applicant in New York is not a violation of the New

York statute. Peo le v. Imlay. 20 Barb. 68. A foreign corporation organized to act as

the Benet-nl agent ofilts members in the selling of goods produced by them, find havlng

11-Ed employing no capital stock in the state, is not subject to the provision of the statute

"qfllfiqg a statement showing its title, object, location of its offices and names ofits

agents in the state. Kilgore v. Smith, 122 Pa. St.-1-8. ,

‘Com. v. Biddle, 139 Pa. St. 605 ' Columbia Fire Ins. C0.v.Kinton, 37 N. J. L. 83.

Lamb v. Browser, 7 Biss. C. C. 372'" liuntley v. Merrill 32 Barb. 026; Hyde Y- 9°04‘

1ww.a N. Y. zec. ' '
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§274. Non-Compliance with Statutory Conditions-Effe01'-11P011

Validity of 0ontracts—The validity of contracts entered into be

tween citizens of a state and a foreign corporation which has not

complied with the conditions precedent to the right to do business

in the state is more or less affected by the language of the par

ticular statute. Where the statute expressly declares that such

contracts can or cannot be enforced there can be no que_stion,‘but

generally the statute simply prohibits such corporations from

doing business within the state and imposes a penalty upon the

corporation or some oflicer or agent thereof for aviolation of this

prohibition.

§275. Where the Statute Imposes a. Penalty.—The decisions are

not uniform, but the weight of authority supports the proposi

tion that, where a state prohibits a foreign corporation from

doing business within its limits, without having first complied

with certain conditions, and imposes a penalty for the violation

of the statute, the penalty is the sole means contemplated for

compelling obedience, and the contract is valid and enforce

able.’ But there are many cases holding that such contracts are

void, notwithstanding the provision for a penalty.“ If the con

tract has been fully executed its validity is in no way affected by

the failure of the corporation to qualily to do business in the

state.‘ The provision for a penalty has been heldequivalent to an

express prohibition of doing business in the state. and to a de

claration that contracts made in violation thereof are void?

§276. Where no Express Penalty Is Provided.—\\"' here no penalty

is provided, it is generally held that such contracts are not en

forceable, unless the conditions are such as to give rise to an

estoppel. “The general rule is that acontract in violation of law

is void. The only exception is that when the law imposes a
 

1 Ncuehatel Asphalt Co. Y. City of N. Y., 30 N. Y. Sup. 252; Selser v. I-‘otter Produce

Co., 30 N. Y. Sup. 294-; Hartford L. Ins. Co. v. l\-Iathcws, 102 Mass. 221; Conn. River

1ns.Co. v. Way, 64- N. H. G22.

1-’Kendall v. Beck 8.: P. L. C0. (Col. 189-1-), 35 Pac. Rep. 198; Wash urn Mill C0. V.

Bartlett (N. D.l, 64- N. \\'. Rep. 54-4-; Russell v. Jones (Ala. 189), 13 Sou. Rep. 14-5; T°1'~'d°

T. L. C0. v. Thomas, 33 \V. Va. 566; Wliitmaii Agrie. Co. v. Strand, 8 \\'H-<l1- (3-1-7;

Edison Gen. Elec. Co. y. Can. Pac. N. Co., 8 \\’asli. 370; Dearborn Foundry Co. V

Agustine, 5 \\'asli. 07 S. C., 31 Pac. 327; N. Vt’. M. L. Ins. Co. v. Overholt, 4- Dillon C. C

287; Am. L. 8.: S. Co. v. East. 37 Fed. Rep. 24-2; Union Mut. Ins. Co. v.Mc1\‘lillan.24»

Ohio St. G7; Pennypacker v. Cop. Ins. Co., 80 Ill. 56 S. C., 45 N. \\-‘. Rep. 408; Columbus

Ins. Co. v. V\'a1sli, 18 Mo. 229; Clay F. 8: M. Ins. Co v. Huron 1\»1fp_'. Co., 31 Mich. 3-1-6;

Clark v. Middletoii,19 Mo. 53; Ehrmann v. Tent--nia Ins. Co., 1 l\'lcCrar_\-, 125; Brook

lyn L. Ins. Co. v. Bloodsoe, 52 Ala. 538; King v. Nat. AI. 8.: E. Co., 4- M ont. 1.

scarf)’. 81'-C-» C0- V- T110!TlI1S (Tc-nii.). 22 S. \‘\'. Rep. 74-3; Jones v. Sinitli, 3 Grfi-3'. 500;

Thorne v. Trav. Ins. Co., 80 Pa. St. 150; Barber v. Daniels 21 Neb. 4-50; Dudle.‘v' V

C011_i¢1‘_. 87 511- -$31, S C. 18 Am. St. Rep. 55; Farrier v. New Eng. &e.. Co., 8S Ala. 275;

Christian v. American Fteellflltl Land 8.: Mort. Co., 89 Ala. 198; Union Central &c-. C0.

V. Thomas, 4-6 Ind. 4-4-; Cassidy v. Amer. Ins. Co., 72 Ind. D5; Bank v. Young, 37 Mo.

i31$1)8]; Northampton Ins. Co., 38 N. J. L. 436; Cincinnati, &c., Co. v. Rosen

a , Q . .

‘Gamble v. Caldwell (Ala.) 12 So. Rep. 4-34-.

51Etna Ins. Co. v. Harvey, 11 Wis. 394~: Thornc Y. Trav. Ins. Co., 80 Pa. St. 150;

Mut. Ben. Ins. Co. v, Bales, 92 Pa. St. 352.
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penalty for a prohibited act, and it clearly appears that the legis

lature intended no more than to impose a penalty for the viola

tion ofthe law, a contract made in violation of such a statute is

not void.‘ We do not think that this statute belongs to the ex

ceptional class. The legislature has prohibited a contract and

has provided no penalty for its violation. If these contracts

shall be held valid, the statute is ofno effect.”

§277. Estoppel to Allege Non-Comp1ia.nce.—In some cases it is

held that a party who has contracted with a foreign corporation

is estopped to question its right to do business in the state’ and

in a suit against the corporation there are still stronger reasons

for holding that the corporation cannot be heard to deny its

qualification. As said by Judge Caldwell: “ After enjoying all

the benefits of the business and receiving the money ofthe assured,

it will not be heard to say that it never submitted to the jurisdic

tion of the state. It can reap no advantagefrom its own wrong.

To sustain this defense would be to give judicial sanction to busi

ness methods much below the standard ofcommon honesty.” ‘

§278. No Visitorial Power Over Foreign Corpoi-a.tions.—Tl1e

courts of a state will not exercise visitorial powers over or inter

fere with the management of the internal affairs of a foreign cor

poration.°

§279. Il1ustra.tion—Guilford v. Westem Union Telegraph O0. °—

In this case it was held that an action might be maintained in the

courts ofthe state by a stockholder against a foreign corporationto

compel it to issueanew orduplicate stock certificatein place of one

which had been lost or destroyed. The action was brought to have

the plaintiffadjudged the owner of certain shares of the stock of the

lLester v. Howard Bank, 33 Md. 558; VS’atrous v. Blaine, 32 Is. 58; Mowing

Machine Co. v. Caldwell, 64 Ind. 270.

9Watsoii,_]’., in Bank v. Page, 6 Ore. L31; Lycoming I-‘ire Ins. Co. v. Wright, 55 Vt.

526. In Toledo T. 8: I Co. v. Thumus, 33 W. Va. 566 (1890), the court said: “We are

aware that the courts of Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin. and perhups in some other states,

hold a diflt-rent doctrine. In Vermont and Oregon it has been held that B. non-compli

uuce with the precedent conditions of the statutes of those states by foreign corporations

rendered their contracts void. But it will be observed that these statutes imposed no

penalty for the failure to comply with their provisions, and it is principally upon this

ground that the contracts are held void, because otherwise the statute might be evndcd

with impunity." Mowing, &e., Co. v. Caldwell. 64- Ind. 273; Lester v. Howard Bank,

83 Md. 558; National Bank v. Mathews, 98 U. S. 621. Sce Morawetz II, §§ 662-666.

In Reliance Mut. Ins. Co. v. Sawyer (Mass. 1894-), 36 N. E. Rep, 59; it was held that a

premium note given to 2. foreign insurance corporation, which had not complied w_ith the

statute, could not be enforced. Such a note is without consideration. Haverhill Ins.

Co. v. Prescott. 42 N. H. 54.-7. If the contract is void by the law of the state when made

it cnnn ot be enforced in the courts of another state. Ford v. Buckeye Ins. Co., 6 Bush.

(K1) 133.

flllathboue v. Frost, (Wash. 1894) 87 Pac. Rep. 298; Le France Fire Engine Co. v. Mt.

Vernon (Wash. 1894-) 37; Pac. Rep. 287; Dearborn Foundry Co. v. Augustine, 5 “lush.

67

 

4Bhrmnn v. Insurance Co., 1 Fed. Rep. 4-71; Fletcher v. Insurance Co., 18 I-‘ed. R_cp.

628; Insurance Co. v_. Elliott, 5 Fed. Rep. 225; Wull v. Society, &e., 32 Fed. Rep. 243;

Insurance Co. v, McMillan, 24- Ohio St. 67: Clay, &e. Insurance Co. v. Huron Salt, &e.

Co., 81 Mich. 846; Insurance Co. v. Walsh, 18 Mo. 228; Lamb v. Bowser, 7 Biss. 315,

872; Insurance Co. v. Matthews, 102 Mass. 221.

5Mini1e\€iCo. v. Field. _64- Md. 151, 20 At]. Rep. 1039; flmithv. Insurance Co., 14 Allen

836; Sp ng, Extr. Reliefl. 5763.

¢(Minu. 1894) 61 N. W. Rep. 824-, Mitchell,_|’.
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defendant company, and to compel the company to issue to him

new certificates thereforin place of the originals, which were alleged

to have been lost, and, “if the defendant refuses to issue the same,

that plaintiff have judgment against it for the value ofthe stock.

It is not questioned but that one Asa Guilford, plaintiff's father,

now deceased. was once the owner of the stock, and that plaintiff,

a citizen of this state, is his assignee, sole heir, or next of kin, as

well as the administrator of his estate, and hence the owner of

the stock, unless Asa Guilford had, in his life time, previously

transferred it to some one else. The stock certificates are alleged

to have been lost by Asa in February, 1882. The defendant has

always been willing to issue to plaintiff new certificates on con

dition that he first exccute to it a bond with two sureties in

double the amount of the value of the stock (ove1'$35,000) to in

demnify it against the original certificates in case they should

turn up in the hands ofa third party. This condition the plaintiff

has been unable to comply with. This is the third action which

has been brought for the same relief—one in 1882, by Asa Guil

ford; the second, by plaintiff, in 1888,‘ and the present action in

1893—the judgment in each case being the same, to wit, that the

plaintiff was entitled to new certificates only on first giving the

bond required by the defendant. The facts in the present action

are the same as in the previous actions, except the additional

lapse of time during which the original certificates still remain

undiscovered, and no other claimant for the stock has appeared,

and that in the meantime the legislature of this state has enacted

a statute’ providing for the renewal of stock certificates when

worn out, lost, or destroyed. The defendant is a corporation

organized under the laws of the state of New York, where its

principal place of business is located, and where all its general

ofiicers reside, and where all its stock and other books are kept.

The only business transacted by it in this state is the maintenance

of telegraph lines and the transmission of telegrams, for which

purpose exclusively it has local agents here.

_ The ‘defendant, both in its answer and on the argument makes

its point (not raised on the appeal in the former action) that the

courts of this state have no jurisdiction of the subject-matter

of the action. because it pertains solely to the management of

the internal affairs ofa foreign corporation. The doctrine is well

settled that courts will not exercise visitorial powers over foreign

corporations, or interfere with the management of their internal

affairs. Such matters must be settled by the courts of the state

creating the corporation. This view rests upon a broader and 

1Afiirined on appeal 43 Minn. 4-34-, 46 N. \V. Rep, 70,

'-‘Laws Minn. 1893, c. 4-5.
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deeper foundation than the want of jurisdiction in the ordinary

sense of that word. It involves the extent of the authority of

the state (from which its courts derive all their powers) over for

eign corporations. The only difiiculty is in drawing the line of

demarkation between matters which do and those which do not

pertain to the management of the internal affairs of a corpora

tion. To entertain an action to dissolve a corporation to deter

mine the validity of its organization; to determine which of two

rival organizations is the legal one, or who of rival claimants are

its legal oflicers; to restrain it from declaring a dividend, or to

compel it to make one; to restrain it from issuing its bonds, or

from making an additional issue- of stock,—would clearly all be

the exercise of visitorial powers over the corporation, or an inter

ference with the management of its internal affairs. But the dis

tinction between any of these cases and the one at bar seems to

us very apparent. None of the cases cited by defendant’s counsel

fully support his contention. Those which at first sight seem

most nearly in point are Smith v. Insurance Co.,‘ and Mining Co.

v. Field,’ both of which we think may be distinguished from the

case at bar. In the first of these cases the plaintiff himself was a

citizen of Alabama, and had never lived in Massacl1usetts,——a

fact upon which the court lays much stress, and which alone

would probably have justified a court of equity, in the exercise of

its discretion, in declining to entertain the bill. Moreover, in

that ease the insurance company, a mutual one. had declared the

plaintiff ’s policy forfeited for the nonpayment of premiums, and

the relief sought was to have the policy revived or restored on the

ground that the default of the plaintiff was excusable because of

the existence of facts which rendered it impossible to pay his pre

miums. And the court says upon plaintifi"’s bill it appears that

there is not even an existing contract between the parties. The

proceeding is based upon a past relation growing out of a con

tract made without the jurisdiction, which by its own terms has

ceased to be operative, and which the plaintiff seeks to revive as

an executory obligation, and reinstate him as a member of the

corporation, his right to which necessarily depended on the local

statute law of the state which created the corporation. In Min

ing Co. v. Field, supra, the corporation had declared the plain

tifi"s stock forfeited for the nonpayment of an assessment, and

the latter brought suit to be reinstated as a stockholder in the

books of the company, and restored to all his rights as such,

alleging that the assessment was illegal and void. As thelegality

of the assessment and the right of the company to declare the
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stock forfeited for its nonpayment depended on the charter of the

company and the other peculiar statute law of the state creating

it, the court refused to entertain the bill. But in the present case

there is no question as to the issue, validity, or forfeiture of the

stock. There is not even any controversy as to the right of the

plaintiff to a certificate as evidence of his title. The only dispute

is over the terms or conditions upon which that certificate shall

be issued. We do not see how the granting of such relief is, in

any proper sense, the exercise of visitorial powers, or an interfer

ence with the management of the internal affairs of the defend

ant. Statements are sometimes found to the effect that where

the act of the corporation complained of affects a person solely

in his capacity as a member of thecorporation,_or where therights

of a person grow solely out of his membership in thecorporation,

and not out of some external transaction, the subject relates to

the management of the internal affairs of the corporation, over

which the courts of another state should not assume jurisdiction.

Such general statements must always be construed in connection

with the particular facts of the cases in which they are used.

Moreover, such statements are not strictly correct as abstract

propositions in the broad and unqualified sense in which they are

sometimes understood. We think there are cases, and that this

is one of them, where, although the rights of a party grow out

of his membership in the corporation, yet, as the matter affects

only his individual rights under the contract by which the stock

was issued, therefore an enforcement of those rights will not be

an interference with the internal management of the corporate

affairs within tne meaning of the rule.

If upon principles of law or comity foreign corporations are

allowed to do business and maintain suits in another state, the

general rule should be that they are liable to be sued in the same

jurisdiction. Their rights and liabilities in that regard ought to

be reciprocal. If we recognize their existence for one purpose, we

ought also for the other. If our courts admit and vindicate their

rights, justice requires that we also enforce their liabilities, and

that, before we send our own citizens to a foreign jurisdiction for

redress, it should be very clear that the subject of the action is

beyond the limits of the power or sovereignity of the state over

the foreign corporation. If a citizen of this state held a certifi

cate of stock in a foreign corporation, which was alleged to have

been illegally issued, or to have for some cause become forfeited,

we do not think there would be any doubt but that our courts

would entertain a suit by the corporation to compel its surrender

and cancellation. If so, why ought not a citizen of the state be

allowed to maintain an action to compel the issue to him, as evi
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dence of his title, of a new certificate in place of one that has

been lost or destroyed? It is urged that if the courts of this

state entertain jurisdiction of such a case they mayimpose differ

ent conditions upon the issue of the certificate from those that

iniglit be imposed by the courts of New York or of other states

under the same state of facts. This must be conceded. It is one

of the necessary imperfections in the administration ofjustice

that courts of different, and even of the same, jurisdictions, will

differ as to the law applicable to the same state of facts. But it

was never heard that this of itself was any reason why a court

should not exercise jurisdiction. It is also contended that the

courts of this state ought not to entertain the action because

they have no means to enforce their decree by compelling the

issue of a certificate. It is undoubtedly true that courts will not

entertain an action where it is apparent that if a judgment was

rendered they would be wholly unable to enforce it. But the

mere fact that they may be unable to compel specific performance

in a particular wayis no reason whythe suit should not be enter

tained. lf the defendant should refuse to issue certificates in

accordance with the judgment, it would be entirely competent

for the court, in accordance with the prayer of the complaint, to

render judgment for the value of the stock. Our conclusion is

that the action can be maintained. In so holding we do not wish

to be understood as deciding that the courts of this state could

or should assume jurisdiction of every suit to compel the issue of

stock certificates by a foreign corporation. Wecan conceivethat

many such cases might arise that would include elements involv

ing the management of the internal affairs of the corporation.

Our decision is confined to the facts of this case.”

§ 280- Inspection of Books of Foreign Corpora.tion.—Sta.te v.

Swift.‘-Mandamus is the proper remedy to enforce the right of

a stockholder to inspect the books and records of a private cor

Poration. After discussing the writ, its history and nature,

P116 court said: This case has been a novel and embarrass

ing one on account of another aspect presented, and that isthat

with all the power vested in this court to issue this writ within

the limits of this state, and against any ofiicer of a joint-S1100l<

¢_01'_poration chartered by the state and holding his ofi'ice and re

siding in it, in such a case as this we have no power to issue it

flgainst the defendant in this case, the president of the Diamond

Match Company, because it was not incorporated by the legis

lature of this state, but by the legislature of the state of Con

nectlcutl notwithstanding it is admitted by them on 1:116 1‘¢¢0l'd

fllat he is the president of the corporation, and resides in

. ‘ <°'~‘l- 50) An. Rep. 1&1.
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this state and city, and has in his possession and custody

as such the books and papers of the company in ques

tion, and has refused, on his demand therefor, to allow

the plaintifi to inspect and take copies of them; and that such

residence of the president in this state is not inconsistent with.

the charter of the corporation of the law of Connecticut, and

that his refusal to allow the plaintiff to inspect and take copies.

of the books and papers of the company in his possession and

custody as such in this state is expressly sanctioned and ap

proved by the corporation. It is also admitted that the corpo

ration has been, and is still, doing business in the manufacture

and sale of their friction matches in this city, and has even been

directly recognized as such a corporation of the state of Con

necticut lawfully and rightfully pursuing the business in the state,

by a special act of the legislature of this state, passed on the 8th

day of March, 1881, as follows: “That the Diamond Match

Company, a corporation of the state of Connecticut, be, and it

is hereby, authorized to take and hold in fee simple, in New Castle

county and state of Delaware, such real estate as may be neces

sary for the purpose of carrying on the business of the said cor

poration, and also to sell the real estate, or any portion thereof

in fee simple when no longer needed for the said corporation." It

is neither allowable nor necessary, I think, to consider that this

made it in eflect a corporation of the state of Delaware. All I

mean to say on this point is that it constitutes an express recog

nition, not only of its existence as a corporation of the state of

Connecticut, but also of its right, as such, to hold real and per

sonal property in this county and to carry on its business in this

state; and that the company therefore enjoys these corporate

rights and privileges within our limits, not by that im plied

recognition and comity merely which now prevails so generally

among all the states of the Union with respect to such corpo

rations, but by the express grant of the legislature of the state.

But if the right of the relator to the evidence, which, as a mem

ber and stockholder in the corporation, he seeks to obtain within

the limits of this state for the vindication of his rights and the

due administration ofjustice in a suit between him and others in

another of our sister states, be conceded, as I think it must be,

what is there in the nature of the writ of mandamus as it exists

and has always existed in this state under the laws and consti

tution of it that forbids this court, under the facts and circum

stances presented in this case, to order the issuing of it, provided

the court is satisfied that there is no other specific remedy for

the legal enforcement of that right? The answer to this question

by the counsel for the defendant is not sufiicient in this case, in my

("L
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opinion,because it proceeds, I think,up0n an erroneous idea that

there still inheres in the nature of the writ, under our laws and

constitution, such a peculiar quality or restriction, that it can

only issue in such a case as this to a corporation or an ofiicer of

it under the law which created it, and in the name of the state

which incorporated it; or, in other words, that no oth_er judicial

tribunal than the appropriate court in the state of Connecticut,

under the laws of it, can issue the writ to this corporation, or

any oihccr ofit, for any such purpose. For, ifthat be so, then it

is manifest, whatever may be the legal right of the relator to the

inspection and copies of the books and papers in question, that

he is \vholly without any specific remedy in law to enforce it here

or elsewhere; because it is equallycertain whether we consider it

a proceeding in rem or in personam, or as partaking of the nature

of both, as the writ is to be specifically executed when issued, and

both the custos and the books and papers are in this state, that

they could not be reached by such a writ from any court in the

state of Connecticut. And although that state may have the

power—which this has not-—to forfeit or revoke the charter of

the corporation, and that should be done by it, the relator would

still be left without his specific remedy in the case, either there or

here. Although our constitution declares that “the style in all

process and public acts shall be the state of Delaware,” and the

writ is issued and prosecuted in the name of it on the complaint

ofthe relator, the jurisdiction and authority of this court toissue

it in such a case, even if this company were a domestic, instead

ofa foreign, corporation, would not emanate or result from the

act ofincorporation or the by-laws of the company, but from

that higherjuriscliction and authority, which, as I have before

said, the constitution and laws of the state have conferred upon

the court in such a case, and over the writ of mandamus and all‘

other well-known writs at common law within the limits of the

state. And we may therefore admit the correctness of the defi

nition of the writ cited by the counsel for the defendant from Mr.

Potter's work on Corporations (volume 2, § 634=),—“that the

writ issues by the command of the sovereign power, and in the

name of the state, and is directed to some subordinate court,

judicature, or body within the jurisdiction ofthe court from which

it issues, and it requires the performance by the body to whom it

is directed of a specific act, as being the legal duty of the oflice,

character, orsituati0n,”—\vithout impairing in any degreewhat

ever the truth and soundness of this proposition. Well, now, if

such be the general and fundamental principles of the law ap

plicable to such a case, and the president of this corporation is

residing in this state and city, and where it is now carrying on to
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some extent its corporate business, and has the books and papers

ofit in question in its possession and custody now in this state,

and within the jurisdiction of this court, and refuses to allow the

relator to inspect and take copies of them for the purpose de

manded of him, I am not able to perceive, after all the consider

ation which I have been able to give to the case, any good and

valid reason for holding that the case is not within the jurisdic

tion of the court, or that it ought not, under all the facts and

circumstances alleged and not disputed in it, to award the writ

as prayed in the petition of the relator. The right of the relator

to the inspection and copies which he demands being a right

founded on the common law of the state by virtue of his being a

stockholder in this corporation, and the res, or books and papers,

as well as the corporate custos of them, being within the juris

diction of this court, and the same principle of the common law

which confers that upon the former imposes the duty on thelatter

to grant it, on what principle of law or reason can it be said that

the case is nevertheless not within the jurisdiction of the court,

because the company was not incorporated under a law of this

state, but under a law of the state of Connecticut, although that

right and that duty exist in both states by a law broader and

more general than the act under which it was incorporated?

Notwithstanding the number of cases to which we have been

referred by the counsel on both sides in the argument of the case,

but two have been cited, one on either side, in which this par

ticular question appears to have been involved, and which seem

to be conflicting in their rulings upon it. The first to which I

shall refer is the ease of People v. Parker Vein Coal Co.,‘ before

Mitchell, Morris, and Clerke, ]]., in the supreme court of New

York, on appeal from an order of special term refusing manda

mus. The Parker Vein Coal Company, the defendant, was an

incorporation of the state of Maryland. Its charter created it a

corporation for the purpose of working mines of coal and iron,

and for vending the proceeds of the same, and gave it power to

make by-laws and all such rules and regulations as might be nec

essary for the proper management of its atiairs. The capital

stock of the company was not to exceed $3,000,000 to be

divided into shares of $100 each, being 30,000 shares The ofii

cers of the company had issued 150,000 certificates of shares of

stock, being 120,000 more certificates of shares of stock than the

company by law was permitted to issue and purportin to
represent $1 2,000,000 more capital than thie company possegsed,

uldor co _possess as established and limited b'y the law of in

corporation. In June, 1854-, the company was insolvent, and

110 1-low. Pr. 54.3.
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made an assignment to Romaine & Darrow of all their property

of every description for the benefit of creditors. The plaintiffs

were partners engaged as brokers in the purchase and sale of

stocks for themselves and for account of other persons, and had

standing in their names upon the books of the company several

hundred shares of the capital stock, of which they were the legal

holders and owners; and they also held stock certificates in the

usual form, issued for a large num her of its shares ofcapital stock,

and signed by its pro per otficers, of which they were also the

legal holders and owners. One of the by-laws of the company re

quired a book or books to be kept by the company for the trans

fer ofits stock. The corporation had a principal ofiice in the city

of Ne\v York, and had kept, and then kept, at that office, books

for the transfer ofits stock. At the last election of directors of

the company—which was after the assignment in June, 1854—

the defendants in the cause were elected directors and officers, and

then hadcharge ofthe books, and about the 3d of june, 1854.-,

the officers and directors closed their transfer books, and since

that they had refused to permit transfers therein of any of the

shares of the capital stock. It was impossible, from an inspec

tion of the certificates ofthe stock, to designate which were the

genuine and which were the overissue certificates. The plain

tiffs had applied to the officers and directors to be permitted to

transfer stock to persons to whom they had sold it, and had been

refused access to the books; and they claimed that the refusal to

permit transfer upon the books was ofgreat detriment to them

and their business, was injurious to the company and its stock

holders, and depressed the market and the intrinsic value of the

stock; and they asked for a mandamus to compel the defendants»

to open the transfer books to them, and to all otherstockholders

_W11O might desire to transfer stock. The plaintififs insisted that

it was not denied that their certificates were a portion of the

30,000 genuine certificates, and also suggested that the 120,000

overissue certificates, having been issued by ofiicers of the in-I

Corporation who were authorized to issue certificates of stock,

should be deemed genuine certificates. Morris, 1., in delivering

his opinion in the case, and after commenting in the strongest

terms on the invalidity and illegality of the fraudulent certificates

ofstock issued by the directors and ofiicers of the company, and

observing that, ifthe books should be opened for the transfer of

stock, the 120,000 fraudulent certificates could be indiscriminately

transferred with the 30.000 genuine certificates upon the books

°f the Qompany, and would greatly confuse the evidence in re

lation to both classes of them, and make it more difficult to trace

the false certificates, and to discriminate between the genuine and
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the spurious, and would enable holders of the false certificates

with greater facility to put them in circulation and deceive the

ignorant and coiifiding. held that the order of the special term,

before them on appeal, should be aflirmed, and the writ of manda

mus denied, with costs. And, according to the report of it, this

seems to have been the ground on which the majority of the three

judges decided the case. But Mitchell, ]., who concurred in the

decision, also announced his opinion, in which he held that the

plaintiffs were not entitled to the writ, because they had an ade

quate remedy in an action on the case against the company for

damages, and he cited several adjudged cases in his own state to

show that such a remedy would be effectual, and could readily be

obtained, for the injury complained of, and he then added:

“There is also another difliiculty in this application. The manda

mus partakes of the character of a public writ,—one in which the

people are in some way interested; and it has never been allowed

except for the purpose of controlling those who owe a public

duty to the state in which it issued. This company was incor

porated in Maryland, and although it has an ofiice here, and

may be sued here on its contracts and obligations to individuals

or others, yet it does not owe allegiance or public duties to this

state, or according to the laws of this state, but to the state of

Maryland, and according to the laws ofthat state. Ifit violates

its charter, the remedy should be in Maryland, and not here. On

quo warraiito its charter could not be taken away here, and,

while it does not violate any law of our state, the state should

not interfere with it.” This, however, as it was but the opinion

of one of the three members of the court, according to the report

ofit, cannot be considered an authority, on that point; nor is

any authority cited b_v him in support of it. But is it not a

radical error to assume that because the courts in one state have

not the power to proceed by a writ of quo warranto to forfeit

the charter ofa corporation of another state for a violation ofit,

they have not the power to issue a writ of mandamus against it

for the specific enforcement of a legal right of a member of it

against the corporation, when he has no other specific or ade

quate remedy for it, and they have, bv virtue of their general

powers, jurisdiction and authority to issue and enforce a writ of

?andamusfagainst it in_such a casein their own state? Itis not

y virtue o_ any obligation of allegiance that a natural person or

a corporation may owe to the state of his birth or its creation

even, that they are bound to obey, and are subject to, the laws

f ' h '0 it, w en questions of legal rights and liabilities arise between

them and others in courts established for the administration ofjustice. Although it is denominated a “prerogativeiwrit,” and
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must be specially applied for, and sufficient grounds shown for

it to the satisfaction of the court, it is a common-law writ; and

in the particular class of cases to which it is applicable by the

principles and usages of the law it is no less so than any other

common-law writ known to our practice, and the jurisdiction of

it and the authority to issue it in such cases was acquired bythis

court in the same manner as it acquired j'urisdiction and authority

to issue any other common-law writ in a case to which it

was by the principles and rules of the common law

properly applicable. And if by the laws of this state

the case before us be one to which the remedy by writ of

mandamus is properly applicable, and the parties to it and the

specific subject matter of the suit are within the jurisdiction of

the court, can the fact that the property in question—the books

and papers to be inspected—belongs to a foreign corporation, or

a corporation created by another state, and is in the keeping of

an officer or agent of it residing in this state, be any defense in

law to it? The same law which confers upon the relator the

right to the inspection demanded imposes 011 the respondent, the

agent of the corporation, and on the corporation itself, so far as

it is concerned, the liability to it; and neither is conferred or im

posed by the terms of its charter, but by the general law of the

state where it was created, as well as here, under the facts and

circumstances admitted in the case.

The other case alluded to was State v. McCullough.‘ It arose

on an application for a writ of mandamus to compel the defend

ant, McCullough, to deliver to the relator, Curtis, all the books

and papers belonging to the ofiice of superintendent of the Over

man Silver Mining Company, and to admit him to the enjoyment

of all the rights incident to the position. The company was an

organized corporation under the laws of the state of California

for the purpose of carrying on the mining business in Nevada,

where the mine of the company was situated. McCullough was

elected superintendent of it by the board of trustees to hold the

ofiice, according to the by-laws, during the pleasure of the board;

and entered upon the duties of it, but was afterwards removed

from it by the board, and another man, by the name of Lambert,

was substituted, who was also removed, and Curtis} the relator,

was appointed. Lambert disclaimed any right, but McCullough

refused, on demand made, to deliver the books and papers of it

to the relator, or to transfer the control of the mine to him, pr

to allow him to discharge the duties of the oflice. The jurisdic

tion of the court was questioned and denied on the ground that

the company was aforeign corporation organized and existing in

18 Nev. 202.
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the state of California, subject to its laws, and because the appoint

ment of both the relator and the defendant were made in Cali

fornia, and the question of the right of either of them to ‘exercise

the powers of superintendent of the company was cognizable in

the courts of California, and because the ofiicers of a foreign cor

poration cannot be recognized as oflicers beyond the limits of the

sovereignty which creates the corporation. But the court in that

case held that it had jurisdiction, and the power to issue the writ

of mandamus as prayed for in it.

The existence of the Diamond Match Company, as incorporated

under the laws of the state of Connecticut to carry on the busi

ness in which it is engaged in that and other states of the Union,

and for that purpose to erect factories and appoint agents and

employ servants in other states, has been expressly recognized

by statute in this state; and, even without that, its lawful right

and authority to do so, if not forbidden by the laws or policy of

the state, could not be called in question under the principle of

interstate comity in relation to such corporations existing in the

several states. now so well recognized and established to its

fullest extent in this and the other states of the Union. And there

fore, notwithstanding the peculiar and unusual character of it, I

have not been able to discover, either upon principle or authority,

any well-fouiided objection to thejuristliction of the court or the

redress sought by the relator in this case; and I will further say

that, as under the liberal and enlightened comity of the states

with respect to the incorporations severally created by them al

most all of the rights and facilities for trade and commerce, buy

ing and selling, and making contracts in the line of their legiti

mate business, and of suing on them in the courts of this and

other states, are now as freely enjoyed by the incorporations of

other states as by natural persons or partnerships residing in

those states, and like\vise engaged in a business extending into

other states, and with such equality of commercial rights and

privileges extended to thern, there can be no good O1‘SO1JI1d reason

why the books and papers, and the agent of the companv having

them in his custody, should in this case be exempted from the

Jurisdiction of this court and their legal liabilitv to the relator,

simply because the company was chartered in another state, and

is a foreign corporation. The tendency of decisions in our own

courts has long been to consider such corporations, when plain

tifis in suits before them, very much the same as thev would a

natural person from the same state in a like case and position be

fore them; but when the position is reversed, and the interest of

such a corporation is on the side of the defendant in the suit, as

1" thls ‘Jase, even the comity and favor thus extended in the
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former ease forbid that its charter should be used as a shield of

defense and a bar to thejurisdiction of the court in it.

§ 281. Actions against Foreign Corporations.-At common law

service upon a corporation was made by serving upon the priiici

pal officer,‘ but the English courts have held that when a foreign

corporationestablishes abranch office in England, service upon

the agent in charge ol such ofiiceis good service upon the corpor

ation.’ In certain states it is held that a corporation can

only be sued in the state by which it was created by service upon

its principal oflicer within that state, and that statutes providing

for service upon corporations have no application to foreign cor

poratioiis.‘ But in other states they are treated as natural non

resident persons, and if proper service can be obtained this is held

to be no objection to the court proceeding and determining their

rights and liabilities.‘

§ 282. Service of Process upon Foreign Oorpora.tions.—In allthe

states statutory methods are now provided forserviee of process

upon foreign corporations which are doing business in the state.

When a corporation accedes to such provisions as to services and

accepts them as a condition upon which it may do business inthe

state, the court acquires complete and perfect jurisdiction over it

and may render a judgment in personam against it ;° and such a.

judgment is entitled to full faith and credit in other jurisdictions.°

§ 283. Service upon Oflieer Temporarily within the State.-S0 long

as a corporation does not enter a loreign state for the purpose of

doing business, it cannot be subjected to the jurisdiction of the

foreign state. “Statutory provisions for the service of process

upon a foreign corporation must rest upon the fact of the foreign

corporations doing business, or in some way exercising its corpo

rate franchise, within the jurisdiction. A law which went beyond

this would be beyond the power of any sovereign to enact.”' Serv

iceeaiinot be made upon an oflicer of a corporation who is in the

state upon personal and not corporate business, and it has been

held that this is true when he is temporarily there forthe purpose

of transacting a particular item of business for the corporation,‘

although the contrary rule prevails in New York.” W

%l\'lnrfree_ § 181: Tidds Prue. (1st Am. Ed.) p. 19; Morawetz II, § 980; Cook II, §158.

vCoXl(t'8|ifll‘='hat§ Fifearms Co., L. R. Q._B. 293. _ I C 14'

Conn. 301; McQueen v.:l\ll1iSd‘dl::it6oxi,l\c|1kf'g'.LC":.: 1l\é>h]ciJ‘l1lie1b(1l3.°1l§.s) ilriirpoiifilzion

lcdn only be sued. in this commonwealth by means of an attachment of its proper ty: im

ess as n th , g g 3'
ciifiu V‘. Beldincflés £251. goggign insurance company, by urtue of an expresss atu e

C Libby v- Hodizdon. 9 N. H. 394-;Railroad Co. v. Han-ls, 12 \\’all. es, S1; Nomi M0. R.

Q-1;; 2}‘<:;':.S+hI<;|\ln. :53; iniei-uwcrz II. § 917. _ __ M

24‘ 20 E‘ Rceppaelnsicrger, 96 U. S. 369; \\ ilson v. Martin-\\ ilson F. A. Co., 14-9 ass.

 

"St. ‘ . ' - " - . -_,Mu(r~r1r';l£r‘ \S.2(b%x, 106 U. S. 350 , Lafa) ctte Ins. Co. v. 1- rench, 18 How. 404-.

, ‘Gem! "Oils Co. v. Railway Bnrb. F. Co., 22 Fed. Rep. ass. See also Golden v. Morp

élg 3\e\\'s, -t_2 Ferl Rep. 112; Lntinicrv. Railway C0.,43 Mo. 105;Cu.mdenRol1inE M1“

‘,1-P'~ "011 to-. 32 N- 1- L. is: sr. Clair v. Cox, 106 U. s. 350. _

Gibb°P¢ \'- Tcrre Hunte Car Co., 87 N. Y. 137; Hfller v. Burlington R. Co., 70 N. Y. 223'

s v. Queen Ins. Co., 68 N. Y. 114.
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§ 234. State v. District Oourt.l—The facts of this case illustrate

the principle stated in the preceding section. James Mclntyre 8:

Brothers, partners in business in the state of Wisconsin, ‘filed

their complaint in the District Court of Ramsey county, Minn_e

sota, against the Eau Claire Dells Improvement Company, a W1_s

consin corporation, having no agent or place of business in

Minnesota. The action was upon contracts made and to be

executed in Wisconsin. A summons was issued and was served

by the sheriff of Ramsey county, at St. Paul, in that county, by

delivering a copy thereof to the president of the company, who

was then within the state of Minnesota, not on any business of

the company. but for his own personal business and pleasure, and

who had no authority from the company to receive such service.

The court said: “The question sought to be raised in this pro

ceeding is, can the courts of this state acquire jurisdiction over

the person of a corporation created under the laws of another

state, where the cause of action arose out of this state, and the

corporation has no property therein, and never transacted any

business, nor had any ofiice, or agency, or officer, or agenttherein,

and the only ground for asserting such jurisdiction is that the

summons was served within the state upon an ofiicer of the cor

poration, who was in the state, not upon any business, nor by

any authority of the corporation, but solely in a private capac

ity and for his own private business or pleasure? The relator

first raised the question in the District Court, by a motion upon

afiidavits showing the facts, to set aside such aservice of the

summons, which motion being denied, it procured this writ of

prohibition to issue. We have very little doubt that if the ques

tions were properly before us for decision, we should sustain the

objection to the jurisdiction. The facts in Guernsey v. American

Ins. Co.’ were sufl-icient to sustain the jurisdiction, but the

reasoning of the court goes further than we can approve. But

the writ of prohibition is not the proper remedy.”

§ 285. Proceedings by State against Foreign Corporation.

A foreign corporation which is exercising its powers and fran

chises in a state without authority of law, may be ousted there

from by a proceeding in quo warrant0.“ Under certain cir

cumstances the remedy may be by injunction.‘ A

1 ‘.26 hilinn. 233.

g}3 giiqn. 271-ind I ,
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8 ". W F Y- ‘i L‘ W & ¢fls\==i1rs' Ins. Co. (Ohio 81 N. r-:. Re .s5s the court said:
“ It is claimed that. as the defendant is a fin-eign gorporation, itptflflnét be affected by E

P,"°°@°l1"1g "1 12110 War_ranto in the courts of the state. That it cannot be ousted of 1'-he

right to be 11 corporation or of any of the franchises conferred on it bv the laws of New

Yvfkv I8 110%; C1011?-‘flied ;_ b_\1t_ as to such Iraxichies and privileges as are derived from the

laws of the state of Ohio it is as much amenable to the courts of this state as an Ohio

°°l‘D°l‘8-tlon. 8-rid. when found exercising such franchises without authority of law, it may

besquaed txherefrom.'(': 4'4 H v- nsuraqce 0.. 7 Ohio St. 167; State v. Fidelity & Casualty Inn. Co., 89

Minn. 588; SPel_lin_g_Extr. Relief II. § 1826; Cook II. §§ 635, 639.
‘Employers Liability Assn. Corp. v. Employers‘ Liability Ius. Co., 16 N. Y. Sup. 897.

-1'4 . .
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CHAPTER XVIII.

~

Actions and Proceedings by and Against Stockholders.

§280. By the Go:-pora.tlon.—The power to sue is incidental to

corporate existence, and it is immaterial whether the corporation

is dc jure or not, as a dc Iacto corporation may maintain a suit

in its corporate name until its existence is called in question by

direct proceedings instituted by the state. ‘ The right to confess

judgment is an incident to the right to sue and the liability to

be sued. Z

§287. P1ea.ding.—Averment of Incorporation-At common law

when an action is brought in a corporate name it is not neces

sary to set forth the act of incorporation,’ or to aver that the

plaintiliis a corporation.‘ Bliss, alter stating the rules that in an

action against a corporation its legal existence should be shown,

says: "This rule is subject to another——that matters should not

be pleaded of which the court will take judicial n0tice—and there

fore, it does not apply to actions by a domestic municipalcorpor

ation, or by a domestic private corporation created by a public

act, the court takes cognizance of the laws by virtue of which

they exist. But when a foreign corporation comes into court, or

a domestic one created by a private act, or when private pro

ceedings are necessary to its creation, the court cannot know of

its legal existence; it is a question of fact upon which issue may

be tal<e_n-—evidence may be required in regard to it; and therefore

upon principle, the fact must be pleaded " Under some statutes,

hpwevfr, the fact of incorporation must be alleged in the com

p amt.

271F‘i3rst Hlpptist Church v. Brauham, (C|1l.) 27 Pac. Rep. 60; Buiues v. Babeock, (Cal.)

ac. " - -ep. 614., Bren er \. Boston Theater, 104- Mass. 378; Taylor, §145

Tshute v. Kcyscr, (Ariz,) 29 Pac. Rep. 386. See Chamberlain -v. Monmouth &e. Co.,

20 Mo. 96; “tut: v. Crow, 17 Fed. Rep. 98; Stevens v. Curpe &e. Co., 57 Mich. 4.27.

3E h_ xc auge Nat. Bunk v. Copps (Neb.) 59 N. W. Rep. 226; Smythe v. Scott, (Ind.) 24

Is. E. Rep. 685.

 

4Henriqu_c v. D. W. I. Co., 2 Ld. Raymd. 1532; Woolfv. City S. B. Co., 7 M. G. & S

103: Harris Ml‘_ g. CO. ‘V. Marsh, 4-9 Ia. 11; Stanly v. R. & D. R. Co ,89 N. C. 381; Hens

ton v. _Cin. &e. Ry. Co., 16 Ind. 276; Ryan v. Farmers Bank, 5 Kan. 658; O'Donnell v.

Evansville &e. R. Co., 14- Ind. 259; Union Cement Co. v. Nobel, 15 Fed. Rep. 502;

¥§ieilé8I;%€1I\'Iill Co. v. Bennewitz, 28 Minn. 62; Angel] and Ames, §632; Maxwell, Code

‘Bliss. Code P1ead- (2nd Ed-l § 246; St. Paul Div. v. Brown, 9 Minn. 151 (Gil. 1-1-4~)

“W.11"=Y-_ Mullins. (Idaho) s1 Pnc. Re .801; Greathouae v. Heed, 1 Idnho 4s2; Miller
V‘ Pm‘ M111"!!! Co.. (Idaho) 41 Am. gr Eng. C. C. 1, annotated; Ware v. St. L. &e. R.

Q0-. 82 Mo. 667; Irvin: Bank v. Corbett. 10 Abb. (N. C.) z~5;Adarus v. Lnmson &e.

(S-0, §9 Hun. (N. Y.) 127. As to what is a sufiicient avernient of corporate existence. see

'2f‘_h"11nt:er &e. Co.v. Afl10tt. 14- N. Y. Supp. 326; Minter v. U. P. R. Co., 3 umn 500,

Pac. Rep. 910; Saunders v. Sioux City &e. _Co., (Utah) 24- Pac. Rep. 682.
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Where an action is brought by or against a corporation it is

not necessary to prove the lact of corporate existence on the trial

unless it is expressly averred that the defendant or plaintiff is_not

a corporation.‘
§288. By Judgment Creditor Against Ofl‘.icers.—A judgment

creditor may maintain an action to compel the officers of acorpo

ration to account for their official misconduct in tlie disposition

of the property of the corporation, and to pay over any money or

property they may have acquired to themselves or transferred to

others in violation of their duty; or to prevent or set aside any

alienation of the corporate property contrary to law for pur

poses foreign to the corporate business.

Proceedings by Stockholders.

§ 289. Actions by Stockholders to Enforce Individual Rights.—The

rights of members are either individual or collective. The former

are treated as rights against the corporation, and may been

forced by the individual stockholder in an action against the cor

poration. The following are illustrations of such individua

rights: the right to dividends declared; the right to a cer

tificate of stock; the right to transfer shares; the right to

be present and vote at shareholders’ meetings; the right

under certain restrictions to examine the books of the corpora

tion. These ri-ghts may be enforced by mandamus, a bill in

equity, or an action for damages. They cannot be enforced by an

action in the name of the corporation.’

§ 290. The Protection of Collective Rights.-The collective rights.

of a member are such as he enjoys within the corporation. They

are rights in the corporate concern, rather than against it, and can

be enforced only through the corporate organization. It is the

duty of the corporation to protect the rights of its shareholders,

and the general rule is that if the regular ofiicers are unable or

unwilling to act, the corporation has no remedy and it is neces

sary to permit the members to sue for the protection of their

equitable interests.” “For fraudulent and wrongful dealing with

corporate property, prejudicially affecting the interests of the corp

oration, and hence the interests of the shareholders, the right of

action is primarily in the corporation, and is to be asserted by it

rather than by individual stockholders. unless it is shown to be
1G=11- Sh Minn. 1875. Ch. Q6. §112. For the rule independent of statute see Bliss §'24-Si.

Qwaseca County Bank v. Mclienna 32 Mi . _

s " -

. nu -£68

Bnnckerhotf v. Bostwick, 88 N. Y, 52.
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impracticable for the complaining stockholder to move the corp

oration to sue." ‘

§291. When B. Stockholder May Sue.—Thc relation between the

corporation and its meni bcrs is that of trustee and beneficiary,

and it is a well settled rulethat the beneficiaries under a. trust are

not entitled to sue for the protection of the trust unless the

trustee has refused or is unable to protect it.’ “A shareholder 1S

entitled to relief in a court of equity on account of any infringe

ment of his equitable rights as member and beneficiary of the cor

poration provided first, that the corporation itself be unable by

reason of the default of its agents to obtain an adequate remedy

within a reasonable time, and secondly, that the right to obtain

redress for an injury be not implicitly relinquished by the share

holder to the discretion of the regular agents of the corporation

as a mutual concession for the sake of peace and good will.”’

§292. Conditions Precedent to Right of Aotion.—Before an action

can be maintained by a stockholder it must appear

(1) That no agents of the corporation having the requisite

authority are willing or able to act ;‘ and

(2) That a demand has been made upon them and that they

have refused to act ;‘ or

(3) That the agents themselves are the authors of the wrong.‘

" The law does not require of the minority stockholders to do so

absurd a thing as a condition of seeking relief against the wrong

ful acts of the directors and majority stockholders.”

§293. Exoeptions.—T0 the general rule above stated there are

two exceptions:

(1) Equity will not interfere if the acts of the managing agents

are within the ratifying power of the majority.’ But this excep

ll-loiigsou v. Duluth, etc., R. R. Co.. 46 Minn. 454-; Rotl-iwell v. Robinson, 39 Minn. 1;

Doud v. Wisconsin, etc., R. Co., 65 Wis. 108. In Pomeroy, Eq._Tur., § 1094., it is said: "In

cases belonging to this clnss. ilicrefore, whatever be the nature of the particular wrong

whethcr intentional and fraudulent, or resulting from negligence or want of reasonable

Pflifflencc. and whatever he the indirect loss occasioned to individual stockholders. no

equitable suit for relief against the wrong-doing directors or officers can be maiiitnineil by

a stockholder or stockholders individually, nor by 0, stockholder suing rcprescntatively

on behalf ofnll others similarly situated, unless the special condition of circumstances ex

ists to be described in the next following paragra h, namely, that the corporation either

a‘°'""\|l)‘ or virtually refuses to prosecute. Even itpthe stockholder alleges that the value

of his own stock has been depreciated by the defendants’ acts, or that he has sustained

 

 

 

other special damage, he is not thereby entitled to maintain the suit." Oswald v. St. Paul

Globe Puh. Co.. (Minn. 1895) 61 N. W‘. Rep. 902.

1 Western R. Co. v. Nolan, 48 N. Y. 513.

3R\1Sl\Cll v. Wakefield. L. R. 20 Eq. 479; Morawetz, Priv. Corp. §239,

4 Bill v. Western Union Tel. Co., 16 Fed. Rep. 14; I-lawes v. Oakland 104 U. S. 4-60

5)-Iemphis City v, Dean, 8 Wall. G4-.

°_Pealiody v. Flint, 6 Allen 52. “The right to sue and be sued, to maintain and defend

“M10115 cpncerning corporate rights and corporate liabilities, is ii power incident to CV81’!

°9l'P°"‘-lhfln. " ' ' and with this right ofthe corporation to maintain and defend ac

tions concerning its corporate rights or liabilities the stockholder can not interfere except

when the directors refuse to not or are guilty offraud in the maintenance or defense ofthe

%CtlOIL" Baines v. Bnbcock, (Cul.) 27 Pac. Rep, 674; Greaves v. Gouge, 69 N. Y- 155;

fewer v. Boston Theater, 104. Mass. 378; Ware v. Bnzemore, 53 Ga. 16.

"BJOmgaard Y. Goodhuc Co. Bank, 49 Minn. 488; Rothwell v. Robinson, 89 Minn. 1.

5Foaa v. Harbottle, 2 Hare 4.81 (1843). .
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tion has no application where the act complained of is _in excess

of the power of the majority,‘ or where the relief sought is merely

preventive. _
(2) Equity will not interfere unless it appears that a delay of

the remedy until a corporate meeting can be held and the guilty

agents removed, would unduly prejudice the rights of the com

plainants, or that delay would be useless.“

§29¥. Foss v. Ha.rbott;le_’-—Two members of an incorporated

company, called the Victoria Park Company, filed a bill against

the directors thereof, charging them with a variety of fraudulent,

illegal acts, whereby the property of the company was misap

plied, aliened and wasted, and praying that tlie_ defendants might

make good to the company the damages by reason of the acts

complained of, and that a receiver might be appointed to apply

the property of the company in discharge of its liabilities; and_to

secure the surplus. The general result of the act of incorporatipn

was to make the directors a governing body subject to the strict

control of the proprietors, who had power, when assembled in

general meeting, to originate proceedings for any purpose within

the scope of the eompany’s powers, as well as to control the di

rectors in any act which they might have originated. The court

was of the opinion that the acts of the defendants complained of

were of such a nature as to be capable of confirmation by the

majority of the members of the company; that it did not appear

that any attempt had been made to bring these acts before a gen

eral meeting of the shareholders; and that, under these circum

stances, the court could not interfere at the suit of a minority,

whatever it might have been induced to do had proper means

been resorted to and found ineffectual to set the general body Of

shareholders in motion.

§295. Mozley v. A1ston.‘—A bill was filed by two sl1areh0ld61-'5

of a railroad company against the company and its directors,

alleging that the latter had been illegally appointed; that they

had possession of the seal of the corporation, and that they were

about to use it for various improper purposes. The bill prayed

that the directors, who were the defendants, might be restrained

from acting "5-$~Cli1‘@¢'C01'S. and be ordered to place the seal and the

books and documents of the company under control of the lawful

directors. It appeared from the statements in the bill that the

majority of the shareholders agreed with the plaintiffs in their

vie w of the illegality of the directors’ appointment, and the court

held that if they were so there was nothing to prevent the com

1-Bagshaw v. Eastern Union R. Co., 7 Hare 129,

I-Mozley v. Alston, 1 Phill. 800.

32 Hare, 4-61.

61 P1n'll.. 790.
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pany from filing a bill in its corporate character to remedy the

alleged violations, and that as the complainants showed no rea

sons to justify them alone in applying for redress, they were not

entitled to its assistance.

§296. Hawes v. Oa,k1a.nd.‘—-This is a leadingcase in this country.

Mr. justice Miller said: This is an appeal from a decree in chan

cery dismissing the complainant's bill, wherein he, acitizen of

New York, alleges that he is a stockholder in the Contra Costa

Water-works Company, aCalifornia corporation, and that he files

it on behalf of himself and all other stockholders who maychoose

to come in and contribute to the costs and expenses of the suit.

The defendants are the city of Oakland, the Contra Costa

\Vater-works Company, and Anthony Chabot, Henry Pierce, An

drew ]. Pope, Charles Holbrook, and John W. Coleman, trustees

and directors of the company. '

The foundation of the complaint is that the city of Oakland

claims at the hands of the company water, without compensa

tion, for all municipal purposes whatever,including watering the

streets, public squares and parks, flushing sewers, and the like,

whereas it is only entitled to receive water free of charge in cases.

of fire or other great necessity; that the company comply with

this demand, to the great loss and injury of the company, to the

diminution of the dividends which should come to him and other

stockholders, and to the decrease in the value of their stock. The

allegation of his attempt to get the directors to correct this evil

will be given in the language of the bill.

He says that ‘on the tenth day of ]uly, 1878, he applied to

the president and board of directors or trustees of said water

company, and requested them to desist from their illegal and iin

proper practices aforesaid, and to limit the s_upply of water free

of charge to said city to cases of fire or other great necessity,

and that said board should take immediate proceedings to pre

vent said city from taking water from the works of said com

pany for any other purpose without compensation; but said

boaijd of directors and trustees have wholly declined to take any

proceedings whatever in the premises, and threaten to go on and

furnish water to the extent of said coinpany’s means to said city

of Oakland free of charge, for all municipal purposes, as has

heretofore been done, and in cases other than cases of fire or

other great necessity, except as for family uses hereinbelore re

ferred to; and your orator avers that by reason of the premises

said water company and your orator and the other stockholders

thereof have suffered, and will, by a continuance of said acts,

hereafter suffer, great loss and damage.”
1io4 U. s. 450. i
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To this bill the water-works company and the directors failed

to make answer; and the city of Oakland filed a demurrer, which

was sustained by the court and the bill dismissed. The coin

plainant appealed.

Two grounds of demurrer were set out and relied on in the

court below, and are urged upon u_s on this appeal. They are:—

(1.) That appellant has shownnocapacityinhimselftomain

tain this suit, the injury, if any exists, being to the interests of

the corporation, and the right to sue belonging solely to that

body.
(2.) That by a sound construction of the law under wliichthe

company is organized the city of Oakland is entitled to receive,

free of compensation, all the water which the bill charges it with

so using.
The first of these causes of demurrer presents a matter of very

great interest, and of growing importance in the courts of the

United States.
Since the decision of this court in Dodge v. Woolsey,‘ the prin

/ciples of which have received more than once the approval of this

 

court, the frequency with which the most ordinary and usual

chancery remedies are sought in the Federal courts by a single

stockholder of a corporation who possesses the requisite citizen

ship, in cases where the corporation whose rights are to be en

forced cannot sue in those courts, seems to justify a considera

tion of the grounds on which that case was decided, and of the

just limitations of the exercise of those principles.

This practice has grown until the corporations created by the

laws of the States bring a large part of their controversies with

their neighbors and fellow-citizens into the courts of the United

States for adjudication, instead of resorting to the State courts,

which are their natural, their lawful, and their appropriate

forum. It is not diflieult to see how this has come to pass. A

corporation having such a controversy, which it is foreseen must

end in litigation, and preferring for any reason whatever that

this litigation shall take place in a Federal court, in which it can

neither sue its real antagonist nor be sued by it, has recourse to

a holder of one of its shares, who is a citizen of another State.

This stockholder is called into consultation, and is told that his

corporation has rights which the directors refuse to enforce or to

protect. He instantly demands of them to do their duty in this

regard, which of course they fail or refuse to do, and thereupon

he discovers that he has two causes of action entitling him to

equitable relief in a. court of chancerv; namely, one against his

OW" 001119-'-1ny.of which he is a corporator, for refusing to do

118 How. 331.
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IF

what he has requested them to do; and the other against the

party which contests the matter in controversy with that cor

poration. These two causes of action‘ he combines in an equity

suit in the Circuit Court of the United States, because he is a citi

zen of a dilierent St8.li6,‘l'.l'lO11gh the real parties to the controversy

-could have no standing in that court. If no non-resident stock

holder exists, a transfer of afew shares is made to some citizen

of another State, who then brings the suit. The real defendant

in this action may be quite as willing to have the case tried in the

Federal court as the corporation and its stockholder. If so, he

makes no objection, and the case proceeds to a hearing. Or he

may file his answer denying the special grounds set up in the bill

as a. reason for the stockholder’s interlerence, at the same time

that he answers to the merits. In either event the whole case is

prepared for hearing on the merits, the right of the stockholder

to a standing in equity receives but little attention, and the over

burdened courts of the United States have this additional impor

tant litigation imposed upon them bya simulated and conven

tional arrangement, unauthorized by the facts of the case or by

the sound principles of equity jurisdiction.

That the vast and increasing proportion of the active busi

ness of modern life which is done by corporations should call

into exercise the beneficent powers and flexible methods of courts

of equity, is neither to be wondered at nor regretted; and this is

especially true of controversies growing out of the relations be

tween the stockholder and the corporation of which he is a mem

ber. The exercise of this power in protecting the stockholder

against the frauds of the governing body of directors or trustees,

-and in preventing their exercise, in the name of the corporation,

of powers which are outside of their charters or articles of asso

ciation, has been frequent, and is most beneficial, and is undis

puted. These are real contests, however, between the stock

holder and the corporation of which he is a member.

The case before us goes beyond this.

This corporation, like others, is created a body politic and

corporate, that it may in its corporate name transact all the

business which its charter or other organic act authorizes it

to do.

Such corporations may be common carriers, bankers, insurers,

merchants. and may make contracts, commit torts, and incur lia

bilities, and may sue or be sued in their corporate name in regard

to all of these transactions. The parties who deal with them un

derstand this, and that thev are dealing with a body which 1138

these rights and is subject to these obligations, and they do not

deal with or count upon a. liability to the stockholder whomthey
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do not know and with whom they have no privity of contract

or other relation.

The principle involved in the case of Dodge v. Woolsey per

mits the stockholder in one of these corporations to step in be

tween that corporation and the party with whom it has been

dealing and institute and control a suit in which the rights in

volved are those of the corporation, and the controversy is one

really between that corporation a_.nd the other party, each being

entirely capable of asserting its own rights.

This is a very different affair from a controversy between the

shareholder of a. corporation and that corporation itself, or its

managing directors or trustees, or the other shareholders, who

may be violating his rights or destroying the property in which

he has an interest. In.to such a contest the outsider, dealing

with "the corporation through its managing agents in a matter

within their authority, cannot be dragged, except where it is

necessary to prevent an absolute failure of justice in cases which

have been recognized as exceptional in their character and calling

for the 'extraordinary powers of a court of equity. It is, there

fore, always a question of equitable jurisprudence, and as such

has, within the last forty years, received the repeated considera

tion of the highest courts of England and of this country.

The earliest English case in which this subject received any

very careful consideration is Foss v. Harbottle, where Vice

Chancellor Wigram gave a very full and able opinion. The case

was decided in 1843 on a demurrer to the bill, which was

brought by Foss and Turton, two shareholders in an incorpora

tion called the Victoria Park Company, on behalf of themselves.

and all other stockholders, except those who were made defend

ants, against the directors and one shareholder not a director,

and against the solicitor and architect of the company. The bill‘

charged that the defendants concerted andeffected various fraud

ulent and illegal transactions, whereby the property of the com

pany was misappliecl, aliened, and wasted; that there had ceased‘

to be sufiicient number of qualified directors to constitute at

board; and that the company had no clerk or ofiice. It prayed

for the appointment of a receiver and for a decree against the de

fendants _to make good the loss. After showing that the case

w_as one in which the right of action was in the company. the

Vice-Chancellor says: “In law the corporation and the aggre

gate members of the corporation are not the same thing for pur

P°5°5 bl“? ‘£1115; and the only question can be, whether the facts

alleged in this case justify a, departure from the wk which P,-{ma

facie. would require that the corporation should sue in its own
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name and in its corporate character, or in the name of some one

whom the la\v has appointed to be its representative.” Again,

after pointing out that cases may arise where the claims of jus

tice would be found superior to the technical rules respecting the

mode in which corporations are required to sue, he adds:—

“But, on the other hand, it must not be without reasons of‘

a very urgent character that the established rules of law and!

practice are to be departed from,—rules which, though in ai

sense technical, are founded on the general principles of justice

and convenience; and the question is, whether a case is stated

in this bill entitling the plaintifls to sue in their private char

acters." He then, in an elaborate argument, holds that the bill

is fatally defective because it does not aver that there is no act-

ing or de facto board of directors who might have ordered the"

bringing of this suit; and, secondly, that it was the duty of the

plaintiffs—the two shareholders who complain of what had.been~'

done—to have called a meeting of the shareholders or attendc<§'1

at some regular annual meeting, and obtained the action of a-.

majority on the matters in issue. The majority, he says, may

have been content with what was done, and may have ratified!

the action of the board, in which case the whole body would have"

been bound by it.

The demurrer was sustained and the bill dismissed.

In the subsequent case of Mozley v. Alston, decided in 1847,

Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst says that “the observations of the:

Vice-Chaiicellor in Foss v. Harbottle correctly represent what is=4

the principle and practice of the court in reference to suits of this

description." .

These cases have been referred to again and again in the Eng-~

lish courts as leading cases on the subject to which they relate,.

and always with approval.

In Gray v. Lewis, decided in 1878, Sir W. M. James, L. ]., saidz"

“I am of opinion that the only person, if you may call it a per

son, havinga right to complain was the incorporated society

called Charles Lafitte & Co. In its corporate character it was

liable to be sued and was entitled to sue; and if the company

sued in its corporate character, the defendant might allege a re-

lease or a compromise by the company in its corporatecharacter,

—a defence which would not be open in a suit where a plaintiff is

suing on behalf of himself and other shareholders. I think it is of

the utmost importance to maintain the rule laid down in Mozley

v. Alston and Foss v. Harbottle, to which, as I understand, the

only exception is where the corporate body has got into the

hands of directors, and of the majority, which directors and ma

-i.
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jority are using their power for the purpose of doing something

fraudulent against the minority, who are overpowered by them,

as in Atwood v. Merryweather, where Vice-Chancellor Wood

sustained a bill by a shareholder on behalf of himself and others,

and there it was after an attempt had been made to obtain

proper authority from the corporate body itself in a public meet

ing assembled.” ‘
But perhaps the best assertion of the rule and of the exceptions

to it are found in the opinion of the court by the same learned

iustice in MacDougall v. Gardiner, in 1875. ’ “I am of opinion,”

he says, “that this demurrer ought to be allowed. I think it is

of the utmost importance in all these controversies that the rule

which is well known in this court as the rule in Mozley v. Alton,

and Lord v. Copper Miners’ Company, and Foss vs. Harbottle,

should always be adhered to; that is to say, that nothing con

nected with internal disputes between shareholders is to be made

the subject of a bill by some one shareholder on behalf of himself

and others, unless there be something illegal, oppressive, or

fraudulent; unless there is something ultra vires on the part of

the company qua company, or on the part of the majority of the

company, so that they are not fit persons to determine it, but

that every litigation must be in the name of the company, if the

company really desire it. Because there may be a great many

wrongs committed in a company,—there may be claims against

directors, there may be claims against officers, there may be

claims against debtors; there may be a variety of things which

a company may well be entitled to complain of, but which, as a

matter of good sense, they do not think it right to make the sub

ject of litigation; and it is the company, as a companv, which has

to determine whether it will make anything that is A wrong to

the company a subject-matter of litigation, or whether it will

take steps to prevent the wrong from being done.”

The cases in the English courts are numerous, but the foregoing

citations give the spirit of them eorreetlv.

In this country the eases outside of the Federal courts are not

f111m@1‘0\1$»H1‘1d While they admit the right of a stockholder to sue

in cases where the corporation is the proper party to bring the

suit, they limit this right to cases where the directors are guilty

of a fraud or a breach of trust, or are proceeding ultra vi:-es ‘ In

B_rewer v. Boston Theatre,‘ the general doctrine and its limita

tions are very well stated.‘
 

;Law Rep. 8 Ch. App. 1035.

1 Ch D 182 . . .
gMarch v. Eastern Railroad Co., 40 N. H. 548; Peabody v. Flint 8 Allen (Mnau.),5fl

4,104 Mass. 31s. ‘

‘See also Hersey v. Vcazie, 24- Me. 9; Samuel v. Holladay, 1 Woolw. C. C. 400.
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The case of Dodge v. Woolsey, decided in this court in 1855, is,

however, the leading case on the subject in this country.

And we do not believe, notwithstanding some expressions in

the opinion, tl1at it is justly chargeable \vith the abuses we have

mentioned. It was manifestly well considered, and the opinion

is unusually long, discussing the point now under consideration

with a full reference to the decisions then made in the courts of

England. The suit——a bill in chancery—was brought in the Cir

cuit Court for the District of Ohio, by Woolsey, a stockholder of

the Commercial Bank of Cleveland, and a citizen or Connecticut,

against that bank, its managing directors, and Dodge, tax-col

lector ofthe county in which the bank was situated, citizens of

Ohio. The bill alleged that Dodge had levied upon property of

the bank to make collection of a tax, which, by the Constitution

of the State of Ohio, the bank was bound to pay; that in that

respect the Constitution, then recently adopted, impaired the

obligation of the contract of the State with the bank, contained

in its charter. It appeared in the case that W0olsey' had, by let

ter directed to the board of directors, requested them to institute

proceedings to prevent the collection of this tax; but the board,

by a resolution, declined to take any such action, while expressing

their opinion that the tax was illegal. In the opinion of the

court, reciting the circumstances whichjustified its interposition

at the suit ofthe stockholder, the allegation of the bill is ad

verted to, that if the taxes are enforced it will annul the contract

with the state concerning taxation, and that the tax is so oner

ous upon the bank that it’ will compel a suspension and final

cessation of its business. The following extract from Angell &

Ames on Corporations is cited with approval: “Though the re

sult of the authorities clearly is that in a corporation, when act

ing within the scope of, and in obedience to, the provisions of its

constitution, the will of the majority, clearly expressed, must

govern, yet beyond the limits of theiact of incorporation the will

of the majority cannot make the act valid, and the power of a.

court of equity may be put in motion at the instance ofa single

shareholder, if he can show that the corporation are employing

their statutory powers for the accomplishment of purposes not

within the scope of their institution. Yet it is to be observed that

there is an important distinction between this class of cases and

those in which there is no breach of trust, but only error and

misapprehension or simple negligence on the part of the directors."

And the court adds: “It is obvious from this rule that the cir

cumstances of each case must determine the jurisdiction of a

court ofequityto give the relief sought.” _

A very large part of the opinion is devoted to theconsideration
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of the high function of this court in construing the Constitution

of the United States, and it is impossible not to see the influence

on the mind of the writer of that opinion of the fact that the only

question on the merits of the case was one which peculiarly be

longed to the Federal judiciary, ‘and especially to this court to

decide; namely, whether the Constitution of the State of Ohio

violated the obligation of the contract concerning taxation found

in the charter of the bank.

As the law then stood there was no means by which the bank,

being a citizen of the same State with Dodge, the tax-collector,

could bring into a court of the United States the right which it

asserted under the Constitution, to be relieved of the tax in ques

tion, except by writ of error to a State court from the Supreme

Court of the United States.

That difficulty no longer exists, for by the act of March 3,1875,‘

all suits arising under the Constitution or laws of the United

States may be brought originally in the Circuit Courts of the

United States without regard to the citizenship of the parties.

Under this statute, if it had then existed, the bank, in Dodge v.

Woolsey, could undoubtedly have brought. suit to restrain the

collection of the tax in its own name, without resort to one of

its shareholders for that purpose.

And this same statute, while enlarging the jurisdiction of the

Circuit Courts in cases fairly within the constitutional grant of

power to the Federaljudiciary, strikes a blow,by its fifth section,

at improper and collusive attempts to impose upon those courts

the cognizance of cases not justly beloiigingto them. It declares,

if at any time in the progress of a case, either originally com

menced in a Circuit Court, or removed there from _a State court,

it shall appear to said court “that such suit does not really and

substantially involve a dispute or controversy properlv within

the jurisdiction of said Circuit Court, or that the parties to said

suit have been improperly or collusively made or joined, either as

plaintiffs or defendants, for the purpose of creating a case cogniz

able or removable under this act, the said Circuit Court shall

proceed no further, but shall dismiss the suit or remand it to the

court from which it was removed.”

_It is believed that a rigid enforcement of this statute by the

Circuit Courts would relieve them of many cases which have no

proper place on their dockets.

The examination of Dodge v. Woolsey satisfies us that it does

not_establish, nor was it intended to establish, a doctrine on this

subject different in any material respect from that found in the

cases in the English and in other American courts, and that the

1Ch. 187 (18 Stat. pt. s.p. 4.10.)
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recent legislation of Congress referred to leaves no reason for any

expansion of the rule in that case beyond its fairinterpretation.

We understand that doctrine to be that to enable a stockholder

in a corporation to sustain in a court of equity in his own name,

a suit founded on a right of action existing in the corporation it

self, and in which the corporation itself is the appropriate plain

tiff, there must exist as the foundation of the suit-—

Some action or threatened action of the managing board of

directors or trustees of the corporation which is beyond the

authority conferred on them by their charter or other source of

organization ;

Or such a fraudulent transaction completed or contemplated by

the acting managers, in connection with some other party, or

among themselves, or with other shareholders as will result in

serious injury to the corporation, or to the interests of the other

shareholders ;

Or where the board of directors, or a majority of them, are act

ing for their own interest, in a. manner destructive of the corpor

ation itself, or of the rights of the other shareholders; '

Or where the majority of shareholders themselves are oppres

sively and illegally pursuing a course in the name of the corpor

ation, which is in violation ofthe rights of the other shareholders,

and which can only be restrained by the aid ofa court of equity.

Possibly other cases may arise in which, to prevent irremedi

able injury, or a. total failure ofjustice, the court would be justi

fied in exercising its powers, but the foregoing may be regarded

as an outline ofthe principles which govern this class of cases.

But, in addition to the existence of grievances which call for

this kind of relief, it is equally important that before the share

holder is permitted in his own name to institute and conduct a

litigation which usually belongs to the corporation, he should

show to the satisfaction ofthe court that he has exhausted all

the means within his reach to obtain, within the corporation it

self, the redress of his grievances, or action in conformity to his

wishes. He must make an earnest, not a simulated effort, with

the managing body of the corporation, to induce remedial action

on their part, and this must be made apparent to the court. If

time permits or has permitted, he must show, if he fails with the

directors, that he has made an honest efifort to obtain action by

the stockholders as a bodv, in the matter of which he complains.

And he must show a case, if this is not done, where it could not

be done, or it was not reasonable to require it.

The efforts to induce such action as complainant desires on the

part of the directors, and of the shareholders when that is neces

sary, and the cause of failure in these efforts should be stated with

.4.-i.4_
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particularity, and an allegation that complainant was a share

holder at the time of the transactions of which he complains, or

that his shares have devolved on him since by operation of law,

and that the suit is not a collusive one to confer on a court ofthe

United States jurisdiction in a case of which it could otherwise

have no cognizance, should be in the bill, which should be verified

by afiidavit.

It is needless to say that appellant’s bill presents no such case

as we have here supposed to be necessary to the jurisdiction of

the court.

He merely avers that he requested the president and directors

to desist from furnishing water free of expense to the city, except

in case of fire or other great necessity, and that they declined to

do as he requested. N0 correspondence on the subject is given

No reason for declining. We have here no allegation of a meet

ing of the directors, in which the matter was formerly laid before

them for action. No attempt to consult the other shareholders

to ascertain their opinions, or obtain their action. But within

five days after his application to the directors this bill is filed.

There is no allegation of fraud or of acts ultra vires, or of des

truction of property, or of irremediable injury of any kind.

Conceding appellant's construction of the company'scharterto

be correct, there is nothing which forbids the corporation from

dealing with the city in the manner it has done. That city eon

ferred on the company valuable rights by special ordinance;

namely, the use of the streets for laying its pipes, and the privil

ege of furnishing water to the whole population. It may be the

exercise of the highest wisdom to let the city use the water in the

manner complained of. The directors are better able to act

understandingly on this subject than a stockholder residing in

New York. The great body of the stockholders residing in Oak

land or other places in California may take this view of it, and

be content to abide by the action of their directors.

If this be so, is a bitter litigation with the city to be conducted

by one stockholder for the corporation and all other stockhold

ers, because the amount of his dividends is diminished?

This question answers itself, and without considering the other

point raised by the demurrer, we are of opinion that it was

properly sustained, and the bill dismissed, because the appellant

shows no standing in a court of equity—no right in himself to

prosecute this suit.

§297. Acquiescence.—Neitl1er the corporation nor the share

holders can repudiate an unauthorized transaction after the

shareholders have acquiesced in the transaction and allowed the

corporation to appropriate the benefits thereon, but the
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acquiescence ofa number or even of the majority will not bar a

suit by the corporation, and the benefits of the proceeding will

accrue to all the members. Thus where the individual member

who himself acquiesces in the wrong is disqualified from sueing,

he, nevertheless, is entitled to share in the benefits of the proceed

ing by the corporation.

§298. The Rights of Transferee.-A transferee of shares acquires

the rights of the transferor, and the right of action passes with

the shares whether it was known to the transferee or not. If he

is a purchaser in good faith without notice that the transferor

had precluded himselffrom sueing by acquiescence, he may main

tain the suit, as “it can never be held that the acquiescence of the

original holder of stock in illegal acts of the directors of a com

pany will bind a subsequent holder of that stock to submit to all

luture acts ofthe same character/"

§299. Discretionary Power—But tlie courts will not control the

discretionary powers of the managing agents of a corporation

so long as they act honestly and within the power conferred by

the charter.’ Thus directors will not be compelled to bring an

action in the name of the corporation or pay dividends, unless

there is abuse of discretion.‘

§300. Parties to the Suit.~The suit may be brought by the

holder ofa single share, or all shareholders may join. If it is

brought by a part only, it should purport to be on behalf of the

plaintiffs and all others similarlv situated. The corporation and

all sharehoders who are parties to the wrong complained of,

should be made defendants.‘

Proceedings to Enforce Statutory Liability.

§301. In General.—lt is impossible to lay down general rules

for the enforcement ofthe liability imposed upon stockholders by

statute. The proceeding, like the liability, is purely statutory,

and the decisions of one state are of little value in another juris

diction. Attention is here directed to the proceedings provided

fol‘ by the statutes of Minnesota, which will answer as well as

any for the purposes of the student.

§302. Proceedings to Enforce Liability In M.tnnesota..—The

statutes of Minnesota provide two distinct modes for the en

forcement of the statutory liability of stockholders. The pro
 

1B1oxam Y. M t 1‘t . . A t th ti in Federa.

courts. see Equif; iiiiig i~ziln9l,zp$iii'€=ii‘iii'¢§h8Q iiliériiéaeptoaii/i>i. 10:-. 5- ‘i?I=)i:,cflI1c; ¢°'1"=1=""

0fMr.J’nsti|:e Miller in Hawes v. Oakland, 104 U. S. 460; Supra. §296.

‘-‘0xl=sby v.AttriIl, 105 U. s. 605.

;Samuel v. Holladay, 1 Woolw. C. C. 400

‘nlwlporc v. Dowe, 18 Wall. e2e
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cecding provided for in Chapter 34‘ applies only to corporations

created under that chapter, while that provided for in Chapter

76’ applies to all corporations.’
§303. Under Chapter 34.—The action here provided for is an

ordinary action wherein the creditor seeks ajudgment. He may

sue the corporation and join as defendant one or more of the

stockholders to enforce the individual liability.‘ But the stock

holders need not necessarily be joined in the action against the

corporation as the individual liability is not merged in the judg

ment obtained against the corp0rati0n.° The liability of the cor

poration must be determined, and the legal remedy against it ex

hausted before the individual property of the stockholders is

resorted to, but this need not necessarily be in the same action.

After the execution against the corporationis returned unsatisfied

the creditor may proceed against the stockholder withoutjoining

the corporation as a party, and in case of the death of the stock

holder he may present and prove his claim against the estate in

the probate court.“ While an insolvent corporation is in the

hands ofa recevier, a creditor cannot maintain an action against

a stockholder to recover capital withdrawn.’
§304~. Under Chapter '76.-The proceedings provided for under

this chapter are in the nature of an action to "wind up the affairs

Of the corporation, to collect and convert all the assets, and ap

portion them ratably among the creditors, and to enforce the

liability of the stockholders to the extent of any deficiency of

assets.“ All the shareholders should be joined, but the defect is

waived unless taken advantage of by answer or demurrer.” The

liability created by the constitution, and the equitable liability

to pay for “bonus stock” '° maybe enforced in sequestration pro

ceedings upon the application or complaint of any creditor who

has become a party to the proceedings, although the complaint

I-'1‘it.I,§§9,1O,11. '

7 § § 18 et seq.B33111?g;1;\;,flEl;éF(E§°Iilli€i;4n.l\?;-15:3gglénson v. Fischer, 30 Minn. 173; Merchants Nai

4_Mercl:n1nks Nat. Bank y. Bailey Mfg. Co., 84- Minn. 323; Patterson v. Stewart, 41,

Minn. 84,, See for the general rule that it is not nccessarv to make all the stockholder

‘,i_°hr:)'r“‘1lIE)\s‘1(:’-9-Hgtchkv-1g81:Y1a.1£é8U.S.205; Baincs v. Bubcock, (c-1.1 21 Pac. Rep. 61*
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3; Rpigge i{.7lgI.inn. Plastic Slate R.C0.,1G Minn. 368. (Gil. 327). See Johnson v. Fischer

ruOI§<é1l€1gl‘Y. é'.i:I1Cl’X, 44- Minn. 4-78. A judgment against the corporation is admissible to

P ' t ‘I1 t E] ‘ t‘ ' . Y.
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7Minn. Thresher Mfg. C0.v.Langdon. 4.4- M" . 87' M h t ' N t B k .Noi'tl:|
W°5_t°I'I§ Mfi<- &¢- C0._, 4-8 Minn. 861. The rlghllzmiuf thle Cl':‘(‘iciC(?lx'1S in tlieir oaxiin behalf to

maintain sneh_au action under Gen. St. 1878. Ch. 34-. §139, is taken away, or at least

¢"1:1l:Zfll1_¢hd \'1:r'IiI1{g the pendency of the proceedings under Chapter 76.

crcuns at.B k.B'l MT. . ' - ' ' .

4.099}; figoou" V. Bay LV~°uiSa1S;¥1dlc§te(‘3Z_; ?2:i;\::[1lfl;’l6.4'3-Q3 , Arthur v. Willins, 44 Minn

ml; 111‘ v. Willins. 4-47 Minn. 409; Densniore Y. _Shepai'd, 4.6 Minn. 54.

ospes v. Northwestern Mfg. Sc C. Co., 48 Minn. 174-.
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of the judgment creditors who instituted the proceedings did not

demand such relief.‘ .

§305. Appointment of a. Receiver.-In a proceeding to enforce

the statutory liability of stockholders, a receiver may be ap

pointed to collect and distribute the fund, and such receiver may

prosecute actions in his own name as receiver to enforce payment

of judgments rendered for such liability. Such an action is equi

table in its nature, and the statutory liability of the stockholders

is a trust fund inuring to the equal benefit of all the creditors of

the corporation. This fund is made up from different amounts

of money, to be collected from many different stockholders, and

to be distributed among many creditors, and no one creditor is

more interested in the collections than another; as no preference

can be obtained by diligence no one would be especially interested

in prosecuting suits for the equal benefit of himself and others;

and in such cases it is the usage of equity to appoint a. receiver

to collect and distribute the fund under the order of the court for

the equal benefit of all the creditors. The fact that the right of

action is given by statute makes it none the less an equitable ac

tion. and being an equitable action in its nature, requiring the

service of a receiver. it is one of those in which receivers have

heretofore been appointed by the usage of equity.’

§306. State v. Bank of New Eng1a.nd.’——-This was an action

under Gen. St. 1878, e. 76, by the attorney general on be

half of the state as a creditor against the defendant, an insol

vent banking corporation. On the complaint and an aflidavit,

which made a case for the appointment of a receiver and for an

injunction, an order was granted requiringthe defendant to show

cause why a receiver should not be appointed and an injunction

issued. At the time specified in the order the defendant did not

attempt to show cause otherwise than by showing that after the

commencement of the action it had made an assignment under

the insolvent law of 1881 of all its property for the benefit of its

creditors. On this showing the court refused to appoint a re

ceiver or issue an injunction. The state appeals from the order

so refusing. Chapter 76 provides but a mere skeleton of proced

ure for the action authorized by it. Its provisions are very

meager. But it gives an action to the creditor of acorporation

whenever it is in the condition, or is guilty of the acts or omission,

specified in the chapter. The action is given for a remedy which

the creditor is entitled to as a matter of right, and which does

not rest in the discretion of the court. It is the duty of the court

1Arthur v._Willius, 4.4. Minn. 409; McKusick v. Seymour, 4-8 Minn. 172. Appeal ‘F115

minaed in United States Supreme Court 12 Sn . Ct Re . 876.
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to make the action effectual, and to exercise for that purpose the

powers vested in it. Thus the court must appoint a receiver

when it has been determined that a case exists under the chapter

for the conversion and distribution among creditors of the prop

erty of the corporation, for it is only by means ofa receiver that

the property can be collected and preserved, and its conversion

and distribution effected. To say that in such casethe court may,

in its discretion, appoint or refuse to appoint a receiver, is to say

that it may, in its discretion, grant or refuse the remedy given by

the statute. Before a formal determination of an issue upon any

ofthe plaintifi"s allegations of fact essential to sustain the action

or of facts alleged by defendant constituting a defense, it is in the

sound discretion of the court to appoint or refuse to appoint a

receiver. The appointment in such case is in the nature of a pro

visional remedy—a measure of precaution—~to preserve the prop

erty to abide the determination of the issues on which plaintifi"s

right to have the delendant’s property converted and distributed

depends. But when on an application for such a receiver it ap

pears that the court must finallyconvertand distribute the prop

erty,—in other words, when it is admitted that the facts which,

under the statute, give the right to the action, exist, and there is

no defense,—it would be an abuse of discretion to rel use to ap

point a receiver to take charge of and preserve the property until

the court shall order it converted and the proceeds distributed.

4 What we have said of the appointment of a receiver applies

equallyto the issuing of an injunction. We are satisfied,ho"wevcr,

that the court did not refuse to appoint a receiver and to issue an

injunction as a matter of discretion, but on the ground that the

assignment by the defendant furnished a legal reason for refusing,

and under the opinion that the case comes within the decision of

Hyde v. Weitzner.‘ The cases, however, are not analogous. In

that case the same end had been accomplished by the assignment

which the petitioning creditors sought to have accomplished by

the appointment of a receiver, to wit. the institution of an insol

vency proceeding under the act of 1881. The onlv change which

the appointment of a receiver would have effected would have

been in the official name of the officer of the court, by designat

ing him “receiver” instead of “ assignee." And this court held

that, although the assignment was made pending the application

for a_receiver, the court might allow it to stand instead of ap

pointing a receiver. But in this case the two proceedings, while

resembling each_o1iher in some particulars, are yet entirel_v differ

ent. We need mention but two particular features of chapter 76

affecting the rights of the creditors: First, in an action under

145 Minn. 35, 47 N. W. Rep. 311.
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that chapter no releases are required as a condition of

sharing in the distribution of the proceeds of the defen

dant’s property; second, in such an action the credit

ors may have the directors or stockholders brought in to

answer to any liability which the law imposes on them in favor

of creditors of the corporation. The chapter gives a much larger

remedy to the creditor than he can have under the insolvency

law. It must be evident that the two proceedings—the action

under chapter 76‘ and the insolvency proceeding under the act of

1881—cannot go on effectually together against the same corpo

ration. If the two are commenced, one must stand and the other

give way. Now, without determining whether by being com

menced first the insolvency proceeding gets a preference so that

the remedy of any creditor shall be confined to such as the insol

vent law aflbrds, we do not hesitate to hold that when a credit

or has commenced his action under chapter 76 no subsequent

act on the part of the corporation, or of any other creditor of

the corporation, by making an assignment, or procuring the ap

pointment of a receiver under the insolvent law, or otherwise,

can defeat or impair his remedy by such action.

§307. Procedure to Enforce Statutory Lia.bi1ity.—O1son v. State

Ba.nk.—‘ The defendant bank was incorporated under the laws of

the State of Minnesota to do a banking business, at first with a.

stock capital of $60,000, afterwards increased to $75,000, and

later still to $100,000. ]une 27, 1893, it made, under the insol

vent la\v, an assignment for the benefit of its creditors, and

defendant Hahn _is the assignee thereunder. ]nly 7, 1892, plain

tiff made a deposit with the bank, repayable to him in twelve

months after that date. It not being paid when due, on August

19, 1893, he recovered judgment against the bank forthe deposit,

issued execution thereon, and September 5, 1893, it was returned

wholly unsatisfied, for want of property whereon to levy. The

plaintiff brings this action in behalf of himself, and all other

creditors of the bank who shall exhibit their claims and become

parties to the action, against all the stockholders, to enforce

their statutory liability; and he asks for the appointment of a

receiver to receive and distribute the proceeds of enforcing it.

The allegations of the complaint are full, stating, in addition to

the foregoing facts, amongst other things, that the property and

assets of the bank are of not higher value than $100,000, and

that it is indebted in more than $500,000. Several of the stock

holder defendants demurred to the complaint on the grounds

that it appears therefrom that there is another action pending

between the same parties for the same cause, and in which the

l(Minn. 1894) 59 N. W. Rep. 685, per Chief Justice Gilflllun. l
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same relief may be had, and that the complaint does not state

facts sufiicient to constitute a cause of action. From orders

overruling such dcmurrers, these appeals are brought.

The objection that the complaint shows another action pen

ding for the same cause is based on the proposition that the stat

utory liability of stockholders of an insolvent corporation may

be enforced in insolvency proceedings against the corporation

under the law of 1881. The question was indirectly before us in

State vs. Bank of New England,‘ in which it was stated, as a dis

tinction between proceedings against an insolvent corporation

under Gen. St. 1878, c. 76, and insolvency proceedings under the

act of 1881, that, under the former proceedings, directors and

stockholders may be brought in and their liabilities to creditors

enforced; and it was assumed, or taken for granted, that this

cannot be done under the latter proceedings. Chapter 76 clearly

contemplates bringing in stockholders for that purpose. If this

were not so, then, so far as that chapter is concerned, the credit

ors would be left to a suit in equity to enforce any liability of

stockholders, other than such as are deemed assets of the cor

poration. The statute determines the scope and compass of

every special proceeding provided by it; and if authority is not

found, either in express terms, or by implication, in a statute reg

ulating a special proceeding, for doing a particular thing, there

is no authority. In Spilman v. Mendenhall’ it was held that

the proceeding regulated by Gen. St. 1878, c. 34-, §§ 415 to 4-20,

inclusive, being one to dissolve a corporation, settle its busi

ness, and convert its assets, and apply the proceeds in pay

ment of its debts, stockholders cannot be brought in to answer

to their statutory liability for the reason that the statute

does not so provide, thongh they may be to enforce unpaid sub

scriptions, because such are assets of the corporation. And it is

the same with insolvency proceedings under the law of 1881.

There is nothing in that law to suggest that any remedy of cred

itors who come into the proceeding can be enforced, except as to

the assets of the debtor. It is a proceeding merely to convert

_such assets, and apply the proceeds upon the claims of such cred

itors as come in, and comply with the terms of the law. There

1s no_prov1sion either for bringing in the stockholders of acor

P°1'at1°n_ debtolfl 01' f01‘ bringing in the other creditors who are

equally interested in the statutory liability with those who vol

untarily come in, or for sequestering that liability for the benefit

of the latter. That liability cannot be enforced in the insolvency

proceeding. The proceeding commenced under chapter 76, § 9, 

1(Minn.) 56 N. W. Rep. 575.

9(Minn.) 57 N. W. Rep. 4-68.
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is, primarily, one to convert the assets and pay the debts; and as

such, it and an insolvency proceeding under the act of 1881, can

not go on effectually at the same time against the same corpora

tion. If both are commenced, one or the other must give way.

In the nature of things, there cannot be two proceedings, whose

sole purpose is to administer the same assets, running at the

same time. But by the provisions of sections 15 and 16 of chap

ter 76 the purpose of a proceeding commenced under section 9

may be enlarged so as to make it a proceeding to enforce the

statutory liablity of directors and stockholders. as well as to

administer the assets of t_he corporation.

Under the ground of demurrer that the complaint does not

state facts sufiicient to constitute a cause of action, the objection

is made that the action is prematurely brought. This is on the

proposition that, before creditors can seek to enforce the statu

tory liability of stockholders, they must first exhaust their rem

edies against the property of the corporation. Whether this be

so in case of a suit in equity, where there is no statute affecting

it, we do not think it necessary to inquire. There are certainly

authorities which hold the affirmative. Chapter T6, §§ 17 to 23,

inclusive, authorize an action by creditors to enforce the statu

tory liability of oflicers, directors and stockholders; and while,

in such an action, it would be required of the complaint to

show a necessity to resort to that liability in order to satisfy the

corporate debts (which the complaint in this case does). it cer

tainly would not be required of it to show to what extent such

resort is necessary, or to show that the corporate assets have

been exhausted without satisfying the debts. Section 18 reads:

“The court shall proceed thereon [on the complaint filed under

section 17] as in other cases, and, when necessary shall cause an

account to be taken of the property and debts due to and from

such corporation and shall appoint one or more receivers.” Sec

tion 19: “If, on the coming in of the answer, or upon the taking"

of any such account, it appears that such corporation is insol

vent, and that it has no property or effects to satisfysuch creditors,

the court may proceed without appointing any receiver to ascer

tain the respective liabilities of such directors and stockholders

and enforce the same byits judgment as in other cases." Section

20 provides that upon final judgment in such an action the court

shall cause a just and fair distribution of the property of such

corporation and of the proceeds thereof to be made amongits

creditors. Section 21 provides that, if the property of the cor

poration is insufiicient to satisfy its debts, the court shall enforce

the payment of anything unpaid on the shares of stock, or so

much thereof as is necessary to satisfy the corporate debts; and‘

I ii V _______..i-LB.
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section 22, that if the debt remain unsatisfied the court shall

proceed to ascertain the respective liabilities of the directors or

other officers, and of the stockholders, and to adjudge the

amount payable by each, and enforce the judgment as in other

-cases. Section 23 provides for calling in creditors other_ than

those bringing the action. Itis apparent from these sections that,

where resort to the statutory liabilit_v is shown to be necessary,

the creditor need not, before bringing the action, exhaust his rem

edies against the corporate property. That may be done in the

action itself. It is a somewhat curious feature ofcliapter 76 that

it provides two actions on behalf of creditors,——one commenced

under section 9, primarily to sequestrate the corporate assets.

and apply the proceeds in payment of debts, in which, at the elec

tion of credit-ors. may be supplimented a proceeding to enforce

the statutory liability; the other, under section 17, primarily to

-enforce that liability, but as incident to which there may be a

sequestration of the corporate assets. As the same measure of

relief may be had in each of these actions, neither of them can be

brought while the other is pending. But suppose there is some

other proceeding pending, such as insolvency proceedings, or a

proceeding under chapter 34.-, §§ 4-15 to 420, inclusive, in which

only part of the relief to which creditors are entitled can be

had,—in which nothing can be done but to sequester, convert and

apply on the corporate debts the proceeds of the corporate

assets. Can not the action provided by chapter 76, §§ 17 to 23

inclusive, be brought to secure the remainder of the relief contem

plated by that action? We do not see any but the most techni

-cal reason why it may not., It may be brought where no

receiver to convert the corporate assets and apply the proceeds

will be necessary because there are no such assets. Why should

it not be brought where the receiver will not be necessary

because such assets are already in process of conversion and

application in another proceeding, in which the same result will

be brought about, so far as such assets are concerned. as would

be produced by the court appointing a receiver in the action, if

there were corporate assets for him to administer? In such a

case there would be nothing to prevent the court determining at

once the maximum liability of each officer, director and stock

Folder, as it might do if it also appointed areceiver to admin

ister the corporate assets. It is true that before detennininghow

much Should, Within that maximum, be collected from each, it

would have to await the result of the other proceeding. But, if

it appointed a receiver to administer corporate assets, it would,

f01‘_tl1e Same purpose, have to await the result of the proceedings

of its own receiver. We think such an action may be brought

;~
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pending the insolvency proceeding, that this is such an action,

and that consequently it wasnot prematurely brought.

/\/The next reason urged, that the complaint does not show a

-cause of action, is that it does not appear thereby that any of

the corporate debts mentioned were contracted after the appell

ants" acquired their stock; that, as to two of such appellants, it

appears inferentially at least, that their stock is of the new issue,

and it does not appear that any of the debts were contracted

after such stock issued. The two propositions raised but one

-question, to wit, does one who acquires stock in a banking cor

poration incur the statute liability in respect to corporate debts

previously contracted, or does he incur it only in respect to debts

subsequently contracted? The decisions of the courts in the

dilierentstates seem at variance, the greater number holding that

those who own the stock when the remedy is sought by the cred

itors—that is, when the action to enforce the liability is brought

—are liable in respect to all the corporate debts, no matter

whether contracted before or after they acquired their stock.

The decisions in each state are based on the terms of the statute

in each, as construed by the court; and, as the terms of the stat

utes in the different states vary, but little aid is afforded by the

-decisions in other states. Our statute is Gen. St. 1878, c. 33, §

14-: “Every person becoming a. stockholder therein, shall in pro

portion to his interest, succeed to all the rights and be subject to

all the liabilities of prior stockholders.” Section 21: “And the

stockholders in each bank shall be individually liable in an

amount equal to double the amount of stock owned by them for

all the debts of such bank and such individual liability shall con

tinue for one year after any transfer or sale of stock by any

-stockholder or stockholders.” The terms “all the debts of such

bank” are general, unqualified, and include all debts, without

regard to when incurred. To exclude from their meaning those

incurred prior to becoming stockholder, we would have to add,

after the word “bank,” some such words as “contracted after

they acquired their stock,” and to hold that the legislature,

while intending what such words would mean, omitted, for some

reason or other, to express such meaning by apt t¢rmS- It is

more in accordance with the rules of interpretation to hold that

the legislature refrained from using any such words because it did

not intend what they would express. But the point was really

decided in this state more than thirty years ago, and the decision

h_aS been acquiesced in, accepted, and regarded as the law ever

$1"¢@, till questioned in this case. In Gebhard v. Eastman,‘ the

court construed astatute somewhat less emphatic in its terms

1-1 Minn. so (on. 4.0).
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than section 21, c. 33. The terms in that case were: “_Each of

the stockholders of said company shall be personally liable for

the debts of said company to an amount equal to the amount

of capital stock held by such stockholder and no more." It W85

held that the act created a personal liability against each stock

holder at the time the debt was contracted,“and all thatmay

voluntarily become, at any subsequent period prior to satisfac

tion." Noting that this statute does what that did not, to wit,

limit the liability to one year after the stockholder shall have

transferred his stock, that decision disposes of question l1€1‘61I1

hand. Orders afiirmed. _
§308. Walther v. Seven Corners Bank.-1 This was a proceeding

against the bank, its creditors, stockholders and assignee in in

solvency, to sequestrate the property of the bank and enforce the

statutory liability of the stockholders. A motion for the ap

pointment of a receiver was denied by the trial court. Mr. ]11S

tice Collins said: ‘August 1, 1893, the defendant bank, incor

porated under the laws of this state, made an assignment under

the insolvency laws to one Westfall, who thereupon qualified 115

required by statute, entered upon, and has ever since been_en

gaged in administering. the trust contained in the deed of assign

ment. The plaintiff thercafter obtained a judgment against the

bank, caused execution to be issued, which was returned unsatis

fied, and then brought this action under the provisions of G611

St. 1878, c. 76, for the purpose of sequestrating the property _0f

the insolvent, and enforcing the constitutional liability of its

stockholders. Upon the pleadings and some affidavits——the lat

ter not being considered on the hearing—a motion was made by

plaintiff for the appointment of a receiver of all property,

moneys, and eflects of said defendant, which motion was denied

The present appeal is to determine the correctness of the ruling

whereby the court below refused to appoint a receiver. It may

be well to say here that by the pleadings the legality of the as

signment to Westfall was put in issue. In Olson v. Bank’ it was

held that, pending proceedings against a corporation under the

insolvency act of 1881, its creditors may maintain an action to

determine the maximum liability of each stockholder under the

provisions of Gen. St. 1878,c. 76, §17, the court to await the

result of the insolvency proceedings to ascertain how much of

 

this liability is to be enforced by execution. There is therefore

 

nothing in the way of plaintiffs prosecution of this action to the

extent noted, if he chooses so to do, a. receiver being wholly 1111

necessary for such purpose.

1(Miim. 1894) as N. w. Rep. 1017.

‘(Minn-) 59 N. w. Rep. 635.
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The distinction between proceedings under chapter 76 and

those instituted under the insolvency law, and that some of the

remedies afforded under one of these enactments are not within

the scope or purpose of the other was clearly elucidated in the

Olson Case. It was said, as it had been earlier in State v. Bank

of New England‘ that when a proceeding has been com-

inenced under section 9 of chapter 76 it and proceedings

under the insolvency law could not go on together; one or the

other must give way. That is evident. But counsel for plain

tiff in this action seems to have gathered from the language

used in the case last referred to that in proceedings instituted to

convert the assets and pay the debts of an insolvent corporation,.

and at the same time to determine the amount and to enforce the

constitutional liability of stockholders, the plaintiff is instantly

entitled, as a matter of absolute right,to haveareceiver appointed

by the court who shall relieve and supersede an assignee or re

ceiver already selected or designated under the insolvency law,

and who has qualified, and, with the approval and under the su

pervision of the court itself, has entered upon and is discharging

the duties of his trust. There was nothing said in the Bank Case

which justifies this view of the statute, and certainly there was

much said in the Olson Case to repel the idea. A court in which

proceedings under chapter 76 have been instituted might for

good cause shown supersede an assignee or receiver under the

provisions of the insolvency act theretofore appointed, or it might.

remove him altogether, or perhaps it might, at some stages of

the two proceedings, direct a consolidation; but a plaintiff in an

action brought under the provisions of chapter 76 has no unquali

fied right to have a receiver appointed in his action. In so far as

was shown by the pleadings in the case at bar, the assignee in

insolvency had for some time previous to the bringing of this ac

tion been actively engaged in the duty of collecting the assets of

the insolvent, and converting them into cash. He was prior in

point of time, and the plaintiff could not displace and supersede

him merely by the initiation of an action under chapter 76. This

was not the situation considered in the case of State v. Bank of

New England, supra. When the court denied this plaintifi°s mo

tion there was nothing which required the appointment of a re

ceiver, nor will there be until assets shall arise from an enforce

ment of the stockholders’ liability, or from the hands of the as

signee in insolvency. Of course we assume at this time, what is

made an issue by the pleadings, that \\"estfall is the legally ap

pointed assignee. Order afiirmed.

 

 

 

1(M'mn.) 56 N. W. Rep. 575.
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§309. Judgment against the Oorpora.ti0n.—It is generally held

that a creditor must reduce his claim against the corporation to

judgment before he can proceed to enforce the statutoryliability

of the stockholder.‘ To “judicially ascertain” the amount due

from a corporation means to have the finding and judgment or

decree of a court as to the amount.

But this is not necessary in an equitable proceeding for a rata

ble distribution of the assets of an insolvent corporation among

its creditors. As said in a recent casez’ “There is no doubt of

the general proposition that, where a creditor seeks to set aside

the alleged fraudulent conveyance of this debtor, he must come

into a court of equity with an adjudicated demand. He has no

right to question the act of his alleged debtor, unless he is shown

to be a bona fide creditor; and, as a general rule, it is held that

this must first be established by the judgment of a court of law.

But this rule even has many exceptions. While admitting it to

be necessary that a party shall first exhaust every legal remedy

before resorting to a court of equity, yet the courts have in agreat

variety of cases, permitted the creditor to apply in the first in

stance to the court of chancery, as, for example, where it appears

manifest that a suit at law would be unavailing.' But the case

at bar is one of quite a different nature from these applying the

rule above stated. This is a suit belonging peculiarly to the jur

isdiction of equity. The prime object sought by the bill is to

have the court take charge of the assets of an insolvent and dis

solved corporation, and distribute it ratably among its creditors.

The suit was brought by certain named creditors not only in

their own behalf, but as well for all other creditors who might

see proper to come into the litigation. And others did come in

and were made parties to the suit. These assets of the insolvent

corporation had become trust funds for the benefit of all credit

ors alike, and, in the absence of the managing head of the corpor

ation itself, and in the presence of a threatened wrongful diver

sion, a court of equity was asked to lay hold of these funds and

apply them to the subjects entitled. A court of equitv, in cases

of_this nature, will take hold of the assets of the defunct corpor

&_t10fl_, and Will settle the respective rights of all claimants and

distribute the same according to equity and good conscience, re

ga5dlcss,ttgp, as to whether the claim may have been reduced to.

ju gnien .
 

‘G‘°“° P“b- C°- Y» State Bank, (Neb. 1894) as N. W. Rep. ess. See §174 Supra.

iWhlte v. The University Land Co., 49 Mo. App. 4-50

ILuthey v. Woods, 1 Mo. App. 163,

‘Foster v. Mill Co., 92 Mo. 80; Waite Ins. Corp., §4.1; Momwgz (1, 51035.
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§.’-310. Proceeding by Creditors to Compel Payment of Dit‘ference~

between Amount of Subscription and Value of Property Taken in

Payment—Kelley v. Fletcher.'—The Hercules Marble Company

was chartered under the laws of West Virginia, and had its

principal business oflice at Knoxville, Tenn. In February, 1891,

T. W. Keller and other creditors and shareholders filed their bill

against said corporation and others, alleging its insolvency, and

seeking to have its affairs settled and wound up under the decrees

of the chancery court at Knoxville. In due time a receiver was

appointed and placed in the possession of the assets of the com

pany. Thereafter, on the 8th day of August, 1891, ]. ]. and ]. M.

Kelley, composing the firm of Kelley Bros., by permission ex

pressly granted in that cause, filed the present bill in behalf of

themselves and other creditors against numerous holders of stock

of said company. The bill was filed in aid of that one, and its

purpose was to compel the present stockholders to contribute

pro rata an aggregate sum sufficient in amount to satisfy such

balance of the liabilities of the corporation as might remain un

paid after the exhaustion of the assets in the hands of the receiver.

The material substance ofthe particular allegations upon which

this relief was sought, briefly stated, is that not more than-10

per cent. of the stock subscription of the Hercules Marble Com

pany was ever in fact paid. though the certificates of stock ap

pear upon their faces to be fully paid up and non-assessable; and

that the present holders knew, or should have known, that they

were not fully paid up from the fact that they respectively

acquired their stock at merely nominal prices. Two of the de

fendants almost conceded the right of the complainants to the

relief sought, while the others (who are numerous) vigorously

resisted the bill. Some of those resisting averred that the sub

scription to stock was in fact paid in full, as indicated on the lace

of the certificates, and thesejoined others in further averting that

they purchased their respective certificates upon the open market

at the market price, and in the full belief that they were in fact

what they purported to be.

It was developed in the proof that the Hercules Marble Com

pany was chartered on the 13th day of April, 1888, with a sub

scribed capital stock of $50,000 only, but with the express priv

ilege of increasing the same to $100,000; that in pursuance of

that privilege, on the 22d day of May, 1888, the capital stock

was fixed at $100,000, the number of shares being 10,000, at the

palr value of$10 each. It was further developed that 9,950 of

said shares, of the value of $99,950, were by directors regularly

issued to T. L. Lambie in consideration of his assignment to the 

1(T¢1111-1891») 28 S. W. Rep. 1099. See also Smith v. Prior, (Minn. ISDL) 59 N. W.

Rep. 1016, $180 supra,
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corporation of certain leases of stone and marble lands; and that

certificates for the whole $100,000 of stock were by direction

issued with the recitation upon their faces that they were full

paid and non-assessable. It appeared also in the proof that after

issuance of the stock Lanibie transferred to the company different

blocks of his stock, amounting in the aggregate to about $50,000,

and that thereafter the corporation sold the same for its own

benefit, part at the rate of 12% cents and part at the rate of 20

cents on the dollar; and that much of the stock retained by

Lambie, and much of that transferred by him to the corporation

and by it sold, is now owned by the defendants in this case.

Proof was alsointroduced tendingto show that theleases assigned

by Lambie to the corporation in payment of his subscription to

stock were in fact of but little value. On motion of the defend

ants, all the latter proof was rejected, because not responsive to

any issue presented in the pleadings. The case was then heard

upon the pleadings and the remaining proof, and the chancellor,

being of opinion that complainants were entitled to no relief, dis

missed their bill. From that decree they have appealed to this

court, and assigned errors. * * *
It is well settled that the capital stock of a corporation is a

trust fund for the payment of corporate debts; and that stock

subscribers are liable to creditors of the company for unpaid sub

scriptions so far as the same may be necessary for the pa_vment

of corporate debts. This is believed to be the universal rule in

America, though not so in England.‘ Itis quite as well settled that

the subscriber may pay and satisfy his stock subscription either

in money or in such property as the corporation may need and

agree to _take in good faith and at a fair valuation; and if the

property 1S taken at a fair valuation and in good faith, the pay

ment is as eifectual and as valid as though made in cash to the

same amount.’
In the case before us, it is simply shown that the property

assigned by Lambie and received by the Hercules Marble Com

pany in payment of his stock subscription was such as the cor

poration needed in the operation of its business, and consequently

such 8.5.11; had the legal right to purchase. About this there can

be 110 dlspute, upon this record, and beyond this there is no proot

before this court \vith respect to the value of that property.
 

"C°°k-St°°k9&S-§199' Wetherbee v Baker 35 N E 501 Saw er v Hoe. ~ ' ~ . . . . ; . 8' 17
g“1‘,-,§11,-_(§“_‘°‘,-1.P"‘Z-C°rI>-§'I80: 1 Beach, Priv. coip. q§§ 113-116;yTl1omp. Liab.

DC K -§ . O io Life Ins. 8: 'J_.‘. Co. v. Merchants’ Ins. & T. Co. 11 Humph. 81; Sanger

" UP*°‘“'91 U' 3- 56" T“Y1- P1'"- C0111 §§1o1-704; spa. Priv. Corp. § 784.

- _ . . . - , gCo.,’¢°°k15*°=1<@&$-§§ 18.20 23; 1 Mor Priv Cor 425 Albitzti iv Minin

3’;‘,,§°,""-R°°5'fi, 5- “'~ 7391 ¢°'t v~ -émfllgnmntiug 119' U. s. 34517 Su . Ct. 231:
cor 1;h4gPs2§ '11119_I"d- 417- 1'} 1\. 20: Thomp. Liab.Stock1i. § 134; Ei‘a.yl. Priv»

P- - Pe - Y1“ ¢@ri>- § -92; \’\-etherbee v. Baker, as N.J. Eq. 501.
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The controlling question raised by the assignment of error, and

reply thereto, is one of pleading and practice. For complain

ants, it is contended that the burden was upon the defendants to

show, by proof independent of the fact of assignment by Lambie

and acceptance by the corporation, that the property as

signed by him to the corporation was reasonably worth the par

value of his stock; while, on the other hand, the contention for

the defendants is that it was incumbent upon the complainants

first to allege, and then to prove, that the property so assigned

was not reasonably worth so much. The contention of the de

fendants, both as to the matter of pleading and as to the burden

of proof, is well sustained upon principle and upon authority. It

is a fundamental maxim in chancery pleading and practice that

the complainant must give the defendant notice ofthe case to be

made against him, by alleging in the bill the facts intended to be

proved, and that proof of facts not so alleged will be rejected

because not responsive to the issue.‘

It having been lawful for Lambie to sell, and for the corpo

ration to buy, such property as he assigned in payment of his

stock, and they having exchanged one for the other, we can see

no good reason why their contract in that behalf should not be

binding upon all parties concerned or affected thereby, so long as

it remains unimpeached. Nothing appearing to the contrary,

the law presumes the contract to have been made in good faith,

and the property of Lambie to have been sold and bought at a

fair valuation; and when the defendants established the fact of

the contract and its terms, without more, they thereby made a

prima facie case of valid payment by Lambie. The parties hav

ing been competent, under the laws, to contract with each other

with respect to the matter before them, they are presumed to

have done what they had alegal right to do, rather than to have

done what they had no legal right to do.

As to the burden of proof, Mr. Daniell says: “In general, it

may be taken for granted that whenever a prima facie right is

proved, or admitted by the pleadings, the onus probandi is al

ways upon the person calling such rights in question. * * *

Indeed in all cases where the presumption of law is in favor of a

party, it will be incumbent on the other party to disprove it,

though in so doing he may have to prove a negative."

Judge Dillon, in a case like this one, says: “The pla.intiff—a

single creditor—does not, for himself and other creditors, file a

bill to impeach as fraudulent this transaction between the cor
 

lSt0ry. Eq. Pl. §§ 27, 28, 257; Daniell, Ch. Pl. & Pr. ‘pp. 327. 852; Beach, Mod. Eq.

spec. §§ 89, 95, 99; .\lerriman v. Lnceficld, 4- Heisk. 210, 217; Austin v. Ramsey, 3 Tenn.

. 118, 121.

lDanicll, Ch. Pl. 8: Pr., ‘pp. S50, S51.
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poration and the original stockholders; but he simply states

that the shares of stock issued to Hazard have not been paid for,

either by him or the defendant, the transferee and present holders

of the stock. Issue was taken on this averment, and the proof

showed that the shares in question had been paid for precisely as

they were originally agreed to be paid for, viz., by a conveyance

of the mining property to the corporation. Unless this agree

ment is rescinded or set aside for fraud, how can it be said that

the stock has not been paid for? The parties have agreed that

it has been paid for, and that agreement is conclusive, unless it

is rescinded or impeached for fraud, and this cannot be done un

less the attack is directly made.l In the case of Coit v. Amalga

mating Co.," Mr. ]ustice Miller said: "If it were proven that

actual fraud was committed in the payment of the stocks, and

that the complainant had given credit to the company from a.

beliefthat its stock was fully paid, there would undoubtedly be

substantial ground for the relief asked. But where the charter

authorized capital stock to be paid in property, and the stock

holders honestly and in good faith put in property instead of

money in payment of their subscriptions, third parties have no

ground of complaint. The ease is very different from that in

which subscriptions to stock are payable in cash, and where only

a part of the installments has been paid. In that case there is

still a debt due to the corporation, which, if it become insolvent,

may be sequestered in equity by the creditors as a trust fund

liable to the payment of their debts. But, where full-paid stock

is issued for property received, there must be actual fraud in the

transaction, to enable creditors of the corporation to call stock

to account. A gross and obvious overvaluation of property

would be strong evidence of fraud.” The supreme court of In

diana has said: “The principle dedueible from the authorities

already cited is that, even in case of an overvaluation of property

transferred to the corporation in payment of the shares, the

transaction, unless void for the same reason, is binding so long

as it is not impeached by the corporation or its assignee, and it

can be impeached only for fraud upon the corporations.“ In

each ofthe two cases just referred to, there was a charge that

the property received by the corporation in payment of stock was

taken at an overvaluation.

I_ii_a later ease decided by the supreme court oflndiana, the

opinion is concluded inthese words: “In disposing of this case,

we think it proper to say that it is apparent that the issues were

not broad enough to permit the introduction of the evidence by
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1Thelan \'. Hazard, 5 Dill. C. C. 50.

7119 U. S. 34-5.

3Cofi'in v. Ransdell, 110 Ind. 4-17, 11 N. E. 20.
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which the appellants sought to establish their case. The case

made in the pleadings depended entirely upon the allegations of

noncollections of the capital stock of the company. The Order

made by the board of directors introduced by the plaintiffs, and

the contract between the water company and Comeggs & Lewis,

given in evidence by defendants, show that the full amount of the

capital stock had been paid to the satisfaction of the contracting

parties. In the well-considered case of Cofiiu v. Ransdell,‘ it was

held by this court that such payment could only be impeached

for fraud. No suggestion of fraud is made in the pleadings, and,

without making charge of fraud in the complaints, the plaintiffs

could introduce no evidence to show or tending to show fraud, as

a basis of recovery.” ’ In a case somewhat like the one before us,

the supreme court of Maryland has said: “So long as the trans

action stands unimpeachcd for fraud, courts will treat as a pay

ment that which the parties themselves have agreed shall be a

payment; and this, too, in cases’ where the rights of creditors are

involved.”

Mr. Cook says: “It is now well settled that, in order to in

validate an issue of stock which is issued for property taken at

an overvaluation, it must be shown, not only that there was an

overvaluation, but also that such overvaluation was intentional,

and consequently fraudulent.”‘ Mr. Thompson, after consider

mg the question of paying for shares in property through several

sections of his work on Liability of Stockholders, concludes asfol—

lows: “The whole discussion-resolves itself into the following

conclusions: A corporation may take in payment of its shares

flny property which it may lawfully purchase. Such a transac

tion is not ultra vires or void, but is valid and binding upon the

Original sharetakers, and upon the corporations, unless it is 11?

scinded or set aside for fraud. While such a contract stands un

impeached, the courts, even where the rights of creditors are

involved, will treat that as payment which the parties have agreed

shall be payment.” Mr. Taylor, after announcing as well recog

mzed the rule that property may be taken in payment for stock,

continues: “Such transactions may be opened to show fraud,

and, if theproperty received is grossly unequal in value to the par

value of the shares, the shareholder who received the shares

Originally, or his subsequent transferees with notice of the cir

Cumstances, may be compelled to make up the diflference in values

 

1110 Ind. 417.

3Clow v. Brown (Ind. Sup.) S1 N. E. Rep. 362.

‘Brunt v. Ehlcn, 59 Md. 1. .

‘¢°I>k- I. §§ 35, 4.7.

5Thomp. Liab. Stockh. § 134,
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in a suit brought by or on behalf of persons injured thereby.“

Mr. Spelling says that such transactions “have been upheld

against creditors only where the contract for the rendition of

-services or the purchase of property payable in stock has been

made in good faith, and the property taken in payment has been

put in at a fair bona fide valuation. Such payment discharges a

party from his liability to creditors uponhis subscription, though

it be excessive, provided that, in fixing and accepting it, the

agents of the company have acted in good faith.” ’

Gogebic Invest. Co. v. Iron Chief Min. Co. is a case in which a

creditor of an insolvent corporation sued certain of its stock

holders to recover unpaid stock, upon the allegations that they

had transferred to the corporation certain mining property atten

times its real value, and obtained therefor .full paid stock. Hear

ing the case on demurrer, the court said: “In an action against

the stockholders of a corporation to compel them to contribute

to the payment of the debts of the insolvent corporation, it is

only necessary, in order to make out a prima facie case, to

establish the fact that the stockholder has not in good faith

paid the par value of his stock to the corporation.” In the same

case it is said: “The allegations of the complaint, which are

admitted to be true by the demurrer,' show conclusively

that the stockholders (defendants) have not, as between

themselves and the creditors, paid in full for their stock,

and are therefore liable to make further payment, for the bene

fit of the plaintiff, as a creditor of the corporation. This is all

that is necessary, under our statute or at common law, to make

a case against the stockholders of unpaid stock in favor of a

creditor of the insolvent corporation.“ Similar relief was sought

in the case of Elyton Land Co. v. Birmingham Warehouse 8:

Elevator Co. “The statements of fact in the bill support the

conclusion therein averred, that the transaction by which pay

ment for the stock was attempted to be made was merely

colorable; in other words, that it was not really a payment,

but had only the outward appearance, without the substance,

of a payment. Such being the case, the individual defendants

are still liable on their stock subscriptions, .to the extent that

the attempted payment falls short of a bona fide compliance

with the terms of the contract; and the allegations as to ex

-cessive overvaluation of property in question were suflicient,

under the rules above stated.” The late case of Lloyd v. Pres

ton is one in which creditors of an insolvent corporation sought

, 1Tay1. Priv, Corp. 5 54,5,

iSpe1. Priv. _Corp. 1I.§7‘J2.

 

78 Wis. 4-21, 47 N. \V. 726.

‘Q2 Ala. 4-O7, 9 South. 129.
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to compel a stockholder to pay his subscription. In the orig

inal bill, complainants alleged that no part of stock sub

scription had been paid. Defense was made, on the grounds,

as claimed in the answer, that full payment had been made by

the transfer of property. Thereupon an amended bill was filed,

alleging collusion between the directors of the corporation and

the defendant Harper, and that the property transferred by

Harper to the company was not worth one “fiftieth part” of

the sum at which he sold it, and that he knew that fact at the

time. The hurtful part ofthe amended billwas denied by Harper.

The circuit court, hearing the case upon these pleadings and

proof, found “that the entire organization was grossly fraudu

lent, from first to last, without a single honest incident or re

deeming feature.” Mr. ]ustice Shiras, speaking for the supreme

-court, on appeal, said: “It having been found, on convincing

evidence, that the overvaluation of the property transferred to

the railway company by Harper, in pretended payment of the

subscriptions to capital stock, was so.gross and obvious as, in

connection with the other facts in the case, to clearlv establish

a case of fraud, and to entitle bona fide creditors to enforce

actual payment by the subscribers, it only remains to consider

the effect of the defenses set up.”1

The foregoing quotations from text writers and adjudicated

cases abundantly sustain the proposition that the transaction

whereby Lambie obtained full-paid stock as the price of property

conveyed must stand until impeached by appropriate allegation

and proof; and that, until that is done, no liability can be

fixed upon a holder of that stock for further payment. No such

liability can arise by presumption from the mere fact that prop

erty, instead of money, was used in paying for the stock. This

is conclusive of the whole case, for all of the defendants are

holders of parts of the Lambie stock, all of which, upon this

record, must be treated as full paid and nonassessable, whether

purchased by the present holders from the corporation, one of

his transferees, or from him directly. In the hands of Lambie

it would be so regarded. In the hands of others, after him,

whether donor or purchaser, it is at least upon as high a

plane. Let the decree be aflirmed.

‘Lloyd Y. Preston, 146 U. S. 64-2, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 131.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Insolvency and Dissolution.

§311. Term of Existence.—Tl1e original idea of a corporation

involved perpetuity, but under modern statutes the life of a cor

poration is almost universally limited to a term of years with a

provision for renewal.
§312. Conditions Annexed to Grant.-Corporations are formed

for definite objects and their powers and duties are prescribed by

law. The state confers upon them valuable franchises and ex

acts the performance of specific duties. They must exercise their

franchises, perform their duties and obey the commands of the

law as conditions of their existence. If they fail to travel in the

orbits designated by the law of their existence, the state can take

away the corporate l'rfe which it has created. ‘

§313. Proceedings by State only.-No one can take advantage

of a breach of the conditions on which a corporation was created,

for the purpose of depriving it of its franchises, but the sovereignty

by which it was created.’
§.'-314. Comw. v. Union Insurance Co.“-This case furnishes an

instructive illustration of the manner in which the courts apply

and enforce the principal stated in the last section. A number of

persons who were members of the defendant corporation,

obtained a rule requiring the corporation to show cause why an

information in the nature ofa quo warranto should not be filed

against it, for the purpose of dissolving it and procuring an ad

judication that its corporate powers were void. The statute

under which the corporation had been formed “required the

holders of stock to pay fifty per cent of their subscriptions within

sixty days after the first meeting of the company, and that 110

insurance on any one risk should be made for a larger sum than

ten per cent of the capital stock actually paid in.” The complain

ants alleged that the defendant corporation had violated both

provisions of the statute. Chiefjustice Parsons said: “ We have 

1Peoplev. Kingston &c. Co., 23 Wend. 393; People v. Buffalo &c. Co., 131 N. Y. 140.

gEl1zabeth Town Gaslight Co. v. Green, 46 N._T. Eq.118. The mode of enforcing n

forfeiture of the cl1arter_at common law was by st-ire focias or quo warranto in courts of

law only, and at the suit only of the sovereign. Thejukgment in such cates nt law re

lates solely to the r1 ht to uter ise th

g *. c e corporate franchise, and operates to extinguish.

corporate existence. Shopej. in Wheeler v Pulinnn Iron 8: Steel Co (Ill 1892) 4" Am.

&Eng. c. c. 214.. ' ‘ ' "
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not inquired into the truth of these allegations, as we are satisfied

that in this case such inquiry would be immaterial, because this

rule is not moved for in behalf of the coininonwealth. * * *
An information for theipurpose of dissolving the corporation

or of seizing its franchises cannot be prosecuted but by

the authority of the commonwealth. * * * For

the commonwealth may waive any breaches of any condition,

expressed or implied, on which the corporation was created; and

we cannot give judgment for the seizure by the commonwealth of

the franchises of any corporation, unless the commonwealth be a.

party in interest to the suit, and thus assenting to the judgment.”

§315. Impairment of Contra.cts.——Pai'ties who deal with corpo

rations are subject to the possibility of losses arising from their

dissolution,‘ and the fact that a forfeiture of the charter will im

pair outstanding contracts, does not affect the power of the

court to decree such forfeiture.”

Laws authorizing the dissolution of corporations “enter di

rectly into the contract, and as corporations have the power to

dissolve themselves or consent to a forfeiture of corporate

franchises, all persons must be regarded as having contracted

upon the; hypothesis of the existence and possible exercise of this

power."

But it is equally true that such dissolution does not destroy the

obligation of the company’s contracts; the equitable rights of

creditors surviving the act of dissolution and attaching to the

lassetds and property of the corporation in the hands of its

iqui ators.” "

§316. Dissolution by Legislative Enactment.—In the United

States acorporation cannot be dissolved by act of the legisla

ture except with consent of the corporators, or by reason of a

reservation of the power of repeal when the franchise was

granted.“

§317. A Court of Equity Cannot Decree a. Forfeiture of Fran

chises.—As a general rule, courts of equity have no power unless

conferred by statute, to decree the dissolution of aeorporation

by forfeiture of its franchises, either at the suit of an individual

or at the suit of the state, as there is an adequate remedy at law

by quo war:-auto.“ “General jurisdiction of suits against corpo

1Read v, Frankfort Bank, 23 Me, 31; Sehlcider v. Dielman, (La.) 10, S0. Rep. 9341.

3Mumma v. Potomac Co., 8 Pet. (U. 8.) 285; Wash. &c C0. v. Stave, 19 Md. 239

3Schlieder v. Diclman, (Ln. 1892) 10 Sn. Rep. 935; Railroad C0. v. State, 29 Ala. 586;

Tnfl: v. Pittsford, 28 Vt. 286; Grccn’s Brice’s Ultra Vires, §138, 435.

lMurawetz II, 451035; Curron v. Arkansas: 15 How. (U. g.) 80-1-.

iiiiiiigsert ‘vL.}i3'<:‘1‘iiri1i{biE:'1':,i§.n(12'oi.n(9)i! Mass. 274- Strong v. McCagg, 55 Wis. 624-;

Bllven v. Peru Steel & Iron c<>.', 9 mm. N. c. 2'05; Mason v. Supreme Court. 17 Md

:i382;°leéJ-éigs vt.hHlcl‘l, P‘i_ck_ 442; Waite, IIl!O1V¢tl¥‘t (lDorp.f§ 83?. tAr<;lc1>rp£rl);'€1lt)ir<)i1t1s‘1'7l:_l;yanYi>z¢’

ntion. So fhntethceaexeigcisiizu f)1isilf.1su:l<i)i'c;:f>i':t-ebfvtincficiiiisss gflI.1a‘|:]Otn bees resiiored. Penobscot

B°°m c°- Y- I-81118011. 16 Me. 224; McGlntv v. Athol Reservoir Co., 165 M¢lN- 153$

Morawctz II,§ 1040.
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rations no more implies a power to destroy a corporation at the

suit of an individual than jurisdiction of private suits against

individuals authorizes the court to entertain a prosecution for

crime, to pass sentence of death, and to issue a warrant for exe

cution. The only modes of dissolving a corporation known to

the common law were, by the death of all its membels, by act of

the legislature, by a surrender of the charter, accepted by the

government, or by forfeiture of the franchise, which could only

take effect upon a judgment of a competent tribunal on a pro

ceeding in behalf of the state; and neither a court of law nor a

court of equity has jurisdiction to decree a forfeiture of the char

ter or dissolution of the corporation at the suit of an individ

ual.”' “Equity may properly compel oflicers of corporations to

account for any breach of trust in their ofiicial capacity; yet in

the absence of statutes extending its jurisdiction, it will usually

decline to assume control over the management of the afifairs of

a corporation upon a bill * * * alleging fraud, mismanage

ment and collusion on the part of the corporate authorities,

since such interference would necessarily result in the dissolution

of the corporation, and the court would thus accomplish indi

rectly what it has no power to do directly. The remedial power

exercised by courts of equity in such cases ordinarily extends no

further than the granting of an injunction against any special

misconduct on the part of the corporate ofiicers; and, although

the fads shown may be sufiicient foundation for such an injunc

50113 the court will not enlarge its jurisdiction by taking the

fifffllfs Of the corporation out of the management of its own offi

¢¢1'$, and placing them in the hands of a receiver.” '

§.'-318. Q\1911ifi¢B-‘$10115 Of this Rule-—But this rule is subject to

qualifications. Thus it has been held that when it appears that

the purposes for which the corporation was formed camioi; he at

tained, it is the duty of the company to wind up its‘ aflhiis; that

£116 ultimate Of every ordinary trading ggrpgyation is the

pecuniary gain of 1lIS stockholders; that it is for this P111-P953 and

I10 Othél‘ that tllfi capital h8.S been advanced, and if circumstances

have rendered it impossible to continuc to carry out the pm-pose

for which it was formed with profit to its stockholders, it is the

duty ofits managing agents to wind up its affairs. To continue

the business of the corporation under Such circumstances would

involve both an unauthorized exercise of the corporate franchise

and a breach of the charter contract.‘ The rule applicable in cases

ofa co-partnership has been held to apply to such a case. “If it

v. Columbiun Ins. Co., 99 Mans. 274-; Boston Glass Mfg. Co. v. Langdcn, 24.
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were shown to the court,” says Lord Cairns, “that the whole

substratum of the partnership, the whole of the business which

the company was incorporated to carry on, has become ini

possible, I apprehend the court might, either under the act of

parliament or on general principles, order the company to be

wound up. But what I am prepared to hold is this: that this

court, and the winding up process ofthe court, cannot be used as

the means of revoking a judicial decision as to the probable suc

cess or non-success of a company as a commercial speculation/"

§319. Power of Majority to Wind up the Business.-Pi-ice v.

Holcomb.-A corporation cannot dissolve itself so as to defeat the

just rights of its creditors; when the business of a corporation is

a failure the majority of the stockholders may order a sale of the

entire property of the corporation and wind up the business.

In the case cited above,’ the court said: "1t is unquestionably

true that a private corporation holds its property as a trust fund

for the stockholders, and that, when a majority of the stock

holders act together, they are in a sense the corporation, and

must act with due regard to the rights of the minority. ifthe

majority decide arbitrarily, and withoutjust cause, to sell the

property of the corporation to the prejudice of the minority, and

thereby compel the winding up of the business of the corpora

tion, it is a fraud upon the minoi'ity, and courts of equity will

interfere. If, however, just cause exists for selling the property,

as when the corporation is insolvent, and the sale is necessary to

pay debts, or where, from any cause, the business is a failure and

an unprofitable one, and the best interests of all require it, the

majority have clearly the power to order the sale, and in siich/

case their acts are not ultra vires. Cook says :’ ‘If, however,

the corporation is an unprofitable and failing enterprise, then a..

sale of all the corporate property with a view to dissolution,

may be made by the majority of the stockholders.‘ It would be

a harsh rule that would permit one stockholder to hold the

others to their investment when just cause existed for closing the

business of the corporation.‘ In Sawyer v. Printing Co.,’this_

court recognized the right of the majority of stockholders to

make sale of all the corporate property when just cause existed

for so doing, and held under the facts of that case that the sale

was warranted, and was not a fraud upon the minority. Appel

lant cites at length from Ervin v. Navigation Co.“ In that case

lInreS b b H uic . L. 12.2 11. . 37, t <1‘ M‘ -. Belle Islelce Co93 Mich. g7\:;s:§i;)- o o , C App 7 quo e in iuer \

 

?Price v. Holcomb, (Ia. 1898,) 56 N, \\'. Rep. 407.

3Cook, §§ 656, 662, 667.

i.Li1ui-nan v. Railroad Co., 80 Pa. St. 42.

577 Ia. 24-2

I27 Fed, Rep. 625.
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there was no claim of necessity for the disposition of the corpo

rateproperty that was made. It is said: ‘Plainly,tl1e defendants

have assumed to exercise a power belonging to the majority in

order to secure personal profit for themselves, without regard to

the interests of the minority. They repudiate the suggestion of

fraud, and plant themselves upon their rights as a majority to

control the corporate interests according to their discretion.’

It was plainly held that a court of equity would not tolerate a

discretion that did not consult the interests of a minority. The

right of a majority to wind up the affairs of a corporation like

this, and dispose of its assets, even against the objections of a

minority, when the business could no longer be advantageously

carried on, is recognized. See Hayden v. Directory Co.,‘ a case

similar in many facts to this, and in which the rule just

announced was recognized. We must look to the facts, and see

if the action of the majority in ordering the sale in question was

warranted by the circumstances. The enterprise was a new one

in Iowa. The works had been operated at a loss from the begin

ning. They had been idle for about one year. The corporation,

though solvent, was without the necessary working capital, and

unable to secure it. No tangible plan for operating the works

was suggested, though the subject was frequently discussed.

True, after the adoption of the first resolution to sell, it was pro

posed to lease to Mr. Roberts, but, as already stated, his ofier

was indefinite, if it may be called an ofler, and afforded no

reasonable ground for expecting that the works could thereby be

put in operation. We are inclined to think that this plan was

presented by the minority for the purpose of preventing the sale

ordered, rather than from any hope of starting the works under

it. A marked disagreement had sprung up between the plaintiff

and the defendant Holcomb, neither being willing for the corpo

ration to assume business with the other even in partial control.

The Burlington stockholders mainly took side with the plaintiff,

and the Youngstown stockholders with Holcomb. It was appar

ent that no agreement could be reached by which the works

could be operated or leased. No alternative was apparent butto

leave the works to rust and decay in idleness, or to sell them.

_We think the circumstances fully justified the action of the major

ity in authorizing a sale of the works. Appellant cites section

1066 of the Code, which provides as follows: ‘No corporation

can be dissolved prior to the period fixed in the articles of incor

poration except by unanimous consent, unless a different rule has

been adopted in their articles.’ It is contended that, as the arti

-cles fixed twenty years, a sale of all the property that necessarily
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ca. x1x.] INSOLVENCY AND DISSOLUTION. 24.1

terminated the business could not be made except by unanimous

consent. The sale of all the property may have the effect of ter

minating the business for which the corporation was organized,

but it does not dissolve it. Such a sale no more dissolves the

corporation than would the giving of a mortgage that might

ultimately result in all the property being taken from the corpo

ration.‘ This corporation still exists, and is properly made a.

party to this action as an existing corporation. It is certainly

not the purpose of section 1066 to perpetuate the existence of

corporations when circumstances arise demanding their dissolu

tion. Hence, if the sale of the property was necessary, the right

to make it would not be defeated, even if it had the efl'ect of dis

solving the corporation.”

§ 320. Thornton v. Railway 00.1-In this case ChiefJustice Gray

said: The bill is framed upon the theory that the plaintilf has

recovered a valid judgment against the Marginal Freight Rail

way Company; that that company has a claim for damages for

the taking ofits tracks by the Union Freight Railroad Company;

and that the interest of the former company in this claim cannot

be come at to be attached or taken on execution in a suit at law

against it, and should therefore be applied in equity to the pay

ment ofthe plaintifl"s judgment debt. The difficulties in the way

of maintaining this bill appear to us to be insuperable.

The St. of 1867, c. 170, by which the Marginal Freight Rail

way Company was incorporated, was subject to repeal at the

pleasure of the Legislature, by virtue of the power expressly

reserved by the Gen. Sts., c. 68, §4=1, which was a part of the

-contract made between the Commonwealth and the corporation

by its charter. . That charter was expressly and legally repealed

by the St. of 1872, c. 34.-2, which incorporated the Union Freight

Railroad Company, and authorized the latter corporation to

take the tracks of the former, making compensation therefor in

the manner provided by the laws relating to the taking of lands

by railroad companies.‘

Upon the absolute repeal of a charter by the Legislature acting

within the limits of its constitutional authority, the corporation

ceases to exist, and no udgment can afterwards be rendered

against it in an action at law. But such repeal does not impair

the obligation of contracts made by the corporation with other

parties during its existence, or prevent its creditors or stockhold

ers from asserting their rights against its property in a court of

Chancery, in accordance with the reasonable regulations of the
 

1 Bucll v. Buckingham. 16 Iowa 296.
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Legislature, or with the general principles and practice inequity.‘

Upon the repeal of the charter of the Marginal Freight Rail

way Company by the St. of 1872, c. 34.-2, which was passed and

took effect on May 6, 1872, the corporation was nevertheless, by

virtue of the Gen. Sts. c. 68, § 36, continued a body corporate for

the term of three years afterwards, for the purpose of prosecuting

and defending suits by or against it, and of enabling it gradually

to settle and close its concerns, to dispose of and convey its prop

erty, and to divide its capital stock. And, under § 37 of the same

chapter, this court, sitting in equity, on the application of a cred-~

itor or stockholder, at any time within the three years might

have appointed receivers, whose powers should continue as long

as the court should deem necessary, to take charge of the estate

and effects of the corporation, to collect the debts and property

due and belonging to it, to prosecute and defend suits, in its nanie

or otherwise, and to do all other acts which might be done by

the corporation, if in being, necessary for the final settlement of

its unfinished business.
No application having been made for the appointment of a

receiver, the Marginal Freight Railway Company, at the expira

tion of the three years, ceased to have anv such existence that a.
validjudgment could be rendered agaiiistiit in an action atlaw.

We cannot regard the provision of the St. of 1876, c. 229, § 3.

that ‘nothing in this act contained shall be construed as affectintr

the legal rights of’ that corporation (which is not otherwise nien

tioned in the act), as a legislative recognition that it had, at the

time of the passage of this statute, any rights or any existence

The judgment recovered by the plaintiff against the Marginal

Freight Railway Company in ]ul_v, 1875, was therefore wholly

void, as if it had been rendered against a dead person.

This bill cannot be maintained under that clause of the Gen.

Sts. c.1_13, § 2, which confers upon this court jurisdiction of ‘bills.

by creditors to reach and apply, in payment of a debt any prop

ert_y, right, title, or interest, legal or equitable, ofa debtor within

this State,_which cannot be come at to be attached or taken on»

execution in a suit at law against such debtor" because that.

clause extends only to_ living debtors and existing corporations.

A_nd a court of equity has no general jurisdiction of a bill bv a

single creditor, who has not recovered a valid judgment acraiiist
his debtor, and whose debtor has ceased to exist, F0 applyito the

payment of his debt property of the debtor in the hands of a third

party.
 

iFoster v. Essex Bank 16 Mass. 245; Read v. Frankfort Bank 23 Maine, 818;

Merrill v Suffolk Bank 31 \I ' "'

A nine. 5 1; Munima v,Potomac (‘o. 8 Pet. 281; Curran v‘

Arkansas 1.5 How. 304-; Bacon v. Roberts 18 H -
“an 2 7 on ow. 480. Lum v. Robertson 6.
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Although one passage near the end of the opinion in Folgerv.

Columbian Ins. Co.,‘ taken by itself, might seem to be inconsist

ent with this view, it is to be observed that that case, as well as

the earlier one of Taylor v. Columbian Ins. Co.,’ was submitted

to the court upon an agreed statement of facts, waiving all ques

tions of form, and was decided upon the ground that the corpo

ration did not appear to have been dissolved.

The reasons above stated being conclusive against the right

to maintain this bill, the demurrer of the Union Freight Railroad

Company must be sustained, and the bill dismissed.

§321. Harden v. Newton—-‘The facts of this case as stated in the:

decision by Judge Shipman: This is a bill in equity, which

alleges that the plaintiff is a citizen of the State of New York, and

is the owner of sixty-five shares of the capital stock of the Ameri

can Suspender Company, a joint-stock corporation organized

under the statutes of the State of Connecticut, and established in:

Waterbury, in said State, of which corporation Isaac E. Newtom

is the president, and the other defendants are the directors. All the

individual defendants are citizens of Connecticut. The defendant.

corporation manufactures elastic suspenders and webs. The bill;

further alleges, in substance, as follows: The defendants, Newton,.

Merriman and Pritchard, own the majority of the stock of said

corporation. Newton has been its president for the past twelve

years, and has practically controlled all its affairs, except the im

mediate supervision of the sales at the New York agency. The

other directors, except said Merriman, have had no real part in-_

the direction of the company, but have concurred in and sanc-

tioned the acts which are complained of. Newton is incompetent.

for the position of president and manager of the company, and

has managed its business in such manner as to cause losses, and‘

has continued in important positions (1) one Dayton, who was

known to Newton to be dishonest, and to be dishonestly using

and disposing of the property of the company, a11d (2) one ]ud

son, who was known to have been a dishonest man. Newton

secured the election of said Merriman to be secretary and treas

urer, although Newton had reason to believe, and had said that

he believed, that Merriman was untrustworthy, and was using

the company’s funds for his own benefit. Newton has neglected

to make certain lines and grades of goods which would have

been, and which he knew would have been, profitable to the com

pany. He has not allowed the books of the company to be au

dited, with the fraudulent design of concealing the true condition

of its affairs from the stockholders. No dividend has been paid
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since the year 1866, when it was paid with borrowed money.

Sundry specified statements of the pecuniary condition of the

company which were presented to the stockholders were untrue,

and were known to be untrue by those of the defendants who

were directors at the time when the respective statements were

made, and in their statements the assets were largely overvalued.

By means of their wrongful acts the corporation has been losing

money. its debts have increased. and it is in danger of insolvency.

The directors sanction all the wrongful acts, and a request to

them to take proceedings for the relief of the stockholders would

be useless. The bill prays for a discovery, and for the dissolution

of the corporation, and the appointment of a receiver to distrib

ute the assets amongthe creditors and stockholders, and for such

further relief as the case may require.

The defendants have pleaded to the relief which is prayed for.

The plea avers that, by the statutes of the State of Connecticut,

the courts of equity of the State are empowered to dissolve a

corporation, and to wind up its affairs, (1) on the application of

any shareholder of any corporation, if said court shall find that

said corporation has voted to wind up its affairs, or has aban

doned the business for which it was organized, and has thereafter

neglected, within a reasonable time, or in a proper manner, to

wind up its aifairs and distribute its assets among its stockhold

ers; (2) upon the petition of one-third of the stockholders of any

joint-stock company; and thatunder no other circumstances is a

court of equity of the State empowered by its statutes to dissolve

a corporation. The plea further avers that said Suspender Com

pany has never voted to wind up its affairs, or to abandon its

business, and that the plaintifl" is not the owner of one-third of

the capital stock of the corporation, and is not one-third of its

stockholders.

The plea having been set down for argument and having been

argued, the question of its suflicieney is now before the court.

The special relief which is prayed for is the dissolution of the de

fendant corporation, and the appointment ofa receiver to divide

its assets ainongcreditors and stockholders, which division would

be a practical dissolution. A court of chancery by virtue of its

general equity powers, in the absence of statutory provisions, is

not authorized to dissolve a corporation or to distri

bute the assets of the corporation, which is pursuing its

ordinarv bu i '_ , s ness, among its shareholders, so as to effect a prac

tical and actual dissolution. ‘A court of equity may hold trus

tees of a corporation accountable for breach of trust, but cannot

divest it of its corporate character and capacity,’ unless under

the circumstances and in the cases in which the court is specially
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empowered by statute.‘ The statutes of Connecticut have au-r

thorizcd the courts of equity of this State to dissolve corpora

tions aiid wind up their affairs only in the two cases which have"

been mentioned. The circumstances which give a court ofequity

in this state power to dissolve a corporation have not arisen in~

the case of the defendant company.

But, a court of equity of general jurisdiction has jurisdiction,

at the instance of stockholders, to prevent a corporation and its

olficers from a wilful rnisapplication of the funds of the corpora-K

tion, to the injury ofthe shares or the dividends of the stockhold—

ers, and from waste and misconduct which amounts to a breach!

oftrust on the part of the 1’I1L11‘l£l.g6l‘S, and from such acts as tend’

to the destruction of the franchises of the corporation, and to

compel the oflicers to account for SuCl1 waste or misconduct

amounting to a breach of trust;" and, if it afiirmatively appears

that the directors have refused to prosecute in the name of the

corporation, or if the controlling directors of the corporation are

themselves the wrong doe1's, and must be made defendants, the

suit may be instituted by a stockholder.“ In the last mentioned

case this branch ofthe subject was exhaustively examined.

It is insisted by the p1aintifi" that the plea should not be

allowed, inasmuch as appropriate relief inay be granted under

the general prayer if the allegations of the bill are sustained. “A

plea to a bill in equity may be good in part and not so in the

whole; and the court will allow it as to so much of the bill as is

properly applicable, unless it contains the vice of duplicity.” ‘ If

the plea is allowed the bill may be amended in respect to the

prayers for relief, under equity rule 35. And when the specific

 

reliefwhich is sought is not within the power of the court to

grant, and the defect has been pointed out by plea, it is just th at

the plaiiitidshould so amend hisbill as to apprise the defendants

of the hitherto undisclosed relief which he seeks to obtain. The

defendants have successfully shown that the specific relief cannot.

be obtained, and the general prayer only remains. They are en~

titled to know the result which the plaintiff wishes‘ now to ac

complish.“ The amended pravers should be consistent with the

case which is made by the bill. _

The plea is allowed with costs, with liberty to the plaintifi,

upon motion, to amend his bill in respect to the prayers for relief."

_{Angell and Ame: on Corporations, Sect. 777; \'I¢;iJ7l51-Cli7—\r.—i\AI'TCl%1mCT15. Co.1

Edw. Ch. 84,: Atty. Gen. v. Utica Ins. Co. 2 Johns. Ch. 371: S‘eP v- P100111 5

]°hn9- C11 366. 380; Gaylord v. Fort Wayne, etc., R. R. Co. 6 Bias. 236; Atty» Gell

Y-,R¢.Yno1ds 1 Bq. Cas. Abr. isi. .

D0‘-‘lg: v. Woolsey 18 How. 331; Bacon v. Robertson 18 How. 480; Robinson v

Sinitli 8 Paige, 222; Heath v. Brie Railway Co. 8 Blatehf. C. C. R. 31,7; Pond Y- VH

montVn1ley R. R. Co. 12 Blatchf. C. C. 250. _ .

(dafgblnlon v. Smith; Pond v. Vermont Valley R. R. Co.; Heath v. Erie Railway CO..

E 81!‘ L pra). _

‘I(Il'kpGt\"lOlC v. White 41 Wash. C. C. 595.

Langdelfs Summary of Equity Pleading, Sect. 61.
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§ 322. Assignment for Benefit of Creditors.-A corporation

when not restricted by its charter or by statute, may make an

assignment for the benefit of creditors to the same extent as an

individual—“the weight of authority seems to be in favor of the

proposition that the board of directors of a corporation, to

which the general management of its affairs is committed with

out particular restriction, may authorize a general assignment

of the corporate property for the benefit of creditors when the

condition of affairs is such as to reasonably justify such a.

course, as in the case of insolvency.”‘

§ 323_ Preference of Oreditors.—Gou1d v. Little Rock, M. R. &I.

Ry. Go.‘- The right to prefer one or more of its bona fide credit

ors to the exclusion of others, in the absence of a statute pro

hibiting it, is as unrestricted and absolute as is the common

law right of an individual debtor to make preferences among

his creditors.‘ The established rule is in harmony with the

general, though not quite uniform, current of authorities in

this country on the question.‘ In some states, by statute, the

property of an insolvent corporation must be devoted to the

payment pro rata of all its creditors, and, after the insolvency of

the corporation is known, the directors cannot divert its prop

-erty from such use by giving preferences to some of its creditors;

but where there is no such statute the great weight of authority

is that the property of an insolvent corporation may be sold and

used by its directors in the payment of some of its creditors to

rthe exclusion of others. Its insolvency does not affect its right

to make preferences any more than the right of an individual

-debtor to make preferences is affected by his insolvency. The

cases which hold the contrary doctrine are bottomed on the

erroneous theory that the insolvency of a corporation, in effect,

dissolves it, and makes the directors mere trustees to distribute

-its assets ratably among its creditors. It is undoubtedly true

rthat the property of a corporation is, in one sense, a trust fund

ifor the payment of its debts; but this rule means no more than 

1'l‘rii>i> v- Nflftlnvesterri Nat. Bank.4-1 Min .4oo- s c w ‘b r 13 ’M=t. 4-91:
_Do1-in y._ Ban‘k of U. S. 5 Watts 8: S. 223; Ardensco Oil Ciii.€'e.nNo\r'th gnii. lvilin. Co., 66 Pa.

St. 3.7.)’, _DeLamIp v. Alward, 52 Ind. -1-68; Nymnn v. Berrv. (\Vash. 1892) 29 Pae. Rep.

.‘,';5,Zt-1‘},:g~’l}*1§;- €°- (~‘-tDul1<z- 1892) 51 N. w. Rep. 706; Wilkinson v. Bauerle, (N.J.1886)

- ‘ - 0 ‘ over . ' . . .
ct seq‘; Beach I:§ 276; s\;’em<‘>1ggc{=[i.' %87lg11if.‘lJ. sea. Cook 11. § 691, Morauetz 11. §§ 802

52 Fed- Rm 680 £1892.) per Judge Caldwell.

$Exparte Con ‘a . 4, A k. 302 . - -

.on these cases in‘;{){IX Aiin. Law I Ringo vi Blscoc -13 Ark‘ 563' See comment

‘MOB C°\‘P- II. § 802; Allis v. Jones, 4-5 Fed Re 143- covert R0 ers as Mich ass

QQMS ": D°"."="- 91- N- Y- 168: Dar-=1 v. Bunk. 5 iivam's= s. 223? \Va.§rier,v. 1\1owe\'. 11
.B39O,‘Whitwell v. Warner, 20 Vt. 4-26; Stratton v. Allen, 16 N. J. Eq. 229; Wilkinson

ff ,j‘“°1’.°'IjI*1 N~J' Eq- “3°- '7 Ml R=i=- 51-1»: Dlincumb v. Railroad Co., s4. N. Y. 190. as

B‘ k: "1 arts V- B1'°\\'X11 77_ I_ll 226; Rcichwald v. Hotel Co., 106 Ill. 4-89; B1161!“

lgg ‘$31’ 16 Xowa 284' <09"-“On by Judge Dillon); Hallam v. Hotel Co.- 55 l°“'5

.< if 47 éOR=P-4111: Gm-wet: v. Plow c0..1o IO\\‘£\ 697, zen w Rep 395- Smith v.

P" y. nn.7-B k.W' '- . - ' ' ' ' .
Sargent VI Webster‘ is mtg, (!\:1t‘l1gl;l‘¢),4:987?Y;1. 737, Aslihnrst s A1)Penl. 60 Pa. St. 3&4-.
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that the property of a corporation cannot be distributed among

its stockholders, or applied to any purpose foreign to the legiti

mate business of the corporation, until its debts are paid. The

rule, so far as it relates to the payment of debts, is satisfied

whenever the property of a corporation is applied to the pay

ment of any of its bona fide debts. The rule as has been often

pointed out, does not prevent a corporation, whether solvent or

insolvent, from making preferences among its creditors, and exer

cising in good faith absolute dominion overits propertyinthe con

duct of its legitimatecorporate business, so long as its right to do

sois not restrained by statute or by judicial proceedings. In Fogg

v. Blair,‘ Mr. justice Field, in delivering the opinion of the court

calls attention to the fact that the property of acorporation is not

a trust fund for creditors in any other sense than we have stated.

He says: “We do not question the general doctrine invoked by

the appellant, that the property of a railroad company is a trust

fund for the payment of its debts, but do not perceive anyplace for

its application here. That doctrine only means that the property

must first he appropriated to the payment of t he debts of the com

pany, before any portion of it can be distributed to the stock

holders. It d oes not mean that the property is so affected by the

indebtedness of the company that it cannot be sold, transferred

or mortgaged to bona fide purchasers foravaluableconsideration,

except subject to the liability to be appropriated to pay that in

debtedness.’ Such a doctrine has no existence. The cases of Cur

ran v. State, and Wood v. Dummer,‘ give no countenance to any

thing of the kind.” The case of Rouse v. Bank‘ is cited in sup

port of the proposition that the property of an insolvent cor

poration is a trust fund for its creditors in a sense that precludes

the corporation from making preferences among its creditors, or

otherwise using its property in the conduct of its corporate busi

ness. Referring to the doctrine of this case the Supreme Court

of the United States, speaking by Mr. justice Gray, says: “That

decision, it is true, proceeded in part upon the theory that the

property of an insolvent corporation is a trust fund for its c_red

itors in a wider and more general sense than could be maintained

upon general principles of equityjurisprudence.° A good many

courts have from time to time inveighed against the rule of the

common law which allows a debtor to make preferences among

his creditors, but the rule is too firmly imbedded in our system of

l§183 u. s. 534,54-1,10 Sup, Ct. Rep. ass.

iiaii-=ii11iiii1bvt.'1'iiii’ii¥<?:aNé<il§iz<ig'rf9sii'14s. 161- Railway Co. v. Ham, 114. U. s. ssv.

594,5 sup. Ct. Rcp_. 1081; Richardson's Ex'r v.’ Green, 133 u. s. 80.4-4-,10 s=_=i>- ¢'=- Mg

1-’8°- Foxg v. Blair, 133 U. s. 534-,54~1,10Sup. Ct. Re .338; Peters v. Bum. 183 U- -

10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 854; Purifier Co. v. Meg-ronrty, 136 U. S. 237, 10 Sufi
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jurisprudence to be overthrown by judicial decision, and it can

no more be overthrown by the courts in its application to corpo

ration than to individuals. In Wilkinson v. Bauerle,‘ the court

said : ‘Both reason and authority establish the proposition

that a corporation may sell and transfer its property, and may

prefer its creditors, although it is insolvent, unless such conduct

is prohibited by law.’ We think this is a correct statement of the

rule and that it can only be abrogated by legislation.”

§324-. Distribution of Assets among Shareho1ders.—Where upon

the dissolution and winding up of a corporation the assets are

more than suflicient to return to the shareholders the amounts

paid upon their shares, the surplus must be distributed among

the holders of preferred and common stock in proportion to the

nominal value of the shares, whether fully paid up or not.’

§325. Disposition of Property upon Dissolution —-Preferences. —

When a corporation becomes insolvent and ceases to do business,

its property becomes a trust fund for the benefit of its creditors,

and it cannot, by pledge or mortgage of the property to some of

the creditors as security for antecedent debts, without other con

sideration, create valid preferences in their behalf over other cred

itors or over an assignment thereafter made for the benefit of

creditors. The statutes sometimes give a preference to certain

creditors, as laborers or em ployes.’

§326.—Efi‘eot of Dissolution upon Debts of the Oorpora.tion.—The

common law rule was that when a corporation was dissolved its

debts were extinguished and its property reverted to the owner,

or escheated to the crown; but under the modern law a corpora

tion can never dissolve itself so as to defeat any of the just rights

of its creditors.‘ The dissolution terminates all its purely per

sonal obligations, and relegates the beneficiaries thereunder to

an action for damages.‘ But the obligation of the contract con

tinues, and the equitable rights of creditors survive the dissolu

tion and attach to the assets and property of the corporation in

the hands of its liquidators.‘ 
{$1 E2, qsgfiv Atl. Rep. stm. i

8 H B W IQ OW5 corpora ions to prefer creditors is not universall reco uized
and has been sever ly c 't' ' d, A d‘ ' - 7 g -‘
be round in XXvn?Am1'_1I:¢;1lf:Rev_ Sisscussion of the question by ]ndge Thompson Wlll

"Birch v. Cropper, 14- App. Cas. 525.

8Rouse v. Merchants’ Nat. Bank, (Ohio) N E R 29 . bgf)écl:“~ia§i-'<ie:i<(i-|1;:c'ql§°,l{i T-1-1 : Kankakee yvpoien iiiilil r.i;J.$.h1°<!i:ii1s;i:,i 5% Ii\i‘;?iip%.ur32f>‘i

;N,m, 53 Mo 5-03; *1, Qt °- APv- 131: \v\lha_ms v. Jones. 2s Mo Apn. 13:; Roan v.

and 1108,, A55.“ ,'07‘,’,; 3";-1"',=1l,}*‘"vhw Pmnmg Mill Co., 92 Mu. -/9; I-{eggie \». Bldg.

con“ N_J_ Eq--1-8: wag-h~€B‘_1_w~y13g:il;;sI:)ppé:|.&s men. sis: Sflnder v_.I_%\;1urkqock

Camden Sure Deposit ‘.°_ (N_J_)' 21 Au. Rep 861. .J.). 21 Atl. Rep. B65. inc e v.

‘B°“'_e "- M""l- Milk C0-. 44- Minn. 4-GO; Brown v, Union Ins. Co., 8 La. Ann. 182.

55-chliuler v. Déelmau (Ln..), 10 So. Rep. 934

BSchhcder '. D 1 L _ , _ .& -1-_ R4 Con ‘(Tex 2“ ) 10 5°- R¢P- 9_34-. Sulphur Springs Bzc. R. Co, v. St. Louis

2 5- \V- Rep. 107. Morawetz, Pi-iv. Corp..§ 1035.
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CH. XIX.] INSDLVENCY AND DISSOLUTION. 24-9

§327. Statutory Method of Dlssolution.—Statutes now. gener

ally provide methods for the dissolution and winding up of cor

porations. It may be either at the instance of stockholders or of

the state.

(a) At the Instance of the State.—An action may be brought

by the attorney general in the name of the state for the purpose

of vacating the charter or annulling the existence of a corpora

tion other than municipal, whenever such corporation (1) offends

against any of the provisions of the act or acts creating, alter

ing or renewing such corporation; or (2) violates the provisions

of any law by which such corporation forfeits its charter by

abuse of its powers; or (3) whenever it has forfeited its privi

leges or franchises by failure to exercise its powers; or when

ever it has done or omitted to do any act which amounts to a

surrender of its corporate rights, privileges and franchises; or

(5) whenever it exercises a franchise or privilege not conferred

upon it by law. The statute also provide for vacating or annul

ling the act of incorporation when it appears that it was ob

tained through some fraudulent suggestion or concealment of a

material fact. ‘

( b) At the Instance of the Members.—It is a well settled rule

that in the absence of a statutory provision, the shareholders in

a corporation can not extinguish its charter or dissolve it, and

that a court of equity can not dissolve it at their instance. But

in Minnesota it is provided that when a majority in number or

interest of the members desire to close the business and wind up

the corporation, they may apply by a petition to the district

court of the county where the corporation has its principal pl-ace

of business, setting forth in substance the grounds of their appli

cation; and the court, after such notice as it deems proper to all

parties interested, may proceed to hear the matter, and, for

reasonable cause, adjudge a dissolution of the corporation. Cor

porations so dissolved shall be deemed and held extinct in all re

spects as if their charter had expired by their own limitation. But

all corporations whose charters expire by their own limitation

or are annulled by forfeiture or otherwise, continue as bodies cor

porate for the term of three years after dissolution, for the pur

pose of settling their business.’ The charter of railway, bank
 

lGcn._St. Minn. 1378. Ch. 79 §§ 1, 2. A corporation is not dissolved by nonnser or mis

\1!=1' of its franchise until the defnult is judicially ascertained and declared. Minn. C. R.

Cg. v. Melvin. 21 Minn. 839.

Gen. St. Minn.187B, Ch. 34,Tit.8. §§ 4-15, 416, 4-21. Wherethee wporationliasceased to

carry on its proper business and is conducting n business ultra vires, it is held in England

that a, shareholder isnot confined to n remedy by injunction, but is entitled to hn\ e thfi

°°mDfl!13' wound up. In re Crown Bank, 4-1. Ch.'Div. 634-; In re Bristol Joint Stock Bunk.

44 Ch._ Div. 703.

A railway corporation whose charter is annulled by judicial decree may within three

gears thereafter convey its land to n trustee in trust to wind n its business. Hanan v.

$31! 56 Fed. Rep. 651. See generaliv Rowe v. Minnesota Milk 80.. 4.4- Minn. 460; Uh!"

¢=fl*~ Ry. C0. v. Donaldson. as Minii, 115; s ilmnn v. Mcndenhall, (Minn. 1894) 51 N.

‘V- R=p- 4-es; Tray v. Merriinau, (Minn.) 51 RI. w. Rep. 4.63.
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ing, and insurance corporations may be forfeited as expressed

in the statute.‘

§328. Insolvency Does not Dissolve—-Sequestration Proceedings

—Upon the return of an execution issued on a judgment against

a corporation, in whole or in part unsatisfied, and upon the com

plaint of a judgment creditor or his representatives, the court

may sequestrate the stock, property, things in action and effects

of acorporation, and appoint a receiver of the same. Upon a

finaljudgment on any such complaint the court will cause a just

and fair distribution of the property of the corporation to be

made among its creditors.’ But the legal existence of a corpora

tion is not effected by insolvency, as the possession of property is

not necessary to corporate existence. “If their capital is im

paired or wholly gone, this seems to be no reason, before such

surrender or forfeiture, to prevent the members from furnishing

renewed capital, and then proceeding to use the corporate pow

-ers.' A corporation is not dissolved by the mere disposal of all its

property, nor by the fact that one member has acquired all

the stock.“ The legal existence of the corporation can be term

inated only through forfeiture of its franchises, declared at the suit

of the state granting them, or a surrender by act of the share

holders.‘

1C-en. St. Minn, 1878, cu. vs, §§11,12,1s,51 N. w. Rep. nos.

iGcn. St.Minn.1B78, Ch. 1e§§9,1o.

lCoburn v. Boston Papler Mach: Co., 10 Gray, 243; Auburn Button Co. v. Sylvester

es Ilun. 401.

4Sewel1 v. East Cape May B. Co., (N. J’. Ch.) 25 Atl. Rep. 929.

lLoul|ville Banking Co., v. Eisenman, (Ky.) 21 S. W. Rep. 531, 1049.

"Town v. Bank of River Rasin_ (Mich.) 2 Dougl. 630.
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J CHAPTER I.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION.

A THOMAS V. DAKIN.*

SUPREME COURT or NE\V YORK, 1889.

(22 Wand. 9.)

Nature of a Corporation.

Nelson, C. ].: This is an action brought by the plaintifi] as

president of the bank of Central New York, an association

formed under what is familiarly known as the General Banking

_Law, passed April 18, 1838, to recover several demands due the

institution.

The defendant has demurred to the declaration, and urges

the unconstitutionality of the law, by way of defense; and it is

insisted, in his behalf: 1. That the associations formed under

this law are corporations; and 2. That a general law authoriz

ing the creation of these bodies is inconsistent with the ninth

section of the seventh article of the Constitution. On the part

of the plaintids, it is urged in reply: 1. That the associations

are not corporations: 2. That if they be, the act authorizing

them may be passed by a majority bill; and 3. If within the

ninth section, still the law may be passed by two-thirds of the

members elected.

I. Are these associations corporations? In order to determine

this question, we must first ascertain the properties essential to

constitute a. corporate body, and compare them with those con

ferred upon the associations; for if they exist in common, or

substantially correspond, the answer will be in the affirmative.

A_ corporate body is known to the law by the powers and facul

ties bestowed upon it, expressly or impliedly, by the charter; the

use of the term “corporation” in its creation is of itself unim

portant, except as it will imply the possession of these. They

may be expressly conferred, and then they denote this legal being
 

‘See as to the nature of corporations. Warner v. Beers, 23 Wend N’. Y.g103

11840); The Conservators of the river Tone v. Ash, 10 Barn v. Cress, 349 1829.
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as unerringly as if created in general terms. It has been well said

by learned expounders, that a corporation aggregate is an

artificial body of men, composed of divers individuals, the liga

meiits of which body are the franchises and liberties bestowed

upon it, which bind and unite all into one, and in which consists

the whole frame and essence of the corporation.

The “franchises and liberties,” or, in modern language,

and as more strictly applicable to private corporations, the

powers and faculties, which are usually specified as creating‘cor

porate existence, are: 1. The capacity of perpetual succession;

2. The power to sue and be sued, and to grant and receive, in its

corporate name; 3. To purchase and hold real and personal

estate; 4. To have a common seal; and 5. To make by-laws.

These indicia were given by judges and elementary writers at a

very early day; since which time the institutions have greatly

multiplied, their practical operation and use have been thor

oughly tested, and their peculiar and essential properties much

better understood. Any one comprehending the scope and pur

pose of them, at this day, will not fail to perceive that some of

the powers above specified are of trifling importance, while others

d hold real estate is not otherwise essential than to afford a

place of business; and the right to use a common seal, or to

make by-laws, may be dispensed with altogether. For as to the

one, it is now well settled that corporations may contract by

resolution, or through agents, without seal; and as to the other,

the power is unnecessary in all cases where(the charter sufficiently

provides for the government of the body.) The distinguishing

feature, far above all others, is the capacity conferred, by which a

perpetual succession of different persons shall be regarded in the

law as one and the same body, and may at all tiines act, in fulfil

ment of the objects of the association, as a single individual. In

this way, a legal existence, a body corporate, an artificial being,

is constituted, the creation of which enables any number of

persons to be concerned in accomplishing a particular object, as

one man. While the aggregate means and influence of all are

wielded in effecting it, the operation is conducted with the sim

plicity and individuality of a natural person. In this consists.

the essence and great value of these institutions. Hence it is

apparent that the only properties that can be regarded strictly

as essential, are those which are indispciisible to mould the dif

ferent persons into this artificial being, and thereby enable it to

act in the way above stated. When once constituted, this legal

being created, the powers and faculties that maybe conferred

are various,—limited or enlarged, at the discretion of the legisla

ture, and will depend upon the nature and object of the institu

£'e wholly unessential. For instance, the power to purchase
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tion, which is as competent as a natural person to receive and

enjoy" them. We may, in short, conclude by saying, with the

most approved authorities at this day, that the essence of a cor

poration consistsinacapacity: 1. To have aperpetual succession

under a special name and in an artificial form; 2. To take and

grant property, contract obligations, sue and be sued by its cor

porate name as an individual; and 3. To receive and enjoy in

common, grants of privileges and immunities.

We will now endeavor to ascertain with exactness, the powers

and attributes conferred upon these associations by virtue of the

statute. The first fourteen sections (1 to 14.~) prescribed the

duties of the comptroller in furnishing notes for circulation, tak

ing the required securities, etc. The 15th provides, that any

number of persons may associate to establish oflices of discount,

deposit, and circulation. The 16th, that they shall make and

file a certificate, specifying: 1. The name to be used in the busi

ness; 2. The place where the business shall be carried on; 3.

The amount of capital stock, and number of shares into w_hich

divided; 4. The names of the shareholders; 5. The duration

of the association. The 18th confers upon the persons thus

associating, the most ample powers for carrying on bankina

operations, together with the right “to exercise such incident

powers as shall be necessary to carry on such business ;" also to

choose a president, vice-president, cashier, and such other ofiicers

and agents as may be necessary. By the 21st and 22d sections,

contracts, notes, bills, etc., shall be signed by the president and

cashier; and all suits, actions, etc., are to be brought in the

name of, and also against the president for the time being; and

not to abate by his death, resignation, or removal, but to be

continued in the name of the successor. 24~th section: The associ

ation may purchase and hold real estate, etc., the conveyance to

be made to the president, or such other ofiicer as shall be desig

nated, who may sell and convey the same free from any claim

against shareholders. 19th section: The shares of capital stock

to be deemed personal property, transferable on the books of the

association; and every person becoming a shareholder by such

transfer, shall succeed to all the rights and liabilities of the prior

holder. 23d section: No shareholder to be personally liable;

and the association is not to be dissolved by the death or insanity

of any shareholder.

1. Upon a perusal of these provisions, it will appear that the

association acquires the power to raise and hold for common use

any given amount of capital stock for banking purposes, which,

when subscribed, is made personal property, and the several

shares transferable the same and with like effect as in case of

corporate stock; to assume a common name under which to

~
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manage all the aflairs of the association; to choose all oflicers

and agents that may be necessary for the purpose, and remove

and appoint them at pleasure. It will hence be seen, that

although the association may be composed of a number of ditTer

ent persons, holding an interest in the capital stock, its opera

tions are so arranged that they do not appear in conducting 1ts

affairs; all are so bound together, so moulded into one, as to

constitute but a single body, represented by a common name, or

names (the knot of the combination), and in which all the busi

ness of the institution is conducted by common agents. In this

way it purchases and holds real and personal property, contracts

obligations, discounts bills, notes, and other evidences of debt,

receives deposits, buys gold and silver bullion, bills of exchange,

etc., loans money, sues and is sued, etc. It is true, some portion

of the business is conducted in the assumed name, and some in the

name of the president for the time being; but this in no manner

changes the character of the body. A corporation may have

more than one name; it may have one in which to contract,

grant, etc., and another in which to sue and be sued; so it may

be known by two diflerent names, and may sue and be sued in

either; and the name of the president, his oflicial name, or any

other, will answer every purpose (2 Bacon's Abr. 5; 2 Salk. 4=51 ;

2 id. 257; Ld. Raym. 153, 680). The only material circum

stance is a name, or names, of some kind, in which all the aflairs

of the company may be conducted. So much, and no more, is

essential to give simplicity and effect to the operation. An arti

ficial being is thus plainly created, capable of receiving all the

ample powers and privileges conferred upon the associations, and

of managing their diversified concerns in an individual capacity.

All business is to be conducted in a common or proper name.

2. This artificial being possesses the powers of perpetual suc

cession. \Neither sale or shares; nor death of shareholders, afi'ects

it; if one should sell his interest or die, the purchaser or repre

sentative, by operation of law, immediately takes his place.

§ 19. Nor can the insanity of a member work a dissolution. Id.

Ofiicers and agents for conducting the business of the associa

tion are secure. In case of vacancy, by death or otherwise, the

place may at once be filled. § 18. For the entire duration, there

fore, of the association, and which may be without limit, § 16,

sub. 5, the whole body of shareholders, though perpetually shift

ing, constitute the same uniform, artificial being which is to be

engaged through the instrumentality of oflicers and agents in

conducting the business of the concern, and no member is person

ally_liable._ § 23. Then, as to the powers conferred, without

again_sp_ec1ally recurring to them, it will be seen at once that the

associations possess all that are deemed essential according to
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the most approved authorities, to constitute a corporate body.

Thc_v have a capacity: 1. To have perpetual succession under a

common name and in an artificial form; 2. To take and grant‘

property, contract obligations, to sue and be sued by its corpor

ate name, in the same manner as an individual; 3. To receive

grants of privileges and immunities, and to enjoy them in com

mon. All these are expressly granted, and many more, besides

the general sweeping clause, “to exercise such incidental powers

as shall be necessary to carry on such business" (meaning the

business of banking), under which even the seal and right to

make by-laws are clearly embraced, if essential in conducting the

afi'airs of the institution. * * * *

Upon the whole, I am of the opinion, 1. That these associa

tions are corporations; 2. That the legislature possesses no

power to pass a general law like the one under consideration, by

a majority bill; and 8. That they may pass it by two-thirds of'

the members elected.

The plaintifi’ is, therefore, entitled to judgment on the demurrer,

with leave to amend on the usual terms. .

‘ J

~..

8' .

‘-' STATE V. STANDARD OIL CO.

SUPREME COURT or O1-no, 1892.

(49 Ohio St, 137.)

Nature of a Cozporation.

This is an application by the state for a writ of quo warranto

against the Standard Oil Company, a corporation organized

under the laws of the State of OhioQo oust it of the right to be a

corporatiorgoii the ground that it has abused its corporate fran

chises by becoming a party to an agreement that is against

public policy. Demurrer to the answer.

Minshall, ].: * * * It will be observed on reading the answer

that while the defendant denies that it “entered into or become a

party to either or both of the agreements in said petition set

forth” and also “denies that it has at any time or in any manner

acquiesced therein or observed, performed, or carried out either or

both of said agreements,” it does not deny the averment of the

petition that “all of the owners and holders of its capital stock,

including all the ofiicers and directors of said company, signed

said agreements." Nor could it have been the intention to do so,.

‘P
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256 STATE v. smnnmn on. co.

as the answer proceeds to admit “that it [the corporation] is

informed and believes that the individuals named in the agree

ment, being the saine individuals who executed” it, “did enter

into the agreements set forth” in the petition; claiming “that

said agreements were agreements of individuals in their indi

vidual capacity and with reference to their individual property,

and were not, nor were they designed to be, corporate agree

ments.” The claim is based upon the argument that the corpor

ation is a legal entity, separate from its stockholders; that in it

are vested all the property and powers of the company, and can

only be affected by such acts and agreements as are done or exe

cuted on its behalf by its corporate agencies, acting within the

legitimate scope of their powers ; that its stockholders are not the

corporation; that their shares are their individual property, and

that they may each and all dispose of and make such agreements

affecting their shares as best suits their private interests; and that

no such acts and agreements of stockholders, subservient of their

private interests, can be ascribed to the company as a. separate

-entity, though done and concurred in by each and all of its stock

holders. The general proposition that a corporation is to be

regarded as a legal entity, existing separate and apart from the

natural persons composing it, is not disputed; but that the state

ment is a mere fiction, existing only in idea, is well understood,

and not controverted by any one who pretends to accurate

knowledge on the subject. It has been introduced for the con

venience of the company in making contracts, in acquiring prop

-erty for corporate purposes, in suing and being sued, and to pre

serve the limited liability of the stockholders by distinvuishin
g

between the corporate debts and property of the compan? and of

thest lhld-' ' ' ' " ‘oc< o eis in their capacity as individuals. All fictions of

law have been introduced for the purpose of convenience, and to‘subserve the ends ofjustice. It is in this sense that the inaximiini

fictione juris subsistit wquitas is used, and the doctrine of fictions

a lied. B t h 'pp _ u W en they are urged to an intent and purpose not

within the reason and policy of the fiction, they have always been

disregarded by the courts. Broom, Leg. Max. 130. “It is a cer

tain rule,” says Lord Mansfield, C. ]., “ that a fiction of law shall

never be contrad' t d_ ic e so as to defeat the end for which it was

111V°n1I¢d. but fpr every other purpose it may be contradicted."

Johnson v. Smith, 2 Burrows, 962. “They were invented,” savs

Bflllkerhofil I-,1n Wood v Ferguson 7 Oh' St 291 “f th- io . , or e

advancegaegt of justice, and will be’applied for no other pur

e ,, . . .pos . n it is 111' this sense that they have been constantly un

derstood and applied in this state. Hood v. Brown 2 Ohio R

269; Roseman v. McFarland, 9 Ohio St. 381; Collards’ Admii. vi

Donaldson, 17 Ohio, R. 266.
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No reason is perceived why the principles applicable to fictions

in general should not apply to the fiction “that a corporation is

(a personal entity) separate from the natural persons who com

pose it, and for whose benefit it has been invented.” ‘One author

seems to think that it has'outlived its usefulness; that it is “a

stumbling block in the advance of corporation law towards the

discrimination of the real rights of actual men and women," and

should be abandoned. Taylor Corp. § 51. Among the many at

tempts that have been made to define the nature of acorporation,

that given by_Mr. Kyd, discarding, or at least not adopting, the

metaphysical distinction of a legal entity separate from the per

‘sons comprising it, is certainly the most practical, presenting, as it

does, the real nature of_a corporation as seen in its constituents,

and in the manner that it is formed and transacts its businesss.

His definition is: “ A collection of many individuals united into

-one body, under a special denomination, having perpetual succes

sion under an artificial form, and vested by the policy of the law

with the capacity of acting in several respects as an individual,

particularly of taking and granting property, of contracting

-obligations, and of suing and being sued, of enjoying privileges

and immunities in common, and of exercising a variety of politi

-cal rights more or less extensive according to the design of its

institution or the powers conferred upon it, either at the time ot

its creation or any subsequent period of its existence." 1 Kyd,

-Corp. 13. In brief, then, a corporation is a collection of many

individuals, united in one body under a specialdenomination, and

vested by the policy of the law with the capacity of acting in sev

-eral respects as an individual. “ The statement," says Mr. Mora

wetz, “that a corporation is an artificial person or entity apart

from its members, is merely a description, in figurative language,

of acorporation viewed as a collective body. A corporation is

really an association of persons, and no judicial dictum orlegisla

tive enactment can alter this fact.” See his work on Corpora

tions, § 227. So that the idea that a corporation may be a

separate entity, in the sense that it can act independently of the

natural persons composing it, or abstain from acting, where it is

their will that it shall, has no foundation in reason or authority,

is contrary to the fact, and to base an argument upon it, when

the question is as to whether a certain act was the act of the

Corporation or of its stockholders, cannot be decisive of the ques

tion, and is therefore illogical; for it may as likely lead to a false

as to a true result.

Now, so long as a proper use is made of the fiction that a corp

oration is an entity apart from its shareholders, it is harmless,

and, because convenient, should not be called in question; but

where it is urged to an end subversive of its policy, or such is the
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issue, the fiction must be ignored, and the question determined

whether the act in question, though done by shareholders,—that

is to say, by the persons uniting in one body,—was done simply

as individuals, and with respect to their individual interests as

shareholders, or was done ostensibly as such, but, as a matter of

fact, to control the corporation, and aflect the transaction of its

business, in the same manner as if the act had been clothed with

all the formalities of a corporate act. This must be so, because,

the stockholders having a dual capacity, and capable of acting in

cither, and a possible in/terest to conceal their character when

acting in their corporate capacity, the absence of the formal evi

dence of the character of the act cannot preclude judicial inquiry

on the subject. If it were otherwise, then in one department of

the law fraud would enjoy an immunity awarded to it in no other.

Therefore the real question we are now to determine is whether

it appears from the face of the pleadings, giving effect to all the

denials of fact contained in the answer, that the execution of the

agreement set forth in the petition should be imputed to the asso

ciation of persons constituting the Standard Oil Company of

Ohio, acting in their corporate capacity. The agreement pro

vides, in the first place, that the parties to it shall be divided into

three classes, the first class to embrace all the stockholders and

members of certain corporations and limited partnerships, the

defendant, the Standard Oil Company of Ohio, being one. It is

then covenanted by the parties that as soon as practicable a

corporation shall be formed in each of certain states, under the

laws thereof, (Ohio being one,) to mine for, produce, manufac

ture, refine, a.nd deal in petroleum and all its products, with the

proviso, however, that, instead of organizing a new corporation,

any existing one “ may be used for the purpose when it can

advantageously be done,” and in Ohio the defendant has been, so

used. In a subsequent part of the agreement nine trustees are

selected, their powers and duties are defined, and provision made

for the selection of their successors. As will hereafter appear, itis

made the duty of the parties to the agreement to transfer their

stocks or interests in their respective companies or firms to these

trustees who hold the same in trust, but with the power to vote

on the same as though the real owners; in consideration of which

trust certificates are issued to the owners, who, as the owners of

such certificates, elect the successors of the trustees. It is then

provided that all the property, assets, and business of the corpo

rations and limited partnerships embraced in the first class “shall

be transferred to and vested in the said several Standard Oil Com

panies.” And in order to accomplish this purpose it is provided

that “the directors and managers of each and all of the several

corporations and limited partnership mentioned in class first are
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hereby authorized and directed by the stockholders and members

thereof (all of them being parties to this agreement) to sell,

assign, transfer, convey and make over, for the consideration

hereinafter mentioned, to the Standard Oil Company or com

panies of the proper state or states, as soon as said corporations

are organized and ready to receive the same, all the property real

and personal, assets, and business of said corporations and

limited partnerships.”

Now, in the case of the defendant it will be observed, that this

contemplated, and could not have been accomplished, without cor

porate action. The Standard Oil Company of Ohio, was required

to transfer all its pggperty, assets, and business to a new com

pany, to be organized in the state;ai1d ‘this’ was to be accom

plished by the obligation imposed on its members and stock

holders, all of whom are parties to the agreement, to authorize

and require the directors and managers to make the transfer.

The property and assets of the corporation could only be trans

ferred by a corporate act, and the agreement could not, in this re

spect, be carried into effect, other than by such corporate act, and

clearly indicates that the purpose of the stockholders of the

defendant in becoming a party to it was to affect their property

and business a.s a corporation; in other words, was to act in their

corporate, and not in their individual capacity. The subsequent

agreement of January 4, 1882, does not materially change the

original agreement in this regard. Recitingthat “it is not deemed

expedient that all of the companies and associations should;

transfer their property to the said Standard Oil Companies atthe

present time,” and “that it is deemed advisable that adiscretion

ary power should be vested in the trustees as to when such trans

fer” should be made, it provides that, “until said trustees should

so decide, each of said companies shall remain in existence and

retain its property and business; and the trustees shall hold the

stock thereof in trust as in said agreement provided.” So that,

under the agreement as modified, the directors and managers of

the defendant may be required by its stockholders and members,

all ofwhom are parties to the agreement, to make the transfer of

the property and business of the defendant whenever the trustees

may,in their discretion, direct. The efiectiveness of this provis

ion to secure all intended by it may be better understood by

observing that “the directors and managers,” “the stock

holders and members,” and “the trustees” here mentioned are

substantially the same persons, occupying these different rela

tions at one and the same time. It signifies nothing that the

transfer hereprovided for has not, as respects the defendant, been

made. It does not change the evidence it aflbrds of the purpose
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and object of the members of the corporation in becoming parties

to the agreement.
Again, the agreement, as performed by the members of the

defendant, as effectually places the property and business of the

defendant under the control and management of the Standard Oil

‘Trust as if the same had been transferred as provided in the orig

inal agreement. It is averred in the petition, and not denied in

the answer, “that prior to the dates of the trust agreements

aforesaid defendant's capital stock consisted of 35,000 shares of

$100 each, and upon the signing of said agreements in the man

ner aforesaid 34-,993 shares of said stock, belonging to the per

sons who signed the agreements in manner above set forth, (in

what proportions, however, plaintiff is unable to state,) were

transferred, by defendants transferring oilicers upon defendant’s

stock-books, to the certain nine trustees who were appointed and

named in the first one of said trust agreements, upon the request

of the respective owners of said shares, and in pursuance of the

provisions of said trust agreements; the remaining seven of said

shares of stock being retained by or transferred to the directors of

defendant company. That at the time said transfer of stock was

made there were seven directors of defendant, and each one of the

seven held one share of the stock aforesaid, but the number of

said directors was thereafter reduced to five, who still hold and

vote said seven shares of stock, and no more. That in lieu of the

transfer of said 34,993 shares, as aforesaid, to the nine trustees

above mentioned, an equal amount, in par value, of certificates

of the Standard Oil Trust, which were provided for and described

in said trust agreements, was issued and delivered by said nine

trustees to the persons aforesaid, from whom said nine trustees

had received said 34,993 shares of stock in defendant company.

That the capital stock of said defendant company is still $3,500,

000, and the nine trustees before mentioned still hold and control

the 34,993 shares thereof which were transferred to them as

above stated.” So that all but seven of the 35,000 shares of the

defendant’s capital stock has been transferred by the owners, who

are parties to the agreement, to the trustees of the Standard Oil

Trust, and continue to be held in trust, as appears by the supple

mental agreement the transferrers receiving in lieu thereof trust

certificates equal at par value to the par value of the stock

received. The control which this gives and was intended to givé

over the business of the defendant appears from the following

provision contained in the trust agreement: “It shall be the

duty of said trustees to exercise general supervision over the

affairs of said several Standard Oil Companies, and as far as

practicable over the other companies or partnerships any portion

ofwhose stock is held in said trust. It shall be their duty, as
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stockholders of said companies, to elect as directors and oificers

thereof faithful and competent men. They may elect themselves

to such positions when they see fit so to do, and shall endeavor

to have the affairs of said companies managed and directed in the

manner they may deem most conducive to the best interests of

the holders of said trust certificates.” Thus the trustees, as the

legal owners of the stock, may not only elect who they please,

but may elect themselves, as directors of the\defendant; and not

only may manage, but it is th_eir duty to have “the affairs” of the

defendant managed and directed in the manner they may deem

most conducive to the best interests of the holders of the trust

certificates. In other words, it is to be managed in the interests

of the Standard Oil Trust, whose principal place of business is in

New York City, irrespective of what might be its duties to the

people of this state, from which it derives its corporate life; and

its real stockholders receive their dividends from the profits of

that trust, and not from the earnings of their company; for the

holders of the trust certificates received in exchange for their

stock transferred to the trustees remain, in law and in equity, the

real owners of the stock so transferred. And the averment in the

answer that the dividends of the company are paid to the holders

of its stock, “appearing as such on its stock-books,” is imma

terial, since these persons are not the owners, but the trustees, of

the stock. In fact, the averment is simply a part of the evidence

that the company, through its directors, recognizes and performs

the agreement on its part. The payment of its dividends to the

persons appearing as stockholders on its stock-books is what

enables the parties to the agreement to realize the primary object

of the trust agreement,—the accumulation of the earnings of the

various companies, partnerships, and individuals named in the

agreement, as a common fund, from which the holders of the trust

certificates are to be paid- dividends when declared by thetrustees,

and whereby many separate interests, being united under one

management, form a virtual monopoly, through the power

acquired, of so controlling the production and price of petroleum

and its products as to destroy competition.

Applying, then, the principle that a corporation is simply an

association of natural persons, united in one body under aspecial

denomination, and vested by the policy of the law with the capac

ity_of acting in several respects as an individual, and disregard

ing the mere fiction of a separate legal entity, since to regard it

[11 an inquiry like the one before us would be subversive of the

purpose for which it was invented, is there, upon an analysis of

the agreernent, room for doubt that the act of all the stock

holders, oflicers, and directors of the company in signing it should

be imputed to them as an act done in their capacity as acorpora
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tion? We think not, since thereby all the property and business

of the company is, and was intended to be, virtually transferred

to the Standard Oil Trust, and is controlled, through itstrustees,

as eflectually as if a formal transfer had been made by the direc

tors of the company. On a question of this kind, the fact must

constantly be kept in view that the metaphysical entity has no

thought or will of its own; that every act ascribed toit emanates

from and is the act of the individuals personated by it; and that

it can no more do an act, or refrain from doing it, contrary to the

will of these natural persons, than a house could be said to act

independently of the will of its owner; and, where an act is

ascribed to it, it must be understood to be the act of the persons

associated as a corporation, and, whether done in their capacity

as corporators or as individuals, must be determined by the

nature and tendency of the act. It therefore follows, as we think,

from the discussion we have given the subject, that where all, or

a majority, of the stockholders comprising a corporation do an

act which is designed to affect the property and business of the

company, and which, through the control their numbers give

them over the selection and conduct of the corporate agencies,

does affect the property and business of the company, in the same

manner as if it had been a formal resolution of its board of direc

tors, and the act so done is ultra vires of the corporation and

against public policy, and was done by them in their individual

capacity for the purpose of concealing their real purpose and

object, the act should be regarded as the act of the corporation;

and, to prevent the abuse of corporate power, may be challenged

as such by the state in a proceeding in quo warranto. * * * *

The defendant, as we have shown, in making and entering into

the trust agreements, exercised a power for which it had no

authority under the laws of this state, and is continuing to per

form the agreement on its part. In addition to a prayer for the

forfeiture of the defendant’s right to be a corporation, the state

prays for such other relief as to the court may seem just and

proper; and, in the opinion of the court, the defendant should be

ousted from the power to make and perform the agreement set

forth in the petition, or any part of it. And in this connection it

is proper to say that, in the judgment of the court, if the com

pany, through its directors or otherwise, should hereafter recog

nize the transfers of the shares that have been made on its stock

books to the trustees provided for it in the trust agreement, or

should hereafter make such transfers, or should pay dividends to

them instead of to the real owners ofthe shares, or should permit

such_ trustees to vote on shares so held bv them in the election ot

its directors, in every such case it must be regarded and held as

performing the agreement in violation of ‘the judgment of this
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court. Judgment ousting the defendant from the right to make

the agreement set forth in the petition, and of the power to per

form the same.

LIVERPOOL INSURANCE CO. V. MASSACHUSETTS.‘

SUPREME CoURT or THE UNITED STATES, 1870.

(10 Wall. 566)

The State of Massachusetts, claiming of the plaintifi' in

error a tax of four per cent. on the premiums received in

the course of its business in that State, obtained a decree

in her courts enjoining the company from further prosecu

tion of its business, until the taxes found to be due were

paid. The law of Massachusetts under which this tax was

assessed, enacts that “Each fire, marine, and fire and marine,

insurance company incorporated or associated under the laws

of any government or State other than one of the United States,

shall annually pay to the Treasurer of the Commonwealth a

tax of four per cent. upon all premiums charged or received on

contracts made in this Commonwealth forinsurance of property.”

The case is brought to this court on the ground that in its

application to the plaintiff in error, the Statute of Massachu

setts is in conflict with the provision of the Constitution which

confers on Congress the right to regulate commerce with foreign

nations and among the States, and with that which secures to

the citizens of each State all the privileges and immunities of

citizens in the several States.

Assuming that the plaintiff in error is not a corporation,

but is a partnership or association of individuals, some of which

are subjects of Great Britain, and others citizens of the State

of New York, it is argued that the rights of the former are

protected by the Treaty between the United States and Great

Britain, and the rights of the latter by section 2, article 4-, of

the Federal Constitution above referred to.

The company was originally formed by a “deed of settlement.”

This instrument, as far as it could be done without the aid

of Parliament, established a company under the name of The

Liverpool Life and Fire Insurance Company, with a capital of

‘See the decision of the euurt below in Oliver vs, The Liverpool and London Life and

Fire Insurance Co. 100 Mu.ss., 531.
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£2,000,000, which was divided into one hundred thousand ‘

shares of £20 each, and declared its purpose to be, making in

surance on life and against fire. These shares could be sold and

transferred, and executors and administrators represented them

in the company on the death of the owner. If, by the la\vs of

the association, a share became forfeited, the owner was released

from all further liability to the company. The business of the

company was to be conducted by a board of directors, exclu

sively, and they could make by-laws and change and modify

them. There was a covenant that suits might be brought by

or against the company in the names of one or more directors,

which should bind the stockholders, and that no stockholder

would plead in abatement the nonjoinder of the others; and it

was further covenanted that a judgment so obtained against a.

director might be made out of the property of any ofthe stock

holders. Numerous other provisions are found in the original

articles, which consisted of over a hundred sections, but only

those are referred to here which bear on the question we are

considering. There were also three subsequent deeds of settle

ment, and three Acts of Parliament were passed to give efli

ciency to the purposes of the association.

The first of these Acts provided that the association might

sue and be sued in the name of the chairman or deputy-chair

man of the board of directors; that the stockholders might

sue the company as plaintiffs, or be sued by it as defendants.

It regulated the manner in which the shareholders might be

made individually liable for the debts of the association; and

it declared that the Act should not be construed to incorporate

the company or relieve its members from their individual lia

bility, except as provided in the Act.

The second Act of Parliament changed the name of the com

pany to that which it now bears, and authorized it to make

contracts by the new name; and it also contained a provision

that the Act should not make the company a corporation;

and there was a third Act which authorized amalgamation with

another company, and which again provides against its being

construed into an Act of incorporation or a limited liability

partnership.

Mr. ]ustice Miller: The case of Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. 168,

decided that the business of insurance, as ordinarily conducted,

was not commerce, and that a corporation of one State, hav

mg an agency by which it conducted the business in another

State, was not engaged in commerce between the States.

It was also held in that case that a corporation was not 8.

citizen within the meaning of that clause of the Constitution

which declares that the citizens of each State shall be entitled
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to all the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several

States, and that a corporation created by a State could exercise

none of the functions or privileges conferred by its charter in

any other State of the Union, except by the comity and consent

of the latter.

These propositions dispose of the case before us, if plaintifi'

is a foreign corporation, and was, as such, conducting business

in the State of Massachusetts, and we proceed to inquire into

its character in this regard.

The institution now known as the Liverpool and London

Life and Fire Insurance Company, doing an immense business

in England and in this country, was first organized at Liverpool

by what is there called(a deed of settlement, and would here be

called articles of association.

It will be seen by reference to the powers of the associa

tion, as organized under the deed of settlement, legalized and

enlarged by the Acts of Parliament, that it possesses many, if

not all, the attributes generally found in corporations for pecu

niary profit which are deemed essential to their corporate

character.

1. It has a distinctive and artificial name by which it can

make contracts.

2. It has a statutory provision by which it can sue and be

sued in the name of one of its ofiicers as the representative of

the whole body, which is bound by the judgment rendered in

such suit. ,

3. It has provision for perpetual succession by the transfer

and transmission of the shares of its capital stock, whereby new

members are introduced in place of those who die or sell out.

4.-. Its existence as an entity apart from the shareholders is

recognized by the Act of Parliament which enables it to sue its

shareholders and be sued by them.

The subject of the powers, duties, rights and liabilities of

corporations, their essential nature and character, and their

relation to the business transactions of the community, have

undergone a change in this country within the last half century,

the importance of which can hardly be overestimated.

They have entered so extensively into the business of the

country, the most important part of which is carried on by

them, as banking companies, railroad companies, express com

panies, telegraph companies, insurance companies, etc., and the

demand for the use of corporate powers in combining_the

capital and the energy required to conduct these large operatlolls

1S so imperative, that both by statute, and by the tendency of the

courts to meet the requirements of these public necessities, the

law of corporations has been so modified, liberalized and enlarged,
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as to constitute a branch of jurisprudence with a code of its

own, due mainly to very recent times. To attempt, therefore,

to define a corporation, or limit its powers by the rules which

prevailed when they were rarely created for any other than

municipal purposes, and generally by royal charter, is impossible

in this country and at this time. '

Most of the States of the Union have general laws by which

persons associating themselves together, as the shareholders in

this company have done, become a corporation.

The banking business of the States of the Union is now con

ducted chiefly by corporations organized under a general law of

Congress, and it is believed that in all the States the articles of

association of this company would, if adopted with the usual

formalities, constitute it a corporation under their general laws,

or it would become so by such legislative ratification as is given

by the Acts of Parliament we have mentioned.

To this view it is objected that the association is nothing

but a partnership, because its members are liable individually

for the debts of the company. But however the law on this

subject may be held in England, it is quite certain that the prin

ciple of personal liability of the shareholders attaches to a very

large proportion of the corporations of this country, and it is

a principle which has warm advocates for its universal applica—

tion when the organization is for pecuniary gain.

So, also, it is said that the fact that there is no provision

either in the deed of settlement or the Act of Parliament for the

company suing or being sued in its artificial name forbids the

corporate idea. But we see no real distinction in this respect

between an Act of Parliament, which authorized suits in the

name of the Liverpool and London Fire and Life Insurance Com

pany, and that which authorized suit against that companyin the

name of its principal oflicer. If it can contract in the artificial

name and sue and be sued in the name of its oflicers on those con

tracts,it is in effect the same, for process would have to be served

on some such oflicer even if the suit were in the artificial name.

It it also urged that the several Acts of Parliament we have

mentioned expressly 'declare that they shall not be held to con

stitute the body a corporation.

But whatever may be theeffect of such declaration in the

courts of that country, it cannot alter the essential nature of

a corporation or prevent the pourts of another jurisdiction from
inquiring mto its true character, iwhenever that may come in

issue. It appears to have been the policv of the English law to

attach certain consequences to incorporated bodies, which rend

ered it desirable that such associations as these should not

become technically corporations. Among these, it would seem
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from the provisions of these Acts, is the exemption from indivi

dual liability of the shareholder for the contracts of the corpo

ration. Such local policy can have no place here in determining

whether an association, whose powers are ascertained and its

privileges conferred by law, is an incorporated body.

The question before us is, whether an association, such as

the one we are considering, in attempting to carry on its busi

ness in a manner which requires corporate powers under legis

lative sanction, can claim, in a jurisdiction foreign to the one

whichgave those powers, that it is only a partnership of indi

viduals.

We have no hesitation in holding that, as the law of cor

porations is understood in this country, the association is a.

corporation, and that the law of Massachusetts, which only per

mits it to exercise its corporate function int that State on the

condition of payment of a specific tax, is no violation of the

Federal Constitution or of any treaty protected by said Consti

tution.

judgment affirmed.

Mr. ]ustice Bradley, dissenting: \Vhilst I agree in the result

which thc court has reached, I differ from it on the question

whether the company is a corporation. I think it is one of

those special partnerships which are called joint stock companies,

well known in England for nearly a century, and cannot main

tain an action or be sued as a corporation in this country

without legislative aid. But as it is a company associated

under the laws of a foreign country, it comes within the scope

of the Massachusetts Statute, and cannot claim exemption from

its operation for the causes alleged in that behalf. It could not

have been the intent of the Treaty of 1815 to prevent the States

from imposing taxes or license laws upon either British corpo

rations or joint stock companies desiring to establish banking

or insurance business therein. And certainly these companies

cannot be exempted from such laws on the ground that citizens

of other States have chosen to take some of their shares.
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BUTTON v. HOFFMAN.’

SUPREME Connr or WISCOXSIN, 1884.

(61 Wis. 20.)

Nature of a Co1p0rat1'0n—TitIe of Property in Corporation

Corporation Sole.

Orton, ].: This is an action of replevin in which the title of the

plaintiff to the property was put in issue by the answer. In his

instructions to the jury the learned judge of the circuit court said:

“I think the testimony is that the plaintifl' had the title to the

property.” The evidence of the plaintiffs title was that the

property belonged to a corporation known as “The Hayden &

Smith Manufacturing Company," and that he purchased and be

came the sole owner of all of the capital stock of said corporation.

As the plaintiff in his testimony expressed it, “I bought all the

stock. I own all the stock now. I became the absolute owner of

the mill. It belonged at that time to the company, and I am the

company." There was no other evidence of the condition of the

-corporation at the time. Is this sufiicient evidence of the plain

tifi"s title? We think not. The learned counsel of the respond

ent in his brief says: “The property had formerly belonged to the

Hayden & Smith Manufacturing Company, but the respondent

had purchased and become the owner of all the stock of the eom

pany, and thus became its sole owner.”

From the very nature of a private business corporation, or, in

deed, of any corporation, the stockholders are not the private and

ioint owners of its property. The corporation is the real, though

artificial, person substituted for the natural persons who procured

its creation, and have pecuniary interests in it, in which all its

property is vested, and by which it is controlled, managed and

disposed of. It must purchase, hold, grant, sell, and convey the

corporate property, and do business, sue and be sued, plead and

be impleaded, for corporate purposes, by its corporate name. The

corporation must do its business in a certain way, and by its reg

ularly appointed ofiicers and agents, whose acts are those of the

corporation only as they are within the powers and purposes of

‘See Whcelock v. Mpnlton. 15 Vt. 519 (1843); Swift v. Smith, 65 Md. 4-28: Newton

Manufacturing Co.v. W bite, 4-2 Ga.148; Belona Co. v. Case, 3 Bland. -1-46; \\-'iiiona,etc.,

R. Co_. v. St. Paul, etc.. R. Co., 23 Minn 359; King v. Barnes, 109 N. Y. 267; Louisville

Banking Co. v. Eiscnman, Ky. Court of App., 1893,
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the corporation. In an ordinary copartnership the members of

it act as natural persons and as agents for each other, and with

unlimited liability. But not so with a corporation; its members,

as natural persons, are merged in the corporate identity. Ang.

& A. Corp. §§ 40, 46, 100, 591, 595. A share of the capital stock

of a corporation is defined to be a right to partake, according to

the amount subscribed, of the surplus profits obtained from the

use and disposal of the capital stock of the companyto those pur

poses for which the company is constituted. Id. § 557. The cor

poration is the trustee for the management of the property, and

the stockholders are the mere cestui que trust. Gray v. Portland

Bank, 3 Mass. 365; Eidman v. Bowman, 4 Amer. Corp. Cas.

350. '

/ The right of alienation or assignment of the property is in the

corporation alone, and this right is not affected by making the

stockholders individually liable for the corporate debts. Ang. &

A. Corp. § 191; Pope v. Brandon, 2 Stew. (Ala.) 401; Wliitwell

v. Warner, 20 Vt. 444. The property of the corporation is the

mere instrument wherebythe stock is made to produce the profits,

which are the dividends to be declared from time to time by cor

porate authority for the benefit of the stockholders, while the

property itself, which produces them, continues to belong to the

corporation. Bradley v. Holdswortlz, 3 Mees. & W. 422; Wal

tbam Bank v. Waltliam, 10 Metc. 334; Tippets v. Walker, 4

Mass. 595. The corporation holds its property only for the pur

poses for which it was permitted to acquire it, and even the cor

poration cannot divert it from such use, and a shareholder has no

right to it, or the profits arising therefrom, until a lawful division

is made by the directors or other proper officers of the corpora-,

tion, or byjudicial determination. Ang. & A. Corp. §§ 160, 190,

557; Hyatt v. Allen, 4 Amer. Corp. Cas. 624. A conveyance of

all the capital stock to a purchaser gives to such purchaser only

an equitable interest in the property to carry on business under

the act of incorporation and in the corporate name, and the cor

poration is still the legal owner of the same. Wilde v.]enk1'ns, 4

Paige, 481. A legal distribution of the property after a dissolu

tion of the corporation and settlement of its affairs, is the incep

tion of any title of a stockholder to it, although he be the sole

stockholder. Ang. & A. Corp. § 779a.

These general principles sufiiciently establish the doctrine that

the owner of all the capital stock of a corporation does not, there

fore, own its property, or any of it, and does not himself become

the corporation, as a natural person, to own its property, and do

its business in his own name. While the corporation exists he is a

mere stockholder of it, and nothing else. The consequences of a

violation of these principles would be that the stockholders would
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be the private and joint owners of the corporate property, and

they could assume the powers of the corporation, and supersede

its functions in its use and disposition for their own benefit with

out personal liability, and thus destroy the corporation, termi

nate its business, and defraud its creditors. The stockholders

would be the owners of the property, and, at the same time, it

would belong to the corporation. One stockholder owning the

whole capital stock could, of course, do what several stockhold

ers could lawfully do. It is said in City of Utica v. Churchill, 33

N. Y. 161, “the interest of a stockholder is of a collateral nature,

and is not the interest of an owner;” and in Hyatt v. Allen, su

pra, that “ a shareholder in a corporation has no legal title to its

property or profits until a division is made.” In Winona

& St. P. Railroad C0. v. St. Paul S. C. Railroad Co.,

23 Minn. 359, it is held that the corporation is still the

absolute owner, and vested with the legal title of the property,

and the real party in interest, although another party has become

the owner of the sole beneficial interest in its rights, property, and

immunities. In Baldwin v. Canfield, 26 Minn. 43, S. C. 1 N. W.

REP. 261, it was held that the sole owner of the stock did not

o\vn the land of the corporation so as to convey the same. In

Bartlett v. Briclrett, 14 Allen (Mass.), 62, an action of replevin

was brought by A., B., and C., as the “trustees of the Ministerial

Fund in the North Parish in Haverhill,” which was the corporate

name. In portions of the writ the plaintiffs were referred to as

“the said trustees” and “the said plaintiffs.” In the bond, “A.,

B., and C., trustees as aforesaid,” became bound, and the ofiicer,

in his return, certified that he had taken a bond “from the within

named A., B., and C.,” and the property was receipted by “A.,

B., and C., plaintiffs.” It was held that the action was not by

the corporation, as it should have been, and judgment was ren

dered for the defendant. It is said in Van Allen v. Assessors, 3

Wall. 584, “the corporation is the legal owner of all the property

of the bank, both real and personal.” In Wilde v. jenlrins, supra,

where a copartnership boughtgall the property and eflects, to

gether with the franchises, off a.,_'ciorporation, and elected them

selves trustees of the corporation, it was held that the corpora

t1on was not dissolved, and that the legal title to the real and

personal property was still in the corporation for their benefit.

In Mickles v. Bank, 11 Paige, 118, it was held that, although a

corporation was deemed to have surrendered its charter for non

user, it was not dissolved, and would not until its dissolution

was judicially declared, and that until then its property could be

taken and sold by its judgment creditors. In Bennett v.Amer1can

Art Union, 5 Sandf. Super. Ct. 614, it was held that, "as a gen

eral rule, the whole title, legal and equitable (to its property), is

'.-Ii _
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vested in the corporation itself,” and that the individual members

have no other or greater interest in it than is expressly given to

them by the charter, and the prayer of the complainant, as a share

holder in the art union, for an injunction against a certain dispo

sition of its property, was denied, because it had no interest in it.

See, also, Goodwin v. Hardy, 57 Me. 143.

It is true that none of the above cases are precisely parallel with

the present case in facts, but they are suificiently analogous to be

authority upon the principle that the plaintiff, as the sole stock

holder ofthe corporation, is not the legal owner of its property.

He may have an equitable interest in it, but in this action he must

show a legal title to the property in himself in order to recover,

and he has shown that such title is in another person. Timp v.

Dockham, 32 Wis. 146; Sensenbrenner v. Mathews, 48 Wis. 250;

S. C. 3 N. W. REP. 599. In analogy to the above principle it was

held in Murphy v. Hanralzan, 50 Wis. 485, S. C. 7 N. W. REP.

436, that the sole heirs of an estate did not have such a legal title

to a. promissory note given to their father as would entitle them

to sue the maker upon it, because the title to it was inthe admin

istrator, and they could obtain the title only by administration

and distribution according to law. The heirs in that case cer

tainly had as much equitable interest in that note as this plaintiff

has in_ tl1e property in controversy. The want of title to the prop

erty being fatal to the plaintiffs recovery in the action between.

the presentparties, other alleged errors will not be considered.

Thejudgment of the circuit court is reversed, and the cause re

manded for a new trial.
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272 _ FRANKLIN BRIDGE co v. woon.

CHAPTER II.

THE CREATION or CORPORATIONS.

FRANKLIN BRIDGE CO. V. WOOD.

SUPREME Comvr o1=‘ GEORGIA, 1853.

(14 Ga. so.)

This was an action on a subscription to stock. The defendant

claimed that the plaintiif was not legally incorporated, and that

the act of the legislature prescribing the mode of incorporating

certain corporations was unconstitutional.

Lumpkin, 1.: Is the act of 1843 and that of 184-5, amenda

tory thereof, pointing out the manner of creating certain corpor

ations and defining their rights, privileges, and liabilities, uncon

stitutional?

By the first section of the Act of 184.-3, it is provided “That

when the persons interested shall desire to have any church,

campground, manufacturing company, trading company, 16¢

company, fire company, theatre company, or hotel companyi

bridge company, and ferry company, incorporated, they

shall petition in writing the superior or inferior court of

the county where such association may have been formed,

or may desire to transact business for that purpose, set

ting forth the object of their association, and the privilege

they desire to exercise, together with the name and style

by which they desire to be incorporated; and said court

shall pass a rule or order directing said petition to be entered of

record on the minutes of said court.” »

Section 2 enacts “That when suchrule or order is passed, and

said petition is entered of record, the said companies or associa

tions shall have power respectively, under and by the name

designated in their petition, to have and use a common seal; to

contract and be contracted with; to sue and be sued; to ans

wer and be answered unto in any court of law or equity; t°

appoint such oflicers as they may deem necessary; and to makfi

such rules and regulations as they may think proper for their

own government; not contrary to the laws of this state; but

shall make no contracts or purchase or hold any property of any

kind, except such as may be absolutely necessary to carry i11'¢0

effect the object of their incorporation. Nothingherein contained
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shall be so construed as to confer banking or insurance privileges

on any company or association herein enumerated; and the

individual members of such manufacturing, trading, theatre, ice,

and hotel companies, shall be bound for the punctual payment of

all the contracts of said companies, as in case of partnership.”

The third section declares that “No company or association

shall be incorporated under this act, for a longer period than

fourteen years; but the same may be renewed whenever neces

sary, according to the provisions of the first section of this act.”

The fourth section confers upon the superior and inferior courts

respectively, the power to change the names of individuals.

Section fifth. “For entering any of said petitions and orders,

and furnishing a certified copy thereof, the clerk shall be entitled

to a fee of five dollars; except in cases of applications by indi

viduals for the change of names,—-in which case, the clerk of said

court shall be entitled to the fee of one dollar. And that such

-certified copy shall be evidence of the matters therein stated in

any court of law and equity in this state.” Cobb’s Digest, 542,

543.

By the act of 184.-5 the provisions of the act of 184.-8 are

extended to all associations and companies whatever, except

banks and insurance companies; and the individual members of

all such incorporations are made personally liable for all the

contracts of said associations or companies. Ibid.

The argument against the validity of the charter of the Frank

lin Bridge Company, created under these statues, is this :—

1. That in England corporations are created and exist by pre

scription, by Royal Charter, and by act of Parliament. With us

they are created by authority of the Legislature, and not other

wise. That to establish a corporation is to enact a law ; and

that no power but the legislative body can do this.

2. That legislative power is vested under our Constitution, in

the General Assembly, to consist of a Senate and House of Rep

resentatives, to be elected at stated periods by the citizens of the

respective counties.

3. And thatthe General Assembly is bound to exercise the power

of making laws thus conferred upon them by the people in the pri

mordial compact, in the mode therein prescribed, and in none

other; and that a lawmade in any other mode is unconstitutional

and void. That the legislature is but the agent of their constitu

-ents ; and that they cannot transfer authority delegated to them to

any other body, corporate or otherwise,—not even to the judici

ary, a co-ordinate department of the government, unless expressly

empowered by the Constitution to do so. That to do this would

be to violate one of the fundamental maxims of jurisprudence as

well as of political science, namely, delegata potestas non potest
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delegari. That to do this would not only be to disregard the»

constitutional inhibition which is binding upon the representa

tive, but by shifting responsibility introduce innovations upon

our system, which would result in the overthrow and ultimate

destruction of our political fabric.
The constitutional inquiry thus presented is an exceedingly

grave one, It reaches far beyond the case made in the bill of

exceptions, and extends to the whole range of topics which fall

unde legislative cognizance. In the view we take however of the

statiifies before us, no such proposition as that which has been

discussed is presented for our adjudication. And we rejoice that

it is so, not only on account of the delicacy of the task, in pro

nouncing an act of legislature unconstitutional and void,-— one

which is never justifiable unless the case is clear and free from

doubt; and even then one might almost be forgiven for shrink

ing from the performance of a duty which would be productive

of such incalculable mischief and confusion. Bridges have been

built at a heavy expense; manufacturing and innumerable other

associations have been formed in Georgia. and are in full opera

tion, under charters incorporated under this law. And inview of

the consequences any court might hesitate, unless the repugnance

between the statute and the constitution was so palpable as to

admit of no doubt, and produce a settled conviction of their

incompatibility with each other.

4. It was formerly asserted that in England the act of incor

poration must be the immediate act of the king himself, and that.

he could not grant a license to another to create a corporation

10 Reports, 27. But Messrs. Angell and Amcs, in their Treatise

on Corporations, state that the law has since been settled to the

contrary; and that the king may not only grant a license to a

subject to erect a particular corporation, but give a general

power by charter to erect corporations indefinitely, on the princi

ple that qiii Tacit per alium facit per se; that the persons to

whom the power is delegated of establishing corporations, are

only an instrument in the hands of the government. 1 Kyd, 50;

1 Black. Com.; Ang, 8; Am_ 63_
Before the revolution charters of incorporation were granted‘

by the proprietaries of Pennsylvaniaunder a derivative authority

from the Crown; and those charters have since been recognized

as valid. 3 Wilson's Lectures, 409. A similiar power has been

delegated by the Legislature of Pennsylvania with regard 1:0

churches. 7 S. & R. 517. The acts of the instrument in these

cases become the acts of the mover, under the familiar maxim

above mentioned. See also 1 Mo. R. 5.
5. Our opinion is that no legislative power is delegated to the

courts by the acts under consideration. There is simply a mi11iS-
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tcrial act to be performed,—no discretion is given the courts.

The duty of passingthe rule or order directing the petition of the

corporators to be entered of record on the minutes of the court,

setting forth to the public the object of the association and the

privilege they desire to exercise, together with the name and

style by which they are to be called and known, is made obliga

tory upon the courts; and should they refuse to discharge it, a

mandamus would lie to coerce them. It is true the legislature

has seen fit to use the courts for the purpose of giving legal form

to these companies. But it might have been done in any other

way. Under the Free Banking Law of 1838, instead of petition

ing the court, and having the order passed and entered upon i_ts_

minutes, the certificate specifying the name of the association, its

place of doing business, the amount of its capital stock, the

names and residence of the shareholders, and the time for which

the company was organized, is required merely to be proven and

acknowledged, and recorded in the oflice of the clerk of the

superior court, where any office of the association is established,.

and a copy filed with the Comptroller General. Cobb’s Digest,.

107, 108.

And so under the act-of 1847, authorizing the citizens of this‘

state, and such others as they may associate with them, to prose

cute the business of manufacturing with corporate powers and

privileges. The persons who propose to embark in that branch

of business are required to draw up a declaration specifying the

objects of their association and the particular branch of business

the intend carrying on, together with the name by which they

w' be known as a corporation, and the amount of capital to be

~oyed by them; which declaration is required to be first

' orded in the clerk’s office of the superior court of the county

here such corporation is located, and published once a week for"

two months in the two nearest gazettes; which being done, it is.

declared the said association shall become a body corporate and

politic, and known as such, without being specially pleaded, in

all courts of law and equity in this state, to be governed by the

provisions and be subject to the liabilities therein specified.

Cobb’s Digest, 4-89, 440.

In these two instances, and others which might be cited, the

legislature have dispensed with the action of the courts, or of

any other agency, to carry out their enactments with regard to

the various associations which have become the usual and favor

ite mode of conducting the industrial pursuits of the civilized

world in modern times.

All these Statues were complete as laws when they came from

the hands of the legislature, and did not depend for their force

and eflicacy upon the action or will of any other power. It is
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true that they could only take effect upon the happening of some

event, such as the filing the petition or declaration, and givingpub

licity to the purpose of the association in the mode prescribed by

the act. But if this were a good reason for regarding these

statutes as invalid, then how few corporations could abide the

test! For it requires the acceptance of the charter to create a

corporate body; for the government cannot compel persons to

become an incorporate body without their consent. And this

consent, either express or implied, is generally subsequent in

point of time to the creation of the charter. And yet, no charter

that we are aware of has been adjudged invalid, because the law

creating it and previously defining its powers, rights, capacities,

and liabilities, did not take effect until the acceptance of the cor

porate body, or at least a majority of them, was signified.

The result therefore of our deliberation upon this case, is that

the Acts of 1843 and 1845, vesting in all associations, except for

banking and insurance, the power of self-incorporation, do not

impugn the constitution, and that the charter of the Franklin

Bridge Company and all others created under them, and in con

formity to their provisions, are legal and valid. With the policy

of these statues we have nothing to do. The province of this and

all other courts isjus dicere, not jus dare. judgnient reversed

ii

STATE V. DAWSON.

SUPREME Comm: or INDIANA, 1861.

(16 Ind. 40.)

Acceptancc of Charter.

Perkins, ]'.: Information against _the defendants, charging that

they are pretending to be a corporation, and to act as such»

when they are not a corporation. It charges that in januaryi

1849, the legislature of the state of Indiana enacted a speCifl1

charter of incorporation, (which is set out at length) for a rail

road from Fort Wayne, Indiana, to Jeffersonville, to be called

the Fort Wayne and Southern Railroad; that the persons named

in the charter as directors did not accept said charter till ]une 2,

1852, when they did meedt and accept the same and organize

under it. It is alleged that the defendants are assuming to act

under said charter, never having organized under any 011161’

The _court below sustained a demurrer to the information; thus

holding the defendants to be a legal corporation.
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The present constitution of Indiana took effect on November 1,

1851. It contains these provisions :

“ All laws now in force and not inconsistent with this Constitu

tion, shall remain in force, until they shall expire or be repealed.”

Sched. (1 subscc.) of Const.

“Corporations, other than banking, shall not be created by

special act, but may be formed under general laws.” Art. II.

§ 13.

“All acts of incorporation for municipal purposes shall con

tinue in force under this Constitution, until such time as the Gen

eral Assembly shall, in its discretion, modify or repeal the same.”

Sched. supra, subsec. 4.

The charter for the Fort Wayne and Southern Railroad was

not a charter for municipal purposes, and hence was not specially

continued in existence. Art. II. § 13, above quoted, prohibits

the creation of a corporation by special act or charter, that is,

as we construe the prohibition, through, or by virtue of, such

special act or charter, after November 1, 1851. The policy that

induced the prohibition, as well as its literal import, demands

this construction. It is necessary for us to ascertain, then, when

the defendants, if ever, were created a corporation. The simple

enactment of the charter for the corporation, by the legislature,

did not create the corporation. It required one act on the part

of the persons named in the charter to do that, viz.: acceptance

of the charter enacted.

Says Grant, in his work on Corporations, vide p. 13, “Nor

can a charter be forced on any body of persons who do not choose.

to accept it.” And again, at page 18, he says, “The funda

mental rule is this: No charter of incorporation is of any efi°ect.

until it is accepted by a majority of the grantees, or persons who

are to be the corporators under it. Bagg’s Case, 2 Brownl. 8:

G. 100; s. c. 1 Roll. Rep. 224; Dr. Askew’s Case, 4 Burr. 2200;

Rutter v. Chapman, 8 M & W. 25; per WiImont,]., Rex v. Vice

Chancellor of Cambridge, 3 Burr. 1661. This is analogous to

the general rule that a man cannot be obliged to accept the grant

or devise of an estate. Townson v. Ticlcell, 3 B. & Ald. 31.”

See, also, Ang. & Am. § 83, where it is said if a cl1arter is granted

to those who did not apply for it, the grant is said to be in fieri till

acceptance. We need not inquire whether this rule extends to muni

cipal corporations in this country. As to what may constitute

an acceptance we are not here called on to decide, as the informa

tion expressly shows that there was none in this case till June,

1852, which fact is admitted by the demurrer.

The grant of the charter in question, then, to those who had

not applied for it, was but an ofler, on the part of the state; a.

consent that the persons named in the charter might b6¢0m¢ 8
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corporation, might be created such an artificial being, by accept

ing the charter offered. But an offer, till accepted, may be with

-drawn. In this case, the offer made by the state, in 184.-9, was

withdrawn by the state, November 1, 1851, by then declaring

that no corporation, after that date, should be created except

pursuant to regulations which she, in future, through her legis

lature would prescribe. f

This pretended corporation, then, was not created before

November 1, 1851, and it could be created afterward only by the

iconcurent consent of the state and the corporators. But at that

-date, the constitution prohibited both the state and corpora

tors from giving consent to such a corporation, to wit: one

-coming into existence through a special charter; and hence neces

sarily prohibited the creationthereof. This decision accords with

that of the supreme court of the United States in Aspinwall v.

Daviess County, 22 How. 364; where it was held that the

new constitution prohibited a subscription of stock to the Ohio

.-and Mississippi Railroad Company, authorized by the charter of

the corporation, granted under the former constitution, and

actually voted by the people of the county under that constitu

tion.

Whether, as a matter of fact, the charter in this case was

accepted under the old constitution, must be determined on a

trial of the cause below.

Had the provision in our constitution, like that on this subject

in the constitution of Ohio, ordained that the legislature should

“pass no special act conferring corporate powers,” the restraint

would clearly have been imposed alone upon future legislative

action; but, in our constitution, the restraint is plainly imposed

upon the creation, the organization, of the corporation itself.

See The State v. Roosa, 11 Ohio St. 16.

PER CURIAM.—Tl‘l€ judgment is reversed, with costs. Cause

remanded for further proceedings in accordance with this opinion.
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CHAPTER III.

DE FACTO AND IRREGULARLY ORGANIZED CORPORATIONS.

FINNEGAN V. KNIGHTS OF LABOR BUILDING ASSOCIA

TION.

SUPREME COURT or Mmmssora, 1893.

(53 N. W. Rep. 1150-)

De Facto Co orations.
"P

Gilfillan, C. _I.: Eight persons signed, acknowledged, and

caused to be filed and recorded in the ofiice of the city clerk in

Minneapolis, articles assuming and purporting to form, under

Laws 1870, c. 29, a corporation, for the purpose, as specified in

them, of “buying, owning, improving, selling and leasing, of

lands, tenements, and hereditaments, real, personal, and mixed

estates and property, including the construction and leasing of a

building in the city of Minneapolis, Minn., as a hall to aid and

carry out the general purposes of the organization known as the

“Knights of Labor." The association received subscriptions to

its capital stock, elected directors and a board of managers,

adopted by-la\vs, bought a lot, erected a building on it, and,

when completed, rented different parts of it to different parties.

The plaintiff furnished plumbing for the building during its con

struction amounting to $599.50, for which he brings this action

against several subscribers to the stock, as copartners doing

business underthe firm name of the " Kof L. Building Association.”

The theory upon which the action is brought is that, the associ

ation ha'ving failed to become a corporation, it is in law a part

Eership, and the members liable as partners for the debts incurred

y 1t.

It is claimed that the association was not an incorporation

_because—First, the act under which it attempted to become

incorporated, to wit, Laws 1870, c. 29, is void, because its sub

_]ect is not properly expressed in the title; second, the act does

not authorize the formation of corporations for the purpose or

to transact the business stated in the articles; third, the place

where the business was to be carried on was not distinctly stated

in the articles, and they had, perhaps, some other minor defects.
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It is unnecessary to consider whether this was a de jure cor

poration, so that it could defend against a quo warranto, or an

action in the nature of quo warranto, in behalf of the state; for,

although an association may not be able to justify itself when

called on by the state to show by what authority it assumes to

be, and act as, acorporation, it may be so far a corporation

that, for reasons of public policy, no one but the state will be

permitted to call in question the lawfulness of its organization.

Such is what is termed a corporation de fact0,—that is, acor

poration from the fact of its acting as such, though not in law

or of right a corporation. What is essential to constitute a body

of men a de facto corporation is stated by SELDEN, ]., in Meth

odist, etc., Church v. Pickett, 19 N. Y. 482, as “ (1) the existence

of a charter or some law under which a corporation with the

powers assumed might lawfully be created; and (2) a user by

the party to the suit of the rights claimed to be conferred by

such charter or law.” This statement was apparently adopted

by this court in East Norway Church v. Froislie, 37 Minn. 4-47,

35 N. W. Rep. 260; but, as it leaves out of account any attempt

to organize under the charter or law, we think the statement of

what is essential defective. The definition in Taylor on Private

Corporations (page 145) is more nearly accurate; “When a

body of men are acting as a corporation, under color of apparent

organization, in pursuance of some charter or enabling act,

their authority to act as a corporation cannot be questioned

collaterally.” To give to a body of men assuming to act as a

corporation, where there has been no attempt to comply with

the provisions of any law authorizing them to become such, the

status of a de facto corporation might open the door to frauds

upon the public. It would certainly be impolitic to permit a

number of men to have the status of a corporation to any extent

merely because there is a law under which they might have

become incorporated, and they have agreed among themselves to

a_ct_, and they have acted, as a corporation. That was the con

dition 111.]i0l1I1SO11 v. Corser, 34 Minn. 355, 25 N. W. Rep. 799,

in which it_ was held that what had been done was ineffectual to

limit the individual liability of the associates. Thev had not

gone far_enough to become a dc facto corporation. “They had

merely S1gned_articles, but had not attempted to give them

publlcity by filing for record, which the statute required. “ C0101‘

Of apparent organization under some charter or enabling act”

does not mean that there shall have been a full compliance with

What the_law1'e(l\111‘6S to be done, nor a substantial compliance. A

substantial compliance will make a corporation de jure. But

there must be an apparent attempt to perfect an organization

under the law. There being such apparent attempt to perfect an
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organization, the failure as to some substantial requirement will

prevent the body being a corporation de jure; but, if there be

user pursuant to such attempted organization, it will not pre

vent it being a corporation defacto.

The title to chapter 29 is “An act in relation to the formation

of co-operative associations.” Appellant’s counsel argues that

the body of the act does not contain a single element of “co-oper

ation," as that term is generally understood. But how it is

generally understood he does not inform us. In a broad sense,

all associations, whether corporations or partnerships, are

co-operative, for all the members, either by their labor or capital,

or both, co-operate to acommon purpose. There is undoubtedly,

in popular use of the terms, amore limited sense, though the

precise limits are not well defined. There is no legal, as dis

tinguishable from their popular, signification. In the Century

Dictionary the term “co-operative society ” is defined, “A union of

individuals, commonly laborers or small capitalists, formed

* * ' for the prosecution in common of aproductive enter

prise, the profits being shared in accordance with the amount of

capital or labor contributed by each member.” Taking the dis

tinctive feature of a co-operative society to be that it is

made up of laborers or small capitalists, it is manifest that

the chapter intends to deal with just that sort of associa

tions. Not only does it contemplate that the operations of the

corporations shall be local, but the capital stock is limited to

$50,000, the stock which one member may hold to $1,000. No

one can become a shareholder without the consent of the man

agers, and no one is entitled to n1ore than one vote. The pro

visions in the body of the act are in accord with the title, and it

is therefore not open to the objection made against it. The pur

poses for ‘which, under the act, corporations may be formed, are

“of trade, or of carrying on any lawful mechanical, manufac

turing, or agricultural business.” The main purpose of the act

pose of giving employment to such capital or labor and skill, the

language expressing the purposes for which such corporations

may be formed ought not to be narrowly construed. Giving a

reasonably liberal meaning to the word “trade" in the act, it

would include the buying and selling of real estate, and, upon a

similar construction the word “mechanical” would include the

erection of buildings. The doing of the mason, or brick, or

carpenter, or any other work upon a. building is certainly

mechanical. There can be little question that corporations

might be formed to do either of those kinds of work on buildings,

and, that being so, there is no reason why they may not be

~T* _ i*~
 

being to enable men of small capital, or of no capital but their

,» labor and their skill in trades, to form corporations, for the pur
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formed to do all of them. There is no reason to claim that such

a corporation must do its work as a contractor for some other

person. It may do itfor itself, and, as the act authorizes the cor

poration to “take, hold, and convey such real and personal

-estate as is necessary for the purposes of its organization,” it may,

instead of working for others as a contractor, make its profit by

buying real estate, erecting buildings on it, and either selling or

holding them for leasing. The omission to state distinctly

in the articles the place within which the business is to be carried

on, though that might be essential to make it a dejure corpor

ation, would not prevent it becoming one dc facto. The founda

tion for a de facto corporation having been laid by the attempt

to organize under the law, the user shown was suflicient. ]udg

ment affirmed.

FOSTER V. MOULTON.

SUPREME Counr OF Mii~mEso'rii, 1886.

(85 Minn. 458.)

De Facto Corporation.

Berry. ]. The complaint in this action sets out what pur

port to be the articles of incorporation of a mutual benefit asso

ciation, _which appears to have been intended to be a sort of

mutual insurance company, and alleges that said articles were

duly executed by defendants, and duly recorded with the register

of deeds and secretary of state; that one McCarty became a.

member of the association, paid his dues and received a certi

ficate of membership; that he sustained bodily injury entitling

him, as such member, to pecuniary benefit; that the amount due

him under the terms of his membership has not been paid; and

that he has duly assigned his right to such benefit to the plaintifif.

The association did not comply with the statute so as to be

come an insurance corporation dejure. The appellant (one of the

defendants) contends that it was duly incorporated as a benevol

ent s_oc_iety under Gen. St. 1878, c. 34, title 3. This cannot be so,

for it 1S no more a benevolent society than any mutual insur

311°? company. or other mutual company, or any partnership of

which one member undertakes to do something for the pecuniary

advantage of another member, in consideration of the undertak

ing of the latter to do a like thing for him. The undertaking is
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not in a proper sense benevolent, but it is for a quidpro quo; it

is paid for. People v. Nelson, 46 N. Y. 4-77. The association in

volved in the case at bar is, in substance, for purposes of mutual

insurance. State v. Merchants’ Exclz. Mut. Ben. Soc., 72 Mo.

146; State v. Benefit Ass’n., 6 Mo. App. 163; Com. v. Wetherbee,

105 Mass. 14.-9; May, Ins. § 55021.

But notwithstanding it is not a corporation dejure, we think

it must, at least, as between its members, be regarded as a cor

poration de facto. It is manifest that the understanding between

the members, and the basis upon which certificates of member

-ship were issued, was that the association was a corporation in

fact as it was in form. Morawetz, Priv. Corp. § 139. It never

-could have been inten ted or expected that the members of the as

sociation, whether original founders,—members like defendants,—

or those who should become members by joining at any time,

should or would be liable as individuals, either jointly or sever

ally, to any particular member who should, by virtue of and

under the terms of his membership, become entitled to pecuniary

relief or benefit. On the contrary, the intention and the real con

tract was that the association, as a corporation in the contemp

lation of the parties, 1'. e., the members, should be liable, and the

association only. In such a state of facts, though the association

is not a corporation de jure, and perhaps not for every purpose a

corporation dc fact0,it is, as betweenthe members themselves,to be

treated as a corporation de facto,(for thatis the way in which the

» contract ofthe parties treats it;) and the right ofa member to pecun

nary benefit from the association by virtue of his membership must

stand upon the basis that it is a corporation de facto. Being pre

sumed to know the significance of his membership, its rights and

liabilities, (Coles v. Iowa State Mat. Ins. Co., 18 Iowa, -1.-25,) he

is estopped to take any other position. This is not only intrinsic

ally just and fair, but it is in accordance with the principles of

the authorities. Morawetz, Priv. Corp. §§ 131, 132, 134-137;

Buffalo & /-1. R. Co. v. Cary, 26 N. Y. 75, followed in 57, 64-, 67,

N. Y., and 95 U. S.; White v. Ross, 4.- Abb. Dec. 589; Aspinwall v.

Sacchi, 57 N. Y. 331; Eaton v. Aspinwall, 19 N. Y. 119; Sands v.

Hill, 46 Barb. 651; Sanger v. Upton, 91 U. S. 56; Cbubb v. Up

ton, 95 U. S. 665. '

It is important to bear in mind that no fraud is alleged

against defendant; and. further, that this is acase in which a

member of the association is seeking relief by virtue of his mem

bership. If the action were between a purported or pretended

corporation, which was whollv unauthorized and invalid, and a

stranger, different rules and principles might, in some circum

stances, be involved.

The application of the foregoing views is that, the action hav
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ing been brought against defendants as individuals merely, the

general demurrer of the appellant, who was one of the defendant

members of the association, was erroneously overruled. The

overruling order is accordingly reversed.

RAILROAD COMPANY V. CARY.

NEW Yo1u<. COURT or APPEALS, 1862.

(26 N. Y. 75.)

De Facto Corp0ration—Estoppe1.

Masten, _]'.: The defendant contends that the plaintifi”s organ

ization is defective, because the aflidavit annexed to the articles"

of association does not contain the allegation required by the

statute, “that it is intended in good faith to construct or to

maintain and operate the road mentioned in the articles of asso

ciation,” and that it is not therefore acorporation. The articles

of association are in due form, and the afildavit annexed to them,

while it does not come up to the requirement of the statute in the

particular specified, is colorable. The articles and aflidavit were

filed and recorded in the ofiice of the secretary of state; the

capital stock was subscribed and partly paid in; the route of the

road was surveyed and located; the right of way obtained: a

contract for the construction of the whole road entered into, and

liabilities incurred which have not been satisfied. This was suf

ficient to constitute the plaintiff a corporation de facto, so that

neither it nor its stockholders can object that it is not strictly a

corporation dejure.

I am of the opinion that, under this and similar general acts

for the formation of corporations, if the papers filed, by which the

corporation is sought to be created, are colorable, but so defec

tive that, in a proceeding on the part of the state against it, it

would for_that reason be dissolved, yet by acts of user under such

an organization it becomes a corporation de facto, and no

advantage can be taken of such defect in its constitution, col-

laterally, by any person.

Any other rule, it seems to me, must be fraught with serious

consequences and great public mischief. Most of the persons who

subscribe in good faith for the stock do not examine to see

whether all the requirements of the statute in the organization of

the corporation have been complied with ; and if they did examine»

t
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would not probably discover a defect like the one now pointed

out. The stock is sold in market from hand to hand without any

such examination. The corporation may carry on its business

for years, and its stock have entirely changed hands, when its

property may be destroyed by a trespasser, and in an action

against him in the name of the corporation, his only defence,

“you are not legally a corporation by reason of a defect in your

constitution,” would (upon the doctrine contended for by the

defendant) be successful. The doctrine of estoppel could not be

applied in that case, as it has been in some cases, to counteract

an erroneous decision upon the question now before me.

I am aware that there are decisions in the supreme court, begin

ning with The First Baptist Society v. Rapalce, 16 Wend. 605,

upon the point now presented to us, in conflict with the opinion

I have here expressed. Their error is, in not recognizing the dis

tinction between what is suflicient to constitute a corporation

dc facto and what is necessary to constitute one dejure, and how

and by whom a corporation dc facto may be shown not to be a

corporation dc jure. The state alone can take advantage of a

defect in the constitution of a corporation like the one in this

case. In its action it will be governed by public policy and con

siderations. And it has declared that it will not take advantage

of the defect in the plaintiff's constitution. I think the court of

appeals has settled the principle as I have stated it. Eaton v.

Aspinwall, 19 N. Y. 119.

HEASTON V. RAILROAD COMPANY.

SUPREME COURT 01-‘ INDIANA, 1861.

(16 ma. 215.)

De Facto Corporation-Estoppel.

Perkins, ].: The Cincinnati and Fort Wayne Railroad Com

pany sued David Heaston, on an alleged subscription to the

capital stock of said company, of $1,500. His subscription

appears to the original articles of organization, and a copy of

them is filed as the foundation of the action. The defendant

answered in sixteen paragraphs. To a part of those paragraphs

the plaintiff demurred; the court sustained the demurrer, the

defendant excepted, and the cause was continued. At a subse

quent term, the court permitted those demurrers to be with
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drawn, and others to be filed, argued and decided upon. ‘ *‘ *

A corporation may sue in this state, in its corporate name, and

need not aver in the complaint how it became a corporation, nor

that it is such. And a default, or answer in denial of the cause of

action, admits the capacity of the plaintiff to sue. Harris vs. The

Muskingum, &c., Co. 4 Blackf. 267 and cases cited; Hubbard
VS. Cliappel, 14 Ind. 601. I

But there may be an answer of nul tie] corporation, at the com

mencementof the suit. The cases supra; and Morgan vs. Law

renceburg,&c. 3 Ind. 285; Ind. Dig. p. 318. Such answer, it is

now settled in this state, is an answer in abatement, and must

therefore precede answers to the merits. ]ones vs. The Cincinnati,

&c. Co., 14 Ind. 89; McIntyre vs . Preston, 5 Gil. (Ill.) 48,

Phoenix, Bank &c. Curtiss, 14 Conn. 437. And upon the

trial of an issue of fact on such answer, or on a reply thereto,

the proof is limited to the question of the existence, de facto, of a

corporation, under an authority sanctioning such a corporation,

dejure. In other words, mere irregularities in organization can

not be shown collaterally, where there is no defect of power. The

Bank of Toledo vs. The International Bank, 21 N. Y. 542.

and the authorities supra. See the cases cited in Abb.

Pl. (N. Y.) p. 179; also Ewing vs. Robeson et .21., 15 Ind.

26. And where such answer denies the existence at the com

mencement of the suit, of a corporation which is shown to have

once existed, the answer should particularly set forth the man

ner in which the corporate powers ceased. Ind. Dig.§ 63, p. 319.

A faulty answer in this respect was erroneously held good in

lllorgan vs. Lawrenceburg, &c. 3I11d. supra.

We have asserted above, that the issue of nu! tie] corporation is
upon the existence of a dc faicto corporation, where one de jure

is authorized; and upon this fact rests the doctrine of estoppel to

deny the existence of a corporation, in certain cases. The estop

pel goes to the mere de facto organization, not to the question of

legal authority to make an organization. A de {Iacto corpora

tion that by regularity of organization might be one dejure, can

sue and be sued. And a person who contracts with such corpor

ation, while it is acting under its dc facto organization, who con

tracts with it as an organized corporation, is estopped, in a suit

on such contract, to deny its de facto organization at the date of

the contract; but this does not extend to the question of legal

power to organize. Hence, if an organization is completed where

there is no law, or an unconstitutional law, authorizing an

organization as a corporation, the doctrine of estoppel does not

apply. Harriman vs. Soutbam, 16 Ind. 190; Brown et a1 vs.

_K1'II1'an, 11 Ind. 449. See 15 id. 395. So, if the plaintiff suing

111 aname importing prima facia a corporation, in fact it is not
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assuming to act as a corporation, but only as a partnership, this

fact may be raised by an answer alleging want of parties in inter

est to the suit. Farnswortlz vs. Drake, 11 Ind. 101. See Brown

vs. Killian, (supra). The sixteenth paragraph of the answer

averred the non-performance of a condition precedent by the cor

poration, it having failed to tender to the defendant a certificate

of stock. The paragraph was bad. The New Albany Co. vs.

McCormick, 10 Ind. 499. * ' *

Considering the amount recovered in this case, the circum

stances attending the trial, the evidence given, and that which

was absent, and all the surroundings, we think the court should

have sustained the motion that was made for a new trial.

PER CURIAM :—The judgment is reversed, with costs. Cause

remanded, with leave to amend, &c.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE CHARTER.

LEGISLATIVE CONTROL UNDER Tl-IE CONSTITUTION.

TRUSTEES OF DARTMOUTH COLLEGE V. WOODWARD.'

SUPREME Comm‘ or THE UNITED STATES, 1819.

(4 Wheat. 517.)

Power of the Legislature Over Corporations.

Marshall, C. ].: This is an action of trover, brought by the

trustees of Dartmouth College against William H. Woodward, in

theState Court of New Hampshire, for the books of records, corp

orate seal, and other corporate property, to which the plaintiffs

allege themselves to be entitled. .
A special verdict, after setting out the rights of the parties, finds

for the defendant, if certain acts of the legislature of New Hamp

shire, passed on the 27th of ]une and on the 18th of December,

1816, be valid and binding on the trustees without their assent,

.and not repugnant to the constitution of theUnited States; other

wise, it finds for the plaintiffs.
The Superior Court ofJudicature of New Hampshire rendered a

judgment upon this verdict for the defendant, which judgment has

been brought before this court by writ of error. The single ques

tion now to be considered is, do the acts to which the verdict re

fers violate the constitution of the United States?

This court can be insensible neither to the magnitude nor deli

cacy of this question. The validity of a legislative act is to be ex

amined, and the opinion of the highest law tribunal of a state is

to be revised; an opinion which carries with it intrinsic evidence

of the diligence, of the ability and the integrity with which it was

formed. Onmorethan one occasion this courthas expressed the cau
 

'Al to the legislative control over corporations, see Charles River Bx-id e Co. v. Wur
T¢¥1i_11 P¢l'- (U- 5-) 420 (1837); Thorpe v. Railroad Co., 27 Vt 14-O (1855) ;gG!‘ecn\\'00(l v.

Freight Co_., 105 U. S. 13 (1881); Commonwealth v.Eastern R. Co., 108 Mass. 254

i1869); Railway Co. v. Lapkey, 78 Ill. 55 $1875); Commonwealth v. Essex Co., 13 Gray.

Mass. 289 (1859); DCl'.l‘Ofl'. v. Plank Ron Co., 43 Mich. 140 (1880).
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tious circumspection with which it approaches the consideration of

such questions, and has declared that in no doubtful case wouldit

pronounce a legislative act to be contraryto the constitution. But

the American people have said, in the constitution of the United

States, that “no state shall pass any bill of attainder, ex post

facto law, or law impairing the obligation of contracts.” In the

same instrument they have also said “that the judicial power

shall extend to all cases in law and equity arising under the con

stitution.” On the judges of this court, then, is imposed the high

and solemn duty of protecting, from even legislative violation,

those contracts which the constitution of our country has placed

beyond legislative control, and, however irksome the task may

be, this is a duty from which we dare not shrink.

The title ofthe plaintififs originates in a charter dated the 13th

day of December, in the year 1769, incorporating twelve persons

therein mentioned, by the name of “The Trustees of Dartmouth

College,” granting to them and their successors the usual corpo

rate privileges and powers, and authorizing the trustees, who are

to govern the college, to fill up all vacancies which may be created

in their own body.

The defendant claims under three acts of the legislature of New

Hampshire, the most material of which was passed on the 27th

of]une, 1816, and is entitled “An act to amend the charter, and

enlarge and improve the corporation of Dartmouth College.”

Among other alterations in the charter, this act increases the

number of trustees to twenty-one, gives the appointment of the

additional members to the executive of the state, and creates a

board of overseers, with power to inspect and control the most

important acts ofthe trustees. This board consists of twenty-five

persons. The president of the senate, the speaker of the house of

representatives, ofNew Hampshire, and the governor and lieuten

ant-governor of Vermont, for the time being, are to be members

ex-officio. The board is to be completed by the governor and

council of New Hampshire, who are also empowered to fill all va

cancies which may occur. The acts of the 18th and 26th of De

cember are supplemental to that of the 27th ofJune, and are prin

cipally intended to carry that act into effect.

The majority of the trustees of the college have refused to accept

this amended charter, and have brought this suit for the corpo

rate property, which is in possession of a person holding by virtue

of the acts which have been stated.

It can require no argument to prove that the circumstances of

this case constitute a contract. An application is made to the

-crown for a charter to incorporate a religious and literary insti

tution. In the application it is stated that large contributions

have been made for the object, which will be conferred on the corp

an
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oration as soon as it shall be created. The charter is granted,

and on its faith the property is conveyed. Surely in this transac

tion every ingredient of a complete and legitimate contract is to

be found.
>/The points for consideration are:
1. ls this contract protected by the constitution of the United

States?2. Is it impaired by the acts under which the defendant holds?

1. On the first point it has been argued that the word “con

tract,” in its broadest sense, would comprehend the political rela

tions between the government and its citizens, would extend to

oflices held within a state for state purposes, and to many of those

laws concerning civil institutions which must change with cir

cumstances and be modified by ordinary legislation; which deeply

concern the public, and which, to preserve good government, the

public judgment must control; that even marriage is a. contract,

and its obligations are affected by the laws respecting divorces;

that the clause in the constitution, if construed in its greatest

latitude, would prohibit these laws. Taken in its broad, unlim

ited sense, the clause would be an unprofitable and vexatious in

terference with the internal concerns of a state, would unnecessar

ily and unwisely embarrass its legislation, and render immutable

those civil institutions which are established for purposes of in

ternal government, and which, to subserve those purposes, ought

to vary with varyingcircumstances. That asthe framers of the con

stitution could never have intended to insert in that instrument a

provision so unnecessary, so mischievous, and so repugnant to

its general spirit, the term “contract” must be understood in a

more limited sense. That it must be understood as intended to

guard against a power of at least doubtful utility, the abuse of

which had been extensively felt, and to restrain the legislature in

future from violating the right to property. That anterior to the

formation of the constitution a. course of legislation had prevailed

in many, if not in all, of the states, which weakened the confidence

of man in man and embarrassed all transactions between individ

uals by dispensing with a faithful performance of engagements.

To correct thi ' h' f b ' ' ' -

_ s niisc ie , y restraining the powerwhich pi oduced

it, the state legislatures were forbidden “to pass an lav. im )air
. . . ~ Y ' l _

ing the Ol)l1g€3l.1OI1 of contracts,” that is, of contracts respecting

rt .

prope y, un er which some individual could claim a right to

something beneficial to himself; and that, since the clause in the

constitution must in construction receive some liiiiitat' '1; a.ion, i in y

be confined, and ought to be confined, to cases of this description;

to cases within the mischief it was intended to remedy

The general correctness of these observations cannot be contro

verted. That the framers of the constitution did not intend to
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restrain the states in the regulation of their civil institutions,

adopted for internal government, and that the instrument they

have given us is not to be so construed, may be admitted. The

provision of the constitution never has been understood to em

brace other contracts than those which respect property, or some

object of value, and confer rights which maybe asserted in a court

ofjustice. It never has been understood to restrict the general

right of the legislature to legislate on the subject of divorces.

Those acts enable some tribunals, not to impair a marriage con

tract, but to liberate one of the parties because it has been broken

by the other. When any state legislature shall pass an act annull

ing all marriage contracts, or allowing either party to annul it

without the consent of the other, it will be time enough to inquire

whether such an act be constitutional.

The parties in this case differ less on general principles, less on

the true construction of the constitution in the abstract, than on

the application of those principles to this case, and on the true

construction of the charter of 1769. This is the point on which.

the cause essentially depends. If the act of incorporation be a.-.

grant of political power, if it create a civil institution to be em

ployed in the administration of the government, or if the funds of

the college be public property, or if the state of New Hampshire,

as a government, be alone interested in its transactions, the sub

iect is one in which the legislature of the state may act according

to its own judgment, unrestrained by any limitation of its power

imposed by the constitution of the United States.

v But if this be a private eleemosynary institution, endowed with

a capacity to take property for objects unconnected with govern

ment, whose funds are bestowed byindividuals on the faith of the

charter; if the donors have stipulated for the future disposition

and management of those funds in the manner prescribed by

themselves, there may be more difiiculty in the case, although

neither the persons who have made these stipulations nor those

for whose benefit they were made should be parties to the cause.

Those who are no longer interested in the property may yet re

tain such an interest in the preservation of their own arrange

ments as to have a right to insist that those arrangements shall

be held sacred. Or, if they have themselves disappeared, it be

comes a subject of serious and anxious inquiry whether those

whom they have legally empowered to represent them forever

may not assert all the rights which they possessed while in being;

whether, if they be without personal representatives who may

feel injured by a violation of the compact, the trustees be not so

completely their representatives, in the eye of the law, as to stand

in their place, not only as respects the government of the college,

but also as respects the maintenance of the college charter.

/_____:.
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It becomes, then, the duty of the court most seriously to exam

ine this charter, and to ascertain its true character.

From the instrument itself it appears that about the year 1754

the Rev. Eleazar Wheelock established, at his own expense and on

his own estate, a charity school for the instruction of Indians in

the Christian religion. The success of this institution inspired

him with the design of solicitingcontributions in England for car

rying on and extending his undertaking. In this pious work he

employed the Rev. Nathaniel Whitaker, who, by virtue of a power

of attorney from Dr. Wheelock, appointed the Earl of Dartmouth

and others trustees of the money which had been, and should be,

contributed, which appointment Dr. Wheelock confirmed by a

deed of trust authorizing the trustees to fix on a site for the col

lege. They determined to establish the school on Connecticut

river, in the western part of New Hampshire, that situation being

supposed favorable for carrying on the original design among the

Indians, and also for promoting learning amongthe English; and

the proprietors in the neighborhood having made large ofiers of

land on condition that the college should there be placed. Dr.

Wheelock then applied to the crown for an act of incorporation,

and represented the expediency of appointing those whom he had,

by his last will, named as trustees in America, to be members of

the proposed corporation. “In consideration of the premises,"

“ for the education and instruction of the youth of the Indian

tribes,” etc., “and also of English youth and any others,” the

cha.rter was granted, and the trustees of Dartmouth college were

by that name created a body corporate, with power. for the use of

the said college, to acquire real and personal property, and to pay

the president, tutors and other officers ofthe college such salaries

as they shall allow.

The charter proceeds to appoint Eleazer Wheelock, “the founder

of said college,” president thereof, with power by his last will to

appoint a successor, who is to continue in oflice until disapproved

by the trustees. In case of vacancy the trustees may appoint a

president, and in case of the ceasing of a president the senior pro

fessor or tutor, being one of the trustees, shall exercise the ofiice

until an appointment shall be made. The trustees have power to

appoint and displace professors, tutors, and other ofiicers, and to

supply any vacancies which may be created in their own body by

death, resignation, removal, or disability; and also to make or

ders, ordinances and laws for the government of the college, the

same not being repugnant to the laws of Great Britain or of New

Han_ipshire,_and not excluding any person on account of his spec

ulative sentiments in religion, or his being of a religious profession

different from that of the trustees.
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This charter was accepted, and the property, both real and per

sonal, which had been contributed for the benefit of the college,

was conveyed to, and vested in, the corporate body.

From this brief review of the most essential parts ofthe charter

it is apparent that the funds of the college consisted entirely of

private donations. It is, perhaps, not very important who were

the donors. The probability is that the Earl of Dartmouth and

the other trustees in England were, in fact, the largest contribu

tors. Yet the legal conclusion from the facts recited in the charter

would probably be that Dr. Wheelock was the founder of the

college.

The origin ofthe institution was, undoubtedly, the Indian char

ity school established by Dr. Wheelock, at his own expense. It

was at his instance, and to enlarge this school, that contributions

were solicited in England. The person soliciting these contribu

tions was his agent, and the trustees, who received the money,

were appointed by, and act under, his authority. It is not too

much to say that the lunds were obtained by him, in trust, to be

applied by him to the purposes of his enlarged school. The char

ter of incorporation was granted at his instance. The persons

named by him in his last will, as the trustees of his charity school,

compose a part of the corporation, and he is declared to be the

founder of the college, and its president for life. Were the inquiry

material, we should feel some hesitation in saying that Dr. Wheel

ock was not, in law, to be considered as the founder (1 Bl. Com.

481) of this institution, and as possessing all the rights appertain

ingto that character. But be this as it may, Dartmouth college is

really endowed by private individuals, who have bestowed their

funds for the propagation of the Christian religion among the

Indians, and for the promotion of piety and learning generally.

From these funds the salaries of the tutors are drawn, and these

salaries lessen the expense of education to the students. It is,

then, an eleemosynary, (1 Bl.Com. 471) and, so far as respects

‘i/is-funds, a private corporation.

Do its objects stamp on it a different character? Are the trus

tees and professors public ofiicers, invested with any portion of

political power, partaking in any degree in the administration of

civil government, and performing duties which flow from the sov

ereign authority? '

That education is an object of national concern, and a proper

subject of legislation, all admit. That there may be an institu

tion founded by government, and placed entirely under its imme

diate control, the olficers of which would be public ofiicers, amen

able exclusively to government, none will deny. But is Dartmouth

college such an institution? Is education altogether in the hands

of government? Does every teacher of youth become a publlc
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oflicer, and do donations for the purpose of education necessarily

become public property, so far that the will of the legislature, not

the will of the donor, becomes the law of the donation? These

questions are of serious moment to society, and deserve to be well

considered.

Dr. Wheelock, as the keeper of his charity school, instructing the

Indians in the art of reading, and in our holy religion, sustaining

them at his own expense, and on the voluntary contributions of

the charitable, could scarcely be considered as a public oflicer, ex

ercising any portion of those duties which belong to government;

nor could the legislature have supposed that his private funds, or

those given by others, were subject to legislative management,

because they were applied to the purposes of education. When,

afterwards, his school was enlarged, and the liberal contributions

made in England and in America enabled him to extend his cares

to the education of the youth of his own country, no change was

wrought in his own character or in the nature of his duties. Had

he employed assistant tutors with the funds contributed by oth

ers, or had the trustees in England established a school with Dr.

Wheelock at its head, and paid salaries to him and his assistants,

they would still have been private tutors, and the fact that they

were employed in the education of youth could not have converted

them into public officers, concerned in the administration of pub

lic duties, or have given the legislature a right to interfere in the

management of the fund. The trustees, in whose care that fund

was placed by the contributors, would have been permitted

to execute their trust uncontrolled by legislative authority.

Whence, then, can be derived the idea that Dartmouth college

has become a public institution, and its trustees public officers,

exercising powers conferred by the public for public objects? Not

from the source whence its funds were drawn, for its foundation

is purely private and eleemosynary. Not from the application of

those funds, for money may be given for education, and the per

sons receiving it do not, by being employed in the education of

youth, become members of the civil government. Is it from the

act of incorporation? Let this subject be considered.

A__c_Q§%_rg_t_i9Qs an artifigial being, iiiyisible, intangible, and ex
isting O}_1_yi11_<;Q11_1I§p1plat_i5n of law.iwBeii1g the mere creature of

laW,'if possesses oi1l)7thoseNpir“op'erties which the charter of its

creation confers upon it, either expressly or as incidental to its

very existence. These are such as are supposed best calculated to

effect the object for which it was created. Among the most im

portant are immortality, and, if the expression may be allowed,

individuality; properties by which a perpetual succession of many

persons are considered as the same, and mav act as a single indi

vidual. They enable a corporation to manage its own affairs,

imam“_
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and to hold property without the perplexing intricacies, the haz

ardous and endless necessity, of perpetual conveyances for the

purpose of transmitting it from hand to hand. It is chiefly for

the purpose of clothing bodies of men, in succession, with these

qualities and capacities that corporations were invented, and are

in use. By these means a perpetual succession of individuals are

capable of acting for the promotion of the particular obieet, like one

immortal being. But this being does not share in the civil govern

ment of the country, unless that be the purpose for which it was

created. Its immortality no more confers on it political power,

or a political character, than immortality would confer such

power or character on a natural person. It is no more a state

instrument than a natural person exercising the same powers

would be. If, then, a natural person, employed by individuals in

the education of youth, or for the government of a seminary in

which youth is educated, would not become a public officer, or be

considered as a member of the civil government, how is it that

this artificial being, created by law for the purpose of being em

ployed by the same individuals for the same purposes, should be

come a part of the civil government ofthe country? Is it because

its existence, its capacities, its powers, are given bylaw? Because

the government has given it the powerto take and to hold property

in a particular form, and for particular purposes, has the govern

ment a consequent right substantially to change that form, or to

vary the purposes to which the property is to be applied? This

principle has never been asserted or recognized, and is supported

by no authority. Can it derive aid from reason?

The objects for which a corporation is created are universally

such as the government wishes to promote. They are deemed

beneficial to the country, and this benefit constitutes the consid

eration, and, in most cases, the sole consideration of the grant.

In most eleemosynary institutions the object would be diflicult,

perhaps unattainable, without the aid of a charter of incorpora

tion. Charitable or public spirited individuals, desirous of mak

ing permanent appropriations for charitable or other useful pur

poses, find it impossible to effect their design securely, and cer

tainly, without an incorporating act. They apply to the govern

ment, state their beneficent object, and offer to advance the money

necessary for its accomplishment, provided the government will

confer on the instrument which is to execute their designs the ca

pacity to execute them. The proposition is considered and ap

proved. The benefit to the public is considered as an ample com

pensation for the faculty it confers, and the corporation is created.

If the advantages to the public constitute a full compensation for

the faculty it gives, there can be no reason for exacting a further

compensation by claiming a right to exercise over this artificial
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being a power which changes its nature, and touches the fund, for

the security and application of which it was created. There can

be no reason for implying in a charter, given for a valuable con

sideration, a power which is not only not expressed, but is in di

rect contradiction to its express stipulations.

From the fact, then, that a charter of incorporation has been

granted, nothing can be inferred which changes the character of

the institution, or transfers to the government any new power

over it. The character of civil institutions does not grow out of

their incorporation, but out of the manner in which they are

formed, and the objects for which they are created. The right to

change them is not founded on their being incorporated, but on

their being the instruments of government, created for its pur

poses. The same institutions, created for the same objects,tl1ough

not incorporated, would be public institutions, and, of course, be

controllable by the legislature. The incorporating act neither

gives nor prevents this control. Neither, in reason, can the incorp

orating act change the character of a private eleemosynary insti

tution.

We are next led to the inquiry, for whose benefit the property

given to Dartmouth college was secured. The counsel for the de

fendant have insisted that the beneficial interest is in the people

of New Hampshire. The charter, after reciting the preliminary

measures which had been taken, and the application for an act of

incorporation, proceeds thus: "Know ye, therefore, that we, con

sidering the premises, and being willing to encourage the laudable

and charitible design of spreading Christian knowledge among

the savages of our American wilderness, and, also, that the best

means of education be established, in our province of New Hamp

shire, for the benefit of said province, do, of our special grace,”

etc. Do these expressions bestow on New Hampshire any exclu

sive right to the property of the college, any exclusive interest in

the labors of the professors? Or do they merely indicate a wil

lingness that New Hampshire should enjoy those advantages

which result to all from the establishment of a seminary of learn

ing in the neighborhood? On this point we think it impossible to

entertain a serious doubt. The words themselves, unexplained

by the context, indicate that the “benefit intended for the prov

ince ” is that which is derived from “establishing the best means

of education thcrein;" that is, from establishing in the province

Dartmouth college, as constituted by the charter. But, if these

words, considered alone, could admit of doubt, that doubt is com

pletely removed by an inspection of the entire instrument.

The particular interests of New Hampshire never entered into

the_mind of the donors, never constituted a motive for their do

nation. The propagation of the Christian religion among the

7’ ~_
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savages, and the dissemination of useful knowledge among the

youth of the country, were the avowed and the sole objects of

their contributions. In these New Hampshire would participate;

but nothing particular or exclusive was intended for her. Even

the site of the college was selected, not for the sake of New Hamp

shire, but because it was “most subservient to the great ends in

view," and because liberal donations of land were offered by the

proprietors on condition that the institution should be there es

tablished. The real advantages from the location of the college

are, perhaps, not less considerable to those on the west than to

those on the east side of Connecticut river. The clause which con

stitutes the incorporation, and expresses the objects for which it

was made, declares those objects to be the instruction of the In

dians, “and also of English youth, and any others.” So that the

objects of the contributors and the incorporating act were the

same; the promotion of Christianity and of_ education generally,

not the interests of New Hampshire particularly.

From this review of the charter it appears that Dartmouth col

lege is an eleemosynary institution, incorporated for the purpose of

perpetuating the application of the bounty of the donors to the

specified objects of that bounty; that its trustees or governors

were originally named by the founder, and invested with the

power of perpetuating themselves; that they are not public oHi

cers, nor is it a civil institution, participating in the administra

tion of government; but a charity school, or a seminary of educa

tion, incorporated for the preservation of its property, and the

perpetual application of that property to the objects of its

creation.

Yet a question remains to be considered, of more real difiiculty; on

which more doubt has been entertained than on all that have been

discussed. The founders of the college, at least those whose contri

butions were in money, have parted with the property bestowed

upon it, and their representatives have no interest in that prop

erty. The donors of land are equally without interest so long as

the corporation shall exist. Could they be found, they are unaf

fected by any alteration in its constitution, and probably regard

less of its form, or even of its existence. The students are fluctu

ating, and no individual among our youth has a vested interest

in the institution which can be asserted in a court of ustice.

Neither the founders of the college nor the youth for whose benefit

it was founded complain of the alteration made in its charter, or

think themselves injured by it. The trustees alone complain, and

the trustees have no beneficial interest to be protected. Can this

be such a contract as the constitution intended to withdraw from

the power of state legislation? Contracts, the parties to which

have a. vested beneficial interest, and those only, it has been said,

ii -er’/* 
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are the objects about which the constitution is solicitious, and to

which its protection is extended.
The court has bestowed on this argument the most deliberate

consideration, and the result will be stated. Dr. Wheelock, acting

for himself, and for those who, at his solicitation, had made con

tributions to his school, applied for this charter, as the instru

ment which should enable him, and them, to perpetuate their

beneficent intention. It was granted. An artificial, immortal be

ing was created by the crown, capable of receiving and distribut

ing forever, according to the will of the donors, the donations

which should be made to it. On this being the contributions

which had been collected were immediately bestowed. These gifts

were made, not, indeed, to make a profit for the donors or their

posterity, but for something in their opinion of inestimable value;

for something which they deemed a full equivalent for the money

with which it was purchased. The consideration for which they

stipulated is the perpetual application of the fund to its object, in

the mode prescribed by themselves. Their descendants may take

no interest in the preservation of this consideration. But in this

respect their descendants are not their representatives. They are

represented by the corporation. The corporation is the assignee

of their rights, stands in their place, and distributes their bounty

as they would themselves have distributed it had they been im

mortal. So with respect to the students who are to derive learn

ing from this source. The corporation is a trustee for them also.

Their potential rights, which, taken distributively, are impercep

tible, amount collectively to a most important interest. These

are, in the aggregate, to be exercised, asserted, and protected by

the corporation. They were as completely out of the donors at

the instant of their being vested in the corporation, and as incap

able of being asserted by the students, as at present.

According to the theory of the British constitution, their parlia

ment is omnipotent. To annul corporate rights might give a

shock to public opinion, which that government has chosen to

avoid, but its power is not questioned. Had parliament, imme

diately after the emanation of this charter, and the execution of

those conveyances which followed it, annulled the instrument, so

that the living donors would have witnessed the disappointment

of their hopes, the perfidy of the transaction would have been uni

versally acknowledged. Yet then, as »now,the donors would have

had no interest in the property; then, as now, those who might

be students would have had no rights to be violated; then, as

now, it might be said that the trustees, in whom the rights of all

were combined, possessed no private, individual, beneficial inter

est in the property confided to their protection. Yet the contract

would at that tiniehavebeen deemed sacred by all. What has since
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occurred to strip it of its inviolability? Circumstances have not

changed it. In reason, in justice, and in la\v it is now whatit was

in 1769.

This is plainly a contract to which the donors, the trustees, and

the crown (to whose rights and obligations New Hampshire suc

ceeds) were the original parties. It is a contract made on a valu

able consideration. It is a contract for the security and disposi

tion of property. It is a contract on the faith of which real and

personal estate has been conveyed to the corporation. It is then

a contract within the letter of the constitution, and within its

spirit also, unless the fact that the property is invested by the

donors in trustees for the promotion of religion and education, for

the benefit of persons who are perpetually changing, though the

objects remain the same, shall create a particular exception, tak

ing this case out of the prohibition contained in the constitu

tion.

It is more than possible that the preservation of rights of this

description was not particularly in the view of the framers of the

constitution when the clause under consideration was introduced

into that instrument. It is probable that interferences of more

frequent recurrence, to which the temptation was stronger, and

of which the mischief was more extensive, constituted the great

motive for imposing this restriction on the state legislatures. But

although a. particular and a rare case may not, in itself, be of suf

ficient magnitude to induce a rule, yet it must be governed by the

rule, when established, unless some plain and strong reason for

excluding it can be given. It is not enough to say that this par

ticular case was not in the mind ofthe convention when the article

was framed, nor of the American people when it was adopted.

It is necessary to go farther, and to say that, had this particular

case been suggested, the language would have been so varied as

as to exclude it, or it would have been made a special exception.

The case being within the words of the rule, must be within its

operation likewise, unless there be something in the literal con

struction so obviously absurd, or mischievous, or repugnant to

the general spirit of the instrument, as to justify those who ex

pound the constitution in making it an exception.

On what safe and intelligible ground can this exception stand?

There is no expression in the constitution, no sentiment delivered

by its contemporaneous expounders, which would justify us in

making it. In the absence of all authority of this kind, is there,

in the nature and reason of the case itself, that which would sus

tain aconstruction of the constitutionnot warranted by its words?

Are contracts of this description of a character to excite so little

interest that we must exclude them from the provisions of the

constitution as being unworthy of the attention of those who
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framed the instrument? Or does public policy so imperiously de

mand their remaining exposed to legislative alteration as to com

pel us, or rather permit us, to say that these words, which were

introduced to give stability to contracts, and which in their plain

import comprehend this contract, must yet be so construed as to

exclude it?

Almost all eleemosynary corporations, those which are created

for the promotion of religion, of charity, or of education, are of

the same character. The law of this case is the law of all. In

every literary or charitable institution, unless the objects of the

bounty be themselves incorporated, the whole legal interest is in

trustees, and can be asserted only by them. The donors or claim

ants ofthe bounty, if they can appear in court at all, can appear

only to complain of the trustees. In all other situations they are

identified with, and personated by, the trustees, and their rights

are to be defended and maintained by them. Religion, charity

and education are, in the law of England, legatees or donees, cap

able of receiving bequests or donations in this form. They appeal‘

in court, and claim or defend by the corporation. Are they of S0

little estimation in the United States that contracts for their ben

efit must be excluded from the protection of words which, in their

natural import, include them? Or do such contracts so necessar

ily require new modeling by the authority of the legislature that

the ordinary rules of construction must be disregarded in order

to leave them exposed to legislative alteration?

All feel that these objects are not deemed unimportant in thé

United States. The interest which this case has excited pr0v€S

that they are not. The framers of the constitution did not deem

them unworthy of its care and protection. They have, though in

a different mode, manifested their respect for science by reserving

to the government of the Union the power “to promote the pro

gress of science and useful arts by securing for limited times to

authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective

writings and discoveries.” They have so far withdrawn science

and the useful arts from the action of the state governments.

Why.th¢n.shou1d they be supposed so regardless of contracts

made for the advancement of literature as to intend to exclude

them from provisions made for the security of ordinary contracts

between man and man? No reason for making this supposition

is perceived.

If the insignificance of the object does not require that we should

exclude contracts respecting it from the protection of the consti

’_°“t1°n1 nelthe-1‘, as we conceive, is the policy of leaving them sub~

_]ect to legislative alteration so apparent as to require a forced

construction of that instrument in order to effect it. These elec

mosynary institutions do not fill the place which would otherwise
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be occupied by government, but that which would otherwise re

main vacant. They are complete acquisitions to literature. They

are donations to education, donations which any government

must be disposed rather to encourage than to discountenance.

It requires no very critical examination of -the human mind to en

able us to determine that one great inducement to these gifts is

the conviction felt by the giver that the disposition he makes of

them is immutable. It is probable that no man ever was, and

that no man ever will be, the founder of a college, believing at the

time that an act of incorporation constitutes no security for the

institution; believing that it is immediately to be deemed a public

institution, whose funds are to be governed and applied, not by

the will of the donor, but by the will of the legislature. All such

gifts are made in the pleasing, perhaps delusive, hope that the

charity will flow forever in the channel which the givers have

marked out for it. If every man finds in his own bosom strong

evidence of the universality of this sentiment, there can be but lit

tle reason to imagine that the framers of our constitution were

strangers to it, and that, feeling the necessity and policy of giving

permanence and security to contracts, of withdrawing them from

the influence of legislative bodies, whose fluctuating policy and

repeated interferences produced the most perplexing and injurious

embarrassments, they still deemed it necessary to leave these con

tracts subject to those interferences. The motives for such an

exception must be very powerful to justify the construction which

makes it.

The motives suggested at the bar grow out of the original ap

pointment of the trustees, which is supposed to have been in a

spirit hostile to the genius of our government, and the presump

tion that, if allowed to continue themselves, they now are, and

must remain forever, what they originally Were. Hence is inferred

the necessity of applying to this corporation, and to other simi

lar corporations, the correcting and improving hand of the legis

ature.

It has been urged repeatedly, and certainly with a. degree of

earnestness which attracted attention, that the trustees, deriving

their power from a regal source, must necessarily partake of the

spirit of their origin, and that their first principles, unimproved

by that resplendent light which has been shed around them,must

continue to govern the college and to guide the students. Before

we inquire into the influence which this argument ought to have

on the constitutional question, it may not be amiss to examine

the fact on which it rests. The first trustees were undoubtedly

named in the charter by the crown, but at whose suggestion were

they named? By whom were they selected? The charter informs

I
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us. Dr. Wheelock had represented “that, for many weighty rea

sons, it would be expedient that the gentlemen whom he had

already nominated in hislast will to betrustees in America should

be of the corporation now proposed.” When, afterwards, the

trustees are named in the charter. can it be doubted that the per

sons mentioned by Dr. Wheelock in his will were appointed?

Some were probably added by the crown, with the approbation

of Dr. Wheelock. Among these is the doctor himself. If any

others were appointed at the instance of the crown, they are the

governor, three members of the council, and the speaker of the

house of representatives of the colony of New Hampshire. The

stations fille;l by these persons ought to rescue them from any

other imputation than too great a dependence on the crown. If,

in the revolution that followed, they acted under the influence of

this sentiment, they must have ceased to be trustees; if theytook

part with their countrymen, the imputation which suspicion

might excite would no longer attach to them. The original trus

tees, then, or most of them, were named by Dr. Wheelock, and

those who were added to his nomination, most probably with

his approbation, were among the most eminent and respectable

individuals in New Hampshire.

The only evidence which we possess of the character of Dr.

Wheelock is furnished by this charter. The judicious means em

ployed for the accomplishment of his object, and the success which

attended his endeavors, would lead to the opinion that he united

a sound understanding to that humanity and benevolence which

suggested his undertaking. It surely cannot be assumed that his

trustees were selected without judgment. With as little proba

bility can it be assumed that, while the light of science and of lib

eral principles pervades the whole community, these originally

benighted trustees remain in utter darkness, incapable of parti

cipating in the general improvement; that, while the human race

is rapidly advancing, they are stationary. Reasoning a priori,

we should believe that learned and intelligent men, selected by its

patrons for the government of a literary institution, would select

learned and intelligent men for their successors; men as wellfitted

for the government of a college as those who might be chosen by

other means. Should this reasoning ever prove erroneous in a

particular case, public opinion, as has been stated at the bar,

would correct the institution. The mere possibility of the con

trary Would flot justify a construction of the constitiition which

should exclude these contracts from the protection of a provision

whose terms comprehend fl1@m_

_ The opinion of the court, after mature deliberation, is that this

1$_ a °°_11t1‘-@1611, the Obligation of which cannot be impaired without

violating the constitution of the United States. This opinion ap
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pears to us to be equally supported by reason and by the former

decisions of this court.

2. We next proceed to the inquiry whether its obligation has

been impaired by those acts of the legislature of New Hampshire

to which the special verdict refers.

From the review of this charter which has been taken it ap

pears that the whole power of governing the college, of appoint

ing and removing tutors, of fixing their salaries, of directing the

course of study to be pursued by the students, and of filling up

vacancies created in their own body, was vested in the trustees.

On the part of the crown it was expressly stipulated that this

corporation, thus constituted, should continue forever, and that

the number of trustees should forever consist of twelve, and no

more. By this contract the crown was bound, and could have

made no violent alteration in its essential terms without impair

ing its obligation.

By the revolution the duties, as well as the powers, of govern

ment devolved on the people of New Hampshire. It is admitted

that among the latter was comprehended the transcendant power

of parliament, as well as that of the executive department. It is

too clear to require the support of argument that all contracts

and rights respecting property remained unchanged by the revo

lution. The obligations, then, which were created by the charter

to Dartmouth college were the same in the new that they had

been in the old government. The power of the government was

also the same. A repeal of this charter at any time prior to the

adoption of the present constitution of the United States would

have been an extraordinary and unprecedented act of power, but

one which could have been contested only by the restrictions upon

the legislature to be found in the constitution of the state. But

the constitution of the United States has imposed this additional’

limitation, that the legislature of a state shall pass no act “im

pairing the obligation of contracts.”

It has been already stated that the act “to amend the charter,

and enlarge and improve the corporation of Dartmouth college,”

increases the number of trustees to twenty-one, gives the appoint

ment of the additional members to the executive of the state, and

creates a board of overseers, to consist of twenty-five persons, or

whom twenty-one are also appointed by the executive of Nc\v

Hampshire, who have power to inspect and control the most im

portant acts of the trustees._

On the effect of this law two opinions cannot be entertained.

Between acting directly and acting through the agency of trus

tees and overseers no essential difference is perceived. The whole

power of governing the college is transferred from trustees ap

pointed according to the will of the founder, expressed in the char
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ter, to the executive of New Hampshire. The management and

application of the funds of this eleemosynary institution, which

are placed by the donors in the hands oftrustees named in the char

ter. and empowered to perpetuate themselves, are placed by this

act under the control of the government of the state. The will of

the state is substituted for the will of the donors in every essential

operation of the college. This is not an immaterial change. The

founders of the college contracted not merely for the perpetual

application of the funds which they gave to the objects for which

those funds were given; they contracted also to secure that ap

plication by the constitution of the corporation. They contracted

for a system which should, as far as human foresight can provide,

retain forever the government of the literary institution they had

formed in the hands of persons approved by themselves. This

system is totally changed. The charter of 1769 exists no longer.

It is reorganized, and reorganized in such a manner as to convert

a literary institution, moulded according to the will of its found

ers, and placed under the control of private literary men, into a

machine entirely subservient to the will of government. This may

be for the advantage of this college in particular, and may be for

the advantage of literature in general, but it is not according to

the will of the donors, and is subversive of that contract on the

faith of which their property was given.

In the view which has been taken of this interesting case, the

court has confined itself to the rights possessed by the trustees, as

the assignees and representatives of the donors and founders, for

the benefit of religion and literature. Yet it is not clear that the

trustees ought to be considered as destitute of such beneficial in

terest in themselves as the law may respect. In addition to their

being the legal owners of the property, and to their having a free

hold right in the powers confided to them, the charter itself coun

tenances the idea that trustees may also be tutors with salaries.

The first president was one of the original trustees, and the char

ter provides that in case of vacancyin that oflice “ the senior pro

fessor or tutor, being one of the trustees, shall exercise the office

of president until the trustees shall make choice of and appoint 8.

president.” According to the tenor of the charter, then, the trus

tees mlghtl Wltlwut impropriety, appoint a president and other

professors from their own body. This is a power not entirely un

connected with an interest. Even if the proposition of the coun

sel for the defendant were sustained; if it were admitted that

t_h0s_e contracts o_nly_are protected by the constitution, a benefi

cial interest in which is vested in the party who appears in court

to assert that interest; yet it is by no means clear that the

iiépstees of Dartmouth college have no beneficial interest in them

ves.

\ 
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But the court has deemed it unnecessary to investigate this par

ticular point, being of opinion, on general principles, that in these

private eleemosynary institutions the body corporate, as possess

ing the whole legal and equitable interest, and completely repre

senting the donors, for the purpose of executing the trust, has

rights which are protected by the constitution.

It results from this opinion that the acts of the legislature of

New Hampshire, which are stated in the special verdict found in

this cause, are repugnant to the constitution of the United States,

and that the judgment on this special verdict ought to have been

for the plaintiffs. The judgment of the state court must therefore

he reversed.

STONE V. MISSISSIPPI.

SUPREME Comm‘ or THE Unrrnn STATES, 1879.

(101 U. S. 814-.)

Cbaz-ter—Contract-—License.

Mr. Chief ]'ustice Waite: It is now too late to contend that

any contract which a State actually enters into when granting a

charter to a private corporation, is not within the protection of

the clause in the Constitution of the United States that prohibits.

States from passing laws impairing the obligation of contracts.

Art. 1, sec. 10. The doctrine of the Trustees of Dartmouth

College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat., 518, announced by this court

more than sixty years ago, have become so imbedded in the juris

prudence of the United States as to make them, to all intents and

purposes, a part of the Constitution itself. In this connection,

however, it is to be kept in mind that it is not the charter which

is protected, but only any contract the charter may contain. If

there is no contract, there is nothing in the grant on which the

Constitution can act. Consequently, the first inquiry inthis class

Of cases always is, whether a contract has, in fact, been entered

into, and if so, what its obligations are.

In the present case the question is, whether the State of Mis

sissippi, in its sovereign capacity, did, by the charter now under

-consideration, bind itself irrevocably by a contract to permit “The

Mississippi Agricultural, Educational and Manufacturing Aid

Society,” for twenty-five years, “to receive subscriptions, and sell

and dispose of certificates of subscriptions which shall entitle the

holders thereof to” “ any lands, books, paintings,statues,antiques,

4§‘£'=>
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scientific instruments or apparatus, or any other property or

thing that may be ornamental, valuable or useful,” “ awarded to

‘l'.l1CI(.‘;1” “by the casting of lot, chance or otherwise.” There can be

no ispute but that under this form of words the Legislature of

the State charteredla lottery company, having all the powers inci

dent_to such a corporation, for twenty-five years, and that, in

(§(gfl(S)1616!ffflt1(l11111‘.hEf€Of%tl1C compartiy paig into Eh: State trgasuigl

or e use 0 a universi y, an agree opay an un
the commencement of this suit did pay, an annual taxlof $1,000

and “One half of one per cent. on the amount of receipts derived

from the sale of certificates or tickets.” If the Legislature that

granted this charter had the power to bind the people of the

State and all succeeding Legislatures to allow the corporation to

continue its corporate business during the whole term of its

authorized existence,there is no doubt aboutvthe sufficiency of the

language employed to effect that object, although there was an

evident purpose to conceal the vice of the transaction by the

phrases that were used. Whether the alleged contract exists.

therefore, or not, depends upon the authority of the Legislature

topgind the Stlate and the people of the State in that way. 1

agree t at the Legislature cannot bar ain awa the po ice

power of a State. “Irrevocable grants of prgpertv and franchises

may be made if they do not impair the supreme authority to make

laws for the right government of the State; but no Legislature

(I!r9l.:yC131é:i11l the power oftits surfzcessrorsto 11\Ill2ll{C suclh law; as 2116):‘

_ proper in ma ers o po ice. ’ etropo itan oar . 0

girgzsehyi. Barzze, 34- Ni1Y., €57; Boyd v. Alabama, 94-;J.1S.,

. any a tempts ave e d ' th' rt an e se
where to define the police powieii, liiii: :1€1Vn€1' VV1iSl'.ll:0€l:1i'.i1'€ success.

It_is always easier to determine whether a particular case comes

within the general scope of the power, than to give an abstract

definition of the power itself which will be in all respects accurate.

N}? 0116 <_1@I116S. however, that it extends to all matters afiecting

t epublic health or the public morals. Beer C0. v. Massachu

set_t5» 97 U~_S-> 25; _ Patterson v. Kentucky, 97 U. _S., 501

Neither can it be denied that lotteries are proper S11lI)_]€Cl'.S for

the exercise of this power. We are aware that formerly, \\;l16I1

ihzdsffurccs of Pulzilliltr rievenue were fewer than now, they wéfef

S In some or o the States, and even in the District 0

Columbia, to_raise money for the erection of public buildings.

fifilaklng P\1b11¢_ improvements, and not unfrequently for educa

tlno-nal and reh31°“5 P‘_11‘P0S6S; -but this court said, more than

t 11"/t,3' y,e§1‘5 38°, Speaking through Jbfr. justice Grier, in Phalan

v' "'g'n1a,8 How.,163, 168, that “Experience has shown that

  

thfi common forms of gambling are comparatively innocuous

W en Placed 111 contrast with the wide-spread pestilence of lot-~
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teries. The former are confined to a few persons and places, but

the latter infests the whole community; it enters every dwelling;

it reaches every class; it preys upon the hard earnings of the

poor; and it plunders the ignorant and simple.” Happily, under

the influence of restrictive legislation, the evils are not so appar

ent now; but we very much fear that, with the same opportuni

ties of indulgence, the same results would be manifested.

If lotteries are to be tolerated at all, it is, no doubt, better

that they should be regulated by law, so that the people may be

protected as far as possible against the inherent vices of the

system; but that they are demoralizing in their elfects, no matter

how carefully regulated, cannot admit of a doubt. When the

government is untrammeled by any claim of vested rights or

chartered privileges, no one has ever supposed that lotteries could

not lawfully be suppressed, and those who manage them punished.‘

severely as violators of the rules of social morality. From 1822

to 1867, without any constitutional requirement, they were pro

hibited by law in Mississippi, and those who conducted them

punished as a kind of gamblers. During the Provisional Govern

ment of that State, in 1867, at the close of the late civil war, the

present Act of incorporation, with more of like character, was

passed. The next year, 1868, the people, in adopting a new Con

stitution with a view to the resumption of their political rights

as one ofthe United States, provided that “The Legislature shall

never authorize any lottery, nor shall the sale of lottery tickets

be allowed, nor shall any lottery heretofore authorized be per-

mitted to be drawn, or tickets therein to be sold.” Art. 12, sec.

15. There is now scarcely a State in the Union where lotteries

are tolerated, and Congress has enacted a special statute, the

object of which is to close the mails against them. Rev. St., sec.

3894; 19 Stat. at L., 90, sec. 2.

The question is, therefore, directly presented, whether, in view

of these facts, the Legislature of a State can, by the charter of a

lottery company, defeat the will of the people, authoritatively

expressed, in relation to the further continuance of such business

in their midst. We think it cannot. No Legislature can bargain

away the public health or the public morals. The people them

selves cannot do it, much less their servants. The supervision of

both these subjects of governmental power is continuing in its

nature, and they are to be dealt with as the special exigencies of

the moment may require. Government is organized with a view

to their preservation, and cannot devest itself of the power to

provide for them. For this purpose, the largest legislative discre

tion is allowed, and the discretion cannot be parted with any

more than the power itself. Beer Co. v. Massachusetts, supra.

In Trustees ofDartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat, 518,

gV77ri~v
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8

it was argued that the contract clause of the Constitution,if

given the efi'ect contended for in respect to corporate franchises,

“would be an unprofitable and vexatious interferance with

the internal concerns of a state, would, unnecessarily and

unwisely, embarrass its legislation, and render immutable

those civil institutions which are established for the pur

pose of internal government, and which to subserve those

purposes, ought to vary with varying circumstances” (p.628);

but Mr. Chiefjustice Marshall, whenihe announced the opinion

of the court, was careful to say tp. 629), “that the framers of the

Constitution did not intend to restrain States in the regulationof

their civil institutions, adopted for internal government, and that

the instrument they have given us is not to be so construed.” The

present case, we think, comes within this limitation. We have

held, not, however, without strong opposition at times, that this

clause protected a corporation in its charter exemptions from

taxation. While taxation is, in general, necessary for the support

of government, it is not part of the government itself. Govern

ment was not organized for the purposes of taxation, but taxa

tion may be necessary for the purposes of government. As such,

taxation becomes an incident to the exercise of the legitimate

functions of government, but nothing more. No government,

dependent on taxation for support, can bargain away its whole

power of taxation, for that would be substantially abdication.

All that has been determined thus far is, that for a consideration

it may, in the exercise of a reasonable discretion, and for the

public good, surrender a part of its powers in this particular.

But the power of governing is a trust committed by the pe0pl6

to the government, no part of which can be granted away. The

P_e°Pl¢» 1" the-11' Sovereign capacity, have established their agen

cies for the preservation of the public health and the publicmoralsi

and the protection of public and private rights. These several

agencies can govern according to their discretion, if within the

scope of their general authority, while in power; but they CaI1110'¢

give away nor sell the discretion of those that are to come aftfif

them, in respect to matters the government of which, from the vefY

nature of things, must “vary with varying circumstances.” The}?

fifafy crezfte COYPOYQ-50115, and give them, so to speak, a limited

¢1’¢1Zensh1p;but as citizens, limited in their privileges, or otherwise,

these creatures of the government creation are subjectto such rule-5

agnd 1'eg‘~11flti011s as may from time to time be ordained and estfllr

hshed for the preservation of health and morality.
The contracts which the Constitution protects are those that

relate to property rights, not governmental. It is not always

‘=35? to tell On which side of the line which separates government

al from P1'°P€rty rights a particular case is to be put; but in

I <1 ——-qw
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respect to lotteries there can be no difiiculty. They are not, in

the legal acceptation of the term, mala in se, but as we have just

seen, may properly be made mala prolzibita. They are a. species

of gambling, and wrong in their influences. They disturb the

checks and balances of a well ordered community. Society built

on such a foundation would almost of necessity bring forth a.

population of speculators and gamblers, living on the expectation

of what, “by the casting oflots, or by lot, chance or otherwise,"

might be “awarded” to them from the accumulations of others.

Certainly the right to suppress them is governmental, to be ex

ercised at all times bythose in power, at their discretion. Anyone,

therefore, who accepts a lottery charter, does so with the implied

understanding that the people, in their sovereign capacity and

through their properly constituted agencies, may resume it at

any time when the public good shall require, whether it

be paid for or not. All that one can get .by such a charter is a

suspension of certain governmental rights in his favor, subject to

withdrawal at will. He has, in legal effect, nothing more than a.

license to enjoy the privilege on the terms named for the

specified time, unless it be sooner abrogated by the sovereign

power of the State. It is a permit, good as against existing

la\vs, but subject to future legislative and constitutional control

or withdrawal.

On the whole, we find no error in the record, and thejudgment

is aflirmed.

BEER COMPANY V. MASSACHUSETTS.

SUPREME Comm‘ OI-‘ THE UNITED STATES, 1877.

(9717. S. 25.)

The Chaz-ter—LegisIation Impairing the Obligation of .-1

Contract.

This was a proceeding in the Superior Court of Suffolk County,

Massachusetts. for the forfeiture of certain malt liquors belong

ing to the Boston Beer Company, and which had been seized as it

was transporting them to its place of business in said county,

with intent there to sell them in violation of an act of the Legisla

ture of Massachusetts, passed ]une 19, 1869, c. 415, commonly

known as the Prohibitory Liquor Law. The company claimed

that, under its charter, granted in 1828, it had the right to inan

1_~__f4
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ufacture and sell said liquors, and that said law impaired the ob

ligation of the contract contained in that charter, and was void,

so far as the liquors in question were concerned. The court re

fused to charge the jury to that effect, and a verdict was found

against the claimant. The rulings of the Superior Coiu't having

been atlirmed by the Supreme Judicial Court of the Common

wealth, the company brought the case here. The statutes of

Massachusetts bearing on the case are referred to in the opinion

of the court.

Mr. ]ustice Bradley delivered the opinion of the court:

The question raised in this case is whether the charter of the

plaintifl', which was granted in 1828, contains any contract the

obligation of which was impaired by the prohibitory liquor law

of Massachusetts, passed in 1869, as applied to the liquor in ques

tion in this suit.

Some question is made by the defendant in error whether the

point was properly raised in the state courts, so as to be the sub

iect of decision by the highest court of the state. It is contended

that, although it was raised by plea, in the municipal court, yet»

that plea being demurred to, and the demurrer being sustained,

the defence was abandoned, and the only issue on which the par

ties went to trial was the general denial of the truth of the com

plaint. But whatever may be the correct course of proceeding in

the practice of courts of Massachusetts,—a matter which it is not

our province to investigate,—it is apparent from the record that

the very point now sought to be argued was made on the trial of

the cause in the Superior Court, and was passed upon, and made

decisive of the controversy, and was afterwards carried by bill of

exceptions to the Supreme ]udicial Court, and was decided there

ladverse to the plaintiff in error on the very ground on which it

seeks a reversal.

Tlée Supreme Court, in its rescript, expressly decides as follows:

~T§§e§§i°§s1%E‘§r§1Z‘i§°r.iZllZ Y3?$.15 iiyiiliiiii aim ofthe

' I ¢
contract contained in the charter of thpe claimant go far as it re

lates to the sale of malt liquors but is binding on the claimant t0

the same extent as on individuals. D

“The act IS in the_nature of a police rgwulation in regard to the

sale of a certain article of property and is '1 1i¢3,b]e to the sale

Pf 511611 property by individuals and bor O1'€llZlE())Il?lS even where the

charter of the °°1‘P°1‘a’ti0n cannot be 8.1l)t€l'Cd o ire ealed b the

Legislature.” r P y

The 'ud<Iment of ' ' - '
confon-lnitsz; to this ;¢_1;§cr?*;1Jpei3oi~1 Criminal Court was entergd :11

the commonwealth d II1 i ec anng like liquors for-{cite O

the Same. , an t at a warrant issue for the disposal Of
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This is sufficient for our jurisdiction, and we are bound to con

sider the question which is thus raised.

As before stated, the charter of the plaintifl in error was granted

in 1828, by an act of the Legislature passed on the 1st of Febru

ary in that year, entitled “An Act to incorporate the Boston Beer

Company.” This act consisted of two sections. By the first it

was enacted that certain persons (named), their successors and

assigns, “be, and they hereby are, made a corporation, by the

name of The Boston Beer Company, for the purpose of manufact

uring malt liquors in all their varieties, in the city of Boston, and

for that purpose shall have all the powers and privileges, and be

subject to all the duties and requirements, contained in an act

passed on the third day of March, A. D. 1809, entitled ‘An Act

defining the general powers and duties of manufacturing corpora

tions,’ and the several acts in addition thereto." The second sec

tion gave the company power to hold such real and personal

property to certain amounts as might be found necessary and

convenient for carrying on the manufacture of malt liquors in the

city of Boston.

The general manufacturing act of 1809, referred to in the char

ter, had this clause as a proviso of the seventh section thereof:

“Provided always, that the Legislature may from time to time,

upon due notice to any corporation, make further provisions and

regulations for the management of the business of the corpora

tion and for the government thereof, or wholly to repeal any act

or part thereof, establishing any corporation, as shall be deemed

expedient.”

A substitute for this act was passed in 1829, which repealed the

act of 1809, and all acts in addition thereto, with this qualifica

tion: “But this repeal shall not affect the existing rights of any

person, or the existing or future liabilities of any corporation or

any members of any corporation now established, until such cor

poration shall have adopted this act and complied with the pro

visions herein contained.” _

It thus appears that the charter of the company, by adopting

the provisions of the act of 1809, became subject to a reserved

power ofthe Legislature to make further provisions and regula

tions for the management of the business of the corporation and

for the government thereof, or wholly to repeal the act, 0_r any

part thereof, establishing the corporation. This reservation of

the power was a part of the contract. '

But it is contended by the company that the repeal of the a_ct of

1809 by the act of 1829 was a revocation or surrender of this re

served power.

We caiinot so regard it. The charter of the company adopted

the provisions of the act of 1809 as a portion of itself, and those
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provisions remained a part of the charter notwithstanding the

subsequent repeal of the act. The act of 1829 reserved a similar

power to amend or repeal that act at the pleasure of the Legisla

ture, and declared that all corporations established under it should

cease and expire at the same timewhen the act should be repealed.

It can hardly be supposed that the Legislature, when it reserved

such plenary powers over the corporations to be organized under

the new act, intended to relinquish all its powers over the corpora

tions organized under or subject to the provisions of the former act.

The qualification of the repeal of the act of 1809, before referred

to, seems to be intended not only to continue the existence of the

corporations subject to it in the enjoyment of all their privileges,

but subject to all their liabilities, of which the reserved legislative

control was one.
If this view is correct, the Legislature of Massachusetts had re

served complete power to pass any law it saw fit, which might

affect the powers of the plaintiff in error.
But there is another question in the case, which, as it seems to

us, is equally decisive.The plaintiff in error was incorporated “for the purpose of

manufacturing malt liquors in all their varieties,” it is true, and

the right to manufacture, undoubtedly, as the plaintiff‘s counsel

contends, included the incidental right to dispose of the liquors

manufactured. But although this right or capacity was thus

granted in the most unqualified form, it cannot be construed as

conferring any greater or more sacred right than any citizen had

to manufacture malt liquor, nor as exempting the corporation

from any control therein to which a citizen would be subject, if

the interests of the community should require it. If the public

safety or the pnblicmorals require the discontinuance of any nian

ufacture or traffic, the hand of the Legislature cannot be stayed

from providing for its discontinuance by any incidental inconven

ience which individuals or corporations may suffer. All rights

are held subject to the police power of the state.
_ We do not mean to say that property actually in existence, and

in which the right of the owner has become vested, may be taken

for the P“b_he E904 Without due compensation. But we infer that

the heluel-' "1 thls Qasfi, as in the case of Bartemeyer v. Iowa. 18

Wall- 129, was not in existence when the liquor law of Massa

chusetts “'35 P215865. Had the plaintiff in error relied on the ex

istence Of the P1‘°P¢1’ty prior to the law, it behoved it to show

that fact. _Bu_t no such fact is shown, and no such point is taken

The plaintiff in error boldly takes the ground that, being a corp

ora/non’ ‘t hes a 1'1gl1t_. by contract, to manufacture and sell beer

forever, n0ll\\'1lZllSl'.i\11(11I1°' and in spite of an exicre i whichmay
occur in the morals or othe health of theyco C no 'eS ' ' 0‘
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such manufacture to cease. We do not so understand the rights

ofthe plaintiff. The Legislature had no power to confer anysuch

rights.

Whatever differences of opinion may exist as to the extent and

boundaries of the police power, and however difiicult it may be to

render a satisfactory definition of it, there seems to be no doubt

that it does extend to the protection of the lives, health and prop

erty of the citizens, and to the preservation of good order and the

public morals. The Legislature cannot, by any contract, divest

itself of the power to provide for these objects. They belong em

phatically to that class of objects which demand the application

of the maxim salus populi snprema lex, and they are to be attained

and provided for by such appropriate means as the legislative dis

cretion may devise. That discretion can no more be bargained

away than the power itself. Boyd v. Alabama, 94 U. S. 645.

Since we have already held, in the case of Bartemeyer v. Iowa,

that as a measure of police regulation, looking to the preservation

of public morals, a state law prohibiting the manufacture and

sale of intoxicating liquors is not repugnant to any clause of the

constitution of the United States, we see nothing in the present

case that can afford any sufiicient ground for disturbing the deci

sion of the Supreme Court of Massachusetts.

Of course, we do not mean to lay down any rule at variance

with what this court has decided with regard to the paramount

authority of the constitution and laws ofthe United States, relat

ing to the regulation of commerce with foreign nations and among

the several states, or otherwise. Brown v. Marytland, 12 Wheat.

4.-19; License Cases, 5 How. 504; Passenger Cases, 7 id. 283;.

Henderson v. Mayor of New York, 92 U. S. 259; Cliy Lung v.

Freeman, id. 275; Railroad Company v. Husen, 95 id. 465.

That question does not arise in this case.

judgment afirmed.
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DOVVNING Y. MOUNT WASHINGTON ROAD COMPANY.

CHAPTER V.

POWERS.

DOWNING V. MOUNT WASHINGTON ROAD COMPANY.

SUPREME Comer on NEWHAMPSHIRE, 1860.

(40 N, H. 280)

Powers of Corporati'on—-Construction of Charter.

Assumpsit to recover the price of certain vehicles made under a

contract with the president of the defendant corporation. Defend

ant denied the authority of the president to makesuch a contract.

Bell, C. ].: Corporations are creatures of the legislature, hav

ing no other powers than such as are given to them by their char

ters, or such as are incidental, or necessary to carry into effect the

purposes for which they were established. Trustees v. Peaslee,

15 N. H. 330; Pei-rine v. Chesapeake Canal Co., 9 How. 172

In giving a construction to the powers of a corporation, the

language of the charter should in general neither be construed

strictly nor liberally, but according to the fair and natural import

of it, with reference to the purposes and objects of the corpor

ation. Enfield Bridge v. Hartford R. R., 17 Conn. 454; Strauss

Eagle Co., 5 Ohio (N. s.) 39.
If the powers conferred are against common right, and trench

in any way upon the privileges of other citizens, they are, in C9588

of doubt, to be construed strictlv, but not so as to impair Or

defeat the objects of the incorporation.
In the present case the power to take the lands of others, and

to take tolls of travellers, must be strictly construed, if doubts

should arise on those points; but it is not seen that the other

grants to the defendant corporation should not receive a fa-if

and natural construction.
The charter of the Mount Washington road empowers them to

lay out, make and keep in repair, a road from Peabody River Val

ley to the top of Mount Washington, and thence to some point on

the northwest side of the mountain. It grants tolls on passen

gers and carriages, and authorizes them to take lands of others

for their 1'_0-ad, and to build and own toll-houses, and erect gates,

and appoint toll-gatherers to collect their tolls. The remaining
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provisions contain the ordinary powers of corporations relating

to directors, stock, dividends, meetings, etc. Laws of 1853,

chapter 1486.

This chapter confers the usual powers heretofore granted to

turn-pike corporations, and no others. The most natural and

-satisfactory mode of ascertaining what are the powers incident

ally granted to such companies, is to inquire what powers have

been usually exercised under them, without question by the pub

lic or by the corporators. It may be safely assumed that the

powers which have not heretofore been found necessary, and have

not been claimed or exercised under such charters. are not to be

considered generally as incidentally granted. Such charters have

in former years been very common in this and other states, and

they have not, so far as we are aware, been understood as

authorizing the corporations to erect hotels, or to establish stage

or transportation lines, to purchase horses or carriages, or to

employ drivers in transporting passengers or freight over their

roads; and no such powers have anywhere been claimed or exer

cised under them. We are, therefore, of opinion that the power

to establish stage and transportation lines to and from the

mountain, to purchase carriages and horses for the purpose of

carrying on such a business, was not incidentally granted to the

defendant corporation bytheir charter. State v. Commissioners,

3 Zab. 510.

But it is contended that the power~to make this contract iscon

ferred by the act in amendment of the charter, passed Iuly 12,

1856. By this act the corporation may “erect and maintain,

lease and dispose of any building orbuildings which may befound

convenient for the accommodation of their business, and of the

horses and carriages and travellers passing over their said road.”

By their business, which the buildings to be erected were designed

to accommodate, it is said the legislature must have intended

some permanent and continuing business beyond that of merely

building and maintaining a road; and that it could be no other

than that of erecting a hotel on the mountain, and establishing

lines of carriages, for the purpose of carrying visitors up and

down the mountain.

But the foundation of this implication is very slight. The

express grant is of an authority to erect, etc., buildings, not of

all kinds, but such as may be found convenient for the accommo

dation of their business, and of travellers, etc. The business here

referred to must be understood to be such as they are by their

charter authorized to engage in. If nothing had been said of

horses and travellers, there could hardly be any foundation for

the idea that a hotel could have been contemplated by the legis

llature. Buildings suitable for the accommodation of their toll
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gatherers and workmen employed on their road, would probably

be thought everything the legislature intended to authorize by

this additional act. Connected as this authority now is with

travellers, horses, and carriages, there is scarce a pretence for

argument that this additional act goes any further than the orig

inal act. to authorize a stage and transportation company. It is

not unlikely that some of the projectors of this enterprise intended

to secure much more extensive rights than those of .a turnpike

and hotel company, but it seems certain they have not exhibited

this feature of their ca.se to the legislature so distinctly as to

secure their sanction, and the charter and its amendment as yet

justifies them in no such claim.
The power of buying and selling real and personal property for

the legitimate purposes of the corporation, and the power of con

tracting generally for the same purposes, within the limits pres

cribed by the charter, being granted, we understand the principle

to be, that their purchases, sales, and contracts generally, will be

presumed to be made within the legitimate scope and purpose of

the corporation, until the contrary appears, and that the burden

of showing that any contract of a corporation is beyond its

legitimate powers, rests on the party who objects to it. Indiana

v. Worum, 6 Hill, 37; Ex parte Peru Iron Company, 7 COW

54=O; Farmer’s Loan Clowes, 3 Comst. 470; Same v. Curtis, 3‘

Seld. 466; Biers v. Plienix Company, 14 Barb. 358.

If a corporation attempt to enforce a contract made with them

in a case beyond the legitimate limits of their corporate power

that fact, ‘being shown, will ordinarily constitute a perfect.

defence. Green v. Seymour, 3 Sandf. Ch. 285; Bangor Boom v.

Whiting, 29 Me. 1.23; Life, &c., Company v. Manufacturers, &c.

Company, 7 Wend. 31; New York &c. Insurance Company v.

Ely, 5 Conn. 560.
And if asuit is brought upon a contract alleged to be made by

the corporation, but which is shown to be beyond its corporate‘

power to enter into, the contract will be regarded as void, and

the corporation may avail themselves of that defence. Beaclz v.

Fulton Bank, 3 Wend. 573; Albert v. Savings Bank, 1 Md. Ch.

Dec.407; Abbot v. Baltimore, &c. Company, 1 Md. Ch. Dec.

542; Strauss v. Eagle Insurance Company, 5 Ohio, N. s. 59;

Baron v. Mississippi Insurance Company, 31 Miss. 116; Bank

of Genesee v. Patcliin Bank, 3 Kern. 315; Gage v. Newmarket

18 Q. B. 457.
The contract set up in this case was made not by the corpor

ation itself, by a vote, nor by an agent expressly authorized to

sign a contract already drawn, but it was made by the president

of the corporation, acting under an appointment as their general

agent; and it is argued that he was fully authorized by votes of
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the corporation to bind them by such a contract as the present;

but it is not necessary to consider this question, as we think it

settled that the powers of the agents of corporations to enter

into contracts in their behalf are limited, by the nature of things,

to such contracts as the corporations are by their charters author

ized to make. This principle is distinctly recognized in Mc

Cullough v. Moss, 5 Den. 567; overruling the case of 1\J0ss v.

Rossie Lead Co., 5 Hill, 137, and in Central Bank v. Empire Co.,

26 Barb. 23; Bank ofGenesee v. Patcbin Bank, 3 Kern. 315.

This same \vant of power to give authority to an agent to con

tract, and thereby bind the corporation in matters beyond the

scope of their corporate objects, must be equally conclusive

against any attempt to ratify such contract. What they cannot

do directly they cannot do indirectly. They cannot bind them

selves by the ratification of a contract which they had no author

ity to make. 5 Den. 567, above cited. The power of the agent

must be restricted to the business which the company was

authorized to do. Within the scope of the business which they

had power to transact, he, as its agent, may be authorized to act

for it, but beyond that he could not be authorized, for its powers

extend no further.

This view seems to us entirely conclusive againstthe claim made

for the omnibuses and model, and probably for the baggage

wagon.

As to the light wagon, that may stand on a different ground.

Such a wagon might be useful and necessary for the use of the

agent of the company, in conducting the undoubted business of

the corporation,—the building and maintaining the road.

We are unable to assent to the position taken in the argument,

that a ratification of part is a ratification of the whole contract.

While the corporation may be restricted from ratifying a con

tract beyond the scope of the objects of the corporation, there

could be no such objection as to any matter clearly within their

power. The other contracting party might have a right to reject

such ratification, claiming that the contract is entire, and if not

ratified as such, it should not be made good for a part only. But

if they claim the benefit of the partial ratification, thecorporation

can hardly object.
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NICOLL V. RAILROAD COMPANY.‘

SUPREME Connr OF NEW YORK, 1854.

(12 N. 1/.121.)

Power to Acquire and Convey Rea] Estate.

Ejectment commenced in the supreme court in February, 18457,

and tried at the Orange county circuit, held by Mr. _]'ust_1c€

Edwards in October, 184,-8. The jury found a special verdict.

from which it appeared that on the first day of ]uly, 18_36~

Nicholas A. Dederer, being the owner in fee simp e of a farm situ

ate in Blooming Grove, Orange county, executed to the Hudson

and Delewarc Railroad Company a deed, dated that day,

whereby, in consideration of the benefits and advantages to him

of the railroad proposed to be made by the company, and Of 0116

dollar to him paid by the company, he granted to such company

the privilege of surveying and laying out by its agents and

engineers, through his farm or tract of land, the route and site of

its road; and also granted, bargained, sold, and conveyed until

the company and its successors, so much of the farm as might be

selected and laid out by the company for the site of its railroad.

six rods in width across the farm, provided always, and S1-1611

grant was made upon the express condition that the company

should construct its railroad within the time prescribed by the

act incorporating the same. That subsequently and before the

27th of October, 1836, the company selected and laid out, for

the site of its railroad through the farm, a strip of land six T055

wide extending through the farm. That on the 1st of April,

1844, the farm formerly owned by Dederer, bv' virtue of sundry

mesne conveyances became the property of. the plaintiff in f<1¢

51mP1e Subject Only to such right as the Hudson and Delawa1‘€

Railroad Company then had to any portion thereof, sufilcient f01‘

the track of its road. That this company on the 27th of Oct
 

'P“K° "- H°*“=b='K- 4° Vt 81- <18es>- Whitev Howard, as Conn 342 (1871.);
Lenzuremflillegas 1 Serg & R. 313. (1821: '- 1-1 11' " 1'1 23' r1s74.\;lssational Bank v. Nlatthews. as U. s. s21. (i's7s.l)-“gu¢1v{i<I>lii@ildaiii(ii£ v:g\’l1]l-iitney, 10811

6k69?i8(s158)80-); Can: v. Kelly. 1aa n. s. 21. (1s9o.); People v. Lu Rue,67 can
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ober, 1836, commenced the construction of its railroad, but never

completed or put in operation a double or single track or any

part thereof. That in pursuance of an act of the Legislature,

entitled an act authorizing the New York and Erie Railroad Com

an to construct a branch road, terminating at the village of

l‘)Ie\\Bburgh, passed April 8, 1845, the Hudson and Delaware Rail

road C-5)!'l11p8.11y were alptliloirizeid to, alndbpn tlg: 1¢1L{th 0; Igzecerzibeii,

1846, ic execute tot eceen ant, t e ew or an r1e ai

road Company, a deed, and thereby for a valuable consideration

granted, bargained, sold, and conveyed to the defendant and its

successors, the maps, charts, drafts, surveys, and other personal

property of the Hudson and Delaware Company, and all its

rights, privileges, immunities and improvements, acquired under

and by virtue of the original act of incorporation or of any act

amending it, or in any other manner; and also all the grants,

lands, and real estate acquired by or ceded or conveyed to the

Hudson and Delaware Company, and all its right, title, and inter

est to the same, and particularly the right of way, granted by

Dederer to the Company and its successors, by the deed from

him above mentioned. That when this suit was commenced on

the 25th of February, 184.-7, the defendant had not completed or

put in operation its branch road terminating at Ncwburgh, or

any part of it, nor had it done so when the cause was tried.

That on the 2nd of December, 184-6, the defendant tentgreili 1?1¥)OI1

the stri of land six rods wide, mentioned in t e ee om
Dedererpand laid out by the Hudson and Delaware Company

through his farm, as the site of its road, and ejected the plaintiff

therefrom, and that the defendant was still in the possession

thereof. The suit was brought to recover possession of this strip

of land from the defendant.

The justice before whom this cause was tried ordered judgment

upon the special verdict in favor of the plaintiff. The defendant

appealed, and the Supreme Court, sitting in general term in the

3d district, reversed the judgment, and gave judgment in favor of

the defendant. (12 Barb. 460.) The plaintiff appealed to this

court.

Parker, ].:-—The grant from Dederer to the Hudson and Delaware

Railroad Company, bearing date the first day ofjuly, 1836, was

made to that company “ and their successors.” Under that grant,

there can be no doubt, the Hudson and Delaware Railroad Com

pany took a fee. The words of perpetuity used would have been

sufiicient to describe a fee, even under the most strict requirements

of the common law.

The company had ample power to purchase lands. It was a

power incident at common law to all corporations unless they

were specially restrained by their charters or by statute. 2Kent_
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281; Co. Litt. 44.< a. 300 b.; 1 Kyd. on Corp., 76,78, 108,115;

3 Pick. 239. And in this case thepower was expressly conferred

by the 9th section of the charter (Sess. Laws of 1835, p. 113);

and by the 16th section there were given to it the general powers

conferred upon corporations (1 R. S. 731), one of which is that ol

holding, purchasing, and conveying such real estate as the pur

poses of the corporation may require. But if no words of per

petuity had been used, the grantor owning a fee, the company

would have taken a fee, for the statute is now imperative that

every grant shall pass all the estate or interest of the grantor,

unless the intent to pass a less estate or interest shall appear by

express terms or be necessarily implied in the terms of the grant

(1 R. S. 748, §1).
But it is objected that because by the act of incorporation there

was given to it only a term of existence of fifty years (Laws of

1835, p. 110, § 1), therefore the grant shall be deemed to have

conveyed an estate for years, and not in fee. The unsoundness of

that position is easily shown. It was never yet held that the

grant of a fee in express terms could be restricted by the fact that

the grantee had but a limited term of existance. If it were so, a

grant could never be made to an individual in fee, because in his

earthly existence he is not immortal. Under such a rule a man

could never buy a greater interest in a farm than a life estate. It

would followthat all estates would be life estates except those

held by perpetual corporations. The intent of parties, fully ex

pressed in a deed, would avail nothing, but all grants would be

measured by the mortality of the grantee. It is needless to follow

-out the proposition further to show its absurdity.

  

  

It is not to the parties to agrant, but to its terms, that we look

to ascertain the character and extent of the estate conveyed.

Such was the rule at common law, and is still by statute. (1 R. S.

748, § 1)- The change made by the statute favors the grantee

where there are no express terms in the grant, by presuming the

grantor intented to convey all his estate.

At common law it was only where there were no express terms

defining the estate in the conveyance, that the term of legal exist

ence of the grantee was deemed to be the measure of the interest

intended to be conveyed. Thus, words of perpetuity, such as

“he_irs_or successors,” werenecessary to convey a fee. A grant ‘E0

an individual without such words conveyed only a lile estate

Fqf the Same reason_a grant without such words to a corpor

atlon aggregate (V1ner’s Ab., Estate L 3) or to a mayor or

'°°fcnm1c’na,1l%’ (ill 3). eonveyed a fee, because the grantees were per

Pe_“a ' e gfailtee named in such case having a perpetual

existence, the estate could not have been enlarged by words of

'S1;lCC€SS1011.
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But this is now changed by our Revised Statutes. Words ofin

heritance or succession are no longer necessary, and in their ab

sence we look not to the terms of existence of the grantee to

ascertain the estate, but to the amount of interest owned by the

grantor at the time he conveyed. All this estate is deemed to

have passed by the grant. (1 R. S. 748, § 1).

All this is applicable only to cases where the grant is silent as to

the extent of interest conveyed. Where that interest is expressly

-described, as in this case, the law never, either before or since our

revision, did violence to the intent of the parties, by cutting down

the estate agreed to be conveyed to the measure of the grantee’s

term of existence. It has long been one of the maxims of the law

that “no implication shall be allowed against an express estate

limited by express words.” Viner’s Ab. Implication, A. 5; 1

Salk. 236.

It is erroneous to say that an estate in fee cannot be fully enjoyed

by a natural person, or by a corporation of limited duration. It

is an enjoyment of the fee to possess it and to have the full con

trol of it, including the power of alienation, by which its full value

may at once be realized.

It is well settled that corporations, though limited in their dur

ation, may purchase and hold a fee, and they may sell such real

estate whenever they shall find it no longer necessary or conven

ient (5 Denio, 389). 2 Preston on Estates, 50. Kent says: “Cor

porations have a fee simple for the purpose of alienation, but they

have only a determinable fee for the purpose of enjoyment. On the

dissolution of the corporation the reverter is to the original

grantor or his heirs; but the grantor will be excluded by the

alienation in fee, and in that way the corporation may defeat the

possibility of a reverter.” 2 Kent, 282; 5 Denio, 389; 1 Comst.

R. 509. Large sums of money are accordingly expended by rail

road companies in erecting extensive station houses and depots,

and by banking corporations in erecting banking houses, because,

holding the land iii fee, they may be able to reimburse themselves

for the outlay by selling the fee before the termination of their

corporate existence. * * *

Upon the whole my conclusion in this case is that the Hudson

and Delaware Railroad Company took from Dederer a fee upon

condition subsequent; that at the time of the conveyance by

Dederer to the plaintiff, there had been no forfeiture; and _that

Dederer had, at the time of such conveyance, no assignable inter

est in the premises.

Thejudgment of the Supreme Court should be aflirmed.
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MONUMENT NATIONAL BANK V. GLOBE WORKS?‘

SUPREME jumcnu. Connr or Mxssxcnusnrrs, 1869.

;(1o1 Mass. 57.)

Power to make Negotiable Paper—Accomodati0n Endorse:-.

Hoar The single question presented for our decision in this

cause, all others which arise upon the report having been waived,

is, whether the note of a manufacturing corporation, in the hands

ofa holder in good faith for value, who took it before maturity,

and without any knowledge that the makers had not received

the full consideration, cannot be enforced against them, because

it was in fact made as an accomodation note.

The argument for the defendants takesthe ground that to issue

an accomodation note is 11ot within the powers conferred upon

the corporation; and that, as any persons taking it had notice

that it was the note of the corporation, they had notice that it was

of no validity unless issued for a purpose within the scope of the

corporate powers, and were therefore bound to ascertain not

only that it was executed by the officer of the corporation who

had the general authority to sign the notes which they might

lawfully make, but that the purpose for which it was issued

was such as the charter authorized them to entertain and

execute.

The court are all of opinion that this position is not tenable,

and that the defence cannot be maintained.

It has long been settled in this Commonwealth that a manu

facturing corporation has the power to make a negotiable prom

issory note. Narragansett Bank v. Atlantic Silk Co., 3 Met. 282.

And it was held in Bird v. Daggett, 97 Mass. 494-, as a just cor

ollary to that proposition, that such a note in the hands of a

holder in good faith for value is binding upon themaker, although

made as an accomodation note. The question was not discussed,

nor the reasons for the decision fully stated, in Bird v. Daggéft;

but it was assumed that the doctrine announced was clear and

undoubted law.

The doctrine of ultra vires has been carried much farther in

England than the courts in this country have been disposed to

extend it; but, with just limitations, the principle cannot be
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questioned, that the limitations to the authority, powers, and

liability of a corporation are to be found in the act creating it.

And it no doubt follows as claimed by the learned counsel for the

defendants, that when powers are conferred and defined by stat

ute, everyone dealing with the corporation is presumed to know

the extent of those powers.

But when the transaction is not the exercise of a power not

conferred on a corporation but the abuse of a general power in a

particular instance, the abuse not being known to the other con

 

tracting party, the doctrine of ultra vires does not apply. As

was said by Selden _]., in Bissellv.Mich1g'an Southern & Northern

Indiana Railroad Co., 22 N. Y. 289, 290: “There are no doubt

cases in which a corporation would be estopped from setting up

this defense, although its contract might have been really un

authorized. It would not be available in a suit brought by a

bona fide indorsee of a negotiable promissory note, provided the

corporation was authorized to give notes for any purpose; and

the reason is, that the corporation, by giving the note has virtu

ally represented, that it was given for some legitimate purpose

and the indorsee could not be presumed to know the contrary,.

The note, however, if given by a corporation absolutely prohib

ited by its charter from giving notes at all, would be voidable

not only in the hands of the original payee, but in those of any

subsequent holder; because all persons dealingwithacorporation

are bound to take notice of the extent of its chartered powers.

The same principle is applicable to contracts not negotiable.

When the want of power is apparent upon comparing the act

done with the terms of the charter, the party dealing with the

corporation is presumed to have knowledge ofthe dcfect, and

the defence of ultra vires is available against him. But such a de—

fence would not be permitted to prevail against a party who can

not be presumed to have had any knowledge of the want of

authority to make the contract. Hence, if the question of power

depends not merely upon the law under which the corporation

acts, but upon the existence of certain extrinsic facts, resting pe

culiarly within the knowledge of the corporate oflicers, then the

corporation would be estopped from denying that which, by

assuming to make the contract it had virtually afhrnied.”

This doctrine seems to us sound and reasonable; and in con

formity with it it was held in Farmers’ & Mechanics’ Bank v. Em

pire State Stone Dressing Co., 5 Bosw. 275, that. an accomo

dation acceptance by an oflicer of amanufacturingcorporation,.on‘

behalf of the company, was not binding, unless the consideration

had been advanced upon the faith of acceptance; but that if the

consideration was paid in good faith after the acceptance, and

upon the credit ofit, it could be enforced.

_._ _ _4 -—’—|— - -- s 
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So it was said by Lord St. Leonards that he felt a disposition

“to restrain the doctrine of ultra vires to clear cases of excess

-of power, with the knowledge of the other party, express or

implied from the nature of the corporation. and of the contract

entered into." Eastern Counties Railway C0. v. Hawkes, 5 H.L.

N ~Cas. 331,373.
The cases on which the defendants rely are cases against muni

cipal corporations, in respect to which the rule is much more

rigid, or for the most part those in which the other con

tracting party had notice upon the face of the transaction of the

want of corporate power.
There can be no doubt that it is very often true that a corpor

‘ =ation may be responsible for the unauthorized, and even for the

-unlawful acts of its agents, apparently clothed with its author

ity. No corporation is empowered by its charter to commit an

assault and battery; yet it has frequently been held accountable,

in this Commonwealth, for one committed by its servants.

Bills of a bank issued without consideration, and even stolen.

are good in the hands of an innocent holder for value. Many

other illustrations might be given, but enough has been said to

show the principle on which our decision rests.

judgment for the plaintitfs.

JONES V. GUARANTEE COMPANY.’

SUPREME Comm‘ or THE UNITED STATES, 1879.

(101 U. S. 622.)

Power to give a Mortgagc.

M1‘- _l1-155“ $Wa_vner * * * The central and controlling

questions to be determined are :
Whether the Oil Company had the power to give a mortgage

for future advances; and,
Whether the mortgage here in question is, in the view of a court

of equity, for the debt of the Oil Company or for the debt of

Abraham M. Cozzens.

The oral arguments of the eminent counsel who appeared before

us were addressed principally to these subjects. Numerous other

points are made by the counsel for the appellant in his brief, and
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have been fully discussed in the printed arguments upon both sides.

They are minor in their character, and we think involve no prop

osition that admits of doubt as to its proper solution. We are

satisfied with the disposition made of them by the Circuit Court,

and shall pass them by without further remark.

At the common law, every corporation had, as incident to its

existence, the power to acquire, hold, and convey real estate,

except so far as it was restrained by its charter or by act of

Parliament. This comprehensive capacity included also personal

effects of every kind.

The jus disponendi was without limit or qualification. It

extended to mortgages given to secure the payment of debts. 1

K_vd, Corp. 69, 76, 78, 108; Angeli & Ames, § 1455; 2 Kent, Coin.

282; Reynolds v. Commissioners ofStark County, 5 Ohio, 204,

Whitewater Valley Canal Co. v. Valette, 21 How. 414.

A mortgage for future advances was recognized as valid by

thecommon law. Gardner v. Graham, 7 Vin. Abr. 22, pl. 3. See"

also Brinkerhoff v. Marvin, 5 Johns. (N. Y.) Ch. 320, Lawrence

v. Tucker, 23 How. 14. '

It is believed that they are held valid throughout the United

States, except where forbidden by the local law.

The statute under which the Oil Company came into existenze"

made it “capable in law of purchasing, holding, and conveying

any real and personal estate, whenever necessary to enable” it to

carry on its business; but it was forbidden to “mortgage the

same, or give any lien thereon.” This disability was removed by

the later act of 1864-, which expressly conferred the power before

withheld. This change was remedial, and the clause which gave it

is, therefore, to be construed liberally with reference to the ends»

in view.

The learned counsel for the appellant insisted that a mortgage

could be competently given by the Oil Coin pany only to secure a

debt incurred in its business and already subsisting. This, we

think is too narrow a construction of the language of the law.

A thing maybe within a statute but not within its letter, or

within the letter and yet not within the statute. The intent of

the lawmaker is the law. The People v. Utica Insurance Co., 16

Johns. (N. Y.) 357; United States v. Babbit, 1 Black, 55.

The view of the court in Thompson v. New York & Hudson

River Railroad Co., 3 Sandf. (N. Y.) Ch. 625 was sounder and

better law. There the charter authorized the corporation to

build a bridge. It found one already built that answered every

purpose, and bought it. The purchase was held to be intra vires

and valid. Here the object of the authorization is to enable the

company to procure the means to carry on its business‘. Why

should it be required to go into debt, and then borro\v, if it could>
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instead of borrowing in advance, and shaping its affairs accord

ingly? No sensible reason to the contrary can be given. If it may

borrow and givea mortgage for a debt anteccdently or contempo

raneously created, whymay it not thus provide for future advances

as it may need them? This may be more economical and more

beneficial than any other arrangement involving the security

authorizedto be given. In both these later cases the ultimate

result with respect to the security would be j-ust the same as if

the mortgage were given for a pre-existing debt in literal coin

pliance with the statute. No one could be wronged or injured,

while the corporation, whom it was the purpose of the law to

aid, might be materially benefited. Is not such a departure

within the meaning, if not the letter, of the statute? There

'\\'011ldl)€1‘lO more danger of the abuse of the power conferred

than if it were exercised in the manner insisted upon. The safe

guard provided in the required assent of stockholders would

apply with the same efficacy in all the cases. The object of the

loan, the application of the money, and the restrains imposed

by the charter in those particulars, would be the same

whether the transaction took one form or the other. According

to our construction the company could give no mortgage but one

growing out of their business. and intented to aid them in car

,1-ying it on. In legal effect the difference between the two con

structions is one merely of mode and manner, and not of

-substance.
Such securities are not contrary to the law or public policy Of

the State. Many cases are found in her reported adjudications

where both judgments and mortgages for future advances have

been sustained.

Our view is not without support from the language of the

"_$'¢flt11t@. that “every mortgage so made shall be as valid to all

intents and purposes as if executed by an individual owning such

real estate.” If this mortgage had been given by individuals. the

q11@$’E1011 We are examining doubtless would not havebeenbrought

before us for consideration. '

\"\’l_1en a_deed is fatally defective for the vvarit of asufficierit

consideration to support it such consideration subsequently

arising may cure the defect and give the instrument validity.

Szmmez-.v. Hicks, 2 Black, 532. It is not neccssarv to go through

the form_of executing a second deed to take the place of the first

one. This principle applies to the mortgage after all the advances

had bee? "jade, ¢0I1¢€di11g that it had before been invalid for the

reason insisted upon.

The statute of 1864 neither expressly forbids nor declares \'0ld

mortgages for future advau¢¢s_
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If the one here in question be ultra vires, no one can take ad

vantage of the defect of power involved but the State. As to all

other parties it must be held valid, and may be enforced accord

ingly. Silver Lake Bank v. North, 4~ ]ohns. (N. Y.) Ch. 370;

National Bank v. Mathews, 98 U.S. 621. In the latter case this

subject was fully examined.

A corporation can act only by its agents. It there were any

such technical defect as is claimed touching the execution of this

mortgage, it has been cured by acquiescence and ratification by

the mortgagor.

No one else can raise the question. All other parties are con

cluded. Gordon v. Preston, 1 Watts (Pa.) 385.

Where money had been obtained by a corporation upon its

securities, whichlwere irregular and ultra vires, but the money

was applied for the benefit of the company, with the knowledge

and acquiescence of the shareholders, the company and the share

holders were estopped from denying the liability of the company

to repay it. And the same results follows where such securities

are issued with the knowledge of the shareholders, so far as the

money thus raised is applied for the benefit of the company. In

re Cork & Youghal Railway Co., Law Rep. 4- Ch. 748.

A court of equity abhors forfeitures, and will not lend its aid to

enforce them. Zllarshall v. Vicksburg, 15 Wall. 146. Nor will it

give its aid in the assertion of a mere legal right contrary to the

clear equity and justice of the case. Lewis v. Lyons, 13

Ill. 117.

The second point to be considered is whether the mortgage was

for the debt of Cozzens or for the debt of the Oil Company. * *

We are satisfied beyond a doubt that it was the debt of the Oil

Company and not his debt that was intended to be secured and

was secured by the mortgage. ‘ " '

’ Decree affirmed.
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FRANKLIN BANK V. COMMERCIAL BANK.‘

SUPREME COURT or OHIO, 1881.

(as Ohio sc. .950.)

Power of One Corporation to Hold Stock in Anotlzer Corpor

ation.

Boynton ].: We are met at the threshold of the case with the

inquiry, whether an action will lie in favor of the plaintifi

against the defendant for refusing to transfer, on the books

of the defendant, to the name of the plaintiff, the two

hundred shares of the capital stock of the defendant, repre

sented by the certificate issued to Foote, and by him pledged

to the plaintiff as security for the loan obtained. Such

refusal to so transfer said stock, and an alleged consequent

conversion of the same by the defendant constitute the gravamen

of the plaintifi"s action. The 12th section of the act under which

the two corporations were organized and from which they derived

their powers, expressly provided, that no banking company

organized under its provisions should be the holder or purchaser

of any portion of its capital stock or of the capital stock of any

other incorporated company, unless such purchase should be

necessary to prevent loss upon a debt previously contracted in

good faith, on security which, at the time, was deemed adequate

to insure the payment of such debt, independent of any lien upon

Sllch Stock (1 5- & C- 170. §12). And by section 29 it was pro

vided, that all the rights, privileges, and franchises which the

company derived from the act should be forfeited, if the directors

of the company should knowingly violate, or permit any of the

officers or agents of the company to violate any of the provisions

of_ the act. That the stock in the present case was pledged or re

ceived to secure a precedent loan is not claimed.

There would seem to be little doubt, either upon principle or

authority, and independently of express statutory prohibition of

the Same, that one corporation cannot become the owner of any

P01‘t10I1 Of the capital stock of another corporation, unless author

ity to become such is clearly conferred by statute, Mutual Sav

mgs Bank, 866- V. Meriden Agency, 24 Conii. 159; Franklin Coin

Pally Y- L1‘-‘wiston Savings Bank, 68 Me. 43; Central Railroad
 

'Mi\hnnk v. Railroad Co 64- How Pr (N Y ~ - - ~ 7
'- .~ - - -) 20. iss2).I A t B k co-L-R

%1%l;-5§\'PD- 252. (1869). First National Bank v. Niftional Elilzcl-lfansgligi 1l?fan}‘:?9gJ%.S. 122,
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Company v. Collins, 4.-O Ga. 582; Sumner v. Marcy, 3 W. & M.

105. \Vere this not so, one corporation, by buying up the major

ity of the shares of the stock of another, could take the entire

management of its business, however foreign such business might

be to that which the corporation so purchasing said shares was

created to carry on. A banking corporation could become the

operator of a railroad, or carry on the business of manufacturing

and any other corporation could engage in banking by obtaining

the control of the bank’s stock. Nor would this result follow

any the less certainly, if the shares of stock were received in

pledge only, to secure the payment of a debt, provided the shares

were transferred on the books of the company to the name of the

pledgee. A person in whose name the stock of a corporation

stands on the books of the corporation is, as to the corporation,

a stockholder, and has a right to vote upon the stock. State ex

rel. White v. Ferris, 42 Conn. 560; Ex parte Wilcox, 7 Cow.

402; 111 re Barker, 6 Wend. 509. Hopin v. Bufiizm, 9 R. I. 518:

Field on Corp. § 69. ‘

Hence, if the plaintiff appeared on the books of the defendant as

the transferee or owner of the two hundred shares of stock repre

sented by the certificate to Foote, it would have the right to vote

upon the stock at all meetings of the stockholders or the defendant ;

and it would only be necessary for it to procure in pledge, as secu

rity as money loaned, a majority of the shares of the capital

stock of the Commercial Bank, in order to obtain full control of

its affairs, and take charge of its banking operations. This

would not only be exercising powers granted to the plaintifi'

neither expressly nor by implication, but those which are clearly

opposed to the manifest spirit and intent, if not to the language of

of the statute. This court has uniformly adhered to the doctrine

announced in Straus v. Eagle Insurance Co., 5 Ohio St. 59; that

corporations have such powers, and such only, as the act creating

them confers; and are confined to the exercise of those expressly

granted, and such incidental powers as are necessary to carry into

effect those specifically conferred. Bank of Buffalo v. Tolcdo F.

& M. Ins. Co., 12 Ohio St. 601. This principle has recently been

most emphatically asserted, both by the Supreme Court of

tl1e United States, in Thomas v. Railroad Co., 101 U. S. 71, and

by the House of Lords, in Aslzbury Railroad Carriage & Iron C0.

v. Ricbe, L. R. 7 H. L. 653. It was claimed in argument in both

of these cases, that a corporate body may do any act which 1s

neither expressly or impliedly prohibited by its chartef‘ ;

although it was conceded that a stockholder might enjoin

the act, where it was not authorized, either expressly or by_m1

plication, and that the State by proper process and proceedings

might forfeit the charter. But it was held, in the first case, that

~.~. er
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the powers of a corporation organized under a legislative enact

ment are such only as the statute confers, and that the enumer

ation of them implies the the exclusion of all others; and by the

second case, that the contract sued on, being of a nature not in

-cluded in the Memorandum of Association, was ultra vires, not

only of the directors, but of the whole company, and which the

whole body of shareholders was incapable of ratifying.

Notwithstanding the rule thus prevailing, the act under which

both the plaintiff and the defendant were organized, did not leave

the right or power of the plaintiff to acquire the title to shares of

-stock in another corporation, to be determined alone upon the

principle of construction which the rule above stated adopted.

The right to deal in shares of stock in other corporations is not

-only not found among the enumerated powers which the act con

fers upon banks organized under its provisions, but the powerdn

language, of the most undoubted import, is denied, and its exer

-cise expressly prohibited. It therefore follows that the refusal of

the defendant to permit the transfer upon its books to the plain

tiff of the two hundred shares of its stock, violated no right Of

the plaintiff, and consequentlv created no liability on the part of

the defendant. Such refusal did not amount to a conversion of

the stock.
Its action in refusing the transfer was but the denial of any right

by the plaintiff to be placed in a position to interfere and partici

pate in the control and management of its internal affairs. T0

the claim of the plaintiff, that it was the duty of the defendant t0

make the transfer, when the same was demanded, and leave tllfl

State to impose the penalty of forfeiture on the plaintiff for a

violation of its charter, we do not assent. The cases of

UHIOII National Bank v. lllatbews, 98 U. S. 621 and jones v

Guarantee & Indemnity Co., 101 U. S. 622, and the cases therein

cited, do not support such proposition. The principle of those

cases is,that where a corporation is incompetent byits charter 110

fake a title to real estate, a convevance to it is not void, but

voidable only, and that the sovereign alone can object; that the

conveyance is valid until assailed in a direct proceeding instituted

for that purpose. But they neither, by the principle maintained,

I10_1‘ by the reasoning advanced in support of it, sanction the doc

trine that one corporation may buy up the stock of another, and

the1'ei:¥y enable itself to interfere with the internal management of

eglg? E’-t$SP:§1:1lP€:rwhere the p0wer to do so 1s eXP1'e551Y PTO’

In our °Pi"l0I1 the petition stated no cause of action against

the defendant, and hence laid no foundation for a judgment in

favor of the Plaintiff. That the plaintiff may have acquired

,4“ -H‘ .
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RAILROAD COMPANY v. MARSEILLES. 381

rights by the pledge received from Foote, to such interest in the

bank as said certificate of stock represented is quite true. But

what that interest is. if any, we cannot in the present case

determine.

Judgment aflirnied.

iii

RAILROAD COMPANY V. MARSEILLES.*

SUPREME Comm‘ or ILLINOIS, 1876.

(84 Ill. 14-5, 64-8.)

Power of a Corporation to purchase and Izold its own Stock.

Per Curriam :— The rule is familiar, and is not contested,

that such bodies can only exercise such powers as may be con

ferred by the legislative body creating them, either in ex

press terms or by necessary implication; and the implied powers

are presumed to exist to enable such bodies to carry out the ex

press powers granted and to accomplish the purpose of their cre

ation. Such being the rule, the question arises whether this cor

porate body might make such a purchase, or is it outside of, and

beyond the limit of its power?

Appellant has referred us to a number of cases in our owncourt,

in which it has been held that such organizations have no power

to release subscribers for their stock from paying therefore and

from their subscriptions; that, when such subscriptions are in

tended to be fictitious, or the subscribers are released from pay

ment, it operates as a wrong, if not a fraud, on the other sub

scribers for stock in the same company. But here, the stock had

been subscribed, paid for, and certificates therof issued to,

and they were owned and held by, the village at the time this

contract was entered into and executed. S0, the question is not,

whether appellant may release the village from paying for and

receiving shares subscribed for, but whether appellant has power

to purchase shares of its own stock, paid for, issued to, and held

by the village. '

In the case of Taylor v. Miami Exportation Co., 6 Ohio, (Ham

mond) 83, it was held that a banking corporation might

lawfully receive shares of its own stock from a solvent debtor in

 

'9" Clam! Y. Peterson. 104 I11. 26. (18823 Trevor v.\\'hitwortl1. L. R. 12 App.C8i¢I

409. (188‘l.)
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332 RAILROAD coursnv v. MARSEILLES.

discharge of his indebtedness. The court went further, and held

the holder to vote for certain persons for directors at an approach

ing election, and, after the holder had thus voted, the money paid

for the shares was returned to him, and he restored the shares to

the hank, as there was no loss sustained by the transaction, and

the result of the election was not changed, and whilst the court

condemned the transaction, it held that equity could afford no

relief, as no one had been injured. It was also held in that case

that, where the shares of the company were transferred to it iu

payment of such indebtedness, the corporation might hold and

sell it as it did its other property.

In the case of the City Bank of Columbus v. Bruce, 17 N. Y.

507, it appeared that the board of directors passed a resolution

that all stockholders indebted to the bank on stock notes, by a

specified day, might pay such debts to the bank in its shares of

stock, at a named per cent, and that not far from half of the

stock of the bank was thus surrendered; and the court held,

there was no ground for questioning the validity of the trans

action; that no rule of common law or any provision of the char

ter forbade it; and the Ohio case is referred to and approved by

the court.
In the case of Williams v. The Savage Manufacturing C0., 3 Md.

Ch. R. 452, it was held that banking corporations had the right

to take shares of their own stock in pledge or payment of indebt

edness to the corporation, and to reissue the same. On the latter

proposition Ex parte Holmes, 5 Cow., 426 is referred to by thfi

court in its support.
In the case of The State v. Smith, 48 Vt. R. 266, it was held,

that where a railroad company hadpurchased 2,350 shares of the

$t0Ck Of the Company, the stock did not merge, and the legality

of the purchase seems to be recognized by the court. And in

further support of the rule see Angell& Ames on Corp-§ 280,

where it is said it is one of the corporate powers that may be leg

ally exercised.
If, then, as in the cases above referred to, a bank may purchase

and hold its own shares, no reason is perceived why a railroad

corporation may not do the same thing, and the case of the State

v. Smith (supra) was the purchase of stock by a railroad com

pany, and of shares of its own st0ck_ These authorities, we

think, fully recognize the power of the directors of a company,

when not prohibited by their charter, to purchase shares of stock

of their company. It falls within the scope of the power of the

directors to manage and control the affairs and property Of the

company for the best interests of the stockholders, and when

they have thus acted, we will presume, until the contrary

that, where a large number of shares had been issued to enable

5.
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COPPIN v. GREENLESS COMPANY. 833

is shown, that the purchase was for legitimate and authorized

purposes.

If it were shown that the purchase was made to promote the

interests of the oflicers of the company alone, and not the stock

holders generally, or if for the benefit of a portion of the stock

holders and not all, or for the injury of all or only a portion of

them, or if it operated to the injury of creditors, or would defeat

the end for which the body was created, or if it was done for any

other fraudulent purpose, then chancery could interfere. In such

case, Melvin v. The Lamar Ins., Co., 80 Ill. 4-46, and other cases

in chancery referred to in appellant’s brief, would apply, but the

defence cannot be made a law. The case of Belford Railroad C0.

v. Bower, 48 Pa. St. R. 29 was in a court were there is no dis

tinction between actions at law and suits in equity, and we pre

sume the defence was allowed by the application of equitable

principles, and the cases in the British courts which seem to bear

on the question were in equity. Whatever may be the rights of

stockholders or creditors, if there are any, relief can only be had

in equity, and by a stockholder or other cestui que trust.

Thejudgment of the court below will, therefore be affirmed.

Judgment aflirined.

COPPIN V. GREENLESS COMPANY.

SUPREME COURT OF Omo, 1882.

(88 01110 St. 275.)

Power of a Corporation to Purchase and Hold its Own

Shares.

McIlvaine].:—Whether the defendant corporation was bound

by its executory agreement with the plaintiff to purchase shares

of its own stock, under the circumstances detailed in the petition,

was, undoubtedly, the question upon which the case turned in

the district court.

The power of a trading corporation to traffic in its own stock,

where no authority to do so is conferred upon it by the terms of

its charter, has been a subiect of much discussion in the courts;

and the conclusions reached by different courts have been con

flicting. Of course, cases wherein the power is found to exist by

express or implied grant in the charter, furnish no aid in the solu

tion of the question before us; unless the claim of the plaintifi

I
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334. corrm v. GREENLESS COMPANY.

can be sustained, that such power was conferred on the defendant

by section 63 of the corporation act of 1852 (S. & C. 301), as

amended, which confers on manufacturing corporations the

powers enumerated in section 3 of the act, and among others,

the power “to acquire and convey at pleasure, all such real and

personal estate as may be necessary or convenient to carry into

effect the objects of the corporation.” We think, however, that

this claim cannot be maintained. The sole object of the defend

ant organization was “for manufacturing purposes; ” and it can

not be said in any just sense, that the power to acquire or con

vey its own stock was either necessary or convenient “for manu

facturing purposes.”
The doctrine that corporations, when not prohibited by their

charters may buy and sell their own stocks, is supported by a

line of authorities; and prominent among them may be mentioned

the cases of Dupee y. Boston Water Power Co., 114 Mass. 37

and C. P. and S. R. R. v. Co. Marseilles, 84 Ill. 145. But never

theless, we think the decided weight of authority both in Eng

land and in the United States, is against the existence of the

power unless conferred by express grant or clearimplication. The

foundation principle upon which these later cases rest is that a

corporation possesses no powers except such as are conferred

upon it by its charter, either by express grant or necessary im

plication; and this principle has been frequently declared by the

Supreme Court of this State; and by no court more emphatically

than by this court. It is true, however, that in most jurisdic

tions, where the right of a corporation to traflic in its own stock

has been denied, an exception to the rule has been admitted to

exist, whereby acorporation has been allowed to take its own

stock in satisfaction ofa debt due to it. This exception is sup

posed to rest on a necessity, which arises in order to avoid loss;

and was recognized in this State as early as Taylor v. Miami Ex

porting ‘Co., 6_Ohio, 176, and has been incidentally referred to

as an existing right since the adoption of our present constitut

ion. State v. Building Association, 35 Ohio St. 258.

_ But, h0\\'¢V@f,’¢11a1I may be, the right of a corporation to traffic

m_1t5 OWT1 §t°_¢k, at pleasure, appears to us to be inconsistent

with the principle of the provisions of the present constitution,

a1't1¢_1"-‘ 13- $¢¢-£10111 3, which reads as follows: “ Dues from corp

orations shall be secured by such individual liability of stockhold

ers, and other means, as may be prescribed by law; but in all

¢a5¢$,_<’-flch Stockholder shall be liable, over and above the stock

by him or her owned, and any amount unpaid thereon, to a

further sum, at least equal in amount to such stock.” Now, it is

just as plain, that a business or trading corporation cannot exist
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corrm v. GREENLESS COMPANY. 335

without stock and stockholders, as it is that the creditors ofsuch

corporations are entitled to the security namedin the constitution.

State ex-rel. Att’y-Gen.v. Sherman 22 Ohio St. 4-11. The cor

poration its elf cannot be a stockholder of its own stock within

the meaning, of this provision of the constitution. Nobody will

deny this proposition. And if a corporation can buy one share

of its stock at pleasure, why may it not buy every share? If the

right of a corporation to purchase its own stock at pleasure ex

ists and is unlimited, where is the provision intended for the bene

fit of creditors? This is not the security to which the constitu

tion invites the creditors of corporations. I am aware, that the

amount of stock required to be issued is not fixed by the consti

tution or by statute, and also that provision is made by

statute for the reduction of the capital stock of corporations; but

of these matters, creditors are bound to take notice. Theyhave

a right, however to assume that stock once issued, and not called

back in the manner provided by law, remains outstanding in the

hands of stockholders liable to respond to creditors to the extend

of the individual liability prescribed. In this view it matters not

whether the stock purchased by the coporation that issued it, be

comes extinct, or is held subject to be reissued. It is enough to

know that the corporation, as purchaser of its own stock does

not afford to creditors the security intended. And surely, if the

law forbids the organization of a corporation without stock, be

cause the required security is not furnished,it cannot be, that hav

ing brought the corporation into existence, it invests it with

power to assume, at pleasure, the identical character or relation

to the public, that was an insurmountable objection to the giving"

of corporate existence in the first place.

PlaintiFf in error lays much stress on the averinents in the peti

tion, that it had been the custom ofthe corporation that its offi

cers and others actively engaged in its service, should be holders

of shares of its stock, and upon ceasing to be connected with the

company such persons had been accustomed to sell, and the coin

panyto buy such stock; and that the plaintiff had purchased the

stock for the price of which suit was brought while in the em

ploynient of defendant.

We cannot see why these averinents should take the case out

of the general rule.

If it were averred that the plaintiff had purchased this stock

from the defendant, or from others, under an agreement with the

company that it would buy the same from him when he quit its

employment or if the contract of purchase by the defendant had

been executed, very different questions would arise.

It is not even averred, that the plaintiff relied upon such custoin

either in making the purchase or the sale of the stock; so that, 111'
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fact, he is unaffected by the alleged custom. But if such custom

had been relied on by the plaintiff when he purchased the stock,

it would not have made the executory contract of the defendant

to buy the stock binding, which, without such custom would be

void. The usage of a. corporation does not become the law of its

existence, or the measure of its powers. The general law of the

State, of which all persons are presumed to have knowledge, is

the source and limit of all its powers and duties; and these can

not be varied either by usage or contract. The doctrine of estop

pel has no application in the case. Nor is there any such equity

in the case as would have arisen between the parties in case the

contract had been executed.

judgment affirmed.

_i_i

EASUN V. BUCKEYE BREWING CO.

U. S. CIRCUIT Comm‘, N. D. OHIO, W. D. 1892.

(51 Fed. Rep. 156.)

Powers of Corporation to hold stock in Another COIp0rafi0fl

This is an action instituted by the plaintiff to recover damages

for the failure of the defendants to comply with the provisions of

a contract by the terms of which the Buckeye Brewing C0. ob

ligated itself to sell to the veudee certain brewing property.

The purchaser as a consideration for the sale agreed to pay the

vendorthe sum of $860000, whereof “the sum of $10,000 shall be

Paid 111 051511 by way of a deposit; the further sum of $334,

000 shall be paid in cash on or before the completion of the puf

chase; the further sum of $258,000, by issue to the vendors or as

F115? may aPP°i1-"It, Of Six per cent. debenture bonds of an English

J°m'§ stock ¢°mPa11,V 1 proposed to be formed by the purchaser,

herein after referred to as the ‘company,’ Provided the total

amount of such debenture bonds shall not exceed ninety-thousand

pounds; and the balance of $258,000 by the allotment 1:0 the

vendors of ordinary shares of the company of that equivalent,

nominal value, such shares to be deemed paid up.’ ’

The Buckeye Brewing Co. refused to perform its part of the

contract.

_ R1¢kS.Di$’¢1'i¢l'-.l115861 *** In the view which we take of this case,

1t1_s only necessary to consider the question of whether or I10t

this contract sued upon was ultra viz-es. It is well settled in

_. fi..._,w
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Ohio that corporations have such powers, and such only, as the

act creating them confers; and are confined to the exercise of

those expressly granted, and such incidental powers as are neces

sary to carry into effect those specifically conferred. Under this

construction of the statute, it was clearly settled in the case of

Franklin Bank v. Commercial Bank, 36 Ohio St. 850, that one

corporation cannot become the owner of any portion of the cap

ital stock of another corporation, unless authority to become

such is clearly conferred by the statute. The provisions of this

contract clearly contemplated that the Buckeye Brewing Com

pany, which, so far as the pleadings before us show, was, at the

time of making such contract, not only a solvent corporation,

but a prosperous and profitable one, should sell and dispose of its

plant and all its assets, and a very large part of the considera

tion for such sale was to be stock and bonds in an English cor

poration to be organized to carry on the business of the vendee.

The provisions of the contract specified as to the rate of interest

such bonds should carry, and the dividend such stock should pay.

By implication it is fair to infer that it was contemplated that

the Buckeye Brewing Company, as a corporation, should con

tinue, for the purpose of collecting the interest on these debenture

bonds, the dividends on the stock of the new corporation, and to

distribute the same among the shareholders of said Buckeye

Brewing Company. It was therefore to continue its business as

a corporation, not for the purpose of carrying out the objects for

which it was organized, viz., the business of a brewing company,

but for the purpose of owning stock in a new corporation, and

the extent that ownership of such stock involved participating

in the management of that corporation it was to assist in carry

ing on the business of another corporation. There was no such

exigency in the business of this corporation as to make such sale

of its property and change in the nature of its corporate business

necessary for the protection of its stockholders. Counsel for the

plaintiff have cited many cases in which the courts of several of

the states, under statutes very similar to those of Ohio, have held

that corporations had a right to own and control the stock of

other corporations, but in every such case to which our attention

has been called such power was conceded to the corporation as

incident to its inherent right to protect its shareholders from

loss, owing to some peculiar exigency in the affairs of the corpor

ation. An insolvent corporation, contemplating voluntary dis

solution by consent of its shareholders, might have a right to

dispose of its property, and accept, in whole, or in part, for the

purchase price thereof, stockin another corporation; this stock to

be either sold, and the proceeds thereof distributed to the credit

ors, or to be apportioned in kind to such creditors or stockhold
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ers as the terms of dissolution might provide. A receiver ap

pointed to manage the aflairs of an insolvent corporation and to

-close out its business might be authorized to dispose of its assets,

and receive in payment therefor stock in the corporation, to be

disposed of as the court might order in the distribution of its as

sets. But in all these cases there must be some stringency or emer

gency to justify this departure from the ordinary course of the

business of the corporation. Butin this case no such emergency ex

isted. As before stated, the corporation was doing a flourishing

business. Its plant and good will and business were considered

so desirable that the vendee agreed to pay therefore the large

consideration specified in the contract. This sale could undoubt

edly have been made for cash and deferred payments. The pur

chase price might not have been so great upon such a basis, but

still would have been adequate. As no emergency existed to com

pel this sale, and the transaction was purely voluntary on the

part of the corporation, there is no reason why it should be per

mitted to violate the well settled principles of law by taking

stock in a new corporation, and thereby enhancing the consider

ation which it was to receive. Public policy discourages such

transactions. As the supreme court of Ohio has well said, in the

case in 36 Ohio St., above referred to:
“Were this not so, one corporation, by buying up the majority

of the shares of the stock of another, could take the entire man

agement of its business, however foreign such business might be

to that which the corporation so purchasing said shares was

created to carry on. A banking corporation could become the

operator of a railroad, or carry on the business of manufacturing,

and any other corporation could engage in banking by obtaning

control of the bank’s stock. Nor would this result follow any

the less certainly if the shares of stock were received in pl€dg¢

only to secure the payment of a debt, provided the shares were

transferred on the books to the name of the pledgee. A person

in whose name the stock of the corporation stands on the books

of the corporation, is as to the corporation, a stockholder, and

has the right to vote upon the stock.”
All these objections apply with full force to the transactions

under consideration before us. There is no reason why there

should be a departure from these well-settled rules in this case.

There are no creditors whose interests are to be protected by 11P

holding this sale. There are no unfortunate shareholders W110

are hable to be assessed for unpaid debts under the statutes of

the state. There was, in fact, no emergency to justify any such

unathorized transactions on the part of the Buckeye Brewing

Company. The plaintiff does not sustain such a relation to this
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contract as entitles him to any exemption from the application

of these principles of law. He must be held to have dealt with

this corporation with knowledge of its corporate powers. They

were such as was conferred by the laws of Ohio, of which he had

the same notice as the defendant and all persons dealing with it.

The want of power on the part of defendant to make such a con

tract prevents the plaintifl' from either enforcing it in an action

for specific performance or recovering damages for its breach.

Coppin v. Greenlees & Ransom Co., 38 Ohio St. 275. For the

reason stated we think the contract ultra vires. It cannot,

therefore, be enforced, and this proceeding must fail. The other

grounds insisted upon in the demurrer it will not be necessary to

notice. The demurrer must be sustained, and the petition dis

missed. "
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CHAPTER VI.

ULTRA vnu-zs ACTS or CORPORATIONS.

BISSELL V. RAILROAD COMPANY.’

New Your; COURT 01-‘ APPEALS 1860.

(22 N. Y. 259,)

Ultra Vires.

Comstock, C. _]'.: A general statement of the plaintiff's case is.

that the two corporations defendant were jointly engaged in fl’-1¢

business of carrying passengers and freight between Chicago and

Lake Erie, through apart of the State of Illinois, and through the

states of Indiana and Michigan, by three connected railr0ad5

which they owned or controlled, and the business of which was

managed under a consolidated arrangement, which had been in

force between the defendants, for some time previous to the

injury complained of; that,being so engaged,they undertook and

assumed to carry him, the plaintiff, as a passenger, from Chicago,

or a point near that place, eastward over the consolidated line of

road; that he took his seat in their cars accordingly, and that»

during the transit, he was injured bv an accident which happenfid

through their carelessness and neglect. Assuming the truth Of

this statement, there is no doubt ofcthe plaintiff ’sriglit to recover

But the defendants deny the legal truth of these facts, because

0116 Of the companies was chartered by the legislature of Michi

gan, with power to build a road in that state, and the other by

the legislature of Indiana, with power to build one in that state

They both insist, that they had no right or power, under their

respective charters, to consolidate their business in the manner

Stated, ilfld especially, that they could not legally, either sepfll“

ately P1‘ Jointly. acquire the possession and use of a connecting

road in the State of Illinois, and undertake to carry passengers or

freight over the same. They do not deny that their boards of

d“"§°t°rS and agents, duly authorized to wield all the powers

which the corporations themselves possessed, entered into the

a_"mnS_em@n’CS which have been mentioned, nor that, in the execu

tion of those arrangements, they made the contract with the
 

'Dny v. Spiral Springs ‘Buggy c 57 M- 1, - . M¢c1¢1ICE-0011985010. 11. (issq); Brudleyov. Ba1li:i'd,1;56I(1l.82?.)3' I('{‘,§,‘1,-'(‘,‘-,‘3°,‘},f:,-ti’-iinvirieiiiiigidi Packet

'v' aw’ 37 Wm 6°5-(1375);Wh1tney Annes Co. v. B'a.r1ow,'d3 N. Y. 62. (1575)'
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plaintiff to carry him as a passenger, nor do they deny that they

received the benefit ofthat contract, in the customary fare which

he paid. Their defence is, simply and purely, that they trans

cended their own powers, and violated their own organic laws.

On this ground, they insist that their business was not, in judg

ment of la\v, consolidated; that they did not use and operate a

road in Illinois; that they did not undertake to carry the plain

tiff over it; and did not, by their negligence, cause the injury of

which he complains; but that all these acts and proceedings were,

in legal contemplation, the acts and proceedings of the natural

persons who were actually engaged in promoting the same.

Can, then, two railroad corporations, having connecting lines,

thus unite their business, for the purpose of promoting their com

mon interest; charter another connecting road, in furtherance of

the same policy; hold themselves out to the public as carriers

over the whole route; enter into contracts accordingly; receive

the benefit of those contracts; and then, when liabilities arise,

interpose the violation oftheir own charters to shield them from

responsibility? Such a defence is shocking to the moral sense,

and although it appears to have some support in judicial opin

ions, I think, it has no foundation in the law.

The doctrine has certainly been asserted on some occasions,

that, in all cases where the contracts and dealings of a corpor

ation are claimed to be invalid for want of power to enter into

the same, a comparison must be instituted between those con

tracts and dealings and the charter, and, if the charter does not

appear to embrace them, then that they must be adjudged void

to all intents and purposes, and in all conceivable circumstances.

The reasoning on which this doctrine has been usually claimed to

rest, denies, in elicct, that corporations can, or ever do, exceed

their powers. They are said to be artificial beings, having cer

tain faculties given to them by law, which faculties are limited to

the precise purposes and objects of their creation, and can no

more be exerted outside of those purposes and objects, than the

faculties of a natural person can be exerted in the performance of

acts which are not within human power. In this view, these

artificial existences are cast in so perfect a mould, that transgres

sion and wrong become impossible. The acts and dealings of a

corporation, done and transacted in its name and behalf, by its

board of directors, vested with all its powers, are, unless justified

by its charter, according to this reasoning, the acts and dealings

of the individuals engaged in them, and for which they alone are

responsible. But such, I apprehend, is not the nature of these

bodies; like natural persons, they can overleap the legal and

moral restraints imposed upon them: in other words they are

capable of doing wrong. To say that a corporation has no

~i __a>7--— "
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342 BISSELL v. RAILROAD COMPANY. -

right to do unauthorized acts, is only to put forth a very plain

truism; but to say that such bodies have no power or capacity

to err, is to impute to them an excellence which does not belong

to any created existences with which we are acquainted. _'1‘he

distinction between power and right is no more to be lost sight

of in respect to artificial, than in respect to natural persons. _

I think, this doctrine of theoretical perfection in corporations

would convert them practically into most mischievous monsters

A banking institution, through its board of directors, may inveili

its funds in the purchase of stocks or cotton, and every holder of

its stock may acquiesce, expecting to profit by the speculation.

If the enterprise is successful, the corporation and its stockholders

gain by the result; if a depression occurs in the market, and dis

aster is threatened, the doctrine that a corporation can never act

outside of its charter and enables it to say, “this is not our

dealing,” and the money used in the adventure may be uncon

ditionally reclaimed from whatever parties have received it in ex

change for value; while the injured dealer must seek his remedy

against agents perhaps irresponsible or unknown. Corporations

may thus take all the chances of gain, without incurring the haz

ards of loss. Familiar maxims of the law must be reversed. In

the relation of private principle and agent, the adoption of all

agent's unauthorized dealing is equivalent to an original author

ity; and the adoption is perfect when the principal receives the

proceeds of that dealing. Corporations may practically act in

the same manner. The proceeds of unauthorized adventures may

be received and become blended with their legitimate business and

funds, so as to be wholly undistinguishable; but as the adven

tures themselves were, in judgment of law, impossible, considered

as corporate transactions, so they cannot become possible upon

any principle of ratification or estoppel. If we say there 15‘ an

utter absence of power or faculty to engage in the dealing, if 15 9

self-evident proposition that no rule of estoppel can change the

result.
It is not uncommon in charters of corporations, to lay eXP1'_<‘-$5

prohibitions upon them, as a limitation of their powers, havmg

in view the maintenance of some public policy; as, for example.

prohibitions relating to the currency of the State. If they Violate

th¢5¢ P1'°hibiti0flS, they have been supposed to be public offenders,

and on that ground, the law has always denied to them its re

medial processes, either in afiirmance or disafirmance of their

unlawful contracts; thus regarding them as private offenders are

1'°g~'=‘~1'd6d- But this rule of law must be overthrown if we admit

this theory of constitutional inability in corporatioris to overstep

the limits of rightful power,

._ My i
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In the case of TheLife and Fire Insurance Companyv.Mechanics'

Fire Insurance Company, 7 Wend. 31, it was contended, that a

certain corporate transaction, if unlawful, was to be regarded as

the act of the agents or officers of the company, and not of the

company, and, therefore, that the company should be allowed to

recover back the money or property improperly disposed of. That

doctrine was refuted by Mr. Justice Sutherland, in this language:

“This would bea most convenient distinction for corporations to

establish,-—that every violation of their charter, or assumption

of unauthorized power on the part of their oflicers, although

with the full approbation of their directors, is to be considered

the act of the officers, and is not to prejudice the corporation

itself. There would be no possibility of ever convicting a corpor

ation of exceeding its powers, and thereby forfeiting its charter,

or incurring any other penalty, if this principle could be estab

lished.” These remarks suggest an unanswerable argument

against the doctrine. Why, it may be asked, does the law provide

the remedy by quo warranto against corporations, for usur

pation and abuse of power? Is it not the very foundation of that

proceeding, that corporations can and do perform acts and usurp

franchises beyond the rightful authority conferred by their char

ters? Most assuredly this is so. The sovereign power of the

state interposes, alleges the excess or abuse, and on that ground

demands from the courts a sentence of forfeiture.

One of the sources of error, in reasoning upon legal as well as

other questions, is inexactness in the use of language, or perhaps

in the imperfectness of language to express the varieties of thought.

It is a self-evident truth, that a natural person cannot ex

ceed the powers which belong to his nature. In this proposition,

we use words in their literal and exact sense. In the same sense,

it is a truth, equally evident, that a corporation cannot exceed its

powers; but this is only asserting that it cannot exercise attrib

utes which it does not possess. As an impersonal being, it cannot

experience religious emotion, nor feel the moral sentiments. Corp

orations are said to be clothed with certain powers enumerated

in their charters, or incidental to those which are enumerated,

and it is also said, they cannot exceed those powers; therefore, it

has been urged, that ‘all attempts to do so are simply nugatory.

The premises are correct, when properly understood; but-the con

clusion is false, because the preniises are misinterpreted. When

we speak of the powers of a corporation, the term only expresses

the privileges and franchises which are bestowed in the charter;

and when we say it cannot exercise other powers, the just mean

ing of the language is, that as the attempt to do so is without

authority of law, the performance of unauthorized acts is ausurp

ation, which may be a wrong to the state, or, perhaps to the
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shareholders. But the usurpation is possible. In the same sense,

natural persons are under the restraints of law, but they may

transgress the law, and when they do so, they are responsible for

their acts. From this consequence, corporations are not, in my

judgment, wholly exempt. The privileges and franchises granted

are not the whole of a corporation. Every trading corporation

aggregate includes an association of persons having a collective

will, and a board of directors or other agency in which that will

is embodied, and through which it may be exerted in modes

of action not expressed in the organic law. Thus, like moral

and sentient beings, they may and do act in opposition to the

intention of their creator, and they ought to be accountable for

such acts.
A great variety of cases might be supposed, in which this doc

trine of corporate exemption from liability could not be defended,

upon any rule of reason or principle of justice. But perhaps none

ofthem would afford a more persuasive illustration than the one

now under consideration. Let us look at the facts and consider

the results. These corporations had boards of directors, in whom

were vested every power, faculty, or function which belonged to

to the bodies they represented. We have then no question in the

law of agency; for the agents, if that be the proper term, had all

the powers of the principals; indeed, in an important sense they

were the principals; because their authority was not received by

delegation from any other principal. These boards proceeded to

consolidate the two lines of road, and thev included in the scheme

another connecting road. This being done they entered into all

the relations of carriers, with the public, and the entire business of

both companies was thus conducted, for a period of several years,

with no complaint on the part of the State sovereignties which

granted the charters, and none on the part of the shareholders.

All the gains and profits of the business were received to the use

°f the °°l'P°1‘i1tl<>"S, and it is to be assumed that the shareholders

Wfife l0@I_16fited thereby. The question arises, where were these

c°lhPanl9$v and what were they doing, during all this pel'i0d?

The question would be the same, if that mode if conduct were to

continue, without limit of time. If the acts mentioned were in

ex‘-less °l ll-he Pflwers granted, and if we concede the doctrine that

such acts are, in all circumstances, to be imputed to the agents

who Perlofm tl1¢11‘1, the conclusion follows, that the corporations

became Vh'l-hall? extlhct by 11011-11561‘ Of their franchises. If the

lplpsiness thus conducted was not the business of the companies,

ey were engaged in none whatever, and thus, practically, if not

legally, ceased to exist. If it was the business of the directors, as

hathhal P350115, then, those persons must be deemed not only t0

have takm 3' wrhhgfhl Possession of all the estate and funds of the
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corporations they professed to represent, but also to have usurped

their franchises, and to have stolen their corporate names and

seals. If this be the legal interpretation of the course of dealing

and conduct actually carried on under the acts of incorporation

passed by the Legislatures of Michigan and Indiana, then the

companies might have been proceeded against by those States,

not on the ground ofa usurpation of powers and privileges which

did not belong to them, but for a total non-user of the franchises

which did belong to them; while on the other hand, writs of quo

warranto might have been issued against the individual direct

ors and agents, for ursurping corporate rights without any char

ter at all. 16 Wend. 655; 23 Id. 193; 3 Bl. Com. 263.

These conclusions are not founded in any known principle or

practice, and they are totally opposed to the facts of the case.

In rejecting them, we must also reject the theory ofcorporate per

fection and immunities on which they were based; and we are

compelled to hold, thatthosecompanies, as legal and accountable

persons, engaged themselves in the business of carrying passeng

ers and freight, under and according to the arrangements which

have been mentioned, and thereby placed themselves in that rela

tion to the public, and to the plaintiff in particular, which is the

subject of the present controversy.

But the doctrine, that corporations can never be bound by en

gagements not justified by the grant of power from the State, is

next defended on a different ground. Although it be conceded,

that they are present and acting as legal persons, or entities,

when such engagements are entered into, it is said that all con

tracts in excess of the rightful power possessed by corporations

are illegal, and therefore void. This is an argument totally dif

ferent from the one which has been so far examined. because it

necessarily imputes the making of the contract to the corporate

person or being; whereas the doctrine which I have endeavored

to refute denies that proposition. The very point of the supposed

illegality consists, or, at least, it may consist, in the perform

ance of acts perfectly lawful in themselves, but which being done

by a corporation and not by individuals, are pronounced illegal,

because they are so done without authority contained in the

charter.

But, is it true, that all contracts of corporations for purposes

not embraced in their charters are illegal. in the appropriate

sense of that term? This propositionlmust deny. Undoubtedly,

such engagements may have the vices which sometimes infect the

contracts of individuals. They may involve a malum in se or a

malum prohibitum, and may be void for any cause which would

avoid the contract of a natural person. But where no such vices

exist, and the only defect is one of power, the contract cannot be
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void, because it is illegal or immoral. Such a doctrine may have

some slight foundation in the earlier English railway cases, East

Anglian Railway Co. v. Eastern Counties Railway Co., 11 C. B.

775, 7 Eng. Law. & Eq.509; McGregor v. Deal and Dover Rail

way Co. 18 Q. B. 618; but it was never established, and is not

now received in the English courts. Mayor of Norwich v. Nor

folk Railway Co., 4.- El. & Bl. 397; Eastern Counties Railway

Co. v. Hawkes, 5 H. L. C.34.-7.

The books are full of cases upon the powers of corporations,

and the elfect of dealing in a manner and for objects not intended

in their charters; but with the_slight exception named, there is an

entire absence, not only of adjudged cases, but of even judicial

opinion or dicta, for the proposition that mere want of authority

renders acontract illegal. Such a proposition seems to me absurd;

the words ultra vires and illegality represent totally different

and distinct ideas. It is true, that a contract may have both

these defects, but it may also have one without the other. F01’

example, a bank has no authority to engage, and usually (1065

not engage, in benevolent enterprises. A subscription, made by

authority of the board of directors and under the c01'P'

orate seal, for the building of a church or college, or an aims

house, would be clearlv ultra vires, but it would not be illegal? ll

every corporator shoiild expressly assent to such an applifiatlefl

of the funds, it would still be ultra vires, but no wrong would_be

committed, and no public interest violated. So a manufacturing’

corporation may purchase ground for a school-house, or a pltwe

of worship for the intellectual, religious, and more improvement

for its operatives; it may buy tracts and books of instruction f01’

distribution amongst them. Such dealings are outside of the

charter; but, so far from being illegal or wrong they are in them

selves benevolent and praiseworthy. So a church corporation

mall deal in exchange; this, although ultra vires, is not illegal,

because dealing in exchange is, in itself, a lawful business, and

there _1s no state policy in restraint of that business.

To illustrate the subject in another manner: An agent I119-Y

make a contract in the name and behalf of his principal, but 110';

Within the scope of his agency. If the consideration and p111'P°5e

o_f such a contract be lawful, it may be void as against the prin

e1Pal» but I10’t On the ground of illegality. A corporation i5 not

an agent °f the State» llor, in any strict sense ofthe shareholders;

but it derives its P°Wel‘S from the state and it may transcfifld

those P?werS for P“1'P°5eS which inthemselves considered, involve

no public _wrong. Contracts so made may be defective in p0l11t

°f authonty» and may contemplate a private wrong to the share

hcddersi but the}? are not illegal, because they violate no publle
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interest or policy. My meaning, in short, is that the illegality of

an act is determined in its quality, and does not depend on the

person or being which performs it.

There has been, I think, some want of reflection, even in jud

icial minds, upon the reasons and policy which mainly govern in

the granting of charters to corporations, with certain specified

powers and no others. A private or trading corporation is es

sentially a chartered partnership, with or without immunity from

personal liability beyond the capital invested, and with certain

other convenient attributes which ordinary partnerships do not

enjoy. It is also something more than a partnership, because the

legal or artificial person becomes vested with the title to all the

estate and capital contributed to be held and used, however, in

trust for the shareholders. Now, in a well-regulated unincorpor

ate partnership, the articles entered into by the associates specify

the objects of their association. But, suppose the same associ

ates desire a charter of incorporation for the more convenient

prosecution of the same busiues, and obtain one. We shall find it

to contain the like specification, which becomes the grant of

power from the sovereign authority of the state. I am speaking

of powers and privileges granted which are not, in their essential

nature, corporate or public franchises, as distinguished from the

private enterprises which any class of citizens may embark in;

and, with the exception of municipal or governmental charters,

the class of powers here referred to will be found to cover nearly

the whole field of corporate rights. It is not difficult, then, to

see, the reason and policy which underlie such grants. The asso

ciates ask for a charter, in order to carry on their business with

greater advantages; and the same reason exists foraspecification

of the purposes of their organization, as in the case of an associ

ation without a charter. The charter takes the place of the artic

les of agreement, and becomes the appropriate rule of action.

No public interest or policy is involved, because the objects of

the grant are not of a public nature; the powers and rights spec

ified are identical with those which any private person or associ

ation of persons may exercise. If those who manage the con

cerns of a simple partnership deal with the funds in a manner or

for purposes not specified, their acts are ultra v1'res;' and if the

directors of such corporation as I am here speaking of, do the

same thing, their acts are also ultra vires in the same sense and

no other. To apply the word “illegality” to such transactions,

is to confound things of a totally difi"erent nature. It is only

private interests which are affected b_v them; and there is no

statute or rule of the common law by which they become public

offences.
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In every treatise upon the law of contracts—and there areniany

of them—we shall find an ennumeration of such as are immoral

or illegal; but amongst them cannot be found a specification of

the promise or agreement of a corporation, founded on a lawful

-coiisideration,and to do that which in itself is lawfulto be done,al

though not within the powers granted. It has always been sup

posed, and to that eilect are all the authorities, that contracts

are illegal either in respect to the consideration or the promise.

Where both of these are lawful and right, the maxim, “ex turpi

coiitractu non oritur actio,” can have no application. Tlieincap

acity of the contracting party, whether it be a corporation, an

infant, a {eme covert, or a lunatic, has nothing to do with the

legality of the contract, in that sense of the word which is now

under discussion. So, in the treatises upon corporations, weshall

find their rights and privileges to be very exteiisivelv considered,

but nowhere an intimation that their dealings outside of their

charters are deemed illegal for that cause.

Even the proceeding against them by quo warranto, for the

exercise of ungranted powers, will illustrate the subject. This is

a civil, and not a criminal proceeding and its Object is purelv and

solely to try a civil right. 2 Kyd on, Corporations, 439; lingcll

& Ames. 686; 1 Serg. & Rawle, 385- 3 Dallas 490; 1 Blackf.
267. Our statute on this subject rnalies it the ldutv of the at

torney-general to institute the proceedin" under leave of the

court, when the case is one of public interegt but in other cases,

Only at the instance of private parties claiiniiiv to be nfwricvfid
b." the abuse of P0\\’cf, and on securitv bein Given to inbdcenlnifv

the State 2 R- 3- 533. §§ 39 4.-0 In an cage? whether the suit

bc f0b1I1Clc(l on the alleged usurpation oi”? a ublic or corp01‘fl’E@
Oihce, or _on the non-u§r or misuser of the fraianchises grantedto a

?°YP°“‘“°."» it is Purely a civil ricrht which is tried and the

Judgment 15 net Penal, but Simply gne of ouster from the riehf

claimed. °

The .leg1S1at“re_maY, and sometimes does, expressly prohibit

1t1}11§t(i1(‘))t11“gf°f eertalll acts by corporations, having in view the pr0

o some aarti 'such acts to be plubhccinufijiisleghtg bf ilhlleislsltgfitg aiihiiement of the Parties engaged in therlii There Fare such lgws in

regard to m°°1"P°1‘-Tied as well as rivate bank the ob'ect O1
which is to protect the currencv of tlzahe st t i Bslt here] there

are Q0 Such penalties or prohibitions. andatliae dealing?’ of a corp

gggleglahagc 1110 relation to state policy, but are such as all man

for Such geafiiy etijgage 1n,_ the law has provided no Punishment

. . _ gs. ecause it does not regard them as a violation

:3; Its pnncllfles end enactments, in any sense whicliis material t0

e Present "1qu11')'- I do not deny, that there is, in a different
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sense, alegal wrong, in the misapplication ofthe corporate capital

and funds; and so there is in every breach of trust or violation

of contract. But the true inquiry here is whether it belongs to

the class of public, as distinguished from private wrongs, so that

the guilty party may set it up in avoidence of just obligations ;.

and whether the courts must, in all circumstances, accept that

defense, without regard to the situation and rights of the other

party. I cannot believe such to be the rule of reason or of law.

Let us now concede that the unauthorized contracts of a corp

oration are illegal in the sense contended for; it by no means fol

lows, that they are never to be enforced. An agreement declared

by statute to be void cannot be enforced, because such is the legis

lative will; but when, without any such declaration, it is simply

illegal, it is capable of enforcement, where justice plainly requires

it. Circumstances may, and often do, exist, which estop the of

fender from taking advantage of his own wrong. The contract

may be entered into on the other side, without any particip

ation in the guilt, and without any knowledge even of

the vice which contaminates it. An innocent person may

part with value, or otherwise change its situation, upon the faith

of the contract. A railroad corporation, for example, may pur

chase iron rails, and give its obligation to pay for them, with ai

design to sell them again on speculation, instead of using them

for continuing its track; such a transaction is clearly unauthorized,

and, is therefore, said to be illegal. But if the corporation is

deemed to make the contract,—in other words, if, asl have above

shown, it is alegal possibility for corporations tomake contracts

outside of their just powers, how can its illegality be set up

against the other party, who knows nothing ofthe unlawful pur

pose? So, an incorporated bank may purchase land, having

power to do so for a banking-house, but actually intending to

speculate in the transaction. This is also ultra vires; but can

the want of authority be interposed, in repudiation_of a just ob-_

ligation to pay for the same land, the vendor not being in pan

delictof Such a doctrine is not only shocking to the reason and

and conscience of mankind, but it goes far beyond the law 111 re

gard to the illegal contracts of private individuals.

As I am not contending that the unauthorized dealingsof a c_or

poration are never to be questioned, the object of this discussion

has been to ascertain the true ground on which they can be un

peached, where they are not attended by the vices which are fatal

to private contracts also. I have shown, I trust—1. That such

dealings are possible in law, as they often take place in fact; 111

other words, that it is in the nature of these bodies to ov_erleap

the restraints imposed upon them. 2. That a transgression of

this nature is a simple excess of power (using that word to ex~
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press the rules of action prescribed in their charters, and by which

they ought to regulate their conduct), but is not tainted with

illegality, so as to avoid the contract or dealing, on that ground.

This proposition, it seeins hardly necessary to repeat, is applied

only to transactions which involve or contemplate no viola

tion of the code of public or criminal law, but on the contrary, are

innocent and lawful in themselves. 3. Even illegal contracts, in

the proper sense, are not, universally and indiscriminately, to be

adjudged void; and especially this is not so, where the offender

alleges his own wrongto avoid justresponsibility,the otherparty

being innocent of the offence.
If these negative conclusions cannot be denied, it follows, that

contracts and dealings such as I have been speaking of, are to b6

condemned by the courts only on the ground that they are a

breach of the duty which private corporations owe to the stock

holders to whom the capital beneficially belongs. It is theundoubt

ed right of stockholders to complain of any diversion of the corpor

ate funds to purposes unauthorized in the charter. Tl11S» as _a

general principle, cannot be too strongly asserted; and by 1;h_1$

principle justly applied to particular instances, the question 111

such cases is to be resolved. The original subscribers contribute

the capital invested, and they and those who succeed to thfllf

shares are always, in equity, the owners of that capital. But.

legally. the ownership is vested in the corporate body, impressed

with the trusts and duties prescribed in the charter; in these re

lations we have the only true foundation of the plea of ultra vires.

That term is of very modern invention, and I do not think it Well

’-‘h0S6n, to express the only principle which it can be allowed to

represent in cases of this nature. It is not to be understood as

an absolute and peremptory defence, in all cases of excess of

P°_We1‘, Wl’Eh011t regard to other circumstances and consider

ations. It is not to be looked upon as a plea-which denies the

actual exertion of corporate power, when a corporation enters

Into an engagement which, according to its charter, it ought not

to make; but because such was the nature of the contract» ll?

Presellts the breach of trust- or duty to the shareholders as an £1‘

cu_se for the non-performance. And I do not denv the validitY of

thlsfxcusei in many C3568, I may say, in all cases, where it can be

recellfed without doing gm-'<1t€r injustice to others. If the person

dealing with a corporation knows of the wrong done or con

t°mPlat@d. and he cannot show the acquiescence of the sharehold

ers, he ought not to complain, if he cannot enforce the contract.

ASI(1€ from the law of corporations, agreements which involve 01'

propose a violation of trust will not be enforced by the courts,

where no greater equities demand it. Corporate bodies are n101'9

than mere agents; they are more than a partner who manages as
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the agent of his associates; their powers are undelegated. They

are the legal owners of the capital, or estate, and they have cap

acity to deal with it in contravention of duty or trust.

Butthe equitable rights of shareholders will enablethem,in many

circumstances to claim the affirmative interposition of thecourts,

to arrest anunauthorized course of dealing, or to prevent a threat

ened diversion of thecapitaltoimproper uses. Ofthis character are

many of the cases usually cited, to prove that corporations can

not exceed theirpowers. Dodge v. Wolsey, 18 How.(U.S.) 331; Rolf

v. Rogers, 3 Paige, 154-; Angell & Ames on Corp. 424, 4th ed.,

and cases cited. So, too, it is plain, without citing authority,

that a stockholder, who can show that he has sustuined a pecun

iary loss by such a use of the capital, may have his redress in

damages against the individuals who commit the wrong, unless

he has himself acquiesced. These are extensive, and, it would

seem, ample remedies, to prevent or redress the abuse of power;

and it appears to me a much higher and better policy, that the

private shareholders should be confined to these remedies, than

to sacrifice the interests of the rest of the community, by con

ceding to these bodies absolute immunity, whenever power is

thus abused.

But the principles which belong to this question need not pres

ent that naked alternative. In many cases, no injustice will be

done by receiving the plea of ultra vires, when defensively inter

posed by the corporation itself. But these are cases where a

want of good faith can be imputed to the dealer, and where the

defence, if allowed, will leave the parties substantially in the en

joyment of their previous rights. An artificial, not less than a

natural person. having the title and possession of an estate which

in equity, belongs to others, and entering into engagements incon

sistent with duty or trust, should have a locus penitcntae, where

it can be allowed without manifest wrong to others. It may be

diflicult to lay down a rule so general and so exact as to include

every case; but the principles and analogies of the law will be sufli

cient for the solution of such questions as they arise. Justice, not

only in this, but in very many other cases of constant occurrence,

can be administered according to law, if I have succeeded in

showing, negatively, that a comparison of the charter of a corp

oration with what it actually does, is not always the test of

liability.

It is said that there will be no restraint upon the acts and dealings

of corporate bodies if we uphold them when in excess of rightful

authority. To this I answer, that the most ample restraints will

be found in the principles here advocated; while, on the other

hand, if we concede to corporations immunity in all cases, when

they do wrong, we invite and reward the very abuse. It is also

1 ya;/J-—— 
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said, in order to render this doctrine less offensive to the reason

and conscience, that the innocent dealer may, upon the voidness

of the contract and a disaflirmance of it, recover back the value

or consideration with which he has parted. This position neces

sarily concedes that the corporation, as a legal person, made the

unauthorized contract, and received the money, or value, under

and according to it; thus overthrowing the main objection to its

liability to respond directly upon the contract. It also concedes

the innocence of the other contracting party; thus, according to

all the analogies of the law, refuting the only other objection

(illegality) on which the absolute invalidity of such dealings is

claimed to rest: for, surely, after conceeding that the corporation

actually made the contract, it will not be contended that it can

set up, that it ought not to have made it,'against an innocent

person, who has given up his money or property on the faith of

the same contract. But I answer, further, that while in many

cases the remedy of a suit in disaflirmance of the agreement, and

to recover back the consideration, will be sufiicient to prevent

wrong, in many others it will be entirely worthless. All collat

eral securities must fall to the ground withthe principal contract,

and all its consequences and results. The present case will afford

the best illustration. The defendants, in consideration of a tri

fling sum received from the plaintiff for fare, agreed to perfvrm

the service of carrying him in their cars, perhaps some two

hundred miles. By the negligent performance of that agreement

they inflicted on him injuries for which a jury has said the propel‘

compensation was $2,500. This being the measure of damages

for the breach of the contract, the absurdity, not less than the

111Ju$t1¢¢, Of wnfining him to theremedy of dissaflirmance, because

the agreement was ultra vires, must be quite apparent. ‘

I have examined these questions with the more attention,be'

cause, aside from their bearing on the present controversy, they

are of great practical importance. A vast amount of the busi

HESS of the cominunity has come to be carried on under corpO1'i1t¢

forms of organization; besides innumerable special charters, we

ha_"e g‘=‘-neral laws, Which impart corporate attributes to associ

ations formed according to a1-1-_i¢1eS of agreement for a great va
nety of IJPYPOSQS. When we consider tfiese to bie any less 1:119-fl

Pa1‘tne1‘5111ps, with the superadded privileges of succession, of 9

corporate seal, etc., we forget that corporations are no longer

Eg:1Ifi:1l:‘lc€Z1l'-1': exeircise of public or political franchises. Thefifl

relation wiéh zpu acturing, and trading bodies are brought mm

think it eafl tmft devery member of the community; and I

law Whig; at Yt 0 e esired, that, in laying down the rules Of

e 0 govern in such relations, we should avoid 8
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system of destructive technicalities. Those rules should befounded

in the principles ofjustice which are recognized in other and ana

logous dealings among men.

Ifwe could find the law to be settled in the manner which must

be, and is contended for, in order to exonerate the defendants in

this case from responsibility, it would be our duty to follow it;

but such is not the case. There are, certainly judicial opinions,

and some adjudged cases, which countenance the extreme doc

trines on which the defence must rest. Among these cases, a lead

ing one is Hood v. New York & New Haven Railroad Company,

22 Conn. 502. That case appears to go the length of holding

that corporations cannot, and never do, perform acts in excess of

their powers. No authority was cited for such a proposition,

and it cannot, as I think I have shown, be maintained. Another

extreme authority is Pearce v. Madison and Indianapolis Rail

road Company’ 21 How. (U. S.) 442, where it appeared that acor

orpation, in furtherence of its general objects, although, strictly

speaking in excess of its powers had entered into an engagement,

upon a consideration which it had received and appropriated; it

was allowed to repudiate that engagement; but the principles of

the question were not much discussed. A considerable number of

other cases and dicta, of a character less marked, but tending in

the same direction, might be referred to.

But, on the other hand, there are well considered authorities

which sustain the principles advocated in this opinion. Steam

Navigation Co. v. Weed, 17 Barb. 378; Silver Lake Bank v.

North, 4- ]'ohns. Ch. 370; Chester Glass Co. v. Dewey, 16 Mass.

'94-, 102; Bank of Genesee v. Patclzin Bank, 13 N. Y. 309, 314;

Bulkley v. Derby Fishing Co., 2 Conn. 252, 255; Parker v,

Boston and Maine R. R., 3 Cush. 107, 108; Allegliany City v.

Mt-Clurkan et al., 14.~ Penn. St. _83. In the case from 2d Connec

ticut, it was said: “A corporate body, by transgressing

the limits of its charter, may doubtless incur a forfeiture of

its privileges and powers, but wliovever imagined that it could

thus acquire immunity, to the prejudice of third persons?" It

will be found, indeed, that such a doctrine is of very modern

origin.

In the case from the 14th Pennsylvania, Coulter, ]., observed:

“It is not universally true, that a corporation cannot bind the

corporators beyond what is expressly authorized in the charter.

There is a power to contract, undoubtedly; and if a series of con

tracts have been made, openly and palpably within the know

ledge of the corporators, the public have a right to presume that

they are within the scope of the authority granted. A bank,

which has been long in the habit of doing business of a particular

description, would not be exonerated from liability because Swill

-,i.\-fantasia
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business was not expressl authorized in its charter. The ob'ect
. Y J

of all law is, t_o promote justice and honest dealing, when that

can be done without violating principle. I cannot perceive that

any principle is violated, by holding a corporation liable for the

acts of its accredited agents, even not expressly authorized,\vhen

these contracts for a series of times were entered into publicly

and in such a in anner as, by necessary and irresistible implication

to be within the knowledge of the corporators.” "One rule of

law,” he adds, “is often met and counterchecked by another of

equal force, so that, although the corporators are, in general.

protected from unauthorized acts of their agents, yet at the same

t1me,a rule of equalforce requires thatthey should not deceivethe

public_or lead them to trust and confide in the unauthorized acts.

_of their agents. If they receive the avails and value of those acts.

it is implicit evidence that they consented to and authorized

them.” A more particular discussion of the authorities on either

side, would not be profitable. The general question is one which

ought to be considered on principle; and I have so viewed it,

because I find no settled rule which stands in the way of such an

examination.But little more need be said in reference to the particular case

now before us. If the defendants did not become liable for the

breach of their undertaking to carry the plaintiff, or of their duty

resulting from that undertaking, I can see no ground for holding

them accountable as simple wronvdoers. If their contract “'85

ultra Vircs, and that defence to an caction upon it must bereceived

its absolute and Pe1'¢mPt_ory,—if no principle of estoppel or rule Of

Just“? can be urged against that defence —tlien it is more clear,

that the Simple “'Y0ng to the p1aintifFs' person was also ultra

vzres. It was with considerable difliculty that the liability of 11

°°YP°Y9-5°" in any W156 for a pure tort was ever established; and

they are never so liable, except when engaged in the performance

°f_5°m°I<;l_11’fi% 01:1undertaking in respect to which accountability

arises. te efed t» _ - K ltlvvoid’ so that no dug’ fclguid E1};-]i)S1'e€StShU11d€I'T.8.k::1111g' wtpls lpeblsomudee

taking’ resulting froin the t 1 ereupon, e i Pb 1 hflfi,

as apassenger is encount:lC(;1% athtempt to carry t e piaéherep

is nothing left gf the tmnszfstioly t e same OlZ)_]€Cl'.101I1,_3-I1 le tort

committed by the defend t , i, except a pure ant simp d ii;

any business whiéh could Signs’ servants, while not c§gaége<!fend_

ants themselves I think _ D responsibilities upon t 6 _ _ _

- . ‘ it plain, that this theory of liability

will not sustain the plaintiffis case

But I have no hesitation in affirming the 'ud nient of ‘Che Court

below, upon the pl-inc; 1 J g .
therefrom. That the enpes of contract, and of duty 1‘€Sl1l'E1;1g

fendants were enga ed 1!‘€lCOlJfS€ of_ business in which the ei

_ 2 cou d not be justified by their charters,

‘T —*__-.---i
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am not prepared to deny. Each of them was chartered to build‘

a railroad, the termini of which were specified; they built the

roads, and then consolidated their business, The common inter

est might thus be promoted; but it is ditlicult to aflirm, that the

charter of either authorized its capital to be thus blended with

that of the other; it is equally diflicult to hold, that they had‘

any rightful authority to construct or lease another road in con

tinuation of the line. But these things were actually

done, and they were done openly and publicly. If these

acts were an abuse of power, the shareholders had ample op

portunity to prevent or arrest the abuse; but no complaint

from them has ever been heard. and their acquiescence must

be presumed. If State sovereignties were wronged by the

course of dealing pursued, no interference or complaint has

come from that quarter. Conceding, then, that the defend

ants might change the attitude in which they stood towardl

the public and return at any time to the sphere of legit

imate duty, they could not revoke past contracts, the consider

ation of which they had received, and upon the performance oi

which theyhad entered. They were bound to pay their servants

and laborers, and they were liable for the careful transportation

of freight committed to their charge. They could not invite a

traveler into their cars, and, after injuring him by their neglig

ance, reject the responsibilities of their contract. A traveller

from New York to the Mississippi can hardly be required to

furnish himself with the charters of all the railroads on his route,

or to study a treatise on ‘the law of corporations. The present

case, in short, plainly falls within the principles of corporate lia

bility herein asserted and the defendants must respond to that li

ability. Thejudgment should be aflirmed.

RABE V. DUNLAP.

New JERSEY Comer or CHANCERY, 1893.

(25 A21. Rep. 959.)

RfgbtS of Stock11oIders—- Relief Against Ultra Vires Acts.

Laclzes.

Van Fleet, V. C.: This is an application for an injunction. The

application is resisted on the ground that the complainants

have, by their laches, lost all right to either temporary or_per

manent relief; the contention being that they arenot entitled
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to an injunction now, nor can any relief be given to them onfinal

hearing. The only question, however, before the court at this

time, is whether or not an injunction should issue. Thefacts to

lfae cotpsidered in deciding this question are almost entirely free

rom ispute.The particular property which the complainants ask to have

protected is shares of stock issued to them by the Lake Hopat

cong Land & Improvement Company, a corporation organilfld

under the laws of this state in August, 1885, with acapital Of

$50,000, divided into 500 shares of $100 each. Only 249 of the

500 shares appear to have been issued, and of these one _0f the

complainants holds 5 shares, and the other 6. The Pl'1I1°1Ple

purposes for which the corporation was organized were to buy

and sell land, and erect buildings, on and about Lake H0patc0_11g

Some of the persons interested in this corporation, Qfga-nmd

three others,— one on the 15th day of January, 1886, Called the

Lake Hopatcong Hotel Company the purposes of which were t0

buy and, and erect hotels, cottages and other apprOp1'1flt<f

structuresthereon, and to carry on the business of an innlieepflr,

another on the 29th day of june, 1886, called the Lake H0p8’i'

cong Transportation & Steamboat Company, the pi-1YP°5e °f

which was to carry on the business of transporting passengers

and merchandise for hire; and the third, on the 14-th day °f

March, 1887, called the Hotel Breslin Villa Company, the P“"'

po_ses_ of which were to buy land, and erect hotels and other

buildings thereon, and lease and sell the same. On the 17th day

of April, 1888, a statute was passed, making it lawful f01‘ two or

more corporations organized under the general laws of this state,

and formed “for all or any of the following pu1'P0$e5? The

improvement and sale of lands; the construction, maintenanfie

and operation of hotels, and carrying on thebusiness of an 11111

keeper; and the transportation of merchandise and passengers

“P°n land and Wfl’C¢r,”—to consolidate and merge their c0rP°r'

ate fights, ff-‘-\T1¢hiS€S, powers, and privileges into a single <‘-_01_"

P°I'a'¢1011, S0 that all the property, rights, franchises, and privi

15865 by law Vested in the several corporations should, by the

°_°n5°lldflti°n, be transferred to and vested in the 0°TP°ra'

tio_n created by the consolidation. P. L. 1888, P- M1‘
This statute took effect immediately. It prescribes Wlth

Pa-rtlcl-‘la-mt? the “conditions and restrictions” 110 be PCP

formed and observed in consolidating two or more cor

P°1‘i11I1ons. For the purposes of this d‘lSCf1:SSlOTl it is 111‘l1]€C€553-ry

to state What these conditions and restrictions, are further than

ff) say that no consolidation can be made until all oi‘ the €O1’P°1'9*'

t‘°nS Proposing to consolidate have entered into an agrwmenh

under the °°1'P°1'at¢ Sffals, prescribing the terms and conditi0I1l
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of the consolidation, and the mode of carrying the same into

efiect, nor until the agreement so made has been submitted to the

stockholders of each of the corporations separately, at a meeting

called for that purpose, and has been sanctioned and approved

by a majority of the shares present at such meeting.

Almost immediately after the enactment of this statute the

four corporations just described consolidated under its authority.

The corporation so created is called the Breslin Hotel & Land

Company. The agreement to consolidate was made by the four

corporations on the 4=th day of May 1888, and was sanctioned

and approved by their respective stockholders, in the man

ner prescribed by the statute, at a meeting held on the 31st day of

the same month. Of the 249 shares issued by the corporation in

which the complainants held stock, 184 were represented at the

the meeting of the stockholders of that corporation, and voted in

favor of consolidation. The complainants did not attend the

meeting, nor was their stock represented there, though it is

admitted that they had notice of the meeting, and its object, and

also knew that a committee appointed by the four corporations

to consider the expediency of amalgamation had made a report

as early as February, 1888, in favor of consolidation. It is

undisputed that the consolidation agreement conforms in all

respects to the requirements of the statute, and also that every

act which the statute requires to be done in order to make such an

agreement valid and effectual was done in this case. The agree

ment, together with the sanction and approval of the stock

holders, was filed in the ofl-ice of the secretary of state on the 13th

day of September, 1888. By force of the statute, such filing

made the consolidation complete, and transformed the four dis

tinct corporate entities into one. The property of the four cor

porations was thereupon conveyed to the new corpora

tion, the Breslin Hotel & Land Company. The consolida

tion agreement provided that the stockholders of the

corporation in which the complainants held stock should

have the right to exchange their stock, share for share, for the

preferred stock of the new corporation. Such preferred stock

entitled its holder to a preferential dividend of six per cent.

annually. The complainants were notified by a written notice

that they had a right to exchange their stock for preferred stock

of the new corporation, and also that a stockholders’ meeting for

the election of directors of the new corporation would be held in

Hoboken on the 10th day of October, 1888. They paid no

attention to the notice. The new corporation was on the day

appointed organized, and proceeded at once to make contracts

and incur obligations, and to carry on the various enterprises

and ventures which the four corporations had previously con

VN&wtlK~
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-ducted separately. Between the 10th day of October, 1888, and

the 21st day of October, 1889, the defendant Robert Dunlap

loaned and advanced to the new corporation over $22,000. He

also, on the 25th day of November, 1889, indorsed for its

accommodation a note for $10,000, and another of the same

amount on the 13th day of December, 1889, both of which he

.has since been compelled to pay. To secure Mr. Dunlap for

what was due to him for moneys loaned and advanced, and also

to protect him against the liability he had incurred in indorsing

the two notes, the new corporation executed four mortgages to

him on the 27th day of December, 1889,-—two on its real estate

and the other two on its chattles. Some of the land so conveyed

in pledge is land which prior to the consolidation belonged to the

corporation in which the complainants hold stock, and which

after the consolidation was conveyed to the new corporation in

performance of the consolidation agreement. On the date when

these mortgages were executed it is not disputed that there was

over $24-,000 due to Mr. Dunlap for loans and advances to the

new corporation. Nor is it disputed that there is now a further

sum of over $18,000 due to him for money paid for the new cor

poration, in discharging the liability he incurred in indorsing the

two notes. In March, 1892, a suit was brought in this court by

Mr. Dunlap to foreclose his mortgages. No defense was made.

A decree pro conlesso has been entered, and a reference ordered;

and the case, in respect to the matters referred, is now pending

before the master. After the order of reference was made one of

the complainants in this suit was allowedto interveneinthat,

with the right to make any defense which either of the defend

ants could have made.
It is at this point in the history of the new corporation that

the complainants for the first time, ask for judicial protection of

their rights; and the relief they now seek is of the most destruc

tive kind to every right and interest standing opposed to their

interests. They ask to have the new corporation ripped up from

bottom to top, and that everything which it has done affecting

their rights may be undone. Stated in detail, what they askiS

this: That the new corporation may be declared to have been

void from the beginning; that the deed bv which the property Of

the corporation in which they are interested was conveyed to the

new corporation may be declared to be a nullity, and that the

property conveyed by it may be restored to the grantor, or 110 =1

trustee to be appointed for that purpose; that the new corpora

tion maybe required to account for all propertv of their corpora

tion which it has disposed of; that the mortgages of the defend

ant may be decreed to be no lien on the land which their corpora

tion conveyed to the new corporation, and that he may, in
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addition, be commanded and required to execute a release,

releasing such land from the operation of his mortgages; and

that in the meantime, and as preliminary to the principal relief

sought, the further prosecution of his foreclosure suit in this

court may be stayed or restrained.

That the conveyance by the complainants’ corporation of all

of its property to the new corporation, for the purpose of

appropriating it to new and different purposes from those for

which the grantor corporation held it, was without power or

right, and a plain misappropriation of the property, as against

non-assenting stockholders, is a‘ proposition that was not dis

puted on the argument. It cannot be. It is incontestable. The

stockholders of a corporation have an indisputable right to have

the property of the corporation applied and used exclusively for

the purposes specified in its charter, and any attempt by its

managers to appropriate it to any other purpose is a usurpation

of power, and a violation of the rights of the stockholders. No

rule of law is better settled than that which declares that a cor

poration created by statute, either special or general, can exercise

no power, and has no rights, except such as are granted by

express words or fair implication; and in the construction of

such grants the rule is well settled that it must be held that what

is fairly implied is as much granted as what is clearly expressed.

By the charter of the complainants’ corporation, its managers are

given no power whatever to carry on the business of an inn

keeper or that of a common carrier, or to embark the property

of the corporation in such or like enterprises. They are radically

different from, and wholly foreign to, the purposes specified in its

charter. The complainants were not deprived of their stock, or

any of their rights, by the statute of 1888. It is beyond the

power of the legislature to take away or destroy a vested right.

Private property may be taken for public use on just compensa

tion, but the use here was in no sense a public use. The only

effect which can, in my judgment, be given to this statute in this

case, is to hold that it made the new corporation a valid cor

poration as to those who should deal with it, and as against

assenting stockholders, but it is left to the rights of the non

assenting stockholders in full vigor, and unimpaired. There can

be no doubt, therefore, that had the complainants applied for an

injunction promptly, and while it was in the power of the court

to extend protection to them without doing wrong or injustice to

others, it would have been granted. A corporation holds its

property as the trustee of its stockholders, and they, like any

other cestui qzze trust, have a right to have the trust property

judiciously and honestly managed, and preserved from waste

and misappropriation. But stockholders to be entitled to the
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summary interference of the court in cases where they seek pro

tection against acts which are merely in excess of the power of

the corporation, and are not prohibited by law, must be diligent.

They must apply so recently after the doing of the act of which

they complain that the court may stop or undo the wrong to

them without doing equal or greater wrongto some other person.

The principal which must control the action of a court of equity

in cases where the defense is laches was laid down by Lord

Camden, many years ago in these words: “Nothing can call

forth the activity of a court of equity but conscience, good faith

and reasonable diligence. Where these are wanting the court is

passive, and does nothing. Laches and neglect are always dis

countenanced, and therefore, from the beginning of this jurisdic

tion, there was always a limitation to suits in equity.” Smith V

Clay, reported in a note to Deloraine v. Browne, 3 Brown, Ch.

639, 2 Amb. 645. This principle as it is applied to stockholders

who are tardy in seeking protection against acts ultra vires of

the corporation, was expressed by Sir John Romilly, master of

the rolls, in Gregory v. Patchett, 33 Beav. 595, 602, in tl1lS form?

“Shareholders cannot lie by, sanctioning, or by their silence at

least acquiescing in an arrangement which is ultra vires of the

Company to which they belong, watching the result,—if it he

favorable and profitable to themselves, to abide by it, and iI1515l

on its validity; but if it prove unfavorable and disastrous, then ‘£0

institute proceedings to set it aside.” And Lord justice Turner‘s

statement of the rule is equally pertinent to the case in hand

In Great Western Ry. Co. v. Oxford, W. & W. Ry. Co. 3 De G614

M. & G. 341, 359,he said: “Where the summary interference of

this court is invoked, in cases of this nature, it must be invoked

promptly. Parties who have lain by and permitted a large

expenditure to be made, in contravention of the rights for which

they contend, cannot call upon the court for its summary inter

ference. The jurisdiction to interfere is purely equitable, and if

must be governed by equitable principles. One of thefirst of those

principals is that parties coming into equity must do equity, and

this principal more than reaches to cases df this description. _If

parties cannot come into equity without submitting to do eq1-Ill)’

a fortiori they cannot come for the summarv interference of the

court when their conduct before coming has been such as to pre

vent equity being done.” The cases ii which this principal as ill

is applied to stockholders, has been discussed arenumerous. The

doctrine they establish is that where an acf: is done openly, and

e5Pee1allY on notice‘) and without evil intent, though clearly in

excess of the Power Of the corporation, a non-assenting stock

holder will not be allowed to pause to speculate upon the chances,

—to wait until he can see whether such act is likely to result
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in profit or loss,—but, to be entitled to the summary interfer

ence of the court, he must ask for it promptly, and before the act

of which he complains has become the foundation of rights or

equities which must be destroyed, or greatly impaired, if the act

be nullified or undone. Or, stated with greaterbrevity, and in its

simple essence, the rule is this: If he wants protection against

the consequences of an ultra viz-es act, he must ask for it with

suflicient promptness to enable the court to do justice to him

without doing iniustice to others. Kent v. Mining Co., 78 N. Y.

159; Shelden Hat-Blocking Co.v.EickemeyerHat-Blocking Mach.

Co., 90 N. Y. 607; Watts’ Appeal, 78 Pa. St. 370; Kitchen v.

Railroad Co., 69 Mo. 224.-; Taylor v. Railroad Co., 4 Woods,

575, 18 Fed. Rep. 152; Graham v. Railroad Co., 2 Macn. &

G. 14.-6.

This principal must control the decision of the present applica

cation. No argument is required to show its pertinency. When

the leading facts of the case are recalled, it applies itself.

Whether the complainants remained inactive, to speculate upon

the chances, intending to abide by the consolidation if it resulted

in benefit, and, if not, to try to undo it, it is manifest that they

acted precisely as they would have done if such had been their

intention. Although they were fully informed of each step in the

consolidation scheme, from its inception to its completion, and

also of the fact that the new corporation had been organized,

and was actively engaged in the prosecution of the several enter

prises which had previously been carried on by the four corpora

tions separately, yet for over three years they remained passive

and inactive, and did nothing; and it is not until the new cor

poration has become insolvent, and all of its property is about

to be sold to pay mortgages which were made and accepted

while they were apparently assenting to the amalgamation, and

all its consequences, that they seek to have the consolidation

broken up, and the property of the corporation in which they

are interested restored to it. They laid by until the new venture

proved disastrous, and then, for the first time, they ask the

court to undo what for over three years they had, by their inac

tion and delay, been apparently assenting to. Acquiescencc or

tacit assent, in such cases, was defined by Judge Folger in _Kent

v. Mining Co., supra, to mean neglect to promptly and actively

condemn the unauthorized act by suit. More than a year elapsed

between the formation of the new corporation and the execution

of the four mortgages to the defendant. Ifthe validity o_f the new

corporation had been promptly challenged by suit, it is almost

absolutely certain that the debts secured by those mortgages

would not have been contracted. Neither the mortgages Or thfi

debts would have then existed. As it is those mortgages are
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unquestionably good and valid as against the assenting stock

holders. It is probable that 237 out ofthe 24.~9 shares have assented.

It is certain that 184<have. In this situation of aifairs it is obvious,

to arrest the defendant's foreclosure suit will prevent him at least

for the present, from enforcing that part of his security which is

good beyond question; and this must be done, if done at all, to

protect the complainants in the enjoyment of a right small 111

both extent and value, compared with that of the defendant,

and which it is not at all certain they have not irretrievably lost

by their laches. The complainants, in my judgement, occupy tllfi

position described by Lord Justice Turner when he said: “Suit

ors cannot come for the summary interference of the court when

their conduct before coming has been such as to prevent equity

being done.” The complainants’ application will be denied, with

costs.
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CHAPTER VII.

CAPITAL STOCK.

SAWYER V. HOAG.

SUPREME Comm‘ or THE UNITED STATES, 1873.

(11 W.fi11.§h1.) 6/ 0

The Trust Fund TIieory—1\-"ature of Capital Stock.

The Lumberman’s Insurance Company of Chicago, was

found to be insolvent after the disastrous fire of October,

1871, and in ]une, 1872, a petition was filed under which

it was declared bankrupt, and the appcllee appointed

assignee. The appellant was a stockholder in the company to

the extent of fifty shares of $100 each. Among the effects of the

company which came to the hands of the assignee was a note of

appellant for $4,250; and when payment was demanded of him,

he produced and oflered to set ofl' against this demand the certifi

cate of an adjusted loss given by the company to one Hayes for

$5,000, which had been assigned by Hayes to appellant. This

certificate was given to Hayes and purchased by appellant at

thirty-three per cent. of its par value on the same day, namely;

January 25, 1872, after the insolvency of the company was well

known, but before any proceedings in bankruptcy had been com

menced. Upon the refusal of the assignee to consent to this set

ofl’, the appellant filed the present bill in the district court to

-enforce the set-ofl' in which he alleged, among other things, that

the note given by him to the Insurance company was for money

loaned. ~

The assignee in His answer denied that the note wasformoney

loaned, and avered that it was in fact for a balance due by appel

lant for his stock subscription which had never been paid, and

insisted that such balances constitute a trust fund for the benefit

of all creditors of the insolvent corporation, which cannot be

made the subject of a set-off against an ordinary debt due by the

-company to any one of its creditors. After the general replica

tion, the case was submitted to the district court on an agreed

statement of facts. The district court decreed against the co_m

plainant, from which he appealed to the circuit court, which

aflirmed the decree below, and from that decree it is brought by

appeal to this court. .
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Mr. Justice Miller: The first and most important question to

be decided is, whether the indebtedness of the appellant to the

Insurance company is to be treated, for the purposes of this

suit, as really based on a loan of money by the company to him,

or a}s1 representing his unpaid stock subscription. h

T e charter under which the company was organized aut or

ized it to commence business upon a capital stock of $100,000,

with $10,000 paid in, and the remainder secured by notes with

mortgages on real estate or otherwise. The transaction by

which the appellant professes to have paid up his stock subscriptiop

is, shortly, this: he wave to the com any his check for the ful

amount of his subscrciption, namely, £5,000. He took the check

of the company for $4,250, being the amount of his subscription

less the fifteen per cent. required of each stockholder to be paid

in cash, and he gave his note for the amount of the latter check,

with good collateral security for its payment, with interest at

seven per cent. per annum. The appellant and the company, by

its ofiicers, agreed to call this latter transaction a loan, and the

check of the appellant payment in full of his stock; and on the

books of the company, and in all other respects as between them

selves, it was treated as payment of the subscription and a loan

of money. It is agreed that at this time the current rate of inter

est in Chicago was greater than seven per cent., and it is not

stated as a fact whether these checks were ever presented and

paid at any bank, or that any money was actually: paid 01'

received by either party in the transaction. It must,'therefore,

be treated as an agreement between the corporation, by its oth

°¢1‘S, On the One part, and the appellant, as a subscriber to the

stock of the company, on the other part, to convert the debt

which the latter owed to the company for his stock into a debt

for the loan of monev, therebv extinguishing the stock debt.
Undoubtedly this transaction, if noothing unfair was intended,

W9-5 011% Which the parties could do effectually as far as thffiv

5110116 Were ¢0I1¢e1‘ned. Two private persons could thus chang-8

the nature of the indebtedness of one to the other if it was found to

be mutually convenient to do so. And in any controversy which

might 01' C<>Hld grow out of the matter between the insurance

company and the aPPel1-ant, We are not prepared to say that thé

°°mP3-"Y, 9-5 a Corporate body could den that the stock W85
paid in full. ' y

And on this consideration one of the main arcruments on

which the aPP@11ant seeks to reverse the decree SiI'1l"TdS He 21$

511m<?S that the assignee in bankrnptcv is the representative alone

E2551;;(:_1t)§5‘a’E11?1p, and can assert rio right which it_ could not

tion The aséi e_weakness of the argument is in this assump

- gnee 1s the representative of the creditors as W611
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as the bankrupt. He is appointed by the creditors. The statute

is full of authority to him to sue for and recover property, rights

and credits, where the bankrupt could not have sustained the

action, and to set aside as void, transactions by which the bank

rupt himself would be bound. All this, of course, is in the inter

rest of the creditors of the bankrupt.

Had the creditors of this insolvant corporation any right to

look into and assail the transaction by which the appellant claims

to have paid his stock subscription?

Though it be a doctrine of modern date, we think it now well

established that the capital stock of a corporation, especially its

unpaid subscriptions, is a trust fund for the benefit of the general

creditors of the corporation. And when we consider the rapid

development of corporations as instrumentalities of the commer

cial and business world in the last few years, with the correspond

ing necessities of adapting legal principles to the new and vary

ing exigencies of this business, it is no solid objection to such a

principle that it is modern, for the occasion for it could not

sooner have arisen.

The principle is fully asserted in two recent cases in this court,

namely: Burke v. Smith 16 Wall., 390, and in New Albany v.

Burke, 11 Wall., 96. Both these cases turned-upon the doctrine

we have stated, and upon the necessary inference from that

doctrine, that the governing oflicers of a corporation cannot, by

agreement or other transaction with the stockholder, release the

latter from his obligation to pay, to the prejudice of its credi

tors, except by fair and honest dealing and for a valuable con

sideration.

In the latter case, a judgment creditor of an insolvent rail

road company having exhausted his remedy at law, sought to

enforce this principle by a bill in chancery against the stockhold

ers. The court by aflirming the right of the corporation to deal

with the debt due it for stock, as with any other debt, would

have ended the case without further inquiry. But asserting, on

the contrary, to its full extent, that such stock debts were trust

funds in their hands for the benefit of the corporate creditors,

and must in all cases be dealt with as trust funds are dealt with,

it was found necessary to go into an elaborate inquiry to ascer

tain whether a violation of the trust had been committed. And

though the court find that the transaction by which the stock

holders had been released was a fair and valid one, as founded on

the conditions of the original subscription, the assertion of the

general rule on' the subject is none the less authoritative and em

phatic.

In the case before us the assignee of the bankrupt, in the inter

rest ofthe creditors has a right to inquire into this conventional

l
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payment of his stock by one of the shareholders of the company;

and on that inquiry, we are of opinion that, as to these creditors,

there was no valid payment of this stock by the appellant. We do

not base this upon the ground that no money actually passed

between the parties. It would have been just the same if, agree

ing beforehand to turn the stock debt into a loan, the appellant

had brought the money with him, paid it, taken a receipt for it.

and carried it away with him. This would be precisely the equiv

alent of the exchange of checks between the parties. It is the

intent and purpose of the transaction which forbids it to be

treated as valid payment. It is the change of the character of

the debt from one of a stock subscription unpaid to that of aloan

of money. The debt ceases by this operation, if efiectual, to be

the trust fund to which creditors can look, and becomes ordinary

assets, with which the directors may deal as they choose.

And this was precisely what was designed by the parties. It

divested the claim against the stockholder of its character of a

trust fund, and enabled both him and the directors to deal with

it freed from that charge. There are three or four of these cases

now before us in which precisely the same thing was done by

other insurance companies organized in Chicago, and we have no

doubt it was done by this company in regard to all their stock

holders.

It was, therefore, a regular svstem of operations to the in

jury of the creditor, beneficial alone to the stockholder and the

corporation.

We do _not believe we characterize it too strongly when We

say that it was a fraud upon the public who were expected to

deal with them.

The result of it was that the capital stock of the company

was neither paid up in actual money, nor did it exist in the form

of deferred installments properly secured,

_It is said by the appellant’s counsel that, conceding this, it is

still a debt due by him to the corporation at the time that he be

came the owner of the debt due by the corporation to Hayes and,

therefore, the proper subject of 'set-off under the 20th section Of

the Bankrupt Act. That section is as follows: “In all cases of

mutual debts or mutual credits between the parties, the account

between them shall be stated, and one debt set off against the

other, and the balance only shall be allowed or paid, but no set

oE shall be allowed of a claim in its nature not provable against

the estate: Provided, that no set-off shall be allowed in favor Of

any debtor to the bankrupt of a claim purchased by Or trans‘

ferred to him after the filing of the petition."

T1118 Section was not intended to enlarge the doctrine of set

~i
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o_fl', or to enable a party_to make a set-off in cases where the prin

ciplqs of legal or equitable set-oil‘ did not previously author

ize i .

The debts must be mutual; must be in the same right.

The case before us is not of that character. The debt which

the appellant owed for his stock was a trust fund devoted

to the payment of all the creditors of the company. As soon as

the company became insolvent, and this fact became known to

appellant, the right of set-off for an ordinary debt to its full

amount ceased. It became a fund belonging equally in equity to

all the creditors, and could not be appropriated by the debtor to

the exclusive payment of his own claim.

It is unnecessary to go into the inquiry whether this claim

was acquired before the commission of an act of bankruptcy by

the company, or the effect of the bankruptcy proceeding. The

result would be the same if the corporation was in the process

ofliquidation in the hands of-a trustee or under other legal pro

ceedings. It would still remain true that the unpaid stock was a

trust fund for all the creditors, which could not be applied exclus

ively to the payment of one claim, though held by the stock

holder who owed that amount on his subscription.

Nor do we think the relation of the appellant in this case to

the corporation is without weight in the solution ofthe question

before us. It is very true that, by the power of the legislature,

there is created in all acts of incorporation a legal entity which

can contract with its shareholders in the ordinary transactions of

business as with other persons. It can buy of them, sell to them,

make loans to them, and in insurance companies make contracts

of insurance with them, in all of which both parties are bound by

the ordinary laws of contract. The stockholder is also relieved

from personal liability for the debts of the company. But after

all, this artificial body is but the representative of its stockhold

ers, and exists mainly for their benefit, and is governed and con

trolled by them through the ofiicers whom they elect._ and the

interest and power of legal control of each shareholder is in ex_act

proportion to the amount of his stock. It is, therefore, but Just

that when the interest of the public, or of strangers, dealing

with this corporation is to be affected by any transaction be

tween the stockholders who own the corporation and the cor

poration itself, such transaction should be subject to a rigid

scrutiny, and if found to be infected with anything unfair toward

such third person, calculated to injure him, or designed intention

ally and inequitably to screen the stockholder from loss at theex

pense of the general creditor, it should be disregarded or annulled

so far as it may inequitable affect him. A1951‘med
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HOSPES v. NORTHWESTERN MANUFACTURING & CAR CO.

SUPREME Comm‘ or MINNESOTA, 1892.

(48 Minn. 174.)

. Bonus StocI<—The Trust Fund Tbeor_y—P]ead1'ng.

Mitchell, ].: This appeal is from an order overruling a demurrer

to the so-called “ supplemental complaint ” of the Minnesota

Thresher Manufacturing Company. The Northwestern Manu

facturing & Car Company was a manufacturing corporation or

ganized in May, 1882. Upon the complaint of a. judgment cred

itor, (Hospes & Co.,) after return of execution unsatisfied, judg

ment was rendered in May, 1 884. sequestrating all its property,

things in action, and effects, and appointingareceiver of thesame.

This receivership still continues, the afifairs of the corporation

being not yet fully administered; but it appears that it is hope

lessly insolvent, and that all the assets that have come into the

hands of the receiver will not be suflicient to pay any considerable

part of the debts. The MinnesotaThresher Manufacturing Com

pany, a corporation organized in November, 1884, as creditof,

became a party to the sequestration proceeding, and proved its

claims against the insolvent corporation. In October, 1889, in

behalf of itself and all other creditors who have exhibited their

claims, it filed this complaint against certain stockholders (these

appellants) of the car company in pursuance of an order of court

allowing it to do so, and requiring those thus impleaded to ap

pear and answer the complaint. The object is to recover from

these stockholders the amount of certain stock held by them, but

alleged never to have been paid for, What was said in

Meagher’s Case, 48 Minn. 158 is equally applicable here

as to the right to enforce such a liability in the sequestration

proceeding upon the petition or complaint of creditors who have

become parties to it. There is nothingin this practice inconsistent

with what was decided in Thresher C0. v. Langdon,4-4: Minn.37,

46 N. W. Rep. 310. The complaint is not the commencement of

an independent action by creditors in their own behalf antagon

istic to the rights of the receiver, but is filed in the sequestration

proceeding itself, and in aid of it.

The principal question in the case is whether the complaint

states facts showing that the thresher company, as creditor, is

entitled to the relief prayed for; or in other words, states a cause

l
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of action. Briefly stated, the allegations of the complaint are

that on May 10, 1882, Seymour, Sabin & Co. owned property of

the value ofseveral million dollars, and a business then supposed

to be profitable. That, in order to continue and enlarge this busi

ness, the parties interested in Seymour, Sabin & Co., with others,

organized the car company, to which was sold the greater part of

the assets of Seymour, Sabin & Co. at a valuation of $2,267,000,

in payment of which there were issued to Seymour, Sabin & Co.

shares of the preferred stock ofthe car company of the par value

of $2,267,000, it being then and thereagreed byboth parties that

this stock was in full payment of the property thus purchased. It

is further alleged that the stockholders of Seymour, Sabin & Co.,

and the other persons who had agreed to become stockholders in

the car company, were then desirous of issuing to themselves, and

obtaining for their own benefit, a large amount ofcommon stock

of the car company, “without paying therefore, and without in

curring any liability thereon or to pay therefor;” and for that

purpose, and “in order to evade and set at naught the laws of

this state,” they caused Seymour, Sabin & Co. to subscribe for

and agree to take common stock of the car company of the par

value of -$1,500,000. That Seymour, Sabin & Co.thereupon sub

scribed for that amount of the common stock, but never paid

therefor any consideration whatever, either in money or property.

That thereafter these persons caused this stock to be issued to D.

M. Sabin as trustee, to be by him distributed among thein. That

it was so distributed without receipt by him or the car company

from any one of any consideration whatever, but was given by

the car company and received by these parties entirely “grati

ously.” The car company was, at this time, free from debt, but

afterwards becameindebted to various persons for about $3,000,

000. The thresher company, incorporated after the insolvency

and receivership of the car company, for the purpose of securing

possession of its assets, property, and business, and therewith en

gaging in and continuing the same kind of manufacturing, prior

to October 27, 1887, purchased and became the owner of unse

cured claims against the car company, “bona fide, and for a val

uable consideration,” to the aggregate amount of $1,703,000.

As creditor, standing on the purchase of these debts, which were

contracted after the issue of this “bonus” stock, the thresher

company files this complaint to recover the par value of the stock

as never having been paid for. The complaint does not allege

what the consideration of these debts was, nor to whom origin

ally owing, nor what the intervener paid for them, nor whether

any of the original creditors trusted the car company on the faith

of the bonus stock having been paid for. Neither does it allege

that either the thresher company or its assignors were ignorant
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of the bonus issue of stock, nor that they or any of them were de

ceived or damaged in fact by such issue, nor that the bonus stock

was of any value. Neither is there any traversable allegation of

any actual fraud or intent to deceive or injure creditors. A desire

to get something without paying for it, and actually getting it,

is not fraudulent or unlawful if the donor consents, and no one

else is injured by it; and the general allegation that it was done

“in order to evade and set at naught the laws of the state” of

itself amounts to nothing but a mere conclusion of law. As a

creditors’ bill, in the ordinary sense, the complaint is manifestly

insufficient. The thresher company, however, plants itself upon

the so-called “trust fund” doctrine that the capital stock of a

corporation is a trust fund for the payment of its debts; its con

tention being that such a “bonus ” issue of stock creates, in case

of the subsequent insolvency of the corporation, a liability on part

of the stockholder in favor of creditors to pay for it, notwith

standing his contract with the corporation to the contrary.

This “ trust fund ” doctrine, commonly called the “American

doctrine,” has given rise to much confusion of ideas as to its real

meaning, and much conflict of decision in its application T0

such an extent has this been the case that many have questioned

the accuracy of the phrase, as well as doubted the necessity or ex

pediency of inventing any such doctrine. While a convenient

phrase to express a certain general idea, it is not sufiiciently pre

cise or accurate to constitute a safe foundation upon which to

build a system of legal rules. The doctrine was invented by I115

tice STORY in Wood v. Dunimer, 3 Mason, 308, which called for 110

such invention, the fact in that case being that a bank divided up

two-thirds of its capital among its stockholders without provid

ing funds sufficient to pay its outstanding bill-holders. Upon Old

and familiar principles this was a fraud on creditors. Evidently

all that the eminent jurist meant by the doctrine was that corpo

rate property must be first appropriated to the payment of the

debts of the company before there can be any distribution 0i_111

9-m°"g 5t°°i<h0l<]'~‘1‘s,—8- proposition that is sound upon the plain

est principles of common honesty. In Fogg v. Blair, 133 U.3

541, 10 Sup. Ct. Rep. 338, it is said that this is all the doctrine

means. The expression used in Wood v. Dummer has, however,

been taken “P as £1 new discovery which furnished a solution of

¢Ve1')' question on the subject. The phrase that “the capital of a

corporation constitutes a trust fund for the benefit of creditors”

is misleading. Corporate property is not held in trust, in 51"}?

Pr°PeY Sense Of the term. A trust implies two estates or inter

ests,—one equitable and one leval- one person as trustee, holding

the legal title, while another, 32 the cestui que, trust, has the bene

ficial interest. Absolute control and power of disposition are ilk

J
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consistent with the idea of a trust. The capital of a corporation

is its property. It has the whole beneficial interest in it, as well

as the legal title. It may use the income and profits of it, and sell

and dispose of it, the same as a natural person. It is a trustee for

its creditors in the same sense and to the same extent as a natural

person, but no further. This is well illustrated and clearly an

nounced in the case of Graham v. La Crosse & M. R. Co., 102 U. S.

148. That was a creditors’ suit to reach a piece of real estate onthe

ground that it had been conveyed by the corporation fraudulently

for a wholly inadequate consideration. The trust-fund doctrine

was invoked by a subsequent creditor, and it was claimed that,

as the trust had been violated, the deed should be set aside. If

the premise was correct that the corporation held it in trust for

creditors, the conclusion was inevitable; but the court denied the

premise, saying that a corporation is in law as distinct a being as

an individual is, and is entitled to hold property (if not contrary

to its charter) as absolutely as an individual can hold it. Its

estate is the same, its interest is the same, its possession is the

same; and that there is no reason whythe disposal by a corpora

tion of any of its property should be questioned by subsequent.

creditors any more than a like disposal by an individual; that the

same principles of law apply to each. That the phrase that “the

capital ofa corporation is a trust fund for the payment of its

creditors” is misleading, if not inaccurate, is illustrated by the

character of the actions that are frequently mistakenly instituted.

onthestrength of it. For example, in the case of Wabash etc. R. Co.

v. Ham, 114 U. S. 587, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1081, two roads had been.

consolidated, the new company acquiring the property of the old

ones. A creditor of one of the old companies, on the strength of

the “trust-fund” doctrine, claimed a lien on its property in the

hands of the new corporation. If this property was impressed

with a trust in favor of creditorsin the hands of the old company,

it would logically follow that it would continue so in the hands

of the new one. But the court denied the relief, and, in giving its

construction ofthe “trust-fund "doctrine, said: “The property of

a corporation is doubtless a trust fund for the payment of its

debts in the sense that when the corporation is lawfully dissolved,

and all its business wound up, or when it is insolvent, all its cred

itors are entitled in equity to have their debts paid out ofthe cor

porate property before any distribution thereof among stock

holders. It is also true, in the case of a corporation as in that

of a natural person, that any conveyance of the property of the

debtor without authority of law and in fraud of existing cred

itors is void.” This is probably what is meant when it is said in

some cases, as in Clark v. Bever, 139 U. S. 110, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep.

468, that the capital of a corporation is a trust fund sub modo.

¢
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If so, no one will dispute it. But it means very little, for the same

thing could be truthfully said of the property of an individual or

a partnership. And obviously it would make no difference whether

the disposition of the corporate property is to a stranger or to a

stockholder, except, that of course, the latter could not be an in

nocent purchaser.
There is also much confusion in regard to what the “ trust-fund "

doctrine applies. Somecases seem to hold that unpaid subscribed

capital is a trust fund, while other assets are not,-—that is, solong

as the subscription is unpaid, it is held in trust by the cor

poration, but, when once paid in, it ceases to be atrust fund;

while other cases hold that, paid or unpaid, it is all a trust fund.

The first seems to be the rule laid down in Sawyer v. Hoag, 17

Wall. 610, in which the “trust-fund” doctrine was first squarely

announced by that court with all the vigor and force character

istic of the great jurist who wrote the opinion. In that case a

stockholder in an insurance company had give his note, as the

court found the fact to be, for 85 per cent. of his subscription to

the stock of the company. After the company had become bank

rupt, and the stockholder knew the "fact, he bought up a claim

against the company for one-third its face, and in a suit by the

assignee in bankruptcy on his note set up this claim as an offset.

That this would havebeen a fraud on the bankrupt act, and at least

a moral fraud on policy-holders, is quite apparent without invok

ing the “trust-fund ” doctrine; and, if the note for unpaid stock

was a trust fund, there could have been no offset, whether the

company was solvent or insolvent. In the opinion it is said that,

“ if the subscription had been paid by the note or otherwise, the

note ceased thereby to be a trust fund to which creditors can look,

and becomes ordinary assets, with which directors may deal 93

they choose.” But in Upton v. Tribilcock, 91 U. S.4-5, it is stated:

“The capital paid in and promised to be paid in is a fund which

the trustees cannotsquander or give away.” While in Sanger V

Upton, Id. 56, it is said: “When debts are incurred a contract

arises with the creditors that it [the capital] shall not be with

drawn or applied otherwise than upon their demands until such

demands are satisfied.” And in the same connection it is distinctly

stated that there is no difference between assets paid in and sub

S°1'iPti°n$; that “ unpaid stock is as much a part of this pledge and

as much a part of the assets of the company as the cash which has

been paid in upon it. Creditors have the same right to 10014

to it as to anything else, and the same right to insist upon its pay

ment as upon the payment of any other debt due to the company

AS regards Crflditors, there is no distinction between such a de

mand and any other asset which mayform a part of the property

and effects of the corporation.” This language is quoted and ap
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proved in County of Morgan v. Allen, 103 U. S. 498, 508. It would

seem clear that this is the correct statement of the law. The cap

ital (not the mere share certificates) means all the assets, however

invested. If a subscriber gives his note for his stock, that note is

no more and no less a trust fund than the moneywould have been

ifhe had paid cash down. Capital cannot change from a trust to

not a trust by a mere change of form. It is either all a trust or

all not a trust, and the, “ trust-fund ” rule, whatever that be, must

apply to all alike, andin the same way. If the assets of a cor

poration are given back to stockholders, the result is the same as

if the shares had been issued wholly or partly as a bonus. The

latter is merely a short cut to the same result. So with dividends

paid out of the capital, voluntary conveyances, stock paid in over

valued property; all are forms of one and the same thing, all

reaching the same result, (a disposition of corporate assets,) which

may or may not be a fraud on creditors, depending on circum

stances. This much being once settled, the solution of the ques

tion when a subsequent creditor can insist on payment of stock

issued as paid up, but not in fact paid for, or not paid for at par,

becomes, as we shall presently see, comparatively simple.

Another proposition which we think must be sound is that cred

itors cannot recover on the ground of contract when the corpora

tion could not. Their right to recover in such cases must rest on

the ground that the acts of the stockholders with reference to the

corporate capital constitutes a fraud on their rights. We have

here a case where the contract between the corporation and the

takers of the shares was specific that the shares should not be

paid for. Therefore, unlike many of the cases cited, there is no

ground for implying a promise to pay for them. The parties have

explicity agreed that there shall be no such implication by agree

ing that the stock shall not be paid for. In such a case the cred

itors undoubtedly may have rights superior to the corporation.

but these rights cannot rest on the implication that the share

holder agreed to do something directly contrary to his real agree

ment, but must be based on tort or fraud, actual or presumed.

In England, since the act of 1867, there is an implied contract

created by statute that “every share in any company shall be

deemed and be taken to have been issued and to be held subject

to the payment of the whole amount thereof in cash.” This stat

utory contract makes every contrary contract void. Such a stat

ute would be entirely just to all, for every one would be advised of

its provisions, and could conduct himself accordingly. And in

view of the fact that “watered” and “bonus” stock is one of the

greatest abuses connected with the management of modern cor

porations, such a law might, on grounds of public policy, be very

desirable. But this is a matter for the legislature, and not for the

_‘* J _ __ ii 
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courts. We have no such statute; and, even if the law of 1873,

under which the car company was organized, impliedly forbids

the issue of stock not paid for, the result might be that such issue

would be void as ultra vires, and might be canceled, but such a

prohibition would not of itself be suflicient to create an implied

contract, contrary to the actual one, that the holder should pay

for his stock.

It is well settled that an equity in favor of a creditor does not

arise absolutely and in every case to have the holder of “bonus "

stock pay for it contrary to his actual contract with the corpora

tion. Thus no such eqiiity exists in favor of one whose debt was

contracted prior to the issue, since he could not have trusted the

company upon the faith of such stock. First Nat. Bank v. Gustin

Min. Co., 4-2 Minn. 327, 4-4 N. W. Rep. 198; Coit v. Amal

gamating Co., 119 U. S. 34-7, 7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 231; Handley v.

Stutz, 139 U. S. 435, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 530. It does not exist in

favor of a subsequent creditorwho has dealt with the corporation

with full knowledge of the arrangement by which the “bonus”

stock was issued, for a man cannot be defrauded by what \\‘l1lCl1

he knows when he acts. First Nat. Bank v. Gustin etc. Min.

Co., supra. It has also been held not to exist where stock has

been issued and turned out at its full market value to pay c0i'p0

rate debts. Clark v. Bever, supra. The same has been held to be

the case where an active corporation, whose original capital has

been impaired, for the purpose of recuperating itself issues new

stock, and sells it on the market for the best price obtainable, but

for less than par, (Handley v. Stutz, supra ;) although it is difli

cult to perceive, in the absence of a statute authorizing such £1

thing, (of which every one dealing with the corporations is bound

to take notice,) any difference between the original stock of a new

corporation and additional stock issued by a “going concern.”

It is difficult, if not impossible, to explain or reconcile these cases

upon the “trust-fund ” doctrine, O1‘, in the light of them, to pred

icate the liability of the stockholder upon that doctrine. But by

putting it upon the ground of fraud, and applying the old and

familiar rules of law on that subject to the peculiar nature of a

corporation and the relation which its stockholders bear to it and

to the public, we have at once rational and logical ground 011

which to stand. The capital of a corporation is the basis of its

credit. It is a substitute for the individual liability of those W110

own its stock. People deal with it and give it credit on the faith of if

They have a right to assume that it has paid in capital t0 the

amount which it represents itselfas having; and if they give it credit

on the faith of that representation and if the representation is false.

it is a fraud upon them; and, in case the corporation becomesinsol

vent, the law, uponthe plainest principles ofcommonjustice, says t0

l
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the deliquent stockholder, “ Makethat representation good bypay

ing for your stock.” It certainly cannot require the invention of

anynew doctrine in order to enforce so familiar a rule of equity. It

is the misrepresentation of fact in stating the amount of capital to

be greater than it really is that is the true basis of the liability of

the stockholder in such cases; and it follows that it is only those

creditors who have relied, or who can fairly be presumed to have

relied, upon the professed amount of capital, in whose favor the

law will recognize and enforce an equity against the holders of

“bonus ” stock. This furnishes a rational and uniform rule, to

which familiar principles are easily applied. and which frees the

subject from many of the difliculties and apparent inconsistencies

into which the “trust-fund ” doctrine has involved it; and we

think that, even when the trust-fund doctrine has been invoked,

the decision in almost every well-considered case is readily refer

able to such a rule.

It is urged, however, that. if fraud be the basis ofthe stockhold

ers' liability in such cases, the creditor should affirmatively allege

that he believed that the bonus stock had been paid for, and rep

resented so much actual capital, and that he gave credit to the in

corporation on the faith of; and it is also argued that, while there

may be a presumption to that effect in the case of a subsequent

creditor, this is a mere presumption of fact, and that in pleadings

no presumptions of fact are indulged in. This position is very

plausible, and at first sight would seem to have much force; but

we think it is unsound. Certainly any such rule of pleading or

proof would work very inequitably in practice. Inasmuch as the

capital of a corporation is the basis of its credit, its financial

standing and reputation in the community has its source in, and

is founded upon, the amount of its professed and supposed capital,

and every one who deals with it does so upon the faith of that

standing and reputation, although, as a matter of fact, he may

have no personal knowledge of the amount of its professed capital,

and in a majority of cases knows nothing about the shares of

stock held by any particular stockholder, or, if so, what was paid

for them. Hence, in a suit by such creditor against the holders of

“ bonus ” stock, he could not truthfully allege, and could not affirm

atively prove, that he believed that the defendants’ stock had been"

paid for, and that he gave the corporation credit on the faith of

it, although, as a matter of fact, he actually gave the credit on

the faith ofthe financial standing of the corporation, which was

based upon its apparent and professed amount of capital. The

misrepresentation as to the amount of capital would operate as

a fraud on such a creditor as fully and effectually as if he had per

sonal knowledge of the existence of the defendants’ stock. and be
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lieved it to have been paid for when he gave the credit. For this

reason, among others, we think that all that it is necessary to

allege or prove in that regard is that the plaintiff is a subsequent

creditor; and that, if the fact was that he dealt with the corpora

tion with knowledge of the arrangement by which the “bonus”

stock was issued, this is a matter of defense. Gogebic Inv. Co. v.

Iron Chief Min. Co., 78 Wis. 427, 47 N. W. Rep. 726. Counsel

cites Fogg v. Blair, supra, to the proposition that the complaint

should have stated that this stock had some value; but that case

is not in point, for the plaintiff there was a prior creditor; and,

as his debt could not have been contracted on the faith of stock

not then issued, he could only maintain his action, if at all, by al

leging that the corporation parted with something of value.

In one respect, however, we think the complaint is clearly insuf

ficient. The thresher company is here asking the interposition of

the court to aid in enforcing an equity in favor of creditors against

the stockholders by declaring them liable to pay for this stock con

trary to their actual contract with the corporation. While the

proceeding is not, strictly speaking, an equitable action, yet the

relief asked is equitable in its nature. Under such circumstances,

it was incumbent upon the thresher company to show its own

equities, and that it was in a position to demand such relief. It

was not the original creditor of the car company,but the assignee

of the original creditors. By that purchase it, of course, succeeded

to whatever strictly legal rights its assignors had; but it is not

rights of that kind which it is here seeking to enforce. Under such

circumstances, we think it was incumbent upon it to state what

it paid for the claims, or at least to show that it paid a substan

tial, and not a mere nominal, consideration. The only allegation

is that it paid “ a valuable consideration.” This might havebeen

only one dollar. It appears that it bought the claims after the

carcompanyhadbecome insolvent, and its affairs were in the hands

of areceiver ; also that theindebtedness of thatcompany amounted

to about $3,000,000, and that there were not corporate assets

enough to pay any considerable part of it. The mere chance of

collecting something out of the stockholders does not ordinarily

much enhance the selling price of claims against an insolvent cor

poration. If any person orcompanyhad gone to work and bought

up for a mere song this large indebtedness of the car company fO1”

the Purpose of 5P€CL1la’Cing on the liability of the stockholders, no

court would grant them the relief here praved for. It would say

to thein, “We will not create and enforce an equity for the benefit

of any such speculation.” Counsel for respondent suggests that

the thresher company is but an organization of the original cred

1’¢0Y$, W110 f0rm<-:d it, and pooled their claims, so as to save some
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thing out of the wreck of the car company; but nothing of the

kind is alleged. On this ground the demurrer should have been

sustained. .

In view of further proceedings it may be proper to say that in

our opinion there is nothing in the position that the right of

recovery against the stockholders was barred by the statute of

limitation. The argument in support of the proposition all rests

upon the false premise that the cause of action accrued in May,

1882, when the bonus stock was issued. The corporation never

had any cause of action against these defendants. As between

them and the company, the agreement for the issue of the stock

was valid. The creditors are not here seeking to enforce a right

of action, acquired through or from the corporation, but one that

accrued directly to themselves, or for their benefit, and that did

not accrue at least until the corporation became insolvent, inMay,

1884.

Counsel for the St. Paul Trust Companystated that, if the court

should reverse the order appealed from on any of the grounds

urged by the other appellants, it would not be necessary for us to

consider any of the assignments of error peculiar to his appeal;

but, as we reverse upon a ground that may be remedied by amend

ment, we deem it proper to say that, in our opinion, the claim

against the Kittson estate is a “contingent” claim, within the

meaning of Gen. St. 1878, c. 53.

Order reversed.

KENT V. QUICKSILVER MINING CO.

NEW Yomz COURT or APPEALS, 1879.

us N. Y. 159.)

Preferred Stock—Ratificat1'0n.

Folger, ].: These are suits in equity to perpetually restrain the

Quicksilver Mining Company from taking certain action, on the

one hand proposed by it with the expressed assent of some only

of the stockholders in it; and on the other hand, demanded of 1t

by certain other of the stockholders in it, which demand it and

still other stockholders resist. _

Whatever the frame of the pleadings in the several actions,

and whatever the formal prayer for judgment, the purpose Of the

litigation in each is to reach a final and binding Judgmfllli»
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whether certain “preferred stock,” heretofore created by that

company, is so far valid as to be recognized in the future business

of the company as giving to the holders thereof the peculiar right

-expressed in the certificate thereof.
What is meant by “preferred stock” is well enough known in

law and business, without definition or circumlocution here.

All the powers which that company had were given to it by its

charter, Laws of 1866, chap. 4-70, p. 1021; and by the Revised

Statutes, vol. 1, pp. 599-600, §§ 1, 2, 3. Thereby it had the

usual general powers of a corporation (see Angell & Ames on

‘Corporations, §110). It had also the peculiar power of holding,

improving and working mining lands in California and elsewhere,

and of disposing of the product thereof. It had also the power

to issue certificates of stock, representing the value of its prop

erty, in such form and subject to such regulations as it might

from time to time by its by-laws prescribe, and to regulate and

prescribe in what in anner and form its contracts and obligations

-should be executed. It is claimed that it had also incidental and

implied powers. So it had, so far as permitted by the Revised

Statutes, which declare that in addition to the powers therein

enumerated and to those expressly given in its charter, it should

not possess nor exercise any, except such as should be necessary

’go);c)he§ exercise of the powers so enumerated and given. 1 R. S.’

, 3.Plainly 9-mining corporation, for the exercise of its power Of

mining in its lands, must have monev. Hence if it has it not, and

cannot otherwise readily get it, it must, as necessary to the 1156

of its corporate rights, have the power to borrow it; and in any

way, and upon any obligation or security to be given by it, that

is not unlawful. Curtis v. Leavitt, 15 N. Y., 9. It may borrow

it from the stockholders in it, as well as from other parties; and

11? may determine and agree to borrow from them only. Tl1l5

corporation was in need of money to carry on its authorized

business. It did get money, for that purpose and because of that

need» f1'°H1 S0me of the stockholders in it, and in that instance

from some of them_ alone. If the mode by which that money Was

got was a borrowing, within the sense which the law and com

mon acceptation give to that term, then the transaction so far

would have been lawful, and it would have remained to inqui1'¢

whether the °bllgatl011 given was a lawful instrument. But it

was not a borrowing. The idea ofa borrowing is not filled out

"unless there is i_n the agreement therefor a promise or understand

{fig ‘£118-11 What is borrowed will be repaid or returned; the thing

ltself °1' $°m¢tl1111g like it of equal value, with or without compen

sation for the use of it in the meantime. To borrow is the recip

1‘0¢E1l action with to lend, and to lend or to loan, say the diction

,-"“"\
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aries, is the parting with a thing of value to another for a time

fixed, or indefinite yet to have sometime an ending, to be used or

enjoyed by that other, the thing itself, or the equivalent of it, to

be given back at the time fixed, or when lawfully asked for, with

or without compensation for the use as may be agreed upon. In

this transaction with some stockholders that corporation had

not the right, nor was it under the liability to ever pay back the

five dollars per share furnished by them to it; that was not

named in the terms of the obligation given, nor was it contem

plated in the negotiation and bargain. The stockholder had not

by the scope of his bargain, nor by the terms of the written evi

dence of it, any right ever to ask for repayment of the money

furnished by him. In short, there was not formed thereby the

relations of debtor and creditor. The stockholder parted forever

with the money furnished, inasmuch as the charter of the com

pany is perpetual, and the company made a perpetual charge

upon its net earnings. Though there was a compensation fixed

for the use of the money, and though it was to take the form ofa

yearly payment, and at a ratethe same as the then lawful rate of

interest, yet we cannot conceive that the transaction was a loan

and borrowing of money, with a compensation for the use of it.

If it had been, though the compensation was great for the sum

furnished, yet it was not a violation of the usury laws of which

the corporation could avail itself (Laws of 1850, chap. 172); and

the courts might not overhaul it, save, perhaps, as an unconscion

able and extortionate agreement (1 Story Eq._]'uris., §§ 24.-6-331),

as to which we will speak again before the close. The transac

tion is not to be looked upon as other than a preference of one

class of stockholders to another; as giving to the first class a per

petual inextinguishable prior right to a portion of the earnings

of the company before the other class might have anything there

from. It was none other than the creation of a “preferred

stock."

Then there arises the query whether there was at that time

power in the corporation to distinguish between the stockholders

in it, to form them into two classes, and to give to one class

rights in the corporate property, business and earnings from

which the other was shut out.

We are not prepared to say that, at the first, the corporation

might not have lawfully divided the interest in its capital stock

into shares arranged in classes, preferring one class to another in

the right it should have in the profits of the business. The char

ter gave power to make such by-laws as it might deem proper,

consistent with constitution and law, and to issue certificates of

stock representing the value of the property. We kI10\V‘1’10tlI1l1’1g

in the constitution or the law that inhibits a corporation from
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beginning its corporate action by classifying the shares in its cap

ital stock, with peculiar privileges to one share over another, and

thus offering its stock to the public forsupscriptions thereto. No

rights are got until a subscription is made. Each subscriber

would know for what class of stock he put down his name, and

what right he got when he thus became a stockholder. There

need be no deception or mistake; there would be no trenching

upon rights previously acquired; no contract, express or implied,

would be broken or impaired.

This corporation did otherwise. A by-law was duly made, which

declared the whole value of its property and the whole amount of

its capital stock, and divided the whole of it into shares equal in

amount, and directed the issuing of certificates of stock therefor.

It is not to be said that this by-law authorized anything but

shares equal in value and in right, or that the taker of one did not

own as large an interest in the corporation, its capital, affairs

and profits to come, as any other holder of a share. Certificates

of stock were issued under this by-law that gave no expression of

anything different from that. When that bv-law was adopted it

was as much the law of the corporation as if its provisions had

been a part of the charter. Presbyterian Cliurcli v. City ofNew

York, 5 Cow., 538. So it is said in Grant on Corporations, page

80, ill 81 qualified way. Thereby, and by the certificate, as be

tween it and every stockholder, the capital stock of the company

was fixed in amount, in the number of shares into which it was

divlslblfi, and in the peculiar and relative value of each share

The by-law entered into the compact between the corporation

and every taker of a share; it was in the nature of a contract be

tween them. The holding and owning of a share gave a right

which could not be divested without the assent of the holder and

owner, or unless the power so to do had been reserved in some

way. Mecli. Bank v. N. Y. and N. H. R. R. Co., 18 N. Y., 5991

627. Shares of stock are in the nature of clzoses in action, and

give the holder a fixed right in the division of the profits or earn

1Y{£Z$ of 3- Company so long as it exists, and of its efiiects when it i5

d1SS01V€d- That right is as inviolable as is any right in property,

and C8-I1 no more be taken away or lessened against the will Of

the owner than can any other right, unless power is reserved in

the_ first msta-"°@,_when it enters into the constitution of the right;

01‘ 1S_ properly derived afterwards from a superior law-giver. The

Celftlficflte Of stock is the muniment of the shareholder’s title, and

6V1d¢11_¢e Of his right. It expresses the contract between the cor

poration and _his co-stockholders and himself; and that contract

cannot, he being unwilling, be taken away from him or changed

as to hlm Wlllhollt h1S_ prior dereliction, or under the conditions

above St*"1ted- NOW, it is manifest that any action of a corpora

l.
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tion which takes hold of the shares of its capital stock already

sold and in the hands of lawful owners, and divides them into

two classes—one of which is thereby given priorright to a receipt

of a fixed sum from the earnings before the other may have any

receipt therefrom, and is given an equal share afterwards with

the other in what earnings may remain—destroys the equalityof

the shares, takes away a right which originally existed in it, and

materially varies the effect of the certificate of stock.

It is said that when a corporation" can lawfully buy property,

or get money on loan, any known assurance may be exacted and

given which does not fall within the prohibition, express or im

plied, of some statute Curtis v. Leavitt, 15 N. Y., 66-67; and

that is sought to be applied here. But the prohibition to such

action as this is found, notindeed in a statute commonly so called,

but in the constitutional provision which forbids the impairment

of vested rights, save for public purposes and on due compensa

tion. The right which a stockholder gets on the purchase of his

share and the issue to him of the certificate therefor is such a

vested right.

It is contended that the power so to do is an incidental and im

plied power, necessary to the use of the other powers of the cor

poration, and is a legitimate means of raising money and securing

the agreed consideration therefor. We have already conceded

that it is legitimate to borrow money, and to secure the repay

ment of it, with a compensation for the use of it. But that is

when it is done in such way as to put the burden upon every

share of stock alike, and to enable every share of stock to be re

lieved therefrom alike; in such way as to preserve the equality of

right and privilege and value of the shares, and maintain intact

the contract thereto with the stockholder.

Citations are made to us for the converse of this, but they do

not come up—sometimes in their facts, sometimes in their decla

ratioiis—to the necessity of the proposition. Either it is where

the capital is not limited and it is new shares that may be issued

with a preference, and where there is express power to borrow

on bond or mortgage 2 Redf. on Railways, chap. 33, sec. 4-,§ 237;

Harrison v. Mex. R. W, 12 Eng. Rep., 793; or the amount of

the capital has not been reached and such stock is issued there

from, Hazelliurst v. Savannah R. R., -L3 Ga., 53; Tottan v. Tison,

54 id., 139; or there was legislative authority, Davis v. Pro

prietors, 8 Metcf., 321; Rutland R. R. Co. v. Thrall, 35 Vt, 545;

or a restriction to authorized capital and there was unanimous

consent of the stockholders, Prouty v. M. S. and N. I. R. R., 1

Hun, 663; 43 Ga., 53, supra; or there was power to redeem.

which was a transaction in the nature of a debt, West_c11esf6I3

etc., R. R. Co. v. jackson, 77 Penn. St., 321; or the opinion W88
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obiter, Bates v. Androscoggin R. R. Co., 49 Maine,_491; or_it

was the case of a subscription for stock with a condition for in

terest until the corporation was in operation, Richardson v. Vt.

and Zllass. R. R. Co., 4-4 Vt., 613; or it was an action on a sub

scription more favorable to defendant than to other subscribers,

and it was held that defendant could not set up the lack of equal

ity, Evansville R. R. C0. v. Evansville, 15 Ind., 395; or a sol

emn determination of this question was not necessary for the dis

posal of the case, Williston v. M. S. and N. I. R. R. Co., 13_Al_leI1,

4.-O0; or the issue was authorized by the articles of association,

In re A’D. St. Nev. and Col. Co., 20 L. R. [Eq.], 339; or there

was full knowledge on the part of all concerned, Loclrliart v.

Van Alstyne, 31 Mich., 81; or the power in the corporate body

was conceded, and it was denied that it existed in the directors,

McLaughlin v. D. and M. R. R., 8 id., 100.

We will not say, for we are not called upon here to say, that

never can a corporation rightfully, against the dissent of a pol‘

tion of its stockholders,‘ make some of the stock preferred; what

we assert is that this case does not present a state of fflC'¢S 111

which a power so to do exists.

There is a power in this charter to alter, amend, add to or re

peal, at pleasure, by-laws before made. It is argued from this

that it was in the power of the corporate body, in due form and

manner, to alter the by-law which had fixed the amount of the

capital stock and the number and relative value of the Sh€l1'¢5

thereof. The power to make bv-laws is to make such as are not

inconsistent with the constitution and the law; and the power

to alter has the same limit, so that no alteration could be made

which would infringe a right already given and secured by the

contract of the corporation. Nor was the power to alter, to the

extent of affecting the contracted relative value of a share. Ye‘

served when the share was sold to the stockholder, so as to enter

into and form a part of the contract. An alteration is a pr0

tanto repeal; but no private corporation can repeal a by-law S0

as to impair rights which have been given and become vested by

Virtue Of the bY'1flW afterwards repealed. All by-laws must be

reasonable and consistent with the general principles of the laws

ofthe land, which are to be determined by the courts, when acase

is properly before them. The Master, etc., v. Green, 1 L6

R_aym-, 113- A by-law may regulate or modifv the constitu

tion of a corporation, but cannot alter it. Relr v. CutbusI1,4:

Burr., 2204-; R. W. Co. v. Allerton, 18 Wall, 233. The alteration

of aby-lawis but the makingof another upon the same matter. If

thefirst must be reasonable and in accord with the principles ofla w,

so must that which alters it. Ifthen the power is reserved t0

alter, amend or repeal, and that reservation enters into a con
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tract, the power reserved is to pass reasonable by-laws, agree

able to law. But a by—law that will disturb a vested right is not

such: see Gray v. Portland Bank, 3 Mass., 363; Grant on

Corps., 91. And it differs not when the power to make and

alter by-laws is expressly given to a majority of the stockhold

ers, and that the obnoxious ordinance is passed in due form.

It needs not that we consider the position that the issue of the

preferred stock was an authorized increase of the capital, and so

legal. It did not profess to be; nor was it in fact. For each

share of preferred stock given out a share of common stock was

taken in; so that the gross amount of the capital stock was still

the same; and so were the number of shares and the nominal

value of each share.

We are therefore of the opinion that there was no power in the

corporate body, nor in a majority of the stockholders, to provide

by by-law for the creation of a preferred stock, so as to bind a

minority of the stockholders not assenting thereto.

It is claimed that though there was not that power, as the

facts now appear, yet that there was general authority conferred

by charter to create such a stock; and that the regularity of the

issue of it created a presumption of validity upon which subse

quent purchasers had a right to rely, and which, in the present

position of parties, can not be questioned.

It is a rule that the dealings of a corporation, which on their

face or according to their apparent import are within its powers,

are not to be regarded as illegal and unauthorized, without some

evidence tending to show that they are of that character. Chau

tauqua Bank v. Rislcy, 19 N. Y., 369, It is another rule that

acts done by a corporation, which presuppose the existence of

other acts toinake them legally operative, are presumptive proofs

of the latter. Nelson v. Eaton, 26 N. Y., 410. And it may be

that where a corporate act is within the general power of the

corporation, and its invalidity arises from something not appar

ent in the grant of power to the body, and which is extrinsic

thereto, that one dealing with the corporation in ignorance of

that which vitiates will not be affected thereby. We need not

rest there further than such principle is involved in the next topic

which we consider. We have not definitely passed upon the

question whether this corporation had power in the first instance

to divide its stock into preferred and conmion, and that would

needi to be settled befor disposing of the proposition just no

tice .

But there remains aserious question: whether, though there

was at the outstart a minority of the stockholders who gave no

assent to the corporate act, there has not been such tacit acqui

escence and delay in action by that minority as to amount to in

~___
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defensible Iaches and estoppel upon those who constituted it and

their assigns. In our judgment there has, and we find here a safe

place on which to rest our decisions of these cases. The findings

show that the by-laws empowering the creation and issue of the

preferred stock were authorized at a stockholders’ meeting regu

larly called and held and conducted; that the stock was at once

olferedfor subscription to all of the stockholders; that a circular

informing thereof was issued by authority and distributed to the

stockholders; that, though all of them did not avail themselves

of the chance to take it, it was not because the chance was not

known; alarge number of them did subscribe, and paid money

for the privilege to the corporation, and that money went into

the assests and business of the company; certificates for the pre

ferred stock were thereupon issued, and it, as well as the com

mon stock, was dealt in by the public, sales were made of the two

kinds openly at the'stock exchange, at prices for the one larger

than for the other, and quoted in the daily public prints; and

from year to year for four years the annual reports of the direc

tors to the stockholders spoke of the two kinds of stock. There

was ample knowledge, or means of knowledge, on the part of all

stockholders. of the action of the corporation in the creation of

the two kinds of stock, of the issue of certificates for the pre

ferred stock, of the entry of that stock into the channels of trade,

of the public dealings in it at the especial marts for the sale of

such property, and of the continued recognition of its existence

and validity by the company and the public. It is not to be con

-ceived that the owners of the common stock of this corporation

did not have actual knowledge that there had been created a

stock having ostensibly greater right and value than their own,

and that it had gone into the market and was dealt in by the

public interested in the validity of it. For the lapse of four years,

however, there was no action of the company, or of an individual

stockholder, to have a judicial declaration that the company had

e-Xeeeded its POWers in the creation of the stock, and that it W€t5

invalid. We think that these facts, most of which are set forth ill

the findings in two of the cases, warrant the conclusion of law

therein, that the stockholders, by acquiescing in the action ofthe

corporation in making the preferred stock, have ratified and as

Sellted thereto, and that the same is binding on them by 1'eflS011

of such assent and ratification.
. In the application of the doctrine of ultra vires it is to be borne

in mlnd that it has two phases: one where the publicisconcernecl§

One Wllere the question is between the corporate body and the

stockholders 111 it, or between it and its stockholders, and third

Ifiiijtles deallng With it and through it with them. \Vhen the pub

lle is concerned to restrain a corporation within the limit of the
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power given to it by its charter, an assent by the stockholders to

the use of unauthorized power by the corporate body will be of

no avail. When it is a question of the right of a stockholder to

restrain the corporate body within its express or incidental pow

ers, the stockholder may in many cases be denied, on the ground

of his express assent or his intelligent though tacit consent to the

corporate action. If there be a departure from statutory direc

tion, which is to be considered merely a breach of trust to be re

strained by a stockholder, it is pertinent to consider what has

been his conduct in regard thereto. A corporation may do acts

which affect the public to its harm, inasmuch as they are per se

illegal or are maliim proliibitum Then no assent of stockholders

can validate tliem. It may do acts not thus illegal, though there

is want of power to do them, which affect only the interest of the

stockholders. They may be made good by the assent of the stock

holders, so that strangers to the stockholders dealing in good

faith with the corporation will be protected in a reliance upon

those acts. The instance put in Bisse-II v. Mich. So., ect., R. R.

C0. (22 N. Y., 269) is illustrative. A bank has no authority from

the state to engage in benevolent enterprises; and asubscription,

though formally made, for a charitable object would be out of its

powers; but it would not be otherwise an illegal act; yet if every

stockholder did expressly assent to such an application of the cor

porate funds, though it would still be in one sense ultra vires, no

wrong would be done, no public interest harmed; and no stock

holder could object, or claim that there was an infringement of

his rights, and have redress or protection. Such an act, though

beyond the power given by the charter, unless expressly prohib

ited, if confirmed by the stockholders could not be avoided by any

ofthem to the harm of third persons. This arises from the prin

ciple that the trust for stockholders is not of a public nature.

Per WILLES, ]., Taylor v. C. & M. R Co., 2 L. R. [Exchqg

390. These questions have been so much discussed that we nee

not amplify. Wliitzzeyarms C0. v. Barlow, 63 N.Y., 63; Phosphate

Co. v. Green, L. R. [7 Com. Pl.], 43; Evans v. Smallcombe,

L. R. [3 H. ofL.], 24.-9.

It was not expressly prohibited by the charter, or by any stat

-ute, to this corporation to classify the shares of its capital stock,

so that one class should have greater right and value than

another. It was not malnm in se so to do, unless it was that a

vested right was thereby affected; but that was not a public evil,

-it was a wrong that affected private persons only, and one which

-they might assent to. This case is thus, without the principle of

Asbbury Railroad Co. v. Riclze, 7 Eng. & I. App. [L. R.]. 653.

where the act was expressly prohibited. And where third par

ties have dealt with the company, relying in good faith upon the

_,_J<J.i,,_|e-.-ii
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existence of corporate authority to do an act, there it is not needed‘

that there be an express assent thereto on the part of stockhold

ers to work an equitable estoppel upon them. Their conduct may

have been such, though negative in character, as to be taken for

an acquiescence in the act; and when harm would come to such

third parties if the act were held invalid, the stockholders are

estopped from questioning it. We suppose acquiescence or tacit

assent to mean the neglect to promptly and activelyeondemn the

unauthorized act, and to seek judicial redress, after knowledge of

the committal of it, whereby innocent third parties have been led

to put themselves in a position from which they cannot be taken.

without loss. It is the doctrine of equitable estoppel, which ap

plies to members of corporate or associated bodies, as well as to

persons acting in a natural capacity: 2 Story Eq. ]m'-, § 1539

It is said that there is no question here between the stockholders

and third parties; that it is a question between a minority of the

stockholders and a majority of them or the assignees of that ma

jority, and so all stockholders. True, it is a question at this time

between the holders of preferred stock and of common stock; but

it is a question of what were the rights which those preferred

stockholders took on when they were strangers to the corpora

tion and third parties as between it and the common stockholders

in it. They were not stockholders, nor the assignees of stockhold

ers, until as third parties they bought in the market shares of the

preferred stock and parted with their money therefor. It was as

third parties that they in good faith relied on that action of the

corporate body; and so the question is between them as such and

the common stockholders, whether they shall have that right in

the corporation which they thought they were to get when they

\£I€11(11t into the market and bought the right of being a stock

o er.In our view of the matter, a holder of common stock had 9-I1

equitable right to restrain the privileged payment to a preferred

stockholder from the profits of the company, and to have the C011

tract therefor declared invalid. It was his duty to have been

prompt in his application to the courts for that relief, before evil

¢_011ld fall upon innocent parties; and where application to the

courts therefor has been delayed by his 1'1eorl(iClI and advantagei

hf-“'5 been g_ai11@d by the corporate bodv, aszistance should be d6"

nied: Zabriskie v. Cleveland R. R. Co., 23 How. (U. s.), 395,
898; Evans v. Smallcombe, L. R., s H. of L. Cas. 24.9. It is

Sflld that the common stockholder should have some time in

which to seek relief. It is enough to Say in answer that four years

a_t 168-Sf Went by before a holder of common stock asked for the

aid of the courts, and then not until a holder of preferred stoek

I
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,..-w-.)5,>_n|z@,.-i

asked that aid to restrain proposed corporate action meant to

put the common stock upon an equality with his own.

It is true that, as a rule, the assignee of corporate stock takes

no greater right than his assignor had to give, and is subject to

all the equities which burden the assignor. It may be that there

are some holders of preferred stock who were the first holders

thereof, and some who became at an early date owners of it by

assignment from the first holders. As to those, there is some

plausibility in the contention of the common stockholder that

they may not, in a legal sense, be injuriously afiected by his delay,

though the court should order the preferred stock to be called in

and canceled. But the prayer for judgment is that all of the pre

ferred stock, in whose hands soever it may be, be so dealt with,

or for action equivalent thereto. Many, probably most of the

holders of it, have become so after it had been some time in the

market, notoriously dealt in as a valid and recognized issue, and

at prices greater than that at which the common stock ruled, and

greater than would be restored to the holder by any mode of

equalization now suggested. The difference in the market price

of the two kinds of stock is here noticed only as beinga notorious

fact, which could not fail to meet the attention of holders of com-

mon stock, and to call upon them for prompt action, if they ever

meant to question the validity of the preferred stock; and as.

showing that the equalization of the two kinds of stock, upon the

basis of making good for the payment of five dollars per share, at

which the preference was first subscribed for, would not restore

many preferred holders to the position in which they once stood.

It is not practicable to adjudge that one or some shares be called

in and canceled, or equalized with the common stock, without all

are so treated; and to treat all thus would be to do an injury to

some persons who have acted in reliance upon the doings of the

company, which have been until now unquestioned by the com

mon stockholders.

Nor can the issue of the preferred stock, with the privilege at

tached to it, be said to be an executory contract. It is so only in

a part of it which it remains for the corporation to do. The first

holders of it made their subscriptions and paid the stipulated

price; and so they executed the contract on their part, and the

corporation and the common stockholder got the benefit of_ the

execution. The stock has been issued and gone into the channels

of trade. The price paid for the privilege held out by the offer of

preferred stock went into the funds of the corporation, gave it re

lief from its needs, and aided in putting it upon a course of pros

perity which enhanced the value in market not only of the pre

ferred, but of the common stock. The contract has been executed

inits essential parts; there remains to be done only what is a

4
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consequence of it, the result of the purchase of the stock on the

one side, and the sale of it on the other. That can scarcely be

called a contract yet to be executed, in the application to it of the

doctrine of ultra vires, whereby one party to it has received, and

used for its purposes, the stipulated consideration, and has given

to the other a right which he may sell in the market. The ven

dees cannot be put back to the situation in which they were when

they bought, by any terms proposed by the corporation or the

common stockholders. Both parties would not now have the

same position as if no contract had been made: 63 N. Y., supra ;

De Grofiv. Am. Linen Thread Co., 21 N. Y., 127; 22 id., supra.

We have before made mention of the position that the transac

tion was unconscionable and extortionate. Looking at it now,

it seems to be so. In consideration of five dollars paid, the com

pany undertook to repay seven dollars yearly for all time,if there

should be enough earned to do so; which will be anenormous re

turn. It is dilficult to enter into the exact condition of things at

the date of the transaction, and ‘to estimate the propriety of such

a bargain. It may be that the prospect of earnings at all, 01'

enough to fulfil the undertaking, was too remote to be probable,

and that it was a desperate chance that was taken by those who

subscribed. There is some reason to suppose so, from the fact

that the chance was offered to all stockholders, and that so many

did not take it, though it now appears so preposterously advan

tageous. However that may be, an unconscionable arrangement

will not be disturbed when there has been ratification of it with

knowledge of all its bearings, after time has been had for consid

eration. 1 Story Eq.]u;-_, § 345_
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CHAPTER VIII.

SUBSCRIPTION TO CAPITAL s'r0cK.

JEFFERSON V. HEWETT.

SUPREME Comm‘ or CALIFORNIA, 1892.

(95 Cal. 585.)

Subscription to StocI<—-Representations by Agent ofthe Corpora

tion Concerning the Happening ofa Future Event.

Paterson, ].: On ]uly 14-, 1888, the defendants executed and

delivered to the _Santa Ana, Fairview & Pacific Railroad Com

pany their non—negotiable note for the sum of $5,000, payable

four months after date, which was assigned to the Fair View De

velopment Company, and by the last named company assigned

to these appellants. The court found that the note was given for

fifty shares of the capital stock of the company first above named,

but that it was made and delivered “upon the sole consideration

and inducement of the promise and assurance of said company

that it would complete its railroad from Fair View to the Pacific

ocean before the maturity of said promise in writing, to wit,

within 60 or 90 days from said date; that the said company

failed to complete its railroad, or any part thereof, * * *

within the said time, * * ’ and that no part of said railroad

between said last-named points has at any time been commenced

and constructed or completed; that by reason of such failure the

consideration of defendants’ agreement to take said stock, and of

their promise in writing set out in the complaint, has wholly

failed;” but that the note “was not delivered upon the express

condition that the railroad * * "' would becompleted * 3 *

within sixty or ninety days from its date, nor upon condition

that if said road was not so completed defendants would not

have to pay said instrument or any part thereof. The court fur

ther found that the defendants notified the company of their fail

ure to complete the road within the time specified, demanded the

return of their note, and afterwards on answering herein brought

the certificate of stock into court, and deposited it with the clerk

for the plaintiffs. The defendant R. E. Hewitt testified that on

July 10, 1888, Dr. Bailey stated to him that hewas a stockholder,

secretary, and director in the railroad company, and that there
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was a limited amount of the capital stock not sold, “less than

$15,000 of the original $60,000 issue, and that he was author

ized to dispose of part of this to his friends ;” that the company

was going to increase the stock to $200,000 or $800,000, and

place it on the market at once; “that the railroad was going

right on from Fair View to the beach within sixty or ninety days

at the furthest, and that he would take the stock if he could; that

he held now a large amount of stock in the company;” that ‘011

the 13th the doctor came to his house, and said that “the engine

and rolling stock of the company was paid for, but that the road

was not doing much now more than paying expenses, but that it

would be on a good paying basis as soon as it was extended t0

the beach, and that everything was ready to do this;” that 0"

the 14~th the doctor said he could rely implicitly upon his state

ments as a friend ; that he would not make them unless they_wer€

true; and from his position in the company he knew that if de

fendants did not take the stock they would regret it; that tl1¢

doctor insisted upon his taking 50 shares or more; that Witness

said to him he did not have the faith in this enterprise that the

doctor had, and unless the road was completed to the beach he

would not have the stock as a gift. _
The findings of the court show that the statements of Dr. B3.1l€y»

testified to by the defendant, were made without any fraudulent

purpose; that the defendants were prevented from making any

investigation by reason of the statement of the doctor that he

was the secretary and director of the company, and owned a large

amount of stock therein, and from his position in the compaflyhe

knew his statements were true, and that defendants could rely

upon them ; that the defendants believed the statements made

by Bailey, and, relying upon them, were induced to make the

note, and agree to take 50 shares of the capital stock of the com

pany. We do not think that the facts shown by the record and

found by the court constitute any defense to the action. The rule

is well settled that statements concerning the happening of a fu

ture event cannot be relied upon to avoid subscriptions obtaimd

bY_'¢‘_“ ageljlt Of 21 corporation. Relating, as they do, to the pr0b

abihty or nnprobability of the happening of a. future event, they

must necessarily be matters of opinion merelv. Morawetz states

the P1"?P°$llli0I1 thus: “A statement made by an agent obtainlflg

subscnptions for shares in a railroad company, to the eflect that

the proposed road would be built upon a certain route. or within

a certain period of time, would not render a subscription made

“POP the faith Of it voidable, though the statement be made with

the mt‘~’nt1°T1 to ¢l@¢@iV6, and the road be not built upon the 1'011’fl9,

or within the time, indicated.” 1 Mor. Priv. Corp. § 98. And 3

large number of cases are cited in support of the text. 3%, also’

.....¢_j
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Thomp. Liab. Stockh. § 121. It is unnecessary for us to inclorse

the rule thus stated to its full extent, because, as we have seen,

the court expressly found that the representations of Dr. Bailey

were not fraudulent. The construction 'of the road to the ocean

was no part of the consideration of the note; the findings nega

tive the averment of the answer that the note was given “upon

the express condition ” that the railroad should be completed

within 90 days. The matters relied upon, to be available as a

defense, must be shown to have been a condition agreed upon by

the parties. There is nothing in the cases cited by respondents

inconsistent with the views we have expressed. The fair import

of the testimony is that the representations referred to were the

mere confident expression of opinion of one member of the board

of directors that the road would be completed within 90 days,

and that the defendants, placing confidence in that opinion, exe

cuted the note in suit.

The judgment and order are reversed, and the cause is remanded

for a new trial.

CALIFORNIA SOUTHERN HOTEL CO. V. CALLENDER.

SUPREME Comm‘ or CALIFORNIA, 1892.

(94 Cal. 120.)

Subscription to StocIr— Conditional Subscripti'on— Waiver-—

Issuance of Certifica te— Calls.

Vanclief, C.: The plaintiff is a California corporation, to whose

capital stock the defendant subscribed $5,000 before its organi

zation, that being 50 shares of the 1,000 shares into which the

capital stock of $100,000 was divided. After having paid

$2,000 of this subscription, the defendant refused to pay any

part of the remainder, and this action was brought to ree0Ve1'

from him the remaining $3,000. The cause was tried by the

court, and judgment was given in favor of the plaintifi for the

sum demanded. The defendant appeals from the judgment on

thejudgment roll, without bill of exceptions, and contends that

upon the findings of fact the judgment should have been given

for the defendant. The following is a copy of the \\'1‘lll@I1

agreement to and uponwhich defendant subscribed for the stock:

nr;.;u1;4|_-1
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“We the undersigned, do hereby agree to and with each other

that we will organize and form a corporation, under the laws of

the state of California, for the purpose of erecting, building, and

owning an hotel building in the city of San Luis Obispo, county

of San Luis Obispo, state of California, and for the purpose of

purchasing and owning all such real and personal property as

may be necessary to be used in connection with said hotel build

ing; and we agree that the capital stock of said corporation

shall be one hundred thousand ($100,000) dollars, divided into

one thousand (1,000) shares, at the par value of one hundred

dollars each; and we agree to and with each other that we do

respectively subscribeifor the number of shares of the stock of

said corporation as are set after our respective names, and that

we will pay for the same the said par value thereof at such times and

in such manner as may be determined by the board of directors

of the said corporatioin, to be hereafter chosen. And we further

agree that whenever seventy thousand ($70,000) dollars of said

capital stock has been subscribed for, a meeting shall be called for

the purpose of electing a board of directors, and taking such

steps as are required by law to form the said corporation, and

that at such meeting the owners of a majority of said subscribed

stock shall constitute a quorum, and are authorized to elect said

board of directors, and transact any business necessary to fully

complete the organization of the said corporation. That the

number of directors and the term of said corporation shall be

determined at such meeting.” Here follows the list of subscri

bers, among whom is the defendant for “fifty shares,——$5.000-H

These subscriptions amounted to 772 shares. Among them

was one of the Pacific Coast Steamship Company and Pacific

Coast Railway Company for 100 shares, payable in freightage.

Thls 5ub5°1'lPlli°11 pllfports to have been made through the

_agen°Y of ,G°°(l-all, Perkins & Co. Another of the subscriptions

is by Edwin Goodall for 125 shares, partly payable in a block of

land» 1f accepted by the company, estimated it $7,500, and the

bala-‘Iced Of $5,000 in cash. The court finds that Goodall»

P6-_1'kins & Co. were not authorized to subscribe for the steam

ship and railway companies, but that the subscriptions of these

cOmPameS.' and also that of Edwin Goodall, entered into the

c°mP“tat1°11.and constituted a part of the 772 shares subscribed

befme the organization of the corporation. The court further

found that the °‘_)rP°1'fltion was organized on August 17. 1887

3-nd that the a1'l1_¢l€S of incorporation included as subscribers the

name 0f_ the Pacific Coast Steamship Company for 100 shares

amountmg '¢°_ $10,000, and that of Edwin Goodall for 125

5har°S,am°“ntmg to $12,500, without conditions; and further

f°l-111d ‘that at the preliminary meeting of stockholders, held for

1
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the purpose of considering whether or not the incorporation

aforesaid "should be organized and formed, defendant was not

present, and did not vote for the shares subscribed for by him as

aforesaid, and did not acquiesce in or agree that the incorpora

tion should be formed on the subscription aforesaid. * * *

That Edwin Goodall, for himself and for the Pacific Coast Steam

ship Company, united in the‘ call for the meeting of the stock

holders last aforesaid, and each were represented at said meeting

to the full amount of the stock subscribed for by them as afore

said by Edwin Goodall, and lie voted and acted at said meeting

for the full amount of the stock -subscribed for by them, viz.,

225 shares of the value of $22,500; and each has ever since the

incorporation of the plaintiff been, and now is, a stockholder in

said corporation for the full value and amount of thestock afore

said subscribed by him.” And further that the subscriptions of

the steamship company and Goodall were accepted and acted upon

by plaintiff, andhave been fully paid to the company. And further

found that “defendant has at all times recognized the validity of

the corporation aforesaid by paying $2,000 of said original sub

scription of $5,000, and not otherwise, and has never dissented

from or protested against any of its acts. That defendant has,

since said corporation was formed, acquiesced in the building of

the hotel mentioned in said agreement, and furnishing the same,

and the incurring of debts and expenditures of money therefor,

by paying said $2,000 of said subscription to said corporation,

and not otherwise. ‘ * * That a large indebtedness

has been incurred by plaintiff, and large sums of moneyexpended,

relying upon the subscriptions aforesaid.” And further found

(under the head of “conclusions of law”) that the defendant

“has waved any defense he might otherwise have had to said

subscriptions by reason of the manner of plaintiff’s incorpora

tion.” The findings show that calls were made upon the sub

scribers, including the defendant, as follows: November 16,

1887, 30 per cent., payable November 25th; March 17, 1888, 20

per cent., payable March 25th; May 23, 1888, 20 per cent., pay

able june 1st; 20 per cent., payable June 15th; and 20 per cent-,

payable ]uly 1st.

1. The first and principal point made by appellant is that

the corporation was organized before there was a valid sub

scription of $70,000 of the capital stock, contrary to the agree

ment subscribed by defendant, inasmuch as Goodall, Perkins &

Co. subscribed for the steamship company and railway company

without authority, and, in part, conditionally. It appears how

ever, that these subscriptions were changed before the corpora

tion was organized, the railway coinpany being dropped, and the

subscription of the steamship company being substituted for that
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.
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of both of these companies, and for the full amount thereof, and

the subscription of the steamship company and that of Goodall

beingmade unconditional, and so entered in the articles of incor

poration. It is also found by the court that Goodall, for himself

and for the steamship company, united in the call for the meeting

of the subscribers for the purpose of considering the propriety of

organizing the corporation that Goodall represented all their

stock at the meeting; that he signed and acknowledged the

articles of incorporation; and that the steamship company and

Goodall paid all the calls upon all the stock subscribed by them.

It is not expressly found, nor, it seems to me, by necessary impli

cation, that Goodall was not authorized by the steamship com

pany tojoin in the call for the meeting, to make the change in

the subscription. and to represent the steamship company in the

organization of the corporation; but only that the original

subscription by Goodall, Perkins & Co., for the two companies

was without authority. If Goodallwas authorized bythestearn

ship company to represent it in all these matters, the corporation

was properly organized, according to the subscription agreement,

and the defendant has no ground of complaint. As, however.

the findings are not quite clear upon this point, and as I think

the judgment should be affirmed on another ground, which does

not involve any doubtful question of construction of the findings,

the decision of the case need not rest upon this point.

2. The court found that the defendant had “waived any

defense he might otherwise have had to said subscription by

1‘€aS0n_0f the manner of plaintiff’s incorporation," Says M1‘

Cook_, in his book on Stock, Stockholders, and Corporation Law,

(section 181;) “A subscriber may waive the defense that the

full capital stock of the corporation has not been subscribed.

This waiver may be either express or implied from the acts or

declarations of the subscriber.” Again, at section 186, the same

author says: _“Where the subscriber made his contract of sub

scription previous to, and in anticipation of the incorporation

and does not, by his subsequent acts, acquiesce in the mode

Of 1n°°"P‘7_'1'3-tloll, he may set up that the corporation has

11‘-W been mcorporated, and that he is not liable.” At secti011

193} he Says: “A subscriber to stock in a corporation may

Waive any defense he may have to the subscription. The waiver

may be eXP1'_¢$5, 01‘ it may be by implication from the 8.03

and declarations of the subscriber. Thus a payment of aeall

wlth fun knowledge of the defense, is held to be a waiver;

and any act indicating a clear intent to abide by or accept

or pass over an objection which the subscriber might malifl

will be held to be a waiver.” See authorities cited in notes

to above quotation. Thompson, Liab. Stockh, § 120; Taylor,

0.51
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Corp, § 519: and Railroad Co. v. Johnson, 64 Amer. Dec. 307.

In Fishback v. Van Dusen, 33 Minn. 111, 22 N. W. Rep. 244, Mr.

justice MITCHELL, speaking for the court said: “Whether there

has been a waiver is a question of fact. It may be proved by

various species of evidence, by declarations, by acts, or by for

bearance to act.” Other authorities say it is a mixed question of

law and fact, but that each case must depend upon its own

peculiar circumstances and surroundings. “It is a question of

intention, and a fact to be determined by the triers of fact,”

-(Okey v. Insurance Co., 29 Mo. App. 111; Ehrlich v. Insurance

Co., 88 Mo. 24-9; Drake v. Insurance Co., 3 Grant, Cas. 325;

Withercll v. Insurance Co., 49 Me. 200;) “and, though the

waiver must be intentional, and clearly proven, the sufiiciency of

the evidence relating thereto is for the jury.” Insurance Co. v.

Schollenberger, 44 Pa. St. 259. The only question of law that

-can be involved in the question of waiver must relate to the legal

definition of the word. For example, a jury might be properly

instructed as matter of law that a waiver must be voluntary,

land that it implies a knowledge of the right, claim, or thing

waived; yet whether it was voluntary, and whether the party

had knowledge of the right or thing waived, are still questions

~of fact to be submitted to thejury. In this case the court found

the ultimate fact that defendant had waived any right he may

have had to object to the organization of the corporation.

This finding implies the defendant’s knowledge of the right

waived and that this wavier was voluntary, since these attributes

are included in the legal definition of a waiver. Nor ‘is this con

-clusion affected by the fact that the court also found certain pro

ba tive facts, the onlytendency of which was to prove the waiver.

That defendant recognized the validity of the corporation, and

acquiesced in the building of the hotel, etc., “not otherwise”

than by paying the first two calls on his subscription, and never

dissenting orprotesting against any of the acts of thecorporation,

are in no degree inconsistent with the waiver found, as they do

not tend to prove that the waiver was involuntary, or without

-defendant’s knowledge of his alleged right. Concedin g, therefore,

that the probative facts (unnecessarily) found are insuflicient to

prove a waiver, yet, as the record contains no part of the

‘evidence it must be presumed that therewas sufiicient evidence to

justify the finding of a waiver.

3. It it contended that this action cannot be maintained “on

the theory that defendant is a stockholder, and, as such, liable to

the corporation for assessments,” for the alleged reason that it

does not appear “that the corporation ever awarded any stock

to defendant, or entered his name on its stock book, or anything

"to show that defendant was a stockholder." It 1S alleged 111 the
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complaint, and expressly found by the court, that defendant was

the owner of 50 shares of stock at all the times when the calls

were made. It was not necessary to defendant's ownership of

the stock that a certificate for the stock should have been 1SSl1€d

to him, (Mitchell v. Beckman, 64 Cal.121, 28 Pac. Rep. 110,_ and

authorities there cited ;) nor was the corporation bound t_0 issue

such certificate until the subscription price was fully pa1d_; {1°1'

was it necessary to arecovery on the contract of subscription

that the directors of the corporation should have levied assess

ments upon the stock in the mode prescribed by the Civil Code.

Bythe contract of subscription the defendant agreed to pay 11P°“

the call of the board of directors, viz., “at such time and in such

manner as may be determined by the board of directors of the

said corporation, to be hereafter chosen;” and the action was

properly brought upon this contract. West v. Crawford, 80

Cal. 27, 21 Pac. Rep. 1123. Water Co. v. Herberger, 8_2 Cal

eoo, 23 Pac. Rep. 134; Ang. & A. Corp. § 549. I think the

judgment should be afiirmed.

We concur: FITZGERALD, C.; BELCHER, C. _ ,

Per Curiam. For the reasons given in the foregoing 0P1fl1°"

the judgment is aflirined.

ii

MINNEAPOLIS THRESHING MACHINE CO. V. DAVIS.

SUPREME COURT or Mmnasors, 1889.

<40 Minn. 110.;

Subscr1'pti'ons—Secret Conditions.

Mitchell, ].: This was an action to recover installments due 011

subscriptions to stock of the plaintiff. The facts fully appear

fi'om the findings of the court in connection with Exhibits A and

B attached to the complaint. Those material for present pill“

P0565 fife, that a scheme having been started to organizea manu

facturing corporation with $250,000 capital, whose W01‘l<5

should be located at _]'unction City, near Minneapolis, and One

McDonald having proposed that if the citizens of Minneapolis

would subscribe $190,000 to the capital stock he would sub"

scribe theremaining $60,000, one janney, a promoter, but not a

subscriber to the stock of the proposed corporation, acting as 3-"

voluntary solicitor, having with him the subscription pa-P61‘,

(Exhibits A and B) about April 1, 1887, proceeded to canvass f01'
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subscriptions to the stock of the proposed corporation on the

terms and conditions embodied in the paper. He first applied to

defendant, who subscribed $5,000 of stock. Afterwards, and

about the same date, other citizens respectively subscribed to the

stock, on the same paper, to the aggregate amount, including

defendant’s subscription, of $190,000, of which over $65,000 has

been paid in to plaintiff. Thereupon McDonald, in accordance

with his proposition, subscribed the remaining $60,000 which he

has paid up in full. All the conditions expressed in the written

subscription having been fully performed and complied with,

the proposed corporation was afterwards, about April 25,

1887, organized, and these subscriptions to its stock delivered

over to it. The corporation, acting in good faith upon such

subscriptions, including that of defendant, expended large

sums of money in locating and constructing its works, and

entered into large contracts, and incurred liabilities to the

amount of over $75,000. During all this time, the corporation

had no notice or knowledge of any condition being attached to

defendant’s subscription other than those expressed in the sub

scription paper itself. Neither is it found or claimed that any of

the other subscribers to the stock had any such notice or knowl

edge. Defendant was not present at the organization of the

corporation, and never attended or took part in any of its meet

ings, and had no notice or knowledge that thesubscription paper

had been transferred or delivered over to the plaintifl} or that

plaintiff relied on it, until about November, 1887, just prior

to the commencement of this action.

Upon the trial the defendant was permitted, against plaintiff ’s

objection and exception, to testify that he signed or subscribed to

the stock only upon the express oral condition and agreement

then had between him and ]anney that the latter should retainin

his possession said agreement with his name signed thereto, and

not deliver it to any one, or use it in any way, until certain four

persons should subscribe to the stock, each in the sum of $5,000;

that Janney took the agreement from defendant on that express

condition and understanding, and not otherwise; that none of

these four persons ever did subscribe to the stock of the plaintiff;

and that defendant never authorized Janney or any one to deliver

said agreement to any one except upon the condition referred to.

The court found the facts to be in accordance with the testimony,

and upon that ground found as a. conclusion of law that defend

ant never became a subscriber to the plaintifl"s stock. The com

petency of this evidence is the sole question in this c_ase. Under

the elementary rule of evidence that a written agreement cannot

be varied or added to by parol, it is not competent for a sub

scriber to stock to allege that he is but a conditional subscriber.
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The condition must be inserted in the writing to be effectual.

This rule applies with special force to a case like the present,

where to allow the defendant now to set up a secret parol

arrangement by which he may be released, while his fell0\v-sub

scribers continue to be bound, would be a fraud, not only upon

them, but upon the corporation which has been organized on the

faith of these subscriptions and upon its creditors. The defend

ant of course does not attempt to controvert so elementary a rule

as the one suggested, but contends that the effect of this evidence

was not to vary or contradict the terms of the writing, but to

prove that there was never any delivery of it, and hence that

there never was any contract at all, delivery being prerequisite to

the very existence of a contract. His claim is that the subscrip

tion paper was given to and received by Janney merely as an

escrow, or as in the nature of an escrow, only to be delivered or

used upon the performance of certain conditions precedent, and

that until they were performed there could be no valid delivery.

In determining this question it becomes important to consider

the nature of a subscription to the stock of a proposed corpora

tion, and the relation of the different parties to each other, under

the facts of this case. A subscription by a number of persons to

the stock of a corporation to be thereafter formed by them has in

law a double character: First, It is a contract between the sub

scribers themselves to become stockholders without further act

on their part immediately upon the formation of the corporation

As such a contract it is binding and irrevocable from the date of

the subscription, (at least in the absence of fraud or mistake,)

unless canceled by consent of all tbe subscribers before acceptarwe

by the corporation. Second, It is also in the nature of ac0ntinu

ing offer to theproposed corporation, which, upon acceptance by

it after its formation, becomes as to each subscriber a contract

between him and the corporation. 1 Mor. Priv. Corp. § 4:7 .811

seq.; Red Wing Hotel Co. v. Frederick, 26 Minn. 112, 1 N. W. Rep.

827.]anney, the promoter who solicited and obtained the subscrip

tions, Occupied the position of agent for the subscribers as a

body, to hold the subscriptions until the corporation was formed

in accordance with the terms and conditions expressed in the

agreement, and then turn it over to the company without any

further act of delivery on part of the subscribers. The corpora

tion would then become the partv to enforce the rights of the.

whole body of subscribers. It follows, then, that, considering

the subscription as a contract between the subscribers, a deliver)’

to ]anne_v by a subscriber was a complete and valid delivery, S0

that his subscriptionbecame eo instanti a binding contract. T116

case stands precisely as a case where acontract is delivered bythé

obligor to the obligee. It cannot therefore be treated as 8. 09-SE
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where awriting has been delivered to a third party in escrow. The

defendant, however, attempts to bring the case within the rule of

Westman v. Crumweide, 30 Minn. 313, 15 N. W. Rep. 255, in

which this court held that parol evidence was admissible to show

that a note delivered by the maker to the payee was notintended

to be operative as a contract from its delivery, but only upon the

happening of some contingency, though not expressed by its

terms; that is, that the delivery was only in the nature of an

escrow. We so held upon what seemed the great weight of

authority, although the doctrine, even to the extent it was

applied in that case, is a somewhat dangerous one. The distinc

tion between proving by parol that the delivery of a contract

was conditional, and that the contract itself contained a condi

tion not expressed in the writing, is one founded more on refine

ment of logic than upon sound practical grounds. It endangers

the salutary rule that written contracts shall not be varied by

parol. Said ERLE, ].,in Pym v. Campbell, 6E1. & Bl. 370, in sus

taining such a defense, “I grant the risk that such a defense may

be set up without ground, and I agree that a jury should there

fore look on such a defense with suspicion.” And in all the cases

where such a defense has been sustained, so far as wecan discover,

they have been cases strictly between the original parties, and

where no one has changed his situation in reliance upon the con

tract and in ignorance of the secret oral condition attached to

the delivery, and hence no question of equitable estoppel arose.

Many of the cases have been careful to expressly limit the rule to

such cases. Benton v. Martin, 52 N. Y. 570; Sweet v. Stevens, 7

R. I. 375.

Conceding the rule of Westman v. Krumweide, supra, to its full

extent, there are certain well recognized doctrines of the law of

equitable estoppel which render it inapplicable to the facts of the

present case. This subscription agreement was not intended to

be the sole contract of defendant. It was designed to be also

signed by other parties, and from its very nature defendant must

have known this. Each succeeding subscriber executed it more

or less upon the faith of the subscriptions of others preceding his.

The paper purports on its face to be a completed contract, con

taining all the terms and conditions which the subscribers

intended it should. When this agreement was presented to others

for subscription defendant had not only signed it in this form, but

he had also done what, under the facts, constituted, to all out

ward appearances at least, a complete and valid delivery. He

had placed it in the proper channel according to the ordinary and

usual course of proceedure for passing it over to the corporation

when organized, and clothed Janney with all the ll1dlCI8. of

authority to hold and use it for that purpose without any other

___g_-.14:-*_----Q 
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or further act on his part, untrameled by any condition other

than those expressed in the writing. In reliance upon this, others

have not only subscribed to the stock, but have since paid in a

large share of it. The corporation has been organized and

engaged in business, expending large sums of money, and con

tracting large liabilities, all upon the strength of these subscrip

tions to its stock, and in entire ignorance of this secret oral condi

tion which defendant now claims to have attached to the

delivery. To permit defendant to relieve himself from liability on

any such ground under this state of facts, would be a fraud on

others who have subscribed and paid for stock, upon the corpora

tion, which has been organized and incurred liabilities in reliance

upon the subscriptions, and on creditors who have trusted it.

The familiar principle of equitable estoppel by conduct applies,

viz: Where a person, by his words or conduct, wilfully causes

another to believe in the existence of a certain state of facts, and

induces him to act on that belief so as to alter his own previous

condition, he is estopped from denying the truth of such facts to

the prejudice of the other.
We have examined all of the numerous cases cited by defend

ant’s counsel, and fail to find one which, in our judgment, is

analogous in its facts, or the law of which will cover the present

case. The two which at first sight might seem most strongly in

his favor are Beloit and Madison R. Co. v. Palmer, 19 Wis. 574, and

Ottowa, ets. R. Co.v. Hall, 1 Bradw. 612. But an examination of

those cases will show that in neither did nor could any question of

estoppel arise, and in both the court held thatthe person to whom

the instrument was delivered after signature was a stranger to it,

so that it was strictly adelivery in escrow to a third party. Cases

are cited where a surety signed a bond or non-negotiable note, and

-delivered it to the principal obligor upon condition that it should

not be delivered to the obligee until some other person signed it,

and where, without such signature, the principal obligor delivered

it to the obligee, and yet the courts held that the surety was 11013

liable, although the obligee had no notice of the condition. Such

cases seem usually to proceed upon the theory that a delivery 110

the principal obligor under such circumstances is a mere delivery

in escrow to a stranger; the term “stranger,” in the law of

escrows, being used in opposition merely to the party 1:0 Whom

the Contract runs. It may well be doubted whether in such cases

whei-e_the instrument is complete on its face the courts have not

sometimes ignored the law of equitable estoppel. N0 S11¢h

defense would be allowed in the case of negotiable paper, and it is

I101’. Clear why the distinction should be drawn on that line. Tbs

doctrine of estoppel rests upon totally different grounds, and

operates independently of negotiability, being founded upon
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principles of equity. But whether the cases referred to be right

or wrong, we do not see that they are in point here. Our con

clusion is that the court erred in admitting the evidence objected

to, and for that reason a new trial must be awarded. Order

reversed. '

MARSON V. DEITHER.

SUPREME COURT or Mmm-:s0TA, 1892.

(49 Minn. 4.2.9.)

Calls Upon Stock of an Insolvent Company— Tender of Certifi

ficate of Stock.

Mitchell ].: This was an action by the assignee of an

insolvent corporation on a subscription for stock of the com

pany. According to the complaint, the defendant had sub

scribed for a certain number of shares of the stock, payable

in “such manner and at such times as the board of directors of

the company might direct.” The corporation had made an as

signment for the benefit of its creditors under the general insolv

ency law, and the plaintifl' had been appointed and had qualified

as assignee. The court in which the insolvency proceedings were

pending had made an order requiring the stockholders, including

this defendant, to pay forty per cent. of the amount of stock sub

scribed for by them. Notwithstanding due and seasonable notice

of this order, and a demand by plaintiif for payment, the defend

ant had neglected and refused to pay the same. We are unable to

see why this does not state acause of action. Some of counsel's

criticisms on the complaint proceed upon the assumption that

the action is brought on the order of court, and that defendant's

liability is based upon that alone. This is clearly erroneous.

The cause of action alleged is founded on the subscription con

tract. Of course, the money did not become due or payable until

acall had been made by the directors, or some authorized de

mand for payment made equivalent to such a call. But this is

but a step in the process of collection, and the order of court,

which was equivalent to a “call," was pleaded, not as the basis

of defendant’s liability, but to show that the money had become

due and payable according to the terms of the contract. The

authority and jurisdiction of the court in which the insolvency

_1-n4._
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proceedings were pending to make an order requiring payment of

unpaid stock subscriptions, as the directors might have done be

fore the insolvency proceedings, is so well established as hardly

to require the citation of authorities. The court will, in such

cases, do, in behalf of creditors, what it is the duty of the cor

poration to do in respect to calls, and may itself make the call,

although by the terms of the contract of subscription the money

is payable on the call of the directors. ‘Sanger v. Upton, 91 U. S.

56; Hatch v. Dana, 101 U. S. 215; Scovill v. Thayer, 105 U. S.

155; Cook, Stocks § 207. It is urged that the complaint is de

fective in not alleging the issue and tender of a certificate for the

stock. This “ call” is only forforty per cent., and it does not appear

that the other sixty percent. had been paid. As a party is not en

titled to a certificate until the stock is fully paid, the point, so far

as the present appeal is concerned, might be disposed of by £1118

statement of the facts. But there is a doubt, under our decisions,

as to the precise position of this court upon the question as to

whether it is any defense to an action ona stock subscription that

no certificate has been issued and tendered, which had better be

removed at this time. In St. Paul, S. & T. F. Co. v. Robbins, 23

Minn. 439, (where the issue was of preferred stock, after the wl110l¢

ofthe original stock had been issued,) it was held that atender of it

certificate was necessary and should bc pleaded. This case se€11'1S

to put the subscription for the stock on the footing oi a contract

for the purchase of property, where the promise to sell and the

promise to’ pay are concurrent and dependent, and where _conse

quently neither party can compel the other to perform vV1‘El1°"t

P€l'f01'lTl1Ug or offering to perform on his part. If the so-called

“pr_eferred_ stock" in that case was, as is often the fact,- the obli

gations of the corporation, or merely pledges of its revenues, of

course it stood on the same footing as any other purchase. But

that the decision was understood as applyingto subscriptions T01‘

Stock, P1‘0Perly so called, is evident from what is said in Minneapolis

Harvester Works v. Libby, 24 Minn. 327. Without having Our

attention called to these cases, and not having them in mind. We

hfildin Columbia Electric Co. v. Dixon,46 Minn.463,49 N.W. Rep‘

244, that it is no defense to an action on a stock subscription to

allege that no certificate forthe stock has been tendered. Itwollld

a fortiorifollow that it was not necessary to allege a tender in tl1¢

_c°mP1ai11’E- This is the rule generallv, if not universally laid down

m the t°Xtb°°k$, and is supported by an almost unbroken line of

dec1Sl°ns- The 81'Oufld upon which it is put is that a subscription

for the stock of a corporation does not stand on the footing Of 9

P“1‘¢ha$¢ Of property; that when the subscriber pays, he is

the owner of the stock; that it is the pavment which mal<65

him a stockholder, the certificate being merely the evidence of

I
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his right; that he is a full stockholder, with all the rights of one,

even if a certificate is never issued to him; and therefore

it is for him to demand the certificate \vhen he wishes

one, and not for the corporation to tender one. This

doctrine being, as it seems, in accordance with the gen

eral current of the authorities, we shall follow it, and adhere to

the decision in ColumbiaElectric Co. v. Dixon, supra. And, so far

as this question is concerned, we can see no distinction between

a subscription to the stock of a corporation already fully organ

ized aiid a subscription made prior to and for the purposes of or

ganization. The rule, of course, has no application to the case of

a sale of stock, which stands on the same footing as any other

contract of purchase of property. It is also undoubtedly true

that parties may contract that the stock shall not be paid for

until the certificate therefor has been issued and delivered or tend

ered. Compare Summers v. Sleeth, 45 Ind. 598 with Miller v.

Wild-Cat Gravel Road Co., 52 Ind. 51. Order aflirmed.

, I
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CHAPTER IX

MEMBERSHIP.

HOOD V. McNAUGHTON.*

NEW JERSEY SUPREME COURT, 1892.

(54 N. ]. L. 4-25.)

Liability of Subscribers for Stock—DiscIiarge by Transfer

Action to Recover Balance Unpaid on Stock Subscription.

Van Syckel., ].: The defendant was an original subscriber to

the capital stock of the Fidelity Trust & Safe Deposit\ Company

for 10 shares of the par value of $100 each, on which only 10

per cent. of the subscription price has been paid. The by-laws Of

the said company provide that “transfers of stock shall be

made only on the books of the company. That no transfer shall

be made until the certificate granted to the transferrer is delivered

up to the company; and the possession of a certificate of stock

shall not be regarded as vesting any ownership in the same in

any other than the person in whose name it is issued, as between

the company and such owner, until the transfer be duly made on

the books of the company as aforesaid.” On the 28th day Of

February, 1890, and after the defendant had paid 10 per cent.

on the said shares subscribed for by him, he sold the said shares,

and delivered his certificate therefor to the vendee, but the shares

were nottransferred on the books of the company, as required by

the by-laws. The said company subsequently became insolvent,

and» “P011 PI‘0¢66Clings duly taken in the court of chancery of this

state, ]ohn Hood, the plaintifl‘, was appointed receiver thereof.

The receiver filed his petition in the court of chancery, giving the

names of the subscribers to the stock, and the amount still due

to the company upon the shares subscribed for, and thereupon

the chancellor, on the 27th day of October, 1890, ordered and

decreed that the said subscribers be severallv requiredto pay to the

receiver the f_ull amount due to the company for their stock, and

the said receiver was authorized and directed to collect the same

by suit if necessary. The defendant having refused to pay “P011
 

Repflgggng " M°K“7- 5° Fm-'1 R611-. 894. Plumb v. Bank of Enterprise (KM-) 29 PM‘
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demand made by the receiver, this suit was instituted, and under

the direction of the trial court a verdict was rendered for the

plaintiff for the amount claimed by him.

Section 5 of our corporation act (Rev., p. 178) provides

that, where the whole capital of a corporation shall not have

been paid in, and the capital paid shall be insuflicient to satisfy

the claims of its creditors, each stockholder shall be bound to pay

on each share held by him the sum necessary to complete such

share, or such proportion of that sum as shall be required to

satisfy the debts of the company. Section 70 of the same act

prescribes how proceedings shall be taken to declare corporations

insolvent; and section 77 provides that the receiver, when

appointed, shall be atrustee for the creditors and stockholders

of the company, with full power to institute suits at law or in

equity to recover the assets thereof. These provisions are

declaratory of the common law. By the common la\v the stock

holders of an incorporated company are liable to pay their sub

scriptions, if such payment be necessary to discharge the debts of

the company. A court of equity has power to compel such pay

ment. The capital stock which has been paid in and which

remains unpaid is regarded as a trust fund pledged for the pay

ment of the debts of the corporation. Spear v. Grant, 16 Mass.

9; Nathan v. Whitlock, 9 Paige, 152; Ward v. Griswoldville

Co., 16 Conn. 593; Adler v. Milwaukee Co., 13 Wis. 57.

The insistment that it was unnecessary, and therefore illegal, to

require the defendant to pay the full amount unpaid on his shares

in order to satisfy the debts of the company, cannot be enter

tained in this court. The decree of the court of chancery

requires the payment of the entire amount, and the validity of

that decree cannot be drawn in question in this suit, which is

collateral to it. The receiver stands in the place of the stock

holders as their representative, and all the rights of the company

reside in him. The company, before insolvency, could have

called the whole amount unpaid, and such a call could not, in the

absence of fraud, have been questioned by the stockholders. If

there ‘remains a surplus in the hands of the receiver after the

debts are paid, he will distribute it to the shareholders equitably.

The real question in the case is whether the defendant had

assigned his shares in such a way as to relieve him of responsi

bility. In Marlborough Co. v. Smith, 2 Conn. 579, the incor

porating act provided that the stock of the company should be

transferable only on the books of the company, and it was held

that such mode of transfer was necessary to absolve the sub

scriber from the payment of an assessment on his stock. In the

subsequent case of Oxford Turnpike Co. v. Bunnell, 6 Conn, 552,

the same rule as to the validity of the transfer of shares was
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applied, where the by-laws, and not the charter, prescribed that

the transfer should be made upon the books of the company. In

Dane v. Young, 61 Me. 160, the transfer not having been made

in accordance with the requirement of the by-laws, the original

subscriber was charged with liability for the debts of the com

pany. In Pennsylvania the capital stock of a corporationis

regarded as a trust fund for the protection and benefit of credit

ors, and a subscriber cannot cast off his liability for corporate

-debts by the transfer of his stock to another. Messersmith v.

Bank, 96 Pa. St. 440. A distinction is drawn between one who

holds his stock by transfer and an original subscriber. The

former may, in the absence of any fraudulent purpose, discharge

himself from liability for unpaid installments by due transfer of

his shares; while the latter cannot obtain immunityin that way.

The cases of West Phila. Co. v. Innes, 3 Whart. 197, and Pittsburgh

Co. v. Clarke, 29 Pa. St. 146, showthat the decisions in that state

are somewhat controlled by the provisions of the acts of incor

poration. Upon principal it seems that the result must be the

same without regard to charter provisions. The subscription to

the stock and the acceptance of a certificate for the shares consti

tute a contract between the subscriber and the company, by

which the subscriber engages to pay the remaining installment

on demand of the corporation. From this agreement the sub

scriber cannot recede without the assent of the company. HE

may transfer his stock without consent of the company, and

thereby vest in the purchaser his right to the shares, and, as

between himself and such purchaser, cast upon the latter the

Qbligatiofl ‘C0 pay him such installments as are called upon the

stock; but the subscriber cannot thereby impair or affect the

contract rights of the company. His liability to the company

cannot thereby become extinguished. In Burke v. Smith, 16

Wall. 395, Mr. ]ustice STRONG, recognizes the rule that the mere

assignment of his shares bv a subscriber does not relieve him

fF0II1 liability until the assignee is accepted as a share holder by

the C‘_3mPEmY» and substituted in his place. The New York statute

provides that “no transfer of stock shall be valid for'any pm‘

P°5e “’hfll1¢V<"-1‘ except to render the person to whom it shall be

transferred liable for the debts of the coinpaiiy according to the

Pmvlslons of Said 9-Ct, until it shall have been entered in the cor

Porate stock l30Ol< by an entry showing to and by whom trans

ferred.” In Shellington v. Howland, 53 N. Y. 371, the New

York court of appeals declared that a transfer of stock, valid as

belween Pa-Yt1°S- but not consummated in the form required by

sad Stat_“te> by ¢’-T1111‘)? On the book of registery of stockholders,

did not divest the transferrer of liability as a stockholder to the

creditors of the corporation. In this state a transfer of shares

n
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in an incorporated company, not made in accordance with the

requirements of its charter, has been held to be valid so far as to

pass the transferrer’s title to the stock to his vendee; but in this

case the stock was full paid, and the rights of the company or its

creditors as against the transferrer were in no wise involved.

Bank v. McElarth, 13 N. ]. Eq. 24-. In case before us no circum

stance is present to show that the company consented to an

abrogation of its contract with the defendant, or to the substi

tution of his vendee as a shareholder. If the subscriber could,

without the consent of the company, divest himself of his

shares and of his entire obligation as a stockholder,

corporations might in all cases be deprived of their only avail

able means of satisfying debts by transfer to irresponsible par

ties. A verdict in favor of the receiver was properly ordered,

and the rule to show cause should be discharged.

GILCHRIST V. HELENA, HOT SPRINGS & SMELTER

R. CO.’

U. S. C. C. D. MONT., 1892.

(4-9 Fed. Rep. 519.)

Stockholders’ Liab1'Iity——Set-ofi‘ ofjudgment.

Knowles, ].: Plaintiffs obtained two judgments against

the defendant Helena, Hot Springs & Smelter Railroad Com

pany, a corporation organized under the laws of Montana.

These judgments, it is claimed, were liens upon the property of

said railroad company by virtue of the provisions of section 707,

Comp. St. Mont. p. 824. Plaintiffs then brought an action in

equity to have their said liens satisfied out of the said property,

and to be declared a prior lien to that of the Farmers’ Loan &

Trust Company, which they made a party to the action. Many

other parties who have judgments against said railroad com

pany, claimed to be liens on the property of the same, were made

parties. It was prayed, among other things, that a receiver be

appointed, etc. The Northwestern Guaranty Loan Company, a

corporation organized under the laws of Minnesota, and Erastus

D. Edgerton, asked to be allowed to intervene in said action.

This petition was granted. The cause was removed from the

 

' See Appleton v. Tnrnbull (1\Ie.), 24 At]. Rep. 592 (1891).
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state court to this. The Northwestern Guaranty Loan Company

filed its bill of intervention, setting forth that the Helena, Hot

Springs & Smelter Railroad Company made, executed, and deliv

ered to the Farmers’ Loan & Trust Company, as a trustee, a

mortgage upon its property to secure the payment of some 150

bonds, of $1,000 each, of said railroad company; that 100 of

said bonds, amounting to $100,000, were sold to said intervener,

who is now the owner and holder thereof; that said railroad

company has failed to pay said bonds, or the interest thereon,

according to their terms, and in accordance with the terms of

said mortgage; that the said trustee, the Farmers’ Loan & Trust

Company, has failed to enforce the rights of the said intervener

in the premises, although requested by it in writing, and the

proper security for costs and expenses ofiered, as is required in

the mortgage deed aforesaid. Intervener asks to have the said

mortgage foreclosed, and the property sold to satisfy said bonds.

The bill, also, among other things, sets forth that, in organiza

tion of the said railroad company, W. E. Cullen, H. B. Palmer,C

G. Evans, and W. H. Hunt subscribed each, to the capital stock

of said company, the sum of $33,750, and one R. C. Wall%1¢@ the

sum of $15,000; that the stock subscribed by the said Hunt was

for the use and benefit of one William Muth, who is now the

owner and holder thereof, to-wit, 337% shares of said stock; that

no payment has been made on said stock subscription. The bill

further shows that certain judgments against said railroad com

Pany held by W. C. Wliipps and W. E. Cox and George Grew

were purchased by them from the parties who obtained them, for

William Muth, who is now, in fact, the owner of the same, and

claims them as alien upon the propertv embraced in the mort

gage _ These claims amount to near $32000. It is alleged that

the said railroad company is insolvent. The bill asks that these

claims be canceled or ofiset bv an equal sum of the amount due

by said Muth on his unpaid stock subscription. The said Muth

demurred to this portion of said bill of intervention, and the ques

tion is presented as to whether the said unpaid stock subscription

should be reduced by the amount of said judgments; that is, so

much thereof be offset against said judgments.

The m°_neY which the said Muth owes said railroad compa-"Y

f°1'_ “_nPa1d $ll0¢k subscription is a trust fund, which should be

paid into the treasury of the company for the benefit of all the credit

ors. The debts which the company owes to said Muth on these

Judgments is not of this character. In the case of Sawyer V

Hoag» 17 Wan 610, the supreme court said in acase in whifih

the Pkfintlfii Sm‘/',\’¢I‘, S011gh1: to compel the defendant, Hoagi as

an assignee in bankruptcy of an insolvent insurance compal-'1)?» to

allow, as a set-ofi", a certain claim which he held against the in

i___..
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surance company on the amount due from him on a subscription

of stock to said company: ,

“The debts must be mutual-—must be in the same right. The

case before us is not of that character. The debt which the ap

pellant owed for his stock was a trust fund, devoted to the pay

ment of all the creditors of the company. As soon as the company

became insolvent, and this fact became known to the appellant,

the right of set-off for an ordinary debt to its full amount ceased.

It became a fund belonging equally in equity to all the creditors,

and could not be appropriated by the debtor to the exclusive pay

ment of his own claim. It is unnecessary to go into the inquiry

whether this claim was acquired before the commission of an act

of bankruptcy by the company, or the effect of the bankruptcy

proceedings. The result would be the same if the corporation was

in the process of liquidation in the hands of a trustee, or under

other legal proceedings. It would still remain true that the un

paid stock was a trust fund for all the creditors, which could not

be applied exclusively to the payment of one claim, though held

by a stockholder who owed that amount on his subscription."

This rule was affirmed in Scammon v. Kimball, 92 U. S. 367;

Scovill v. TIiayer, 105 U. S. 152; and Patterson v. Lynda, 106U.

S. 519, 1 Sup. Ct. Rep. 432.

It is evident, from these decisions, that Muth could not himself

offset the amount of thesejudgments againsthim forunpaid stock

due from him to said railroad company. Now, can the company,

or a creditor of the company, having a lien upon its property,

compel him to credit the amount the company owes him upon

these judgments, to the extent of the same? In order that one

debt may be offset against another, the debts must be in the same

right. But the supreme court, in the cases referred to above, say

they are not in the same right. If Muth should be required to pay

his subscription of stock to the said railroad company, the amount

so paid might not be devoted to paying his debts against the

company. It would be devoted to paying the claims of those who

had the right to be first paid after the property of the company is

exhausted, or to all the claims pro rata. There are in this case

quite a number ofjudgments claimed to be liens against the prop

erty of the railroad company. Suppose it should turn out that

there was not enough property belonging to the railroad com

pany to satisfy the liens which are prior to those it is alleged the

defendant Muth owns, then would not the subscription of stock

of Muth be devoted to first paying off these liens under‘ the deci

sions of the supreinecourt above referred to? I think this must be

true. The rule to be established in such a case must be a general

one, and apply to all similar cases. If it should_ appear that

there might be cases inwhich the unpaid stock,if paid to the com
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pany, would not go to liquidating the claims of this stockholder

who has not paid his subscription, I am sure there would be no

right in any one to have the sum due the company to any extent

set off against the debts such company might owe such stock

holder. There might be cases where equity would decree such a

set-off. If the party owning the claims against the company was

notoriously insolvent, and there would be no chance for the un

paid subscription of stock of such a stockholder being liquidated,

and hence no fund could arise for the paying of the claims which

would be prior to his claims, then a court of equity might d€¢l‘¢¢

that these claims of such unpaid stockholder should be treated as

a payment upon the unpaid stock subscription. Under such cir

cumstances, a joint claim is sometimes allowed to be a set-05

against an individual claim, although they are not held in the

same right. Story, Eq. Jur. § 1437, 1437a. How far a court of

equity might go, if such a case were presented, I am not now pre

pared to say. But no such case is here presented. Itis not alleged

that William Muth is insolvent. _
It seems to be the approved practice in the courts of the United

States for a creditor of a corporation, who has an unpaid claim

against the same, and the property thereof is exhausted, to bring

an action in the nature of a creditors’ bill to compel a stockholder

to pay in his unpaid subscription of stock. Brown v. F1510 23

Fed. Rep. 228; Patterson v. Lynde, 106 U.S. 519,1 Sup.Ct.ReP

432. And this action may be brought against one stock sub

scriber. Hatch v. Dana, 101 U. S. 205. This bill is allowed to b_¢

filed only after a judgment against the corporation, or when it 15

known to be insolvent. Then the suit is brought in such a Way

as to allow all parties who are creditors of the corporation to

come in and be parties to the action, and share in its results. It

would seem that, in this case, the intervener contemplated some

such relief as is provided in a creditors’ bill, and yet there is I10

provision for other creditors to join in asking such relief. There

is no allegation that there has been any demand on Muth to pa?

his unpaid subscription of stock. Undoubtedly this demand can

be made by a court of equity in behalf of the creditors, but b€f01’_e

any demand can be made there must be ascertained, approxi

llfatelyi least, how much Muth would be required to P9-Y on

his subscription. In the case of Scovill v. Tliayer, supra, the 5*”

preme court said:
“The defendant owed the creditors nothing, and he owed the

company notliiiig, save such unpaid portion of his stock as might

be necessary to satisfy the claims of the creditors. Upon the

b_a11k1‘“Pt¢y Of the company, his obligation was to pay to the as

Slgflfics, upon demand, such an amount upon his unpaid stock a8

would be sufficient, with the other assets of the company, 11° Pa?
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its debts. He was under no obligation to pay anything until the

amount necessary for him to pay was, at least, approximately

ascertained. Until then his obligation to pay did not become

complete.”

There is no allegation that in any way would show that it is

yet ascertained how much Muth would be called upon to pay on

his unpaid subscription of stock. The requiring him to set off

the claims he has against the company in part liquidation of his

subscription of stock would, in effect, be requiring him to paythe

-company so much of his subscription. I do not think the time

has come when this can be done.

It is claimed that the case of Emmert v. Smith, 40 Md. 123, is

an authority in point justifying the proceedings sought in this

-case. In that case the property of the corporation had been con

verted into money under .a sale made by trustees in pursuance of -‘HF.

an order of court, and the contest was as to the disti'ibution"\'?a,i,‘¢.iZi_./,

~0f the proceeds among the creditors. In that case the court TWO

says:

“In the distribution of this fiind in equity the creditors are sev

~erally actors, and each entitled to set up any equitable defense

against each other. The provisions of the statute, without

undertaking to prescribe any specific mode of recovery, make the

stockholders of the company individually responsible to the

creditors, and were designed for the relief of the creditors, and to

aflbrd them an ample and expeditious remedy before any forum

competent to administer the law.” '

There is no statute in Montana which makes the stockholders

of a railroad corporation individually liable to the creditors of

the same for unpaid subscriptions of stock. In the case of Terry

v. Little, 101 U. S. 216, the supreme court say: “The individual

liability of stockholders in a corporation is always a creature of

statute. It does not exist at common law. It will be seen that,

while that was a different proceeding from that now presented in

this case, there was also a different element for consideration,

namely theindividual liability of asubscriber of stockto acreditor.

It would seem, also, that inthat case the court did not considerthe

precise point presented in this,—namely, the right to have an iii

dividual claim against a corporation set ofl' against an unpaid

subscription of stock,—but whether this could be done without

calling in all of the other stockholders who where indebted to

the company for unpaid subscriptions of stock, and the _liabil

ity of each determined, and only the amount each was required to

contribute and pay in so as to liquidate the debts ofthe company

determined. The court held that it could. That case, however,

I do not consider in point in this case. For these reasons I think

-the demurrer should be sustained; and it is so held.
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CHAPTER X.

BURGESS V. SELIGMAN.

SUPREME COURT or THE UNITED Scmrss, 1882.

(107 U. S. 20.)

Liability of Holder of Stock as Collateral.

Mr. Iustice Bradley :—This is an action brought by the plalnlllfl

Burgess, against]. & W. Seligman & Co., as stockholders of the

Memphis, Carthage & Northwestern Railroad Company, unfler

a statute of the state of Missouri, to recover a debt due to him

by the company. The plaintiff, in his petition alleges that on the

fifth of November, 1874-, judgment was rendered in h1S faV01‘

against the corporation by the district court of Cherokee county,

Kansas, for $73,661, which remains unsatisfied; that in December,

1874, the corporation was dissolved; and that the defendants, at

the date of the dissolution and of the judgment, were, and still

are stockholders of the corporation to the amount of $6,000,000,

on which there is due and unpaid $1,000,000; and he demands

judgment for the amount of his debt. Joseph SeligmaIL1lh¢ P1111"

cipal defendent, answered, denying that the defendants were ever‘

stockholders, or subscribers to the stock, of the corporaiiwn»

and setting forth certain facts and circumstances (stated in the

findings) under which the stock alleged to be theirs was merely

deposited in their hands by the corporation in trust for a tem

porary purpose by way of collateral security, to be returned when

that purpose was accomplished.

The cause was tried by the court, and judgment was rendered

for the defendants on certain findings of fact; and the question

here is whether the facts as found are sufficient to support the

judgment.

The principle facts upon which the case must turn are substan

tially the following;

The MemPhl§, Carthage & Northwestern Railroad COIIIPEWY

was a corporation organized under the general laws of Missouri,

with an authorized capital of $10,000 000. On the tenth of

Mflfch, 1872, a contract in writing was entered into between thfi

Forporation and .l- & W-$eligman & Co., (the defendants), which

15 Set f01'th in the findings. In the recitals of this contract it was
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stated that certain municipal subscriptions, in the shape ofbonds,

to the amount of $64.-5,000 had been obtained in aid of its con

struction; and that a portion of the road (27 miles) was already

graded, bridged and tied, and the right of way obtained, and all

paidforbythe proceeds ofsaid subscriptions; and that thecompany

now sought additional capital for procuring iron and equipment

for the road by the sale of its first-mortgageboiids. It was, there.

fore, agreed that the railroad company should furnish the capital

necessary to completely prepare the road for the iron, and would

execute and deposit with the defendants its entire issue of first

mortgage bonds, to-wit, $5.000.000, and a majority of its cap

ital stock authorized to be issued; “said stock to remain in the

control of said party of the second part [_]. & W. Seligman &

Co.] for the term of one year at least.” The latter agreed to

purchase 2,000 tons of railroad iron under the railroad com

pany’s direction, and from time to time make advances of cash

during the completion of the road, not exceeding$200,000, (includ

ingthe amount paid for iron,) and toreceiveinterestthereon at the

rate of 7 per cent. per annum until reimbursed bysale ofthe bonds.

They were to have the privilege for the term of 12 months of call

ing any portion of the five million dollars ofbonds attherate of70

cents currency and accrued interest less 2% per cent., and if more

bonds were sold than enough to iron the road, they should ad

vance funds to purchase rolling stock, $2,000 per mile, the bal

ance to remain with them on deposit, on interest at the rate of

call loans, to pay any deficiency in net earnings of the road to

meet demands for interest on the bonds. Ifthe bonds, or part of

them, could not, for any unforeseen cause, be negotiated during

the next 12 months, the company was to repay to ]. & W. Selig

man & Co. all moneys advanced by them, with interest at the

rate of 7 per cent. per annum, and a commission of 21/2 per cent.

on all bonds returned. This is the purport of the written

agreement.

On the first of May, 1872, a trust deed was executed by the

company on its railroad and appurtenances to ]esse Seligman and

]ohn H. Steward, trustees to secure the company's bonds. On

the eleventh of May, 1872, the following resolution of the direct

ors was passed: "It is ordered by the board of directors that in

making negotiations for money with 8: W. Seligman & Co.,

certificates for a majority of the capital stock of this company

be issued to the said j. & W. Seligman & Co., to hold in trust for

the period of 12 months, and that such certificates be signed by

the president and secretary, with the corporate seal of this com

pany aflixed.” A stock certificate for 60,000 shares, or $6,000."

000, was accordingly issued in the usual form to ]. & W. Selig

man & Co. This certificate was delivered to the defendants, but

4
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the court finds that they never subscribed for the stock nor

agreed to do so, and obtained it only in the manner set forth.

The list of stockholders on the stock-book of the company, re

quired bylaw to be kept, contains the names of certain town

ships which contributed aid to the road, and several individuals,

including _]. & W. Seligman, but not the amount of shares held.

The stock transfer-book (also required by law) contained the

same list, with date, number of shares, and amount carried out

opposite to each name. The name of J. & W. Seligman appeared

therein as follows:
 

NAMES. RESIDENCE ‘DATE. N0. OF SHARES. AMOUNT IN DOLLARS

I I I 0 0 0 c 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 O I

I. 8: W. New York, December 20, 60.000, 6,000-000

0 O 0 0 1 0 0 Q a 0 0 Q (Edd ion “Caro wk) 0 0 0 Q I

Seligman. N. Y. 1872. sixty thousand, six millions.

 

The court further found that shortly after the contract of

of March 14.~, 1872, Joseph Shippe11.,an attorney of St. Louis, saw

and examined its provisions, and a few days after told Burgess

(the plaintiff) of the contract, and that thereby the Seligmans

were to have control of the road, and of the stock and bonds,

and told Burgess it would be well for him to have a talk with

]oseph Seligman before entering into contract with the railroad

for its construction. Burgess accordingly saw Seligmafl, and

testifies that the following conversation ensued: “I told him I

had been constructing on that Carthage road, and that I under

stood he was interested in the road now, and I would like to

talk to him on that matter; that this company owed me-01‘

Cunningham, who was the president of the corporation—that he

owed methen some money forwork Ihad done between there and

Pierce City, and I wanted to know what the prospect was for

pushing the work forward, the means of getting the iron, and 50

On, and he Said: ‘I think the best thing you can do is to go 011

Wltll the Work westward, and we will have ample means ‘£0 get

hold of the local bonds.’ It seems Cunningham had representfil

to him that there was local means enouvh to grade the road, and

he suggested to me then that I would lie safe in going on and

entermg into such a contract, and then he mentioned that 116

thoughtit W011ld be better for all parties if the road was built and

the work prosecuted westward.”
{“ft°"Wa1'(_lS» °11 June 14*, 1872, Burgess entered into a contract

W11’-11 the railroad company for the construction of the road {T0111

Carthage, Missouri, to Independence, Kansas He immediately

 

began work under the contract, and so continued until the fall of

....|.J
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1873. The bonds of the company to the amount of $864,000

were issued, and were negotiated and sold by J. & W. Seligman

& Co., they themselves becoming holders of over $400,000

thereof. The stock issued to them was voted on byproxy at two

successive annual meetings for election of directors. The com

pany being unable to meet its interest on the bonds, the road and

property were delivered to the trustees of the mortgage and sold

in December, 1874, and ]oseph Seliginan and ]osiah Macy, as a

bondholders’ committee became purchasers thereof, and the rail

road corporation was dissolved, in conformity with the laws of

Missouri about the same time.

On the fifth of November, 1874, Burgess obtained judgment in

the district court of Cherokee county, Kansas, against the rail

road corporation for work and materials under his contract, for

the sum of $73,661, which judgment recited that it was entered

by agreement, with a stipulation that it would be entitled to a

credit of the amount which had been paid by the railroad com

pany to subcontractors and laborers of the plaintifi, when the

exact amount thereof should have been ascertained and proper

vouchers furnished. No credits, however, were claimed. The

present action "was brought to recover the amount of this judg

ment. The findings also set out the contract made by Burgess

and his associate with the railroad company, fourteenth june,

1872, for constructing the road, by which it appeared that they

agreed to take their pay in township bonds, so far as the same

should be furnished.

Upon these facts the court gave judgment in favor of the defend

ants. Burgess brings the case here by writ of error.

The statutory provision upon which the action is founded is

the twenty-second section of article 1 of the act of Missouri re

lating to private corporations, (1 Wagner’s St. c. 37,) which de

clares as follows:

“If any company, formed under this act, dissolve, leaving debts

unpaid, suits may be brought against any person or persons who

were stockholders at the time of such dissolution without

joining the company in such suit, and if judgment be rendered

and execution satisfied, the defendant or defendants may sue all

who were stockholders at the time of dissolution for the recovery‘

of the portion of such debt for which they were liable.”

By section 9 of article 2, of the same chapter, it is enacted as

follows:

“No person holding stock in any such company as executor, ad

ministrator, guardian, or trustee, and no person holding such

stock as collateral security, shall be personally subject to any

liability as a stockholder of such company, but the person pledg

ing such stock shall be considered as holding the same, and shall:

-i
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be liable as a stockholder accordingly, and the estates and funds

in the hands of such executor, administrator, guardian, or

trustee shall be liable, in like manner and to the same extent, as

the testator or intestate, or the ward or person interested in

such fund, would have been if he had been living and competent

to act, and held the stock in his own name.”

The first question for consideration is whether the plaintiffs

-claim was established. He relied on the judgment recovered by

him against the corporation in Kansas. It is contended by the

defendants that this judgment does not establish any debt due to

the plaintifi‘. But we think that the objection is not sound. The

judgment, as against the corporation and its privies, does

establish the debt named therein as due to the plaintiff, but sub

ject to a defeasance for such an amount as might be shown to

have been paid to subcontractors and laborers by thecorporation.

The defendants, as well as the corporation, where at liberty to

show any credits which, by the stipulation, were properly ap

plicable in reduction of the amount of the judgment. None such

were shown, or attempted to be shown. Until such credits were

shown, the judgment stood valid for the whole amount. It was

not for the plaintiff, but for the defendants, to show that any

such credits existed.
The next and principal question is whether 8: W. Seligman &

Co., or ]. & W. Seligman were stockholders ofthe Memphis. Car

thage & Northwestern Railroad Company within the meaning of

the law. Did the 60,000 shares of stock belong to them? or did

they hold it by way of trust or as collateral security for the ful

filment of the company’s obligations in relation to the bonds?

The courts in England, and some in this country, have gone very

far in sustaining a liability for unpaid subscriptions to stock

against persons holding the same in anv capacity whatever,

whether as trustees, guardians, or executors, or merely as collat

eral security. It cannot be denied that, in some cases, the ex

treme length to which the doctrine has been pushed has operated

Yer? l_1~"l1‘5l'1l§'§ and in cases in which the corporation itself has n0

just right to enforce payment, and where no bad faith or fraud

ulent intent has intervened, it may be doubted whether creditors

have any better right, unless by force of some express provision

of a statute. _ The Missouri statute recognizes the justice of mak

ing a discrimination between those who hold stock in their owl’!

right, and those who hold it merely in a representative capacity,

or as trustees, 01‘ by way of collateral security.
Upon a careful examination of the facts found in this case we do

not see ho_w a reasonable doubt can exist that the Seligmans held

the stock in question as trustees and custodians by way of collat

-eral security for themselves and the purchasers of the bond$
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That was clearly the intent of the parties, declared in almost so

many words; and that intent must prevail, unless by some inadvert

-ency in carryingit out the Seligmans have been unwittingly caught

in somelegal snare of which the creditors can take advantage. By

the contract executed between them and the corporation they

were to act as its financial agents in the disposal of its bonds, and

to make advances ofmoney from time to time to enable the com

pany to get the necessary iron for completing its road and equip

ment for running it. The company was to prepare the super

structure and procure the ties, and everything necessary by way

of preparation for laying the iron down; and was to do this by

means ofthe resources it had already secured, and expected to ob

tain, from the township subscriptions, in order that the mortgage

to be given as security for the bonds might be good and valid for

that purpose; and the company further agreed to deposit with

Seligman & Co. a majority of its capital stock, to remain in

their control for the term of one year at least. The reasonable

inference is that this deposit of stock was to be made for the pur

pose alleged in defendant’s answer, namely as security for the

payment of the bonds, and to enable Seligman 8: Co. to control

the corporation, and see that its affairs were honestly conducted

and the earnings properly applied. The resolution of the direct

ors, adopted for carrying out this agreement, is to the same pur

port and efiect: it directs that, in making negotiations for money

with Seligman & Co., certificates for a majority of the capital

stock should be issued to them to hold in trust for the period of

12 months; and when the stock was entered upon the transfer

book in the name of _]. & W. Seligman, it was characterized as b¢.~

ing “held in escrow.”

Theterms used may not have been strictly technical. The issu

ing ofthe stock in theirnames may not have been a “deposit” or

.an “escrow” in the strict sense of those words; but the intent is

very clear that the stock was not to be regarded as their stock,

but as belonging to the company, though in their names, and

that it was to be held by them simply as a security. They never

subscribed for the stock; they never became indebted to the com

pany for it; the company never acquired any right to demand

from them a single dollar on account of it. Though issued in

form, it was only issued in a qualified sense, to subserve a speci

fic purpose by way of collateral security for a limited period,

and was returnable to the company when that purpose should b¢

accomplished. It seems to us that the Seligmans, in taking and

holding the stock, held it merely in trust by way of C01la'¢¢1'-Q1

security for themselves and others, and that they were, therefore,

within the express exception made by the law in favor of those

holding stock in that way.

~u~
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It is urged, however, that they are estopped from claiming the

benefit of this exemption by their conduct in being represented

and voting at stockholders’ meetings. But if the law allows

stock to be held in trust, or as collateral security, without

personal liability, and if, as We suppose the clear effect of the

contract was to create such a holding in this case, we do not Soc

how the doctrine of estoppel can apply. The only parties to

complain would be the other stockholders, who might, Pe1'haP5»

complain that stock held merely in trust, or as collateral

security, in not entitled to participate with them in the privilege

of voting. But from them no complaint is heard. Creditors.

could not complain, for, on the hypothesis that stock _may lo-_W'

fully be held at all in trust, or as collateral security, without 111

curring liability to them, the act of voting on the stock cannot

injure or affect them. In the absence of such a law the wse

might be very different. Undoubtedly it has been held, in cases

innumerable, that acting as a stockholder binds one as such; but

that is where the law does not allow stock to be held at all with

out incurring all the liabilities incident to such hold_1ng_-_ T1}?

present is an action at law based upon the supposed liab1_htY_ °f

the defendants under a statute which makes the distinction

referred to, and which does not make all stockholders liable in

discriminately. We think that this makes a material d1fil?f€I1C€

If the defendants can show, as we think they have shown»_th‘_‘t

they are within the exception of the statute, the statutory liabil

ity does not apply to them. _ .
It is by no means clear, however, that & W. Sel1g‘I‘-'19-Tl dld

not have a right to vote on the stock, even as against the stock‘

holders. When the law provides that if a person holds stock asfi

trustee, or by way of collateral security only, he shall not he

personally liable for the company’s debts, it supposes that thf?

stock shall be holden, and that the pledgee or trustee shall be the

holder. If, then, the law is to have any force or effect» the were

fact of holding cannot be set up as a bar or estoppel against

proof of the manner and character of such holding. And 1f Such

pledgee or trustee may be a holder of the stock in that character,

is he bound to be perfectly passive in hisholding? He will not h¢

entitled to any dividends or profits, it is true, or, if he recc“-'_e5

dividends or profits, he must account therefor; but is it certain

that he may not lawfullv vote on the stock? An executor, ad‘

ministrator, guardian, or trustee certainlv may vote; and Where

is the rule to be found that a holder for cdllateral security, under

a law which permits such holding, may not vote on the stock 5°

held without losing his character as a mere pledgee? But: 9-5 be”

{Om Saldy If ‘ills pledgee, in voting the stock, exceeds his rights as

such plegee, it cannot have the effect of making the stock his own.

l
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No one is injured, and no one can complain except the other

stockholders whose rights are invaded.

The line of authorities usually quoted to show that those who

actually hold stock, and who manifest avoluntary or intentional

holding by voting on it, or receiving dividend or other benefit

from it, consists mainly of cases, in which parties have been held

as corporators, or associates as between themselves and the cor

poration orjoint-stock association, and as such incidentally liable

to the creditors of such companies. Sir Nathaniel Lindsley, in

his able Treatise on Partnership, has amply discussed the whole

subject upon the platform of the English decisions. His funda

mental proposition is this: “The type, then, of a member or

shareholder of a company is a person who has agreed to become

a member, and with respect to whom all conditions precedent to

the acquisition of the rights of a member have been duly ob

served. * * * In practice, difliculties are only presented‘.

where this standard is not reached; and the important question

really is to what extent it can be departed from, and membership

be nevertheless constituted." Volume 1, p. 128. He then devotes

many pages to show, by adjudged eases. how a man may beheld.

as a corporator by the company itself, byholding himself out asz.

such, as by taking dividends, etc. Now. in the present case, the

relation of].& W. Seligman & Co. to the corporation is expressly

settled and fixed by the written contract between them. We

have already examined that contract and have shown that the

stockissued by the corporation to ]. & W. Seligman & Co. was

issued to them only as trustees and by way of collateral security

The proposition that the corporation could hold them as sub

scribers to its stock would be in flat defiance of the contract in

whole and in every part. We do not know of any iron rule of

law which would prevent them from showing this contract rela

tion between them and the company. Itis the origin and founda

tion of their whole connection with it. The sufficiency of the

to control evidencetheir status towards the company is another

thing. Its competency seems to us free from doubt. When exam

ined,its hows as before stated, that as between them and the com

pany the latter has no claim whatever against them in relation to

the stock except't0 have it returned when properly required, after

the purpose of its issue had been accomplished. It belongs to the

company, and to it alone. & W. Scligman are mere trustees or

custodians of it for a special purpose, that purpose being collat

eral security.

In this connection we may properly refer to the decision of the

court of appeals of Marylandin the case of Alatthius v. Albert, 24

Md., 527, which was a case arising upon the Maryland statute

from which that of Missouri was copied, so far as relates to tl1e

_
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exception of those holding stock in trust or as collateral secur

ity. That was a suit in equity brought against stockholders to

render them liable for the c0mpany’s debts. One of them by the

name of Tieman, had loaned money, to the corporation, and, as

security for its payment, a certificate of stock had been issued to

him. After its issue an indorseinent was made on it by the presi

dent of the corporation to the effect that it had been deposited

\\'ité1 Tieman as collateral security for the loan. The court

sai :
“The claim of W. H. Tieman is for $2,000, money alleged to be

loaned to the company on the eighth of january, 1859. But it

is insisted by the appellees that Tieman, instead of being a non

stockholding creditor, is, according to the evidence, a stock

holder, and as much liable as the Alberts. We do not concur in

this view of the relation of Tiemanto thecompany. In our opin

ion his claim is for money loaned, and the stock transferred to

him was held by him as collateral security for his loan, and, so

holding it he is not personally subject to any liability as stock

holder, but is protected by the provision of the twelfth section of

the act of 1852, c. 338.”
A similar decision in a case arising upon alike statute in New

York was made by the commissioners of appeal of that state in

the case of MacMaboz1 v. Macy, 51 N.Y.155. The NewYorkrai1

road act of 1850, as amended by the act of 1854-, made stock

holders liable to creditors of the company for the amount unpaid

on their stock; but the eleventh section of the act contained pre

cisely the same provision as that in the ninth section of the Missouri

law, thatno person holding stock as executor,adminisrator, guard

ian, or trustee, and no person holding stock as collateral security,

should be personally subject to any liability as stockholders, im

posing the liability, however, as the Missouri law does, on the

pledgeor or cestui que trust. Macy was sued as a stockholder,

and it was shown on the trial that the stock held by him was

transferred to him as collateral security. The referee refused t0

give any effect to this evidence, holding that parol evidence could

not be received to contradict or vary the written assignments or

 

transfers, which were obsolute in foi-m_ The commissioners of

appeal, on this branch of the case, said: '
_ “In this he erred. It is always competent to show that an as

signment or conveyance absolute in form, was only intended as 9.

security :I‘here is nothing in any statute which makes the books of

the company incontrovertible evidence of ownership of stock. A

person may be the absolute legal and equitable owner of stock

without any transfer appearing on the books.”

All the judges of the commission concurred in this opinion.

We do not well see how any different conclusion could 1ogi¢a117

Mn,
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have been arrived at. If the law declares that stock held as col

lateral security shall not make the holder liable, surely it must be

competent to show that it is so held. And when this fact is once

established, there is an end of the application of estoppel, unless

it can be invoked by some party who has been specially misled by

the conduct of the defendants.

It is urged by the plaintiff in this case that the defendants are

estopped as to him, because of a certain conversation between

Ioseph Seligman and himself before he entered into the contract

for construction. We have carefully examined the account given

of this conversation by the plaintiff himself, and we see nothing

in it which at allcompromits the defendants on the question oftheir

actual status and position in the affairs of the company. Espec

ially may this be said in view of the fact that, prior to that con

versation, an attorney, \vho had inspected the contract of Selig

man & Co., told him of it, and that it would be well for him to

have a talk with Joseph Seligman before entering into contract

with the railroad company for its construction. The general

purport of the conversation which he atterwards had with

Seligman was that Seligman advised him to take the contract

and go on with the work, as the best thing for all parties, as

there would be ample means to get hold of the local bonds,

which would be sufficient to grade the road. Surely there was

nothing in this conversation to estop the defendants from show

ing what their real position was with regards to the stock which

they held.

But the appellant’s counsel, with much confidence, press upon

our attention the decisions of the supreme court of Missouri on

the questions involved in this case, and on the very transactions

which we are considering. The court, since the determination of

this case by the circuit court, has given iudgment in two cases

adversely to the judgment in this, and to the views above ex

pressed. The first case was that of Griswold v. Seligman, de

cided in November, 1880; the other that of Fisher v. Selxlgman,

decided in February 1882, in which the former case was substan

tially followed and confirmed. The case of Griswold v. Selzgman

seems to have been very fully and carefully considered. We have

read the opinion of the court and the dissenting opinion of one

of the judges with much attention, but we are unable to come»

to the conclusion reached by the majority.

We do not consider ourselves bound to follo\v the decisions of:

the state court in this case. Whenthe transactions incontroversy‘

occured, and when the case was under the consider-ation_ of the

circuit court, no construction of the statute had been given by

the state tribunals contrary to that given by the circuit court.

The federal courts have an independent jurisdiction 1n the admin

T
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istration of state laws, co-ordinate with, and not subordinate to,

that of the state courts, and are bound to exercise their own

judgment as to the meaning and efiect of those laws. The exist

-ence of two co-ordinate jurisdictions in the same territory is pe

-culiar, and the result would be anomalous and inconvenient but

for the exercise of mutual respect and deference. Since the ordi

nary adminstration of the law is carried on by the state courts,it

necessarily happens that by the course or their decisions certain

‘rules are established which become rules of property and action

in the state, and have all the effect of law, and which it would be

wrong to disturb. This is especially true with regard to the law

of real estate and the construction of state constitutions and

statutes. Such established rules are always regarded by the fed

eral courts,no less than by the state courts themselves, as author

itative declarations of what the law is. But where the law 1185

not been thus settled, it is the right and duty of the federalcourts

to exercise their own judgment ; as they also always do in reference

to the doctrines of commerciallaw and general jurisprudence. S01

when contracts and transactions have been entered into, and rights

have accrued thereon under a particular state of the decisions.

or when there has been no decision of tht state tribunals, the fed

eral courts properly claim the right to adopt their own_ inter

pretation of the law applicable to the case, although a different

interpretation may be adopted by the state courts after $11611

rights have accrued. But even in such cases, for the sake of har

mony and to avoid confusion, the federal courts will lean towards

an agreement of views with the state courts if the question seems

to them balanced with doubt. Acting on these principles,

founded as they are on comety and good sense, the courts of the

United States, without sacrificing their own dignity as independ

ent tribunals, endeavor to avoid, and in most cases do avoid, any

unseemly conflict with the well-considered decisions of the state

courts. As, however, the verv object of giving to the national

courts jurisdiction to administer the laws of the states in contro

versies between citizens of ditlerent states was to institute inde

pendent tribunals, which, it might be supposed would be unaf

:fected by local prejudices and sectional views, it would be a dere

‘liction of their duty not to exercise an independent judgrnellli in

cases not foreclosed by previous adjudication. As this matter

has received our special consideration, we have endeavored tl111$

briefly to state our views with distinctness, in order to obviate

any rrnsapprehensions that may arise from language and expres

s1ons used 111 previous decisions.

In the l31'@5@n’E Case, as already observed, when the transa¢’Ei0115

m qllestlon took P13-<16, and when the decision of the circuit court

was Tendefed, not Only was there no settled construction Of the
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statute on the point under consideration, but the Missouri cases

referred to arose upon the identical transactions which the circuit

court was called upon, and which we are now called upon,

to consider. It can hardly be contended that the federal court

was to wait for the state courts to decide the merits of the con

troversy and then simply register their decision; or that the

judgment of the circuit court should be reversed merely because

the state court has since adopted a different view. If we could

see fair and reasonable ground to acquiesce in that view, we

should gladly do so; but in the exercise of that independent

judgment which it is our duty to apply to the case, we are forced

to a different conclusion. The cases of Pease v. Peck, 18 How.

598, and Morgan v. Curtenius, 20 How. 1, in which the opin

ions of the court were delivered by Mr. Justice Grier, are precisely

in point.

The cardinal position assumed by the state court is that, inas

much as certificates of stock were in fact issued to and accepted

by _I. & W. Seligman, and they voted on the stock, they are abso

lutely estopped from denying that they are the owners of the

stock, subject to all the liabilities incident to that relation; and

that they cannot have the benefit of the exception accorded by

the law to those who hold stock as collateral security, because,

as the court holds, that exemption only applies to those who

have received stock in that way from some stockholder who can

be made liable as a stockholder, not to those who have received

stock from the corporation itself by way of collateral security.

The first position, that the acceptance of the stock, and voting

upon it absolutely precluded the defendants from denying that

they are owners of the stock. has been already considered. The

great mass of authorities relied on by the supreme court of Mis

souri, on this part of the case, English as well as American, are

cases in which parties have been held as corporators or associ

ates as between theniselves and the corporation, and upon that

footing have been held responsible to creditors when the rights of

creditors have been in question. We think that we have sufiici

eiitly shown that these authorities cannot govern the casein hand

if any effect is to be given to the law of Missouri, exempting from

personal liability those who hold stock in a fiduciary character

or by way of collateral security. We will, therefore, briefly

examine the other position, that this law does not apply to

those who recive stock as collateral security from the corpor

ation itself.

The argument that the exemption from liability in cases of

stock held as collateral security applies only to those who have re

ceived it from third persons who were stockholders, and who can
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be proceeded against as such, seems to us unsound, and contrary

both to the words and the reason of the law. It takes for

granted that stock cannot be received as collateral security from

the corporation itself, and still belong to the corporation. and

yet we know that such transactions are very common in the busi

ness of this company. The words of the statute are positive,

and relate to all holders of stock for collateral security. They

are as follows: “No person holding stock in any such company

as executor, administrator, guardian, or trustee, and no person

holding such stock as collateral security shall be personally sub

ject to anyliabilityas stockholder of such company.” The reason

of this law is derived from the gross injustice of making a person

liable as the owner of stock, when he only holds it in trust or by

way of security, and from the the inexpediciency ofputting a clog

upon this species of property, which will have the effect of mak

ing it unavailable to the owner, or of deterring prudent and re

sponsible men from accepting positions of trust where any such

property is concerned. It seems to us that not only the law, but

the reason upon which it is founded, applies to the holders of

stock as collateral security, whether received from an individual

or from the corporation itself. It is argued, however, that the

remaining words of the law are repugnant to this view. These

words are as follows:

_ “ But the person pledging such stock shall be considered ashold

ing the same, and shall be liable" as a stockholder accordingly,

and the estates and funds in the hands of such executor, admin

istrator, or trustee shall be liable, in like manner and to the same

extent, as the testator or intestate, or the ward or person inter

ested in such fund, would have been, if he had been living and

competent to act, and held the stock in his own name.”

The argument is that these words imply that there must always

be some person or estate to respond for the stock, or else the ex

emption cannot take effect. The obvious answer is that this

clause fixes the liability upon the pledgor as a stockholder, where

there is a pledgor who can be made liable in that char=1¢1;¢1'

When the corporation pledges its own stock as collateral security,

though it cannot be proceeded against as a stockholder e0 nom

me, the reason is because it is primary liable, before all stock

holders, for all its debts. In such a case, the clause last quoted

would not strictly apply to it; but the holder of its stock as col

lateral Sec“1'itY “’011ld be within both the letter and the spirit of

the first clause. It is supposed that some flagrant injustice would

ensue there was not some one who could be reached as a s1I_OCk'

holder 111 every case of stock pledged as colleteral security; hence,

Stock pledged by the corporation itself must be regarded as be

ionging to the P1'=dg<1@, though no other plcgee of stock is treated

111 this way. Where is the justice of this? Why should the stock
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be necessarily considered as belonging to some one besides the

corporation itself? Is anyone harmed by considering the cor

poration as its true owner? If the stock had not been issued as

collateral security, it would not have been issued at all; it would

not have been in existence. Would the creditors have been any

better off in such case? They are better ofl' by the issue of the

stock as collateral, because the general assets of the company

have received the benefit of the moneys obtained by means of the

pledge. The more closely the matter is examined, the more un

reasonable it seems to deny to a pledgee of thccorporationthe same

exemption which is extended to the pledgee of third persons. We

think that the one equally with the other is protected by the ex

press words and true spirit of the law.

We might pursue the subject further, and examine in detail the

suggestions and authorities adduced by the learned court which

decided the cases of Griswold v. Seligman and Fisher v. Seligman,

but it is unnecessary. What we have said is sufficient to indicate

substantially the grounds on which we feel obliged to dissent from

its conclusions. In our judgment the facts found by the court

below make out a clear case of stock held in trust and by way of

collateral security only, and the judgment rendered thereon was

correct.

Judgment aflirmed
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CHAPTER XI. K

CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP - LIABILITY INDEPENDENT or STATUTE.

HANDLEY V. STUTZ.

SUPREME Comm‘ or THE UNITED STATES, 1890.

‘ (139 U. S. 4,17.)

Liability on Stock Issued Below Par.

This was a bill in equity, filed by Sebastian Stutz, of Pittsburg,

Pa., by certain other persons composing the firm of Ragon

Brothers, of Evansville, Indiana, and by others composing

the firm of Louis Stix & Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, on behalf

of themselves and such other creditors of the Clifton Coal

Company as should come in and contribute to the expense of

a suit, against the Clifton Coal Company and certain Of i’¢9

stockholders, to compel an assessment upon certain shares

of stock held by the individual defendants, and payment of the

same as a trust fund for the satisfaction of the debts of the com

pany. The bill averred in substance that the Clifton Coal Com

pany was incorporated under the laws of the State of Kentucky,

in ]uly, 1883, with power to purchase, lease and operate coal

mines in the State of Kentucky, a copy of the articles of inc0rp0

ration being annexed to the bill; that by said articles the capital

stock of such corporation was fixed at $120,000, divided into

shares of $100 each, with power to increase the sarne to $200,‘

000, by a majority vote of the stockholders; that all the stock

was then taken and paid for by the subscribers in some manner

agreed upon between them; that, pursuant to the authority con

tainedinthe articles of incorporation, the st0ckholders,all Of 1116111

being present and voting, “ at a meeting duly held for the purpose

111 Ma)’, 1836, unanimously resolved and ordered thatthe capital

St°¢k °f Said wmpany be, and in fact was then increased to

$200,000 in shares of $100 each, being an increase of 800 shares

°f'5t°¢k of S9-Id company?’ that of the 800 shares then created»

the defendant Handley subscribed for 86% shares, two of the

other defendants for 15 shares each, and two others for 75

shares each, certificates of which were issued by the company,
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and delivered to and received by, said subscribers as they were re

spectively entitled ; but that neither one of them ever paid to the

~company any part of the said shares, and they each, respect

ively, owe the said company the full par value of the shares of the

said capital stock subscribed for and issued to them.

The bill also averred that on December 30, 1886, it having

been previously resolved toissue bonds to the amount of $50,000,

and to secure the payment thereof by a mortgage upon its prop

-erty, and said mortgage having been executed to trustees and re

-corded, a contract was executed and delivered to the company

by certain others of the defendants, whose names weresubscribed

thereto, in the following terms: “ We, the undersigned, subscribe

for the amount set opposite our names respectively, to bonds of

"the Clifton Coal Company, aggregating $50,000. It is agreed

that $50,000 capital stock be distributed pro rata among the

subscribers to the above bonds;’ that several of the defendants

-subscribed to this contract, and agreed to take bonds in different

amounts; that said subscribers paid the coal company for the

bonds, and that with the money thus received, to the extent of

$30,000, the company paid its debts to certain of its ofiicers and

managers, who had become liable by indorsement for the. com

pany, and that nothing was or ever has been paid for or upon

any of the shares of capital stock thus subscribed for, and to be

distributed among them; that is to say, $50,000 of said capital

stock, equivalent to 500 shares thereof, was in fact subscribed for

and distributed among certain of the defendants, to whom in

May, 1887, there were issued and received by them respectively

certificates for shares.

The bill further averrcd that the plaintiffs were judgment

-creditors of the company, by judgments obtained in the courts of

Kentucky; that their debts were created before all of the capital

stock of said company was paid in; and that all of said $80,000

increase of the capital stock, and each and all of the amounts due

to the company for any part of its capital stock, constituted a

trust fund for their benefit, which they were entitled to have ad

minstered in a court of equity to the satisfaction of their said

debts, the company being insolvent.

It further appeared from the testimony that the company
was organized soon after its articles of incorporationiwere filed;

that its chief oflice was at Manning-ton, Kentucky; and that it

began business at once and made large outlays and expenditures

for machinery, buildings, materials and labor. In the early part

-of the year 1886, the company was led to believe that its coal

would coke, and therefore its products could be profitably ex

tended from grate an steam purposes to iron-making coke. To

~embark in the manufacture ofcoke, however, money was needed,
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and a meeting of the stockholders was held March 31, 1886, at.

which a resolution was passed, reciting that $50,000 was needed

with which to erect coke ovens, buildings, improvements, etc., to

further develop the property; and it was unanimously resolved

to issue $50,000 of bonds of the company, in sums of $1,000

each, due thirty years from April 1, with 6 per cent. interest, and

secured by trust mortgage upon the property of the company,

and the president was authorized to dispose of such bonds as in

his discretion seemed best. The mortgage was executed to the

designated trustee and recorded. It was found, however, that

the bonds could not be sold, and to meet the demands upon the

company for money, it borrowed a large amount upon its notes,

indorsed by its directors and stockholders and to secure the lend

ers and indorsers, the $50,000 of bonds were deposited in two

banks in Nashville, Tennessee, as additional collateral security

for theloans. Finding that no one would purchase the bonds,

and being advised that in order to effect their sale it would be

better to add an equal amount of stock to the bonds, and pro

pose to the purchasers of such bonds to give as a gratuity $1,000

of stock with each $1,000 bond, a meeting of the stochholders of

the company was held at Nashville, May 31, 1886, at which all

the stockholders were present in person or by proxy, although

without any call or previous notice and “it was unanimously re

solved that the capital stock of the company be increased to

$200,000, as authorized by the charter.” This resolution was

not then entered upon the records of the corporation, but was

formulated in the shape of a pencil memorandum, and adopted

unanimously, although no vote appeared to have been taken»9-'10

no formal record was made of the meeting until the summer of

1888. No notice of such change in the amount of its capital

stock was recorded or published, as required by the laws of Ken

tucky. The subscribers to the bonds subsequently executed the

agreement set forth in the bill, and bonds to the amount of $45-'

000 were delivered to the subscribers with equal amounts of cer

tificates of “ paid-up " stock, the receipts reciting that it “was is

sued with bonds for same amount, as per agreement.” The certi

ficates on their face recited that the shares of stock were fully

paid up “and were non-assessable,” or language to that elT@¢’£

Five thousand dollars of the bonds were left in one of the na

tional banks at Nashville as collateral security for a loan to the

Company, I10 One having subscribed for them. The remaining

$30,000 shares of increased stock, which were not needed to se

cure the subscribers to the bonds, appeared to have been distri

buted pro rata among the old stockholders. In the latter part

951387, and in the early part of the following year, plaintiff ob

tailled ifldgments against the company, which were ‘l.1l‘lSfltlSfi€(1r

inn
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and in September, 1887, by an order of the Circuit Court of

Hopkins County, Kentucky, the entire property of the company

was placed in the hands of a receiver, and its operation

stopped.

On February 8, 1889, this bill was filed against the coal com

pany and the holders of this increased stock, to compel payment

therefor, and to recover the amounts of the judgments against

the company. The court dismissed the bill as to three of the de

fendants not served with process, and as to the rest held them

liable to all the creditors of the company whose debts originated

after the allegedincrease of stock, and fixed May, 1886. as the date

of such increase. As to debts contracted prior to that date, they

were excluded because, as between the company and the stock

holders, the latter held such stock properly, and without liability

to the company and all creditors who dealt with the company

prior to such increase, and not upon the faith of such stock, had

no equity to demand more than the company itself could. Five

of the defendants against whom decrees were rendered in excess

of $5,000 appealed to this court, and the circuit court suspended

the execution of the decree as to those who could not appeal un

til this court should determine the rights of the appellants.

The opinion of the circuit court is reported in 41 Fred. Rep.

531.

Mr. justice Brown delivered the opinion ofthe court:

1. Although the resolution of May 31.1886, increasing the

stock of the company from $120,000 to $200,000, was not form

ally entered at that time upon the books of the company, and

nothing but a pencll memorandum was then made of the proceed

ings of the meeting, no objection can be taken to its validity by

reason of such ommission. The testimony shows clearly what

took place at this meeting. It appears from the memorandum

made by Mr. Allen, the acting secretary, to have been “unani

mously resolved that thecapital stock of the company be increased

to $200,000 as authorized by the charter, the purposes forwhich

said stock is issued being the betterment of the present plant, and

the construction of a new plant for coking purposes.” This reso

lution was subsequently and in 1888, when the ommission to re

cord the same appears to have been first discovered, formally

entered upon the minute book of the corporation. The failure to

enter this resolution at the time it was adopted did not affect its

validity, as most corporate acts can be proved as well by parol

as by written entries. Moss v. Averell, 10 N. Y. 4-4.-9. _ _

2. Nor were the proceedings of such meeting any less bindmg

upon those participating in it by reason of the fact that it was

held without call or notice, and outside the boundaries of the

State under the laws of which the company was incorporated.

3
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By an Act of the legislature of Kentucky, of March 3, 1876 (Gen

eral Statutes, page 769), “ all elections for directors and other of

ficers, by private corporations, etc., shall be-held within the terri

torial limits of the State of Kentucky . . . Any such election

held outside of Kentucky shall be void.” Beyond the election of

ofiicers, however, there is no statutory restriction of corporate

action to the limits of the State, and in the absence of such inhi

bition the proceedings of such meeeting would, within the rule

laid down by this court in Galveston, H. & H. R. Co. v.

Cowdrey, 78 U. S. 11 Wall. 4-59, with regard to directors’ meet

ings, be binding upon all those participating in, as well as upon

those acting upon the faith of its validity, or receiving stock

authorized to be issued at such meeting. It is true there are

cases holding that stockholders’ meetings cannot be legally held

outside of the home State of the corporation, but the question

has generally arisen where a majority present at such meeting

had attempted by their action to bind a dissenting minority, or

had taken action prejudicial to the rights of third persons.

Ormsby v. Vermzmt Copper Min. Co. 56 N. Y. 623; Hilles v.

Parish, 14 N. Eq, 380. Indeed, so far as we know, the author

ities are uniform to the effect that the action taken at such meet

ings is binding upon those who participate in or take the benefit

of them. Heath v. Silverton Lead Min. C0. 39 Wis. 146. In

thiscase the meeting \vas attended by all the stockholders but

two, who were represented by proxy, the vote increasing the

stock was unanimous, and it does not lie in the mouth of those

who participated in this act or received the stock voted at this

meeting to question its validity.
3. It is further claimed that this issue of stock was invalid

by reason of the fact that there was no amendment of the char

ter authorizing such increase ever recorded or published, as re

quired by the law of Kentucky. The proceeding for the organi

zation of incorporated companies is found in chapter 56 of the

General Statutes of Kentucky, the fifth section of which requires

a notice to be published for at least four weeks in some news

paper as convenient as practicable to the principal place of busi

ness, speclfying several particulars, among which is the amount

of capital stock authorized, and the times when, and the condi

tions upon which it is to be paid in. Section six is as followst

“Thecorporation may commence business as soon as the articles

are filed for record in the oflice of the county court clerk, and

their acts shall be valid if the publication in a newspaper 18

made, and the copy filed in the ofiice of the secretary of state,

when such filing is necessary within three months from such fil

ing in the clerk's oifice, No change in any of the foregoing parti

culars shall be valid, unless recorded and published as the ori

_p4_ sin...
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ginal articles are required to be; nor shall any change be made

at any time or in any manner which would be inconsistent with

the provisions of this Act.” Reliance is placed upon the final

clause of this section, for the position assumed bythe defendants,

that the increase in the capital stock, never having been recorded

or published, as required by this clause was, void and the case

of Scoville v. Tbayer, 105 U. S. 143, is cited in support of

this contention. That was also an action to recover unpaid

assessments upon stock. The statutes of Kansas provided that

any corporation might increase its capital stock to any amount

not exceeding double the amount of its authorized capital. The

corporation in question had increased its capital stock, as it was

authorized to do, by doubling it, and it subsequently increased it

by doubling it again, thus quadrupling the original amount, the

defendent in the case having attended by proxy the meeting at

which such illegal increase was voted, and received a quantity of

stock thus issued. It was held that such increase was ultra vires

and void, and that the defendant was not estopped from deny

ing the validity of the over-issue, or his obligation to pay

for it.

In the case under consideration, however, the articles of in

corporation did provide that the capital stock should be $120,

000 with power to increase to $200,000 by a majority vote of

the stockholders, and there was no statutory inhibition, as in

Kansas, against any such increase as it might be thought advis

able to make. Here,then, was the power to increase the capital

stock to the precise amount fixed by the stockholders, at their

meeting at Nashville, and the defect was merely in the failure to

record and publish such change, as required by section six of the

Statute in question.

It is insisted by the appellees, that the learned judge of. the

circuit court soheld, that the failure to record and publish tliisin

crease of the capital stock, which was in fact, if not in name, an

amendment to the original articles, which had fixed the capital

stock at $120,030, was a mere irregularity and informality in

the proceedings to effect the increase; such aone as was said

by this court in Cbubb v. Upton, 95 U. S. 665, 667 to con

stitute no defense to a subscriber to such increased stock. In

that case it appeared only that objection was made to the pro

ceedings by which the company increased its stock, on the

ground ofirregularity and informality in the papers filed in the

public ofiices; and it was held that one who contracted with an

acting corporation, by purchasing stock in the same, could not

defend himself against a claim upon such contract, in a_ suit by

the corporation, by urging the illegality of its organization. In

l IW
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Veeder v. Mudgett, 95 N. Y. 295, 310, which was also an action by

directors against the stockholders of acorporation to enforce the

liability imposed upon them because of an alleged failure to pay

in the full amount of the capital stock, it appeared that the meet

ing at which the increased stock was voted was not formally

called, nor was a certificate of the increase of capital made and

filed as prescribed by the State statute. The stock was, how

ever, all issued to stockholders who voted for the increase.

These holders subsequently received dividends thereon, voted at

stockholders’ meeting and in all respects were treated and acted

as stockholders. The court held the attempted increase illegal,

but that the defendent stockholders, as against the creditors of

the company, by accepting their proportions of the increased

stock, by voting for its increase, by taking dividends upon it and

by holding it out to those dealing with the company as an actual

component of its capital, were estopped from denying the valid

ity of the increase. It was argued in that case, as it is in this,

that an act absolutely and wholly void, because incapable ofing performed, could not be made valid by estopped. But ‘£1115

was held to be true only where there was an entire lack of power

to do the act so brought in question, and the case of Scoville v.

Tlzayerwas cited. “ But where," says thecourt, “ as in the present

¢-Q56, the abstract power did exist, and there was a way in Whidl

the increase could lawfully be made, and the creditors acted with

Qut fa-11111, bi‘-lieviflg that the increase had been lawfully 636663,

and the necessary steps had been taken, there the doctrine Of

estopped may apply and the increased stock be deemed valid 85

against the creditors who have acted upon the faith of such in

crease.
It is true that in neither of those cases was the court embar

rassed by a statute declaring that certain conditions must be Ob

served or the increase would not be valid. But we think that th6

clause of section 6, upon which reliance is placed, must be read in

connection with section 18 of the same act,which provides that “r1_0

persons, acting as a corporation, under the provisions of this

act shall be permitted to set up or rely upon the want of a legal

organization as a defense to action brought against them as 9

corporation; nor shall any person who may be sued on a con

tract made with such corporation, or sued for an injury done to

its property, or for a wrong done to its interests, be permitted to

rely upon such want of legal organization in his defense.” It is

true that this section seems to apply rather to a want of an orig

inal legal organization of the company; but we think it should

be_regarded as applying as well to amendments to such organiz

ai’-1011. and that no defense connected with the original organiza
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tion, which a party contracting with the corporation would be

disqualified to set up, can be made available in connection with an

amendment to the original articles.

So far as the question of liability to the proposed assessments

is concerned, these defendants, with respect to their relations to

this corporation, are divisable into two distinct classes: first,

those of the original stockholders who received the $30,000 in

creased stock as a gift; second, those who subscribed to the $50

000 bonds, and received an equal amount of stock as a bonus or

inducement to make the subscription.

4.~. “With regard to the first class, namely, the original stock

holders, who voted for this increase of shares, and then dis

tributed among themselves 300 of those shares, without the

shadow of right or consideration, it is difficult to see

why they could not be called upon to respond for their value.

The only claim made upon their behalf is that they never agreed

to contribute or pay for the same; that the stock was expressly

declared to be “fully paid” and “free from all claims or demands

upon the part of the company; " that there was no evidence that

the creditors of the company knew of, orrelied upon, this increase,

in their dealings with the company; and that they had a right to

return and surrender the same, which they offered to do. There

is no reason to suppose that these stockholders did not act in

good faith, and in the belief that they were entitled to this stock.

The fact that they did not subscribe for it or agree to take it un

til the receipt of the certificates is immaterial, as the acceptance

of the certificates is sufficient evidence of an agreement to pay

their par value. Sanger v. Upton, 91 U. S. 56, 64.-; Clmbb v.

Upton, 95 U. S. 665; Brigham v. Mead, 10 Allen, 245.

Ever since the case of Sawyer v. Hoag, 84 U. S. 17 Wall.

610, it has been the settled doctrine of this court that the

capital stock of an insolvant corporation is a trust fund for

the payment of its debts; that the law implies a promise by the

original subscribers of stock who did not pay for it in money or

other property to pay for same when called upon by creditors;

and thata contract between themselves and the corporation,

that the stock shall be treated as fully paid and non-assessable,

or otherwise limiting their liability therefor, is void as against

creditors. The decisions of this court upon this subject have been

frequent and uniform, and no relaxation of the general principle

has been admitted. Upton v. Tribilcock, 91 U. S. 4-5; Sanger v.

Upton, 91 U. S. 56; Webster v. Upton, 91 U. S. 65; Clmbb v.

Upton, 95 U. S. 665; Pullman v. Upton, 96 U. S. 328; Morgan

County v. Allen, 103 U. S. 4.-98; Hawkins v. Glenn, 131 U. S.

319; Graham v. La Crosse & M. R. Co., 102 U. S. 14-8, 161;

Richardson v. Green, 133 U. S. 30.
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It is simply in aflirmitive of this general principle that section

14.-, chapter 56, of the General Statutes of Kentucky declares

that nothing in the Act conferring corporate franchises. or per

mitting the organization of corporations, “shall exempt the

stockholders Of any corporation from individual liability to the

amount of the unpaid installments on stock owned by them.’ If

the corporation has no right, as against creditors, to sell or dis

pose of this stock with an agreement that no furthr assessment

shall be made upon it, much less has it the right to give it away,

or distribute it among shareholders, without receiving a. fair

equivalent therefor, and thereby induce the public to deal with it

upon the credit of such shares, as representing the assets of the

corporation. Upton Mutual L. Ins. Co. v. Free Stone Mfg. Co.,

97 Ill. 537. The stock of a corporation is supposed to stand in

the place of actual property of substantial value, and as being a

-convenient method of representing the interest of each stock

holder in such property, and to the extent to which it fails to re

present such value, it is either a deception and fraud upon the

public, or an evidence that the original value of the corporate

property has become depreciated. The market value of such

shares rises with an increase in the value of the corporate assets,

and falls in case of loss or misfortune, whereby the value of such

assets is impaired. And the increase of value of such stock is

taken to represent either an appreciation in value of the com

pany's property beyond the par value of the original shares, or so

much money paid to the corporation as is represented by

such shares. If it be once admitted thata corporationmay issue

stock without receiving a consideration therefor, and where it

does not represent actual or substituted valuein corporate assets,

there is apparently no limit to the extent to which the original

stock may be “watered,” except the caprice of the stockholders.

While an agreement that the subscribers or holders of stock shall

never be called upon to pay for the same may be good as against

the corporation itself, it has been uniformly held by this court

not to be binding upon its creditors,
5. Somewhat difiierent considerations apply to those wh0

subscribed for the bonds of the company, with the understanding

that they were to receive an amount of stock equal to the bonds

as an additional inducement to their subscription. The facts

connected with this transaction are substantially as foll0WSi

Some three years after the company was organized it became ap

parent that the enterprise, as originally contemplated, namely

the mining and selling of coal for steam and domestic purposes,

was not likely to be a success, owing to the inferior character of

the product; and the only hope of the company lay in the manu
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facture of the coal into an iron-making coke, that is. a coke con

taining a percentage of sulphur low enough to admit ‘of the

manufacture of merchantable pig-iron. To embark in this, how

ever, money was needed, and as the stock of the company was

not worth more than fifty cents on the dollar, it was evident this

could not be effected simply by the issue of new stock. It was

proposed at the meeting in March that money should be raised

by the issue of $50,000 of bonds, with which to add the requi

site structures to the plant. But it was soon evident that the

bonds could not be negotiated without the stock, and acting

upon the suggestion of a Nashville banker, it was resolved at the

meeting in May that the stock should be increased 800 shares,

500 of which should be turned over to the subscribers to the

bonds, as a bonus or an additional consideration. The evidence

is uncontradicted that the bonds could not have been negotiated

without the stock; that they were both sold as whole; that the

transaction was in good faith, and, considering the risk that was

taken by the subscribers, the price paid for the stock and bonds

was fair and reasonable, The directors appear to have done all

in their power to obtain the best possible terms, and there is

no imputation of unfair dealing on the part of anyone connected

with the transaction. At that time the mines and property of

the company were in good condition, and the prospects of success

were fair.

The case then resolves itself into the question whether an act

ive corporation, or, as it is called in somecases, a “ goingconcern,”

finding its original capital impaired by loss or misfortune, may

not, for the purpose of recuperating itself and providing new con

ditions for the successful prosecution of its business, issue new

stock, put it upon the market and sell it for the best price that

can be obtained. The question has never been directly raised be

fore in this court, and we are not, consequently, embarrassed by

any previous decions on the point. In the Upton Cases arising

out of the failure of the Great Western Insurance Company, in

Hatch v. Dana, 101 U. S. 205, and in Hawkins v. Glenn,

131 U. S. 319, the defendants were either original subscri

bers to the increased stock, at a price far below its par value,

or transferees of such subscribers; and the stock was is

sued, not as in this case, to purchase property or to raise

money, to add to the plant and faciliate the operations of the

company, but simply to increase its original stock in order to

carry on a larger business, and the stock thus issued was treated

as ifit formed a part of the original capital. In Morgan County

v. Allen, 103 U. S. 498, the same principle was applied to a sub

scription byacounty to the capital stock of a railroad com
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pany, for which it had issued its bonds, although such bonds

had been surrendered to the county with the consent of certain

of its creditors.To say that a corporation may not, under the circumstances

above indicated, put its stock upon the market and sell it to the

highest bidder, is practically to declare that a. corporation can

never increase its capital by a sale of shares, if the or

iginal stock has fallen below par. The wholesome doctrine, so

many times enforced by this court, that the capital stock of an

insolvent corporation is a trust fund for the payment of its debts,

rests upon the idea that the creditors have a right to rely upon

the fact that the subscribers to such stock have put into the

treasury of the corporation in some form, the amount represented

by it; but it does not follow that every creditor has a right _to

trace qach share of stock issued by such corporation, and inquire

whether its holder, or the person of whom he purchased has paid

its par value for in. It frequently happens that corporations, as

well as individuals, find it necessary to increase their capital 111

order to raise money to prosecute their business successfully, and

one of the most frequent methods resorted to is that of issuing

new shares of stock and putting them upon the market for the

best price that can be obtained; and so long as the transaction

is bona fide, and not a mere cover for ‘watering’ the stock, and

the consideration obtained represents the actual value of such

stock, the courts have shown no disposition to disturb it. Oi

course no one would take stock so issued at a greater price than

the original stock could be purchased for, and hence the ability

to negotiate the stock and to raise the money must depend upon

the fact whether the purchaser shall or shall not be called upon

to respond for its par value. While, as before observed, the pre

cise question has never been raised in this court, there are numer

ous decisions to the effect that the general rule that holders of

stock, in favor of creditors must respond for its par value, is sub

ject to exceptions where the transaction is not a mere cover 101‘

an alleged increase. -Thus in New Albany v. Burke, 11 Wall 97 a city Sub‘

scried to the stock of a railroad and issued bonds for a Part

of the subscription, agreeing to issue them for the rest Of

it when the road should be built to a certain point. The 1'0fld

relied mainly upon these bonds to raise the necessary 1110119?

The validity of the bonds being denied by taxpayers who had

filed bills to enjoin the raising of a tax to pay the interest, their

value in the market was largely impaired, and it was found th¢Y

could not be sold without a sacrifice. Under these circumstatwes

the company applied to the city to pay a certain sum which had

been borrowed by the road upon the pledge of the bonds alread)’

in
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issued, with sundry other moneys, and in consideration thereof

the city obtained from the company a large number of bonds

which had not been negotiated, and acancellation of the sub

scription. In a suit brought by a judgment creditor to enforce

the original subscription, it was held that the compromise was

legal, and the payment of such subscription would not be en

forced, although it subsequently turned out that the bonds were

more worth than they could have been sold for. Said Mr. justice

Strong, speaking for the court: “Had the company sold to a

stranger, and then the city become a purchaser from the stranger,

it will not be contended that any creditor of the company could

complain. And it can make no difference whether the purchase

was made directly or indirectly from the first holder ofthebonds,

assuming that there was no fraud. The transaction . . . was, in

substance, plainly nothing more than a purchase by the city of

its own bonds, some of which had been issued and others of

which it was under obligation to issue, at the call of the vendor.

. . . Looking at it in the light of subsequent events, it was no

doubt an advantageous purchase for the city; and, if the uncon

tradicted evidence is to be believed, it was deemed at the time an

advantageous sale or arrangement for the company. . . . We

may add, the evidence is convicting that the contract between

the city and company was made in the utmost good faith, with

no intention to wrong creditors of the latter; that it was at the

time considered advantageous to the company, and it is not

proved that all was not paid for the bonds issued and to be is

sued that they could have been sold for in the market.”

So in Coit v. Gold Amalgamating Co., 119 U. S. 343, it was

held that where the charter ot a. corporation authorizes the

capital stock to be paid for in property, and the share

holders honestly and in good faith pay for their subscrip

tion in property instead of money, third parties have no

ground of complaint, although a gross and obvious over-valu

ation of such property would be strong evidence of fraud in an

action by a creditor to enforce personal liability. The court held

that where full-paid stock was issued for property received there

must be actual fraud in the transaction to enable creditors of

the corporation to call the stockholders to account. In deliver

ing the judgment of the court in that case at the circuit (14 Fed.

Rep. 12), Mr.]ust1'ce Bradley observed: “That trust (in favor

ofcreditors) does not arise absolutely in every case where capital

stock has been issued, and where it has been settled for by ar

rangement with the company. It is not as if the stockholders

had given their promissory notes for the amount, these notes be

ing in the treasury of the company; but there are often equities

to which the stockholders are entitled—on which they are to
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stand.” As one of them, he mentioned the case where stock divi

dends fairly made in consideration of profits earned and of accu

mulations of the property of the company and observed: “It is

not true that it is in the power of a creditor in every case, and in

all cases, as a mere matter of right, to institute an inquiry as to

the valuation of the amount of the consideration given for the

stock, and disturb fair arrangements for its payment in other

ways than by cash. Ifthe stock has been fairly created and paid

for, there is an end of trusts in favor of anybody; and this does

not afi'ect the general proposition that unpaid subscriptions of

stock are a trust fund to be administered for the benefit of credit

ors after a corporation becomes insolvent."

A case nearer in point is that of Clark v. Bever, 139 U. S.

96 decided at the present term of this court. In this case,

a railroad company, of which defendant’s intestate was president

and stockholder, had a settlement with a construction company,

of which defendant’s intestate was also a member, for work

done in building the road. The railroad company, being unable

to pay the claim of the construction company, delivered to it

thirty-five hundred shares of its stock at 20 cents on the dollar,

and the same were accepted in full satisfaction of the debt. The

stock was not worth anything in the market, and was issued di

rectly to the defendant’s intestate. No other payment than the

20 per cent. was ever made on account of this stock. A judg

ment creditor of the railroad company filed a bill to compel the

payment by the defendant of his claim upon the theory that he

was liable for the actual par value of such stock, whatever may

have been its market value at the time it was received. It was

held he could not recover. “ Ofcourse under this view,”said Mr.

Iustice Harlan, in delivering the opinion of the court, “everyone

having claim against the railway company,—even laborers and

employes,—who could get nothingexcept stock in payment of their

demands, became bound, by accepting stock at its market value

in ppyment, to account to unsatisfied judgment creditors for its

full ace value, although, at the time it was sought to make

them liable, the corporation had ceased to exist, and its stock

had ceased to exist, and its stock had remained, as it was when

taken, absolutely worthless. . . . To say that a public corpor

ation, charged with public duties, may not relieve itself from em

barrassment by paying its debt in stock at its real value, ——th¢I'¢

being no statute forbidding such a transaction,—without sub

jecting the creditor, surrendering its debt, to the liability attach

ing to stockholders who have agreed, expressly or impliedly to

pay the face value of stock subscribed by them, is, in efiect, to

compel them either to suspend operations the moment they be
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come unable to pay their current debts or to borrow money

secured by mortgage upon the corporate property.”

So in Fogg v. Blair, 139 U. S. 118, also decided at the

present term, it was held to be competent for a railroad, ex

ercising good faith, to use its bonds or stock in payment for the

construction of its road, although it could not,as against creditors

or stockholders’ issue its stock as fully paid without getting

some fair or reasoable equivalent for it. It was there said:

“What was such an equivalent depends primarily uponthe actual

value of the stock at the time it was contracted to be issued, and

upon the compensation which, under all the circumstances, the

contractors were equitably entitled to receive for the particular

work undertaken or done by them.” It appeared in that case that

full and adequate compensation for the work done had been

paid by the company in its mortgage bonds, and, as the bill con

tained no allegation whatever as to the real or market value of

such stock, it was held that the contractors receiving this stock

were not liable to creditors for its par value. It was added: “If,

when disposed of by the railroad company, it was without value,

no wrong was done to creditors by the contract made with

Blair and Taylor. If the plaintifl' expected to recover in this suit

on the ground that the stock was of substantial value, it was in

cumbent upon him to distinctly allege facts that would enable

the court—assuming such facts to be true—to say that the con

tract between him and the railroad company and the contract

ors was one which, in the interest of creditors, ought to be

closely scrutinized.” It would seem to follow from this that if

the stock had been of some value, that value, however much

less than par, would have been the limit of the holder's lia

bilitv.

In .Morrow v. Nashville I. S. Co., 87 Tenn. 262, the Supreme

Court of Tennessee held that a contract with a subscriber to

stock ofa corporation, that for every share subscribed he should

receive bonds to an equal amount, secured by mortgage on the

company's plant, is void as against creditors, and also between

the subscriber and the corporation. But the court drew distinc

tion between such a case and sales of or subscription to the stock

of an organized and going corporation. It said: “The necessi

ties of the business of an organized company might demand an

increase of capital stock, and if such stock is lawfully issued, it

may very well be offered upon special terms. In such case, if the

market price was less than par, it is clear that a purchaser or

subscriber for such stock at its market value would, in the ab

sence of fraud, be liable only for his contract price. So a case

might arise where the stock of a going concern was much depre

ciated, and where its bonds were likewise below par. and the"
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was lawful authority to issue additional stock and bonds. Now,

in such case, the real market value of an equal amount of stock

and bonds might not exceed, oreven equal the par value ofeither.

In such cases, the question of fraud aside, the purchaser would

only beheld for his contract price." This case from Tennessee

puts as an illustration the exact case with which we are now

dealing.
The liability of a subscriber for the par value of increased

stock taken by him may depend somewhat on the circumstances

under which, and the purpose for which, such increase was made.

If it be merely for the purpose of adding to the original capital

stock of the corporation, and enabling it to do a largerand more

profitable business, such subscriber would stand practically upon

the same basis as a subscriber to the original capital. But we

think that an active corporation may, for the purpose of paying

its debts, and obtaining money for the successful prosecution _ol

its business, issue its stock and dispose of it for the best price

that can be obtained. Stein v. Howard, 65 Cal. 616. As the

company in this case found it impossible to negotiate its bonds

at par without the stock, and as the stock was issued for the

purpose of enhancing the value of the bonds, and was taken by

the subscribers to the bonds at a price fairly representing the

value of both stocks and bonds, we think the transaction should

be sustained, and that the defendants cannot be called upon 110

respond for the par value of such stock, as if they had subscribed

to the original stock of the company. Our conclusion upon this

branch of the case disposes of it as to those who were held liable

by virtue of their subscription to the bonds.

6. “ We have no doubt the learned circuit judge held correctly

that it was only subsequent creditors who were entitled to

enforce their claims against these stockholders, since it it is only

they who could, by any legal presumption, have trusted the com

pany upon the faith of the increased stock. First Nat.Banlr 01

Deadwood v. Gustin Minerva Con. Min. Co., 42 Minn. 327;

2 Morawetz on Corporations §§ 832, 833; Coit v. North

Carolina Gold AmaIgamatingCo.,14.- Fed. Rep. 12. We also

also agree with him that creditors, who became such after the in

("@059 Was V0’E<’-<1 in May,1886, are entitled to look to those who

subsequently received the stock, notwithstanding thev did not re

ceive it until after the debts had been contracted. ‘The circuit

judge found in this connection that the “complainants had no

knowledge or notice of the subscription paper of December 30,

1880, under which $4-5,000 of the new stock was distributed

to those who subscribed for bonds, nor of the distribution among

the old stockholders of $30,000 of said increased stock; nor does

it affirmativelv appear that they or either of them dealt with and
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trusted the company upon the faith of that increased stock; but

the fact that the capital stock had been increased to $200,000

was made public and was generally known.” The real question

in this connection is, When may it be presumed creditors trusted

the corporation upon the faith of the increased stock? Obvious

ly, when such increase was ordered. That is a fact to which pub

licity would naturally be given; the creditors could not be ex

pected to know when and by whom such stock would be taken.

It is true they assume the risk of the stock not being taken at all,

but the moment shares are taken, they are supposed to represent

so much money put into the treasury as they are worth, which

becomes available for the payment, not only of future, but of ex

isting, creditors. It is manifest that any attempt to gauge the

liability of stockholders by the exact time they took their stock

with reference to the dates when the several claims of the credit

ors accrued, and by the further fact whether the creditors actu

ally knew of and relied upon such stock, would in case like this,

where the creditors and stockholders are both numerous, lead in

to inextricable confusion. Even the flexibility of a court ofequity

would be inadequate to adjust the rights of the parties.

7. With regard to the special defense set up by Neely, that he

never consented to nor received certificates for increased stock, we

agree with the circuit judge that it is not sustained. He did not

live in Nashville, but had given a proxy to one Sandford to re

present him at stockholders‘ meetings; he knew of the arrange

ment to issue an amount of stock equal to the bonds, and to

distribute $30,000 of the increased stock, ordered by the resolu

tion of May, 1886; and on April 5, 1887, he gave a power of at

torney to Sandford, authorizing the latter, for him, and in his

name and stead to "receipt to the Clifton Coal Company for

stock in my name, and transfer, bargain and sell the same as if I

were there present.” Under this power ofattorney, Sandford sur

rendered Neely's certificate for 300 shares, and receipted for 375

shares, the certificates for which were delivered to him as agent of

Neely, and which Sandford subsequently voted at stockholders,

meetings, under the general proxy from Neely to represent his

stock. Knowing of the contemplated action in issuing the new

stock, and having authorized Sandford to represent him in all

matters connected therewith, we think it too late for him to re

pudiate Sandford’s act in receiving the additional 75 shares,

which were distributed to him as the owner of 300 original

shares. Indeed the circuit judge finds it to be established by the

proof that all of the old stockholders knew of and acquiesced in

the disposition of the new stock as made; and that suchincreased

stock was represented and voted at subsequent meetings of stock

holders, and was recognized and held out to be public as part of
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the capital stock of the company. Under the case of Sawyer

v. Hoag, 84- U. S. 17 Wall, 610. Neely was clearly not entitled

to set-off against the claim of thecreditors his own claim against

the corporation. Cook on Stock and Stockholder, secs. 193

and 194.
There are several minor points made in the briefs of counsel

with regard to the claims of certain creditors which we do not

find it necessary to discuss at length. We think there was

no error in the rulings of the court in these particulars.

It results that the decree of the court below must be reversed

and the cause remanded for further proceedings in conformity

with this opinion.

Mr. Chief Justice Fuller, with whom concurring Mr. justice

Lamar, dissenting:
I dissent from the conclusion of the court in respect of the

stock received by the subscribers to the bonds. That stock was

not paid for in money or money’s worth, or issued in payment of

debts due from the company, or purchased at sale upon the

market. It was a mere bonus, thrown in with the bonds as

furnishing the inducement to the bond subscription, of largercon

trol over the corporation, and of possible gain without expend

iture. Becoming secured creditors through the bonds, the sub‘

scribers increased their power throught the stock. In my view,

there was no actual payment for the stock, and to treat it as

paid up is to sanction an arrangement to relieve those whocould

reap the benefit derived from the possession of the stock, 1_n the

event of the success, from liability for the consequences, 1" the

event of the failure, of the enterprise. _

When the capital stock of a corporation has become impaired,

or the business in which it has engaged has proven so uiiremun

erative as to call for a change, creditors at large may well de

mand that experiments at rehabilitation should not be conducted

at their risk.

My brother Lamar concurs with me in this dissent.

~_
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COIT V. GOLD AMALGAMATING CO.

SUPREME Comer or THE UNITED STATES, 1886.

(119 U. S. 34-8.)

Shares Issued in Consideration of Property.

Mr. _]'ustice Field: The defendant, the North Carolina Gold

Amalgamating Company, was incorporated under the laws of

North Carolina on the 80th of January, 1874.-, for the purpose,

among other things, of working, milling, smelting, reducing and

assaying ores and metals, with the power to purchase such prop

erty, real and personal, as might be necessary in its business, and

to mortgage or sell the same.

The plaintiff is the holder of a judgment against the company

for $5,4.-89, recovered in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadel

phia, on the 18th of May, 1879, upon its two drafts, one dated

]une 1, 187-1-, and the other August 15, 1874-, each payable four

months after its date. Unable to obtain satisfaction of this judg

ment upon execution, and finding that the company was insol

vent, the plaintiff brought this suit to compel the stockholders to

pay what he claims to be due and unpaid on the shares of the

capital stock held by them, alleging that he had frequently ap

plied to the oflicers of the company to institute a suit for that

purpose, but that under various pretenses they refused to take

any action in the premises.

By its charter the minimum capital stock was fixed at $100,

000, divided into 1,000 shares of $100 each, with power to in

crease it from time to time, by a maiority vote of the stockhold

ers, to two million and a half of dollars. The charter provided

that the subscription to the capital stock might be paid “in such

installments, in such manner and in such property, real and per

sonal,” as a majority of the corporators might determine, and

that the stockholders should not be liable for any loss or dam

ages, or be responsible beyond the assets of the Company. _

Previously to the charter the corporators had been engaged in

mining operations, conducting their business under the name and

title which they took as a corporation. Upon obtainingthe char

Y‘
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ter the capital stock was paid by the property of the former asso

ciation, which was estimated to be of the value of $100,000, the

shares being divided among the stockholders in proportion to

their respective interests in the property. Each stockholder placed

his estimate upon the property, and the average estimate amount

ed to $137,500. This sum they reduced to $100,000, inasmuch

as the capital stock was to be of that amount.

The plaintiff contends, and it is the principal basis of his suit,

that the valuation thus put upon the property was illegally and

fraudulently made at an amount far above its actual value, aver

ring that the property consisted only of a machine for crushing

ores, the right to use a patent called the Crosby process, and the

charter of the proposed organization; that the articles had no

market or actual value, and, therefore, that the capital stock

issued thereon was not fully paid, or paid to any substantial ex

tent, and that the holders thereof were still liable to the corpora

tion and its creditors for the unpaid subscription.

If it were proved that actual fraud was committed in the pay

ment of the stock, and that the complainant had given credit to

"the company from a belief that its stock was fully paid, there

would undoubtedly be substantial ground for the relief asked.

But where the charter authorizes capital stock to be paid in prop

erty, and the shareholders honestly and in good faith put in prop

erty instead of money, in payment of their subscriptions, third

parties have no ground of complaint. The case is very different

from that in which subscriptions to stock are payable in cash,

and where only a part of the installments has been paid. In that

case there is still a debt due to the corporation, which, if it be

come insolvent, may be sequestered in equity by the creditors, as

a trust fund liable to the payment of their debts. But where full

paid stock is issued for property received there must be actual

fraud in the transaction to enable creditors of the corporation to

call the stockholders to account. A gross and obvious overvalu

ation of property would be strong evidence of fraud. Boyntonv.

Hatch, 4.-7 N. Y. 225; Van Cott v. Van Brunt, 82 N. Y. 535; Carr

v. LeFevre, 27 Pa. St. 4.-13.

But the allegation of intentional and fraudulent overvaluation

of the property is not sustained by the evidence. The patent and

the machinery had been used by the corporators in their business,

which was continued under the charter. They were immediately

serviceable, and therefore had to the company a present value.

The corporators may have placed too high an estimate upon the

property, but the court below finds that its valuation was hon

estly and fairly made; and there is onlv one item, the value of the

chartered privileges, which is at all liable to any legal objection.
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But if that were deducted, the remaining amount would be so

near to the aggregate capital that no implication could be raised

against the entire good faith of the parties in the transaction.

In May, 1874, the company increased its stock, as it was au-

thorized to do by its charter, to $1,000,000, or 10,000 shares of

$100 each. This increase was made pursuant to an agreement

with one Howes, by which the company was to give him 2,000‘

shares of the increased stock for certain lands purchased from

him. Of the balance of the increased shares 4.-,000 were divided

among the holders of the original stock upon the return and de

livery to the company of the original certificates, —they thus re

ceiving four shares of the increased capital stock for one of the

original shares returned. The other 4,000 shares were retained

by the company. The land purchased was subject to three mort

gages, of which the plaintiff held the th'rd; and the agreement

was that, under the first mortgage, a sale should be made of the

property, and that mortgages for a like amount should be given.

to the parties according to their several and respective amounts,

and in their respective positions and priorities.

The plaintiff was to be placed by the Company, after the release

of his mortgage, in the same position. Accordingly he made a.

deed to it of all his interest and title under the mortgage held by

him, the trustee joining with him, in which deed the agreement

 

was recited. The company thereupon gave him its mortgage

upon the same and other property, which was payable in install

ments. The plaintiff also received at the same time an accepted

 

draft of Howes’ on the company for $1,000. When the first in-

stallment on the mortgage became due, the company being un

able to pay it, he took its draft for the amount, $3,000, payable

in December following. It is upon these drafts that the judgment

was recovered in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia,

which is the foundation of the present suit. It is in evidence that

the plaintiff was fully aware, at the time, of the increase in the

stock of the company, and of its object. Six months afterwards

the increase was canceled, the outstanding shares were called in,

and the capital stock reduced to its original limit of $100,000.

Nothing was done after the increase to enlarge the liabilities of

the Company. The draft of Howes was passed to the plaintiff

and received by him at the time the agreement was carried out

upon which the increase of the stock was made, and the draft for

$3,000 was for an installment upon the mortgage then executed.

The plaintifif had placed no reliance upon the supposed paid-up

capital of the company on the increased shares, and therefore has

no cause of complaint by reason of their subsequent recall. _Had

  

a new indebtedness been created by the company after the issue.
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of the stock and before its recall, a different question would have

arisen. The creditor in that case, relying on the faith of the stock

being fully paid, might have insisted upon its full payment. But

no such new indebtedness was created, and we think, therefore,

that the stockholders cannot be called upon, at the suit of the

plaintiff, to pay in the amount ofthe stock, which, though issued,

was soon afterwards recalled and canceled.

Judgment affirmed.
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CHAPTER XII.

sruuronv LIABILITY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK V. GUSTIN MINERVA CONSOLI

DATED MINING CO.

SUPREME COURT or MINNESOTA, 1890.

(42 Mlnn. 327-)

Liability of Non-resident Stockholders.

MITCHELL, _I.: This action was brought upon a debt of the de

fendant company, a corporation organized under the laws of

Dakota territory, and against the other defendants, citizens of

this state, as stockholders, to obtain judgment against the com

pany for the amount of the debt, and against the other defend

ants for the respective amounts alleged to be due and unpaid on

the stock held by them, so far as necessary to satisfy the iudgment

against the corporation. To dispose of certain preliminary ques

tions raised by the defendants, it maybe stated at the outset that

it is elementary law that, where a person becomes a stockholder

in a. corporation organized under the laws of a foreign state, he

must be held to contract with reference to all of the laws of the

state under which the corporation is organized and which enter

into its constitution; and the extent of his individual liability as

a shareholder to the creditors ofthe companymust be determined

by the laws of that state, not because such laws are in force in

this state, but because he has voluntarily agreed to the terms of

the company’s constitution. It is equally clear, upon both prin

ciple and authority, that this liability may be enforced by cred

itors wherever they can obtain jurisdiction of the necessary

parties. This does not depend upon any principle of comity, but

upon the right to enforce in anotherjurisdiction acontract validly

entered into. The remedy, however, does not enter into the con

tract itself; and for this reason the individual liability of share

holders can only be enforced by the remedies provided by the laws

of the forum. Hence the question of the liability of the defendant

shareholders must be determined by the laws of Dakota, and that

of remedy by the laws of Minnesota.
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That the remedy resorted to by plaintiff in this case is a proper

one is well settled. Merchants’ Nat. Bank v. Bailey Co., 34

Minn. 323, (25 N. W. Rep. 639). Upon the trial the judge con

sidered it to be one triable by the court, but, on his own motion,

submitted a specific question of fact to a jury; but subsequently,

considering the verdict as immaterial, he proceeded without re

gard to it, and found the facts upon all the issues in the case. As

neither party claims anything from this special finding of the

jury, and as there is no exception which raises the question

whether the action was triable by the court or by a jury, the

whole case is reduced to the single question whether the conclu

sions of law are justified by the findings of fact.

Section 413 of the Civil Code of Dakota provides that “each

stockholder of a corporation is individually and personally liable

for the debts of the corporation to the extent of the amount that

is unpaid upon the stock held by him.” This is but declaratory

of the common law.
The findings of fact, so far as here material, are, in substance,

as follows: Prior to November 13, 1886, there had been organ

ized, and were at that date in existence, under thelaws of Dakota,

two mining corporations, viz., the Gustin Belt Gold MiningC0}11

pany, and the Minerva Mining Company, of the latter of which

the plaintiff, a national banking association of Deadwood, Dak.,

was a creditor. On the date named the defendant corporati011

was organized for the purpose and with intention of consolidat

ing the other two companies, acquiring their property, and with

the property so acquired carrying on a general mining business.

“ At the time of the organization of the defendant company, and

as the scheme on which the same was based, it was agreed bythe

parties_so incorporating, and by those representing and having

~a11th01'1ty to act for the two existing companies, that all the

mines and mining property of such two corporations should,

upon its organization, be transferred and conveyed to the new,

01‘ defendant, company, and constitute its entire capital stock

and resources for the prosecution of its enterprise, and be repre

Senfed in $11611 organizationby a nominal capital stock of $2,500,‘

000, divided into 250,000 shares, of $10 each, which should all

be deemed and held as represented by the properties so conveyed

to it; that 50,000 of said shares should be issued to the former

shareholders of each of the two old companies, and the remaining

  

150,000 shares belong to and constitute the working capital of

the new corporation, and be sold under its authority, and on such

terms as it should direct; and the proceeds of such sales consti

tulle I-1 f1-Ind t0 pay off the debts on the properties, and develop

the mines thereon, and be used generallv in the prosecution of the

business of the new corporation, for the benefit of all its stock
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holders. Thatitwas never expected or intended by such corpora

tion, or by those to whom its stock was issued, that any sub

scription to the capital stock of the new company should ever be

made, or that any capital stock should ever be taken, or any

capital subscribed for or paid in, except by conveyance to it of the

mining properties referred to, and the sale of the stock reserved '

for its working capital, in open market, for such sum as could be

obtained therefor." This scheme was carried into effect by the

conveyance to the new or defendant corporation of the properties

ofthe two old corporations, and the issue to their stockholders,

according to their respective holdings, of 100,000 shares of the

stock ofthe new company (called in the findings “Old Company

Stock”) as paid-up stock, and by placing the remaining 150,000

in charge of the board of directors, to be by them sold in the open

market for such price per share (not less than 50 cents) as could

be obtained therefor. The mining properties of the two old com

panies conveyed to the new company were not worth to exceed

$50,000 cost, and were at the time of this scheme of consolidation

-considered and estimated as of the aggregate value of $100,000.

The new and defendant companyassumed payment of the indebt

edness of the Minerva Mining Company to the plaintiff, which

-consented to a novation of its debt, accepting the notes of the de

fendant company in place of those of the old Minerva Company.

This is the claim upon which this action is brought. The court

also finds “that the payees in said notes named, and the general

managing oflicer of the plaintiff, well knew, at the time of the

-execution of said notes and of their indorsement and delivery to

the plaintiff, all the facts hereinbefore stated, relating to the

organization of the defendant corporation and the understand

ing and plan of its organization, and so dealt with the defendant

knowing such matters, and were parties to and interested in the

-original scheme of the incorporation of the defendant company as

in the findings set forth.” This must be construed as meaning

that the “general managing ofiicer” referred to is the person who _

transacted the business with the defendant company in taking

these notes, and of the benefit of whose action in that regard the

plaintiff has availed itself. Notice to him must be deemed notice

to the plaintifil - _

Returning, now, to the subsequent management of the affairs

of the defendant company, the board of directors, pursuant to the

-scheme of organization, offered for sale in the open market the

150,000 shares remaining in the treasury, as fully paid-up stock,

and some of it was bought as such by the other defendants in

good faith, for a price exceeding its fair market value, (but not

exceeding one dollar per share,) believing it to be fully paid-up

stock. This is called in the findings “Treasury Stock.” The

\
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holders of the old company stock also placed their stock in the

market, some of which the defendants also bought, under like cir

cumstances and in the same belief. In March, 1887, the board of

directors, pursuant to a resolution adopted by them, distributed

pro rata among the individual shareholders all the stock remain

ing unsold in the treasury. Of this the individual defendants re

ceived their respective shares, for which they paid nothing. This

is called in the findings “Pro rate Stock.” The court also finds

that none of such defendants ever contracted, promised, or in any

manner agreed, or intended to contract, promise, or agree, to pay,

on account of such stock, any other or different or greater sum or

consideration, unless the law would impose or imply such prom

ise, contract, or agreement from the foregoing facts. The hold

ings of the defendants consist, in part, of old company stock, in

part of treasury stock, and in part of pro rate stock.

The contention ofthe plaintiff is that the defendant sharehold

ers are individually liable, as for unpaid stock subscriptions, for

amounts equal to the amount of their stock, less the value Ol

what they have actually paid therefor, viz., nine dollars per share

on the old company and treasury stock, for which they paid in

value only one dollar per share, and ten dollars per share on the

pro rate stock, for which they paid nothing. If these stockhold

ers were indebted to the corporation for unpaid instalments on

stock, this debt would be an asset of the corporation which, in

case it became insolvent, any creditor might always enforce for

the purpose of satisfying his claim. But it is very clear from the

facts that the defendant company has no claim against the de

fendant stockholders. They owe it nothing. As between them

and it, the arrangement by which this stock was issued and sold,

or given away, as fully paid stock, is entirely valid. But the

plaintiff bases its claim upon the familiar doctrine that the capl

tal stock of a corporation is a trust fund for the benefit of its

creditors, and that, if shares are not in fact paid up, an arrange

ment between the corporation and the shareholders that they

shall be deemed paid up, although valid between the company

and the stockholder, will be ineffectual as to creditors, and that

equity will hold the shareholder liable for the amount not in fact

paid on his stock, to the extent necessary to satisfy the demands

of creditors. We waive consideration of the question, "."..ic'|1

may, at least, admit of doubt) whether plaintifi‘s '.)rnplaint iS

sufficient to entitle it to such relief. See Plzelan ,1, Hazard, 5 Dill.

4.-5; Cook, Stocks, §4-7; Scovill v. Tlzayer. 1(j5 U, S, 143.

The general proposition advanced byrlajtltificannotbe conllfo"

verted, but the principle upon whi~!:_ _'_,;‘; trust in favor of credit

ors rests and is administered ,r‘,,lst notbe overlooked, The whole

doctrine that the capital stgjck of corporations is a trust fund for

Ap
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the payment of creditors rests upon the equitable consideration

that the distribution of the capital among stockholders without

making adequate provision for the payment of debts, or the issue

of fictitiously paid—up stock, is a fraud upon creditors who con

tract with the corporation in reliance upon its capital remaining

intact, or in reliance upon the professed capital having been in

fact paid up in full. But when the reason for the rule does not

exist the rule itself ceases to apply. This trust does not arise ab

solutely in every case, in favor of every and any creditor. It is

not true, and no case can be found which holds, that it is in the

power ofa creditor in every and all cases, as a matter ofright,to

institute an inquiry as to the value or amount of the considera

tion given for stock issued as fully paid up, any more than thatit

would be his right, in any and every case, to inquire into the dis

tribution of the capital among the shareholders. It is only those

creditors who can fairly allege that they have relied, or whom

the law presumes to have relied, upon the amount ofcapital stock

of the company, who have a right to make such inquiry, or in

whose favor equity will impress a trust upon the subscription to

the stock, and set aside a fictitious arrangement for its payment.

For example, to distribute the capital among the shareholders

without provision for paying corporate debts would be a fraud

on existing creditors, as well as on such subsequent creditors as

deal with the corporation in reliance upon tl1e assumption that

its professed capital remains intact. An illustration of this kind

is to be found in the very first case in which what is now called

the “American doctrine" was announced by Justice Story. We

refer to the case of Wood v. Dummer, 3 Mason, 308, where a

banking association distributed three-fourths of its capital among

its shareholders without providing for the payment of bill

holders, and the court impressed a trust in their favor upon the

capital in the hands of the shareholders. So, again, where corp

orations have organized and engaged in business with a certain

amount of ostensible and professed paid-up capital, but which

was not in fact paid in, there are numerous cases in which the

courts have set aside the arrangement by which the stock was

called “paid-up,” and impressed a trust upon the subscription of

the shareholder in favor of subsequent creditors who relied upon,

or whom the law would presume to have relied upon, the appar

ent and professed amount ofcapital. To this class belong many

of the cases cited by plaintiff, as for example, Sawyer v. Hoag, 17

Wall. 610; Wetlzerbee v. Baker, 35 N. ]. Eq. 501.

While the courts have not always had occasion to state the

limitations upon the doctrine that “ the capital is a trust fund for

the benefit of creditors,” yet we think that it will be found that

in every case where they have impressed a trust upon the sub
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scription of the shareholders, it has been in favor of creditors be

coming such afterwards, and hence fairly to be presumed as rely

ing upon the amount of capital which the company was repre

sented as having. We are referred to none, and have found none,

where any such trust has been enforced in favor of creditors who

have dealt with the corporation with full knowledge ofthe facts.

The reason is apparent, for in such cases no fraud, actual or con

structive, has been committed on such creditors. If a corporation

issue new shares after the claim of a creditor arose, it is clear that

the latter could not have dealt with the company on the faith of

any capital represented by them. Whatever was contributed as

capital in respect of the new shares was a clear gain to the cred

itor’s security. So,too,if a party deals with a corporation with

full knowledge of the fact that its nominal paid-up capital has not

in fact been paid for in money or property to the full amount of

its par value, he deals solely on the faith of what has been actu

ally paid in, and has no equitable right to insist on the contribu

tion of a greater amount of capital by the shareholders than the

corporation itself could claim as part of its assets. Coit v. Gold

Amalgamating Co., 14. Fed. Rep. 12, same case 119 U. S. 343 (7

Sup. Ct. Rep. 231). This doctrine with respect to trusts has no

application to a case where a party, like the plaintiff, was cogni

zant of the whole arrangement under which the stock of the de

fendant company was issued, and of what was paid or intended

to be paid for it, and who accepted a novation of its debt with

full knowledge of these facts, and received as great or greater

security for it than it had before. To hold otherwise would

be to perpetrate a fraud on the stockholders, and not on the

creditors.

These views effectually dispose ofthe question of the liability of

the defendants, at least on account of their old company and

treasury stock. We think it also logically follows from what we

have said that the defendants are not liable to the plaintiff upon

their “pro rate" stock as for unpaid stock subscriptions. This

stock had not been issued when plaintiffs‘ debt was contracted.

It could not have dealt with the company on the faith of any

capital represented by these shares. In fact, it knew that no such

capital had been paid in, unless the mining properties of the two

old companies can be considered as represented in part by them;

and the value of these properties remained the same, and they

were equally available to creditors, whether represented by 100,‘

000 shares or250,000 shares of stock. Under such circumstances,

the plaintiffhas no equitable right to insist on the contribution

of a greater amount of capital by the holders ofthese shares than

the corporation itself could insist on. 2 Mor. Priv. Corp., §§ 832»

833- judgment affirmed.
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HUNTINGTON V. ATTRILL.

SUPREME COURT or THE U:~n'r1~:n STATES, 1892.

(146 U. S. 667.)

Enforcement of Penal Liability.

Mr. justice Gray: This was a bill in equity, filed March 21,

1888, in the circuit court of Baltimore city, by Collis P. Hunting

ton, a resident of New York, against the Equitable Gas Light

Company of Baltimore, a corporation of Maryland, and against

Henry Y. Attrill, his wife and three daughters, all residents oi

Canada, to set aside a transfer of stock in that company, made

by him for their benefit and in fraud of his creditors, and to

charge that stock with the payment of a judgment recovered by

the plaiiitiif against him in the state ofNew York upon his liabil

ity as a director in a New York corporation, under the statute of

New York of 1875, c. 611, the material provisions of which are

copied in the margin.* The bill alleged that on]une15th, 1866,

the plaintiff recoved, in the supreme court of the state of New

York, in an action brought by him against Attrill on March 21,

1883, ajudgment for the sum of $100,240, which had not been

paid, secured or satisfied; and that the cause of action on which

that judgment was recovered was as follows: On February 29,

1880, the Rockaway Beach Improvement Company, limited, of

which Attrill was an incorporator and a director, became a cor

poration under the law ofNew York, with acapital stock of $700,

000. On june 15, 1880, the plaintiif lent that company the sum

of $100,000, to be repaid on demand. On February 26, 1880,

Attrill was elected one of the directors of the company and ac

cepted the oihce, and continued to act as a director until after

January 29, 1881. On June 30, 1880, Attrill, as a director or the

company, signed and made oath to, and caused to be recorded,

as required by the law of New York, a certificate, which he knew

to be false, stating that the whole of the capital stock of the cor

poration had been paid in, whereas in truth no part had been paid!

 

 

‘Sec. 21. If any certificate or report made, or public notice given, by the oficers ofnriy

such corporation, shall be false in any material representation, nil the ofiiccrs who shall

have signed the same shall bejointly and severally liable for all the debts of the corpora

th 1'tion contracted while they are ofiiccrs ereo . _ _

Sec. 37. In limited liability companies, all the stockholders shall be severally individu

ally liable to the creditor: ofthe company in which they are stockholders to un amount

equal to the amount 0! stock held by them respectively, for all debts and contracts mad:

__~
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in, and b_v making such false certificate became liable, by the law

of New York, for all the debts of the company contracted before

January 29, 1881, including its debt to the plaintiff. On March

8, 1882. by proceedings in a court of New York, the corporation

was declared to be insolvent and to have been so since]uly,l880,

and was dissolved. A duly exemplified copy of the record of that

judgment was annexed to and made part ofthe bill.

The bill also alleged that “at the time of its dissolution as

aforesaid, the said company was indebted to the plaintiff and to

other creditors to an amount far in excess of its assets; that by

the law of the state of New York all the stockholders of the com

pany were liable to pay all its debts, each to the amount of the

stock held by him, and the defendant, Henry Y. Attrill, was liable

at said date and on April 14-, 1882, as such stockholder. to the

amount of $340,000, the amount of stock held by him, and was

on both dates also severally and directly liable as a director, hav

ing signed the false report above mentioned, for all the debts of

said company contracted between February 26, 1880, and ]anu

ary 29, 1881, which debts aggregate more than the whole value

of the property owned by said Attrill." '

The bill further alleged that Attrill was in March, 1882, and

had ever since remainedindividuallyliable in a large amount over

and above the debts for which he was liable as a stockholder and

director in the company, and that he was insolvent, and had

secreted and concealed all his property for the purpose of defraud

ing his creditors.
The bill then alleged that in April, 1882, Attrill acquired a large

amount of stock in the Equitable Gas Light Company, of Balti

more, and forthwith transferred into his own name as trustee for

his wife 1,000 shares of such stock, and as trustee for each of his

three daughters, 250 shares of the same, without valuable con

sideration, and with intent to delav, hinder and defraud his cred

-itors, and especially with the intent to delay, hinder and defraud

this plaintiff of his lawful suits, damages, debts and demands

.against Attrill, arising out of the cause of action on which the

aforesaid judgment was recovered, and out of the plaintil§f’s claim

against him as a. stockholder; that the plaintiff in ]une, 18801
 

by such company. until the whole amount ofcn ital i ' fix d limited b such com

PBHY 1155 béfllglaid in, and a certificate thereof ‘has liicteorickmadg hilid recordedy as herein

nfter prescribe . . . . The capital stock of every such limited liability com any shrill

be paid iu,_one-half thereof within one year and the other half thereof within gwo years

fl'_On1 the mcorporntioii of said company. or such corporation shall be dissolved. The

d"'=°'=°"5 05"fly such company, within thirty (luvs after payment of the last instalment

of the cu.plt_a_l stock. shall make a certificate stating the amount of the cnpitnl so paid in,

which <-‘ertlhcme shall be signed and sworn to by the president and amajority 01'5"
d"'"€°"? ‘:5? they 5111111. Wlfihill 1ih€_said thirty days, record the same in the oflice of the

ifgfieifgiytfiafegtev and °f the ¢0I1fliy\n which the principal business oflice of such corpora

$°°' 33- Th‘ ‘1l"°1""°I1 5°!‘ any cause whatever of nn cor or on created as :10"‘md 511°" 11°“ "kc ¥\‘-V511‘ 0!‘ imnnir any remedy given agginwtgiiciiticorporation,its stock

holders or officers, for any liabilities incurred previous to its dissolution.
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and ever since was domiciled and resident in the state of New

York; and that from February, 1880, to December 6, 1884.-,

Attrill was domiciled and resident in that state; and that his

transfers ofstock in the gas company were made in the citv of

New York, where the principal otlice of the company then was,

and where all its transfers of stock were made; and that those

transfers were, by the laws of New York, as well as by those of

Maryland, fraudulent and void as against the creditors of Attrill,

including the creditors of the Rockaway Company, and were

fraudulent and void as against the plaintifii.

The bill further, by distinct allegations, averred that those

transfers, unless set aside and annulled by a court of equity,

would deprive the plaintiff of all his rights and interests of every

sort therein, to which hewas entitled as a creditor ofAttrill at the

time when those fraudulent transfers were made; and “that the

said fraudulent transfers were wholly without legal consideration,

were fraudulent and void, and should be set aside by a court of

equity.” '

The bill prayed that the transfer of shares in the gas company

be declared fraudulent and void and executed for the purpose of

defrauding the plaintiff out of his claim as existing creditor; that

the certificates of those shares in the name of Attrill, as trustee,‘

be ordered to be brought into court and cancelled; and that the

shares “be decreed to be subject to the claim of this plaintiff on

the judgment aforesaid,” and to be sold by a trustee appointed

by the court and new certificates issued by the gas company to

the purchasers, and for further relief. _

One of the daughters demurred to the bill because it showed

that the plaintiffs claim was for the recovery ofa penalty against

Attrill arising under a statute of the state of New York, and be

cause it did not state a case which entitled the plaintiff to any

relief in a court of equity in the state of Maryland.

By a stipulation of counsel, filed in the cause, it was agreed

that, for the purpose of the demurrer, the bill should be treated

as embodying the New York statute ofjune 31, 1875, and that

the Rockaway Beach Improvement Company, limited, was in

corporated under the provisions ofthat statute.

The circuit court of Baltimore city overruled the demurrer. On

appeal to the court of Appeals ofthe state of Maryland the order

was reversed and the bill dismissed. 70 Maryland, 191.

The ground most prominently brought forward and most fully

discussed in the opinion of the majority of the court, delivered by

judge Bryan, was that the liability imposed by section.2l of the

statute ofNew Yorkupon oflicers of a corporation making a false

certificate of its condition was for all its debts, without inquiring

whether a creditor had been deceived and induced by deception to
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lend his money or to give credit, or whether he had incurred loss

to any extent by the inability of the corporation to pay, and

without limiting the recovery to the amount of loss sustained,

and was intended as a punishment for doing of any of the forbid

den acts, and was, therefore, in view of the decisions in that state

and in Maryland, a penalty which could not be enforced in the

state of Maryland; and that the jud2'ment obtained in New York

for this penalty, while it “merged the original cause of action so

that a suit cannot be again maintained upon it,” and “is also

conclusive evidence of its existence in the form and under the cir

cumstances stated in the pleadings,” yet did not change the

nature of the transaction, but, within the decision of this court

in Wisconsin v. Pelican Ins. Co., 127 U. S. 265, was in it “essen

tial nature and real foundation” the same as the original cause

of action, and therefore, a suit could not be maintained upon such

a judgment beyond the limits of the state in which it was ren

dered. Pp. 193-198.

The court then took tip the clause of the bill above quoted, in

which it was sought to charge Attrill as originally liable under

the statute of New York, both as a stockholder and as a director;

and observing that “this liability is asserted to exist inde

pendently of the judgment,” summarily disposed of it, upon the

grounds that it could not attach to him as a stockholder, because

he had not been sued, as required bythe New York statute, within

two years after the plaintiffs debt became due; nor as a director,

because “the judgment against Attrill for having made the false

report certainly merges all right of action against him on this

account; ” but that, if he was liable at the time and on the

grounds “mentioned in this clause of the bill,” this liability was

barred by the statute of limitations of Maryland, pp. 198, 199.

Having thus decided against the plaintiffs claim under his

judgment upon the single ground that it was for a penalty under

the statute of New York, and, therefore, could not be enforced in

Maryland, and against any original liability under the statute,

for various reasons, the opinion concluded: “Upon the whole, it

appears to us that the complainant has no cause of action, which

he can maintain in this state.” P. 199,

Judge Stone, With whom Judge McSlien'y concurred, dissented

from the opinion of the court, upon the ground that it did not

give due effect to the act of congress, passed in pursuance of the

Constitution of the United States, and providing that the records

of_ judgments rendered by a court of any State shall have such

faith and credit given to them in every court within the United

States as they have bylaw or usage in the courts of the State

whence they are taken. Act of May 26, 1790, c. 11, 1 Stat. 122;

R6“ Stat-§ 905. He began his opinion by saying: “I look upon
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the principal point as a Federal question, and am governed in my

views more by my understanding ofthe decisions of the Supreme

Court ofthe United States than by the decisions ofthe state courts.”

And he concluded thus: “I think the Supreme Court, in 127 U.S.,

meant to confine the operation of the rule that no country will

execute the penal laws of another to such laws as are properly

classed as criminal. It is not very easy to give any brief defini

tion of a criminal law. It may, perhaps, be enough to say that,

in general, all breaches of duty that confer no rights upon an in

dividual or person, and which the State alone can take cognizance

of, are in their nature criminal, and that all such come within the

rule. But laws which, while imposing a duty, at the same time

confer a right upon the citizen to claim damages for its nonper

formance, are not criminal. If all the laws of the latter desciption

are held penal in the sense of criminal, that clause in the Constitu

tion which relates to records and judgments is of comparatively

little value. There is a large and constantly increasing number

of cases that may in one sense be termed penal, but can in no

sense be classed as criminal. Examples of these may be found in

suits for damages for negligence in causing death, for double

damages for the injury to stock where railroads have neglected

the state laws for fencing in their tracks, and the liability of oili

cers of corporations for the debts of the company. by reason of

their neglect of a plain duty imposed by statute. I cannot think

that judgments on such claims are not within the protection

given by the Constitution of the United States. I, therefore,

think the order in this case should be aflirmed.” pp. 200-205.

A writ of error was sued out by the plaintiff and allowed bythe

Chiefjustice ofthe Court of Appeals of Maryland upon the ground

“that the said Court of Appeals is the highest court of law or

equity in the State of Marylaiidin which adecision in the said suit

could be had; that in said suit a right and privilege are claimed

under the Constitution and statutes of the United States, and the

decision is against the right and privilege set up and claimed by

your petitioner under said Constitution and statutes; and that in

said suit there is drawn in question the validity of astatute of

and an authority exercised under the United States, and the de

cision is against the validity of such statute and of such au

thori ty.”

It thus appears that the judgment recovered in New York was

made the foremost ground of the bill, was fully discussed and dis

tinctly passed upon by the majority of the Court of Appeals of

Maryland, and was the only subject of the dissenting opinion;

and that the court, without considering whether the validity of

the transfers impeached as fraudulent was to be governed by the

law of New York or by the law of Maryland, and without a sug
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gestion that those transfers, alleged to have been made by Aftflll

with intent to delay, hinder and defraud all his creditors, were

not voidable by subsequent, as well as existing creditors, orbythat

thev could not be avoided bv the plaintiff claiming under the

judgment reco vpredd by him _againslt1_Att_ri£tatftei('1 thosbe‘were made, dec ine to maintain is rig o 0 so _’ '

that judgment. simply because the judgmenthfld, 115 the court

held, been recovered in another State in an action for a penalty.

The question whether due faith and credit were thereby denied

to the judgment renderediu another State is a Federal q1.1e5f1011,0f

which this court has jurisdiction on this writ of error. Green V

Van Buskirk, 5 Wall. 307, 31.1; Crapo v. Kelly, 16 Wall. 610,

619; Dupasseur v. Rochereau, 21 Wall. 130, 134; Crescent City

C0. v. Butchers’ Union, 120 U. s. 141, 146, 147; Cole v- 9""

ningham 133 U. S. 107; Carpenter v. Strange» 141U- 5- 871103‘

In order to determine this question it will be necessary, in the

first place to consider the true scope and meaning of the funda

mental maxim of international law, states by Chief Justicc Mar

shall in the fewest possible words: “The courts of no c0untrY

execute the penal laws of another." The Antelope, 10 Wheaton,

66,123. In interpreting this maxim there is danger Of bemg

mislead by the different shades of meaning allowd to the Word

“penal” in our language. _
In the municipal law of England and America_ the word?!

“penal” and “penalty” have been used in var10\15 $611595

Strictly and primarilv they denote punishment, whether corporal

or pecuniary, imposed and enforced bv the state for a crime or

offence against its laws. United States v. Reisinger, 128 U. $

398 402‘? United States v. Cliouteau, 102 U. s. 603, 611. But

they are also commonly used as including any extraordinary ha"

bility to which the law subjects a wrong doer in favor of the per

son wronged, not limited to the damages suffered. They are so

elastic in meaning as even to be familiarly applied to cases Of Pm‘

vate contracts, wholly independent of statutes, as when we 5P°“k

of the “penal sum,” or “penaltv ” of a bond. In the w01'd5 Of

Chief justice Marshall: “In geiieral, a sum of money in gross,110

be paid for the noiiperformance of an agreement, is considered as

a penalty, the legal operation of which is to cover the damages

which the party in whose favor the stipulation is made 1119-)’ havs

sustained from the breach of contract by the opposite party

Taylor v. Sandiford, 7 Wheat. 13, 17. ,
Penal laws, strictly and properlv, are those imposing punisl1

meut for an offence committed against the state, and which, by

the English and_American constitutions, theexecutive of the state

has the power to pardon. Statutes giving a private_ action

against the wrongdoer are sometimes spoken of as penal in their

~' __J
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nature, but in such cases it has been pointed out that neither the

liability imposed nor the remedy given is strictly penal.

The action of an owner of property against the hundred to re

cover damages caused by a mob was said byjustices Willes and

Buller to be “penal against the hundred, but certainly remedial

as to the sufferer."

Hyde v. Cogan, 2 Doug. 699, 705, 706. A statute giving the

right to recover back money lost at gaming, and if the loser does

not sue within a certain time, authorizing a qui tam action to be

brought by any other person for threefold the amount, has been

held to be remedial as to the loser, though penal as regards the

suitby acommoninformer. Bones v.BootI1,2 W. Bl.1226; Brandon

v. Pate, 2 H. Bl. 308; Grace v. McE1roy, 1 Allen, 563; Read v.

Stewart, 129 Mass. 407, 4.-10; Cole v. Groves, 134 Mass. 471.

As said by Mr.]usticc Ashhurst in the King’s Bench, and repeated by

Mr. Justice Wilde in Supreme judicial Court of Massachusetts, “it

has been held in many instances that where a statute gives accu

mulative damages to the party grieved it is not a penal action.”

Woodgate v. Knatcbbull, 2 T. R. 148, 154; Read v. Chelmslbrd,

16 Pick. 128, 132. Thus a statute giving to a tenant ousted

without notice double the yearly value of the premises against

the landlord has been held to be “not like a penal law where a

punishment is imposed for a crime,” but “rather as a remedial

than a penal law,” because “the act in deed does give a penalty,

but it is to the party grieved.” Lake v. Smith, 1 Bos. & Pul. (N.

P.) 174, 179, 180, 181; Wilkinson v. Colley, 5 Burrow, 2694,

2698. So in an action given by statute to a traveller injured

through a defect in a highway for double damages against the

town it was held unnecessary to aver that the facts constituted an

offence, or to conclude against the form of the statute, because,

as ChiefJustice Shaw said: “The action is purely remedial, and

has none of the characteristics of a penal prosecution. All dam

ages for neglect or breach of duty operate to a ceitain extent as

punishment, but the distinction is that it is prosecuted for the

purpose of punishment and to deter others from offending in a

like manner. Here the plaintiff sets out the liabilities of the town

to repair and an injury to himself from a failure to perform that

duty. The law gives him enhanced damages, but still they are

recoverable to his own use, and in form and substance the suit

calls for indemnity.” Reed v. Nortbfield, 13 Pick. 94, 100, 101.

II I- Q Q III if -I 'I Q l i ‘I’ ‘I

The provision of the statute of New York, now in question,

making the oflicers of a. corporation who sign and record a false

-certificate of the amount of its capital stock, liable for all its debts
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is in no sense a criminal or quasi criminal law. The statute,

while it enables persons complying with its provisions to do busi

ness as a corporation, without being subject to the liability of

general partners, takes pains to secure and maintain a proper

corporate fund for the payment of the corporate debts. With this

aim it makes the stockholders individually liable for the debts of

the corporation until the capital stock is paid in and a certificate

of the payment made by the oflicers, and makes the oflicers liable

for any false and material representation in that certificate. The

individual liability of the stockholders takes the place of a corpor

ate fund until that fund has been duly created, and the individual

liability of the oflicers takes the place of the fund in case their

statement that it has been duly created is false. If the oflicers do

not truly state and record the facts which exempt them from lia

bility they are made liable directly to every creditor of the com

pany, who by reason of their wrongful acts has not the security

for the payment of his debt out of the corporate property, on

which he had a right to rely. As the statute imposes a burden

some liability on the officers for their wrongful act, it may

well be considered penal, in the sense that it should be strictly

construed. But as it gives a civil remedy at the private suit of

the creditor only, and measured by the amount of his debt it is as

to him clearly remedial. To maintain such a suit is not to ad

minister a punishment imposed upon an offender against the

State, but simply to enforce a private right secured under its laws

to an individual. We can see no just ground, on principle, for

holding such a statute to be a penal law, in the sense that it can

not be enforced in a foreign state or country.
The decisions of a Court of Appeals of Ne-w York, so far as they

have been brought to our notice, fall short of holding that the

liability imposed upon the ofiicers of the corporation by such stat

utes is a punishment or penalty which cannot be enforced in an

other State.
Q -It -it -x- 0 -n» or an 1 4|» an it *

It is true that the courts of some States, including Marylalld,

have declined to enforce a similar liability imposed by the statute

of another State. But in each of these cases it appears to have

been assumed to be a sufficient ground for that conclusion, that

the liability was not founded in contract, but was in the nature

of a penalty imposed by statute, and no reasons were given i-01'

considering the statute apenal law in the strict, primary and

international sense. Derrickson v. Smith, 3 Dutcher (27 N

 

Law), 166; Halsey v. McLean, 12 Allen, 438; First National’

Bank v. Price, 33 Maryland, 487,

.___..-air
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It is also true that in Steam_Eng1'ne Co.v.Hubbard,101 U.S. 188,

192, Mr. justice Clifi'ord referred to those cases by way of argu

ment. But in that case, as well as in Chase v. Curtis, 113 U. S.

4.-52, the only point adjudged was that such statutes were so far

penal that they must be construed strictly, and in both cases jur

isdiction was assumed by the Circuit Court of the United States,

and not doubted by this court, which could hardly have been if

the statute had been deemed penal within the maxim of interna

tional law. In Flash v. C0n11., 109 U. S. 371, the liability sought

to be enforced under the statute ofNew York was the liability of

a stockholder arising upon contract, and no question was pre

sented as to the nature ofthe liability of oflicers.

But in Hornor v. Henning, 93 U. S. 228, this court declined to

consider a similar liability of oflicers of a corporation in the Dis

trict of Columbia as a penalty. See also Neal v. Jlloultrie, 12

Georgia, 104; Cady v. Sandford, 53 Vermont, 632, 639, 640;

Nickerson v. Wheeler, 118 Mass. 295, 298; Post v. Toledo, etc.,

Railroad, 144- Mass. 341, 34.-5; Wolverton v. Taylor, 132 Illinois,

197; Morawetz on Corporations (2d ed.), § 908.

Q I Q I I’ l * D I’ ‘I Q Q §

In this view that the question is not one of local, but ofinterna

tional law, we fully concur. The test is not by what name the

statute is called by the legislature or the courts of the States in

which it is passed, but whether it appears to the tribunal which

is called upon to enforce it to be, in its essential character and

effect a punishment of an offence against the public, or a grant of

a civil right to a private person.

In this country the question of international law must be deter

mined in the first instance by the court, state or national, in

which the suit is brought. If the suitis brought in a Circuit Court

of the United States it is one of those questions of general juris

prudence which that court must decide for itself, uncontrolled by

local decisions. Burgress v. Seligman, 107 U. S. 20, 33. Texas

&Pacific Railway v. Cox, 145 U. S. 593, 605, above cited. If a

suit on the original liability under the statute of one State is

brought in a court of another State, the Constitution and laws of

the United States have not authorized its decision upon such a

question to be reviewed by this court. New YorkIns. C0.v.Hendren,

92 U. S. 286; Roth v. El1fl7&fl, 107 U. S. 319. But ifthe original

liability has passed intojudgment in one State, the courts ot'_an

other State, when asked to enforce it, are bound by the Constitu

tion and laws of the United States to give full faith and credit to

thatjudgment, and ifthey do not, their decision, as said_ at the

outset of this opinion, may be reviewed and reversed by this court

on writ of error.
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The essential nature and real foundation of a cause of action,

indeed, are not changed by recovering judgment upon it. This

was directly adjudged in Wisconsin v. Pelican Ins. Co., above

cited. The difference is only in the appellate jurisdiction of this

court in the one case or in the other.

If a suit to enforce a judgment rendered in one State, and which

has not changed the essential nature of the liability, is brought

in the courts of another State, this court, in order to determine,

on writ of error, whether the highest court of the latterState has

given full faith and credit to the judgment, must determine for

itself whether the original cause of action is penal in the interna

tional sense. The case, in this regard, is analogous to one aris

ing under the clause of the Constitution which forbids a State to

pass any law impairing the obligation of contracts, in which, if

the highest court of a State decides nothing but the original con

struction and obligation of a contract, this court has no jurisdic

tion to review its decision, but if the state court gives effect to a

subsequent law, which is impugned as impairing the obligation

of a contract, this court has power, in order to determine whether

any contract has been impaired, to decide for itself what the true

construction of the contract is. New Orleans Waterworks v.

Louisiana Sugar Co., 125 U. S. 18, 38. So if the state court,in an

action to enforce the original liability under the law of another

State, passes upon the nature of that liability and nothing else,

this court cannot review its decision; but if the state court

declines to give full faith and credit to a judgment of another

State, because of its opinion as to the nature of the cause of action

on which the judgment was recovered, this court, in determining

whether full faith and credit have been given to thatjudgment,

must decide for itself the nature of the original liability.

Whether the Court of Appeals of Maryland gave full faith and

credit to the judgment recovered by this plaintiff in New York_d€

pends upon the true construction of the provision of the Constitu

tion and of the act of Congress upon that subject.

The provision of the Constitution is as follows: “Full faith

and credit shall be given in each State to the public acts, r€C0I‘d5

and judicial proceedings of every other State. And the Congt6SS

may, by general laws, prescribe the manner in which such acts,

records and proceedings shall be proved and the effect thereof.”

Art. 4, sec. 1.
This clause of the Constitution, like the less perfect provision on

the subject in the articles of Confederation, as observed by M1‘

]ustice Story, “was intended to give the same conclusive effect to

judgments of all the States, so as‘ to promote uniformity, as W611

as certainty, in the rule among them,” and had three distinct Ob

jects: First, to declare, and by its own force establish, that full

if

_~
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faith and credit should be given to the judgments of every other

State; second, to authorize Congress to prescribe the manner of

authenticating them; and third, to authorize Congress to pre

scribe their etiect when so authenticated. Story on the Constitu

tion, §§ 1807, 1308.

Congress, in the exercise of the power so conferred, besides pre

scribing the manner in which the records and judicial proceedings

of any State may be authenticated, has defined the effect thereof

by enacting that “the said . records and judicial proceedings so

authenticated shall have such faith and credit given to them in

every court within the United States as they have bylaw or usage

in the courts of the State from which they aretaken.” Rev. Stat.

§ 905, re-enacting Act ofMay 26, 1790, c. 11, 1 Stat. 122.

These provisions of the Constitution and laws of the United

States are necessarily to be read in the light of some established

principles, which they were not intended to overthrow. They

give no effect tojudgments of a court which had no jurisdiction.

ofthe subject matter or of the parties. D’Arcy v. Ketclzum, 11

How. 165; Thompson v. Whitman, 18 Wall. 457. And theycon

fer no newjurisdiction on the courts of any State, and therefore

do not authorize them to takejurisdiction of a suit or prosecu

tion ofsuch a penalnature; that it cannot on settled rules of pub

lic and international law be entertained by the judiciary of any

other State than that in which the penalty was incurred. Wis

consin v. Pelican Ins. Co., above cited.

Nor do these provisions put thejudgments of other States upon

the footing of domestic judgments, to be enforced by execution,

but they leave the manner in which they may be enforced to the

law of the State in which they are sued on, pleaded or offered in

evidence. McEIn10_yIe v. Cohen, 13 Pet. 312, 325. But when

duly pleaded and proved in a court of that State they have the

eflect of being not merely prima facie evidence, but conclusive

proof, of the rights thereby adjudicated; and arefusalto give them

the force and effect in this respect which they had in the State in

which they were rendered denies to the party a right secured to

him by the Constitution and laws of the United States. Christ

mas v. Russell, 5 Wall. 290; Green v. Pan Buskirk, 5 Wall. 307,

and 7 Wall. 139; Insurance C0. v. Harris, 97 U. S. 331, 336;

Crescent City C0. v. Butchees' Union, 120 U. S. 14.-1, 146, 14-7;

Carpenter v. Strange, 14~1 U. S. 87. V

Thejudgrnent rendered by a court of the State of New York,

now in question is not impugned for any want ofjurdiction in

that court. The statute under which that judgment was recov

ered was not, for the reasons already stated at length, a penal

law in the international sense. The faith and credit, force and

effect, which that judgment had by law and usage in New York,
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was to be conclusive evidence of a direct civil liability from the in

dividual defendant to the individual plaintiff for a certain sum of

money and a debt ofrecord, on which an action would lie, as on

any other civil judgment inter partes. The Court of Appeals of

Maryland, therefore, in deciding this case against the plaintiff

upon the ground that the judgment was not one which it was

bound in any manner to enforce, denied to the judgment the full

faith, credit and effect to which it was entitled under the Constitu

tion and laws of the United States.

iii

COMMONWEALTH V. NORTHERN ELECTRIC LIGHT AND

POWER COMPANY.‘

SUPREME Comm‘ or PENNSYLVANIA, 1891.

(145 Pa. St. 105.)

What is a “Manufactiiri'ng" Corporation?

Williams, ].: This case presents a. new and interesting ques

tion,viz.: Is a company that produces electricity, and sells it to cus

tomers for the generation of light, heat or power, a manufactur

ing company, within the meaning of the act of 1885, exempfrlflg

the capital stock of manufacturing companies from taxation?

This case was tried without a jury, and the facts upon which the

judgment was based appear in the findings of the court below.

One of these, which was based upon the opinion, and largely

expressed in the words of an expert electrician, who was called aS

a witness, asserts that the electricity sold by the company was

-created by the process adopted by the company. The leflmed

iudge says: “The electricity which furnishes the light does not

exist until the armature revolves. The revolution of the armature

brings into being something that did not exist befoi-e,— that is,

this electric energy, or energy in this electric form.” In the same

fincling he describes the process by which this product is evolved

-or created as follows: “ Coal is burned under the boilers produc

ing heat. The heat generates steam in the boilers, which moves

the engine. The engine supplies the power by which the arma

ture is made to revolve. The revolution of the armature pro

 

‘Com’ -. . B h El tri Ll ll _ " . .com'w.
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duces electric currents where they did not exist before. The

electricity thus generated is carried over wires provided by the

company, and delivered to its customers, where it is used to pro

duce light. The process by which electricity is made to furnish

light is found to consist of the movement of an electric current

from one carbon point to another, which are made part of its

circuit. In leaping from one point to another great heat is

developed by the energy of the current. This heat liberates or

evolves from the carbons a gas, which it burns. The light is thus

found to be due partly to the passage of the electric current

between the carbon points, and partly to the combustion of the

gas furnished by the heated carbons.” Notwithstanding these

findings, which showed a creation, or “bringing into being where

it did not exist before,” of the electricity sold by the company,

the learned iudge held as matter of law that the process was

not one of manufacture, because the product was not a material

substance. Conceding that the thing sold was “brought into

being,”made,—-“manufactured,” in the commonuse of that word,

—he denied that such makingwas in a legal sense a manufacture,

because it did not appear aflirmatively of what the mysterious

product was made, and that it was material, as matter is now

defined. This conclusion appears to have been drawn from the

derivation and definition of the word “manufacture," and is

forcibly presented in a learned opinion, in which lexicons and

books of reference are largely drawn upon. It is very clear that

the word originally meant “hand-made.” It is equally clear, in

the light of the definitions collated by the learned judge, that its

meaning has expanded with the advance of the arts and sciences,

until it has come to mean as a verb, the making of anything by

human art or skill, (Burrill, Law Dict.,) and as a noun, anything

made by art or skill (Rap. & L. Law Dict.). The mere appropri

ation of an article which is furnished by nature is not aman

iifacture. Thus the liberation of natural gas or oil from the

earth, and its transportion to consumers, is not a manufrcture;

but the production of illuminatinggas is. Nassau Gas-Light Co.v.

Brooklyn, 89 N. Y. 4:09; also, Emerson v. Com., 108 Pa. St. 111.

The collection, storage, preparation for market, and transporta

tion of ice is not a manufacture, but the production of ice by

artificial means is. People v. Ice Co., 99 N. Y. 181, 1 N. E. Rep.

669. A telegraph company produces electricity by artificial

means, but it uses it in its own business as a carrier of messages

for the public; so does a telephone company. Both receive mes

sages for carriage, and deliver them at the point of destination.

They transport for their customers. This company whose

character we are considering sells the electricity it makes, or

“brings into being,” as a commodity. It provides the lamps 0!
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appliances for the use of its customers, by means of which the

light is produced. It sells them the electricity, measures

it as it is delivered, and is paid according to the quantlty

furnished. Whatever electricity may be, it seems to be absolutely

within the power and under the control of the company that

brings it into being. It is compelled by the process employed to

come into being. It is secured, stored, poured out, or liberated

at will. Its manifestations are both seen and felt. It moves

with incredible velocity and power. It carries the tones and

inflections of the human voice, or moves loaded cars, depending

on the volume of the current and the manner of its appliCati011

It may be, in the hands of the physician, a soothing remedial

agent, and, in the hands of the law, an instrument of execution

swifter and surer than the headsman’s axe. It may be too early

to say just what it is. The scientists whose views the learned

judge adopted may be right or wrong. We have no need to

decide that question. Laws are written ordinarily in the langu

age of the people, and not in that of science; and, if this case

depended on the question on which it turned in the court below,

we should be led by the findings of fact to a dilferent conclusion

of law from that which was there reached, and hold that 111115

company was a manufacturing company. _
But we think the controlling question in this case is that

of the sense in which the words “manufacturing comp-‘M1165’,

are used in the statute under consideration. It provides that

the taxes laid on corporations by the revenue laws of the coin

monwealth are repealed or abolished as to manufacturing_e01'p

orations. Now, if there were a class of corporations existing at

that date known by the name of “manufacturing companies 01”

corporations,” we must assume that the legislature intended

that class when it used the name by which the class had been

known in previous legislation; and we need go no further than

the statute-book to determine the legislative intent in the act Of

1885. The act of 1879 imposed a capital-stock tax on all corp

orations alike, so that we get no help from it. Looking back ‘£0

the laws under which corporations have been created, we find

that in 1836 an act was passed providing for the organization of

corporations for the manufacture of iron from the ores with coke

or mineral coal,which was subsequentlyextended so as to include

companies using charcoal. This was followed in 1849 by 8-13-W

which provided for the organization of “manufacturing com

panies ” as a class of corporations. It included the manufacture

of woolen, cotton, flax, or silk goods, of iron, paper, lumber 01'

salt. In 1850 it was extended so as to include the manufacture

of glass. In 1851 printing and publishing were taken into the

class. In 1852 the making of mineral paints and artificial slate
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was included. In 1853, quarrying‘ and mining. In 1859 the

manufacture of leather and leather goods. Mineral and carbon

oils were included by a series of acts passed in 1856, 1859, and

1860. It will thus be seen that the words “manufacturing

corporations” had been employed as the name of a definite class

of corporations for many years, and that the kinds of manufact

ure embraced within the class were not left to be settled by con

jecture, or by reasoning built upon definitions, but had been set

tled by actual enumeration in the statues referred to and some

others. When the constitution of 1873 was adopted, and when

the general corporation act of 1874 was passed in obedience to

its requirements, manufacturing corporations as a class were

provided for, and the kinds of manufacture included made cer

tain by a long series of statues. The act of 1874 provided a

uniform mode for the incorporation of companies formed for

profit, describing them as corporations of the second class, while

corporations not for profit composed the first class. In the

second class were included, among others, companies formed for

“carrying on any mechanical, mining, quarrying, or manufactur

ing business, including all the purposes covered by the provisions

of the act of general assembly entitled “An act to encourage

manufacturing operations in this commonwealth, approved

April 7, 1849,” and its several supplements. Thereafter any

company formed for the prosecution of the objects enumerated

in the act of 1849, and its supplements entered the class of man

ufacturing corporations through the gate opened by the act of

1874, instead of through previous legislation. But, whether

they came in the one way or the other, if they were within the

class as the legislature had made it,the act of 1885 relieved them

from the tax imposed by the act of 1879. Acompany supplyingil

luminatinggas is,in the general sense of the word, a manufacturing

company,(Nassau Gas-Light Co. v. Brooklyn, supra,)but it is not

a member of the statutory class built up underthe act of 1849, nor

is any corporation engaged in the service of its customers in a

quasi public capacity. A municipality may furnish water and

light to its citizens. A company performing this service may be

said to perform a quasi public or municipal function, which the

municipalitymay disturb at its pleasure, or supersede altogether.

Such companies have neverbeen included in any of the legislation

provided for the encouragement and protection of manufacturing

corporations, and have no right to share in the benefits of such

legislation. They really form a class by themselve_s._ When the

act of 1885 was passed laws had been made in 8.d_]0111lDg states

which gave encouragement to the establishment of factories by

exempting them from certain forms of taxation._ The‘m1SCl11ef

to be remedied was the danger that such legislation might lead
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to the removal of capital and labor from this state to others, to

the detriment of the business and prosperity of our own. The

remedy provided was the removal of the tax imposed by the act

of 1879, so as to remove the inducement to leave the state. It

was as broad as the mischief which it was intended to meet, and

made applicable to the class which since 1836 it had been the

policy of the state to encourage viz., “manufacturing corpora

tions." It did not reach financial corporations like banks and

insurance companies, nor transportation companies, nor com

panies performing functions partaking of a municipal character,

but that class of productive industries which the legislature had

sought to encourage as a means of bringing and keeping within

our borders capital and labor, to be employed in the development

of our mineral wealth, and in the production of the staples of

commerce. Wethink the learned judgereachedacorrectconclusion

in this case. The appellant is not within the exemption or immu

nity provided by the act of 1885, but we prefer to rest our Judg

ment on the definition of “manufacturing corporations” which

the legislature has adopted and adhered to for more than halfa

century, rather than upon the meaning of the word “man

ufacture " as it is given by lexicographers. The judgment 15

aflirmed.
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CHAPTER XIII.

TRANSFER or MEMBERSHIP.

LUND V. WHEATON ROLLER MILL CO.

SUPREME COURT 01-‘ Mnvnrsorn, 1893.

(50 Minn. 80.)

Sale of StocIr.—Necessity for Transfer on the Books of the

C01poration.—/lttacliment. ~

Dickinson _]'.: The defendant, the Wheaton Roller Mill Com

pany, is a corporation created under the Gen. St. of 1878. c.

34, title 2. In june, 1890, one Howell owned and held 4.-0 shares

of the stock of the corporation, certificates for which had been is

sued to him. At that time he in good faith and for a valuable

consideration sold and assigned such stock to the intervener, the

Grant County Bank, but no entry of such transfer was made in

the books of the mill company.

In November in the same year, in an action prosecuted by

the plaintiffs against Ho.well,—who appeared on the books

of the corporation as being still the owner of the stock,—the

stock was levied upon by virtue of a writ of attachment. The

plaintiffs then had no knowledge that the stock had been

transferred by Howell. Afterwards the plaintiffs recovered

judgment in the action against Howell, and under execution

issued thereon, in December, 1890, the stock was levied on and

sold, the plaintiffs being the purchasers. The plaintiffs had no

tice of the intervener’s claim when the levy was made under the

execution. The sole question to which attention will be directed

is whether by force of the statute the sale and assignment of the

stock to the bank by Howell§ was ineffectual as to attaching

creditors of the assignor, by reason of the fact that no entry of

the transfer had been made on the books of the corporation.

The statute referred to is § 8, t. 1, c. 34.-, Gen. St. 1878, which

by force of section 110 of the same chapter (section 46, c, 34-, G.

St. 1866) is made applicable with respect to corporations organ

ized under title 2. It is in terms as follows; “The transfer of

shares is not valid, except as between the parties thereto, until it

is regularly entered on the books of the company, so far as ‘E0

show the names of the persons by and to whom transferred, the
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numbers or other designation of the shares, and the date of the

transfer. * * * The books of the company shall be so kept as

to show intelligibly the original stockholders, their respective in

terests, the amount which has been paid in on their shares. and

all transfers thereof; and such books or a correct copy thereof,so

far as the items mentioned in this section are concerned. shall

be subject to the inspection of any person desiring the same.”

It is also provided by § 114, c. 34, Gen. St. 1878, ( § 49, c.

34, Gen. St. 1866,) that “the stock of any such corporation

shall be deemed personal proporty, and be transferable only on

the books of such corporation, in such form as the directors pre

scribe. * * * "
The law cannot be said to be generally settled and uniform as

to whether an unregistered sale and transfer of stock, which

either by statute or charter is declared to be transferable only

on the books of the corporation, is effectual to pass the prop

erty as against subsequent attaching creditors of the vendor.

The decisions are contradictory. But we do not feel ourselves

at liberty to now treat the question as a new one in this state.

As early as May, 1879, in the case of Baldwin v. Canfield, 26

Minn. 43, 1 N. W. Rep. 261, it was held that an unregistered

transfer of stock in pledge to secure indebtedness of the pledgor

was effectual. This decision was cited and followed in joslin V

St. Paul Distilling Co., 44 Minn. 183, 47 N. W. Rep. 337. T118

court in Baldwin v. Canfield, referring to the above-cited § 49,

ch. 39, Gen. St. 1866, said: “Provisions of this kind are intended

solely for the protection and benefit of the corporation; they

do not incapacitate a shareholder from transferring his stock

without any entry upon the corporation books. [citing author

ities.] Except as against the corporation, the owner and holder

of shares of stock may, as an incident of this right of pr0p€1’t}_’,

transfer the same as any other personal property of which he 1S

the owner.” It is true that the court made no reference to secti0I1

8 of that °haPt°1‘, which by a force of section 46, Gen St., 1866»

became a part of the law concerning corporations created under

title 2. An examination of the briefs in that case shows that the

latter section was not referred to, and it seems probable that the

attention of the court was not directed to it. When the struc

ture of the statute is observed, it will be seen that both counsel

and court might naturally fail‘ to discover the applicability ‘C0

title 2 of this section 8, found in title 1, and relating to a subject

specifically treated of in section 49, title 2. However that may

be, and even if a consideration of the provisions of section 8

might possibly have led to a diflerent conclusion as to the valid

1t_y of the pledge, that decision, made nearlv 13 vears ago, Zmd

hitherto unquestioned, should now be deemed decisive of the
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question. It has probably been generally so regarded, and it is

believed that transfers of stocks in pledge and by sale have been

extensively made, without having the transaction entered on

the books of the corporations. The rule of stare decisis should de

ter us from now declaring the statute law to be different from

what it has heretofore been pronounced to be. We therefore fol

low former decisions, without entering upon a consideration of

the construction which might be given to section 8 of the statute

if the question were a new one. In deciding the case in this way,

we would not be understood as expressing the opinion that a

proper construction of the statute would lead to a different

conclusion. The tendency of many decisions is in accordance

with the rule heretofore announced in this court, and now fol

lowed. See Robinson v. Bank, 94.- N. Y. 637; McNeil v. Bank, 46

N. Y. 825, 331, and cases cited; Finney’s Appeal, 59 Pa. St. 398;

Turnpike Co. v. Gerhab, (Pa. Sup.) 13 Atl. Rep. 90; Bank v.

McElrath, 13 N. ]. Eq. 24; Hunderdon Co. Bank v. Nassau Bank,

17 N. ]. Eq. 4-97; Thurber v. Crumb, 86 Ky. 408, 6 S. W. Rep.

145; Continental Nat. Bank v. Eliot Nat. Bank, 7 Fed. Rep. 369;

Cook, Stocks, § 4-87.

Judgment aflirmed.

N01-E.—I-Ccrn v. Day (La. 1863.) 40 Am. 8: E, C, C. 119; Boston Music Hull Assn. v

Cary, 129 Muss. 4-35 (1880).

PECK V. PROVIDENCE GAS CO.

SUPREME COURT or RHODE Isnnnn, 1892.

(17 R. I. 275.)

Liability of a Corporation for Allowing a Transfer of Stock

1'11 Breach of Trust.

Tillinghast, _]'.: We are asked by the complainants to recon

sider our opinion previously delivered in this case, (see Index _H,

H, 84-, 21 Atl. Rep. 548,) on the ground that it is in conflict with

the well-settled rule of law in such cases, in that the rule which

we adopted in determining the question of the liability of the

respondent corporation, in permitting a registry of the trans

fer of the stock in question to bemade upon its books,fails to secure

to the cestuis que trustent the amount of protection to which

they are legally entitled. The contention is that the respondents,
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being charged with the knowledge of the trust, and the trans

fers of stock being in such form that the transaction mightbe

either a pledge or a sale, that is, that the transaction might be

one. permitted by the will of Allen O. Peck, or in fraud of that

instrument, it was incumbent on the respondents to make that

investigation. In other words, the contention is that the

respondents were in the position of trustees for the complainants

and, as such, were under obligations to resolve all doubts before

permitting the transfers to be made. Briefly stated, the case is

this: A. holds stock in trust for B., with power to sell the same,

in his discretion for other security. C. is the custodian of the

stock, with knowledge of A.’s trust, and also of his power to

sell. C. permits A., by his lawfully constituted attorney, D., to

transfer a part of the stock on the books of the corporation to

E., a national bank, and another part to F., “cashier.” The

transfers were in fact by way of pledge, to secure the individual

indebtedness of the said attorney, D., and were made without

authority, and i11 fraud of the rights of B. C. had no knowledge

of the wrongful act of A.’s attorney, except in so far as such

knowledge is to be imputed to him from the fact that he kne_w

that A. held the stock in the manner aforesaid. Under these cir

cumstances, was C. guilty of negligence in permitting the trans

fers to be made? It is doubtless a well settled rule of law that a

corporation occupies, in many respects, at least, the position of a

trustee towards its stockholders; that it is bound to exercise

reasonable diligence in protecting the title of a beneficial owner

of stock; and that it is responsible for any injury sustained by

such beneficial owner through its negligence or misconduct.

Caulkins "v. Gas-Light Co., 85 Tenn. 683, 4.- S. W. Rep. 287;

Perry, Trusts, § 242; Loring v. Salisbury Mills, 125 Mass. 138,

150; Shaw v. Spencer, 100 Mass. 382; Duncan v. ]audon, 15

Wall. 165; Mor. Priv. Corp. § 181. See, also, the rule as laid

down by this court in Peck v. Bank, 16 R. I. 710, 713, 19 Atl

Rep. 369.

The real difficulty in cases of this sort, however, is not in lay

ing down the general rule to be applied, this being so well estab

lished as hardly to admit of discussion, but in applying that rule

to the facts of the particular case in hand. In this case the

important question which arises is as to how far it was the duty

of the transfer agent to inquire into the authority of the trustee

to make the transfer. The gas company had notice in law of the

provisions of the will of Allen O. Peck. It knew, therefore,

that the executrix had power to sell the stock in question.

Henry C. Whitaker, her lawfullv constituted agent, who was

also her brother, requested that the said stock should be trans

{erred on the books of the corporation to other parties, which
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request was granted. Having the right to sell the stock, and

not having the right to make any other disposition thereof, was

not the transfer agent of the gas company warranted in assum

ing that the transaction was asale and not a pledge? Or,to state

the question differently, was there anything in such atransaction

that would lead an ordinarily prudent man to suspect that any

wrong was being committed? We think not. It is to be pre

sumed that men are honest in their business transactions

until the contrary appears, or, at any rate, until or unless some

thing appears which would put an ordinary prudent man upon

his inquiry in relation thereto. Almost all commercial trans

actions are necessarily based upon this theory. And when one

proposes to do an act which is apparently rightful, although it

may possibly be wrongful, the one with whom he is dealing has

the right to presume that it is rightful. Omnia rite esse acta.

Brown, Leg. Max. 731; Hatch v. Bayley, 12 Cush. 27;

Carter v. Bank, 71 Me. 4-4-8, 4-54.-.

Applying this principle to the ease at bar, we think that the

respondent corporation had the right to presume that the trans

fers of the stock in question were made in pursuance of the

authority contained in the aforesaid will, and not in fraud

thereof. The respondents, however, seem to contend for the

reverse of this doctrine; for they say: “It is not enough that

the transaction may be legitimate. To adopt such a rule would

be to permit corporations to be parties to any kind of an opera

tion, provided only they could imagine circumstances under

which that operation might be permissible.” In Wharton on

Evidence (section 124-9) this doctrine is stated as follows:

“When an instrument is susceptible of two conflicting probable

constructions, the court will adopt that construction which is

most consistent with good faith, and will hold that such con

struction was intended by the parties. And this rule of con

struction applies to cases where an act or fact is fairly sus

ceptible of two interpretations, one lawful and the other unlaw

ful.” That is to say if we rightly understand the contention, it is

that, under the circumstances attending the transfers of stock in

this case, it was apparently probable that the acts were wrong

ful and fraudulent, and only barely possible that they might

have been honest and rightful. Such a position is not well

founded either in principle or authority. It is contrary to the

well-established maxims of law and the ethics of commercial

transactions.

But assuming that we have stated the position of the com

plainants too strongly, and that they intend only to take the

moreconservative ground that the transfers of stock,which the gas

companypermitted to be made, might as well havebeen wrongful
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as rightful under the circumstances surrounding the transfer, yet

we do not think that this position is tenable. We cannot agree

to the proposition that on the face of the transaction, there was

as much to show that it was wrongful as there was to show that

it was rightful. The power of the trustee to sell the stock,coupled

with the presumption that she was acting honestly, and in pur

suance of that power, made the transfer apparently rightful, or,

at any rate, the act, under the circumstances, was not such as

ought to cause a reasonably prudent man to suspect that it was

wrongful. Qrdinargdiligence,and_no,1;usus_picin.uswatchfi11ness,

i§he_ _n__1=_e_as_u_re of duty which a corporation owes to .its.stock

holders in such cases. In this case we do notsee that either sug

g§_s_t_i_c_>_n_gLdan

But the complainants further contend that the fact that the

transfers of the stock were all either to national banks. or the

cashiers of such banks in their official capacity, clearly indicated

that a pledge, and not a sale, was contemplated by the trans

ferer, as such banks have no power to purchase shares in other

corporations. The same position was strenuously urged at the

former hearing, and is fully considered by the court in its opinion.

We see no occasion to modify the views therein expressed. An

examination of the cases relied on by the complainants, in sup

port of their petition for a reargument, fails to satisfy us that

they are in conflict with the decision previously rendered in this

case. We will briefly consider them. Lord v. Salisbury Mills,

125 Mass. 138, was a case where the defendant corporation

had notice that the shares of stock in question were held by

George H. Rogers, trustee for Mrs. E. B. Mountford. By the

indenture of trust the trustee was authorized to sell and reinvest

the trust property only upon first obtaining the written consent

of the cestui que trust, if at the time within the United States,

and the evidence showed that she was within the United States at

the times of the sales and transferscomplained of. Itwasheld that

the transfers having been made without due inquiry into the

authority of Rogers, the trustee, to make them, and being invalid

against the cestui que trust, the defendant was liable. An

examination of the powers of the trustee in that case would

have revealed the fact that he had no authority to transfer the

stock without the written assent" of his cestui que trust. Fail

ing to make this inquiry, the defendant was clearly guilty of

negligence. Bohlen’s Estate, 75 Pa. St. 304, was a case where

the executors of a will, who were also trustees thereunder, had

power, in their discretion, to sell the real estate, but had no

power, in terms, to transfer stocks. They did not sell the stock

which the testator owned at his decease, it not being needed f01'

 

the purposes of administration, but retained it unconverted, and '
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it passed into and formed a part of the trust~estate. The

defendant had express notice that the stock was held by trus

tees, as the trust appeared on the certificates and on the transfer

books of the corporation. After the death of the trustees

named in the will, the orphans’ court appointed others in their

place, and the stock was duly transferred to them in their said

capacity. The defendant afterwards permitted one of said

trustees, who acted for himself, and also for the other undera.

power of attorney which gave full discretionary power inthe

premises, to transfer said stock. He converted the proceeds to

his own use, and absconded. It was held that the successors of

the trustees named in the will possessed only such powers as

they derived from the will or were incidental to the oflice of

trustee in the management of the trust-estate; and also that a

delegation of discretionary power from one trustee to his

co-trustee could not legally be made, and consequently that the

sales of the stocks were invalid. and the defendant liable. Bank

v. Seton, 1 Pet. 299, was a case to compel the appellants to

permit a transfer of $3,000 of the capital stock of the bank

standing in the name of Adam Lynn, and held by him as trustee

of the appellees. The bank refused to make the transfer, on the

ground that Lynn was indebted to it for loans made to him, and

that, under the charter of the bank, it had the right to hold said

stock for the payment of his debt. The proof showed that the

board of directors had full knowledge that the stock was not the

property of said Lynn, but was held by him in trust for the com

plainants when they permitted it to be transferred. Held, that

the bank was liable. The court said (page 309): “It is a well

settled rule in equity that all persons coming into possession of

trust property, with notice of the trust, shall be considered as

trustees, and bound with respect to that special property to the

execution of the trust.” Hutcheson v. Jones, 2 Madd. 125;

Adair v. Shaw, 1 Schoales & L. 262. In Sweeny v. Bank, 12

Can. Sup. Ct. Rep. 661, stock standing in the name of “A. B. in

trust,” without any power of sale, or any evidence for whom

or upon what trust, was, by A.‘ B., transferred as collateral

security for his own individual debt to the Bank of Montreal,

which had notice how the stock stood on the record. It was

held that the transfer was prima facie suspicious and a breach

of trust, and such as should have put the bank upon its inquiry.

This decision is in accord with the current of American authori

ties upon the question there considered. Caulkins v. Gas-Light

Co., 85 Tenn. 634, 4.- S. W. Rep. 287, was a case where the will

creating the trust gave the trustee no power of sale. The

defendant, with full knowledge of the contents of the will,

whereby it appeared that the trustee was only entitled to the
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income of the stock during his life, nevertheless permitted him

to sell and transfer the same absolutely to a purchaser, in good

faith, for value and without notice. It was held that the com

pany was liable to the cestui que trust. A careful examination

1 -of the facts in that case show that it was one of inexcusable

negligence on the part of the defendant. Bayard v. Bank, 52

Pa. St. 232, was a case where the defendants, as agents of the

-commonwealth, issued to Henry D. Gilpin, trustee, certificates of

-certain stock, and also to Henry D. Gilpin, trustee of Mary

Gilpin, certificates of certain stock. Gilpin having deceased,

-and Thomas F. Bayard having been appointed trustee

-of Mary Gilpin, the executors of Mr. Gilpin transferred

all of said stock to him as “trustee of Mary Gilpin,”

and certificates therefor were issued by the defendants to

“Thomas F. Bayard, trustee of Mary Gilpin.” Mary Gilpin

afterwards died, leaving a will. After her death, Mr. Bayard,

as trustee, sold $4,000 of the stock, and authorized its transfer

to his vendee. The defendants, on demand, refused to permit the

transfer until the terms of the trust were submitted to their

attorney, and he should be satisfied that the sale was made in

due execution of the trust. It was held that the plaintiffhad no

right to insist upon being allowed to make a transfer of_st0Ck

which he held ostensibly in trust for Mary Gilpin. 'w1’ch011t

-exhibiting to the defendants an authority to transfer beyond

the certificate. The court laid down the following rule, (page

235): “That a bank or othercorporation, and also these defend

ants, are trustees to a certain extent for stockholders,that is, f°1'

the protection of individual interests, cannot be denied. The)’

are alike trustees of the property and of the title of each owner.

They have in their keeping the primary evidence of title, and they

are justly lielcl to proper diligence and care in its preserv_at1011

From this it results that they may rightfully demand €Vld611Ce

-of authority to make a transfer before they permit it to be_mElde

Their own safety requires that they be satisfied of the right Of

the person proposing to make a transfer to do what he Pro"

poses.” Railway Co. v. Humphries, (Miss) 7Soutli. Rep. 5221

was a case where an executor transferred stock belongjng to

the estate, after he had been removed by the court from his ofiiee

as executor. It was held that he had no power to sell the stock

after his removal, and hence that the defendant railroad company

was liable for its wrongful transfer. Marbury v. Ehlen, 72_ Md‘

206, 19 Atl. Rep. 648, was a case where stock, standing 11115116

name of a trustee, was permitted to be transferred with con

-structive knowledge on the part of the defendant corporati011_ of

the will under which the stock was held in trust, and $115? Wlth

knowledge that the trustee could not transfer the same withollt
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an order of court. It was held that the defendants, having per

mitted the transfer to be made without an order of court,

were liable

In Bank v. Cady, 15 App. Cas. 267, the stock in question

stood in the name of one Williams. After his death his executors

signed a transfer in blank, on the back of the certificates, for the

purpose of having the stock transferred into their names as

executors, and handed them to their London brokers to send to

the company in New York. Blakeway, one of the brokers,

fraudulently used the certificates as collateral security for loans

made to his firm. The evidence offered in the case showed that

the certificates were not “in order,” and would not, according

to the rules of the New York Stock Exchange, pass from hand to

hand. The evidence also showed that the certificates, as.

indorsed, would not be accepted in delivery on the London

Stock Exchange. It was held that the act of the executors did

not necessarily imply an intent on their part to transfer the stock

to anybody else, but was entirely consistent with their actual

intention to transfer it into their own names. Lord HALSBURY,

L. C., in the course of his opinion, said, (15 App. Cas. 273):

“Now, the form of the certificates, and of that which is intended

to be used as a transfer, when a registered owner makes the

transfer, appears to me to be all-important. I have intention

ally, in what I have said before, refused to adopt the phrase used

at the bar, ‘that the executors executed the transfer.’ The docu

ment, such as it is, with the names of the two executors sub

scribed, will not read so as to be a perfect and intelligible docu

ment. The person who begins by describing himself as the"

owner of the shares is not the person who signs; and, as LIND

LEY, L. ]., very pertinently inquires: ‘What is it that the

executors have done? What representation have they made,

which they are precluded from denying or explaining away?’

The mere form of the document which they have signed certainly

does not, in itself, purport to show that they are intending to

give a complete title to anybody. But undoubtedly a document

may by usage becomes so well understood, in a particular sense,.

that a person may be well estopped from denying that, when he

issues it to the world, it must bear the sense which usage has

attached to it. And that brings one to inquire whether it is true

that the issue of this document to the world in this form would

show that the person signing had intended to give a complete

title to any one into whose hands it should come. To my mind,

the evidence shows, beyond doubt, that the document might

mean at least one of two things,—-either that the executors were

going to sell these shares and transfer them to someone else, or

that they were signing in order that they might be themselves

___ gig;-ii
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registered in the books of the company as the legal representa

tives of the deceased holder, _]'ohn Michael Williams. Now, if

that is all that the document upon the face of it represents,—and

I cannot doubt that, when all the evidence is looked to, that is

not an unfavorable mode of representing it towards the appel

lants,—let us see what would have been the result if Blakeway,

instead of simply tendering the document as security for aloan

to himself, had said in plain terms to the bank what Ihave

described as being the representation made by the document

itself: ‘I tell you [the bank] I have been intrusted with these

certificates for only one of two purposes, but I will not explain

which,—either to sell, or get the names of the owners of them

registered in the books of the company.’ Can there be any dif

ference between that which is stated in plain terms and that

which, as a matter of business, ought to have been inferred from

the nature of the document itself? I think none." _
We have quoted thus at length from this caseibecause of its

high authotity, and also because it was much relied on in argu

ment by the counsel for the complainants in support of his

position. We are unable, however, to agree with him in his

deductions therefrom. The form of the certificates themselves,

in that case, was evidently sufficient to have put the defendant

bank upon its inquiry as to the authority of the holder to nego

tiate them. It appeared thereon that they were “transferable in

person or by attorney on the books of the company, only On

the surrender and cancellation of this certificate by an indorse

ment thereof hereon, and in the form and manner which may at

the time be required by thetransfer regulations of the company."

Mere delivery of these certificates, with the indorsement of the

executors thereon, did not invest the holder with the ownership

thereof, in the sense that no further act was required to perfect

his right, the transferrers not being named in the certificate, and

not being the registered owners of the shares; and, as stated by

LORD WATSON in giving his opinion in the case, (15 App. Cas

279): “Whatever may be the effect of an instrument so exe

cuted, one thing is clear: that it cannot be regarded as, either in

law or by customiequivalent to a certificate and transfer executed

by the registered owner himself. * * * Although

registration may be obtained upon the production of such evi

dence, the documents are not ‘in order,’ or in other words, are

not accepted in commercial circles as sufficient ‘vouchers of title.

unless they are accompained by an extract of the probate, and

an attestation of the genuinesss of the executoi-’s signatures, by

the United States consul or other competent oflicers." 01-It °f

five officials of London banks who were examined for the appel
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lants, not one was able to give an instance of a transfer signed

by executors having been taken as security, except in that case.

We do not see how the case can be considered an authority in

support of the complainants’ position. Lowry v. Bank, Taney,

310, is a leading case on the subject under consideration. In

that case the stock in question had been specifically bequeathed

upon certain express trusts, and there was no power to sell it,

except for the purpose of paying the debts of the testator.

Eight years after the death of the testator, Samuel Jones, one

of the executors transferred the stock for his own personal use

of which fact the court found, from the circumstances of the

case, the bank had notice, and it was therefore held liable.

Magnus v. Bank, 36 Ch. Div. 25, was a case where certain trustees

transferred stock to the defendant bank as security for a loan.

The loan having been paid, the bank, instead of retransferring it

to the niortgagors, the trustees, transferred it to a third party, a

nominee of one of the trusteees, whereby it became lost to the

trust. It was held that a mortgagee whose debt has been paid

holds the property in trust to reconvey to the mortgagor. The

bank having failed to so reconvey was liable. In that case, there

fore, the opportunity of acting dishonestly on the part of one of

the trustees, of which he availed himself, was given to him by the

breach of duty of the bank. In Tafft v. Railroad Co., 84 Cal.

131, 24 Pac. Rep. 436, the decision turns entirely upon the con

struction of the power of attorney under which the stock was

transferred. The court decided that the power of attorney did

not authorize the stock to be transferred in the manner and form

that it was transferred, and, furthermore, that it was not

transfered, in accordance with the by-laws of the defendant

corporation, nor of the provisions of the Civil Code of

the state. Chew v. Bank, 14 Md. 299, 318, was a case where

the bank transferred stock under a power of attorney from a

person who was insane. It was held: (1) That a power of at

torney given by a lunatic is void. (2) That a bank transferring

stock under a power of attorney takes the risk of its being valid.

If the power of attorney is void for any cause, (e. g., if it be

forged, or given by a {eme covert, infant or lunatic,) the bank is

responsible. (3) The fact that it did not know that the power

was void cannot help it. It may refuse to recognize the p_0wer.

Owing to the importance of the question involved in this case,

especially to the complainants, and the commendable diligence

and zeal displayed by counsel in the trial thereof, we have thus

carefully reviewed our former decision, together with the author

ities cited in opposition thereto. But we are unable to arrive

at any different conclusion from that therein announced. In our

___~
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investigation we have not been unmindful of the fact that thelaw

strives, as far as possible, to protect the interests of the cestuis

que trustent. Smith v. Ayer, 101 U. S. 320, 327; Colt v. Lasnier,

9 Cow. 320, 342; Collenson v. Lister, 7 De Gex, M. & G. 634,

637. But,whilethisis so,itnevervisits the sins of awrongdoerupon

one who is innocent, in order to find a remedy. That a great

wrong has been committed against the complainants in this case

is clearly manifest. But the sole author of that wrong is now

beyond the reach of human tribunals. Petition for reargument

denied and dismissed, and former decision aflilrmed.

iii

EAST BIRMINGHAM LAND CO. V. DENNIS.

SUPREME Comm‘ or ALABAMA. 1888.

(85 Ala. 565'.)

Fraudulent Transfer 01 SI1ares—-Innocent Purchaser.

Somerville,].: We concurin the conclusion reached by thejudge

of the city court, that the appellee, Dennis, complainant in the

bill, is the owner of the ten shares of stock which are the subject

of litigation in the present suit. The testimony satisfactorily

proves that the certificate of stock, indorsed in blank by Dear

born, who was the owner on the books of the defendant corpora

tion, was the property of the appellee, and was taken or stolen

from his possession without any negligence on his part whatever»

several months before it was purchased by the defendant Mudd,

who innocently bought and paid value for it some time inMa1'cl1,

1888.The only question is whether Mudd, who paid full value

for this stock, without notice of the complainant’s claim t0 it,

acquired a title superior to that of complainant.

The established rule is that no person can ordinarily be deprivfld

°_f his Ownership Of property save by his own consent or his neg‘

ligence. The only exception to this rule is the case of a bona fide

purchaser for value of negotiable paper. We have no reference,

 

of course, to the taking of property for public uses by Jlldll-3191

condemnation, which may be done without the owner’s consent.

It cannot be‘ contended, with any degree‘ of plausibility, ‘H19-if,

under the facts of this case, the complainant was guilty of negll

gence or the want of ordinary care in the custody of the certifi
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cate. He kept it in a box in the vault of a banking—h0use wheme

it was abstracted by some unknown person, apparently without

any fault on his part.

Nor does any question arise involving the rights of a

subsequent boua fide purchaser of stock from one shown

to be the owner on the corporate books, who has already

made a prior unregistered transfer of it to another purchaser. All

such tranfers made by the true owner, and not registered on the

books of the corporation within fifteen days, are declared by

statute to be “void as to bona fide creditors orpurchasers without

notice.” Code 1886,§ 1671, Fisher v. fones, 82 Ala. 117, 3 So,

Rep. 13. If the defendant Mudd had claimed by a subsequent

purchase from Dearborii, the owner of the stock on the corporate

books, this question would arise. But he does not so claim, his

title being derived through the complainant Dennis, himself, by

two or more intermediate transferees, the first of whom was a

fraudulent holder without title. Whether Mudd’s title to the

stock, therefore, is superior to that of Dennis, depends on whether

a certificate of stock, indorsed in blank by the owner, is to be

treated as a negotiable paper. The rule is well settled that a

bozia fide purchaser of negotiable bill, bond, or note, although

he buys from a thief, acquires a good title, if he pays value

for it, without notice of the infirmity of his vendor’s title.

The authorities are clear in support of the view that a certifi

cate of corporate shares of stock, in the ordinary form, is not

negotiable paper; and that a purchaser of such certificate,

although indorsed in blank by the owner, where no question

arises under the registration laws, obtains no better title to the

stock than his vendor had, in the absence of all negligence on the

part of the owner, or his authority to make the sale. This

question arose and was decided by the New York Court of

Appeals in Meclianids Bank v. Railroad Co., 18 N. Y. 599,

.(1856). It was there held that such a certificate does not par

take of the character of a negotiable instrument, and that abona

fide assignee, with full power to transferthe stock, takes thecertifi

cate subject to the equities which existed against his assignor.

Such certificates, said CoMs'r0cK, ]., “contain no words of nego

tiability. They declare simply that the person named is entitled

to certain shares of stock. They do not, like negotiable instru

ments, run to the bearer or order of the party to whom they are

given.” Theywere said to be in some respects like a bill of lad

ing or warehouse receipt, being “the representative of property

‘existing under certain conditions, and the documentary evidence

of title thereto.” The most that can be said is that all such

instruments possess a sort of quasi negotiability, dependent on

the custom of merchants and the convenience of trade. They are
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not, in the matter of transferability, protected strictly as

negotiable paper.

In Shaw v. Spencer, 100 Mass. 382, it was also decided thata

certificate of corporate stock, transferred in blank on its back,

was clearly not a negotiableinstrument. “ No commercial usage,"

it was said, “could give to such an instrument the attribute of

negotiability. However many intermediate hands it may pass

through, whoever would obtain a new certificate in his own name

must fill out the blanks * * * so as to derive title to himself

directlyfrom the last recorded stockholder, who is the only recog

nized and legal owner of the shares.” The case of Sewall v. Water

Power Co., 4- Allen, 282, decided by the same court a few years

before, is referred to as a precedent in support of this conclusion.

The precise point in the present case was also decided in Bar

stow v. Mining Co., 64- Cal. 388, S. C. 1 Pac. Rep. 349, whereit was.

expressly held that a bona fide purchaser of stock standing on the

company’s books in the name of the former owner, regularly in

dorsed by him, and stolen from the present owner without his.

fault, gets no title. The decision was based on the fact that such

certificates are not negotiable instruments, but simply muniments

of title, and evidences of the holder’s iight to a given share in the

property and franchises of the corporation. It was observed, in

regard to the matter of negligence, as follows: “But if the pur

chaser from one who has not the title, and has no authority to.

sell, relies for his protection on the negligence of the true owner,

he must show that such negligence was the proximate cause of

the deceit.”

The same principle was applied to bills of lading in Gurney v.

Belirend, 3 El. & Bl. 622, decided by the English Queen’s Bench,.

  

where an instrument of that kind, indorsed in blank by the con-

signor, and sent by him to his correspondent, had been misappro

priated. The correspondent, without authority, fraudulently

transferred the bill for value, and it was held bv Lord CAMPBELL

that, for the want of the element of negotiability in the paper, the

title to the goods was unaffected by the transaction.

The doctrine of Barstow v. Mining Co., supra, is well sup

ported by authority, and, in our judgment, announces a correct

principle of law, and we fully approve it. Willey v. Sargent.

14 Amer. Dec., note, p. 427, and cases there cited; Cook, Stocks,

§§ 7, 10, 192, 368, 4.-37; 2 Daniel, Neg. Inst. (3d Ed.) § 1708g. It

harmonizes entirely with the declaration of our statute that

shares of stock in private corporations are “personal property.

transferrable on the books of the corporation’ in accordance

with the rules and regulations of the corporation. Code 1885, §

1669; Campbell v. Woodstock Iron Co., 83 Ala. 4.-51, 3 So. Rep

 

369.
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There is a class of cases, not to be confounded with the one in

hand, where the holder of such a certificate of stock, indorsed in

blank, is clothed with power as agent or trustee to deal with

such stock to a limited extent, and transfers it by exceeding his

powers, or in breach of his trust. In such cases it has often been

held that the true owner, having conferred on the holder by con

tract all the external indicia of title, and an apparently unlimitedi

power of disposition over the stock, “is estopped to assert his

title as against a third person, who, acting in good faith, acquires

it for value from the apparent owner.” 2 Daniel, Neg. Inst. (3dl

ed.), § 1708g,: 31¢-Neil v. Bank, 46 N. Y. 325; Turnpike Co. v.

Ferree, 17 N. J. Eq. 117; Prall v. Tilt, 28 N.]. Eq. 479; Bank v.

Livingston, 7-L N. Y. 223. These cases rest on the principle that

it is more just and reasonable, where one of two innocent parties

must suffer loss, that he should be the loser who has put trust

and confidence in the deceiver than astrangerwho has been negli

gent in trusting no one. Allen v. Maury, 66 Ala. 10.

It being an established principle of law that certificates of stock

are not to be regarded as negotiable paper, it is not permissible

to prove a custom orusage among stock-brokers to the contrary,

No usage is good which conflicts with an established principle of

law, any more than one which contravenes or nullifies the express.

stipulations of a contract. Dickinson v. Gay, 83 Am. Dec. 656,

note 664; Railroad Co. v. jolznson, 75 Ala. 576; Lehman 'v..

Marshall, 4-7 Ala. 362.

The decree of the court below is in accordance with these view s,

and must be aflirmed.

McNEIL V. TENTH NATIONAL BANK.

NEW Yonx Coonr or APPEALS, 1871.

' (46 N. 1/. .925.)

Rapallo, ].: The pledge of the plaintiff's shares by his brokers,

for alarger sum than the amount of their lien thereon, was a

clear violation of their duty, and excess of their actual power.

And if the effect of the transaction was merely to transfer ‘to the

appellant, through Fred. Butterfield, Jacobs & Co., the title or

interest of Goodyear Brothers and Durant in the shares, the judg

ment appealed from was right. _

It must be conceeded, that as a general rule, applicable ‘C0

property other than negotiable securities, the vendor or pledgor
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can convey no greater right or title than he has. But this is a

truism preclicablc of a simple transfer from one party to another

where no other element intervenes. It does not interfere with

the well-established principle, that where the true owner holds

out another, or allows him to appear, as the owner of, or as hav

ing full power of disposition over the property, and innocent

third parties are thus led into dealing with such apparent owner,

they-will be protected. Their rights in such cases do not depend

upon the actual title or authority of the party with whom they

deal directly, but are derived from the act of the real owner,

which precludes him from disputing, as against them, the exist

ence of the title or power which through negligence or mistaken

confidence he caused or allowed to apper to be vested in the party

making the conveyence. Pickering v. Busk, 15 East, 38; Gregg

v. Wells, 10 Adol. & El., 90; Saltus v. Everett, 20 Wend., 268,

284; Mowrey v. Walsh, 8 Cow., 238; Root v. French, 13 Wend,,

570.The true point of inquiry in this case is, whether the plaintiff

did confer upon his brokers such an apparent title to, or power

of disposition over the shares in question, as will thus estop him

from asserting his own title, as against parties who'took bona

fide through the brokers.Simply intrusting the possession of a chattel to another as de

positary, pledgee or other bailee, or even under a conditional exe

cutory contract of sale, is clearly insuflicient to preclude the real

owner from reclaiming his property, in case of an unauthonzed

disposition of it by the person so entrusted. Ballard v. Burgefi,

40 N. Y. R., 314. “The mere possession of chattels,by wllatevel‘

means acquired, if there be no other evidence of property 01‘

authority to sell from the true owner, will not enable the _p0S

sessor to give a good title.” Per Denio,]., in C01/1'11 v. H11l,4=

Deni0., 323.But if the owner intrusts to another, not merely the pOSS€55l°n

of the property, but also written evidence, over his own signature,

of title thereto, and of an unconditionalpower of disposition over

it the case is vastly difierent. There can be no occasion for

the delivery of such documents, unless it is intended that they

shall be used, either at the pleasure of the depositary, or undfil‘

contingencies to arise. If the conditions upon which this appar

ent right of control is to be exercised, are not expressed 011 the

face of the instrument, but remain in confidence between the

owner and the depositary, the case cannot be distinguished 111

principle, from that of an agent. who receives secret instructions

qualifying or restricting an apparently absolute power. _

In the present case, the plaintifi‘ delivered to and left with 1118

brokers, the certificate of the shares, having indorsed thereon the

.3‘
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form of an assignment, expressed to be made “forvalue received,"

and an irrevocable power to make all necessary transfers. The

name ofthe transferee and attorney, and the date were left blank.

This document was signed by the plaintiff, and its efi"ect must be

now considered.

It is said in some English cases, that blank assignments

of sharesin corporations are irregular and invalid ; but that opin

ion is expressed in cases where the shares could only be trans

ferred by deed under seal, duly attested, and is placed upon the

ground that a deed cannot be executed in blank.

Without referring to the American doctrine on that subject,

it is suflicient to say that no such formality was requisite in this

case. It was only necessary to a valid transfer as between the

parties, that the assignment and power should be in writing.

The common practice of passing the title to stock by delivery of

the certificate with blank assignment and power has been repeat

edly shown and sanctioned in cases which have come before our

courts. Such was established to be the common practice in the

city ofNew York. in the case of The New York and New Haven

Railroad Company v. Schuyler, 4-3 N. Y., 41, and the rights

of parties claiming under such instruments were fully recognized

in that case. And in the case of Kortright v. The Commercial

Bank of Buffalo, 20 Wend., 91, and 22 Wend., 348, the same

usage was established as existing in New York and other States,

and it was expressly held that even in the absence of such usagea

blank transfer on the back of the certificate, to which the holder

has afiixed his name, is a good assignment; and that a party to

whom it is delivered is authorized to fillit up, by writing a trans

fer and power of attorney over the signature.

It has also been settled. by repeated adjudications, that, as be

tween the parties, the delivery ofthe certificate, with assignment

and power indorsed, passes the entire title, legal and equitable,

in the shares, notwithstanding that,'_by the terms of thecharter or

by-laws of the corporation, the stock is declared to betransferable

only on its books; that such provisions are intended solely for

the protection of the corporation, and can be waived or asserted

at its pleasure, and that no efl'ect is given to them except for the

protection of the corporation; that they do not incapacitatethe

shareholder from parting with his interest, and that his assign

ment, not on the books, passes the entire legal title to the stock,

subject only to such liens or claims as the corporation may have

upon it, and excepting the right of voting at elections, etc. _ An

gell and Ames on Corporations, 8th ed., § 354; Bank ofUt1ca v.

Smalley, 2 Cow., 770; Gilbert v. lllanchcstez Co., 11 Wend.,627;

Kortright v. Cmmercial Bank of Buflalo, 22 Wend., 862; N. Y

and N. H. R. R. Co. v". Schuyler, 34 N. Y., 80.
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In the case of Kortriglzt v. Com. Bank, Chancellor Walworth,

in a dissenting opinion, strenuously maintained, in conformity

~with his previous decision in Stebbins v. Phoenix Ins. Co., 3

Paige. 356, that by a transfcrnot on the books, the transferee ac

quired only an equitable right to or lien on_the shares; and that,

having but an equitable right or lien, he took subject to all prior

equities which existed in favor of any other person from whom

such assignment was obtained. 22 Wend., 352, 353, 355.

But his view was overruled by the majority of the court. The

action was at law in assumpsit, brought by the holder of the

certificate and power, for a refusal to permit him to makeatrans

fer on the books, and the question of his legal title was neces

sarily involved in the case. The judgment therein must therefor

be regarded as a direct adjudication that, as between the parties,

the legal title to the shares will pass by delivery of the certificate

and power. See 20 Wend., 362.
This was rea.sserted in this court in the New Haven Railroad

Case, 34 N. Y. 80, notwithstanding what was said in the Mech

anics’ Banlr Case, 13 id., 625. _
“By ommitting to register his transfer, the holder of the certi

ficate and power fails to obtain the right to vote, and may 1056

his stock by a fraudulent transfer on the books of the company,

by the registered holder, to a bona fide purchaser (34 N. Y. 80);

but in this respect he is in a condition analogous to that Of 51¢

holder of an unrecorded deed of land, and possesses a no less per

fect title as against the assignor and others. And he would have

an action against the corporation, for allowing such a transferin

violation of his rights. (Id.) He also takes the risk of the col

lection of dividends by his assignor, or of any lienthe corporation

may have on the shares. But in other respects his title is

complete.
The holder of such accrtificate and power, possesses all_the

external indicia of title to the stock, and an apparentl_v unliniited

power of disposition over it. He does not appear to have, as 15

said in some of the authorities cited, concerning the assignee of a

chose in action, a mere equitable interest, which is said to be no

ticc to all persons dealing with him that they take subject to all

equities, latent or otherwise, of third parties; but, apparantly»

the legal title, and the means of transferring such title in the

most effectual manner.
Such, then, being the nature and effect of the documents with

which the plaintiff intrusted his brokers, what position does he

occupy toward persons who, in reliance upon those documents,

have in good faith advanced money to the brokers or their as

51g{1$ On a pledge of the shares? When he asserts his title» an_d

claims, as against them, that he could not be deprived of 1115
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property without his consent, cannot he be truly answered that,

by leaving the certificate in the hands of his brokers, accompan

ied by an instrument bearing his own signature, which purported

to be executed for a consideration and to convey the title away

from him, and to empower the bearer of it irrevocably to dispose

of the stock,he in fact “substituted his trust in the honesty of

his brokers, for the control which the law gave him over his own

property,” and that the consequences of a betrayal of that trust,

should fall upon him who reposed it, rather than upon innocent

strangers, from whom the brokers were thereby enabled to ob

tain their money? .

These principals in substance, were applied in the case of Kort

rigbt v.TI1e Commercial Bank. But it is sought to distinguish that

case from this; and it is argued, that there the certificate wasin

trusted to an agent, with authority from his principal to borrow

money upon it for the benefit of his principal, and that he simply

exceeded his authority by borrowing more than he was author

ized to borrow, and absconding with the excess.

The facts were, that the certificate indorsed by Barker, the

owner of the shares, was sent by him, together with his note for

$10,000, to Bartow, the cashier ofa bank in Albany, to obtain a

loan of $10,000. Bartow, through an agent in New York, nego

tiated aloan there,upon the certificate for $25,000,and absconded.

Barker admitted having received the $10,000.

Whether the $10,000 were to be, or were, borrowed by Bartow

for Barker, or advanced by Bartow or his bank, does not clearly

appear; and the opinions delivered in the case differ upon the

point whether Bartow received the certificate as agent or

pledgee. But, assuming that he received it as agent, the ground

whichlies at the foundation of the decision is, that the possession

of the certificate and blank power, gave him an apparent right of

control over the stock; that, if the holder of the certificate and

power was exhibited to the money dealing public as having the

competent right of pledge, disposal and transfer vested in him, by

means of all the usual and well known evidences of such right, the

private understanding of Barker and Bartow could not affect

the rights of those who, if mislead, were misled by Barker's own

acts.

It is true that Senator Verplanck, in his prevailing opinion,

cites authorities on the subject of a deviation by an agent from

secret instructions, and treats the case as belonging to that class;

but he also rests upon the more general principles above stated,

and cites the well known case of Pickering v. Busk, 15 East,

38, where the owner had allowed abroker to be invested with

the indicia of a legal title to goods, by a transfer of them into his

own name on the wharfinger’s books.
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The principles of agency are, however, applicable to this case.

In disposing of a pledge, the pledgee acts under a power from the

pledgor. The distinction between alien and a pledge is said to

be, that a mere lien cannot be enforced by sale by the act of the

party, but that a pledge is a lien with a power of sale superad

ded. Story on Bailments, 7th ed., § 311, note 2; Wasson v.

Smith, 2 B. & Ald., 439. The pledgee in selling, is bound to

protect the interests of the pledgor, and, as to the surplus, repre

sents the pledgor exclusively. Now, for what purpose was the ap

parent ownership and power of disposition of this stock vested in

the brokers? Surely for the purpose of enabling them effectually

and summarily, to execute this power under certain conditions.

If the power was absolute on its face, or if the whole legal title

was by the instrument apparently vested in the pledgee, and the

condition was secret, wherein does the case difler in principlefrom

one of ordinary agency.
I am at loss to conceive on what principle it can be

claimed, that an apparent naked authority is more eflectual

to bind the party giving it, than an apparent ownership as well

as authority.
In the case of jarvis v. Rogers, 13 Mass., 105, the shares

were transferable by indorsement of the certificates. The share

holder indorsed his certificates and pledged them for a debt. The

debtor's friend, by his authrity, and with his funds, paid the debt

and took up the certificates, and the debtor allowed them to re

main thus indorsed, in his hands, but not for any specific pur

pose. This friend afterward pledged them for his own debt, to a

party who advanced thereon in good faith. It was decided that

the latter could hold them against the true owner.

The court, after distinguishing the ease from one of mere

bailment, says that after the plaintifi' had put his name on the

back of the certificates, and allowed them to go into the market

with that transferable quality about them, it did not lie in the

mouth of him who oflered them to the world in that shape, t°

deny the effect of his own words and actions.

This decision was adhered to, and repeated in jarvis v. Rog?-‘F5,

15 Mass., 389, and recognizes substantially the same doctrine

as Kortwriglzt v. The Com’1 Bank, omitting the element of excess

by an agent, of authority actually given, which is supposed to

have governed that case.
Fatman v. Loback 1 Duer, 354.-, is a case precisely in poiflt,

and I see no ground upon which the conclusions of the learned

court in that case can be successfully assailed. The case Of

McCready v. Ramsey, 6 Duer, 574.~, which is cited as overruling

Fatmazz v. Loback, has no such effect. The question in 6 Duer

was between the assignee of the shares and the corporation»

_,‘____
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and it was held that the lien of the corporation on the stock for

unpaid subscription, was protected where the transfer was not

made on the books, a position fully recognized in this opinion,

and in the cases I have cited. Moreover in the case in 6 Duer,

the general act under which the corporation was formed, pro

vided that transferees of shares should take subject to the liabil

ities of prior shareholders.

‘In the cases of Ex parte Swan, 7 C. B. N. S. 400; Swan v.

The North British Australasian Co., 7 Hurl. & Nor., 603, and

Same v. Same, 2 Hurl. & Coltman, 175, some of these questions

received a most elaborate discussion, and there was a strong ar

ray of judicial opinions sustaining the validity of transfers of

stock, unauthorized in point of fact on the ground that by mere

negligence, and unintentionally, the true owner had enabled

another to deliver an apparentlyvalid title to the stock, and thus

deceive third parties.

In that case, the plaintiff had intrusted to a broker ten' deeds

of transfer, executed in blank, for the purpose of transfering

certain shares. The broker used only eight of them for the pur

pose intended, and feloniously filled up and used the others as

transfers of other shares, belonging to the same party, forged the

name of a subscribing witness, and stole the certificates of the

shares from the plaintiffs box, of which the plaintiff kept the

key. He then sold the shares to bona fide purchasers. He was

convicted of the larceny.

In a contest by the owner to get back the shares, the Com

mon Bench was, after two arguments, equally divided upon the

question whether the owner was not estopped from reclaiming

the shares, by reason of his negligence in intrusting the blank

transfers to the broker, though they were intended for other

shares. The case was taken to the Court of Exchequer, and that

court was equally divided upon the same question. It was'then

taken to the Exchequer Chamber, where it was finally disposed

Of, principally on the ground, that to estop the owner, his neg

ligence must be the proximate cause of the deceit. That here it

was too remote, as the blank deeds of transfer were intended for

other shares, and the broker had to commit forgery to make

them available, and a separate felony to obtain possession

of the certificates. _

In the case at bar none of these dificulties exist. The assign

ment and power were intended for these identical shares; they, as

well as the certificate, were voluntarily intrusted by the plaintiff

to the brokers, and the latter were thus invested with the ap

parent ownership and right of disposal, not merely by the neg

ligence of the true owner, but by his voluntary act, and for the

very purpose of attesting to the world their title and power, in
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case the contingency should arise, in which, according to the un

derstanding between them and the plaintiff, they would be justi

fled in resorting to the stock for their own indemnity.

Two cases have been cited on the part of the respondent

which require notice, viz.: Covell v. The Tradesnieifs Bank,

1 Paige, 131, and Bush, Administrator v. Lat11rop,22 N. Y.,

535.
In Covell v. The Tradesn1en’s Bank, the complainant, being

the owner of a sealed note for $2,425, payable to himself, in

dorsed it and pledged it to M. for a loan of $1,000. M. indorsed

it and pledged it to the bank, defendant, as security for an ante

cedent debt of $1,000 and a fresh advance of $1,425. The coin

plainant’s debt to M. having been paid, he filed his bill against

the bank and M. to obtain a surrender of the note.

The chancellor disposed of the case on the ground that the

sealed note, being a mere chose in action, was not assignable in

law. That the assignee of a chose in action, which must be sued

in the name of the assignor, obtains only an equitable interest,

the legal title remaining in the asssignor; and that the interest of

such assignee, being only equitable, was not protected against

the prior equity and legal right of the original owner. Th_uS

applying to the assignee of a chose in action the doctrine which

he afterward, in the case of Kortright v. The Commercial Bank,

unsuccessfully sought to apply to the transferree, by assignment

and power, of shares of stock in a corporation.

He refers to the decision of Chancellor Kent, in Murray V

Lylburn, 2 ]ohns. Ch., 443, to the effect that the assignee of 9

chose in action takes subject only to the equities of the debtor,

and not subject to latent equities of a third person against the

assignor, and points out that the case of Reclflern v. Ferrier, 1

Dow’s Par. R., 50, cited by Chancellor Kent, was decided, not

on the ground that the assignee of a chose in action was pr0

tested against a latent equity in a third person, but that a share

in ajoint-stock company was not a chose in action; that the as

signee had, according to the law of Scotland, the legal title 130

the shares, and that the equities of the parties being equal, the

court would not divest him of his legal right. _

In Bush, Adrninistrator v. Lathrop, 22 N. Y., 535, the plain

tif1’s intestate, being the assignee of a bond and mortgage f01'

$1,400, pledged them to Preston to secure $268.20, and delivered

them to the pledgee with anote for the amount,and an assignment

of the bond and mortgage, absolute on its face, but expressing B

consideration of only $268.20, the mortgage being good for its

full amount. Preston gave back a receipt, agreeing to redeem

the bond and mortgage on payment of the note.
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Preston afterward assigned the bond and mortgage to Smith

& Norton, who in turn assigned to the defendant for $1,488, ad

vanced by him in good faith. The plaintiff brought his action,

to obtain a retransfer of the bond and mortgage on payment of

the $268.20, with interest.

Denio,]., in delivering the opinion of the court, reviews the

decision of Chancellor Kent, in Murray v. Lylburn, and other

-cases, onthe subject of latentequities, disapproving of the doctrine

of Chancellor Kent, and coming to the conclusion, that an as

signment of a chose in action takes but an equitable interest, not

withstanding the provisions of the Code which authorize him to

:sue in his own name. That all the assignees of the bond and

mortgage in question, subsequent to the original obligee, must be

regarded as holding merely equitable interests, and that, as be

tween 'pa1-ties so circumstanced, priority of time confers a prefer

able right, 22 N. Y. R., 54-7, 548, following, substantially, the

opinion of Chancellor Walworth in Covell v. The Tradesmen’s

Bank, which he cites.

He concedes that this doctrine forms a serious impediment to

his negotiation of choses in action, and alludes to the difference

of opinion which may exist as to the policy of encouraging their

negotiation, and to the period when it was thought so impolitic,

that courts of law would not recognize the rights of assignees.

But in no part of his learned and exhaustive opinion, does he

seek to apply its doctrine to shares in corporations, or other per

sonal property, the legal title to which is capable of being trans

ferred by assignment, and the free transmission of which, from

hand to hand, is essential to the prosperity of a commercial

people.

The question of estoppel does not seem to have been consid

-ered in that case; and perhaps it would have been inappropriate,

inasmuch as the assignment upon which the estoppel could have

been predicated, if at all, expressed a consideration of only $268.20

for a good mortgage of $1,400; acircumstance calculated to

excite inquiry. But it is suflicient for all present purposes to say,

that the reasoning upon which the decisioninthat case is founded,

is totally inapplicable to this.

I have reviewed the authorities at much more length than

usual, by reason of the difference of opinion expressed in the

late Court of Appeals in this case, and for the purpose of meet

ing the positions, so ably maintained in the opinions,_1n favor of

the respondent, delivered in the court below, and in the late

-court, on the former healing.

My conclusion is that the Tenth National Bank must, on the

facts found, be deemed to have advanced bona fide on the credit

of the shares, and of the assignment and power executed by the

!,.
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plaintiff, and is entitled to hold the stock for the full amount so

advanced, and remaining unpaid after exhausting _the other se

curities received for the same advance.

The points relative to the stamp and subscribing witness

were fully answered in the opinions delivered on the first

argument, and do not appear to have been the subject of

dissent. I do not deem it necessary again to discuss them

here.

The judgment of the General Term, and that entered on

the report of the referee, should be modified, so as to allow the

plaintiff to redeem, on payment of the balance due to the Tenth

National Bank, on its advance of June 19th, 1868, and the costs

of the action.

All concur except Allen and Folger, ]]., not voting.

judgment modified.
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CHAPTER XIV.

CORPORATE MEETING.

BJORNGAARD V. GOODHUE COUNTY BANK.‘

SUPREME COURT or Mmnasora, 1892.

4 9

(so Minn. 488)

Right to Vote at Stockholders’ Meet1'ng—PersonaI Interest in

Matter Under Consideration.

Gilfillan, C. _I.: The defendant bank is a banking corporation

The defendants, Sheldon, Perkins, Featherstone, Brooks, Boxrud

and William, and Frederick Busch, and the plaintiff Hoyt, were

at the times hereinafter mentioned, and now are, its directors

The director defendants were and are stockholders, owning a

large majority of the stock. The plaintifis are stockholders. The

defendant stockholders owned a lot and building. At a directors’

meeting on _Iuly 7, 1890, all the directors being present, it was re

solved. all the directors except Hoyt, who protested, voting in

the aflirmative, that the corporation purchase at a price

specified said lot and building, and on July 11, the owners executed

a. conveyance to the bank. The action is brought to set aside the

transaction, and to prevent the funds of the bank being used to

complete the purchase, and also to prevent a ratification by the

stockholders, a meeting of whom had been called for the purpose,

or, rather, to prevent such a ratification by the votes of defend

ants. There is no doubt that, within the rule in Rothwell v.

Robinson, 39 Minn. 1, 38 N. W. Rep. 772, the plaintiffs may

bring such an action without first applying to the corporate

 

' "L contract entered into by a corporation, by thenuthority ordirection of its truste es

with themselves. and for their benefit, or a transfer of its property by the authority to

the trustees to themselves may be set aside, in ease it injures any public int crest or the

private interest of any shareholder or creditor, even though the contract or trnnslcr was

executed in good faith by the trustees. Duncornb v. Railroad Co.,8-L N. Y_. 190. But this

rule is not broad enough to condemn as void on the ground of pubhc policy all contracts

an d transfers executed by a purely private business corporation with or to its trustees lfl

good faith,in case no public or private interest is harmed thereby. Such eontructs_are not

void, but voldahle at the election of those who are uflected by the fraud." Skinner 1.

Smith, 184 N.Y. 240, rF0llett. C._I., citing Oil Co. v. Mnrbury. 91 U. S. 587; Thomas
1. Railroad Co., 109 IECS. 522; Risley v. Railroad Co., 62 N. Y. 240; Barnes v. Brown,

I0 H. Y. 627; Mnnson v. Railroad Co., 103 N. Y. 58; Barr v. Railroad Co., 126 N. Y. 263.
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authorities to bring it. The directors against whom complaint

is made, are not only a majority of the directors, but they own a

majority of the stock, so that any application eitherto theboard

of directors or to the body of stockholders to bring the action

would be equivalent to asking the alleged wrongdoers to bring

suit in the name of the corporation against themselves. The law

does not require of the minority stockholders to do so absurd a

thing as a condition of seeking relief against the wrongful acts of

the directors and majority stockholders. The court below de

cided the case in favor of the defendants on the proposition that,

although the act of the board of directors was voidable, it was

not ultra vires, and was capable of ratification; and where a maj

ority of the stockholders have power to ratify the unauthorized

act of the directors, courts will not interfere. We see no reason

to think this purchase was ultra vires,—that the corporation had

not power to make it. And, that being so, it may be conceded

that theboard of directors had authority to make a purchase for

the corporation. And it is undoubtedly true that, where a corp

oration has power to do a certain thing, though the authority to

do it is not in the directors, the stockholders may ratify their act

if they assume to do it on behalf of the corporation. But tl115

transaction is not voidable because ultra vires,—because there

was no authority in the directors to purchase; but it is voidable

under the rule that one having authority from another to pur

chase or sell for him cannot purchase from nor sell to himself. To

do so is in law a fraud. The rule is absolute, and the matter of

fraud in fact is immaterial.. The party for whom the pui'<:l1aS6

or sale is made need not allege nor prove fraud or injury but may

dissaifirm without taking any risk. The rule is inflexible,in orderto

prevent fraud on the part of one holding a fiduciary relation, by

making it impossible for him to profit by it, thus removing tempt

ation from his way. This court has steadily adhered to and ap

plied the rule since it first enunciated it in Baldwin v. Allison, 4:

Minn. 25, (Gil. 11.) But in all cases of the kind the principal

may, with full knowledge of the facts, ratifv what has been done.

The act of the defendant directors was a violation of this rule,

and the purchase was not binding on the corporation until rati

fied. The question is therefore presented under the allegation and

relief asked in the complaint, had the defendants a right to vote

as stockholders at the stockholders’ meeting called forthe purpose

upon the question of ratification? While stockholders in a. corp

01‘alli0f1 OW6 the duty of good faith to each other in the manage

ment of the affairs of the corporation they do not stand to each

other in a fiduciary relation within the rule we have stated. They

are not trustees nor agents for each other in the matter ofvoting

upon any proposition that may come before a meeting of the
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stockholders. In voting, each must be guided by his own judg

ment as to what is for the best interest of the corporation.

The fact that he may have a personal interest, separate from the

others or from that of the corporation in the matter to be voted

upon,does not affect his right to vote. It is not to be understood

that the majority stockholders may use their power of voting

for the purpose of defrauding the minority. It was said in Gamble

v. Queens Co.Water Co., 123 N.Y. 91, 25 N.E. Rep. 201, in which

the right of a stockholder in such a case to vote was afiirmed:

“In such cases it may be stated that the action of the majority

of the shareholders may be subjected to the scrutiny of a court of

equity at the suit of the minority shareholders.” And in Trans

portation Co. v. Beatty, L. R., 12 App. Cas. 589, in which the

same thing was held, it was said, in efiect, that in such case the

ratification must not be brought about by unfair or improper

means, nor be illegal or fraudulent or oppressive towards those

shareholders who oppose it. A rule excluding stockholders from

the right to vote merely because they might be personally inter

ested to vote in a particular way, contrary to the interests of the

other stockholders, would be likely to lead to great confusion.

The rule laid down in the two cases cited is suflieient to secure the

exercise of the good faith which one stockholder owes to the others.

Judgment afiirmed.
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CHAPTER XV.

OFFICERS AND AGENTS. < i

NORTH HUDSON BUILDING & LOAN ASS’N V. CHILDS?

SUPREME Comm‘ or Wxsconsm, 1892.

(52 N. W. Rep. 600.)

Liabilities of Directors for Negligence and Misféasance.

Pinney, ]'.: 1. The corporation plaintiff has a remedy against

its directors and oflicers for negligence, fraud, breaches of trflsf,

or for acts done in excess of their authority, and the case against

each is distinct, depending upon the evidence against him, unless

two or more have joined or participated in the wrongful act. 111

which case all participants may bejoined in the suit. And where

the act is illegal, or in violation of some positive law, the author

ities indicate that there is no right ofcontribution where one only

is sued and charged; and theretore it is held in many cases that 1t

is not necessary to make all the directors parties who have more

or less joined in the act complained of. Thomp. Liab. Off. _111

notes 352, 353, 411, and cases cited. A different rule is mam

tained in the modern cases in England and America, in “SP5

where the wrongful act is the result of negligence or gross II11S'

judgment, and is not, in and of itself, illegal, or a violation Of

some positive law, as will be shown hereafter; and there exlsts

high authority in such cases for holding that, in all cases Whefe

contribution would be allowed in equity, there those who arfl

liable to contribute are necessary parties to a suit in equity £0

obtain redress for the loss which the corporation has suffered

The remedy of the corporation for the wrong done is either at

law or in equity, according to the nature of the case. Hence, 1n

every such case as the present, it is important to determine at the

outset whetl1er the action shall be or is a legal or equitable one»

and, if the latter, whether the necessary parties are before the

court, to enable it to make a proper and complete determination

of the controversy. This action has been treated throughout bi’

the plaintiff and by the circuit court as a legal action, both in the

demand for judgment and in the course taken at the trial, a trial

 

‘Horn Silver Mining C0, y, Ryan, 42 Minn_ 19¢
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byjury having been waived, and the court ruling that no evi

dence of liability was competent that did not equally affect both

defendants; and, after judgment by the remission of damages for

the periods mentioned, 011 the ground that for these sums the

defendants were not jointly liable, though this fact was either

overlooked or was not regarded in the decision ofthe case.

2. The complaint is not entirely definite and clear in the allega

tions upon which the liability of the defendants is rested, but

groups together grounds, not entirely congruous, when stated in

the same cause of action, as the charge against them is gross

neglect, mismanagement, and inattention of the defendants “to

the duties of their said offices,” and they are, to some extent, at

least, attempted to be charged for negligence or misconduct in

their respective offices of president and treasurer, and also as

members of the board of directors, the by-laws making them ex

oficio such. Some of the acts as to which negligence and miscon

duct are predicated lie wholly outside the scope of the duties of

either one or both the president and treasurer. In the main, the

gravamen of the case seems to be that the defendants have

exceeded their respective powers as such president and treasurer

in dealing with the property and property rights of the plaintiff,

and have usurped the powers of the board of directors in these

-respects; and it is expressly charged in the 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th,

12th, 13th, and 14-th “causes of action” (so designated) that

they did the acts complained of “without the knowledge, con

sent, and approval of the board of directors;” and the last of

these causes of action, grouping_the plaintiH"s losses in one

aggregate sum of $22,000, charges “that between the 1st of

March, 1882, and the 1st of September, 1887, the plaintiff,

through the gross neglect, mismanagement, and inattention of

the defendants to the duties of their said offices, has lost in dues,

interest, and charges on stocks and loans, and on loans made by

defendants, and in the wrongful cancellation of stock by the

defendants, and paying thereon more than the holders thereof

were entitled to receive and be paid by said corporation, and

without the knowledge, consent, or authority of the board of

directors of said corporation, and without the knowledge, con

sent, or authority of the stockholders thereof, to the amount of

$22,000.” The first five “causes of action” (so designated) pro

ceed entirely upon the ground of gross neglect and mismanage

ment of the defendants, and there are items also in the other

causes of action based on that ground. The circuit court based

the finding against the defendants on the ground “of gross negli

gence and usurpation of authority not given them by the by-laws

but reserved to the board of directors.” These different allega

tions thus blended in the several so—called “causes of action,”
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which are in fact but enuinerations of items of liability under‘

what is really but one general count, require different answers

and different evidence to meet them, creating difficulties of pro

cedure which can be best dealt with and overcome in an equitable

action. We think that the case made by the pleadings and proofs

is not one where an adequate and proper remedy by legal action"

can be obtained, but the action must be treated as an equitable

one; and that the circuit court erred in dealing with it on aiiy

other basis. As a recovery in a legal action, the judgment 11111$'I

stand or fall on the liability of the defendants as president and

treasurer, for no recovery can be had at law against a minority

of the board of directors for misconduct or negligence, inas_n1L1¢l1

as they can act only when lawfully assembled, and their duties <15

such are devolved on them as a board, and not individually

Insurance Co. v. jenkins, 3 Wend. 134 ; Gaffney v. Colvill, 6 Hill:

572, 573.
3. Much argument was had upon the rule of liability of corpor

ate ofiicers in cases such as this, presenting for consideratwfl

some questions in respect to which a considerable difference 01

opinion has prevailed. The liability of officers to the corporation

for damages caused by negligent or unauthorized acts rests 11p_0l1

the common-law rule, which renders every agent liable W110 \'}°f_

lates his authority or neglects his duty to the damage Ofhls P““'

cipal. It seems to be now universally agreed that, no matter

whether the act is prohibited by the charter or by-laws, the ha‘

bility is on the ground of violation of authority or neglect of

duty. Thomp. Liab. Off. 357; Briggs v. Spaulding, 14-1 5

146, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 924.-. There can be no doubt that If the

directors or ofiicers of a companv do acts clearly beyond thelf

power, whereby loss ensues to the company, or dispose of 1_t§

property or pay away its money without authority, the)’ “"“'

be required to make good the loss out of their private estate5~

Thomp. Liab. Off. 375; Discount Co. v. Brown, L. R., 8 Eq- 3815

Flitcroft’s Case, 21 Ch. Div. 519; Insurance Co. v. Jenkins. 3

We"d- 13O,—'fl"d many other authorities to this effect were cited

by the respondent's counsel. This is the rule where the dis_p0~<1‘

tion made of money or property of the corporation is one either

not within the lawful power of the corporation, or, if within the

power of the corporation, is not within the power or autho_1'it,\"

ofthe particular ofiicer or officers. Where the ground of ll3.l)lll'[_Y‘

is for nonfeasance, negligence, or misjudgment in respect to 1‘fl11_t1

ters within the scope ofthe proper Powers of the oflicer, he W111

be held responsible only for a failure to bring to the discharge °T

his duties such degree of attention, care skill, and judgment flfil

are ordinarily used and practiced in theidischarge of such dutiesi

or employments; the degree of care, skill, and judgment depeflfh
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ing upon the subject to which it is to be applied, the particular

circumstarces of the case, and the usages of business. In respect

to directors, or those acting ex ofiicio as such, the rule of liability

has been the subject of much discussion in the recent case of

Briggs v. Spaulding, 14.-1 U. S. 182, 11 Sup. Ct. Rep. 924 in

which, although there was a strong dissent, the rule may’ be

regarded as settled, in the federal courts, at least, and in the

courts of sever lof the states, as there laid down, and to the
efliect that direkors, although often called “trustees," are not

such in any technical sense, but that they are mandataries, the

relation between them and the corporation being rather that of

principal and agent, but under circumstances they may be treated

as occupying, in consequence of the powers conferred on them,the

position of trustees to testiiis que trusteiit; that the degree of

care required ofthem depends upon the subject to which it is to

be applied, and each case is to be determined upon its own circum

stances; that, as they render their services gratuitously, they are

not to be held to the degree of responsibility of bailees for

hire, or expected to devote their whole time and attention to

their duties; thatthey are not, in the absence of any element of

positive misfeasance, and solely on the ground of passive negli

gence, to be held liable, unless their negligence is gross, or they

are fairly subject to the imputation of a want of good faith. It

is to be remembered that they have the same interests to protect

and subscrve as other stockholders, and self-interest naturally

prompts them to look after their own, and the degree of care

they are bound to exercise is that which ordinarily prudent and

diligent men would exercise under similar circumstances in respect

to a like gratuitous employment, regard being had to the usages

of business and the circumstances of each particular case; that

they are not liable, in the absence of fraud or intentional breach.

of trust, for negligence, mistakes of judgment and bad manage-~

ment in making investments on doubtful or insufficient security.

Where they have not profited personally by their bad manage

ment, or appropriated any of the property of the corporation to

their own use, courts of equity treat them with indulgence.

Were a more rigid rule to be applied, it would be diflicult to get

men of character and pecuniary responsibility to fill such posi

tions. Tl'lOI11p. Liab. Ofi‘. 357; Beach, Corp. § 249. These views

are sustained in Briggs v. Spaulding, supra; Spering’s Appfial. 71

Pa. St. 1; Association v. Coriell, 34 N. _]. Eq. 383, 392; Swentzel

v. Bank, (Pa. Sup.) 23 Atl. Rep. 4-13; In re Dean Coal Min. Co.,

10 Ch. Div. 4-50; Ackerman v. Halsey, 37 N. J. Eq. 863; Hun v.

Cary, 82 N. Y. 65; In re Denham, 25 Ch. Div. 752; Wat’_c’s Ap

peal, 78 Pa. St. 391. These views are applicable, We thmk» "P

the case of all otlicers serving and acting within the scope of their
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authority gratuitously, or practically so. The rule of liability in

case of service for reward is well understood, and need not be re

peated. It has been thought best to indicate the rules we think

applicable to the liability of directors and other ofiicers of corp

orations, as these uestions were fully discussed at the argument,
and in view of theiilnrobable importance of these questions in the

future disposition of this cause.

The finding of the circuit court that no directors’ meetingswere

held within the period mentioned, and that the business of the

corporation, consisting of issuing stock, making lozrmi, accepting

re avment of loans, and in fact all the business 0 t e corpora

icjioxli, was transacted without any direction of the board of direct

ors by the defendants and Harvey, the secretary, since deceased,

is, we think, sustained by the evidence, although stoutly denied

by the defendants. There is not only no record of any sucl1n16@’¢

ings, but those who are said to have been directors during the

period all deny attending any such meetings or tranlsapltmgsuch business, and the defendants themselves are w 10 yum} e

to name a. single director who was present at any such meeting.

While the absence of a record of proceedings, due to the negl1g¢I1¢¢

of the secretary, would not defeat the action of the directors, we

are satisfied no such meetings were held, and that the alleged

want of authority in respect to many matters transacted by the

defendants, or one of them, and Harvey, was not supphed at 3"?

of the stockholders’ meetings, and, unless ratified subsequently»

they were without requisite authority. During a period of about

five years the regularly chosen directors of the corporation whollY

abdicated their functions as such, and gave no attentionwha_te\'\’-1’

to their duties, and left everything connected with the affairs Of

the corporation to the management of the president, secretary,

and treasurer, by virtue of their several ofiices, and, beyond thi-5»

to take their own unheedecl course. At the annual meetings °f

stockholders, officers and directors were regularly elected._and Fe‘

ports were made by the secretary and treasurer, but the d1rectOT5

elected utterly neglected their duties as before. The death of Hal'

vey caused investigation, when the entire abseiice of pr0P§1' en’

tries on the ledger and record during all this period was (115?-°‘7'

ered, as well as the fact that there was a shortage in the funds Of

the corporation. The defendants during all this time had pr0'

ceeded to discharge the duties ot their respective otiicesi and

looked after and conducted the affairs of the corporation in con

nection with Harvey, the secretary, in entire good faith, not de'

riving any improper personal gain or profit, and without imP1'°P'

Qrly appropriating to themselves any of its property 01‘ funds‘

They may have made mistakes and misjudged as to their Powers

and duties. They were not guilty of intentional wrong. The dc"
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fendant Denniston, the treasurer, whose functions were purely

ministerial, and extended only to receiving the moneys of the

plaintiff and paying them out, and to the safe-keeping of its secur

ities, ancl keeping a correct account, has accounted for and paid

over every cent he received, and yet he was charged by the circuit

court with losses of the corporation by the judgment in this case

to the amount of over $21,000. We are unable to see how the

defendants are to be thus charged as ex officio members of the

board. They were not technically directors, and neither of them

had it in his power to call a meeting of the board. They could

act as ex ofiicio members only at a meeting regularly convened,

and no meetings were held. Directors cannot act in any other

manner. Cook, Corp. § 592, and cases in note. This is so well

‘settled that citations of authority would be superfluous. Stated

monthly meetings of the board were required to be held on the

‘next Tuesday after the monthly stockholders’ meetings, but the

directors came not. Special meetings might be called on the

written request of two directors, but no such request appears to

‘have been made, and none are willing to own, now that misfor

tune has overtaken the company, that he ever acted as a director

-during the period in question. All have been eager to take the

benefits, whatever they were, of the management of the defend

;ants, and accept their share of the money disbursed in paying off

ythe first series of stock at a figure amounting to nearly $8,000

more than was due on it, as it is now claimed. None but the

;president, treasurer, and secretary appear to have been willing to

‘give the affairs of the corporation any particular attention. And

“at least five of the directors are understood to have received, and

istill hold, their shares of this amount, and now all appear to be

demanding that these defendants shall put back that amount of

money from their own funds into the treasury of the plaintifl" to

make good the alleged loss on this and other accounts, arising

out oftheir attempt to manage the affairs of the plaintifl" without

the aid or authority of the board of directors. Such a. claim,

when well founded in law, ought to be established by entirely

satisfactory evidence. Regarding the case now presented by the

record as one where a recovery must depend upon the liability ofi

the defendants disconnected with their ex olficio membership of,

the board, it is plain that Childs and Denniston, in their respect-»,

ive capacities as president and treasurer, are not responsible fort

the nonfeasance, negligence, or misfeasance of Harvey, as secre

tary; nor is either of these liable for the nonfeasance, negligence,

or misfeasance ofthe other in his oflicial relations to the plaintiff.

Their liability is several and separate. They cannot _be held!

jointly liable for any act in excess of the authority of either, or

,‘both of them, without proof of joint participation, to be provedl

m~ _ H7”
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in each instance, and not presumed, and here we l121\€ neither

finding nor proof of improper combination or intentional wrong.

If Childs and Harvey, as president and secretary, exceeded their

powers in any given instance to the loss or damage of the plain

tiff, Denniston is not chargeable with it, without proof that he

intermeddled with it and in excess of his authority. If Denniston

and Harvey, as treasurer and secretary, exceeded their powers in

any case to the loss or damage of the plaintifl‘, Childs is not liable

without proof that he intermeddled or participated in the wrong.

While these rules are obviously correct, and so clearly so that

citation of authority is not needed to vindicate them, in view of

the finding and the evidence upon which it was based we have

felt it proper to state them at length, and with some particular

ity, as bearingupon the correctness of the judgment of the circuit

court.

4:. It is contended by the respondent that, as no motion for a

new trial was made before judgment, the question whether the

finding is contrary to evidence is not open to review. As the trial

was by the court without ajury, no such motion was necessary.

Where there are exceptions to the finding. this court must review

the case on the facts. Garbutt v. Bank, 22 Wis. 377.
5. The extent of loss or damages the plaintifli had sustained

formed a very important part of the controversy, and upon this

branch of the case we regret to say that we are without the as

sistaiice and benefit of an examination and determination of the

circuit court. As early as September, 1887, the plaintifl' employed

a Mr. Somers, ol St. Paul, as an expert accountant, who had had

considerable experience in the management of the affairs of build

ing associations, to examine the books and papers of the plain

tifi, ascertain its financial condition, the extent of its losses, and

how they had been occasioned. His examination extended from

February, 1882, to September, 1887. He made a report upon

these matters, which was put in evidence on the trial, or the sub

stance ofit, and this report, with a set of books compiled by l1l_m,

and his testimony, constitute almost the entire basis on which

the finding against the defendants for $21,407.05 rests. This re

port was adopted as an entirety by the circuit court, and 51¢

question of the extent of loss or damages, as well as legal ques

questions in respect to liability, were, in effect, determined by fl"?

hired expert of the plaintiff, instead of the court; and we h§1\’¢

lbeen urged to accept it here in like manner as fiiialand conclusive

Ifwe were willing to do so, and should accordingly affirm tllls

judgment, it would transpire that the plaintiff’s expert had prac

tically decided this important cause in both courts on several

vital and important questions of law as well as fact. We cann0l1

suppose that the circuit court, if it had examined ' the report»
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woimld have rendered thejudgrnent found in the record. It was

not the duty of the defendant Denniston, as treasurer, to collect

the first five items in the foregoing statement, amounting to

nearly $3,000; 11or was it the duty of Childs, as president, so far

as we are able to understand it, The treasurer is only “to

receive all moneys as soon as paid into the association.” The

secretary has custody of the accounts, books, and papers of the

corporation, except deeds, bonds, mortgages, etc., kept by the

treasurer, and is, it would seem, the executive manager of the

financial business of the corporation. The testimony to show

that any loss had been actually sustained while these defendants

were in office is too vague and uncertain to justify the rendition

of ajudgment for these amounts. Mere proof of failure to collect

these items is far from showing that they were lost. Besides, as

to many of them, their collection might have been enforced by for

feiture ancl sale of the stock. These defendants did not possess

that power. It was lodged with the board of directors, and in

some instances at least the security for loans is security for fines,

dues and interest. The collection of these items was a part of the

business of the corporation in charge of its board of directors,

and they might devolve it on the secretary, if it was not one of

the duties of his ofiice, as we understand it was. It is quite as

consistent with the evidence that these losses, if such there were,

occurred after the defendants resigned as before.

There is nothingin the by-laws nor in the evidence to showthat

it was the duty of the treasurer to do anything in relation to issu

ing stock beyond caring for the money paid for it after it was

“paid into the association.” His duties were purely ministerial,

and he had nothing to (lo, as treasurer, with determining or com

puting the amount to be paid on the issue of stock, nor is there

any testimony showing or tending to show that he ever assumed

to interfere with any such matter. It was error, therefore, to in

clude in ajudgment against him the sum of $112.06 for losses on

shares issued for too little money. Nor is there, so far as we can

discover, any proof tending to show that this loss was the fault

of the president, whose duty it is to sign stock certificates.

There is embraced in the judgment items to the amountof about

$6,800 for losses by cancellation of loans on the ground that

there was not money enough paid on them to satisfy them.

These items appear, from Mr. Somers’ testimony, to have been

arrived at by ascertaining the amount of securities canceled each

year during the period in question, and by deducting therefrom

the amount that “appears to have been paid on that account as

per secretary’s report," and the dilierence is charged up as a loss

for which the defendants are held liable. The secretary’s report

is not competent evidence against these defendants to charge
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them with this supposed loss. It is not evidence that no more

was paid to him than he reported. Which of these defendants, if

either, attended to the matter of settling up the loans upon which

the alleged losses occurred, we are unable to ascertain from the

evidence; and if in some cases Denniston did, and in others Childs,

we have no data upon which to ascertain the amount for which

either ought to be charged. An exhibit annexed to the bill of ex

ceptions would seem to show that in some instances releases of

mortgage loans were executed and acknowleged by Childs as

president, and in some cases by Denniston as treasurer, but in all

cases by Harvey as secretary. If loss occurred as charged, the

evidence is not suflicient to show it, much less to show what Sum

should be charged to Childs, and what to Denniston. It se€m$

to have been assumed throughout that, if either Childs, Harvey

or Denniston exceeded his authoritv as an officer, and loss ensued»

the other two would necessarily be liable for it by reason of the

assumption by the one of authority lodged only in the board of

directors. Each of these parties, in the absence of participation

of one or both the others, would alone be liable for exceeding h1S

authority.

The testimony as to items ainounting to $3,500, orthereabouts,

for losses by reason of money having been paid for cancellation of

stock in excess of its value seems to rest upon some method of as

certaining its supposed value adopted by Somers, which we 11°

not fully understand; and the sanie is true as to cancellation of

loans. He seems to have adopted some rule difleringfroin theby

law of the company on that subject. He testified that the differ

ent parts of the rule, which is quite obscure, “d0n’t hang t<_J

gether.” But, in view of the result at which we have arrived, It

1S not necessary to carefully examine this matter. _

6. Stock was issued by the corporation in five series: Flfst

series, March 28, 1877, 500 shares; second series, March, 1879'

172 shares; third series, March, 1880, 76 shares; fourth S€I‘l(-ZS»

March, 1883, 116 shares; and fifth series, February, 1886125

shares. It was generally supposed that the first series had ma

tured so as to be payable at twice its nominal value in Septem

ber, 1885, and the oflicers, Childs, Denniston and Harvey, Pro"

ceeded to make quite a large loan of the First National Bank Of

Hudson to raise money to pay Qfl‘ that series accordingly, and

pledged to the bank a large amount of the plaintiflls securities;

the defendant Denniston indorsing the note given for the loan.

There was a general understanding that the first series was to be

Palfi Off, and the stockholders were anxious and ready to 1‘€¢@iV¢

the“ m°neY- Payments were accordingly made by the treasurer

on orders drawn by Harvey, as secretary, and signed by Childs,

from time to time, until Harvey's death in March, 1887, no one

-111
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making any objection, or supposing, so far as the evidence shows,

that there was any apprehension of any shortage in the funds of

the corporation, or any irregularity in the management of its,

affairs. The defendants, up to this time, supposed Harvey had

kept the books and records properly. Investigation ensued, and

suit was brought against the bank by the plaintiff to recover its

securities pledged for the loan. In the mean time a board of

directors and other ofiieers had been chosen, and the corporation

had been rehabilitated and restored to its normal action, and

payments had been ordered to be made, and were in fact paid, on

this loan. The plaintiff was unsuccessful in its suit against the

bank, and it finally paid the loan. The new board had voted to

pay six per cent. interest in May, 1887. on all unpaid claims un

der the first series of stock, and directed the issue of orders to pay

some of the claimants under this series, on the basis that it had

matured in September, 1885, and as late as January 11, 1888,

two orders were directed to be issued for the payment of some

shares on the same basis. The question had been mooted in the

previous summer and fall whether the first series had matured,

and whether the shortage in the funds was not caused by paying

offthat series at much more than its actual value. The result

was that as early, probably, as September, 1887, and soon as

Somers had made his report, the plaintiff set up the claim that at

the time the first series of stock was paid off it was in fact worth

only $1.49, instead of $2, as had been supposed, basing the claim

on such report. The item included in the judgment on this ac

count is a large one, and is sustained only by the report or opin

ion of Mr. Somers, and the argument made upon the data fur

nished by his report and the evidence tends strongly to show that

the stock was worth much more than the estimate made by him.

The accuracy and justice of his report as a basis ofjudicial action

against these defendants have been found so seriously at fault,

and as they were not made the subject of judicial examination

and consideration in the circuit court, as it ought to have been,

we cannot accept and act on his conclusions in respect to the

claim that the first series of stock was worth only $1.49 when

paid off. It is not within our province or duty to enter upon this

inquiry until it has been examined and passed on by the circuit

court.

We think that, inasmuch as the action was treated as a legal,

and not an equitable, one, by the circuit court, and as the correct

ness of the report or statement of the expert, Somers, was not

judicially investigated and passed on, there was practically a

mistrial of the action, and that the judgment should he rpversed

on that ground, if for no other reason. “A trial is the judicial

examination of the issues between the parties." Rev. St. § 2842.
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We have bestowed an unusual amount of care and labor upon

this important case, and have been desirous, if possible, to arrive

at some conclusion upon which we might direct such judgment to

be entered as we might feel confident would do substantialjiistice

to the parties, and avoid the delay and cost of further litigation,

but we have been unable to do so with the material before us.

The functions of this court, with few exceptions, are appelate

only. We cannot permit the burden of the duty of trial courts to

examine and pass upon cases before them to be cast upon us in

the first instance, without proper opportunity for such examina

tion, burdened as we are with a constantly increasing number of

appeals. We cannot stop, if we were disposed to do so, to enter

into elaborate coni putations and comparisons, and examine criti

cally voluminous bills of exceptions, with numerous manuscript

exhibits, sometimes supplemented with a box filled with books

and papers. All this great bulk of niatter should be reduced_t0

reasonable compass, and arranged in proper order, before being

brought to this court. As the judgment of the circuit court must

be reversed for the errors already noticed, we think it is but jus

tice to both parties to order a new trial, and to direct that the

cause be referred upon all the issues therein, upon the pi'00fS

already taken and such as may be produced hereafter, to some

attorney being a competent accountant, to report special find

ings upon all the issues, and to take and state an account of the

transactions in question, and report the same to the court, t0_fl1@

end that such judgment may be rendered thereon as shall be Jl1$l’

and P1'oP@1‘- The action must be regarded as an equitableone,

and ot er necessary or proper parties may be brought in, if it be

deemedh necessary by the plaintiff or by the court, in order ‘£0

secure a just and proper determination of the entire controversy.

If it shall be thought proper to amend the pleadings so fl5’¢°

charge these defendants in equity as ex-oliicio members of the

board of directors, it may be that all the directors during tht?

period in question will be necessary parties. (Sherman v. Parish,

53 N.Y. 4.-83,) on the ground that the defendants, ifchargeableiw

such, are entitled to have contribution of and from such directors.

{Nickerson v. \Vheeler, 118 Mass. 295; Baynard v. Woolley, 20

Beav. 584.; Ashhurst v. Mason, L. R., 20 Eq. 225, 236.) Tliefe

are authorities which take a contrary view, and, as thfifie Wes‘

¢l‘1¢Sl¥i°115, 1"-11115 suggested, were not argued at the hearing, We do

not express any opinioninrespect to them. The questionwhethcr

the corporation plaintiff has not so far taken and enjoyed tht‘

benefits of the transactions complained of, and ratified them. that

it has lost the right to complain of them, was ably and Vigor‘

ously pressed upon our attention, but we express no opinion on

{J
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this point, as additional evidence may be produced materially

affecting the rights of the parties in respect to it. The judgment

of the circuit court is reversed, "and the cause is remanded for a

new trial, and for further proceeding in accordance with the opin

ion of this court.

McARTHUR V. TIMES PRINTING CO.

SUPREME Comer or Mmnnsom, 1892.

(48 Minn. 319.)

Contracts Made by Prom0ters—Adopt1'on by the Corporation.

Mitchell, ].: The complaint alleges that about October 1,

1889, the defendant contracted with plaintiff for his services as

advertising solicitor for one year; that in April, 1890, it dis

charged him in violation of the contract. The action is to re

cover damages for the breach of the contract. The answer sets

up two defenses: (1) That plaintiffs employment was not for

any stated time, but only from week to week; (2) that he was

discharged for good cause. Upon the trial there was evidence

reasonably tending to prove that in September, 1889, one C. A.

Nimocks and others were engaged as promoters in procuring the

organization of the defendant company to publish a newspaper;

that, about September 12th, Nimocks, as such promoter, made a

contract with plaintifl, in behalf of the contemplated com

pany, for his services as advertising solicitor for the period of

one year from and after October 1st,—the date at which it was

expected that the company would be organized; that the corpor

ation was not, in fact, organized until October 16th," but that the

publication of the paper was commenced by the promoters Oct

-ober lst, at which date plaintiff, in pursuance of his arrangement

with Nimocks, entered upon the discharge of his duties as adver

tising solicitor for the paper; that after the organization of the

company he continued in its employment in the same capacity

until discharged, the following April; that defendants board of

directors never took any formal action with reference to the con

tract made in its behalf by Nimocks, but all of the stockholders,

directors, and oflicers of the corporation knew of this contract at

the time of its organization, or where informed of it soon after

wards, and none of them objected to or repudiated it, but, on the

contrary, retained plaintiff in the employment of the company

without any other or new contract as to his services.
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There is a line of cases which hold that where a contract is

made in behalf of, and for the benefit of, a projected corporation,

the corporation, after its organization, cannot become a party

to the contract, either by adoption or ratification of it. Abbott

v. Hapgood, 150 Mass. 248, 22 N. E. Rep, 907; Beach, Corp.

§ 198. This, however, seems to be more a question of name than

of substance; that is, whether the liability of the corporation,

in such cases, is to be placed on the grounds of its adoption of

the contract of its promoters, or upon some other ground, such

as equitable estoppel. This court, in accordance with what

we deem sound reason, as well as the weight of autho1ity,has

held that, while a corporation is not bound by engagements

made on its behalf by its promoters, before its organization,

it may after its organization make such engagements its

own contracts. And this it may do precisely as it might

make similar original contracts; formal action of its board

of directors being necessary only where it would be neces

sary in the case of a similar original contract. That 1t is

not requisite that such adoption or acceptance be express, but it

may be inferred from acts or acquiescence on part of the corpor

ation, or its authorized agents, as any similar original contract

might be shown. Battelle v. Northwestern Cement and Concrete

Pavement Co., 37 Minn. 89, 33 N. W. Rep. 327. See also Mor.

Corp. § 548. The right of the corporate agents to adopt an

agreement originally made by promoters depends upon 111*‘

purposes of the corporation and the nature of the agreement

Of course, the agreement must be one with the corporation

itself could make, and one which the usual agents of the company

have express or implied authority to make. That the contract

in this case was of that kind is very clear; and the acts and

acquiescence of the corporate oflicers, after the organization of

the company, fully justified the jury in finding that it had

adopted it as its own. _
The defendant, however, claims that the contract was void

under the statute of frauds, because, “by its terms not to be per

formed within One year from the making thereof,’ which counsel

assumes to be September 12th,—the date of the agreement be

tween plaintiff and the promoter. This proceeds upon the erron

eous theory that the act of the corporation, in such cases, is 11

ratification, which relates back to the date of the contract with

the promoter, under the familiar maxim that “a suhsequeflt

ratification has a retroactive effect, and is equivalent to a pri0I'

command.” But the liability of the corporation, under such

circumstances, does not rest upon anv principle of the law of

agency, but upon the immediate and voluntary act of the com

pany. Although the acts of a corporation with reference to the
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contracts made by promoters in its behalf before its organization

are frequently loosely termed “ratification,” yet “a ratification

properly so called, implies an existing person, on whose behalf the

contract mighthave been made at the time. Therecannot, in law,

be aratification of acontract which could not have been made bind

ing on the ratifier at the time it was made, because the ratifier

was not then in existence. In re Empress Engineering Co., 16

Ch. Div. 128; Melhado v.Porto Alegre, N. H. & B. Railway Co.,

L. R., 9 C. P. 505; Kellner v. Baxter, L. R., 2 C. P. 185. What

is called “adoption,” in such cases, is, in legal eflect, the making

of acontraet of the date of the adoption, and not as of some

former date. The contract in this case was, therefore, not within

the statute of frauds. The trial court fairly submitted to the

jury all the issues of fact in this case, accompanied by instruc

tions as to the law which were exactly in the line of the views

we have expressed; and the evidence justified the verdict.

The point is made that the plaintiff should have alleged that

-the contract was made with Nimocks, and subsequently adopted

by the defendant. If we are correct in what we have said as to

the legal eflect of the adoption by the corporation of a contract

made by a promoter in its behalf before its organization, the

plaintifi' properly pleaded the contract as having been made with

the defendant. But we do not find that the evidence was ob

jected to on the ground of a variance between it and the com

plaint. The assignments of error are very numerous, but what

has been already said covers all that are entitled to any special

notice. Order afirmed.

PITTSBURG MINING CO. V. SPOONER.

SUPREME Corner or WISCONSIN, 1889.

(74 Wis. 307.)

Promoters.

This action was brought by the Pittsburg Mining Company

for the purpose of recovering $70,000 of money had and received

by the defendants for the use of the company. The material

allegations in the complaint are: _

(1) That in February, 1887, the defendants conceived the

idea. and agreed together to promote the organization of the plam
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tiff corporation for the ostensible purpose of carrying on the busi

ness of mining iron on the Gogebic range, so called, in the state

of Michigan, but for the real purpose of cheating those who

might deal with said corporation, and by so doing enrich them

selves.
(2) That in pursuance of such scheme the defendants obtained

for the purpose of purchase or temporary control a mining option

on said range, conferring the right to prospect, explore, and mine

for iron on a tract of land described in the complaint. This

option was owned by certain parties named in thecomplaint, and

the price demand by them for it was $20,000, and no more.

(3) That, having obtained the control of such option for the

purposes of the corporation, the defendants proceeded to obtain

subscriptions to the capital stock of the proposed corporation,

to raise the money to buy it; that to induce subscriptions to said

capital stock the defendants falsely and fraudently represented to

divers persons, and to all persons who became and now are

stockholders in said corporation, that the price demanded by the

owners of said option was $90,000, and that it could not be

bought for less; that the defendants were themselves desirous of

buying it, but were unable pecuniarily to pay so much money.

but desired to organize a corporation to purchase it; that they

would themselves become stockholders in the corporation to the

extent of their ability to pay for the same; that there was no

speculation in the purchase price; that the defendants were mak

ing nothing out of it,-—not even their expenses, unless the corpor

ation saw fit to reimburse them,——except what all stockholders

would make alike through the operation of the proposed cor

poration in mining the ores covered by said option.
(4) The defendants also represented that for the purpose of

the successful operation of the business of mining on said tract

of land it would be necessary for the corporation to raise the sum

of $100,000 in money,—$90,000 for the purpose of pLlI‘Cl‘l2lS1l'lg

the option from the owners thereof, and $10,000 to be put in the

treasury of the company for the purpose of developing the

mines.(5) In futherance of said fraudulent scheme the defendants

drew up, and by said fraudulent representations procured to be

Signed, a $11b5¢1‘iP’¢i011 paper. of which the following is a Q0197:

“The undersigned hereby agree with A. H. Main, of the c1ty_ Of

Madison, Dane county, Wisconsin, the owner of a mining optwfl

upon, in, and to all of the north half of the south-west quarter of

section number 11, town 47, range 45 east of the Michigan

meridian, situate, lying, and being in the county of Ontonagon,

state of Michigan, and with each other, that they will take of and

from the said A. H. Main the number of shares of non-assessabk

7 Mi
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paid up stock in the Pittsburg Mining Company, proposed to

be formed, set opposite their respective names, and pay for the

same the sum of $2.50 per share; said payment to be made as

soon as the company is duly incorporated, under and by virtue

of either the laws of the state of Michigan or Wisconsin; and

the said A. H. Main shall assign and transfer over to said cor

poration, and give and convey to said corporation, a perfect title

to the same said option. It is understood that the capital stock

of said corporation shall be $1,000,000, in 40.000 shares. of

$25.00 each. It is also understood and agreed that a shaft has

been sunk upon the land covered by said option, to a depth of

about seventy feet, and that there is in sight, at such depth below

the surface of the land, so covered by said option, ten thousand

tons of iron ore.”

(6) The complaint then alleges that this subscription paper

was signed by a large number of persons, agreeing to take shares.

in a sufficiant amount in the whole to cover the entire proposed

stock of the projected corporation, to-wit $1,000,000.

(7) Immediately after said stock had been all subscribed, and

on the 21st day of March, 1887, the defendants organized a cor

poration in comformity to the laws of this state, under the name

of the “Pittsburg Mining Company,” now the plaintiff in this

action. The defendants were the only original incorporators;

and on the 22d day of March, 1887, the first meeting of said

corporation was held at Madison, in this state. All the defend

ants were present at such meeting. The defendant Spooner was

elected president, and the defendant Main treasurer. That about

the time of said meeting, and in furtherance of said fraudulent

scheme, the defendant Main, with the advice and procurement of

the other defendants, Spooner and Oakley, but in the joint

interest of all of them, subscribed for the entire stock of said

corporation, viz., $1,000,000, except one share each of $25,

which were taken by the defendants Spooner and Oakley; and

thereupon at the same meeting, by the unanimous vote of the

defendants as sole corporators and directors, the following reso

lution was adopted, viz.: “Resolved, that in accordance with the

subscription of A. H. Main to the capital stock of said company,

the president and secretary hereof issue to him, or to such person

or persons as he may direct, and in such number of shares as

he may direct, all of the said stock, except two shares thereof,

one of which is held by said Phillip L. Spooner, ]r., and the other

by said F. W. Oakley; the said stock to the said Main to be

issued as paid up in full, in consideration of his making and

delivering to the president of the said corporation, for the said c_or

poration, an assignment in writing, duly executed, of an option
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which he now owns on the north half of the south-west quarter

ofsection eleven, (11,) township forty-seveii, (47,) range forty

five (45) west, Ontonagon county, Michigan."

(8) It is further alleged in the complaint that none of the stock

subscribed for by said Main was ever issued to him, except the

sum of $25000 now held by defendant Main. That although

he conveyed to the corporation the mining option before men

tioned in nominal payment for all of the stock of said corpora

tion, neither the defendant Main nor any of the defendants ever

had or held any valuable interest in said option above the price

of $20,000, which had to be paid to the owners thereof. That.

said option having been procured and being held by the defend

ants, or by the defendant Main for them, as promoters and

trustees of said corporation, whatever value or interest they

possessed or could possess therein inured to and was the pf°_P'

erty of said corporation, when formed, without advance m pflfle

or other conditions; and it is further alleged that $20,000 Was

the full value of said option. _
(9) The complaint further alleges that the defendants; "1

furtherance of their fraudulent scheme, after said subscriptions

were obtained, caused said option to be conveyed to said M8-111

without any consideration; then caused the corporation to buy

it from him for substantially its entire capital stock, caused thfl

agreement to take shares in the projected company, as h_eremb'e-"

fore set forth, to read as an agreement to take them of said 1\_/I81"

and pay him for them, instead of the company, and then 155116

the shares so subscribed for to the several persons who, by the

agreement aforesaid, had agreed to take them; and collected

from them the sum of $100,000, paid the owners of the opt101'1

$20,000 for the same, kept $10,000 in the treasury ofthec0I1j

pany, and fraudulenty converted the remaining $70,000 f_° the“

own use, in violation of their duty to the company, as its Pm‘

moters, trustees, and directors; whereby the plaintiff has sus

tained a loss of $70,000.
(10) The complaint further alleges that in procuring control

of the said mining option, in organizing the corporation, secur

ing subscriptions to the capital stock, collecting moneys thereon,

Paying for Said option to the owners thereof, having it ¢<>nv@_>'<=d

to the defendant Main, and bv him to the plaintiffcorporatiom

and in all other matters touching the organization of the pli1111'

~tifi' corporation, and the purchase of said option, the defendantS

became and were the promoters, agents and trustees Of the

plaintiff, and, while so acting, they could not, in law, by an)’

P"-t'-‘Kt, Preteflse, or contrivence gain any personal pr0T‘-{ll QT

advantage over the plaintiff, or make any valid contract with It

to its prejudice, and to further their individual advantage.
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(11) It is further alleged in the complaint that the amount

paid to the owners of said option by the defendants in behalf of

the plaintiff was the sum of $20,000; that the amount

obtained by the defendants from the corporation on the fraud

ulent pretext that such payment was $90,000, $70,000 of which

the defendants have diverted from the company, and fraudulently

appropriated to their own use, and for this amount they are

jointly indebted to the plaintiff as for so much money had and

received to its use, and the plaintiff demands judgment for the

said sum of $70,000, with interest and costs.

To this complaint the defendants demurred, and allege as

grounds ofdemurrer: (1) That the plaintiff has not legal capac

ity to sue; (2) that the complaint does not state facts sufificient

to constitute a cause of action. Upon the argument of the

demurrer in the circuit court, the court sustained the demurrer,

and from the order sustainingthe demurrer, the plaintiff appealed

to this court.

Taylor]. Upon the hearing ofthe appeal in this court,nocon

tention was made by the learned counsel for the respondents that

the demurrer was properly sustained upon the first alleged ground,

viz., that “the plaintiff has not legal capacity to sue." The only

question argued at length was whether the complaint stated facts

suflicient to constitute a cause of action. The learned counsel for

the appellant corporation contends that the complaint states

facts constituting a cause of action—First, upon the ground of

actual fraud committed by the defendants upon the company by

the sale of the mining option to the company for a sum greatly in

-excess of its real value, brought about by false representations

as to its actualcost; and, second, that it states a cause of action

against the defendants as the promoters of the corporation, and,

as such, holding a relation of trust and confidence towards it;

and that, acting as the agents and officers of the corporation,

they sold to the corporation, and bought for the corporation,

the mining option for the sum of $70,000 more than its actual

value and more than they paid for the same; that this was done

with out the knowledge and consent of the real stockholders of

the corporation, and in fraud of their rights, and upon that

ground they are liable to the corporation for the profits

made by them on such sale to the corporation. The last alleged

cause of action is the one upon which the learned counsel ior the

appellant mainly relies in this court, and is the one in favor of

which the main argument of the learned counsel for the appel

lant is made.

Considering the defendants as the officers and promoters of

the corporation at the time of the alleged purchase and sale com

plained of, it seems to me very clear that—laying out of view the
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fact that the money of the stockholders paid for their stock to

the corporation, and which money was paid to defendants for the

mining option, was obtained by the issuing of full-paid shares to

the stockholders upon the payment of 10 per cent. of their par

value, in violation of the statute—there can hardly be room for a

contention that, upon the facts stated in the complaint, acause

of action is not stated against the defendants. Under the allega

tions of the complaint we must treat the alleged sale of the min

ing option to the defendant Main for the entire stock of the cor

poration, viz., $1,000,000, as a mere subterfuge and device to cover

up the real transaction, which is substantially as follows: The

defendants having obtained a right to purchase the miningoption

mentioned in the complaint for $20,000, proceeded to form a cor

poration to make such purchase, representing to the persons who

subscribed for the stock that it would cost $90,000 to make

such purchase, and, having first induced other persons to sub

scribe for the stock upon such representations, and to pay to the

corporation upon or for their stock $100,000, the corporation

then, through its officers, the defendants themselves, purchased

the option for $90,000, paying the $20,000 which it cost them

with the money received by the corporation, and converting the

$70,000 to their own use. This is the substance of what 1S

alleged to have been done by the company, and it appears to me

to be immaterial as to the manner of doing it. It being shown

that the defendants formed the company for the purpose of

purchasing this option, and having induced the present stock

holders to furnish $90,000 of their money to make the purchase

under the false impression created by the defendants that the

defendants would be compelled to pay that amount for the purchase

price, and the defendants having afterwards, as oflicers and

agents of the company, purchased for the company such option,

and paid themselves $70,000 more than they knew they could

purchase it for, and $70,000 more than they in fact paid for

the same, it seems to me there can be no doubt of their

liability to refund to the corporation the $70,000 so obtained.

In making this statement we arenot to be understood as making

any charge of fraud or unfair dealing on the part of the very

respectable citizens who are the defendants in this action; all

that is intended is that, admitting that the allegations of the

complaint in this action are true, then the result indicated fol

lows. The truth or falsitv of these statements is not n0\\'

under consideration. For the purposes of this case, the defend

ants do not controvert them.

That the defendants were promoters of the corporation, aflfi

as such, and as the ofiicers of the same, thev assumed the possi

tion of agents and trustees of the corpoi-atioin in the transactiflfl

l
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of its business, admitting the facts to be as stated in the com

plaint to be true, there can be no doubt. This is well established

by the following cases cited by the learned counsel for the apel

lant, viz.: Society v. Abbott, 2 Beav. 559; New Sombrero Phos

phate Co. v. Erlanger, L. R., 5 Ch. Div. 73; and Phosphate Sewage

Co. v. Hartmont, Id. 394; 1 Mor.Priv. Corp. § 291; In re Paper

Box Co., L. R., 17 Ch. Div. 471. See, also, the case of Rail

road Co. v. Tiernan, cited by the learned counsel for the respond

ents, 37 Kan. 606. Assuming that these defendants were the

promoters of this corporation, and it being alleged in the complaint

that two of them were the officers of the corporation when

the sale and purchase were made, they must be treated as the

agents and trustees of the corporation, and as such their duties

and obligations towards it are clearly defined by the authorities

above cited. The learned judge, in deciding the case,of Railroad

Co. V. Tiernan, cites the rule of law governing their action, as

laid down by the supreme court of Massachusetts in the cases of

Parker v.Nickerson, 137 Mass.487, and Parker v. Nickerson, 112

Mass 195. In thesecases the rule is stated as follows: “A trustee

or agent cannot purchase on his own account what he sells on

account of another, nor purchase on account of another what he

sells on his own account; " * * and, if he does so, the cestuf

que trust or principal, unless upon the fullest knowledge of all

the facts he elects to confirm the act of the trustee or agent, may

repudiate it, or he may charge the profits made by the trustee or

agent with an implied trust for his benefit.” See Tyrrell v. Bank,

10 H. L. Cas. 26; Kimber v. Barber, L. R., 8 Ch. 56; Simons v.

Vulcan etc. Mining Co., 61 Pa. St. 202. This rule has been sanc

tioned and afiirmed by this court. See Puzey v. Senier, 9 Wis. 370;

Pickett v. School-Dist., 25 Wis. 551; Cook v. Mill Co., 4.-3 Wis/L33;

In re Orphan Asylum, 36 Wis. 534-. Construed as I think the alle

gations in this case ought to be construed upon a demurrer, they

present the case of trustees and agents of the corporation selling

property to the corporation on the one hand, and on the other

hand buying for the corporation, and making a profit for them

selves by the transaction of $70,000. Under the rule of law

_above stated the corporation may charge such profits made by

the trustees and agents with an implied trust for the benefit of

the corporation, and may recover such money in an action brought

by the corporation.

It is urged against this claim that at the time of the sale and

purchase there were no persons interested in the corporation

except the said agents and trustees themselves, and so no one

was injured, as all parties then interested were fully aware of all

the facts. We do not think this a true statement of the case.

According to the allegations of the complaint, all the present
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owners of the stock were interested parties. They were in fact

the corporation, and the defendants represented them in making

the sale, and not merely themselves. The relations which the

defendants bore to the corporation in this case, according to the

facts alleged in the complaint, are well stated by Chief justice

THOMPSON in the case of Simons v. Vulcan etc.Mining Co., supra.

After stating that it was claimed that the organized board of direc

tors was the company, and whatever it did could not be inquired

into by the corporation put in motion by the instance of the stock

holders, he says: “This is an error, and results from overlooking

the fact that directors are but the agents and trustees of the

company; that they have power to act only for the interest of

the company, and not against it. The shareholders constitute

the company, where there is stock, and not the directors. It was

therefore well put in the charge of the learned judge that the

directors had no power to bind the stockholders by allowing

profits to the defendants, after holding out in their prospectus

that the property was obtained at original prices, and that the

defendants could not claim any if theyhold outthat they had pur

chased the property for the company, and were con

veying at original prices. A fraud perpetrated against

the corporation by any or all of the directors may assur

edly be redressed by such an action in the name of the egr

poration. As already said,they are its agents and trustees, which

implies accountability to their principal.” In the case In re Paper

Box Co.,L. R., 17 Ch. Div. 4-71,the Master ofthe Rolls says! “I

quite agree to this: that, if promoters make an arrangement to

get a. profit for themselves out of what is apparently paid to the

vendors, it is immaterial whether the contract with the vendors

is approved of by the directors of the company, who are the pro

moters, just before the allotment or just after. In both cases it

is intended to cheat the future shareholders, and of course It

makes no difference whatever that the persons who at the time

the allotment was made were in fact the promoters or their nom

inees, knew of the fraud.” It seems to me, unless we are prepared

to go contrary to the cases above cited, and to very many others

cited in the brief of the appellant, we must hold that an act1011

can be maintained in the name of the corporation to redress the

wrong alleged to have been done by the defendants.

What would have been the relations of the defendants to the

corporation if they had in fact owned the mining option, and had

formed the corporation and issued full-paid stock to themselves

for such option, and transferred such stock to themselves in pay

ment for such mining option, and then, by exaggerated or false

statements as to the value for such mining option, or as to its

actual cost, had induced others to purchase from them such stock,
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need not be determined in this action; nor whether in such case

any action for such fraud could be maintained by the corporation.

Under the allegations of the complaint, such was not the trans

action in this case. In this case no sale to or purchase by the

corporation was made until all the stock, or nearly all, had been

agreed to be taken by other parties than the defendants, and,

although the written agreement with they signed stated that

they were to buy the stock of defendants, the allegations of the

complaint show that at the time such contractwas signed by the

present stockholders the defendants did not have or own any of

the stock of the corporation, nor did they o\vn the mining option.

The allegations also show that no stock was ever issued to the

defendants except to the amount of $25,000, and the balance of

the stock was issued by the corporation directly to the present

holders; and the mining option was bought by the defendants

and sold to the company after such stock had been subscribed

and paid for by the present stockholders, with the money paid by

the stockholders to the corporation. What is said by the learned

author(l Mor. Priv. Corp. § 292, p. 279) in commenting upon the

case ofthe Sombrero Phosphate Co.,L.R..5 Ch.Div.73, is peculiarly

applicable to the case at bar. In discussing the question whether

the action would lie in favor of the corporation he says: “Before

any shares had been issued the existence of the company was a fic

tion. The shareholders really formed the company, each onebecom

ing amember when he took his shares. While the contract for the

purchase of the property was nominally in force from the time of

its approval by the board of directors, yet it really took efi"ect

only after the shareholders had taken their shares. It then

became binding upon all the shareholders collectively, or, in other

words, on the company. The fraud really consisted in inducing

the shareholders to enter into this contract in their collective

capacity, and in using the funds belonging to the shareholders

collectively in paying the purchase price. It is evident, therefore,

that the injury to the shareholders was an injury to their collec

tive or corporate interests, and that the company was the proper

complainant.” Theseremark are strictly applicableto thetransac

tion in this case. It is true that it is alleged that the defendants

formed a corporation under the statues of this state, and that

such corporation passed a resolution to permit the defendant

Main to subscribe for the whole capital stock, and pay for it by

a transfer of the mining option to the corporation; but it.

appears from the complaint that before this was done an agree

ment had been made between the defendants and the corporation

that other persons should become the owners of the stock of the

corporation, and pay a certain sum of money for such stock,

and therebybecome the real parties constituting the corporation,
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and that their money should pay for the mining option; and it

further appears that the transfer was not made to the corpora

tion until after the real stockholders had become such by paying

their money for the stock. The fraud in the sale was therefore a

fraud upon the collective interests of the shareholders, as it was

in the Sombrero Phosphate Co. Case.

Taking all the allegations ofthecomplaint together,they charge

the defendants with purchasing the mining option for the sum of

$20,000lron1 themselves for the benefit of the corporation,thecor

poration at the time of the sale. and purchase representing the

present holders of its stock, and not simply the interest of them

selves. That this complaint statesa good cause of action in favor

of the corporation against the defendants, we think,is well settled

upon principles and authority. The cases above cited of NewSom

brero Phosphate Co. v. Erlanger, L. R., 5 Ch. Div. 73»

Phosphate Sewage Co. v. Hartmont, L. R., 5 Ch. Div. 3941

and Simons v. Vulcan etc. Mining Co., 61 Pa. St. 202, as

well as many of the other cases cited in the brief of the

counsel for the appellant, very clearly sustain this action.

Itis,however,urged in avery able argument by the counselfor the

defendants that, adinittiiig the corporation would have a cause

of action against the defendants for the profits made by them on

the sale of the mining option to the corporation, had the corpor

ation obtained the money with which it paid the defendants for

such option in a lawful wav, still, as the allegations of the com

plaint show that it obtained such money by an illegal issue 01'

sale of its stock to its corporators, no action will lie to recover

of the defendants any part of the money so illegally obtained by

the corporation. Under my construction of the allegations Of

the complaint, it is very clear that the fact that the corporation

received the money which paid the defendants for their mining

option upon an illegal issue of its stock cannot be a defense t0

this action to compel them to refund to the company so much Of

the purchase price as was unlawfully received by them on such

sale. The basis of the arguiiicnt of the learned counsel is that

these defendants received tlie monev of the stockholders upon this

alleged illegal sale of the stock as the agents of the corporation,

and that as such agents they cannot be made to account to their

principal for the money so received by them upon such illegal

sales. Admitting this to be a true statement of the facts alleged

in the ¢0mplaint,Ithink,under the decisions of this and many other

courts, these agents cannot set up the illegality of the transac

tions as a defense to an action by the principal to recover the

the money of its agents. I think, however, that the allegations

of the complaint show that the money received on the sale of the
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stock was in the possession of the corporation, and not merely

in the possession of its agents, and, being so in the possession of

the corporation, the defendants and agents of the corporation

paid it over to themselves as the consideration for their mining

option. Under the allegations of the complaint, they are not

refusing to account for money collected by them as agents of the

-corporation in making sales of its stock, but they are refusing to

account for money wrongfully obtained from the corporation

upon a sale of their mining option to the company. Having.

changed their position in regard to this money by receiving it

from the corporation as payment for the mining option sold to

the company, they cannot now claim to hold it as money received

by them as the agents of the corporation in making illegal sales

of the stock of the corporation. The money paid to the corpor

ation on such an illegal issue or sale of stock was, notwithstand

ing such illegal sale, the money of the corporation, as against all

the world. The purchasers of such illegally issued stock could not

recover back the money paid by them to the corporation upon

such illegal transaction, (see Clark v. LincolnLumber Co., 59 Wis.

655. 661, 665, 18N. W. Rep. 4.-92 ;) and, if they cannot recover it

back from the corporation, no one else can. The corporation,

having the possession of the money, is for all practical purposes

the owner of it; and, if these defendants took the money from

the corporation in an illegal and fraudulent way, it is no defense to

such illegal .act that the corporation obtained the money by a.

violation of the statute in selling its stock. If A. obtains the title

and possession of property from B. by some fraudulent device,

and C. obtains the same property of A. by fraud, and A. brings

an action against C. to recover the property back, or for dain

ages for the fraud it would be no defense for C. that A. had fraud

ulently obtained it from B. This would certainly be so, unless B.

made a claim for the property against C. In this case the persons

whose money came to the possession of the corporation cannot

-enforce any claim to it as against the corporation, and conse

quentlythcy could not enforcea claim to it is against the persons

to whom the corporation transferred it, and, if the present

stockholders were instrumental in bringing this action in the

name of the corporation, as they must be held to be, by bring

ing it in the name of the corporation, they atlirin the right of

the corporation to the money so received by it. By what rule

of law have the defendants the right to challenge the title of the

corporation to the money which was paid to them upon the sale

of their mining option to the corporation? I am unable to per

ceive any such right, especially in a case of this kind, where no

other person can claim the money. -
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If it should be urged that the allegations of the complaint

show that there are no legal stockholders, and no legal stock

issued, and so no corporation which can maintain this action, it

is answered by saying that the defendants are in no position.to

attack either the issue of the stock or the illegality of the organi

zation of the corporation. These defendants, who were the

active agents in the formation of the corporation, who were

instrumental in the issue of the alleged illegal stock, and who

contracted with the corporation having full knowledge of all of

its transactions, are in no position to contest the regularity of

the formation of the corporation. 2 Mor. Priv. Corp. §§ 750-754:,

and the numerous cases cited in the notes; Chubb v. Upton, 95

U. S. 665-667; Cowell v. Springs Co., 100 U. S. 55, 60; People

v. La Rue, 67 Cal. 526, 8 Pac. Rep. 84. In my view of the case,

these defendants, as agents and trustees of the corporation, sold

their mining option to the corporation, and received from the

corporation $70,000 in money of the corporation more than in

law and equity they were entitled to receive therefor; and in law

and equity they hold this money in trust for the corporation

from which they received it. That the defendants, after having

obtained from the corporation its money, which, in accordance

with the principles of equity, they have no right to retain,

may now refuse to refund on the allegation that the corporation

was not in all respects organized in accordance with law, seems

to me a proposition wholly unsupported by authority, and con

trary to justice and equity. Under a proper construction of the

allegations of the complaint, the illegal issue of the stock by the

corporation, and the receipt of the money for such stock, was a

completed transaction before the acts upon which the corpora

tion rely for a recovery against the defendants transpired; and

so the illegal act is in no way the foundation of the action.

Briefly, the foundation of the claim of the plaintiff is this: The

corporation having in its possession $90,000, the defendants, as

agents and trustees of the corporation, sold their mining elalm

to the corporation for $90,000, and, acting for the corporation»

they bought it for the corporation, and paid out its money £0

complete the purchase; and that, in making such sale and pur

chase, they so conducted themselves that they were and are 1101;

entitled, as against the corporation, to retain the profits made

on the sale, but hold such profits in trust for the corporation.

Under such circumstances, it appears to me wholly immaterial

how the corporation became possessed of the money received by

the defendants, unless they can show that some other pers011 0?

party has a better claim to such money than the corporation.

I have not discussed the question as to the right of the cor

poration to recover the money on the theory that they colleeted
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the same as the agents of the corporation, for tl1e benefit of the

Corporation, and now hold it as such agent, because it seems to

me that a fair construction of the allegations of the complaint

do not show that such is the position of the defendants. If,

under the allegations of the complaint, these defendantsever held

this money as the agents of the corporation, they abandoned that

position when they received it from the corporation as the pur

chase price of their mining option; and if they are entitled to

hold the money at all they must hold it as vendors of such

option, and as the purchase money thereof; and if they cannot,

according to the rules of law and equity, hold it as such purchase

money, then they must return it to the corporation. They can

not now assume to hold it as the agents ofthe corporation. In

receiving the money as the purchase price of their option, they

abandoned their position as agents of the corporation, if they

ever were such as to this money, and cannot now assume such

agency to defeat a recovery. Fox v. Cash, 11 Pa. St. 207; 2

Benj. Sales, 681. We think the complaint states a good cause of

action in favor of the plaintitf, and that the circuit court erred in

sustaining the demurrer to the complaint. The order of the cir

cuit court is reversed, and the cause is remanded for further pro

ceedings according to law.

Lyon, ]., dissents.
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CHAPTER XVI.

LIABILITY or CORPORATION FOR TORTS.

LAKE SHORE ETC., RAILWAY CO. V. PRENTICE.

SUPREME Comvr or THE Uumzn Smras, 1893.

(1-1-1 u. s. 101.)

Liability of a Corporation for a Malicious Tort—Punitivc

Damages.

This was an action of trespass on the case against the defend

ant corporation to recover damages for the wrongful acts of the

defendant's servants. On Oct. 12. 1886,theplaintiff, his wife an_da

number of other persons were passengers holding excursion

tickets, on one of defendant’s trains. During the journey the

defendant purchased of several passengers their return tickets,

which had nothing on them to show that they were not tra_nS

ferable. The conductor of the train learning this, and kflOW1flg

that the plaintiff had been guilty of no offense for which he was

liable to arrest, telegraphed for a police ofticer, an employee Of

the defendant, who boarded the train as it approached Chicago.

The conductor thereupon, in a loud and angry voice, pointed out

the plaintiff to the oPficer, and ordered his arrest; and the officel‘

by directions of the conductor and without any warrant 01'

authority of law, seized the plaintiff and rudely searched him for

weapons, in the presence of the other passengers, hurried him

into another car, and there sat down by him as a. watch, aflfl

refused to tell him the cause of his arrest, or to let him speak to 1115

wife. While the plaintiff was being removed into the other Cal‘,

the conductor, for the purpose of disgracing and humiliating hlm

with his fellow passengers, openly declared that he was under

arrest and sneeringly said to the plaintiff ’s wife "where's y01-11'

doctor now?” On arrival at Chicago the conductor refused #0

let plaintiff assist his wife with her parcels in leaving the tram

or to give her the check for their trunk, and in the presence of the

passengers and others, ordered him to be taken to the station

house, and he was forcibly taken there, detained until the c_011

ductor arrived, and knowing that the plaintifif had been g'l11.l’¢Y

of no offense, entered the charge of disorderly conduct against him,

upon which he gave bail and was released. No one appeared
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against him next day and he was discharged. The declaration

alleged that all these acts were done by the defendant’s agents in

the line of their employment, and that the defendant was legally

liable therefore; that the plaintiff had thereby been put to great

expense, and greatly injured in mind, body, and reputation. At

the trial it was admitted that the arrest was wrongful and that

the plaintiff was entitled to recover actual damages therefor. The

court instructed the jury that if the defendant acted oppressively,

wantonly and illegally they might also give the plaintiff punitive

-damages. Plaintifi" had a verdict and defendant sued out a

writ of error.

Mr. justice Gray:—The onlyexceptions taken to the instructions

at the trial, which have been argued in this court, are to those on

the subject of punitive damages.

The single question presented for our decision, therefore, is

whether a railroad corporation can be charged with punitive or

exemplary damages for the illegal, wanton and oppressive con

duct of a conductor of one of its trains towards a passenger.

This question like others affecting the liability of a railroad

-corporation as a common carrier of goods or passengers, such as

its right to contract forexemption from responsibilityfor its own

negligence, or its liability beyond its own line, or its liability to

one of its servants for the act of another person in its employ

ment, is a question,not of local law, but of general jurisprudence,

upon which this court, in the absence of express statute regulat

ing the subject, will exercise in its own judgement, uncontrolled

by the decisions of the courts in the several States. Railroad Co.

v. Lockwood, 17 Wall. 357, 368; Liverpool Steam Co. v. Pliemx

Ins. C0.,129 U. S. 397, 44.-3; Myric v. Michigan Central Railroad,

107 U. S. 102, 109; Houglz v. Railway Co., 100 U. S. 213, 226.

The most distinct suggestion of the doctrine of exemplary or

punitive damages in England before the American Revolution is

to be found in the remarks of Chief justice Pratt, (afterwards

Lord Camden) in one of the actions againstthe King’s messengers

for trespass and imprisonment under general warrants of the

Secretary of State, in which, the plaintiff ’s counsel having

asserted, and the defendant’s counsel having denied, the right to

recover, “exemplary damages,” the Chief justice instructed the

jury as follows: “I have formerly delivered it as my opinion on

another occasion, and I still continue of the same mind, that a

jury have it in their power to give damages for more than the

injury received. Damages are designed not only as a satisfaction

to the injured person, but likewise as a. punishment to the guilty,

to deter from any such proceeding for the future, and as a proof

of the detestation of the jury to the action itself.” Wilkes v.

Wood, Lolft, 1, 18, 19; S. C., 19 Howell’s State Trials, 1153,
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1167. See also. Huckleyv, Money, 2Wilson, 205, 207; S. C., Sayer

on Damages, 218, 221. The recovery of damages, beyond coni

pensation for the injury received, by way of punishing the guilty,

and as an example to deter others from offending in like manner,

is here clearly recognized.
In this court, the doctrine is well settled, that in actions of

tort the jury, in addition to the sum awarded by way of compen

sation for the plaintiff’s injury, may award exemplary, or puni

tive or vindictive damages, sometimes called smart money, if the

defendant has acted wantonly, or oppressively, or with such mal

ice as implies a spirit of mischief, or criminal indifference to civil

obligations. But such guilty intention on the part of the defend

ant is required in order to charge him with exemplary or punit

ive damages. The Amiable Nancy, 3 Wheat, 546, 558, 559;

Day v. Woodworth, 13 How. 363, 371; Philadelphia & C. Rail

road v. Quigley, 21 How. 202, 213, 214; Milwaukee & St.

Paul Railway v. Arms, 9 1 U. S. 489, 493,495; Missouri Pacific

Railway v. Humes, 115 U. S. 512, 521; Barry v. Edmiinds, 116

U. S. 550, 562, 564; Denver & Rio Grande Railway v. Harris.

122 U. S. 597, 609, 610; Minneapolis & St. Louis Railway v.

Beckwith, 129 U. S. 26, 36.
Exemplary or punitive damages, being awarded, not by

way of compensation to the sufferer, but by way of punishment

of the offender, and as a warning to others, can only award

against one who has participated in the offence. A principal

therefore, though of course liable to make compensation for

injuries done by his agent within the scope of his employment,

can not be held liable for exemplary or punitive damages, merely

by reason of wanton, oppressive or malicious intent on the part

of the agent. This is clearly shown by the judgment of this

court in the case of The Ainiable Nancy, 3 Wheat. 546.
In that case, upon a libel in admiralty by the owner, master,

supercargo and crew of a neutral vessel against the owners of an_

American privateer, for illegally and wantonly seizing arid

plundering the neutral vessel and rnaltreating her oflicers a11_d»

¢1‘@W, Mr. ]ustice Story, speaking for the court, in 1S18»lfl}d

down the general rules as to the liability for exemplary or vindic

tive damages, by way of punishment, as follows :—“ Upon the

fact disclosed in the evidence this must be pronounced a case of

gross and wanton outrage, without any just provocation 01'

excuse. Under such circumstances, the honor of the country and

 

the duty of the court equally required that a just compeiisation

should be made to the un-oifendiiig neutrals, for all the injur1<§S

and lossess actually sustained by them. And if this were a sult

against the original wrong doers, it might be proper to go yet

farther, and visit upon them, in the shape of exemplary damages,
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the proper punishment which belongs to such lawless miscon

duct. But it is to be considered that this is a suit against the

-owners of a privateer, upon whom the law has, from motives of

policy devolved a. responsibility for the conduct of the oflicers and

crew employed by them, and yet, from the nature of the service,

theycan scarcely ever be able to secure to themselves an adequate

indemnity in cases of loss. They are innocent of the deinerit of

this transaction, having neither directed it, nor countenanced it,

nor participated in it in the slightest degree. Under such circum

stances, we are of the opinion, that they are bound to repair all

the real injuries and personal wrongs sustained by the libellants,

but they are not bound to the extent of vindictive damages."

3 Wheat. 558, 559.

The rule thus laid down is not peculiar to courts of admiralty;

for, as stated by the same eminent judge two years later those

courts proceed, in cases of tort, upon the same principles as

courts of common law, in allowing exemplary damages, as well

as damages by way of compensation or remuneration for ex

penses incurred, or injuries or losses sustained, by the misconduct

of the other party. Boston Manuf. Co. v. Fisk, 2 Mason, 119,

121. In Keene v. Lizardi, 8 Louisiana, 26, 33, judge Martin

said: “It is true, juries sometimes very properly give what is

called smart money. They are often warranted in given vindict~

ive damages as a punishment inflicted for outrageous conduct.

But this is only justifiable in an action against the wrongdoer,

and not against persons who, on account of their relation to the

offender, are only consequentially liable for his acts, as the principal

is responsible for the act of his factor or agent.” To the same

efiect are: The State Rights, Crabbe, 22,47, 48; The Golden

Gate, McAllister, 104; Wardrobe v. California Stage C0., 7 Cal

fornia 118; Boulard v. Calhoun, 14 La. Ann. 445; Detroit Post

V. Mc/lrtlznr, 16 Mich. 447; Grand v. Van Vleck, 69 Illinois, 478,

481; Becker v. Dupree, 75 Ill. 167; Rosencraziz v. Burkey, 115

Ill. 331; Kirksey v.]ones, 7 Ala. 622, 629; Pollock v. Gantt, 69

Alabama, 373, 379; Eviston v. Crazner, 57 Wisconsin, 570;

Haines v. Schultz, 21 Vroom, (50 N. ]. Law) 481; McCarthy v.

De Armit, 99 Penn. St. 63, 72; Clark v. Newsazn, 1 Exch. 131,

140; Clissold v. Machell, 26 Upper Canada, Q. B., 422. _ _

The rule has the same application to corporations as to indi

viduals. This court has often, in cases of this class, as well as in

other cases aflirmed the doctrine that for acts done by the agents

of a corporation, in the course of its business and of their em

ployment, the corporation is responsibe, in the same manner and

to the same extent as an individual is responsible under similar

circumstances. Philadelphia &e. Railroad v. Quigley, 21 H°W~

202, 210; National Bank v. Graham, 100 U. S. 699, 702; Salt
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Lalre City v. Hollistcr, 118 U. S. 256, 261; Dem/er& Rio Grande

Railway v. Harris, 122 U. S. 597, 608.
A corporation is doubtless liable like an individval to make

compensation for any tort committed by an agent in the

course of his employment, although the act is _done \vantoi1l_v

and recklessly, or against the express orders of the principal.

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad v. Derby, 14 How.468; New

Iersey Steamboat Co. v. Brockett, 121 U. S. 637; Howe v. New

march, 12 Allen 49; Ramsden v. Boston &Albany Railr0<'_ldi1O“l

Mass. 117. . A corporation may even be held liable for a libel, or

a malicious prosecution, by its agents within the scope of hfs eni

ployment; and the malice necessary to support either action] lf

proved in the agent, may be imputed to the corporation. Phila

delphia Railroad Co. v. Quigley, 21 How. 202, 211; Salt L_al»'c

City v. Hollister, 118 U. S. 256, 262; Reed v. Home SaV1I1g$

Bank, 130 Mass. 443, 445 and cases cited; Krulevifz V- Eastmf

Railroad, 140 Mass. 573; McDerm0tt v. Evening ]011l'I1-Q1, 14'

Vroom, (43 N. ]. Law) 488; and 15 Vroom (44 N. J. Lawl 430?

Bank ofNew South Wales, v. Owston, 4 App.Cas. 270. But, Q5

well observed by Mr. ]ustice Field, now Chief Justice of Massa

chusetts: “The logical difiiculty of imputiiig the aetualmalicc

or fraud of an agent to his principal is perhaps less ‘~\’l1¢"th°

principal is a person than when it is acorporatioii; stillthefoun_<l

ation of the imputation is not that it is inferred that the priv

cipal actually participated in the malice or fraud, b“ti_fl1_¢ aft

having been done for his benefit by his agent acting within th¢

scope of his employment in his business, it is just that he should

be held responsible for it in damages.” Lothrop v. Adams. 133

Mass. 471, 480, 481. _Though the principal is liable to make compensation for a libel

published or a malicious prosecution instituted by his agei1’t,l1¢_\5

not liable to be punished by exemplary damages for an intent in

which he did not participate. In Detroit Post v. Mc/lrtliur, 111

Eviston v. Crarner, and in Haines v. Schultz, above cited, it wafi

held that the publisher of a newspaper, when sued for a libel pl1b'

lished therein by one of his reporters, without his knowledge, “'35

liable for compensatory damages only, and not for punitive da1\_1'

ages, unless he approved or ratified the publication; and 11}

Hairies v. Schultz, the Supreme Court of New jersey said Of P‘-ml"

tive damages: “The right to award them rests primarily up011

the single g-round—wrong'Ful motive.” “It is the wrongful pe1‘S0flal

intention to injure that calls forth the penalty. T0 this wrongful

intent knowledge is an essential prerequisite.” “Absence of flu

proof bearing on the essential question, to-wit, defendant_’s n10

tive cannot be permitted to take the place of evidence W'1tl‘l0l-lt

leading to a most dangerous extention of the doctrine respondcai
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superior.” 21 Vroom (50 NJ. Law),484, 485. Whether a prin

cipal can be criminally prosecuted for a libel published by his

agent, without his participation, is a question on which the

authorities are not agreed, and where it has been held that he

can, it is admitted to be an anomaly in the criminal law. Com

monwealth v. lllorgan, 107 l\'Iass. 199, 203; Regina v. Holbrook,

3 Q. B. D. 60, 63, 64, 70, and 4 Q. B. D. 4.-2, 51, 60.

No doubt a corporation, like a natural person, may be held‘

liable in exemplary or punitive damages for the act of an agent

within the scope of his employment, provided the criminal intent

necessary to warrant the imposition of such damages is brought

home to the corporation. Plziladelpliia, etc., Railroad Co. v.

Quigley, B/Iilwaulcee & St. Paul Railway v. Arms, and Denver &

Rio Grande Railway v. Harris, abovecited, Caldwell v. New

fersey Steamboat Co., 4-7 N. Y. 282; Bell v. Midland Railway,

10 C. B. S.) 287; S. c., 4.- Law Times (N. S.) 293.

Independently of this, in the case of a corporation, as of an in

dividual, if any wantonness or mischief on the part of the agent,

acting within the scope of his employment, causes additional in

jury to the plaintiff in body or mind, the principal is, of course.

liable to make compensation for the whole injury suffered.

Kennon v. Gilmer, 131 U. S. 22; ./lleaglier v. Driscoll, 99 Mass.

281, 285; Smith v. Holcomb, 99 Mass. 552; Haws v. Knowles,

114- Mass. 518; Campbell v. Pullman Car Co., 42 Fed. Rep. 484.

In the case at bar, the defendant’s counsel having admitted in

open court “that the arrest of the plaintiff was wrongful, and

that he was entitled to recover actual damages therefor,” the

jury were rightly instructed that he was entitled to a verdict

which would fully compensate him for the injuries sustained, and

that in compensating him thejury were authorized to go beyond

his outlay in and about this suit and to consider the humiliation

and outrage to which he had been subjected by arresting him

publicly without warrant and without cause, and by the conduct

of the conductor, such as his remark to the plaintifi'"s wife.

But the court, going beyond this, distinctly instructed the jury

that “alter agreeing upon the amount which will fully compen

sate the plaintili for his outlay and injured feelings,” they might

“add something by way of punitive damages against the defend

ant, which is sometimes called smart money,” if they were “sat

isfied that the conduetor’s conduct was illegal, wanton and

oppressive." _

Thejury were thus told,in the plainestterms,that the corporation

was responsible in punitive damages for wantonness and oppr_es_

sion on the part of the conductor, although not actually partici

pated in by the corporation. This ruling appears to us to be in

consistent with the principles above stated, unsupported by any
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decision of this court, and opposed to the preponderance of well

considered precedents.
In Philadelphia & Reading Railroad v. Derby, which was an

action by a passenger against a railroad corporation for a per

sonal injury suliered through the negligence of its servants, the

jury were instructed that “the damages, if any were recoverable,

are to be confined to the direct and immediate consequences of

the injury sustained,” and no exception was taken to this instruc

tion. 14> How. 470, 4-71.
In Philadelphia etc., Railroad v. Quigley, which was an action

against a railroad corporation for a libel published by its agent,

the jury returned a verdict for the plaintifi, under an instruction

that “they are not restricted in giving damages to the actual

positive injury sustained by the plaintilif, but may give such ex

emplary damages, if any, as in their opinion are called for and

justified, in view of all the circumstances of this case, to render

reparation to the plaintifland act as an adequate punishment to the

defendant.” This court set aside the verdict because the instruc

tion given to the jury did not accurately define the measure of

the defendant’s liability, and speaking by Mr. Justice Campbell,

stated the rules applicable to the case in these words: “For acts

done by the agents of the corporation, either in contractu orin de

Iicto, in the course of its business and of their employment. the

corporation is responsible, as an individual is responsible under

similar circumstances. Whenever the injury complained of hflS

been inflicted maliciously or wantonly. and with circumstances of

contumely or indignity, the jury are not limited to the ascertain

ment of a simple compensation for the wrong committed against

the aggrieved person. But the malice spoken of in this rule is not

merely the doing of an unlawful or injurious act. The word im

plies that the act complained of was conceived in the spirit Of

mischief or criminal indiiiference to civil obligations. Nothing Of

this kind can be imputed to these defendants.” 21 How. 210»

213, 214.
In MiIwaukee& St. PauIRai1wa_yv. Arms, which was an action

_agaln5t a T11ll1‘°ad ¢°1’P01‘8-ti011, by a passenger injured in a c0_ll1S'

ion caused by the negligence of the servants of the corp0r'»1’¢10fl»

the jury were instructed thus: “ If you find that the accident was

caused by the gross negligence of the defendant’s servants con

trolling the train you may give to the plaintiff punitive or exem

Pla-YY dflmages.” This court, speaking by Mr. ]ustice Davis, and

_-flpproying and applying the rule of exemplary damages, as statfid

In Q"1g]@_Y'$ C856, held that this was a misdirection, and that

the failure of the employes to use the care that was required t0

  

ayoid the accident, “ whether called gross or ordinary negligfiflliiz

did not authorize the jury to visit the company with damages
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yond the limit of compensation for the injury actually inflicted.

To do this, there must have been some wilful misconduct, or that

-entire want of care which would raise the presumption of a con

-scious indifference to consequences. Nothing of this kind can be im

puted to the persons in charge of the train, and the court, there

fore, misdirected thejury." 91 U. S. 495.

In Denver & Rio Grande Railway v. Harris, the railroad com

pany, as the records showed, by an armed force of several hundred

men, acting as its agents and employes, and organized and com

manded by its vice-president and assistant general manager,

attacked with deadly weapons the agents and employes of an

other company in possession of a railroad and forcibly drove

them out, and in doing so fired upon and injured one of them,

who thereupon brought an action against the corporation and

recovered a verdict and judgment under an instruction that the

jury “were not limited to compensatory damages, but could give

punitive or exemplary damages, if it was found that the defendant

acted with bad intent and in pursuance of an unlawful purpose to

forcibly take possession of the railway occuped by the other com

pa.ny,and in so doing shot the plaintiff." This court, speaking by

Mr. justice Harlan, quoted and approved the rules laid down in

Qu1gIey's Case, and affirmed the judgment, not because any

evil intent on the part of the agents of the defendant corporation

could of itself make the corporation responsible for exemplary or

punitive damages, but upon the single ground that the evidence

-clearly showed that the corporation, byits governing officers, par

ticipated in and directed all that was planned and done. 122 U.

S. 610.

The president and general manager, or in his absence, the vice

president in his place, actually wielding the whole executive power

of the corporation, may well be treated as so far representing the

-corporation and identified with it, that any wanton, malicious or

oppressive intent of his in doing wrongful acts in behalf of the

corporation, to the injury of others, may be treated as the intent

of the corporation itself. But the conductor of a train, or other

subordinate agent or servant of a railroad corporation, occupies

a very different position, and is no more identified with his prin

-cipal, so as to affect the latter with his own unlawful and crim

inal intent, than any agent or servant standing in a correspond

ing relation to natural persons carrying on a manufactory, a

mine, or a house of trade or commerce.

The law applicable to this case has been found nowhere better

stated than by Mr. justice Brayton, afterwards ChiefJustice of

Rhode Island, in the earliest reported case of the kind, in which a

passenger sued a railroad corporationfor his wrongful expulsion

from a train by the conductor and received a verdict,but excepted
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to an instruction to the jury that “punitive or vindictive

damages or smart money were not to be allowed as against the

principal, unless the principal participated in the wrongful act of

the agent, expressly or impliedly, by his conduct authorizing it

or approving of it either before or alter it was committed.”

This instruction was held to be right for the following reasons:

“In cases where punitive or exemplary damages have been

assessed it has been done upon the evidence of such wilfulness,

recklessness or wickedness, on the part of the party at fault, as

amounted to criminality, which for the good of society and

warning to the individual ought to be punished. If in such

cases or in any case of a civil nature it is the policy of the law

to visit upon the offender such exemplary damages as Wlll

operate as punishment and teach the lesson of caution to

prevent a repetition of criminality, yet we do not see how

such damages can be allowed where the principal is prose

cuted for the tortious act of his servant, unless there is proof_1n

the cause to implicate the principal and make him particeps crim

inis ofhis agent’s acts. No man should be punished for that of

which he is not guilty. Where the proof does not implicate the

principal, and however wicked the servant may have been, the

principal, neither expressly nor impliedly, authorized or rat ifies_the

act, and the criminality of it is as much against him as against

any other member of society, we think it is quite enough that

he should be liable in compensatory damages for the injuries sus

tained in consequence of the wrongful act of a person acting as

his servant.” Hagan v. Providence & Worcester Railroad, 3

Rhode Island, 88, 91.The like view was expressed by the Court of Appeals of New

Yorli in an action brought against the railroad corporation by a

passenger for injuries suffered by the neglect of a switchman, W110

was intoxicated at the time of the accident. It was held that

evidence that the switchman was a man of intemperate habits,

which was known to the agent of the company having fl1¢

power to employ and discharge him and other subordinates, W9-5

competent to support a claim for exemplary damages, but that 9.

direction to the jury in general terms that in awarding damag@5

they might add to full compensation for the injury “such sum for

exemplary damages as the case calls for, depending in a gfeat

measure of course upon the conduct of the defendant,” entitled

the defendant to a new trial, and Chief]ustice Church, deliverlllg

the unanimousjudgment of the court, stated the rule as follows;

“ For injuries by the negligence of a servant while engaged in 15118

business of the master, within the scope of his employment, thf

latter is liable for compensatory damages; but for such r_1eg11

gence, h0W€V¢1‘ gross or culpable, he is not liable to be punished
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in punitive damages, unless he is also chargeable with gross mis

conduct. Such misconduct may be established by showing that

the act of the servant was authorized or ratified, or that the mas

ter employed or retained the servant, knowing that he was in

competent, or from bad habits, unfit for the position he occupied.

Something more than ordinary negligence is requisite, it must be

reckless and of a criminal nature, and clearly established. Corp

orations may incur this liability as well as private persons. If a

railroad company, for instance, knowing and wantonly employs»

a drunken engineer or switchman, or retains one after knowledge

of his habits is clearly brought home to the company or to a.

superintending agent authorized to employ or discharge him, and

injury occurs by reason of such habits, the company may and

ought to be amenable to the severest rule of damages; but I am

not aware of any principle which permits a jury to award exem

plary damages in a case which does not comeup to this standard,

or to graduate the amount of such damages by their views of the

propriety of the conduct of the defendant, unless such conduct is

of the character before specified.” Clegran v. New York Central

Railroad, 56 N. Y. 44, 47, 48.

Similar decisions, denying upon like grounds the liability‘

 

of railroad companies and other corporations sought to be'

charged with punitive damages for the wanton or oppressive

acts of their agents or servants, not participated in or ratified by

the corporation, have been made by the courts of New jersey,

Pennsylvania, Delaware, Michigan, Wisconsin, California, Louis

iana, Alabama, Texas and West Virginia.

It must be admitted that there is a wide divergence in the decis

ions of the state courtsupon this question, and that corporations

have been held liable for such damages under similar circumstan

ces in New Hampshire, in Maine, and in many of the Western‘

and Southern States. But of the three leading cases on that side

of the question, Hopkins v. Atlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad,

36 N. H. 9, can hardly be reconciled with the later decisions im

Fay v. Parker, 53 N. H. 342, and Bixby v. Dunlap, 56 N. H. 4-56,

and in Goddard v. Grand Trunk Railway, 57 Maine, 202, 228,

and Atlantic & Great Western Railway v. Dunn, 19 Ohio St. 162,

590, there were strong dissenting opionions. In many, if not.

most, of the other cases, either corporations were put upon dif

ferent grounds in this respect from other principals, or else the

distinction between imputing to the corporation such wrongful

act and intent as would render it liable to make compensation to

the person injured, and imputing to the corporation the intent

necessary to be established in order to subject it to exemplary

damages by way of punishment, was overlooked or disregarded.

_Most of the cases on both sides of the question not specifically"

__~
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cited above are collected in 1 Sedgwick on Damages (Sth ed.),

§ 380.In the case at bar the plaintiff does not appear to have con

tended at the trial, or to have introduced anyevidence tending to

show that the conductor was known to the defendant to be an

unsuitable person in any respect, or that the defendant in any

way participated in, approved or ratified his treatment of the

plaintiff; nor did the instructions given to the jury require them

to be satisfied of any such fact before awarding punitive dam

ages. But the only fact which they were required to find,

in order to support a claim for punitive damages against the

corporation, was that the conductor’s illegal conduct was wan

ton and oppressive. For this error, as we cannot know how

much of the verdict was intended by the jury as a compensaflofl

for the plaintiff‘s injury, and how much by way of punishing the

corporation for an intent in which it had no part, the judgment

must be reversed and the case remanded to the Circuit Court, with

directions to set aside the verdict and to order a new trial

Mr. ]ustice Field, Mr. justice Harlan and Mr. justice Lamar

took no part in this decision.

it-——

CHESTNUT HILL TURNPIKE COMPANY V. RUTTER.

SUPREME Comm‘ or PENNSYLVANIA, 1818.

(4 Serg. R. 6.)

Liability of a Corporation for a Tort.

Action of tresspass for stopping a water course.
Tilghman C. ].:— * * * But it is objected that the present

action is not on contract but on tort, and a very refined argu

ment is brought forward, to prove that a corporation cannot be

guilty of a tort. A corporation, say the defendant’s counsel is 9.

mere creature of law, and can act only as authorized by its chaf

ter. But the charter does not authorize it to do wrong, 9-Pd

therefore it can do no wrong. The argument is fallacious in its pr!!!‘

¢1Ple-5,6116 mlschievous in itsconsequences, as it tends to introducfi

actual wrongs and ideal remedies; for a turnpike company mall

do great miury, by means of laborers who have no pI'0Pe1'l3Y to
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answer the damages recovered against them. It is much more

reasonable to say, that when a corporation is authorized by law

to make a road, if any injury is done in the course ofmaking that

road by the persons employed under its authority, it shall be

responsible, in the same manner that an individual is responsible

for the actions of his servants, touching his business. The act of

the agent is the act of the principal. There is no solid ground for

a distinction between contracts and torts. Indeed, with respect

to torts, the opinion of the courts seem to have been more uni

form than with respect to contracts. For it may be shown, that

from the earliest times to the present, corporations have been

held liable for torts. .\/Iany cases have been cited from the Year

Books. Upon examination, they do not all answer the citations,

but enough appears to show that the law was so understood.

In 4 Hen. 7, p. 13, pl. 11, we find an action oftrespass against

the Mayor and Commonalty of York. Plea, that all the inhabi

tants had a right of common in the land where the trespass is

supposed to have been committed: held, not good, because the

action is against the corporation, and the plea is ajustification

as to individuals. In a subsequent part of this case, it is said

that a corporation cannot give a warrant to commit a trespass

without writing. This, if it be law, proves that a warrant may

be given by writing, which is sufiicient for the plaintifi‘s purpose,

the point being, whether a corporation can commit a trespass.

In 8 Hen. 6, p. 1, pl. 11, and p. 14.-, pl. 34.-, trespass was brought

against the Mayor and Bailiffs, and Cornmonalty of Ips\vich, and

one ]abez. It was objected, that a corporation and an indi

vidual cannot be joined in one action; but it was not objected

that trespass does not lie against a corporation; and the objec

tion is said to have been overruled in 14.~ Hen. 8, 2. In the book

of Assizes (31 Ass. pl. 19), it appears that an assize of novel dis

seisin was maintained against the Mayor and Cornrnonalty of

Winton. Brook lays it down,that if the mayor and commonalty,

disseise one who releases to several individuals of the corpora

tion, this will not serve the Mayor and Commonalty, because the

disseisin is in their corporate capacity. In the old books ofen

tries are numerous precedents of writs of quare impcdit against

corporations, and in Vidian‘s Ent. 1, is a declaration in an action

on the case (16 Car. 2), against the Mayor and Commonalty of

the city of Canterbury, for a false return to a mandamus. To

come to more modern times, it was held in the Mayor 01Lynn,

&c. (in error) v. Turner (Cowp. S6), that an action on the case

lies against a corporation for not cleansing and keeping in repair

a stream of navigable water, which it was bound to do by pre

scription, in consequence of which the plaintiff was injured. This

was in the year 1774, a little before our Revolution. The laws
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of the Commonwealth forbid my tracing this point through the

English courts, since the Revolution, but we shall find abundant

authority in the courts of our own country. In Gray v. The

Portland Bank (6 Mass. Rep. 364.-), it is laid down, that the bank

was responsible for wrongs done by itself or its agents. In Rid

dle v. The Proprietors of the Locks, etc. on Merrimack River (7

Mass. Rep. 169), an action was maintained against the company

for damage suffered by the plaintiff in consequence of thelocks

not being kept in repair. And in Townsend v. The Susquehanna

Turnpike Company (6 johns, 91), an action was supported for

¢he loss of a horse killed by the falling of a bridge, which the com

pany had built of bad materials. These authorities put it beyond

.doubt that the form of action, in the present case, 1S good.

1~

GOODSPEED V. BANK.

SUPREME COURT or CONNECTICUT, 1853.

(22 Conn. 530.)

Liability for T0rts.—llIal1'ce.

Church, C. _]'.: This action -is based upon the provisions of our

statute, entitled, “ An act to prevent vexatious suits." and 15 s“b'

_ject to the same general principles as are actions on the case f01‘

malicious prosecutions, at common law.
The plaintiff alleges, that the defendants, the East Haddam

Bank, a body politic and corporate, without probable cause» alld

with a malicious intent unjustly to vex, harass, embarrass, and

trouble the plaintiff, commenced by a writ of attaclimenf. and

prosecuted against him, a certain vexatious suit or action _f0f

fraudulant representations, to the injury of said bank, and Whlch

action resulted in a verdict and judgment against the bank, and

in favor of the present plaintiff.
On the trial of this cause, by the superior court, the defendant?

moved for a nonsuit, on the ground that the plaintiff by his evi

dence had failed to make out a prima Iacie case; which m0lf1°n

the court granted, and judgment of nonsuit was entered agamst

the plaintiff, which he now moves to set aside. .

The judgment of the superior court, in granting the nonsuit,

as we understand, was founded solely upon the ground that $1

corporation aggregate was not, bv law, liable for such a cause Of

action as was set up by the plaintiff, in his declaration.-at least,
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no other ground of nonsuit or objection to the plaintiffs action

has been argued before us. And, therefore, irrespective of the

evidence detailed in the motion, we confine ourselves to what we

suppose to be the sole question in the case.

We assume that the plaintiif has sustained the damage he

claims, by reason of the prosecution ofthe vexatious suit, and the

question is, has he a legal remedy against the bank?

The claim of the delendants is, that the remedy for this injury

-is to be sought against the directors of the bank, or the individ

uals, whoever they might have been, by whose agency the vex

ratious suit was prosecuted, and not against the corporation. We

think, that, to turn the plaintiff round to pursue the proposed

remedy, would be trifling with him and with his just rights, and

would be equivalent to declaringhim remediless; and, in this case,

at least, that there was a wrong where there is no remedy. It is

notorious that, ordinarily,the action of bank directors is private,

—that their records do not disclose the names of the individuals

supporting or opposing any resolution or vote, and ifthey do,

that the offending persons may be irresponsible and insolvent.

The language of Tilghman, C. _I., in a case very similar to the

present, in which it was urged that a corporation was not liable

for a suit, but only the individuals committing it, is applicable

here. “This doctrine,” he said, “was fallacious in principle, and

mischevious in its consequences, as it tends to introduce actual

wrongs and ideal remedies; for a turnpike company might do

great injury, by means of laborers having no property to answer

damages,” &c. (4: Serg. & Rawle,‘16l. To the same effect is the

language of Shaw, C. ]., in the case of Thai/er v. Bastan (19 Pick.

511). He says, “The court are of opinion, that this argu

ment. ifpressed to all its consequences, and made the foundation

of an inflexible practical rule, would often lead to very unjust

results.”

Still more explicit is the opinion ofthe court, in the case of The

Lilb and Fire Insurance Company v. .lIec11anics' Fire Insurance

Company (7 Wend. 31). There, as here, it was contended, that

the act was unauthorized, and must therefore be considered as

the act ofthe ofiicers of the company, and not of the company

itself. And the court says, "This would be a most convenient

distinction for corporations to establish: that every violation of

their charter or assumption of unauthorized power, on the part

oftheir oflicers, although with the full knowledge and approba

tion ofthe directors, is to be considered the individual act of the

-oflicers, and is not to prejudice the corporation itself. There

would be no possibility of ever convicting a corporation of_ex

ceeding its powers, and thereby forfeiting its charter, or incurring

any other penalty, if this principle could be established.”

j~
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The real nature, as well as thelaw, of corporations, within the

last half century, has been in a progress of development, so that,

it has grown up, from a few rules and maxims, into a code. In

the days of Blackstone, the whole subject of corporations, and

the laws affecting them, were discussed within the compass of a

few pages; now volumes are required for this purpose. These in

stitutions have so multiplied and extended within a few years,

that they are connected with, and in a great degree influence all

the business transactions of this country, and give tone and char

acter, to some extent, to society itself. We do not complain of

this; but we say, that, as new relations from this cause are

formed, and new interests created, legal principles of a practical

rather than of a technical or theoretical character, must be

applied. _
And so, in the course of this progress, it has been. It was_said

by Lord Coke, “ that corporations had neither souls iiorbodies;”

and by somebody else, “that they had no moral sense;" and

from thence, or for some other equally insuflicient reason, it was

inferred, and so repeatedly adjudged, that they could not be sub

jected in actions of trover, trespass, or disseisin, and indeed, that

they could not commit wrongs, nor be liable for torts, with a few

exceptions, as we shall see. '
Had Lord Coke lived in this age and country, he would have

seen, that corporations, instead of being the soulless and un_e0I1

scious beings he supposed, are the great motive powers of society,

governing and regulating its chief business affairs; that they act,

not only upon pecuniary concerns, but, as having conscience and

motives, to an almost unlimited extent, they are entrusted with

the benevolent and religious agencies of the day, and are con

stituted trustees and managers of large funds promotive of such

objects.
The views of the old lawyers regarding the real nature, pOW61‘,

and responsibilities of corporations, to a great extent are ex

ploded in modern times, and it is believed, that now these bodies

are brought to the same civil liabilities as natural persons, s0 fa!‘

as this can be done practically, and consistently with their respec

tive charters. And no good reason is discovered why this S_h011ld

not be so; nor why it cannot be done, in a case like this, without

violating any sensible or useful principle.
And although it was truly said, and for obvious reasons» that

corporations could not be punished corporally, as traitors 01'

felons, yet they may be, and have often been, subjected to fines

and forfeitures, for malfeasance, and even to the loss of corporate

life, by the revocation of their charters. And now it seems to he

generally admitted, that they are civilly responsible, in their cor

porate capacities, for all torts which work injury to others,

.._.a‘, ,,:,-mug?’
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whether acts of omission or commission; for negligence merely,

and for direct violence. Yarboronglz v. Bank of Eng., 16 East,

6; Beach v. Fulton Bank, 7 Cowen, 486; Foster v. Essex Bank,

17 Mass. 503; Riddle v. Proprietors of Locks and Canals, 7 id.

187; Chestnut Hill Turnpike v. Rutter, 4~ Serg. & Rawle, 16;

4| Hammond, 500, 514-; 10 Ohio Rep. 159; Dater v. Truy Turn

pike Co., 2 Hill, 630; 23 Pick. 139, 2 Bl. Com. 476; Ang. &

Ames, 392; 2 Kent Com. 290; 1 Sw. Dig. 75; 15 Ohio Rep. 4./('6;

18 id. 229. And indeed,no actions are now more frequent, in our

courts, than such as arebrought against corporations, for torts,

either in case or trespass. Harnerv. NewHat/en & Northampton

Canal Co., 14.- Conn. 146, and the cases there cited, and many

others since reported. In a late case in England, it has been ad

judged, adversely to former opinions, that an action of assault

and battery may be sustained against acorporation. Eastern

Cauhties Railway Co. v. Brooks, 2 Eng. Law 8: Equity, 4-06.

And it was decided long ago, that a corporation was liable to

an action for a false return to a writ of mandamus, alleged to

have been made falsely and maliciously. 16 East, 8; 14 Eng.

Com. Law, 159; 3 Mees. & Wels. 24-4-; Ang. & Ames, ch. 10,

sec. 9.

In all the cases, wherein it has been holden that corporations

may be subjected to civil liabilities for torts, the acts charged as 1/

such have been the acts of their constituted authorities,—either

the directors, or agents, or servants, employed by them. We do

not intend here to discuss or decide the frequently suggested ques

tion, how far, or when a principal, whether an individual person

or a corporation, becomes responsible for the wilful or malicious

act of his servant or agent, as distinguished from his mere negli

gence, although it has been brought into the argument of this

case, because we do not admit that the present case falls within

the operation of the rule of law on this subject, even at the defend

ants claim it.

The truth is, the action complained of as vexatious was insti

tuted by the bank, in the name of the bank, and, as should be

presumed, in just the same way and by the same agencies and

means, as all other suits by these institutions arecommenced and

prosecuted, and nothing appears here, showing any dififerent pro

cedure than is usual, in actions by corporations. The action was

brought for the sole benefit of the bank, for the recovery ofmoney

to which the bank was entitled, if anybody, and for an injury

sustained by the bank in its corporate capacity. The bank, by

its charter and the general laws, had power to sue for such a

cause of action; and what seems to us yet more conclusive, is,

that ifthis suit was originated by the misconduct of directors, or

any ofhcer of the company, it has never been repudiated, and may,

J
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bythe acquiescence of the bank, be considered as sanctioned by it.

Ang. & Ames, ch. 10, sec. 9. No act of agency appears here,

.which does not appear in all suits brought by corporations, and

nothing to show that any individuals are, or ought to be, made

responsible for the institution and prosecution of the groundless

suit, as distinct from the corporation itself.

The doctrine, that principals are not responsible for the wilful

misconduct of their agents, as seems to have been sanctioned in

the cases of McManus v. Cricket, 1 East, 106; Wright v. Wilcox

19 Wend. 343; Vanderbilt v. Richmond Turnpike Co., 2C0n_1

stock, 470; but denied by Chief justice Reeve in his Domestic

Relations, 357, we think, has never been applied to such a case as

this, but only to the acts of agents or servants, properly S0

called; or such as act under instructions and a delegated author

ity,—persons whose duty it is to obey, not to control", as attor

neys, cashiers, or others employed by the corporation. The

president and directors of a bank,instead of being niere servants,

are really the controlling power of the corporation, -the repre

sentatives, standing and acting in the place of the interested

parties. Indeed, they are the mind and soul of the body p0l_1t1°

and corporate, and constitute its thinking and acting capa¢1‘¢)'

In the case of Barrell v. The Naliant Bank, 2 Met. 163, Shawl

C. ]., expresses and defines the true rule of appreciating the char

acter and powers of bank directors. He says, “W6 thlflk the

-exception takes much too limited and strict a view of the powers

of bank directors. A board of directors is a body recogrlilfid by

law. By the laws of these corporations, and by the usagfiiso

general and uniform as to be regarded as a part of the law of tht

land, they have the general superiiitendence and active manage‘

ment of all the concerns of the bank, and constitute, to all pi-H"

poses of dcaling with others, the corporation. We think the? d°

not exercise a delegated authority in the sense to which the rule

applies to agents and attorneys,” &c. The same principle isvery

-distinctly recognized, in the cases of Bank Cornmissionersv.Banl<

of Bufialo, 6 Paige’s Ch. 502, and Life and Fire Ins. C0- V

llfeclianics’ Fire Ins. Co., 7 Wend. 31 It has been said, that the

stockholders constitute the corporation. It may be S0, to tile

-extent to which they have the power to act, —and this is only In

the choice of directors, and no inore. Beyond this, they can only

be considered as the persons for whose ultimate individual inter

-est the corporation acts. The directors derive all their p0\\'@1'

and authority from the charter and laws, and none from the

stockholders.But the fear is expressed, that, by thus considering and 1:i'€&’ii¥1g

the character and acts of the directors ofa bank or other c0rP'

oration, the stockholders are subject to loss, without fault Oi
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their own. This may to some extent be true; but the protection

of the law in this matter is not to be confined to stockholders;

the public and strangers have rights also. The stockholders are

volunteers, and they have consented to assume the risk ofthe

faithful or unfaithful management of the corporation. If, in this

case, one of two innocent persons or classes is to suffer, which

should it be,—that one which is brought in to suffer loss, with

out its consent or power to prevent it, or the one which has

created the power and selected the persons to enforce it?

But, after all, the objection to the remedy of this plaintifl

against the bank, in its corporate capacity, is not so much, that,

as a corporation, it cannot be made responsible for torts com

mitted by its directors, as that it cannot be subjected for that

species oftort which essentially consists in motive and intention.

The claim is, that, as a corporation is ideal only, it cannot act

from malice, and therefore, cannot commence and prosecute a

malicious or vexatious suit. This syllogism, or reasoning, might

have been very satisfactory to the schoolmen of former days;

more so, we think, than to the jurist who seeks to discover a

reasonable and appropriate remedy for every wrong. To say

that a corporation cannot have motives, and act from motives,

is to deny the evidence of our senses, when we see them thus act

ing, and effecting thereby results of the greatest importance,

every day. And if they can have any motive, they can have a

bad one,—they can intend to do evil, as well as to do good. If

the act done is a corporate one, so must the motive and intention

be. In the present case, to say that the vexatious suit, as it is

called, was instituted, prosecuted, and subsequently sanctioned

by the bank, in the usual modes of its action; and still to claim,

that, although the acts were those of the bank, the intention was

only that of the individual directors, is a distinction too refined,

we think, for practical application.

It is asked, how can the malice of a corporation be proved? It

must be proved, it is said, as well as alleged, in an action for a

malicious prosecution as a distinct and essential fact; and the

declarations and admissions of individual members, whether

directors or others, are not admissable to_ prove it. True, malice

must be proved, and, as we suppose, very much in the samc man

ner as it is proved in other cases of a similar nature, against incli

vidual persons. The want of probable cause of action is proof of

malice, and for aught we know, also, the records ofthe bank

may show it. It is enough to say, in this, as in all other cases,

that if the plaintifi" cannot, in some legitimate way, prove_the

malice he has alleged, he cannot recover; but we have no right

to assume it as a legal principle, that it cannot be proved. _We

do not know that it has ever been adjudged that a corporation
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is civilly responsible for a libel. But, among the great variety

and objects of these institutions, it is probable that the news

paper press has come in for its share of the privileges supposed to

be enjoyed under corporate powers. Proof of the falsehood of

slanderous charges is evidence of malice, and which must, as _in

this case, be proved; but, would it be endured that an associa

tion, incorporated for the purpose suggested, could, with 1n1PUfl

ity, assail the character and break down the peace and happiness

of the good and virtuous, and the law afford no remedy, @X°°Pt

by a resort to insolvent and irresponsible type-Setters, ?1"df°Y_n°

better reason than that a corporation is only an ideal somethiiig.

of which malice or intention cannot be predicated? And, if, 115

we have suggested, the directors are, for all practical p1§YP°5°51

the corporation itself, acting at least as its representatives. \\(']¢

can see no greater difiicultyin proving their niotiyes good or bn_ ,

than in thus proving the motives of other associated or conslm“

ing bodies. We are sure, that this objection of the defendants

was not discovered, or was not regarded as suflicienti "Or the

difficulty of proving malice upon a corporation felt, when t 6

case of Men-ills v. The Tarid’ Manufacturing C0-. 1_0 Conn‘384, was tried at the circuit, and discussed and decided h)_' F1115

court. That was an action against a corporation for a mal1¢1°“5

injury, and the sole question in this court was, whether, byreasog

of the malicious intent. the company was liable for aggTfl\'a_t"

or vindictive damages; and it was holden to be thus liable, 1!?

very elaborate opinion, drawn up, and strongly 6XPl'e55ed’ -V

H’u_ntington, ].

The interests of the community, and the policy of the law dc“

mand that corporations should be divested of every feature Offictitious character which shall exempt them from the O.l‘d1Tlfl1',\’

liabilities of natural persons, for acts and injuries committed b)

them and for them. Their immunities for wrongs aré I10 greateli

than can be claimed by others, and they are entitled t0 an aqua’

protection, for all their rights and privileges, and no more-J_ _

For the reasons suggested, a majority ofthe court is of 0P11'"°“*

that the nonsuit granted by the superior court should be Set

aside, and a new trial granted.

In this opinion, Waite, ]., concurred.
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- CHAPTER XVII.

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

MULLER V. DOWS.‘

SUPREME COURT or THE UNITED STATES, 1876.

(94 U. s. 444.)

’ Citizenship of a Corporation.

Mr._]'ustice Strong: The decree made below is assailed here for

several reasons. The first is that the court had no jurisdiction

of the suit, in consequence of the want of proper and necessary

citizenship of the parties. This objection was not taken in the

Circuit Court, but it is of such a nature that, if well founded, it

must be regarded as fatal to the decree. The bill avers that

Dows and Winston, two of the complainants, are citizens and

residents of the state of New York, and that Burnes, the other

complainant, is a citizen and resident of the state of Missouri.

The two original defendants, the Chicago and Southwestern

Railway Company, and the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

Railroad Company, are averred to be citizens of the state of

Iowa. Were this all that the pleadings exhibit of the citizenship

of the parties it would not be enough to give the Circuit Court

jurisdiction ofthe case. In The Lafayette Insurance Company v.

French et a1. (18 How. 404), a similar averment was held to be

insufficient, because it did not appear from it that the Lafayette

Insurance Company was a corporation; or, if it was, that it did

not appear by the law of what State it was made a corporation.

It was, therefore, ruled that, if the defective averment had not

been otherwise supplied the suit must have been dismissed. A

corporation itself can be a citizen of no State in the sense in which

the word “citizen” is used in the Constitution of the United

States. A suit maybe brought in the Federal Courts by or against

a corporation, but in such a case it is regarded as a suit brought

by or against the stockholders of the corporation; and, for the

purposes ofjurisdiction, it is conclusively presumed that all the

stockholders are citizens of the State which, by its laws, created

‘See Stout v. Railroad Co., 8 McCrnry, (C. C.) 1.
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54-2 MULLER v. nows.

the corporation. It is, therefore, necessary that it be made to

appear that the artificial being was brought into existence by

the law of some State other than that of which the adverse party

is a citizen. Such an averment is usually made in the introduc

tion, or in the stating part of the bill. It is always there made if

the bill is formally drafted. But if made anywhere in the plead

ings it is suliicient. In The Lafayette Insurance Company v.

French et a1. (supra), the defective averment of citizenship was

held to have been supplied by the plaintiffs replication to the

plea, which alleged that the defendants were a corp0ra't1011

created under the laws of Indiana, having its principal Place of

business in that State. And, in the present case, we think ‘Ch?-'

averment in the introduction of the bill that the two defendant

corporations were citizens of Iowa, which, if standing alone.

would beinsufficient to show jurisdiction in the Federal Coiirbha-5

been supplemented by other averments which satisfactorily show

that the court had jurisdiction of the case. The bill in its stating

part alleges that the Chicago and Southwestern'Railway_ C0111

pany, of the State of Iowa, was organized by the adoption of

articles of association in the manner provided by the laws of said

State, and that, with all the powers, rights and privileges granted

and conferred on corporations by the then existing laws of the

said state, it assumed to act. The articles of association are ap

pended to the bill as an exhibit, and made part of it by pr0_P¢1’

reference. So are the articles of consolidation with a corporatlon

of the same name of Missouri, in which the Chicago and Sou_tl_1

western Railway Company, in Iowa, is cited to be a body p0l1'¢1¢

and corporate, organized and existing under and by virtne of the

laws of the state of Iowa. The averments of the bill were gener

ally admitted in the answers of both the defendant compafli6$

But this is not all. Throughout the pleadings the corporate 6X

istence under the laws of Iowa of both the companies is elthef

admitted or asserted by all the original parties and by the appel

lants, who were made parties after the suit had been some t11_fl¢

in progress. The petition of the appellants to be made parties

adopted another petition in which it was alleged that ill‘?

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad Company was and 15

a corporation organized under and in pursuance of the laws of

the states of Illinois and Iowa, and that the Chicago and South

western Railway Company was and is a corporation created 1111

der and by virtue of the laws of the states of Missouri and Iowa

Having been made parties, the appellants filed cross-bills against

the present complainants and the two companies, in which they

1'ePeal’-ed the averments they had previously adopted; and the

answer to the cross-bill made by all the defendants therein ex

pressly admitted them. The record is thus seen to be full 9f
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showing that both the defendant corporations derived their exist

ence as corporate bodies under the laws of Iowa, at least in part,

and that they were corporations of that state.

Still it is argued on behalf of the appellants that the Chicago

and Southwestern Railwa_v Company cannot claim to be a cor

poration created by the laws of Iowa, becauseit was formed by a

consolidation of the Iowa company with another of the same

name, chartered by the laws of Missouri, the consolidation hav

ing been allowed by the statutes of each state. Hence, it is

argued, the corporation was created by the laws of Iowa and of

Missouri; and as Burnes, one of the plaintiffs, is a citizen of Mis

souri, it is inferred that the circuit court had nojurisdiction. We

cannot assent to this inference. It is true the provisions of the

statutes of Iowa, respecting railroad consolidation of roads

within the state with others outside of the state, were that any

railroad company, organized under the laws of the state, or

that might be thus organized, should have power to intersect,

join and unite their railroads constructed or to be constructed in

the state or in any adjoiningstate at such point on the state line or

at any other point as might be mutually agreed upon by said

companies; and such railroads were authorized to “merge and

consolidate the stock of the respective companies, making one

joint-stock company of the railroads thus connected." The Mis

souri statutes contained similar provisions; and with these laws

in force the consolidation of the Chicago and Southwestern rail

ways was efiected. The two companies became one. But in the

state of Iowa that one was an Iowa corporation, existing under

thelaws ofthat state alone. The laws ofMissouri hadno operation

in Iowa. It is, however, unnecessary to discuss this subject lurther.

Doubt in regard to it is put at rest by the decision of this court

in Railway Company v. WI1itton’s Administrator, (13 Wall. 270).

There a similar question arose. A suit was brought by a citizen

of Illinois in the state of Wisconsin, and it became a question

whether the federal circuit court of the latter state could enter

tain jurisdiction. The company sued at first in the state court,

resisted an application to remove the case into the United States

circuit court on aflidavits that it was a corporation created by

and existing under the laws of the states of Illinois and Wiscon

sin and Michigan; that its line of railway was located, in part,

in each of these states; that its entire line of railway was man

aged and controlled by the defendant as a single corporation;

that all its powers and franchises were exercised, and its affairs

managed and controlled, by one board of directors and oflicers;

that its principal oflice and place of business was at the city of

Chicago, in the state of Illinois, and that there was no olfice for

the control or management ofthe general business and affairs of
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the corporation in Wisconsin. Nevertheless the circuit court took

jurisdiction of the case; and this court held correctly, remarking

that “the defendant is a corporation, and as such a citizen of

Wisconsin by the laws of that state. It is not there a corpora

tion or citizen of any other state. Being there sued, it can only

be brought into court as a citizen of that state, whatever its

status or citizenship may be elsewhere.” In view of this decision

it must be held that the objection to the jurisdiction of the circuit

court of Iowa is unsustainable.

The next objection urged against the decree of the court below

is that it is void so far as it directed the usual foreclosure and

sale of property not within the territorial jurisdiction ofthe

court. 'A part of the Chicago and Southwestern Railway is 111

the state of Missouri, and the mortgage which the bill sought t0

have foreclosed covered that part, as well as the part in the State

of Iowa. The court decreed a sale of the entire property e0V¢i‘°d

by the mortgage, and directed the master, who was ordered t0

make the sale, to execute a good andsufiicient deed or deeds t0

to the purchaser. It also declared that after the sale both the de

fendant corporations and the complainants’ trustees named 111

the mortgage, as well as all persons claimingunder them or either

of them, be barred and foreclosed from all interest, estate, right»

claim or equity of redemption of, in, and to the pr0pei‘tY, 1'e5e“"

ing, however, the rights of the holders of the bonds and e011P°i15

secured by the first mortgage then remaining outstanding and

unpaid. It directed that the two defendant corporations should

surrender to the purchaser the property sold and conveyed, “P0”

the execution, approval and delivery of the master’s deed; a¥d

that, as further assurance, the Chicago and Southwestern Rail"

way Company should, on the approval and delivery of the H185"

ter’s deed, convey all the property therein described to tht Put‘

chaser, by their good and sufiicient deed. _

If such a foreclosure and sale cannot be made of a l'8.1l!'03-d

which crosses a state line and is within two states, when the e11

tire line is subject to one mortgage, it is certainly to be regretted,

and to hold that it cannot be would be disastrous, not 01113’ to

the companies that own the road, but to the holders of bonds

secured by the mortgage. Multitudes of bridges span navigable

streams in the United States, streams that are boundaries 0ft\\’°

states. These bridges are often mortgaged. Can it be that they

-cannot be sold as entireties by the decree of a court which ha5

J“1'i$di¢_iIi0i1 Of the mortgagors? A vast number of railroads,

P?-Ytly ill 0116 state and partly in an adjoining state, forming CQi1'

tmuous lines, have been constructed by consolidated companies

and mortgaged as entireties. It would be safe to say that m0i'e

than one hundred millions of dollars have been invested 011 the

»-1.
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faith of such mortgages. In many cases these investments are

sufficiently insecure at the best. But if the railroad, under legal‘

process, can be sold only in fragments; if, as in this case, where‘

the mortgage is upon the whole line and includes the franchises of

the corporation which made the mortgage, the decree of foreclo

sure and sale can reach only the part ofthe road which is within

the state,—it is plain that the property must be comparatively

worthless at the sale. A part of a railroad may be of little value

when its ownership is severed from the ownership of auotherpart

And thefranchise ofthe company is not capable of division. Tn

view of this, before we can set aside the decree which was made,

it ought to be made clearly to appear beyond the power of the

court. Without reference to the English chancery decisions where

this objection to the decree would be quite untenable, we think

the power of courts of chancery in this country is suflicient to

authorize such a decree as was here made. It is here undoubtedly

a recognized doctrine that a court of equity, sitting in a state and

having jurisdiction of the person, may decree a conveyance by

him of land in another state, and may enforce the decree by pro

cess against the defendant. True, it cannot send its process into

that other state, nor can it deliver possession of land in another

jurisdiction, but it can command and enforce a transfer of the

title. And there seems to be no reason why it cannot, in a proper

case, efiect the transfer by the agency of the trustees when they

are complainants. In 1V[cEIrath v. The Pittsburg and Steuben

ville Railroad Co., 55 Penn. St. 189,—a bill for foreclosure of a

mortgage,—in which it appeared that a railroad company, whose

road was partly in Pennsylvania and partly in West Virginia,

had mortgaged all their rights in the whole road, the court de

creed that the trustee who had brought the suit, being within its»

jurisdiction, should sell and convey all the mortgaged property,

as well that in the state of West Virginia as that in Pennsylvania.

This case is directly in point, and tends to justify the decree made‘

in the present case. The mortgagors here were within the juris

diction ofthe court. So were the trustees of the mortgage. It"

was at the instance of the latter the master was ordered to malte

the sale. The court might have ordered the trustees to make it.

The mortgagors who were foreclosed were enjoined against

claiming the property after the master’s sale, and directed to

make a deed to the purchaser in further assurance. And the court
can direct the trustees to make la deed to the purchaser Ill con

firmation of the sale. ‘We cannot, therefore, declare void the de

cree which was made. _

The next objection urged by the appellants is that the bill for _a

foreclosure and all the proceedings therein were collusive. It 1S

said the suit was instituted by collusion between the trustees and

1-.1»
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546 MULLER v. vows. v

the Rock Island and Southwestern Railroad Companies for the

purpose of destroying the lien of the Atchinson branch bondhold

-ers on the main line of the Southwestern Railway, and to‘ enable

the Rock Island Company to obtain the title to the main line,

‘discharged from any lien or claim on the part of such bondhold

-ers. After careful examination of the evidence we have failed to

find anything that justifies this objection. And certainly, if there

was collusion in bringing and conducting the suit, the appellants

have not been injured by it. They were permitted to come iii as

parties defendant, and they had full opportunity to assert their

equities.

The fourth objection is general. It is that at the time of filing

the bill no right of foreclosure existed in favor of the complainant

trustees for the benefit of the Chicago and Rock Island Railway

Company, or if such a right did exist that it had beenwaived: In

respect to this objection we have to remark that unless the right

to a foreclosure had been waived by the Rock Island Company

we discover no foundation for the assertion that there was n0

right of foreclosure when the suit was brought. That company

had indorsed $5,000,000 ofthe bonds of the Southwestern Coin

pany secured by the mortgage; and, in consequence of the in

dorsement, had paid coupons for interest of the bonds to a large

amount. The mortgage stipulated that it might be foreclosed,

in case of failure by the mortgagor to pay the interest; and ‘t

stipulated further that in case the Rock Island Company should,

in consequence of its guaranty, pay any oi the bonds or c0_t1p0I15

the mortgage might be foreclosed at their instance. The right '60

foreclose at the instance of the Rock Island Company Wfl5_eX'

pressly given. Was there any waiver of this right? We tl11_I1k

not. It is said that the contract of July 27, 1871, coupled with

the contract of Oct. 1, 1869, constituted awaiver. The contract

first made preceded and contemplated the execution of the n_101't'

.g_€1g§- It gave to the Rock Island Company the option oi fur

nishing the equipment for the Southwestern road, or to lease and

operate it on such terms as might be agreed upon. Manifestly

this was for an additional security to the guarantors of the

bonds, and not for a substituted security. And the contract Of

July 27, 1871, made between the Rock Island Company and the

Southwestern, merely provided that, with regard to the lease Of

the branch railroad proposed to be constructed by the latter 110

the Mi$$°111'i River, Opposite Atchinson, it should be used arld

operated by the Rock Island road in the same manner and 011

the same terms as the main line of the Southwestern. The mean

ing of this is not that a lease existed or should be taken, though

one may have been contemplated, but that the branch road

. should be operated in thesame manner and on the same terms as

i-"'\.
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the main line might be. How this contract alone, or connected

withrthe contract of Oct. 1, 1869, can be construed as a waiver

of a right to sue for foreclosure of the mortgage on the main line

we are unable to comprehend. Nor can we see that the contract

of Dec. 4, 1871, called a “lease contract,” even if it be regarded

as an executed and subsisting contract, can have such an effect.

We have heretofore said that the agreement to give and take a

lease, dependent on the option of the Rock Island Company, was

intended as an additional security to that company for its en

dorsement of the bonds. If we are correct a lease executed in

pursuance of the agreement could be only cumulative security.

Hence it could be no waiver of the right to foreclose.

But, in fact, there was no lease, nor any agreement for a lease

that could be enforced specifically. The language of the agree

ment of Oct. 1, 1869, and that of the agreement of]uly 27, 1871,

warrant no interpretation that makes them a lease in law or in

equity. The first, it is true, contemplated the possibility of a

lease of the main line, if the terms could be agreed upon; and the

latter provided that when such lease should be agreed upon, if

ever,it should also embrace the branch line. But the terms never

were agreed upon. On the thirtieth day of October, 1871, at a

meeting of the executive committee of the Rock Island Company,

Messrs. Scott and Riddle were appointed a sub-committee “to

agree upon the basis of a contract for a running arrangement be

tween the company and the Southwestern, with directions to re

port to the general committee when an arrangement should be

agreed upon.” On the fourth of December, 1871, a proposition

was submitted by that sub-committee to the officers of the South

western and accepted by them. It was a proposition for a lease.

But the sub-committee had no authority to agree for the Rock

Island Company to take a lease, and when afterwards they re

ported their action to the general committee that committee

refused to confirm it. It is vain, therefore, to contend that there

was a lease, or any agreement for a lease, that can be enforced.

And, even if there was, there is no evidence that one of its terms

was that the rent should be suflicient for the payment, and should

be applied to the payment of the Atchinson branch bonds.

It is next insisted on behalf of the appellants that the Rock

Island Company could not ask for a foreclosure of the mortgages

until it had accounted for and applied the stock ofthe Southwest

-ern Company to its indemnification for its guaranty, for which

purpose it held such stock as security. The company did hold a

large amount of that stock. Whether it held it as an indemnity

for the liabilities it had assumed we do not careto inquire. Assum

ing that it did, the fact is quite immaterial. It surely cannot be

-maintained that a surety who held several securities for his in

.)_4s\_£4
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demnity cannot use one of them because he has another to which

he might resort.

The fifth particular in which the decree is alleged to have been

erroneous is that it denied the relief for which the appellants

prayed in their cross-bill. That relief was the enforcement of

what is called the lease contract of Dec. 4, 1871, or the enforce

ment of the contract of ]uly 27, 1871, by a lease of the branch

line on terms and conditions to be derived from the Contract Of

Oct. 1, 1869; that is to say, the rental to be paid by the Rock

Island Company to be an amount sufficient to guarantee the

principal, or at least the interest, of the Atchinson branch b011dS

The answer to this is what we have heretofore said. There was

no lease, nor any contract which bound the Rock Island Com

pany to take a lease, much less to pay a rental sufiieient to guar

antee the principal or interest of the Atchinson branch bonds 01‘

to apply the rent to the payment ofthat principal or interest. _

The appellants also, in their cross-bill, prayed in the alternative

that the bonds ofthe branch road held by them might be deemed

to have been obtained wider false and fraudulent pretences, and

that the proceeds thereof were paid out by the Rock Island Com

pany knowingly, fraudulently and in violation of a ‘£11151; fl55“m°d

by them, and that the said company might be decreed to pay to

them the par value of the same and interest. _ __

We have sought in vain for any evidence that would _]IJSlI1ly a

decree that the Rock Island Company obtained the bonds of tht

branch road by fraudulent pretences, or that it knowingly7 fraud‘

ulently and in violation of any trust assumed by it, paid out tht

P1'°°¢°d5 Of Sale of the bonds. By the provisions of the branch

mortgage the Rock Island Company was made the custodian of

the bonds, with power and direction to pay them and their Pro‘

ceeds to the president or other dulv authorized agent of the

Southwestern Conipanv, in three contingencies: First, upon the

dehvery of an invoice of articles purchased, approved by the

1311“-Sldeflf; second, upon the presentation of monthly 6SiI1IX13_-lies

by the engineer of the Southwestern of work done and mater1a_lS

furnished in the construction of the branch railway, approved in

the same manner; and third, on the certificate of the same 611'

gmeeri 9-PP1‘0ved in like manner, that the road had been C011_1'

Pleted and was in running order. If this constituted a trust, 1t

was_onl_v that of a custodian. The Rock Island Company had

no right to control the location of the branch road or the cost Of

its construction. It was not its duty to supervise the contraCt5
- . u f‘

Pr dlrect the allgnlnent. Such action would have been outside 0

‘ts °°1'P°1'ate P°We1'- If some persons who were its Ofi‘-1C¢1‘5 un‘

dertook to control the expenditure in such a manner as to se¢l11-'9

9- proper location and construction of the road (of which we dis—
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cover no suflicient evidence), those persons maybe responsible for

their breach of duty, if there was any. But no such trust was

assumed by the Rock Island Company. Certainly, then, there

was no undertaking that the branch road should be fifty miles

long; and if it was imperfectly constructed it appears that the

Rock Island Company has expended upon its construction a very

large sum of its own money, and has made it a first-class western

road. If, then, there was such a trust as is charged by the appel

lants, and a breach of it, full compensation has been made, and

the appellants have all the security the trust was intended to

give them; 1'. e., a_ first mortgage upon a finished first-class

road.

The last objection to the decree is that the relief prayed for by

the cross-bills of the two defendant railroad companies should

not have been granted for the following reasons: lst. If the

original suit fails for want ofjurisdiction, so must the cross-bills.

2d. The cross-bills were nullities, because filed without leave of

the court, and because not making the intervening bondholders

parties. 3d. Because collusive. We have seen the court had jur

isdiction of the original suit. The permission of the court to file

the cross-bills must be presumed from its action upon them, and

the intervening bondholders were not parties or necessary parties

when the bills were filed. They became parties to the original

bill, but they did not ask to be made parties to the cross-bills of

the defendant corporations. That the cross-bills were collusive

in their origin, purpose and conduct, if such was the fact, which

we do not perceive, is of no importance, since the appellants had

an unobstructed opportunity to vindicate their rights. They

might, if they had chosen, have become parties defendant to the

cross-bills, and if they had, they could not have resisted the relief

given by the court.

The appellants are, no doubt, unfortunate. It may be that

they purchased their bonds, expecting that the Rock Island Com

pany would protect them, either by taking a lease of the branch

road or by holding the purchase-money of the bonds and expend

ing it for their security. But the expectation of a guaranty can

not be treated as a guaranty itself. Decree aPfirI11@d

WILLIAMSON V. SMOOT.

SUPREME Comm‘ or LOUISIANA, 1819.

(1 Martin 0. S.(La.) 31.) ‘

Mathews,].: The plaintiffs having caused an attachment to be
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550 WILLIAMSON v. suoor.

levied on the steamboat Alabama, the St. Stephens Steambvflt

Company intervened in their corporate capacity, and claimed_h_er

as their property. The intervening party are a body politic,

created by an act of the legislature of the territory of Alabam?»

the capital stock of which is divided into shares of a certain

amount, and Smoot, the defendant, owns ten of them, subscflbed

for by him. _

The questions to be decided are: 1. Is it proper for 0111' ¢°“l'tS

ofjustice to recognize, in their judicial proceedings, the comQflPd)'

as a corporate body? 2. Can the shares of stock of any indivi -

ual stockholder be legally attached? d

I. The propriety or legality of one sovereign state acknouflfi 8}

ing and favoring the rights and privileges of political b_0d1¢_51°

another state are opposed on the ground of their being 1l1_ Y1° 3‘

tion of the sovereignty of that which recognizes the acts 0f!11¢°1_'P‘

oration of the other, and to the prejudice Of the Ylghfs Of

citizens. It does not appear to this court that these things Wld

of necessity result, in every case, from such acknowledgment an

recognition. When attempts directly opposed to the SOV€f€1€'l

power of a state and the rights of its citizens ‘are made bY tde

political bodies of another they certainly ought T50 be Yepelle ’

and so ought such if made by corporations deriving their exisht

ence from the government under which they act. Bu_t H5 t ef

present claim of the St. Stephens Steamboat Company 15 "°t °

this nature, we are of opinion that they ought to be all0W<’-d to

prosecute it in their corporate capacity.

II. The existence of the claimants being recognized as 3 b°dY

corporate, and it being admitted that the boat attached belongs

to them as a part of their common stock, it is clear that Sm0<_>t

does not possess such certain and distinct individual pl_‘0P¢1'tY "1

it as to make his interest attachable. The estate and rigl1’¢5 °f 3*

corporation belong so completely to the body that 1_101}@ Of the

individuals who compose it has any right of ownership in them

nor can dispose of any part of them (Civ. Code, 88, art. 1_1)

The court is of opinion that the district court erred in disallow

ing the claim of the company. _

It is, therefore, ordered,.adjudged and decreed that the 111118‘

ment be annulled, avoided and reversed, and that the attachment

of the plaintifl" and appellant be quashed, so far as it relates 110

the said steamboat, the Alabama, and that she be released

therefrom. '
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CHAPTER XVIII.

ACTIONS.

YOUNGLOVE V. LIME CO.*

SUPREME COURT or OHIO, 1892.

(49 Ohio sr. sea.)

Action to Enforce Statutory LiabiIitics—Statute ofLim1'tat1'0ns.

By the Court: As a general rule, the creditors’ right of action

against the stockholders of a corporation is not complete, so as

to set the statute of limitations running, until judgment has been

recovered against the corporation, and execution has been re

turned without satisfaction. The reason is, the corporate prop

erty is the primary fund for the payment of the debts of the cor

poration, and the statutory liability of the stockholders a security

which can be resorted to only after the creditors’ remedy against

the corporation has been exhausted. When, however, the cor

poration has done, or suffered to be done, any act which would

render judgment and process against it of no avail, as where its

property has been placed in the hands of an assignee in insolvency

or bankruptcy, or by the appointment of a receiver, or dissolu

tion of the corporation, or some other legal proceeding, its prop

erty has been put in process of application to the payment of its

debts, the creditors may proceed against the stockholders with

out first putting their claims in judgment against the corpora

tion. Morgan v. Lewis, 46 Ohio St. 1, 17 N. E. Rep. 558; Bar

rick v. Gifi"ord, 4-7 Ohio St. 180, 24 N. E. Rep. 259; Bronson v.

Schneider, 4-9 Ohio St. 4-38, 33 N. E. Rep. 233.

In such cases the insolvency ofthe corporation is as effectually

established, and the creditor's remedy as fully exhausted, as they

would be by the return of an execution issued against it, 1111531‘-15'

fied in whole or in part. The creditor need not wait final settle

ment or distribution by the assignee or receiver, or other ofii_cer

charged with that duty, but may at once commence his action

against the stockholders. The action is an equitable one, in which

all the creditors and stockholders must be parties, and the C011I't
 

‘Bronson v. Schneider (0.). 88 N. E. Re . 233; Hardman v. Sage (N- Y-). 36 All &

Eng. C. C. 145, note; Ban-rick v. Giflord (O3), 81 Am. & Eng, C. C. 484-

 



  

 

552 YOUNGLOVE v. LIME co.

may withhold final judgment until the exact amount each stock

holder should pay can be ascertained, or so mould its decree as to

require the several stockholders to pay their proper proportion of

theliabilities remaining after the application of all the assets of the

corporation towards their satisfaction, and retain control over

the cause and the parties until their ultimate rights shall he de

termined and adjusted. But the creditors’ right of action against

the stockholders does not accrue when the corporation becomes

insolvent, in the sense. simply, that its property is insufiicient for

the payment of its liabilities; and it was the insolvency of the

corporation, in that sense, as we understand the record, which

the circuit court held set the statute of limitations runningagziinst

the plaintiff below. The facts, as found by that court, with1'8

_spect to the insolvency of the Kelly Island Lime Compflfl,\'- are

in substance, that since the 1st ofjanuarv, 1878, it has been un

able to pay its debts; and on the 18th of August of that year the

receiver, who had carried on the business of the company fi'0If1

1875 to that time, was discharged, and the property and busi

ness of the company restored to it, bv the order of the court

which appointed the receiver; and thereafter the compfl")' °°n'

tinued in the possion of its propertv and control of its business

until after the 28th of August, 187:8, when creditors of the c0_r

poration coinmcnced proceedings in bankruptcy against it» m

which it was on the 16th of February, 1880, adjudged abank

Tupi?’ and MS Property transferred to the assignee then appfllflted

in that proceeding. If the receiver was appointed because of the

iiisolvency of the company, to wind up its affairs, the statute. 11°

doubt, would run from that time in favor of the stockholders.

There is no express finding that he was or was not so appointed;

but any inference that his appointment was for the cause 01' puf

POSB named is inconsistent with the fact that for nea1‘1§' tllm

Yfiafs he carried on the business of the company under the direc

hon of the court, and then, by its order, restored the businesfi

and P1'°Pe"tY 110 the company, and the further fact that the in

solvency of the Companv, as-found bv the court, dates from the

gist °fJa"'-‘~'"1YYi 1878, lOi‘l°' after the receiver was appointed. The

-inference from these facts iivould rather be that the receiver W85

aPP°"1l5°d to Carr)’ 011 the business, in order to accomplish sonlfi

PurP°5e of its Stockholders or directors and not on account Oi

1ts.ms_°1"e“°Y1 and that its property and business were returllfid

to it, either because there was no authoritv for the app0i1Jtme“t

of the receiver, or because the purpose of ‘his appointment had

 

been fully accomplished. At all events, from the termination Of

the receivership to the filing of ' ' '. . the etition in bankru tCy, there

‘shas 110 Obstruction to the greditors [Iiursuing tl1€i1'1‘6II1€}2lY3~gain5t

e corporation. But we think the proceeding in bankruptcy

("1
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dispensed with the necessity of any action against the corpora

tion, and entitled the creditors, without judgment and execution

against it, to sue the stockholders. The statute of limitations

commenced to run in behalf of the latter from that time; and, as

less than six years had elapsed when the plaintiff commenced his

action, it was not barred.

judgment reversed, and judgment for plaintififbelow.

HANNERTY V. STANDARD THEATER CO.‘

SUPREME COUR'r on Mrssoum, 1892.

‘ (19 S. W. Rep. S2.)

Stockholders Right to Sue to Protect His Ri'gI2ts—Necess1'ty

for a Demand on Directors.

Black, ].: The plaintiff is a shareholder in the Standard

Theater Company, and the defendants are James Butler, Edward

Butler, ]r., and Edward Sullivan, directors, and Edward Butler,

Sr. The corporation is also a defendant. The petition, in gen

eral terms, prays for a decree reinstating a forfeited lease; that

Edward Butler, Sr., be required to convey the fee in the leased

property to the corporation; for an accounting; and the

appointment of a receiver, etc. The Standard Theater Com

pany was incorporated on the 12th May, 1883, with a

capital stock of $30,000, which stock was increased to $50,000.

Edward Butler, Sr., became the owner of 240 shares, and

Ioseph H. ‘McIntyre became the owner of 150 shares, of the par

value of $100 each; the other 110 shares were not sold. On the

15th May, 1883, the company procured a lease from

john H. and Charles H. Bobb for a term of 100 years, on a lot

in the city of St. Louis, subject to various conditions. Among

other things, the lessee, the theater company, agreed to pay

rents for the first five years at the rate of $2,500 per annum; the

rents for the first year to be paid at the end of that year, and

thereafter quarterly. The lease provides further that the rent

for the second and each subsequent period of five years shall be

fixed at 6 per ceiitum per annum on the value of the ground,

excludingbuildings thereon, but never to be less than $2,500 per

annum. Stipulations are then made concerning the appointment

of appraisers, should the parties not agree upon the value of the

 

‘Chicago Hanson: Cab Co. Y. Yerkes, Supreme Court of Ill. 1892. Smith v.

Oorn, Colo. 92.
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land. The lease. secures to the lessee the right to purchasetlie

property at any time within five years next after June 1,1883,

at the price of $50,000. The lessors have the right to declarea

forfeiture of the lease for the non-performance of any of the condi

tions, and in case of forfeiture the lessors or their assigns become

entitled to the possession of the premises and buildings thereon

free from any claim of the lessee or its assigns, prOvld¢d1h°“"

ever, that no forfeiture shall be had for non-payment of rent

until the same shall have been due for 30 days. The theater

company erected a building on the leased lot, and conducteda

theater business there. McIntyre became dissatisfied with the

business, and in 1885 sold his 150 shares of stock to the plaiflfifli

Hannerty, for $3,500. Hannerty became a director and the

treasurer, and took an active part in the management of the

business. At this time the directors were Edward Butler, Sr-i

Hannerty, and James I. Butler. The latter then held 10 shares

of stock, which had been transferred to him by his father,

Edward Butler, without any money consideration paid tl1@f<‘-f°T

Some time prior to the 29th of June, 1887, Edward Butler trans

ferred 10 Shares of stock to his son, Edward Butler, ]r-, and 10‘

shares to his clerk, Edward Sullivan. Both of these transf€f5

were without consideration paid for the stock so assigned. The

directors elected on the last-mentioned date were Edward Butler,

S1‘-, _l3-_m@S J. Butler, and Edward Sullivan. The f0ll0W1flg

resolution was adopted at a special meeting of the stockholders,

held on the 21st May, 1888: “It appearing to the stock

holders that the company was not in a condition to purchase‘

said property, on motion of James ]. Butler, duly seconded and

carried, the right, Power, and authority was conferred by the

stockholders on the board of directors to use their discretion 111

dl5P°$iTlg Of Said option, and to take any action with reference‘

to the same that they might believe to be for the best inter€SlI

of the company, and to do what they thought right and pr0Pf"'

in the premises; and, if they saw fit, to sell and dispose of said

option to any stockholder in said companv who would Pay the

highest price for same.” The record made of this meeting sh0W5

that Hannerty was present. He testified that he received notice"

of the meeting; that the meeting was called to order by Edward

B"t1¢1‘; that he then asked Sullivan the secretary, whether there

was enough on hand to pay the rent; that Sullivan smiled, and

S9-fd "N0;” that he waited about two minutes longer, and they

Sald th? meetmg was adjourned, and he left; and that no such a

resolution was passed before the adjournment was proclaimed;

b11t_ Sfiveral of the defendants say he was present during the

entire meetmg The P1'°°f, all considered, satisfies us that Han

nerty was P1'¢Sent when this resolution was adopted. On thfi

Bl '\\
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same day—May 21, 1888—the board of directors met, and

made an order transferring the company's option for the pur

chase of the property to Edward Butler, Sr., for the consideration

of $50. At this time Edward Butler, Sr., James J. Butler, and

Edward Sullivan constituted the board, all of whom were

present. On the same day Edward Butler, Sr., handed to the

secretary his resignation as president anddirector, which was

accepted on the 28th of the same month; and the other members

of the board elected Edward Butler, ]r., to fill the vacancy.

Thereupon Edward Butler, Sr., purchased the property at the

price of $50,000, and received a deed therefor from the lessors

and their grantees, “subject to said lease and to all the conven

ants”therein contained. On the 30th of the same month the

directors entered into an agreement with Edward Butler, Sr.,

fixing the value of the lot at $65,000 for the period of five

years beginning on the 1st June, 1888, and the rental at

$3,500 per annum. The stockholders, at a meeting held on the

28th ]une, 1888, elected the following directors; James J.

Butler, Edward Butler, ]r., and Edward Sullivan. At this elec

tion the stock was voted as follows: Edward Butler, Sr., 210

shares; ]ames ]. Butler 10 shares; Edward Butler, ]r., 10

shares; Edward Sullivan, 10 shares; and ]ames Hannerty, 150

shares. Hannerty voted for himself, but was defeated. The

new board met on the same day, and elected ]ames ]. Butler

president, with an annual salary of $2,500, and Sullivan secre

tary and treasurer, with a salary of $1,200 per year. This new

board of directors failed to pay the $625 rent due on the 31st

May, 1898, and the $875 rent due on the 31st August, 1888. In

the following October, Edward Butler, Sr., as lessor and owner

of the land, declared a forfeiture, and thereupon obtaineda

judgment against the corporation by default in a forcible

detainer suit beforea justice of the peace. He was placed in

possession with due solemnity under a writ issued upon this

judgment, and the officers and agent of the corporation then

became his agent in the conduct of the theater.

1. We may here dispose of that branch of the case which

seeks to compel Edward Butler, Sr., to convey the reversion in

the leased property to the corporation, the corporation assum

ing the payment of the purchase price. This relief is asked on

the averments that the corporation had the means to purchase

the property, but that the directors, conspiring with him,

fraudulently assigned to him the company’s option to purchase

the fee, secured by the lease. This right or option secured t0 the

company to purchase the ‘revesion for $50,000 was assigned to

Mr. Butler on the 21st May, 1888,—1O days before it expired.

Conceding that his will ruled the then directors, though he

j~
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lessors still all this does not deprive im 0 e

investment It is true directors of a corporation occupv

position of trust and their dC3.l1I]1TS with the subject rnatterof

the trust will be watched with a jealous eye by the courts.

Here it required $10 O00 cash to make the purchase under the

stipulation in the lease The company did not have that amount

of money, nor did it hay e the credit to raise so larve a sum The

option was of no value to the company Though we treat \lr.

Butler as still being the president and a director of the corpora

tion, still he certainly had a I'1°'l1l‘. to buy the reversion in tllfl

property upon which the corporation held the leasehold interest,

unless the purchase deprived the coiporation of some rigl1i$

As the corporation could not avail itself of this option ‘£0 Pm"

chase the property there can be no valid objection to the pur

chase of it by him He purchased the property subject to the

lease, and must be held to be the owner of it subject to what

ever I‘1°'l1lIS the corporation mav have had as lessee .

  

i ‘ | . . ' . ‘ ' ‘ i

l l ' i ' ' I I l 1
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2 We are next to consider that branch of the case \\l1e1'@1I11t

is claimed the forfeited lease should be reinstated and the

defendants requiied to account The objection is here niadeby

the defendants that the plaintiff cannot maintain this Stilt

because he does not aver that he fii st requested the coiporation

to institute and prosecute it The cause of action for the V10l3.

tion of a corporate l°'l’1l'. accrues to the corporation and not 10

the stockholcleis. and generally the iemedv must e

obtained by and in the name of the corporation e

-directors are the managing oflicers, and it is for them to say

whether a given suit shall be prosecuted. Slattery v.T1‘9-1'15P°"'

tation Co., 91 Mo. 217, 4 s. W. Rep. 79. There are.11°‘?"'

-ever, exceptions to the rule. Thus a stockholder may Sue "1.

those cases where the directors are guiltv of a fraud or breach of

trust, or are Proceeding ultra vires. These, at least, are Someg

the exceptions to the general rule. Hawes v. Oklandi 104 U‘ '

4-50. Directors are liable to the corporation for a breach 01'

abuse of their trust, and mav be compelled to account for COP

porate funds thus abstracted or misapplied. If other persons

have participated with them, such persons may b¢ Jomed as

defendants, and the property may be followed into their 11111155

But in all of these cases it must appear that the p1‘°P¢r oflicers

refuse to prosecute the suit, or that the corportion is under the

C0ntr0l of persons who were parties to the fraud 01‘ abuse of

trust. It is sufficient to entitle the stockholder to sue 1:0 Show

that the corporation is under the control of directors who fife

liable for the loss Smith v. Poor, 4~0 Me. 415; Ash’c011 Y~

__.-J
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Association, 84- Cal. 61, 22 Pac. Rep. 660, and 23 Pac. Rep.

1091; Pike Co. v. Hammons, (Ind. Sup.) 27 N. E. Rep. 487;

Hodges v. Screw Co., 1 R. I. 340. “There are,” says Cook,

“occasions when the allegation that the stockholder has

requested the directors to bring suit, and they have refused, may

be omitted, since the request itself is not required. This occurs

when the corporate management is under the control of the

guilty parties. No request need then be made or alleged, since

the guilty parties would not comply with the request; and even

if they did, the court would not allow them to conduct the suit

against themselves.” Cook, Stock, § 741. Now, the directors

of this corporation are the persons who are charged with mis

management of the corporate property. The corporation is still

under their control. It was therefore not necessary to allege or

prove a demand upon them to institute this suit. Under these

circumstances, such a request was not necessary.

3. We therefore come back to the question whether the lease

should be reinstated. The substantial averments on which this

relief is asked are that the corporation was doing a prosperous

business, and had means to pay the rents as they accrued, but

that the directors, James J. Butler, Edward Butler, _Ir., and

Edward Sullivan, by the influence of Edward Butler, Sr., failed

and omitted to pay them; that they allowed a forfeiture of the

lease for the purpose of defrauding the plaintiff out of his interest

as a stockholder. The first inquiry, therefore, is whether the

directors could and should have paid the rents. The rents for the

non-payment of which a forfeiture was declared became due as

follows: $625 on 31st day of May, 1888; $875 on Aug

ust 31., 1888. The forfeiture was declared by Edward Butler,

Sr., about the first of the following October. The trial court

made an order upon the defendants to produce the books of

account of the Standard Theater Company from its organiza

tion, in 1883, to October, 1888, and upon Edward Butler, Sr.,

to produce his books showing receipts and expenditures of the

theater since the last mentioned date. Pursuant to this order

the plaintiff and his expert book-keeper were allowed to examine

the account-books of the corporation covering a period from

1883 to and including 1886. The defendants then made return

to the order of the court that the account-books from 1885 to

and including 1886 were in the possession of the plaintiff; that

the defendants had no other books called for by the order; and

Edward Butler, Sr., made return that he had and keptno accounts

ofthe theater business since October,1888. The defendant Sullivan,

called to the witness stand by the plaintiff testified that he took

the account-books of the Standard Theater Company covermg

 

the period from 1883 to October, 1888, to the blacksmith shop

liti
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of Ed. Butler and son, and placed them in a closet at that place;

that he did not know what had become of the missing books;

and though he kept the accounts, he could not state what the

receipts and expenses were. The other defendants were also

-examined by the plaintiff, and their evidence is that they know

nothing about the missing books. They could not state how the

accounts stood for 1887 and 1888. Hannerty, the plaintifi,

says he made frequent demands of Sullivan, the secretary and

book-keeper, for a statement of the finances of the company; but

that Sullivan always put him 05. These demands were _mad_e

beforethe commencement of this suit. The plaintiff put in evi

dence, as a last resort, a copy of the bank-account of the som

pany, from which it appears a check was drawn on and paid by

the bank on the last of February, 1888, for $3.500,—aI1 amolmt

in excess of the checks as they were usually drawn. The defend

ants, though interrogated at length, could not give any account

-of this check, or for what purpose the money was used. T1115

bank-account shows a credit to the company on the 22d Ma)’,

1888, of $1,526.06. This was but nine days before the install

ment of $625 rent became due. Of that balance, $1,029.56 W85

checked out on the day before the rent became due. What 1159

was made of this money so checked out the defendants Cflllllot

say. The company seems to have had a balance to its accflllflt

in bank as late as October 31, 1888. There is some other

-evidence tending to show that this company was doingflfalf

business. The defendants were directors of this corp0r:1t10fli

and as such trustees it was their duty to keep correct accounts.

-and to be able to make a full and correct showing of the _1'e0°1Pt5

and expenses. Instead of this. we find a manifest disposition 011

their part to keep back and out of view the true financial 09!!"

~dition of the corporation. We think there is but one conclusion

to be drawn, and that is this: that these directors could and

should have paid these rents. It is equally clear that they inten

tionally permitted a forfeiture of the lease, and a consequent 1055

of the entire corporate property, costing at least $30.0Q0- h

Was the defendant Edward Butler, Sr., a party to this breacn

of trust? To answer this question it is but necessary t_01’°°a

some of the undisputed evidence. Harinerty, though holdfflg 150

shares of stock, was pushed aside in June, 1887. The direct01'5

-elected at that time were Edward Butler, Sr., ]ames .l- Butler

and Sullivan. The latter and ]ames ]. Butler each held 10 shar¢5

of stock, assigned to them without consideration, and for the

evident purpose of qualifying them to act as directors. I11

May, 1888, Edward Butler, Sr., resigned, and his son, Edward,

J1‘-i 110 whom 10 shares had been tracnsferred without considera

tion, became a director. At this date the fee in the leased P"°p'

é .L___.-Ii
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erty was purchased b_v Edward Butler, Sr., for $50,000. This

new board at once agreed with him that the property was of the

value of $65,000, for the purpose of fixing rents under the lease

for the second period of five years. These same three directors

are again elected on the 28th June, 1888, and they allow ]ames

_]'. Butlera salary of $2,500 per year for holding the nominal

position of president. Sullivan had previously performed the

duty of book-keeper and secretary for $7 per month, but at

this time he was allowed a salary of $1,200 per annum. These

liberal allowances to persons who gave but little, and were

expected to give but little attention to the business, need an

explanation, not given by the evidence before us. There is

evidence that Edward Butler, Sr., after this election of directors,

and after he had acquired the reversion in the leased land, sold

his remaining 210 shares to his son, Edward, ]r., at 25 cents

per share. From this evidence, and some other circumstances,

there can be no doubt but this new board of directors simply

executed and voiced the will of Edward Butler, Sr. It certainly

is not expected that this court can reach any other conclusion.

And it is equally clear that the directors allowed the lease to be

forfeited to enable him to acquire all the corporate property.

It was probably supposed that the directors had a right to do

this because a majority of the stock so dictated; but the law is

not now, and it is hoped never will be, so written. It was the

plain duty of the directors to protect and preserve the corporate

property for the minority as well as the majority of stockholders.

The trial court dismissed the petition on final hearing. That

judgment is now reversed, and the cause remanded. The trial

‘court is hereby directed to enter up a decree re-establishing and

reinstating the lease. That court will also proceed to take an

account of the receipts of the theater property, and of the

expenses of conducting the business, including as expenses,

rents due on the lease. The court, in stating the ac

count, will go back to 2d ]uly, 1887. The order of the

board of directors made on the 30th May, 1888, allowing

salaries, will be disregarded. As the case now stands we

-can go no further in directing subsequent proceedings, more

than to say this: that the company will be reinstated as lessee,

and the defendants must account to it for all moneys received

from 2d ]une, 1887, to date of final hearing, and the court will

then make such further decree as the equity and justice of the

case may demand.
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UMSTED V. BUSKIRK.

SUPREME Comm‘ or OHIO, 1866.

(11 01110 s¢.114-.)

Enforcement of Statutory Liabilities.-Parties.

White, _]'. : The original petition in this case is in the nature otf

a bill in equity, and if filed by a udgment creditor of an 1nS01Vfl1

corporation, to obtain satisfaction of his judgmellti by thg em

forcement of the statutory liability of the several. st0¢kh°l cf;

and of the liability of one of them on an unpaid stock SH

scription. . nd
No objection is made on the ground of a defect of peril? 3 hi’

for aught that appears in the record, the plaintiff is t 6 01-'11:

creditor, and the defendants the only stock holders of the C0

oration. - -
P The only ground assigned for the demurrer is, that the Pe_t1tl°“

does not contain facts sufiicient to constitute a cause of 3.C’t1{)dI1- S

The cor oration of which the defendants are st0C_l<l'l_° er '

P .was organized under the act of May 1, 1852] 3-11d_the hablhgcif

the stockholders in question, is provided for in section 73, W i

as originally passed, is as follows: _ 1 lfload
“The stockholders of any railroad, turnpike, 01' P an d nd

magnetic telegraph, or bridge company, shall be deemfb gin

held liable to an amount equal to their capital stock subscii 6 iof

addition to said stock, for the purpose of securing the creditors

such company.” 50 Ohio L. 296; 3 Curwen's Stat. 1897.1 the

The subsequent amendment of April 17, 1854:» dld not a teliy 4

section in respect to railroad companies. 1 S. & C. Stat. 3 I

Curwen’s Stat. 2582. the
The counsel of the defendant in error claims '60 §l1PP°l-t of

judgment below on the ground that it was not_ the 11’llZC11ll10l1.eS

the legislature “to make the stockholders in railroad compflfll S

individually liable to the creditors of the compar1y;" but that 1

stockholders they are subject to be assessed pro rata bl’ the co

poration to the extent of this statutory liability. d _
This claim was made in Wright et al. v.McCormack 611 _fl1- l ct

cided at the present term), and overruled. It was held lfl Yhad

case that this liability of stockholders was a security providi

by law for the exclusive benefit of the creditors, over which t 6

corporate authorities had no control.
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If the corporation has the right to enforce this liabilty by as

sessments, it can exhaust it to discharge a present indebtedness,

and continue in business with no other security to its future cred

itors than its corporate liability.

This would neither be in accordance with the design of the con

stitutional provision, nor of the statute. The intention, doubt~

less, was to provide an ultimate security to which the creditors

might resort on the failure and insolvency of the corporation.

Nor will it follow, as counsel suppose, from the denial of the

right to the corporation of enforcing this liability, that it may be

enforced against part of the stockholders, at the election of the

creditor, without the right on their part to call on their co-stock

holders for contribution.

The liability on the part of the stockholders is several in its

nature, but the right arising out of this liability is intended for

the common and equal benefit of all the creditors. The suit of a

creditor under this statute should, in our opinion, be for the bene

fit of all the creditors; and the stockholders, whose liability it

is sought to be enforced, have the right to insist on their co-stock

holders being made parties for the purposes of a general account,

and to enforce from them contribution in proportion to their

shares of stock.

The right of contribution grows out ofthe organic relation ex~

isting among the stockholders, as between them and the credit

ors, each stockholder is severally liable to all the creditors; as

between themselves, each stockholder is bound to pay in prop

ortion to his stock.

The corporation ought to have been made a party, but the om~

mission was not made an objection, and the demurrer was sus-=

tained, and the action dismissed, on the sole ground of the peti~

tion not showing a cause of action against the defendants.

The ommission to make the corporation a party is, therefor, no»

objection to the reversal ofthe judgment.

The judgment sustaining the demurrer and dismissing the ac

tion is reversed, and the cause remanded for further proceedings.
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CHAPTER XIX.

INSOLVENCY AND DISSOLUTION--REMEDY OF STATE FOR UNAU

THORIZED ACTS BY CORPORATIONS.

TOMLINSON V. BRICKLAYERS’ UNION.

SUPREME COURT or INDIANA, 1882.

(87 Ind. 808.)

Howk, ].: The only question presented for decision by the

record of this cause and the error assigned thereon is this: D065

the complaint of the appellants, the plaintiffs below, state facts

suflicient to constitute a cause of action? In their complaint the

appellants alleged, in substance, that on or about the 28th day

of August, 1867,they and others formed avoluntary association,

known as and named “The Bricklayers’ Union of Indianap0liS;"

that the objects of the associatioii were to unite all practical

bricklayers, so as to secure concert of action in whatever tended

to their interests, and to afford pecuniary aid to the members

thereof, when disabled from sickness, accident or misfortune;

that immediatelyupon the organization of the association a C056

of by-laws and constitution were adopted, fixing the amount of

dues, fines and assessments pavable bv each member of the asso

ciation; that from 1867 to April, 1879, some five hundred 01‘

more members joined the association, among whom were the ap

pellants, and each and all paid their money in dues, fines arid

f15S@S$m€ntS, which money was placed in one general fund» “Pub

m APT“, 1879, the same amounted to the sum of about eight

thousand dollars, belonging to said members as a joint and gen"

eral fund for the benefit of each and all of them; that after-the

association had been duly incorporated the appellants and many

others, for whose benefit the appellants sued, to the ni1mb¢Y_ Qf

five hundred, made and adopted the by-laws and COI15i;ii£1.1t1011

govenlillg the association; that since such organization, and

before, the appellants, each and all and about four hundred

others, whose names could ‘not be criiven because they were in

books of which the appellee had cgntrol contributed‘ diflereflt

amounts, and the same were under the control of the association,

“.1 tntst for the aPP@1ifl11tS and the other members of the associa

tmnnm which they anhfld a general interest" that the associatiflfl

continued until about April, 1879, when aifew of its members,

twenty In number, without the knowledge, consent or approval,“
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the legal right so to do, unlawfully, wrongfully and secretly aband

oned and pretended to dissolve the said corporation, and pretended

to form a new association, to beknown as “The Bricklayers’ Union

No. 1, of Indiana," the appellee, and as soon as the pretended

new organization was formed they secretly, unlawfully and

wrongfully converted the said fund of the appellants and other

members of the old association to the use ofthe appellee, and the

same was then in their or its possession; and the appellee,

although often requested, refused to pay the same to the appel

lants and the other members of the old association, and refused

to allow the appellants and other members of the first organiza

tion to participate in the new organization, and refused them all

rights of property therein, and claimed that the appellants and

those for whom they sued were not members thereof, and claimed

the said fund as their own, and refused the appellants any and all

benefits therefrom; that at the time of said conversion and pre

tended dissolution, and the formation of the pretended new

organization, the appellants and many others, for whom they

sued, were members in good standing of the old association; and

that the defendants had also unlawfully converted all the lodge

furniture and personal property, of the value of three hundred

dollars, without right and wrongfully to their own use, and then

had possession thereof.

The appellants further alleged that the appellee had forfeited its

charter and corporate right by refusing to allow them to partici

pate in the new organization; andin this, that less thanaquorum

had pretended to transact business; and in this, that its president

had allowed money to be drawn contrary to its constitution;

.and in this, that the recording secretary had failed to keep a cor

rect record of the transactions of each meeting, and to make a

quarterly report of such transactions, and to deliver to his suc

cessors the books, records and property of the appellee; and in

this,‘ that its financial secretary had failed to discharge his duties

and been allowed to continue in oflice; ‘and in this, that its mem

bers were allowed to remain in good standing without paying

-dues, etc.; and in this, that its treasurer had failed to discharge

his duties; and in this, that its trustees had converted the above

described property of the old association to the exclusive use of

appellee; and in this, that it had used the money for other and

different purposes than that specified in its constitution; and in

dissolving the union contrary to the terms of its constitution.

Wherefore, etc.

We are of the opinion that the appellee’s demurrer, for the want

-of facts, was correctly sustained to the appellant's complaint.

Conceding all the facts stated in the complaint to be true as

alleged, they constitute no cause of action in favor of the appel
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lants and against the appellee. It will be seen that the wrong

conversion ofthe money and property of the first corporation is

alleged to have been committed by its twenty seceding members,

who were not made parties to this action. The complaint fails

to show the appellee’s liability for this wrongful COI1V€1‘S10t1 to

the plaintiff’s in this action. It is not alleged that the old cor

poration was dissolved in any legal manner, and it cannot he

said, we think, that the secession of twenty members would 01'

ought to work the dissolution of a corporation having fiye hun

dred members. If the old corporation is still a legal entity, and

it must be presumed to be such, at least until the contrary_1S

shown, the right of action for the wrongful conversion Of lts

money and property would be in such old corporation, and 1101

in any of its members, however numerous they were, f°1't_h°

money and property of a corporation belong to it, and not t0_1t$

individual members. It follows, therefore, that the complaint

does not state a cause of action in favor ofthe appellants for the

wrongful conversion of the money and property described therein.

It seems to us, also, that the allegations of th€COll1pl6.1nt.l11l'€l8'

tion to the forfeiture of appellee’s charter do not constitute £1

cause of action in favor of the appellants. If it were true that the

appellee and its oflicers and members had violated every section

of its by-laws and constitution, it is certain, we think» thalf Such

violation would not give the appellants any right of 9-¢t1°“°r

legal cause of complaint against the appellce, for it was X10‘

shown that the appellants were members of the appellee c01‘P°ra‘

tion. .
We have found no error in the record. The judgment '5

affirmed, with costs.

l~

STATE V. MINNESOTA THRESHER MANUFACTURING C0

SUPREME COURT on M1i\'i~zi~:sor.i, 1889.

(4-0 Minn. 213.)

Manufacturingand OtlierBusii1ess—“FrancIiises"and “POWerS""

Remedy for Altra Vires Acts.

Mifdlell, I-I ' * * " The corporation of Seym0111'1 Sabin &

Co., organized under Gen. St. 1878, title 2, c. 34, had been_€11

gaged {Or some years in the business of manufacturing, lumberlllgi

and merchandising. In May, 1882, theNorthwestern Manufactur
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ing & Car Company was organized as a manufacturing corpora

tion, under Laws 1873, Gen. St. 1878, Ch. 34, §§ 120, 143, with a

professed paid-up capital stock of about $4,500,000, viz., about

$3,000,000 preferred stock, and $1,500,000 common stock. It

was organized with a view of buying out and continuing the

manufacturing business of Seymour, Sabin & Co. Upon its

organization it purchased the manufacturing plant and the

assets of that company, of the alleged value of $2,617,000, includ

ing over $1,250,000 of bills receivable, commonly known as

“machine notes,” and a large amount of “undivided profits” and

“contracts,” whatever that may mean. Forthese assets the car

company issued and paid to Seymour, Sabin 8: Co. $2,617,000

of its preferred stock, and $1,500,000 of its common stock, the

latter as “bonus.” The car company thereupon engaged in the

manufacturing business, while Seymour, Sabin & Co. continued

the business of lumbering and merchandising. The latter pro

ceeded to divide up among its own stockholders the stock of the

car company, thus received, in exchange for its own stock, which

was delivered up and cancelled, on the basis of two dollars of the

former for one of the latter. The two companies continued in

business about two years, during which they seem to have

been in the habit of indorsing each other’s paper for large

amounts; at least, the car company indorsed that of Seymour,

Sabin & Co. to the amount of $500,000, which was outstanding

when both companies failed. During these two years the car com

pany paid $360,000 in dividends to its preferred stockholders, no

part of which, as respondent alleges, was ever earned.

In May, 1884, both companies being insolvent, their affairs

were put into the hands of receivers,—the debts of Seymour,

Sabin & Co. being over $2,000,000, and its assets realizing at

receiver’s sale only $4.-5,000, or about two cents on the dollar of

its indebtedness; and the debts of the car company being about

$3,400,000, and its assets, which were of a very miscellaneous

character, estimated at $4,372,000, but realizing at receiver's

sale, two years afterwards, only $1,150,000, which, after deduct

ing expenses and several hundred thousand dollars liabilities con

tracted by the receiver, left only about $225,000, or from 10 to

15 cents on the dollar for the creditors, and nothing, of course,

for the stockholders. In November, 1884, some of the stock

holders and creditors of the car company, with the view of saving

something out of the wreck, organized the respondent, the Min

nesota Thresher Manufacturing Company, with an authorized

capital of $7,000,000, viz., $4,000,000 preferred stock, and

$3,000,000 common stock, on the following plan, to-wit: paid

up preferred stock to be issued in exchange for claims against

the car company at par, and paid-up common stock, in exchange

j~
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for preferred stock of the car company, dollar for dollar. All of

the stock of respondent has been issued on this plan; and

included in the claims against the car company, for which re

spondent stock has been thus issued, are the indorsements of the

car company upon the paper of Seymour, Sabin & Co., already

referred to. The respondent has thus issued about $1,700,000 of

its preferred stock, and $2,000,000 of its common stock, and

thus become the owner of claims against the car company to the

former amount, and of its stock to the latter amount. Down to

April, 1887, the respondent alleges that it supposed that the

assets of the car company would realize enough to pay its debts

in full, and leave some surplus for its preferred stockholders, but

since that date the respondent seems to have continued to issue

its stock on the same basis or plan as before, except that those

who exchange their preferred stock in the car company for the

common stock of respondent are required to place the latter in

the hands of certain trustees, to hold and vote for the term of five

years. Common and preferred stock have the same voting power

In 1887 the court ordered the receiver to sell en masse the

entire assets of the car company, consisting of stock on hand.

accounts, bills receivable to the amount of over $1,500,000,

claims against Seymour, Sabin & Co. to a large amount, and

some stock in two other insolvent corporations. The respond

ent purchased the whole of these assets for $1,150,000, 511111.111
order to raise the amount of cash necessary to be paid onthep\1r

chase, ($500,000,) devised a scheme by which it executed a

mortgage or trust deed for $1,600,000 on the entire pr0p¢Yt)'

purchased, under which it issued and sold its bonds to the

amount of $1,173,000 to its preferred stockholders for 50 c¢fl’E5

on the dollar, cash; they at the same time surrendering for can

cellation and retirement one dollar of their stock for every two

dollars of bonds purchased. After obtaining possession Of the

property thus purchased at the receiver’s sale, which it alleges

was worth more than double what it paid for it, the respoiidenf

engaged in the manufacturing of machinery at Stillwater, which

it is still carrying on quite extensively, having, as it allege-5, 501d

articles of its own manufacture since it commenced business of the

value of $1,100,000. As purchaser and owner of the large claims

already referred to against Sevmour, Sabin & Co. and the Car

company, the respondent has commenced or is about to com

mence, the following suits: First, against the stockholders Of

Seym0\11', $abin & Co. who exchanged their stock for that_of the

car company,1t being claimed that such exchange W3-5 illegal»

and in fraud of creditors; second, against the holders of the com

mon stock of the car companv, on the ground that they have

‘lever Paid for the 53-me; f11iI‘Gf, against the preferred stockholders
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of the car company, to recover back the dividends received by

them, on the ground that they were never earned.

The articles of association of respondent (Ex. F) state that

the organization is formed “pursuant to, and in conformity

with, an act of the legislature of the state of Minnesota entitled

‘An act relating to manufacturingcorporations,’ approved March

7, 1873, and the several acts of the legislature amendatory there

of.” Gen. St. 1878, c. 34~, §§ 120-14.-8. The articles state that

“the objects for which the association is formed are the pur

chase of the capital stock, evidences of indebtedness issued by it,

and the assets of the Northwestern Manufacturing & Car Com

pany, a corporation existingunder the laws of the state of Min

nesota, or any portion of said capital stock, evidence of indebted

ness or assets, and the manufacture and sale of steam engines of

all kinds, farm implements and machinery of all kinds, and the

manufacture and sale of all articles, implements, and machinery

of which wood and iron, or either of them, form the principal

component parts, and the manufacture of the materials therein

used." These articles contain everything required by title 2, c. 34-,

except a statement of the highest amount of indebtedness to

which the corporation should at any time be subject. The

articles were also published and filed as required by that title.

The directors also prepared a certificate in the form required by

section 9 ofthe act of 1873, (Gen. St. 1878, c. 34.<, § 128,) in case

of manufacturing corporations, but (as we construe the allega

tions of the answer) it was never filed. 4

Much of this history is perhaps irrelevant to any questions

involved in these proceedings, but it will serve to convey a toler

ably clear idea of the situation of things as presented by the rec

ord. The relator by his information stands admitting the cor

porate existence of the respondent, but claims upon the facts four

grounds of forfeiture of its franchises for misuser, viz.: First,

doing business without filing a certificate, as required by section

9 ofthe act of 1873; second, dealing in negotiable paper, and in

the stock and indebtedness of other and insolvent corporations,

and issuing its stock therefor; third, purchasing and retiring its

own stock, to the prejudice of its creditors and stockholders;

fourth, using its franchises and powers as an instrumentality of

fraud and oppression, in bringing a large number of suits against

the stockholders of Seymour, Sabin & Co., and the car company

upon the claims referred to. This last is but a make-weight, and

is not urged upon the argument. Taken by itself, there is noth

ing in it, for, if respondent had the powe'r to purchasethese claims,

it has an undoubted right to bring suits on them to test the ques

tion of the personal liability of the stockholders of these defunct

corporations.
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The determination of the case will require the consideration

oftwo leading questions: First, what kind of a corporation is

the respondent? and, second, what is the oflice of an information

in the nature of quo warranto, and what will constitute a mis

user of corporate franchises such as to warrant a judgment of

ouster in such proceedings?

The articles of association state that the corporation was

formed under the act of 1873 relating to manufacturing corpora

tions, but this does not make it so. To detennine its actual

character, we must look to the objects of its formation, and the

nature of its business, as stated in the articles themselves. It can

not be made one kind of corporation merely by labeling it such,

if its declared objects and purposes show it to be something else.

No corporation can be organized under the act of 1873, except

for an exclusively manufacturing or mechanical business. It does

not authorize the organization of a corporation for the purp0S<’

of carrying on a manufacturing business, and also another and

independent business not properly incident to or connected with

manufacturing. This is clear from the very language of the act

itself, as well as from the history of the causes leading to its

enactment. It was passed immediately after the adoption of the

constitutionalamendment of 1872, excepting the stockholders of

manufacturing and mechanical corporations from the personal

liability imposed by article 10, § 3, of the constitution upon the

stockholders of all corporations, and was doubtless passed t0

carry into effect the purpose of that amendment. That p111’P05¢

was to encourage manufacturing enterprises by exempting ’C_1'1_0$@

investing their capital in that business from personal _liabilit§’

One other consideration that not improbably induced this exemp

tion in favor of stockholders in purely manufacturing C01’P°1'a'

tions was that ordinarily the added security to creditors of the

personal liability of stockholders is less needed in the case of such

corporations, inasmuch as manufacturing is the process of adding

value to raw material by labor, and hence, if honestly conducted’

is a safer business, and less liable to speculative risks than trade

generally. But to extend the exemption to corporations combin

ing manufacturing with some other distinct and independent

business would at once defeat the object of the amendment Of

1872, and also nullify the constitutional provision imposing 9.

personal liability on the stockholders of all but manufacturing

corporations; for this exemption could then be secured by attach

ing a very small manufacturing annex to a very large trading or

speculating business, all the risks ofthe latter being immediately

added to the whole business, and no inducement existing to mvest

any capital in the former, except the smallest possible ai:n_Ou11t

necessary to bring the whole business within the constitutional
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exemption. It is clear, therefore, to our minds that, under the

act of 1873, a corporation can only be organized for carrying on

an exclusively manufacturing or mechanical business, which, of

course, includes anything that is properly incidental to or neces

sarily connected with such business. A corporation organized to

carry on manufacturing and also some other lawful, but inde

pendent, business, belongs to the class authorized by title 2, c.

34, (sections 109-119.)

With this construction of the law in mind, it is not diflieult,

on examination of respondent’s articles of association, to

determine to what class it belongs. One of the declared ob

jects of its formation is to purchase the capital stock and

evidences of indebtedness of the car company, a business in

no way incident to or properly connected with that of manu

facturing. The contention of counsel to the contrary cannot be

seriously entertained for a moment. If amanufacturingcorpora

tion desires to buy the plant of another corporation formerly

engaged in the same business, that is legitimate, and if, in order

to get it, it becomes necessary to buy with it some other prop

erty, not needed for nor connected with the manufacturing busi

ness, this also would be permissible, if done as incidental to the

main purpose of securing the plant; but no such reason or excuse

existed for buying the stock and indebtedness of thecarcompany.

Indeed, it would be diflicult to imagine anything more foreign to

or inconsistent with a legitimate manufacturing business than

for a corporation to invest all its capital in the stock and indebt

edness of another and insolvent corporation. Under title 2, a

corporation can be organized to carry on any lawful business,

and, if parties desire to deal in such speculative property, they

can do so under that title, but not under the act of 1873, even by

connecting it with manufacturing. Our conclusion, therefore, is

that respondent is a corporation of the class authorized by title

2. That is what the corporators themselves have characterized

it by their statement of the objects of its formation. The articles

of association were informal or defective in the one particular

already mentioned, but we think this was cured by chapter 182,

Gen. Laws 1887. But, in any event, respondent is a corporation

either de jurc or de facto, and it is immaterial here which; for,

as already suggested, the relator is not in a position to question

its corporate existence. _

These views as to the corporate character of respondent dis

pose ofrelator’s first ground for forfeiture, and in part, at least,

of the second; for in the case of a corporation organized under

title 2 no certificate, such as is described in Gen. St. 1878, c. 34, § 128,

is required, and such a corporation may purchase the

stock and indebtedness of another corporation if within the

ll
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objects expressed in its articles of association. Therefore there

only remains to be considered the efi'ect—-First, of respondent's

issuing its stock dollar for dollar for the stock and indebtedness

of the car company, which was confessedly worthmuch less than

par; and, second, of purchasing and retiring its own stock held

by those who took its bonds, » _
While it is not necessary here to go at length into the subject,

yet it is proper in this connection to consider briefly the second

principal question referred to at the outset, viz., the ofiice of an

information in the nature of quo warranto, and wl_1a’e_W1l1

amount to such a misuser of corporate franchises as to justify _a

judgment.of forfeiture in such proceedings. And right here It 15

important to keep in mind certain distinctions which it seems _t0

us counsel for relator have overlooked. And, first, these special

proceedings upon information must not be confounded with a

civil action, under Gen. St. 1878, chapter 79. Although, in a general

sense, the two may be termed “concurrent remedies," yet it is

undoubtedly true that the ofice or function of thelatter has been

enlarged somewhat beyond that of a common-law qllfi Wei!‘

ranto information. In some jurisdictions, as formerly with use

the civil action is the only remedy. But while, quo warrar_If0

having been revived in this state, we have now the two remedies,

yet the ofiice of the writ of quo warranto ought not to by

extended beyond what it was at common law. The remedy by

civil action is more in accordance with the ordinary II10de °f

judicial procedure in determining property righfe, and Ought to

be pursued except in those special or exceptional cases where the

public interests seein to demand a more speedy or sun1II1fl1'Y mode

of procedure than by action in the district court. The efiffllmon

law quo warranto information, as we have it to-day, 15 5“b'

stantially as left by the changes and modifications made by the

statute of 9 Anne, c. 20. The scope of the remedy furnished bylf

is to forfeit the franchises of a corporation for misuser_Q1‘ 110"‘

user. It is therefore necessary, in order to secure a judicial _f01"

feiture of respondent’s charter, to show a misuser of its fraflehfses

justifying such a forfeiture; and, as already remarked, the oblect

being to protect the public, and not to redress private grievances,

the misuser must be such as to work or threaten a substantial

injury to the public, or such as to amount to a violation Of the

fundamental condition of the contract bv whichthefranchise v_vfl5

granted, and thus defeat the purpose of the grant; and Ordmai

fily the Wrong or evil must be one remediable in no other form 01

judicial proceeding.
Courts always proceed with great caution in declaring a for’

feiture of franchises, and require the prosecutor seeking the for‘

feiture to bring the case clearly within the rules of law entithng
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him to exact so severe a penalty. It is also necessary to notice

the distinction, frequently overlooked, between franchises and

powers. The definition of a “franchise" given by Finch, adopted

by Blackstone, and accepted by every authority since, is “a royal

privilege or branch of the king's prerogative, subsisting in the

hands of a subject.” To be a franchise, the right possessed must

be such as cannot be exercised without the express permission of

the sovereign power,—a privilege or immunity of a public nature

which cannot be legally exercised without legislative grant. It

follows that the right, whether existing in a natural or artificial

person, to carry on any particular business, is not necessarily or

usually a franchise. The kinds of business which corporations

organized either under title 2, c. 34.-, or under the act of 1873,

are authorized to carry on, are powers, but not franchises,

because it is a right possessed by all citizens who choose to

engage in it without any legislative grant. The only fran

chise which such corporations possess is the general franchise

to be or exist as a corporate entity. Hence, if they en

gage in any business not authorized by the statute, it is ultra

vires, or in excess of their powers, but not a usurpation of fran

chises not granted, nor necessarily a misuser of those granted.

Acts in excess of power may undoubtedly be carried so far as to

amount to a misuser of the franchise to be a corporation and a

ground for its forfeiture. How far it must go to amount to this

the courts have wisely never attempted to define, except in very

general terms, preferring the safer course of adopting a gradual

process ofjudicial inclusion and exclusion as the cases arise. But

we think it may be safely stated as the general consensus of the

authorities that, to constitute a misuser of the corporate fran

chise, such as to warrant its forfeiture, the ultra vires acts must

be so substantial and continued as to amount to aclearviolatioii

of the condition upon which the franchise was granted, and so

derange or destroy the business of the corporation that it no

longer fulfills the end for which it was created. But, in case of

excess ofpowers, it is only where some public mischief is done or

threatened that the state, by the attorney general, should inter

fere. If, as between the company and its stockholders, there is a

wrongful application of thecapital, or an illegal incurring of lia

bilities, it is for the stockholders to complain. Ifthe company

is entering into contracts ultra vires, to the prejudice of persons

outside the corporation, such as creditors, it is for such persons

to take steps to protect their interests. The mere fact that acts.

are ultra vires is not necessarily a ground for interference by the

state, especially by qiio warranto, to forfeit the corporate fran

chises. It should also be borne in mind that acts ultra vzres n_1a__\'

justify interference on part of the state by injunction to prohibit
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a continuance of the excess of powers which would not be suf

ficient ground for a forfeiture in proceedings in quo warranto, and

hence many of the numerous authorities cited by relator, being

of that class, are not entirely in point here.

Applying these principles to the facts of this case, we think_tl1e

state has failed to make out a case entitling it to judgment against

respondent. Taking up, first, the issuing of its stock for the stock

and indebtedness ofthecarcompany. None ofthe stockholders have

any right to complain of this. They areallin the same boat. They

got up the company for that express purpose and on that exact

plan. A corporation may take property in payment of its stock,

if it be done bona fide, and with no sinister or fraudulent pur

pose, and there be nothing in its charter or the nature of its busi

ness that forbids it. If this stock and indebtedness of the 0&1‘

company was taken in payment of respondent's stock with a

fraudulent purpose, at fictitious values, in case the corporation

becomes insolvent, creditors have their remedy against the stock

holders as personally liable for stock not paid for. The alleged

unlawful purchase and retirement of part of its own stock by fl"

respondent stands on the same footing. If it is a wrong £0931"

stockholders, they have a perfect remedy; and, so far as creditors

are concerned, if the act is illegal, the parties who surrenderedtlffi

stock would still be personally responsible as stockholders in

case of the insolvency of the corporation. It may be that the

plan on which this corporation is organized is not in accordance

with the most approved financial principles, but with these

financial matters we have nothing to do, except so far as they

may affect the legal questions involved; and, upon the whole fact_S

of the case, we do not think that, under the rules of law flPPl1'

cable, the state has made out a case entitling it to a judgment Of

forfeiture in these proceedings. It is also a consideration I1_0l1

without weight (although we do not place our decision FPO" ltl

that the consequences of whatever mistakes or unauthorized ac’t5

may have been made or done by respondent could not noii1_b°

remedied by any such judgment. In view of thepreseritcondition

of respondent’s liusiness, a dissolution of the corporation, _a_11d al

forced winding up of its affairs, would involve new and add1t_1011a

loss to all parties concerned, both stockholders and cred1t01'5

The demurrer to the answer is therefore overruled, and the

information dismissed.
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what they should contain, 15.

filing, 14-.

execution, 14.-.

ASSIGNMENT—see TRANSFER or SHARES.

ASSIGNMENT FOR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS—see msoLv1=.NCY

ATTACHMENT

of stock, 119, 4-69, 550.

unrecorded assignment ofstock, 119.

rights ofattaching creditor, 119, 469.

diligence of transferee, 116.

-CAPITAL—see STOCK—

clefinition, 60.

distinguished from capital stock, 60.

ii.-._-;=i.l*r4-.1;-.=,-_=__-.1f_

CHARTER

definition, 26.

its nature, 26, 288, 305.

as a contract, 26, 28, 288, 305, 309,

construction, 27, 314-.

legislative control over, 27, 288.

reservation of power, 27, 28.

forfeiture, 28.

subject to power of eminent domain, 29.

subject to police power, 29.

statutes affecting the remedy, 29.

amendments, 30.

acceptance of amendments, 30.

rights of dissenting stockholder, 30, 11,
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CERTIFICATES OF STOCK-see MEMBERS!-IIP—

definition, 61.

right to a certificate, 61.

not negotiable, 61.

effect of recitals in, 62.

CALLS

on stock ofinsolvent corporation, 4-01.

by order ofcourt, 4-01.

CERTIFICATE OF STOCK

defiiiition, 61.

right of stockholder to, 61.

not negotiable instrument, 61.

estoppel to protect bona {ide holder, 62, 177.

effect of recitals in, 62.

rights of bona fide purchasers of, 117, 118, 113.

effect of transfer by endorsement, 79, 117.

surrender to corporation, 116.

liability of corporation on outstanding certificate, 116.

as evidence of membership, 78, 395, 396.

of right to have transfer made, 117.

wrongful transfer by pledgee, 117, 118.

transfer on forged power, 119.

membership acquired thereby, 119.

tender of before action on subscription, 4-02

CIVIL LAW

conception of a corporation, 6.

classification in, 7.

CITIZENSHIP

ofa corporation, 16, 264-, 54-1.

for purposes ofjurisdiction, 16. 1

within the meaning ofconstitutional provisions, 16.

Shaw v. Quincy Mining Co., 16, 20.

COLLATERAL ATTACK

on right of de facto corporation, 15.
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CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS—see CHARTER-—

upon creation of corporations by special act, 11.

in Minnesota, 11 n., 12 n.

CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS—281.

COMITY OF S'I‘ATES—see FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

the doctrine, 171, 172.

as modified by statute, 178.

COMMON LAW LIABILITY OF STOCKHOLDERS—-see ACTIONS,

STATUTORY LIABILITY or STOCKHOLDERS-'

in general, 86.

at common law, 405.

founded on contract, 86.

extended by statute, 86.

to whom attaches, 86.

trustee, 86.

agent, 86.

legatee, 87.

equitable owner, 87.

may arise out of acts prior to incorporation, 87.

liability of promoters, 87.

on the incorporation of a partnership, 87.

liability to return capital wrongfully distributed, 93.

return of bona fide dividends, 93.

liability upon shares issued below par, 93, 426.

as between corporation and stockholder, 93, 94-.

on shares issued at market value, 94, 426.

the English doctrine, 95, n.

to subsequent creditors only, 96,‘368.

payment in services or property, 96, 229, 4-4.-3.

must be actual fraud in valuation, 96, 229.

release from liability, 97.

by the corporation, 97.

by transfer, 97, 98, 404-.

growing out of fraudulent acts, 87.

for debts contracted before distribution of stock, 87.

growing out of defective incorporation, 88.
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as partners, 88, 89.

the later rule, 89, n.

where no de facto corporation, 89.

effect of incorporation to do business in foreign state only, 90.

conflicting decisions, 91.

the liability to creditors, 92.

in equity, 92.

creditors’ remedy, 92.

CORPORATE MEETINGS—see MEETINGS-—

CORPORATE POWERS—

generally, 31, 314.

difference between powers and franchises, 31.

powers incidental to corporate existence. 32, 252.

perpetual succession, 32.

- to have a name, 32. i

to have a seal, 33.

to purchase, holcfand alien real estate, 34-, 35, 318, 325.

offoreign corporation in Minnesota, 35, n.

to take by devise, 34-.

to act as trustee, 35.

to hold lands in a foreign state, 4-9.

to make by-laws, 36.

express charter powers, 4.-1.

construction of, 4.-1, 42, 316.

implied powers, 4-1, 314-.

acts within scope of authorized business, 316.

to endorse commercial paper, 4.-3, 323.

to subscribe for stock in another corporation, 43, 328, 836.

to purchase its own shares, 4-4~, 331, 333.

to give a mortgage, 324-.

to loan money, 46.

to make negotiable paper, 322.

general powers at common law, 46, ii.

burden of proof, 4.-1, 316.

CREATION

of corporations, 8, 272.

by the state only, 8. ,
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578 INDEX. ‘

by legislature, 8.

early grants in Pennsylvania, 274.

by act ofcongress, 8.

as a means only, 8.

illustrations of corporations created by congress, 8.

power to create cannot be delegated, 9, 273.

the rule in England, 274-.

ministerial duties, 9, 274.-.

by implication, 10.

by prescription, 10.

methods oflegislative action, 11, 272.

by grant of powers, 263.

by special or general law, 11.

constitutional limitations upon power of legislature, 11.

may be under general laws, 13.

CRIMES, LIABILITY F()R—522—see'1‘0R'1‘S.

DEFINITION

ofa corporation, 2.

ofa private corporation, 8.

ofa public corporation, 2.

of corporations aggregate and sole, 3.

ofmunicipul and public quasi corporations, 3.

of ecclesiastical corporations. 4.

of charitable corporations, 4-.

of joint stock companies, 4-.

of de facto corporations, 21, 280.

ofa by-law, 36.

of the charter, 26.

 

of capitalstock, 60.

of stock certificates, 61.

~;

user of the right claimed, 22. 284.

DE FACTO CORPORATIO.\'S—

definition, 21, 280. '

essential to a de facto corporation, 21, 279, 282

capacity to be a dc jure corporation, 21.

good faith attempt to form a corporation, 21, 280, 284'»

;~
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created in violation ofprohibitory law, 22.

under unconstitutional statute, 22.

application of doctrine ofestoppel, 22.

579

estoppel of persons dealing with corporation, 23, 283, 284-, 285.

subscriber to stock estopped to deny legal existence of corpora-

tion, 23.

corporation estopped to assert its invalidity, 23.

estoppel by acquiescence, 24.

powers of de lacto corporation, 24, 25.

DIRECTORS—see OFFICERS AND AGENTS.

qualifications, 135.

V relation to corporation, 135.

degree of care required, 141, 4-96.

good faith required, 135.

i liability for negligence and misfeasance, 496.

general powers, 136.

disqualification by interest, J37.

nature of the interest, 137.

when may deal with corporation, 137.

meetings, 138.

place of, 139.

stockholders’ control over, 139.

liability of, by statute, 139.

compensation. 142.

discretionary powers, 217.

power to make an assignment of corporate

ofci-editors, 137, 246.

to make preferences, 246.

DISSOLUTION—sec h\‘SOLVEI\‘CY—

at common law, 238, 254, 562.

for breach ofconditions. 236.

by legislative act, 237, 241.

misuser of franchises, 564, 567.

quo wan-auto proceedings, 236.

by court ofequity, 237, 238, 244.

effect ofinsolvency, 250.

right ofsubscriber to have a legal corporation, 23.

property for benefiti

a

~1
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ofsale of all corporate property, 24.-0, 241.

power of majority to wind up business, 239.

judgment after dissolution. 241.

statutory extension of corporate life, 249.

distribution of assets, 248.

elfect upon debts, 248.

term of existence, 236. _

 

statutory method of dissolution, 24-9.

 

at instance of the state, 249.

at instance ofstockholders, 249.

DIVIDE.\1DS—

right to dividends, 85.

discretion of directors as to declaration of, 85.

 

control by courts, 85.

pass by transfer of stock, 112, 116.

right oflegatee to, 113.

when wrongfully paid out of capital, 93.

 

ELECTIONS, 133—see MEETINGS.

 

 

 

 

 

ESTOPPEL—

persons dealing with dc facto corporation, 23.

 

general rule, 23.

 

in action by creditor to enforce stock subscription. 23

 

in action by dc facto corporation, 23.

 

to assert unconstitutionality ofenabling act, 24.

by acquiescence in illegal acts ofcorporation, 24-.

to assert that contract is ultra vires, 53.

to deny membership, 80, 81.

 

to deny right of foreign corporation to make a contract, 189.

ESSENTIALS OF LEGAL INCORPORATION—see INCORPORATION.

a legislative grant, 12.

acceptance of grant, 12. '

 

agreement between incorporators, 13.

essential properties of corporation, 251, 255.

essential powers, 252.

FICTION

nature ofa corporation, 1, 256.

a legal entity, 256.
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FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

recognition of artificial persons, 163, 549.

the corporate domicile, 163.

extra territorial force oflaws, 164.

power of corporation to act in foreign state, 164, 267.

a leading case, 165.

power ofstate over, 166.

may be excluded, 166.

except when engaged in inter state commerce, 167. V

the business of insurance, 167.

a leading case, 167.

the comity ofstates, 171.

a leading case, 172.

statutory modifications of rule of comity, 178.

meaning of“ doing business," 186.

contract made beyond limits of state, 187. "‘

conditions which may be imposed, 178.

the right to sue, 185, 176.

retaliatory statutes, 179.

waiver ofconstitutional rights, 180.

removal ofcauses, 180.

a leading case, 181.

granting the license, 185.

ministerial orjudicial act, 185.

effect ofnon-compliance with conditions, 188.

. when statute fixes a penalty, 188.

when no penalty is fixed, 188.

estoppel to allege non-compliance with statute, 189.

visitorial powers of state over, 189.

inspection of books of, 193.

proceeding against by state, 202.

citizenship, 16, 541, 264.

FORFEITURES—sce B1’-LAWS—

abhorred by the common law, 327.

of stock, 39. ,

ofcharter and franchises, 28.

distinguished from repeal, 27.

proceedings to forfeit shares, 39.

V
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1*‘RANCHISES-—

distinguislied from powers, 31, 252, 264-.

IFORGED POWER OF ATTORNEY-—

transfer of stock under, 119.

IMPLICATION

creation of corporation by, 10.

INCORPORATION-—see ESSENTIALS or LEGAL INCORPORATION.

under general laws, 13.

compliance with requirements, 14.

conditions precedent to legal incorporation, 14.

conditions precedent to commencement ofbusiiiess, 14.

authentication and filing of articles, 14.

regularity of cannot be attacked collaterally, 15.

number ofincorporators, 15.

by whom, 15, 16, n.

INSPECTION OF BOOKS AND RECORDS

the rights ofa stockholder, 83.

under stated conditions, 84.

ithe demand, 84.

rremedy for wrongful refusal, 84.

-inspection by attorney, 83.

»ofa foreign corporation, 193. *

 

|INSOLVENCY— ~

right to make assignment, 137, 24-6.

preferred creditors. 246, 248.

does not dissolve corporation, 250.

',]UDGMENT—see RECE1VER—

confession of, 203.

against corporation, 218, 228.

LIABILITY OF STOCKHOLDER-—see common LAW LIABIL

STATUTORY LIABILITY.

LIEN—

of corporation upon shares, 120.

how created, 120.

l~



INDEX.

' 1

meaning of “deb_ts," 120.

collateral liability ofa surety, 120.

notice of lien, 120.

MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS

definition, 100, 464-.

liability of stockholders in, 100, n.

MANDAMUS—

to compel inspection of books, 84-, 193.

to compel transfer of shares, 120, 122.

MANAGEMENT OF CORPOR;-\TIONS—see OFFICERS mu Ac-1:\:'rs.

ME.\l BERSHIP, RIGHTS OF—

general rights, 83.

to participate in management, 83.

to control managing agents, 83.

to vote at corporate meetings, 83.

to inspect books and records, 83.

to dividends, 85. '

to have dividends declared, 85.

to preference in subscription for new shares, 85.

MEETINGS

corporate meetings, 128.

regular meetings, 128.

special meetings, 128.

notice, 128.

business to be done at special, 128.

time of, 129.

place of, 129.

place of directors’ meetings, 129, 138, 139.

manner ofeonducting, 129.

formalities, 129.

qualifications of voters, 129.

by whom determined, 129.

stock books as evidence, 129.

right oftrustees to vote, 130.

personal interest of voter, 130, 4-93.

iii
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stock held by corporation, 130.

cumulative voting, 130.

voting by proxy, 130.

form of proxy, 130.

  

proxies revocable, 131.

the quorum, 131.

powers of quorum, 131.

powers ofless than quorum, 131.

when majority of stock held by one person, 131

powers of the majority, 132.

li l hp

, 1

“K,l

‘l \‘|\

V
1

rights of minority, 132.

adjourned meetings, 133.

elections, 133.

failure to call meeting for, 133.

adjournment, 133,

illegal votes, 133.

efi'ect ofirregularities at corporate meetings, 134-

MEMBERSI-IIP, ACQUISITION OF-see RIGHTS or MEMBERSHIP

type ofa member, 80, n.

in non-stock companies, 78.

regulated by the corporation, 78.

in stock corporations, 78.

ownership of shares, 78.

possession ofcertificate, 78.

evidence of membership, 78. .

qualifications for membership, 78.

manner of obtaining shares, 79.

no membership by subscription alone, 79.

by transfer, 79.

by delivery ofcertificate alone, 79.

compliance with conditions, 80.

by estoppel, 80.

estoppel as between corporation and alleged member, 80.

waiver of observance of formalities, 80.

estoppel of holder ofillegally issued shares, 80.

NATURE OF A CORPORATION—1, 251, 255, 263, 268.

an artificial person, 1, 251.

abandonmen ofthe fiction, 268.

~ ;___1_d
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i of extent of corporate power, 57, 58.

I in of, corporate meetings, 128.

to oflicers and agents, 150.

of lien on stock, 120.

NAME—

the corporate name, 32, 254.

right to choose name, 32.

acquired by usage, 33.

protected in its name, 33.

change ofname, 33. i

identity ofcorporation not thereby effected, 33. \

effect on pending actions, 33.

suits on old obligations in new name, 33.

OFFICERS AND AGENTS—see DIRECTORS.

corporation acts through agents only, 135, 337.

appointment of agents, 135.

directors, their qualifications, 135.

their powers, 135, 139.

liability for acts in excess of authority, 139.

liability for abuse of trust, 140.

‘liability for mistake of fact, 140.

liability for mistake oflaw, 14-1.

liability for care of papers, 141.

liability for fraudulent acts, 143.

liability for failure to make report, 141.

liability ofcorporation for fraudulent acts of, 143, 144.

degree of care rcq uired, 141.

compensation, 142.

the treasurer, 142.

power to bind corporation, 142.
removal, 147. i

by quo warranto 14-7.

promoters, 148, 507, 509.

their relation to the corporation, 75, 148.

to receive subscriptions, 75.

liability ofcorporation for acts of promoters, 149.

1

ii--ii
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when benefits are accepted, 150.

adoption of their contracts, 150, 507.

notice to officers and agents, 150.

PENAL STATUTES—see srsruroav -LIABILITY.

definition, 104, 453.

enforcement, 453.

PROMOTERS—sec OFFICERS AND AGENTS.

POWERS—see CORPORATE POWERS.

PUBLIC POLICY-—

how determined, 50.

‘PRESCRIPTION-—

corporations by, 10.

PREFERRED STOCK-—see sroox.

definition, 62, 377.

power to issue, 62. 377.

by consent, 63, 377.

rights ofholder, 63.

liabilities of holder, 68.

dividends on, 63.

discretion of directors as to payment of, 63.

arrears of dividends, 63.

;QUO W/lRRANTO—

to determine right to an oflice, 147.

to determine rights of foreign corporation, 14-7

to enforce forfeiture of charter, 236.

to prevent abuse ofcorporate power. 262.

oflice of, 568, 570.

RATIFICATION—

claim of corporate franchise, 10.

REAL ESTATE

power to hold, 34, 318, n.

at common law, 34,,

can be questioned by state only, 35, n.
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by mere voluntary association, 34.

result ofgrant to, 34.

statutory provisions, 34~. 35, n.

statutes of mortmain, 34~.

form ofgrant to corporation at common law, 820.

in Minnesota, 35. n.

effect ofincrease in value, 35, n.

right to take by devise, 34-.

restrictions upon foreign corporations. 35.

RECEIVER

in proceedings to enforce statutory liability, 219, 226.

collection of unpaid subscriptions by, 4-03.

RETALIATORY STATUTES—179.

REMOVAL OF OFFICERS—147.

-"STATUTE OF FRAUDS—

as effecting sales of shares, 64.

SET-OFF—363, 106, 4-07.

of judgment against stockholders‘ liability, 4.-07.

-‘STATUTORY LIABILITY OF STOCKI-IOLDERS—see ACTIONS.

its nature, 99, 104-.

in Minnesota, 99.

exception in favor of manufacturing corporations, 100.

construction ofexception, 100.

statutory in addition to constitutional, 101.

sclfexecuting constitutional provisions, 101.

meaning 0f“debts” 101.

liability for debts due laborers, 102.

liability ofnon-‘resident stockholders, 102, 4-47.

the remedy against non-residents, 102, 103, 447.

penal statutes, local 103, 104.-.

failure to publish annual statement, 104-.

liability whilc capital not paid in, 1.03.

to whom liability attaches, 103.

the statute oflimitations, 105.
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subscriptions induced by fraud, 106.

the right ofset-off, 106.

liability of holder of stock as collateral, 4-12.

SUBSCRIPTION TO STOCK—

 

 

 

 

has--7_-_ ~ m

of the form of the contract, 69.

the consideration, 69.

who may subscribe, 70.

corporation cannot subscribe, 70.

agreement to subscribe, 70.

acceptance of offer, 70.

double character ofsubscription, 70.

signing articles ofincorporation, 70.

presumption of acceptance, 70.

by allotment, 70. i

delivery of subscription to promoter, 71, 396

withdrawal of subscription, 71.

notice of withdrawal, 71.

to whom notice given, 71.

tender ofcertificate to subscriber, 72.

conditional subscription, 72, 391.

effect ofconditions, 72, 73.

performance ofconditions, 73.

waiver ofconditions, 72, 394.

substantial compliance, 72.

conditions subsequent, 72.

efi'ect on liability, 72. '

subscription on special terms, 74.

secret conditions, 74. 396.

subscription offull amount ofcapital, 74, 393

an implied condition precedent to liability, 74.

subscription to obtain charter, 75.

subscriptions in excess of authorized capital, 76

validity ofsubscriptions within limit, 75.

subscriptions induced by fraud, 106.

representations of agent, 389.

waiver ofdefcnse to subscription, 394.

amount of subscription allowed, 75.

who may receive subscriptions, 75.

-r~
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received by promoter, 75.

implied agreement to pay for shares, 76.

the New England rule, 76.

the statute oflimitations, 76.

induced by fraud, 106.

STOCKHOLDERS—-see LIABILITY OF STOCKHOLDERS.

STOCK—see SUBSCRIPTIONS T0 CAPITAL srocx.

what are shares of stock, 61.

stock certificates, 61.

right to a stock certificate, 61.

certificates not negotiable, 61.

preferred stock, 62, 377.

power to issue, 62.

rights of holders of preferred stock, 63.

arrears of dividends on preferred stock, 63.

shares of stock personal property, 64.

as efl'ected by statute offrauds, 64.

the trust fund theory, 64.

meaning of the trust fund theory, 65, 66, 363, 368.

amount ofcapital stock, 66.

increase, manner ofpayment, 67.

dividend stock, 67.

over issues of stock, 68.

irregularly issued stock, 68.

bonus stock, 368.

SUCCESSION, PERPETUAL

property ofcommon law corporation, 32, 253, 254.

modified by statute, 236.

TITLE OF PROPERTY—

when one person owns all the stock, 268.

TORTS, LIABILITY FOR—

the former theory, 152, 153, 534.

the modern rule, 153.

malice, 534.

liability for punitive damages, 154, 522.

illustrative eases, 155, 157, 522, 534.
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TRANSFER OF SHARES

of the right, 108.

an incident of property,.108.

powers to prohibit, 108.

regulation of, 109.

effect ofa transfer, 116. l

transfer on books of corporation, 109, 110, 4-69. '
transfer after insolvency of corporation, 110. i

equitable assignment, 110.

in breach of trust, 111, 4-71.

liability of corporation, 111.

transfers in ignorance ofmaterial facts, 112.

effect on dividends, 112.

fraudulent transfer, 480, 4.-83.

rights ofpurchaser of shares transferred in breach of trust, 113

rights of purchaser of certificates, 117, 480, 483.

diligence required of transferer, 116.

surrender of certificate, 116.

evidence of transferee's right, 117.

transfer on forged power of attorney, 119.

rights ofattaching creditors, 119, 469.

of equitable owner of shares, 119.

the lien ofthe corporation, 120.

remedy for refusal to transfer, 120.

action for damages, 121.

a suit _in equity, 121.

mandamus, 122.

specific performance of contract to transfer shares, 123.

TRUST, STOCK HELD IN

transfer in breach of, 111.

liability of corporation, 1 11, 471.

right of purchaser, 113.

ULTRA VIRES ACTS OF CORPORATIONS

.__l.n._

I

M

the general doctrine, 51, 52, 55, 340.

presumption of validity of corporate acts, 51.

liability upon ultra vxres contracts, 51,

when part performance, 51.
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when benefits are retained, 53.

action in futherance of ultra vires contract, 54.-.

disaflirmance after part performance, 56.

notice of want of power, 57, 58.

acquiesce:-ce in ultra vircs acts, 58, 359.

recission of ultra vircs contract, 59.

injunction to restrain, 355.

right of stockholders to, 359.

laches, 359, 360.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL STATUTES

organization ofcorporatious under, 22, 24, 286.

VOTERS— _

at stockholders‘ meetings, 129, 4-93.
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